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Tympanum on the Manufactures Building.

A HISTORY OF
THE WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

VOLUME IV.—CONGRESSES.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

Outline of the World's Congress organization and work—Number and order of the Con-
gresses—Number of addresses and of nations represented—Presi-

dent Bonney's opening speech.

T

CHARLES CARROLL BONNEY,
President of the

World's Congress Auxiliary.

HE World's Congress Auxiliary may be con-

sidered one of the grand achievements of

the Columbian Exposition. For its breadth

and comprehensiveness of conception, for the

skill and wisdom shown in its development, and

for the magnitude of its success, the people of

our country have every reason to be grateful

and the managers of the Exposition to be

proud. The gathering of the peoples of the

world at a great exposition furnishes an oppor-

tunity for association and conference to those

who are widely scattered geographically but are

united in interests such as exists under no other

conditions. Thus at an early day appeared the

necessity of establishing a compact and efficient

working organization, which should take charge

of the arrangements of such gatherings, furnish-
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ing places for assemblage, fixing the sequence and times of meeting, and giv-

ing to all a systematic and orderly supervision.

The guiding organization, sanctioned and approved by the governing

bodies of the Exposition, was granted autonomy, and worked freely, with-

out friction, on its own lines parallel with those of the Exposition, toward

the one great purpose of the illumination of mankind. The comprehensive

scheme of the World's Congresses of 1893 was the conception of Hon.

Charles C. Bonney, of Chicago, and to his tact, industry, and genius for ad-

ministering undertakings requiring a high degree of versatility and a knowl-

edge of the trend of current thought was due its orderly and successful

development.

The Congresses were first proposed publicly by Mr. Bonney, in an article

dated September 20, 1889, and printed in the Statesman Magazine for Octo-

ber of that year. A proof sheet of this article was shown by the editor of

the Statesman, Walter Thomas Mills, to Judge L. D. Thoman, Prof. David

Swing, Thomas B. Bryan, E. Nelson Blake, the Rev. P. S. Henson, D. D.,

and the Rev. John Henry Barrows, D. D., all of whom wrote brief letters

commending the project, which were printed in connection with the article,

the historical importance of which leads to its substantial reproduction here.

It was then proposed that the World's Fair be held in 1892, and this date

was accordingly used in the announcement, which was as follows :

" The crowning glory of the World's Fair should not be the exhibit, then

to be made, of the material triumphs, industrial achievements, and mechan-

ical victories of man, however magnificent that display may be. Something

still higher and nobler is demanded by the enlightened and progressive spirit

of the present age. In connection with that important event, the world of

government, jurisprudence, finance, science, literature, education, and re-

ligion should be represented in a Congress of statesmen, jurists, financiers,

scientists, literati, teachers, and theologians, greater in numbers and more

widely representative of 'peoples, nations, and tongues' than any assemblage

which has ever yet been convened. The benefits of such a parliament of

nations would be higher and more conducive to the welfare of mankind than

those which would flow from the material exposition, though it would not be

easy to exaggerate the powerful impetus that will be given by the latter to

commerce and all the arts by which toil is lightened, the fruits of labor in-

creased, and the comforts of life augmented.
" Such a Congress, convened under circumstances so auspicious, would

surpass all previous efforts to bring about a real fraternity of nations and
unite the enlightened people of the whole earth in a general co-operation for

the attainment of the great ends for which human society is organized. It is

impossible to estimate the advantages that would result from the mere estab-

lishment of personal acquaintance and friendly relations among the leaders of

the intellectual world, who now, for the most part, know eaclj other only
through the interchange of publications and perhaps the formalities of cor-
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respondence. Among the great themes that such a Congress would natu-

rally consider are the following :

" I. The grounds of fraternal union in the language, literature, domestic

life, religion, science, art, and civil institutions of different peoples.

" II. The economic, industrial, and financial problems of the age.

"III. Educational systems, their advantages and their defects, and the

means by which they may best be adapted to the recent enormous increase

in all departments of knowledge.
" IV. The practicability of a common language for use in the commercial

relations of the civilized world.

" V. International copyright and the laws of intellectual property and

commerce.

"VI. Immigration and naturalization laws and the proper international

privileges of alien governments and their subjects or citizens.

"VII. The most efficient and advisable means of preventing or diminish-

ing pauperism, insanity, and crime, and of increasing productive ability, pros-

perity, and virtue throughout the world.

"VIII. International law as a bond of union and a means of mutual

protection, and how it may be enlarged, perfected, and authoritatively ex-

pressed.

"IX. The establishment of the principles of judicial justice as the su-

preme law of international relations, and the general substitution of arbitra-

tion for war in the settlement of international controversies."

Advance copies of the proposal were furnished to the Chicago press and

reprinted or noticed with favorable comment, and in circular form it was sent

to all parts of the world. Remarkable favor greeted this proposal, and Mr.

Bonney was at once called upon to carry it into effect. Early in October a

general committee was appointed by the Executive Committee of the provi-

sional organization for the Columbian Exposition, and on October 15 this

committee held its first meeting. It consisted of Charles C. Bonney, Chair-

man ; Lyman J. Gage, Treasurer ; Walter Thomas Mills, Secretary ; the

Right Rev. Samuel Fallows, D. D., William J. Onahan, John J. Mitchell,

Ferdinand W. Peck, the Rev. John Henry Barrows, D. D., Julius Rosen-

thal, and John A. Neander.

The work of organization proceeded rapidly, favorable responses came

from all parts of the world, and as the plans developed the need of a larger

organization was seen. Accordingly, on October 30, 1890, the World's

Congress Auxiliary of the World's Columbian Exposition was organized

with the following-named officers : President, Charles C. Bonney ; Vice-

President, Thomas B. Bryan ; Treasurer, Lyman J. Gage ; Secretary, Benja-

min Butterworth. Howard O. Edmonds, who succeeded Mr. Butterworth

as Secretary of the Exposition, was for some time Assistant Secretary of

the Auxiliary, and was succeeded in that office by Clarence E. Young.

The official announcement of the World's Congress scheme was sent by
113
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the Government of the United States to foreign nations in connection with

the invitation of the President of the United States to participate in the Co-

lumbian Exposition of 1893. It was at first supposed that the AuxiHary would

come within the scope of the Columbian Commission created by the act of

Congress ; but, as President Harrison expressed a doubt on this point, a for-

mal recognition of the Auxiliary in a subsequent act of Congress was pro-

cured ; and on May 25, 1892, the World's Congress Auxiliary was officially

recognized by the Senate of the United States, in a report of the Committee

on Foreign Relations, as the proper agency to conduct International Con-

gresses in connection with the World's Columbian Exposition. On June

13 of that year the diplomatic and consular officers of the United States

were directed by the Department of State to invite the cordial and hearty

co-operation of the governments to which they were accredited, and to use

their best endeavors to procure such co-operation in the series of World's Con-

gresses then projected. On October 21, 1892, the inaugural ceremonies of

the World's Congresses were held, in connection with the dedication of the

buildings erected for the Exposition, in the Chicago Auditorium, with Arch-

bishop John Ireland as the orator of the occasion.

The World's Congresses were held in what was called the Permanent

Memorial Art Palace, erected on the shore of Lake Michigan, near the heart

of Chicago, through the co-operation of the Directory of the World's

Columbian Exposition and the Directors of the Art Institute of Chicago.

The city contributed the site, the Art Institute furnished about $400,000,

and the Directory of the Exposition supplied the sum of $200,000 on
condition that the building should be completed and furnished for the

uses of the World's Congress Auxiliary during the Exposition season, from
May to October. This structure, now called the Art Institute, is a massive

building three stories high, in antique style, three hundred and nineteen feet

in front on Michigan Avenue, at the intersection of Adams Street, and
has two wings extending eastwardly one hundred and seventy-six feet. It

contains thirty-three halls, which were calculated to accommodate one
hundred to seven hundred persons each ; and between the two wings were
erected two large audience rooms with seats for nearly three thousand per-

sons, and standing room for perhaps a thousand more in each. The north
room was named the Hall of Columbus ; the south one, the Hall of Wash-
ington. It was estimated that the entire building would hold more than
twelve thousand persons, and on many occasions—especially during the
Women's Congress, the Educational Congresses, and particularly the Reli-

gious Congresses—the building was found inadequate to the demands of
the occasion. The structure was not finished until about July i, but was
taken by the Auxiliary before May i and occupied by the Congresses, which
began on the 15th of that month. No accident or disturbance worth men-
tioning occurred during the entire World's Congress season.

The general meetings were held, for the most part, in the great audience
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rooms, and the meetings of the divisions and sections of the Congress De-

partments in the smaller halls. The applications for times and places were

so numerous that long before the Congresses were opened it became ex-

tremely difficult to find suitable accommodations for a new congress.

Besides the $200,000 contributed for the erection of a building, the Ex-

position Directory also expended in the support of the World's Congress

work about $80,000, and it is estimated that the various Committees of

Organization also raised and expended about $17,500 more, making, with a

Governmental appropriation of $2,500, the total expenditures for the Con-

gresses about $300,000.

As finally organized, the World's Congress Auxiliary consisted of a cen-

tral organization authorized by the Directory of the World's Columbian

Exposition, and recognized by the Government of the United States as the

.

proper agency to conduct a series of World's Congresses in connection with

the Exposition, made up of 2,170 members, divided into 214 local Com-
mittees of Organization. To these local Committees of Organization were

adjoined what were called Advisory Councils, comprising the non-resident

members of the Congress, and consisting of persons eminent in the work
involved, selected from all parts of the world, and co-operating with the

local committees by correspondence and, wherever practicable, in person.

The aggregate membership of these Advisory Councils was 14,528. The
chairman of each Committee of Organization was director of the Congress

committed to its charge, and the president of the Auxiliary was the general

director of the whole series of the Congresses. There were also general

honorary and corresponding members, invited to give their advice and co-

operation to the whole series of Congresses ; also committees of co-operation

appointed by particular organizations and recognized by the Auxiliary as

representatives of societies and institutions. The honorary membership em-

braced many distinguished names, including those of King Oscar of Sweden

and Norway, Lord Chief Justice Coleridge of England, Lord Tennyson,

Cardinal Manning, Prof. Max Miiller, Dr. Georg Ebers, of Germany, Prof.

De Laveleye, of Belgium, presidents of colleges and universities, foreign

ministers of the United States, and many scientists.

Joint committees of men and women were not appointed ; but for Con-

gresses suitable for the participation of women, a committee of women was

appointed, with the right to meet and act separately or in conference with

the committee of men, as occasion might render desirable. A degree of

freedom, independence, and equality otherwise impossible was thus secured,

and at the same time the best facilities for any useful co-operation were pro-

vided. These committees of women constituted what was called the

Woman's Branch of the World's Congress Auxiliary. Of this branch Mrs.

Potter Palmer was President and Mrs. Charles Henrotin Vice-President.

The other members of the original committee of women were Mrs. Henry

M. Wilmarth, Mrs. J. M. Flower, Miss Frances E. Willard, Mrs. J Young
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Scammon, Mrs. Myra Bradwell, Mrs. John C. Coonley, Mrs. R. Hall

McCormick, Mrs. O. W. Potter, Mrs. A. H. Chetlain, Mrs. Wirt Dexter,

Dr. Sarah Hackett Stevenson, Miss Nina Gray Lunt, Mrs. Leander Stone,

and Miss N. Halstead.

The work of the World's Congresses was divided into twenty depart-

ments and two hundred and twenty-four general divisions, in which Con-
gresses were held. These, in their chronological order, were as follows :

I. Woman's Progress, 25 divisions.

II. PubHc Press, 6 divisions.

III. Medicine and Surgery, 6 divisions.

IV. Temperance, 12 divisions.

V. Moral and Social Reform, 15 divisions.

VI. Commerce and Finance, 10 divisions.

VII. Music, 9 divisions.

VIII. Literature, 9 divisions.

IX. Education, First Series, 17 divisions; Second Series, 16 divisions.

X. Engineering, 9 divisions.

XI. Art, 5 divisions.

XII. Government, 7 divisions.

XIII. General Department, i division, besides 4 divisions held out of
their regular order and here transferred to their proper places.

XIV. Science and Philosophy, 13 divisions.

XV. Social and Economic Science, 4 divisions.

XVI. Labor, i division.

XVII. Religion, 46 divisions.

XVIII. Sunday Rest, i division.

XIX. PubHc Health, i division.

XX. Agriculture, 1 1 divisions.

The programmes also show 125 sections, of which 29 were of the nature
of the general divisions.

These Congresses held 1,283 sessions, aggregating 753 days. The printed
programmes show 5,978 addresses delivered or papers read, including 5,454
formal contributions, 131 addresses of welcome, 176 addresses of response,
and 217 agricultural reports. But these are much less than the actual num-
ber, for many papers and addresses were admitted after the programmes
were printed, and were inserted in the corrected programmes used by the
presiding officers.

An alphabetical index shows 5,822 speakers and writers whose names
appear on the printed programmes, including 368 cases in which the name
of the paper to be read or subject discussed is not given. These partici-
pants in the Congresses represented all the continents and 97 nations
states, provinces, territories, and colonies, besides 50 States and Territories
of the American Union. The tables show the different occasions on
which the 3,817 speakers and writers, whose places of residence appear, took
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part in the Congress proceedings. This extremely interesting exhibit is as

follows

:

Europe 803, Asia 104, Africa 41, North America 2,770, South America

48, Australasia 39, Pacific Islands 12. The places represented and the

number of entries are : Algeria 5, Angola i, Arabia i, Argentine 7, Armenia
I, Asia Minor i, Australia 8, Austria 35, Bavaria 5, Belgium 19, Bohemia 7,

Brazil 6, British Guiana 4, Bulgaria 5, Burmah i, Canada 39, Cape Colony

3, Ceylon 6, Chili i, China 14, Colombia 3, Congo 3, Corea i, Costa Rica

4, Cuba 3, Curagoa 2, Denmark 17, Ecuador 3, Egypt 15, England 200,

Finland 7, France 99, French Congo i, Germany 112, Great Britain 113,

Greece 11, Guatemala i, Hanover i, Hayti 3, Holland 16, Honduras i,

Hungary 2, Iceland 5, India 31, Ireland 10, Italy 52, Jamaica 2, Japan 28,

Johore 3, Liberia 4, Madagascar i, Manitoba 3, Mexico 23, Monaco i. New
Brunswick 2, New Hebrides 2, New South Wales 19, New Zealand i,

Nicaragua 2, Northwest Territories (Canada) i, Norway 9, Nova Scotia i,

Ontario 30, Orange Free State 3, Paraguay 4, Persia 3, Peru 3, Poland 3,

Portugal 7, Quebec 15, Roumania 3, Russia 39, Sandwich Islands 7, Saxony

I, Scotland 41, Siam 4, Siberia i, South Africa 3, South Australia 3, Spain

13, Straits Settlements 2, Sweden 33, Switzerland 20, Syria 7, Transylvania

I, Trinidad 2, Tunis i. Turkey 11, United States of America 2,641, Uru-

guay 3, Venezuela 9, Victoria 6, Wales 4, Wtirtemberg i. The representa-

tion of the United States was : Alabama 20, Alaska 2, Arizona 7, Arkansas

19, California 113, Colorado 34, Connecticut 50, Delaware 3, District of

Columbia 127, Florida 11, Georgia 35, Idaho 7, Illinois 350, Indiana 85,

Indian Territory i, Iowa 59, Kansas 39, Kentucky 26, Louisiana 24, Maine

31, Maryland 55, Massachusetts 236, Michigan 125, Minnesota 78, Missis-

sippi II, Missouri 97, Montana 8, Nebraska 28, Nevada 2, New Hampshire

16, New Jersey, 48, New Mexico 4, New York 307, North Carolina 19,

North Dakota 5, Ohio 140, Oregon 11, Pennsylvania 156, Rhode Island 21,

South Carolina 19, South Dakota 14, Tennessee 49, Texas 29, Utah 5, Ver-

mont 6, Virginia 21, Washington 14, West Virginia 6, Wisconsin 66, Wyo-
ming 2. This list embraces, in round numbers, only about two thirds of the

papers and addresses.

No provision was made for any free debating society in the whole range

of the Congresses. On the contrary, strict regulations were made and en-

forced for the exclusion of volunteer addresses, and of every form of random

talk. The entire time at disposal was allotted to those who were supposed

to be most competent to instruct and advise. Controversy was prohibited,

and the passing of resolutions- of approval or of censure was forbidden. The

writers and speakers were asked not to attack the views of others, but to set

forth with as much cogency as possible the merits of their own. The theory

of the Congresses was that those who spoke in them were addressing the

intellectual and moral world through the medium of the Congresses, and

that the views expressed would he afterward widely discussed in pulpit.
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forum, public press, and private conversation. The speakers and writers

for each Congress were carefully selected by the Committee of Organization,

with the advice of members of the Advisory Council of the Congress in-

volved. Participation in the several Congresses was strictly regulated by

the programmes formed by the Committees of Organization and approved

by the President. Those whose names appeared on the programme, and

those only, had the right to be heard.

Members of the Advisory Council of each Congress, located in the centers

of the participating countries, were earnestly requested by the local Com-

mittee of Organization to recommend for the Congress speakers and writers

of the highest qualifications and abilities ; and, as far as practicable, the

preference was given to representatives from foreign countries.

The Congresses were formally opened on Monday morning. May 15,

1893, with an address by the President of the Congress Auxiliary, the Hon.

Charles C. Bonney, from which the following quotations are made :

" What must have seemed to many a splendid but impossible dream has

become a present reality. We enter this day upon the actual enjoyment of

the pleasures and the benefits it promised. The shining blossoms of the

dream have changed to ripened fruit that waits our taking. We turn with

grateful hearts to the past, for it is the highway which has led us to this

hour. We look with pleasing anticipations to the future, for its beckoning

heights glow with the dawn of a fairer day of peace and plenty than our race

has hitherto known.
" The nineteenth century, richer in manifold wonders than any which has

preceded it in the august procession of the ages, crowns its great achieve-

ments by establishing in the world the sublime idea of a Universal Frater-

nity of Learning and Virtue. This idea, long cherished by the illuminati of

every clime, descends at last from the luminous mountains of thought to

the fertile fields of action, and enters upon the conquest of the world.
" The new age has dawned. A new leader has taken command. The

name of this leader is Peace. Henceforth, excepting only the names by
which the Prince of Peace is invoked, the mightiest word in all the lan-

guages of the earth is Peace. In the service of this new commander we
proclaim a Universal Fraternity of Learning and Virtue as the best means
by which ignorance, misunderstanding, prejudice, and animosity can be re-

moved, and intelligence, charity, productive industry, and happiness be
promoted. For these high purposes the World's Congress Auxiliary of

the World's Columbian Exposition was organized, the leaders of prog-

ress invited, and the arrangements made for the World's Congresses of

1893.

" To sum up the progress of mankind in every department of enlight-

ened achievement
; to review the actual results of that progress ; to note the

lessons it teaches and the defects and difficulties that still remain ; to state

in clear, concise, and yet comprehensive terms the important unsolved prob-
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lems of our time which still await solution ; to put in definite form the liv-

ing questions of the day which yet demand reply from living men ; to sug-

gest in brief but lucid terms the means by which obstacles may be overcome,

difficulties removed, defects supplied, and further progress made ; to bring

all the departments of human progress into harmonious relations in a great

intellectual and moral exposition—these are the general objects of the

World's Congresses of 1893.

"We have asked the leaders of all countries to aid us in crowning the

whole glorious work by the formation and adoption of better and more com-

prehensive plans than have hitherto been made, to advance the progress,

prosperity, unity, peace, and happiness of the world ; and to secure the effec-

tual prosecution of such plans by the organization of a series of world-wide

fraternities, through whose efforts and influence the intellectual and moral

forces of mankind may be made dominant throughout the world. We
would unite in international associations the devotees of every branch of

learning ; the disciples of every virtue ; the friends of every charity ; the sup-

porters of every reform. Wherever, in any part of the world, a friend of

man follows the path of duty, we would have him feel that he has the sym-

pathy of those who in other lands follow the same pursuit.

" The paramount motive of the World's Congress movement may well be

noticed. The golden rule of life furnished the basis for the desired union.

Asking from all the world respect for our own convictions, customs, and

institutions, and the liberty to enjoy them, simple justice commanded us to

offer in return the same respect for what others believe to be truth and duty.

Making no surrender of our own convictions, the principles we profess to

hold compel us to act toward others as we would have them do by us. When
we invite the leaders of other lands to meet us in friendly conference, we
stand pledged to avoid every appearance of putting them in any false or com-

promising position. We aim to be faithful servants of the Truth. We ac-

knowledge its sovereignty. We realize that the most gifted of our race can

but imperfectly comprehend and portray its mysteries. Because the Truth

is infinite, and we are only finite, it must forever transcend our efforts to un-

derstand and obey it, although we may do so to the utmost of our limited

abilities.

" We do not ask, as a condition of recognition and friendly intercourse,

that individuals, families, or communities of our own race and tongue shall

adopt all our peculiar views, whether social, moral, religious, or political.

Much less should we make such adoption a condition of international frater-

nity. But the most zealous devotee of one form of faith or government

may, obviously, without any surrender of his own convictions, heartily desire

to come into friendly relations with those who cherish other forms of religion

and civil authority, not for the purpose of controversy, much less for opposi-

tion or persecution, but with the noble hope that they may see reflected in

his words and life what he believes to be the superior merit of his own. This
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doctrine is the golden bridge over the dark chasm which has so long divided

mankind into contending sects and parties.

" For ages races, nations, communities, religions, and institutions have

stood in positions of practical hostility toward each other, aiming to be

always prepared for strife even in the midst of an apparently enduring peace.

At last the time has come when this unhappy condition will be changed. The

old rule of international law, that a citizen of one country has no rights in

any other save such, if any, as have been expressly conferred, must give way

to the higher and better doctrine that in every land the people of other coun-

tries should have all the rights and privileges of citizens, except such, if any,

as have been expressly withheld. This is sufficient for the proper protection

of every nation against dangers from without which it may desire to exclude.

" We would make of many peoples one truly human race
;
we would

form of many states one mighty and harmonious brotherhood of nations,

over whose bounteous fields, tilled by enlightened industry, guarded by estab-

lished justice, and reaped by willing hands for happy homes, shall bend for-

ever the bounteous skies of peace."

Mr. Bonney then made a rapid retrospect of the origin and development

of the World's Congress scheme, which is outlined in the preceding pages,

and continued :

" In this review a passing word of gratitude and praise is due to the mem-

ory of those honorary and advisory members who have been called before

this opening hour to the mightier Congress of the illustrious dead. Not all

may here be named, for every day brings sorrow to some home, but some

there are to whom we owe a special acknowledgment for special cause.

" Rutherford B. Hayes, ex-President of the United States, was deeply

interested in our philanthropic work, and had accepted the presidency of the

Congresses of the Department of Moral and Social Reform. We are indebted

to James G. Blaine, the American Secretary of State, for the earnest and

untiring co-operation of the Department of State, which gave the World's

Congress Auxiliary an official standing in all the countries of the earth with

which our own has diplomatic relations. To him we are also indebted for

the report adopted by the Senate of the United States recognizing the

World's Congress Auxiliary as the proper agency to represent the Govern-

ment of the United States in the conduct of a series of international con-

gresses. Henry Edward Manning, Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster,

one of the foremost religious leaders of his time, had promised a paper for

the Labor Congress, and another for the Congress of the Catholic Church.

Alfred Lord Tennyson, most illustrious of the laurel-crowned poets, had sent

his special greetings and sympathy, with the hope that, though an old man,

he might send a song for the Authors' Congress. John Greenleaf Whittier,

poet of freedom and every virtue, also stood in closest sympathy with the

World's Congress work, and, had death spared him, would no doubt have

given us a hymn worthy of the occasion and of himself. Prof. Emile de
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Laveleye, of Belgium, had promised his active aid in the Congresses of So-

cial and Economic Science. From George William Curtis, Bishop Phillips

Brooks, and others who have answered the summons to a higher service we
also expected important co-operation and aid.

" To each and all of them we waft on the wings of faith the homage of

our hearts. Living, they would have done what they could for the success

of the World's Congresses of 1893 ; dead, their influence and example cheer

and encourage us, like friendly voices heard from unseen friends.

" With the active co-operation and aid of the general officers of the

World's Congress Auxiliary, more than two hundred committees have made
arrangements for congresses, conducting the necessary correspondence, rnak-

ing the proper engagements, and forming the required programmes. To
state the simple truth that, with exceptions too few and small to deserve

remembrance, this great work has been accomplished with wonderful energy,

patience, good sense, harmony, and subordination to the supreme purposes in

view ; and that, while in a few cases adverse circumstances have prevented

the organization of a proposed congress, not one has failed from a more igno-

ble cause, is to leave no occasion for any further resort to the vocabulary of

praise. Yet the divine and eternal law of ever-recurring seedtime and har-

vest applies here as elsewhere to human affairs. We can not have in this first

harvest the full fruition of the World's Congress scheme. Only the coming

generations will witness the full realization of its ideals, and enjoy in com-

plete measure its manifold results.

"To each week of the World's Congress season a group of congresses has

been assigned. From day to day, till the close of October, the General Ses-

sions of these Congresses will be held in this Hall of Columbus, and in the

corresponding Hall of Washington ; while the Special Sessions and Confer-

ences will be held in the more than twenty smaller halls of the Memorial Art

Palace at disposal, after ample provision for offices and other incidental uses.

As far as practicable, all these meetings will be open, without charge, to the

interested public. This privilege can be granted without harm, because par-

ticipation in the proceedings will be strictly regulated by programme ; and of

course participants and delegates will first be provided with seats. In some

cases societies have arranged for a registration fee for a special publication

fund ; but this is a voluntary contribution, not a compulsory fee for admission.

" For all forms of public press report the best facilities at command will

be given. Any participating society or institution may freely print so much

of the proceedings of any Congress as relates to its own work, to take the

place of its usual annual publication. In special cases popular publications

in book form may be authorized.

" The last official roster of the Foreign Commissions now in attendance

on the World's Columbian Exposition bears, in alphabetical order, the names

of the Argentine Republic, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, British Guiana, Bul-

garia, Canada, Cape Colony, Ceylon, Colombia, Costa Rica, Curagoa, Den-
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mark, Ecuador, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hayti, Italy, Ja-

maica, Japan, Johore, Korea, Liberia, Mexico, the Netherlands, New South

Wales, Nicaragua, Norway, Orange Free State, Paraguay, Persia, Portugal,

Russia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Trinidad, Turkey, Uruguay, Venezuela,

as represented by several hundreds of commissioners appointed by the respect-

ive governments. The emblems of their sovereignty blend with each other

and with our own in the decoration of the halls in which the World's Con-

gresses will conduct their dehberations. Their commissioners will meet in

friendly intercourse in these Congresses. We would extend and strengthen

these fraternal relations to the utmost of our power.

" Henceforth, the ' decisive battles of the world ' will be fought on moral

fields and on intellectual heights. The artillery of argument will take the

place of the shot and shell hurled by the mighty guns of modern war. The

piercing bayonet of perception and the conquering sword of truth will take

the place of the weapons of steel which soldier and captain bear. The fame

of a great general will become less attractive than that of a great statesman,

or orator, or poet, or artist, or scientist, or teacher. The laboratory of the

chemist, the workshop of the architect, the field of the engineer or scientific

investigator, the study of the author, and the institution of learning, will more

and more attract the rising genius of mankind.
" The original proposal of the Parliament of Religions was received with

much incredulity and many expressions of fear for its success ; but the re-

sponses which have come from every part of the world have long since made
it clear that a new religious era of more living and exalted faith, of firmer

convictions and larger charity, is not merely close at hand, but has actually

dawned ; and that in the coming September its sunrise glories will shine

along the horizon of the morn.
" A single week of years stands between us and the twentieth century. If

the causes now in operation shall go on unchecked, the world will witness in

these seven years the crowning glories of more than seven centuries of human
progress. With this hope, I proclaim the formal opening of the World's

Congresses of 1893

—

" To make the whole world one in sympathy
;

To make the whole world one in mental aim

;

To make the whole world one in moral power;
Learning and Virtue passports to all lands!"

The Congresses were formally closed on October 28. On the morning
of this date a final meeting was held at the Chicago Art Institute, attended

by members of the various Committees of Organization, and presided over

by President Charles C. Bonney. A report by the Secretary of the Auxil-

iary, C. E. Young, was read, and brief addresses were made by eminent

speakers. President Bonney, whose nearly four years' untiring labor as the

originator and active head of the Auxiliary had been crowned with sue-
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cess, gave, in his farewell address, an elaborate review of its history and of

the work accomplished, of which the more significant passages are here

quoted :

" That these Congresses have been successful far beyond anticipation

;

that they have transformed into enduring realities the hopes of those who
organized and conducted them, and that they will exercise a benign and

potent influence on the welfare of mankind through the coming centuries,

has been so often, so emphatically, and so eloquently declared by eminent

representatives of different countries and peoples, that these statements may
be accepted as established facts. That the material exhibit of the World's

Columbian Exposition in Jackson Park is

the most complete and magnificent ever

presented to human view, is generally

agreed ; but a multitude of eminent wit-

nesses have declared, after attendance on

both, that the intellectual and moral expo-

sition of the progress of mankind presented

in the World's Congresses of 1893 is greater

and more imposing still. Thus the work

of the World's Congress Auxiliary of the

World's Columbian Exposition takes its

enduring place in human history.

" There has been little need for the en-

forcement of rules and regulations. Few
speakers have given occasion for a call to

order. The spirit of order, decorum, dig-

nity, and peace has been sovereign during

the sessions of these Congresses. This

ruling spirit has so promptly rebuked any

attempt to overstep the limits of propriety

as to leave little occasion for presiding offi-

cers to exercise their authority ; little occa-

sion to guard seats reserved for delegates, or

to insist upon tickets or badges of admission,

and the general regulations adopted for the government of the Congresses

have proved remarkably satisfactory.

" The time now at my command will not permit me even to name the

many Committees of Organization by which the various Congresses were

arranged. It is, however, both my duty and my pleasure to say of them that

the fidelity, the patience and the zeal, the ability, the discrimination and the

executive skill with which the chairmen and members of the more than two

hundred Committees of Organization have conducted the correspondence,

made the arrangements, and formed the programmes for the more than two

hundred Congresses which have been held in the twenty departments of the

MRS. CHARLES HENROTIN,
Vice-President of the Woman's Branch of

the World's Congress Auxiliary.

The machinery of organization
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Auxiliary, constitute one of the marvels of the World's Congress work. The
discipline and subordination which have attended the execution of the great

and complicated scheme would do honor to the best organized department of

any government. So efficiently and so silently have these committees done

their work that the great public they have served needs to be reminded of

their part in the splendid results achieved."

Of the vast number of addresses delivered at these Congresses, many were

of permanent value—so many that the four volumes of this history could not

contain them all. The whole contained matter enough to fill fifty octavo

volumes of a thousand pages each. We have been obliged to make a selec-

tion, and in the choice have been guided by the considerations of fitness,

novelty, and probability of general interest. Some of these dissertations here

appear in print for the first time ; others are reprinted from technical or

special publications. For the papers that we have selected from the World's

Parliament of Religions—which, probably, of all the Congresses commanded
the widest attention and the deepest interest—we are indebted to the excel-

lent work, in two large illustrated volumes, edited by the Rev. John Henry
Barrows, D. D., and issued by the Parliament Publishing Company. For

those read at the Congress of Representative Women we are indebted to

the work on that subject edited by Mrs. May Wright Sewall and published

by Messrs. Rand, McNally & Co. (Chicago, 1894) ; and for others, though

to a much more limited extent, to various publications that were devoted to

the separate Congresses.

Though we have to regret that limits of space forbid a presentation of all

the papers read at the Congresses, and though we are aware that the selection

made by any editor would not be the same as that by any other editor, yet

we believe that what we have given, besides having a permanent intrinsic

value, will convey to the reader a fair idea of the vast research and profound
scholarship represented in those assemblages.

The total attendance at the Congresses Auxiliary was estimated at 700,000.
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Rev. Florence E. KoUock, Rev. Mary A. Safford, Uisula W. Gestefeld, Jane Bancroft
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Burke's report for the National Indian Associa-

tion—Papers in the section of Industries and Oc-

cupations—Woman's progress in various parts of

the world—A speech by Frederick Douglass

—

Papers on orders.

THE inception of the World's Con-

gress of Representative Women
may be traced to February, 1891,

when the National Council of Women of

the United States, in session in Washing-

ton, D. C, decided to recommend to the

officers of the International Council of

Women that the first quinquennial session

of the International Council should be

held in Chicago in the summer of 1893,

instead of in London, as originally in-

tended.

The American officers of the Interna-

tional Council obtained the consent of the
15

MRS. MAY WRIGHT SEWALL,
Chairman of the

Committee on Organization.
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foreign officers to the proposed change from London to Chicago, and the

Executive Committee of the National Council of Women of the United

States pledged that Council to entertain free of expense all foreign dele-

gates in attendance upon the proposed meeting of the International

Council.

The call for the meeting of the International Council in Chicago was

issued promptly, and both call and pledge were given wide publicity in the

early summer of 1891.

In due time, as the plan of the World's Congress Auxiliary developed, the

officers of the National Council of Women of the United States entered

into correspondence with the Hon. Charles C. Bonney, President of the

World's Congress Auxiliary, requesting that the quinquennial meeting of the

International Council of Women should be adopted as one of the series of

Congresses, with the understanding that its scope should be enlarged to the

greatest possible extent ; that it should take the name of " The World's Con-

gress of Representative Women "
; and that it should be subject to the same

rules and enjoy the same privileges as the other Congresses in the series. The
application was allowed, the week beginning May 15, 1893, was assigned for

the proposed Congress, and Mr. Bonney, at the request of the officers of the

Woman's Branch of the Auxiliary, at once appointed Mrs. May Wright
Sewall, of Indianapolis, chairman of the committee in charge of the prepara-

tions for this Congress. Mrs. Rachel Foster Avery, Corresponding Secretary

of the National and International Councils of Women, was made secretary of

the committee, and to these two ladies was committed the task of laying the

plans, shaping the programme, and corresponding with organizations and indi-

viduals in all countries. The committee was completed by the addition of

Dr. Sarah Hackett Stevenson, Dr. Julia Holmes Smith, Mrs. John C. Coon-
ley, Miss Frances E. Willard, Mrs. Elizabeth Boynton Harbert, and Mrs.

William Thayer Brown, all of Chicago. All the work of this committee was
subject to the approval of the head of the Congress Auxiliary, and also to

that of the President and Vice-President of the Woman's Branch of the

Auxiliary.

The Executive Committee of the National Council of Women, at a meet-
ing in Chicago on May 9 and 10, had authorized the President of the Council

to represent the interests of the Council in Europe during the summer of 1892.

After this proposed meeting of the International Council of Women had
been merged into the greater project of a World's Congress of Representa-

tive Women, Mrs. Sewall naturally devoted herself during the three months
in Germany, Belgium, and France in the ensuing summer to awakening an
interest in the Congress. While invested with no official authority to repre-

sent the Auxiliary, Mrs. Sewall was greatly aided in her efforts by her office

as Chairman of the Committee of Arrangements and by her connection with
the National and International Councils of Women, the essential features of

which were already well known abroad and served to divest the idea of a
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World's Congress of Women of much of the strangeness it would otherwise

have assumed in the minds of foreign women.
Meanwhile Mrs. Rachel Foster Avery, in her office at Somerton, Pa., was

carrying on a voluminous correspondence with individuals in this and other

countries, and especially with the executive officers of every national body of

women at home and abroad, preparing the way for the appointment of women
from every nation on the Advisory Councils, for the selection of persons to

prepare papers for the General Congress and reports for the Report Con-

gresses, and for the formal enrollment of all national organizations of women
as members of the World's Congress of Representative Women, entitled to

send delegates thereto and to hold Department Congresses in connection

therewith. The responses were so prompt and so generally sympathetic that

it became immediately evident that a widespread interest was aroused and

the success of the Congress was assured.

In September, 1892, a preliminary address was issued by the committee,

in which the history of the movement was outlined, its condition at that date

made known, and the committee's plans for the final development and execu-

tion were set forth. While in the separate Congresses to convene in Chicago

in the summer of 1893 women would participate in the degree in which they

had taken part in the interest indicated by the title of the Congress, it was

emphasized in the preliminary address that in the Congress of Representa-

tive Women the subjects under consideration would be viewed from a differ-

ent standpoint, the object of the Congress being to discuss not the subject

per se, but the relation of the women of the world to the subject. For ex-

ample, in the papers and addresses to be presented in the World's Congress

of Representative Women on themes that would come under the general

subject of education, it was not desired that pedagogy as a science should

be discussed, but papers of two kinds upon this general theme would be

demanded by the character and objects of this particular Congress. First,

papers that might with propriety be called reports from each country rep-

resented in the Congfess, showing the history of woman's progress in that

country in respect to education, and setting forth her present educational

opportunities and the agencies through which these opportunities had been

received. The object of these reports, which was to ascertain the historical

progress and the present status of woman's education in each country, would

determine the character of the reports, in which accuracy and statistical detail

would be required—qualities that would make these reports invaluable to the

student of pedagogics and of sociology, but would in a large degree deprive

them of that warmth and eloquence required in addresses that please the ear

and stimulate the enthusiasm of such large popular audiences as it was hoped

the Congress of Representative Women would convene. Hence the neces-

sity for papers of the second kind—namely, addresses on themes bearing

upon the general .subject of women in education, under which title many

topics could be suggested that would give free play for wit, pathos, illustra-

114
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tion, and all the elements of oratory. Every one to whom the preliminary

address was sent was solicited to make .
suggestions as to subjects, titles of

papers, etc., suitable for the programme of the Congress.

Of all the documents issued by the committee this was the most im-

portant. It was distributed in .French and in English versions by tens

of thousands—not at random, -but to carefully selected addresses in every

civilized country. It was reprinted from time to time, substantially with-

out change, either ; alone or as a part of more comprehensive statements,

as the needs of the work , required, the latest edition bearing date April 12,

1893- , .

Mrs. Sewall returned to this country early in September, 1892, and from

that time until the opening of the Congress, May 15, 1893, an uninterrupted

correspondence was, carried on between, the chairrrian of the

committee in Indianapolis and the secretary of the

committee iri: Philadel-

officers and the execu-

iliary in Chicago. This

summarized and tab-

time, and the results

Committee of Ar-

held meetings in

of the Woman's
iliary. The reports

meetings by the

secretary show that

alone were issued sev-

dred and ninety-eight

and foreign, and fifty-

documents. The rec-

office of the Auxiliary

these totals. This cor-

erable portion of which

guages, occupied the

-^
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MRS , RACHEL FOSTER AVERY,

Secretary of the
,

Committee on Organization.

phia, and between these

tive officers of the Aux-
correspondence was

ulated from time to

submitted to the

rangements, which

Chicago on the call

Branch of the Aux-
submitted to these

chairman and the

from their offices

en thousand one hun-

sealed letters, home
five thousand printed

ords of the Chicago

would largely increase

respondence, a consid-

was in foreign Ian-

entire time of the

chairman of the committee and her secretary, and of the secretary of the

committee, with two to eight clerks in her office, for the nine months end-

ing May 15, 1893, at which time a complete programme was produced, of

which seven editions of ten thousand copies each were distributed among
the audiences that thronged the Art Institute during the memorable week
ending May 22. Every name appearing on this programme was placed

there by formal consent of its owner. Each address, discussion, or report

for the multitudinous meetings of the Congress was pledged in advance.

The programme was carried out almost intact, and this fact, combined with

careful attention to detail in all matters devolving upon the Committee of

Arrangements, contributed very largely to the unprecedented success of
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the Congress, in spite of the many serious inconveniences arising from the

use of a temporary structure in which the workmen were still busy.

Immediately after the opening session of the World's Congress Auxiliary

the Department of Woman's Progress was formally opened. Mr. Bonney

spoke in part as follows :

" To you has been allotted the high honor of leading the way in the great

series of presentations to be made in this Memorial Art Palace during the six

months of the Exposition season. This is peculiarly appropriate in view of

the fact that the nineteenth century will be known in history as the century

of woman's progress. It is in this age that woman has become distinguished

along the higher lines of human progress, carrying with her wherever she has

gone a higher civilization, greater refinement and culture, and, as might have

been expected, a beneficent influence on every interest with which she has

come in contact. In the deeper philosophic sense the distinguishing develop-

ments of the nineteenth century along the line of what is known as woman's

progress, represent the substitution of the law of love for the law of force.

Woman holds in her hand no agency of force by which she can compel a

compliance with her desires and accomplish the objects which she has in

view. She must attain her ends solely by the exercise of the spiritual graces

and refinements, the moral beauties and powers, of which she has always been

the supreme mistress.

" It was for reasons such as are indicated in these remarks that a distinct

organization was created, called the Woman's Branch of the World's Con-

gress Auxiliary, to represent the interests of women in the World's Con-

gresses of 1893. It was deemed important that. this should be done for a

double purpose—to give woman's work in this connection such distinctness

and comparative independence that it should be seen and judged by itself,

and to secure to woman that power and independence of action which would

be impossible in case mixed committees of men and women had been ap-

pointed. The higher work of women in the world is so new and so impor-

tant that it is due to her that the distinctions indicated should be preserved.

" Working side by side with the corresponding committees of men, the

committees of women for the organization of their part of the several Con-

gresses, acting under their own general officers, have pursued their work with

such fidelity and zeal, and such subordination to the general plans and pur-

poses of the work, and such ready conformity to the rules of the various

Congresses, that no words of mine can exceed the praise which is their due.

" With incomparable ability, energy, and devotion to the undertaking, the

Committee of Organization for this Woman's Congress formed their plans

and purposes, and published them throughout the civilized world in the form

of the customary preliminary address issued by the various Committees of

Organization, and soon aroused an intense interest in the proposed Congress."

Addresses of welconie were delivered by Mrs. Potter Palmer and Mrs.

Charles Henrotin, after which an ode, Columbia's Emblem, by Edna Dean
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Proctor, was recited by Mrs. Albert Barker, of England,

the full text of the poem :

The following is

EDNA DEAN PROCTOR,

Author of " Columbia's Emblem.'

Blazon Columbia's emblem,

The bounteous, golden Corn !

Eons ago, of the great sun's glow

And the joy of the earth, 'twas born.

From Superior's shore to Chili,

From the ocean of dawn to the west.

With its banners of green and silken sheen,

It sprang at the sun's behest

;

And by dew and shower, from its natal hour,

With honey and wine 'twas fed.

Till the gods were fain to share with men

The perfect feast outspread.

For the rarest boon to the land they loved

Was the Corn so rich and fair,

Nor star nor breeze o'er the farthest seas

Could find its like elsewhere.

In their holiest temples the Incas

Offered the heavSn-sent Maize

—

Grains wrought of gold, in-a silver fold.

For the sun's enraptured gaze

;

And its harvest came to the wandering tribes

As the gods' own gift and seal

;

And Montezuma's festal bread

Was made of its sacred meal.

Narrow their cherished fields ; but ours

Are broad as the continent's breast,

And, lavish as leaves, the rustling sheaves

Bring plenty and joy and rest.

For they strew the plains and crowd the wains

When the reapers meet at morn.

Till blithe cheers ring and west winds sing

A song for the garnered Corn.

The rose may bloom for England,

The lily for France unfold

;

Ireland may honor the shamrock,

Scotland her thistle bold ;

But the shield of the great Republic,

The glory of the West,

Shall bear a stalk of the tasseled Corn,

Of all our wealth the best

!

The arbutus and the golden-rod

The heart of the North may cheer.

And the mountain laurel for Maryland

Its royal clusters rear

;

And jasmine and magnolia

The crest of the South adorn ;

But the wide Republic's emblem
Is the bounteous, golden Corn !

Mrs. Sewall, Chairman of the Committee of Organization, then delivered

an address, in which she said in part

:

" From the outset of this great work, every member of the committee

charged with the organization of the World's Congress of Representative
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Women has felt her strength to be the strength of ten, not through any self-

confidence, but through confidence in those allied with us. Though the con-

fidence of the committee is justified by its indorsers, the committee knows
that its work will be judged only by its success. Hence, before the World's

Congress shall have passed into history, it avails itself of this opportunity to

make a brief statement of the motives and methods of its work.

"The committee has from the beginning consciously and persistently

excluded from its purpose the promulgation of any one cause, the exploita-

tion of any single society, the exaltation or promotion of any one woman.
Excluding all these fractional considerations, it has as persistently endeavored

to promote that whole cause which is as yet lacking in the feminine corre-

spondent of the masculine name ' fraternity '
; to uplift that whole society to

which we might and to which we do all belong, which we name humanity
;

to exalt that perfect woman, who, uniting in her own person the characteris-

tics of Eve, Venus, and the Virgin, is the ideal that can be conceived only

by the high-hearted man, the lofty-minded woman ; that ideal which, taking

a different name in every country, is Hera in Greece, Minerva in Rome, and

in America the Goddess of Liberty. The exaltation of this universal

womanhood it is which the Committee of Arrangements seeks.

" Recognizing that organization is the tendency of the age, it was to

organizations of women that our committee made its first appeal. It was

our first necessity to find a roster of these organizations. Adding to bona

fide national organizations the beginnings of such formed in the capitals of

countries wherein national organizations in the full sense of the term are not

yet effected, we made a list of one hundred and twenty-six. Each of these

organizations was regarded by our committee as a constituency, and was in-

vited to name its representative on the Advisory Council and on the list of

speakers. It was optional with each one of these independent constituencies

to decide whether the same person should serve in both capacities or not.

" Glad as we are to unite in this Congress mistresses of the different arts,

we feel it a gladder if a humbler duty to unite in it the races that are at work

together within our own land for hberty. It is a wonderful truth that the

capability for forgiveness, that divinest of attributes, is a human inheritance.

You will find upon the list of our speakers a descendant of the last hereditary

chief of the Cherokees, and also some descendants of that other more greatly

outraged race, imported only to be reduced to servitude, who come to us but

one remove from the generation of their own blood which was sold from

the block. Is not this a magnificent proof of the capacity for forgiveness

possessed by these two races ?

" In our own country, where all races are mingling, difference of race has

never made so deep a chasm as religious difference makes, especially when

the latter is intensified through its being a racial inheritance. Therefore it is

with peculiar joy that we read upon our lists, side by side with the names of

representatives of the mother Church, the great Catholic Church, in Europe
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and in the United States, names of women representing all the leading sects

of that great subdivision of religious faith named Protestantism. It is with

a still keener pleasure that the committee welcomes to this Congress a repre-

sentative of a still older faith, the Hebraism out of which Christianity

evolved. The preparations for the Parliament of Religions have so empha-

sized the fraternity of faiths that the propriety of emphasizing the min-

gling of the adherents of different religions in this Woman's Congress may

be questioned. But more is implied by this meeting of women of different

creeds of the same general faith than would be indicated by the meeting of

men of entirely different faiths ; for however men may have led religious

struggles by virtue of simply external forces, such struggles have always

drawn their inspiration from the woman heart ; from the heart to which

reverence is a native principle ; from that heart which cherishes its religion,

by whatever name, as its first and final love."

Mrs. Sewall's address was followed by the introduction of foreign repre-

sentatives and responses in behalf of their respective countries. This cere-

mony was continued throughout the day and evening sessions on Monday,

and on Tuesday morning, June i6, the work of the week began with the

General, Report, and Department Congresses held in the various halls.

During the week 8 1 meetings were held, and from Tuesday to Friday

inclusive 330 women contributed addresses or joined in the discussions.

Twenty-seven countries were represented in the Advisory Council by 528

women from 126 organized bodies of women. According to their nationality,

these organizations may be classified thus : The United States, 56 ; Belgium,

I ; Canada, 6 ; Denmark, 2 ; England, 30 ; Finland, 2 ; France, 7 ; Ger-

many, 9 ; Ireland, i ; Italy i ; New South Wales, i ; Norway, 2
; Scotland,

3 ; South America, i ; Sweden, 3 ; and Switzerland, i. According to their

, respective purposes or objects, the organizations may be grouped in the

following divisional sections : Education, literature, and the dramatic art

;

, science, religion, philanthropy, and charity; moral and social reform; civil

law, and government ; industries and occupations.

. ; The plan of work in these divisional sections embraced the presentation

.of papers on the general subject, followed by discussions from varied points

of view by women, most of whom were specialists. In the subordinate Con-
gresses reports and addresses were delivered under the same general divisions

as those of the General Congress. In fact, without them the General Con-
gress was to a degree unintelligible, for in these smaller Congresses were
found; the springs from which the General Congress was fed.

In the section devoted to the general subject of education a paper was
read -by Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper on The Kindergarten as an Educational
Agency, and the Relation of the Kindergarten to Manual Training, in which
she contended that the kindergarten is the only true foundation for industrial

education,^ and in the course of her remarks gave the following brief outline

for the education of the child from its earliest years :
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" Take the very little child into the kindergarten and there begin the

work of physical, mental, and moral training. Put the child in possession of

his powers ; develop his faculties ; unfold his moral nature ; cultivate me-

chanical skill in the use of his hands
;
give him a sense of symmetry and

harmony, a quick judgment of number, measure, and size ; stimulate his in-

ventive faculties ; make him familiar with the customs and usages of well-

ordered lives ; teach him to be kind, courteous, helpful, and unselfish ; inspire

him to love whatsoever things are true, and pure, and right, and kind, and

noble ; and thus equipped, physically, mentally, and morally, send him forth

to the wider range of study, which should include within its scope some sort

of industrial training. This training should put the boy or girl into the pos-

session of the tools for technical employment or for the cultivation of the

arts of drawing and kindred employments ; still further on, the boy and girl

should have a completed trade. Thus will they be prepared to solve the rug-

ged problem of existence by earning their own living through honest, faith-

ful work."

Mrs. Cooper was of the opinion that too little thought is given to boys

and girls who, on leaving school, will enter industrial ranks ; that too large

a share of training is given to intellectual development, too little to practical

morality and manual training, and in support of this opinion she referred to

the suggestive fact that seven tenths of the convicted criminals of the United

States are persons who never have learned a trade or followed any industrial

pursuit. In closing, she said :

"Throw open the kindergarten and the schools for industrial and art

training to every child, and, with the heart pure, the head clear, the hand

skillful and ready, we shall hear no more of the mutterings of mob violence

and internecine strife. Our fair land shall take its place in the very front

rank of nations distinguished for their industrial achievements. There must

be more of genuine human sympathy between the top and the bottom of

society. The prosperous and the happy must join hand and heart with the

toilers and strugglers. The living, loving self is wanted. The heart must

be the missionary. The life must be the sermon. All mankind must be

brethren. The children must be taught these great principles, and aided in

putting them into practice."

Mrs. Cooper's paper was followed by an interesting discussion of the sub-

ject by Mrs. Caroline M. Severance and Rev. Mila Frances Tupper, after

which a paper on The Kindergarten and the Primary School was pre-

sented by Miss N. Cropsey. In a paper on The Ethical Influence of

Woman in Education, by Mrs. Kate Tupper Galpin, of California, the

great responsibility attendant upon a work in which, as in almost no

other profession, opportunity for influence is given, was ably set forth, and

attention was called to the grave need for the most careful training, the

broadest culture, and development of the complete womanhood of those

into whose hands the State intrusts its children. In the discussion follow-
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ing Mrs. Galpin's paper, Mrs. W. D. Cabell, of Washington, D. C, spoke

as follows :

" Without change in her relations to man and to society, woman's work

partakes of the general extension and evolution in which she has taken part.

She needs, in my opinion, no additional powers or privileges—simply the

opportunity, daily widening, to exert her manifold endowments. However
great her intellectual gifts, however broad her culture, her supreme function,

now as ever, is to bring forth children ; her overwhelming responsibility is to

bring them up. Maternity is her mission, education her work, the home is

at once her kingdom and her sphere.

" Society is based upon the assumption that men and women come to-

gether in congeniality and love, that they work together for the progeny

they are responsible for bringing into the world, and that their highest duty,

their best service, is to make these children happier and better than them-

selves.

" It is with the woman's share of this labor that we are dealing to-day.

Upon the vantage ground of her motherhood she stands, clasping to her

bosom the tiny creature to which she has given life, and upon whose soft and

complex soul she must stamp an image for good or evil to endure through-

out eternity. Who dares say, in contemplating a marvel like this, that woman
occupies or has ever occupied a subordinate position to man, that her powers
are withered for want of use, that her scope is small, and that she needs for

her full development to share more of the prerogatives of man ? If it be

true that education is the mighty interest of mankind, the Archimedean lever

by which the world must be moved ; if preachers and public-school teachers

are right in proclaiming that before a child can read the essential qualities of

its character are formed, then is woman the arbiter of the world ; her phys-

ical soundness, her mental strength, her moral perfection, are more important
elements in the salvation of the race than any of the boasted attributes of

man. And these great claims the poets and philosophers concede. ' Earth's

noblest thing,' they write, 'is woman perfected.' Even in the darkest hour
of moral degradation in France, the greatest mocking skeptics could pro-

claim, 'All the reasonings of men are not worth one sentiment of women.'
" If she is true to her responsibilities and equal to her opportunities,

woman in the holy empire of the home begins the great work of education
and anticipates the ethics of the schools. No easy task is hers to rear the

brood which nestle under her protecting love ; to provide for physical wants
and secure the full development of limbs and muscles, of nerves and brain,

to make her little animals sound and strong and pure, that they may become
the founders and directors of a still better generation. Nor is the further

work of training the young minds and guiding the strong wills an easier one,

for these beings bring with them potent and inherited individuality, with
which she must grapple, while it is yet unrevealed and unconscious, if it is to
receive any permanent impressions whatever.
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" Woman's ethical influence in the great scheme of education is based,

therefore, upon the grand central truth of love. Her work is pre-eminently

great in that it is concerned with the beginnings of things, in that she lays

the foundation upon which the whole superstructure rests. When the boy

or girl enters the mimic world of the schoolroom the character should be

essentially formed. The experience, often painful, of teachers testifies that

it is formed. We are prone to underestimate the intelligence, or at least

the apprehension, of a child. Wise people are misled by the unformed man-

ners, the babyish voice, the delicate beauty of a little boy or girl whose

bright intelligence grasps a situation at once and appreciates perfectly the

difference between right and wrong, the proper and the unseemly, truth and

falsehood. These perceptive and discriminating faculties of the child must

be" early trained to grasp the good and reject the evil, if the fruits of

subsequent instruction are to be other than ashes and bitterness, apples of

Sodom.
" While woman has this early training of the child, and does it with her

might, she is a queen. She has scope in it for the employment of every con-

ceivable faculty of the mind and soul. Education can not set her above

this work. Talents of the loftiest order can not exempt her from it, if she

has assumed the duties of maternity. Anything else she attempts or per-

forms must be subsidiary to it. Awful would be any changes in her social

status compelling or permitting her to delegate her high office to any other

hands. No conceivable advantage to woman can compensate her for the loss

of the inner life of that holiest of holies—her home. It would profit her

little, although she gained the whole world of fortune and fame, if she could

not reply worthily, with the approval of her soul, to the searching summons,
' Where is the flock that I have given thee, the beautiful flock ? '

"

The discussion was also participated in by Mrs. Anna Byford Leonard, of

Illinois, and Frances Stewart Mosher.

The development of individual thrift through the school savings bank

was set forth by Sara Louise Vickers Oberholtzer, of Pennsylvania, in an

address on The Popular Inculcation of Economy, in which she said :

" This method of inculcating thrift is not wholly new. It was in use in

a single school in France in 1834. In 1866 it had sectional establishment in

Belgium. Prof. Laurent, of the University of Ghent, took up the idea and

introduced it into several institutions. The teaching met much favor and

has been quietly working its way over Europe since. The school children

of France have now over 1 2,000,000 francs to their credit in the banks of the

republic. Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, Russia, Holland, and England

have this teaching in some schools, sometimes administered by private asso-

ciations or individuals, often through the postal savings bank, which is less

satisfactory as an instructor.

" When the system is to be instituted the teacher explains to the scholars

the end and aim of the school savings bank ;
that it is to teach them the
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practical value of money, how it grows by attention, the benefits of industry,

the delight of giving and spending wisely, and the advantages of thrift.

"The roll is called every Monday morning for the collection of the chil-

dren's savings. This occupies a very short time, even on the morning when

the work is instituted. Each child who is a depositor has the little copy-

right savings-bank card, on the face of which is his name, with that of the

school and that of the teacher. On the back are the regulations. The card

is folded, and on the inside is the date for each Monday in the school year,

with space opposite for amount of deposit. When the names are called by

the teacher, each pupil who desires to deposit steps up with his card and

money, handing them quickly to the teacher, saying, ' Yes, five cents,' or what-

ever sum it may be. She, with a figure, credits the amount on the child's

card and on her roll book, passing the card back to the child, who keeps it as

a memorandum and receipt. The first collection in the school is deposited

in the bank as a general school fund. When a scholar has deposited fifty

cents or a dollar, as the bank authorities may agree, he is given a bank book
and the money is placed to his personal credit by the bank ; when he

has three dollars an interest of three per cent is allowed him by the

bank, and he has the privileges of an adult depositor acting through school

facilities. A special teacher's roll book is arranged with spaces to record

most conveniently weekly deposits. The other forms used in connection

with the system are simple and calculated to minimize the work. The money
collected by each teacher is placed in an envelope, which is so printed as to

require at her hand but the number of the school or class and the amount of

contents. A deposit slip is used in forwarding all collections by the teacher

to the principal, and by the principal to the bank. The envelopes in which
teachers send the collection to the principal are sealed, and the total amount
is recorded on the deposit slip, previously mentioned, which accompanies the

envelope. The envelopes are sent together, thus labeled, to the bank, where
the bank authorities open, count, verify, and credit at leisure. With the last

collection of each month a monthly record of the scholar's individual de-

posits is sent by each teacher to the principal of the school, and by him to

the bank with the children's bank books, that credits may be properly made.
These lists are returned by the bank to the principal with the scholars' bank
books during the week. The bank books are given to the children to take
to their homes the last Friday of each month, to be returned with the fol-

lowing Monday morning deposits. The principal keeps a record of the
weekly collections of the teachers. A check with which pupils withdraw
their money requires the signature of parent, or guardian, and principal.

The principal uses the general-fund bank book, received when the first school
deposit is made. It is always sent with the weekly deposits and returned to
him by messenger, with full amount of credit. This frees him from respon-
sibility, and the arrangement is such that any error can be at once traced to
its source.
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" The bank books taken into the homes once a month arouse family in-

terest, and parents have been often induced to curtail needless expenses by
the practical lesson in the accumulation of small savings thus given them.
The teachers become much interested in the growing amounts of their pupils'

deposits. In some instances those who have not before had bank deposits
have themselves opened accounts and felt the reflex benefit of their own
teaching. The practical acquaintance this exercise gives both pupils and
teachers with the initial forms of business law—familiarity with the check,
deposit slip, and bank book—is in itself of value."

Of the adoption of the system in this country. Miss Oberholtzer said it

appeared first in a public school in Beloit, Wis., where from 1876 to 188 1 it

was used with much local approval. In

1885 Mr. J. H. Thiry, with a simple system

adapted from the French, had the work tak-

en up in Long Island City, N. Y., where it

continues to operate acceptably. School

savings banks are in acceptable use in one
hundred and fourteen schools of Pennsyl-

vania, while about two hundred schools in

thirteen other States have adopted this teach-

ing, fifty of them in New York. The work
has been taken up also by the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union, while a help-

ful hand has been extended by the Ameri-
can Academy of Political and Social Sci-

ence, and the Grangers, the American bank-

ers, and several educational associations have

adopted resolutions approving of this practi-

cal teaching of economy.

Other addresses in this division were on

Educational Training in its Bearing upon
the Promotion of Social Purity, by Jennie de la M. Lozier, M. D., of New
York city ; The Highest Education, by Mrs. Charles Kendall Adams, of

Wisconsin ; and The Catholic Woman as an Educator, by Mary A. B.

Maher.

Among the papers in the subordinate Congress, The International Kinder-

garten was the topic of an address by Sarah A. Stewart, of Pennsylvania,

Secretary of the International Kindergarten Union, while the opportunities

for higher education, the degree to which such opportunities are used, the

conscientious application by college women of their developed power to prac-

tical problems, and the sense of responsibility resulting from college training

were admirably demonstrated by the address of Miss Marion Talbot, on The
History, Aims, and Methods of the Association of Collegiate Alumnae. That

the intellectual aspiration which characterizes young women of the higher

MRS. MYRA BRADWELL,
Chairman of the Woman's Committee

on Government.
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circles in the United States to-day is by no means limited to any class or any

country was shown in admirable papers relating to the education of women

in Sweden, Germany, and New South Wales, which were read in the Con-

gress. The Education of the Swedish Woman was set forth by Laura Kieler.

The club, popularly known as a post-graduate school, was classified with other

educational forces, and an address was delivered by Lucilia W. Learned, of

Missouri, on the Results of Club Life among Women upon the Home ; and

as the press is merely the platform from which public teachers can address

the largest number of pupils and students, the report of The New England

Woman's Press Association, by Belle Grant Armstrong, of Massachusetts,

found also here its proper place. An address on Western Women Authors

and Journalists was delivered by Emmeline B. Wells, of Utah, and The

Writers' Club was the topic of a report by John Strange Winter.

In that part of the section of Literature and Dramatic Art devoted to

the consideration of hterary topics the aim was to present an historical sum-

mary of woman's actual contribution to the literature of the world and a

philosophical consideration of her probable contribution. Among the reports

of woman's literary work in various countries a paper was presented on The

Polish Woman in Literature, by T. E. C, M. D. This report was particu-

larly interesting, inasmuch as the literature of Poland is less widely known
than that of most countries, and conditions in that country for the past two

centuries have been quite the reverse of those generally considered favorable

to literafy activity. This report, therefore, had more than a national value,

and as it revealed fertility where barrenness had been presupposed, it sug-

gested the probability of a corresponding literary activity among the women of

other countries whose language and literature are unfamiliar. The question

whether woman has something specific, something sui generis, to contribute

to literature, was discussed in an address on Woman's Place in the Republic

of Letters, by Annie Nathan Meyer, of New York. From an address by

Mrs. Alice Wellington Rollins, of New York, on the same topic, the follow-

ing quotations are made :

" The place of woman anywhere has rightly been called a sphere. You
can not escape from her. The farther you walk away from her, the nearer

you are to meeting her on the other side. Leave her side, she will confront

you in the first novel you take up to divert your mind from her.

" There can be no intellectual republic where women are concerned ; they

are always tyrants. Yet those who have been most tyrannical over the pas-

sions, the emotions, the love, the thoughts of men have not been stabbed in

literature by their victims, but immortalized. Is it not curious that while

Caesar has a Brutus, Charles I a Cromwell, and George III a Washington,
Laura should have a Petrarch, Beatrice a Dante, and Shakespeare's incohnue

his magnificent sonnets ?

" ' Know thyself
' ; it is a great and wise command ; but do not hope to

know yourself by looking into your own heart. Some one must look for
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you ; nay, not for you, because an outsider, however clear-sighted, is liable to

mistakes, but with you, that the point of view may be neither his nor yours

alone. Columbus did more than discover America to Spain ; he discovered

her to herself. She would never have known what she was, what she was

capable of, had she not come in contact with the resources of the Old World.

Equally in literature, woman has never shown that she understands herself
;

she has never attempted to analyze her own nature. Some Columbus has

always done that for her ; always revealed her not only to the world but to

herself. Homer rose in reverence as she passed, humbled by a sense of her

power even when she used it willfully ; Petrarch exalted her, Dante adored

her, Shakespeare loved her ; Henry James studies her, Maupassant thought

her wicked but interesting ; Tennyson tolerated her ; Thackeray graciously

refused to look beneath the surface of her gentle little heart when it seemed

to be gentle ; Scott heroined her, Wordsworth commended her, Byron hated

her ; Hawthorne admired her, Crawford pities her, Howells photographs her
;

Goethe was sorry for her. Punch caricatures her ; Burns smiled at her, Moore
succumbed to her, Dickens laughed at her, Heine married her at last ; Tol-

stoi plants her in sunshine and waters her with his tears, only to tear her

up by the roots in the end ; Victor Hugo idealized her ; Bourget dissects

her ; Balzac understood her ; but in literature as in life no man has ever

ignored her, and in literature as in life I seek in vain for any man whose

opinion of her could be characterized by saying simply he 'liked her.'

There are no Platonic friendships in books, as there are none but dangerous

ones in life.

" Oddly enough, woman has never tried to exalt, or excuse, or wonder at,

or caricature, or hate, or photograph, or study, or dissect herself. Even when

she tries to paint an ideal woman she fails lamentably ; her Romolas, and

Dinahs, and Dorotheas are horribly cold, and fall infinitely below the incom-

parable pictures men have drawn of idealized or idolized women. She excels

in philanthropic theories when she cares to espouse the cause of an ' Uncle

Tom
'

; she writes graceful verses, charming letters, beautiful descriptions,

admirable essays, very clever criticism ; but when it comes to novel writing

we find a curious psychological problem—as men have understood women
better than women understand themselves, so women have understood men,

not better than men understand themselves, but better than women under-

stand women. Charlotte Bronte is not half so clever in trying to make us

admire her poor and homely Jane as in winning our interest, without trying

to, for Rochester ; George EHot's large, calm, generous portrait of the beau-

tiful Romola pales before her minute drawing of the degenerate Tito. This

is less in quantity than the success of men in delineating women, because

woman has not been permitted until lately to know one tenth part as much

of the masculine mind as men know of the feminine heart. But that their

power of observing and understanding men is constantly increasing, that they

will eventually excel in drawing men as men excel in drawing women, is
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shown by the marvelous cleverness of many recent novels, notably those of

Mrs. Clifford and the lady vk^ho calls herself John Oliver Hobbes.

" True, the method will probably always differ ; the man dissects, the

woman evolves. Tolstoi takes Anna Kardnina at her zenith and traces her

degradation ; George Eliot takes Tito as a seedling and develops him in a

baleful atmosphere, until the crisis is his fall ; Thackeray takes Becky Sharp

at her best and lets her degenerate ; Charlotte Bronte takes Rochester at his

worst and permits him to improve. And what is the comparative result ?

The man's portraiture of woman is finer than the woman's portraiture of man.

An artist said recently of the scenery in Alaska and Norway :
' You like

Norway best, because there you sail into the scenery, while in Alaska you

only sail along it.' So we may say that men have sailed into women's hearts

from time immemorial, while women have only sailed along men's minds, on

the very outermost edge. Yet assuredly the time will come when, under-

standing each other better, they will not like each other less ;
and woman's

place in literature may yet come to be that of a superlatively correct observer

of the folly, the chivalry, the weakness, the nobleness of men, as man's place

has so long been that of the cleverest, most subtle, most keen, most generous

observer of the woman herself."

Among other papers presented in this section were : Organization as a

Means of Culture, prepared by Charlotte Emerson Brown, of New Jersey,

and read by Julia Pauline Leavens, and an address on Literature, delivered

by Josephine Bates, of Illinois. Mrs. Volmar, of Utah, in an address before

the Conference Congress on Literature, presented a report of the literary and

artistic work of the women of her State, and the question of copyright was

discussed in an address on Insurance against Piracy of Brains, by Kate

Brownlee Sherwood.

Probably no other session of the Congress was anticipated with a more

universal interest than that in which a galaxy of stars were to discuss woman
and the drama. All the distinguished women that were invited expressed in

response the most cordial interest in the Congress and its objects ; and while

the professional engagements of some of them rendered acceptance impossi-

ble, six of them consented to take part. The committee desired, so far as

possible, to secure representatives of different nationalities and of differing

degrees of professional experience, as well as of different schools of acting, in

the proposed programme, as follows :

Mme. Janauschek, Bohemian ; Mme. Modjeska, Polish ; Clara Morris,

American ; Mile. Rhda, French ; Georgia Cayvan, American
;
Julia Marlowe,

English. While only four appeared, the absence of Mme. Janauschek and

Mile. Rh6a was due to circumstances beyond their control.

The audience assembled at this session was in such excess of the seating

capacity of the Hall of Washington that the overflow filled the Hall of Co-

lumbus, and left the aisles of both halls, the anterooms, and the corridors still

crowded. The audience in the Hall of Columbus, where simultaneously a
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large and important meeting had been held, waited in the hope that the ac-

tresses would repeat their addresses there ; and this was amiably done by

Clara Morris, Georgia Cayvan, and Julia Marlowe. Mme. Modjeska, in

her address on Woman and the Drama, said :

" There is a general impression that the connection of woman with the

stage does not date farther back than the seventeenth, and in a few countries

the sixteenth century. This impression is erroneous. Woman is not a new

arrival in the history of the drama. Her influence on its development, and I

may say more truly on its very origin, has been traced to the second half of

the tenth century. We all know that the ancient theater had a theocratic

origin ; it is therefore not strange that the Christian theater also had its cra-

dle in religion. But nowhere did woman appear on the ancient stage, if we
except her participation in the Greek mysteries and occasional exhibitions of

physical display ; it is only due to the higher level upon which Christianity

has placed woman that she has obtained the opportunity to figure as an im-

portant and beneficent factor in the development of dramatic art.

" There is a theory, almost generally accepted, that there is no direct

connection between the new Christian theater and the old one, and that the

former one was born long after the death of the latter. This theory is not

exact. The vitality of the dramatic spirit was never entirely extinct. One

can trace its continuity through ages, but unquestionably the most impor-

tant link of the chain is the so-called comedy of the tenth century, the work

of a Christian woman. The very name of comedy in the tenth century

seems an anachronism. It was a time of concentration of religious thought

and of political upheaval and anarchy caused by the disintegration of the

work of Charles the Great. By far the greater part of the Christian com-

munity expected the end of the world would come with the approaching

millennium of the Christian era. Certainly it does not appear, a favorable

epoch for an artistic or literary revival. One would think it scarce possible

to find then for the drama a poet, a stage, or a public. And yet it was then

that from the recess of a monastery hidden in the dark forests of Germany,

on the banks of the river Ganda, resounded the first note of dramatic renais-

sance. This note was uttered by a woman's voice.

" The convent of Gandersheim was founded by Lutolf, Duke of Saxony,

grandson of a celebrated Saxon chief, Wittikind, who was conquered and

converted by Charlemagne. During the first years of its foundation most

of its abbesses were members of the ducal family. One of these abbesses is

supposed by some historians to have been a Greek princess, daughter of the

Emperor of the Orient, and to have brought from Constantinople elements

of higher culture to this remote corner of Germany.

" Whatever may be the case, it is certain that the convent of Ganders-

heim became an intellectual oasis among the deserts of barbarism. There

lived and died a modest nun, Hrosvitha, known even to-day more generally

as the " Nun of Gandersheim "
; there she wrote in Latin her legends, her

"5
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historical poems, and, what interests us most, her six or seven comedies.

About her Hfe we know almost nothing, except the very few personal allu-

sions contained in her works. Thus she informs us that to the Princess

Gerberg, an imperial niece and abbess of the convent, and to Riccardi, she

owes most of her classical knowledge and her literary attainments.

" Hrosvitha wrote in Latin. Her legends are in either hexameters or

elegiac verse ;
her plays, the so-called comedies, are in prose. Her Latin is

correct, far above the so-called ' Kitchen ' Latin of the Middle Ages. She

was evidently well versed in the knowledge of the old classic authors, and

equally well acquainted with the rich lore of Christian legends and with the

theological philosophy of the fathers of the Church. Of the dramatic writers

of Greece and Rome she seems to have known only Terence. It was her

admiration for his genius and

rence for his lack of mo-

inspired Hrosvitha to

states her object in the

tend to substitute for

sipation of pagan

ries of pure virgins,

so far as the means

talent allowed, to

ries of chastity, es-

woman's weakness

brutality.' The val-

dramas is mostly in

richness and subtlety

of genuine poetry, as

life and of womanhood
been treated in the an-

the most important

tweeri the two eras, be-

upon and inspired by

HELENA MODJESKA,
a speaker at the Congress.

Style, combined with abhor-

rality, that seems to have

write her dramas. She

following words :
' I in-

the picture of the dis-

women edifying sto-

I have endeavored,

of my poor little

celebrate the victo-

pecially those where

triumphs over man's
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the dialogue, in the
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to which we have not

cient literature. It is

work of transition be-

cause, though modeled

the classics, it is the first

to bring forth new elements and new forms, on which developed later

the drama of the Christian era. To-day the name of the modest nun

of Gandersheim is very little known, though students of the drama and a

few learned archaeologists and professors in Germany and France have done

their best to extol the significance and merits of that strange figure standing

solitary between the ancient and the modern world. The publication of her

manuscripts by Celtes, in 1501, created a sensation among the German and

Italian humanists of the time, and it would not be strange to suppose that

they were known, though probably in a transfigured shape, to some of the

dramatists of the sixteenth century, and inspired their genius ; and thus the

influence of Hrosvitha upon the later drama may have been much greater

than we can realize to-day.
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" Another point almost as important as the authorship of the first mod-

ern plays is their performance. There have been long discussions upon this

point, but it can be accepted as a fact, based on the authority of the German
and French savants, that all the plays of Hrosvitha were performed in the

convent of Gandersheim by young nuns, in the presence of the Bishop of

Hildesheim and several high officials of the empire, probably even before the

members of the imperial family. How strange, how hardly conceivable is

the fact of such an origin for the modern theater in the presence of the un-

reasonable antagonism between Church and stage which has been fostered

by narrow-minded people on both sides ! Yet it is only natural when we
remember the whole history of ancient and modern drama, and keep in

mind that for long centuries after Hrosvitha the only manifestations of the

dramatic spirit were confined to the so-called mysteries, ' miracles,' and
' moralities,' performances where religion and scenic display were combined

in a curious fashion, much less legitimately than in Hrosvitha's plays.

" I do not intend to dwell upon them except to mention that generally

women were excluded from such performances. There is known only one

instance of woman's participation in a so-called mystery. In the beginning

of the sixteenth century, in the city of Metz, three women personated in

public the three Marys in the representation of our Lord's passion. In the

female convents, however, the custom of private theatricals seems to have

persisted from the time of Hrosvitha during the Middle Ages. They were

often forbidden by the bishops, but we know that as late as the sixteenth

century, in some of the Spanish convents, they were customary, as Friar

Juan Mariana testifies.

" In the first half of the sixteenth century, under the reign of Charles V,

woman appears on the professional stage in Spain. A Spanish writer, Au-

gustin de Rojas, says that in the times of Lope de Vega there were a great

many organizations of strolling players through the country. He enumer-

ates six different kinds of such organizations. In the lower organizations

women's parts were played by men, in the middle ones by women or boys,

but in The Farandula and Compania all the female parts were personated

by women. Cervantes, in his Don Quixote, speaks of a company of actors

that included one woman, who was the wife of the author and played the

part of a queen.

" Another interesting detail in the history of the beginning of the

theater in Spain is an attempt made in 1586 to give separate performances

for men and for women. The time selected for the latter was immediately

after noon—a regular matinee. It seems that the ladies of Madrid in those

times were very fond of matinees, because seven hundred and sixty tickets

were disposed of at one real apiece to so many ladies. For some reason or

other, however, the performance was forbidden by the authorities, the money

was refunded, and the custom of almost exclusive matinees for ladies was

not renewed until the present days in America. Italy was the next country
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after Spain where women appeared on the stage, about the middle of the

sixteenth century, but, following in the footsteps of Philip II, the Pope,

Innocent IX, forbade their appearance. Notwithstanding the Pope's de-

cree, the substitution of woman for man in female parts became a feature of

the Italian theater, as it did of the Spanish, and the Spanish and Italian

companies appeared even abroad with woman actors.

"In September, 1548, the Cardinal of Ferrara, Archbishop of Lyons,

was entertaining the King of France, Henry II, and his wife, Catherine de'

Medici. The entertainment was exceedingly sumptuous, and its principal

feature was a tragic comedy performed by Italian actors and actresses. This

was the first time woman was seen on the stage in France, but it was only

fifty years later that a French woman appeared before the public. Her
name was Marie Vernier, and her appearance is a very important event in

the annals of the French stage, because it was followed immediately by the

establishment of a regular theater, the first one in France, managed by her

husband and herself.

" The formal entrance of women on the stage in England is usually

credited to the epoch of the Restoration. It seems, however, that already

under Cromwell, when the fervor of the Puritans against the stage had some-
what abated and Davenant was allowed to give performances at the Rutland
House, there was produced the Siege of Rhodes, a play with music, wherein
the part of lanthe was personated by a woman, Mrs. Coleman.

" Under the reign of Charles II the custom of women's performing on
the regular stage was regulated by royal rescript, and a memorable date is

the 8th of December, 1680, when the play of Othello was given with a
special prologue written by one S. Jordan, in order, as he says, to introduce
the first woman that ever acted on the stage. Jordan, evidently, could not
have been aware of the earlier performance of the Siege of Rhodes with
Mrs. Coleman, or must have intentionally omitted to refer to it. The
woman he alludes to in his prologue was Mrs. Ann Marshall. He curiously
insists on the fact that she was married.

" In Poland, at the end of the sixteenth century, the Italian troupes of
actors and actresses appeared on the private royal stage or in the public
squares. A Polish woman is already seen at the beginning of the seven-
teenth century, when she appears occasionally in translated and original
drama.

" The country in which woman appears latest on the stage, but where she
has contributed to its development more than anywhere else, is Germany.
About 1678 there was formed a company of actors from the students of
Leipsic University, under the leadership of Magister Johann Velthen. This
company received permission for a permanent organization from the Duke
of Saxony, and established the first German court theater. Mrs. Velthen,
the wife of the manager, was the first German actress. After the death of
Johann Velthen the management of the company passed into the hands of
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his widow, and so the first German actress was also the first woman who was
a theatrical manager.

" Frederica Caroline Neuber or, as she has usually been called, the Neu-
berin, was the founder of the Leipsic school of acting. She did rriore than

any one else to build up a higher dramatic repertoire, as well as to promote a

loftier standard of dramatic art, in Germany. As a German historian says,

she closed the gap existing between the German stage and poetry. The life

of the Neuberin was a continual struggle against the low prevailing forms of

burlesque and harlequinades, and she died poor and solitary, with a broken

heart, in a little hamlet near Dresden. The epitaph on her tombstone,

erected long afterward, calls her the creator of artistic taste on the German
stage, a title which she certainly deserves.

" The woman who had the most pronounced influence upon the German
stage was Sophie Schroeder. At the beginning of the present century there

were two tendencies in the dramatic art of Germany opposed to each other.

The Hamburg school, under the influence of the great actor Louis Schroeder,

was tending toward reahsm ; the school of Weimar, created by the great poets

Goethe and Schiller, tended toward idealism. The object of the first was to

preserve strong characteristics and to avoid pathos ; the object of the latter

was to keep up the standard of the ideal of poetry, which might be lowered,

they feared, in the narrow limits of everyday surroundings and commonplace

treatment. Both were right to some extent, and the solution of the struggle

lay in the union of the two tendencies. This work of unification was done by

a woman. Antoinette Sophie Schroeder was an eminently poetic nature.

She could not resist the influence of Goethe and Schiller, and became a genu-

ine idealist in the conception of her parts ; but, on the other side, brought up

under the influence of her cousin in the Hamburg theater, she remained a

realist in execution.

" The influence of women may not have acted in such a direct way upon

the development of the theater in other countries, but whoever is familiar with

the history of the theater will acknowledge with me that at every new phase

of development, at every new step of progress, actresses have marked their

way as prominently as actors.

" If the influence of our sex upon the theater is beneficent, can we say

the same of the influence of the theater upon the woman herself ? In other

words, does the life of an actress tend to develop her better qualities, or does

it do the contrary ? I should not like to give a decisive reply to the question.

I may, however, say that, while the life that we lead exposes us to many

temptations, stimulates our vanity too much, and takes us sometimes too far

from our family duties, it has some advantages which may compensate for the

losses. It certainly must develop in us a sense of independence, and there-

fore of responsibility. On the other side, it brings us into contact with the

highest creations of the master minds, and is bound to open both our hearts

and our minds to the generous impulses and higher problems which they lay
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before humanity. The good that woman can do on the stage for humanity

can be summed up in the good that the stage itself can do. We can not

expect that only the work of great masters shall be produced in the numerous

theaters. Very often the stage is used only for amusement, but even in that

case it should not be detrimental to the better instincts of man. Lessing

said :
' It is of the utmost importance that the amusements of the stage shall

not be coarse and idiotic' But he adds, and we all, I hope, believe with him :

' A good theater is more than an amusement, and can produce an effect sec-

ond only to that of the pulpit. It helps to build up and to keep the purity

of our language ; it impresses our morals and customs ; it ennobles both the

performer and the public'

" In the present days there has appeared in a new form the old struggle

between ideaHsm and realism, similar to the one I alluded to in mentioning

Sophie Schroeder. Thor^, the great French critic, says, ' Art is the expres-

sion of the beautiful.' Nowadays, art is more often called the expression of

the true, of Nature. But, whether it is the beautiful that brings to our hearts

the love of truth and justice, or whether it is truth that teaches us how to

find the beautiful in Nature and how to love it, in either case art does a noble

work. It drags out the soul from its everyday shell, and brings it under the

spell of its own mysterious and wonderful power, so that a memory of this

experience stays with the people, sustains them in their daily labors, and

refines their minds.

" Dramatic art has a more limited field than some of her sisters. While a

painter or a sculptor can choose his own subjects, and only deal with Nature

as it appears to his temperament, the actor has to follow the dramatic author.

But the interpretation of the author's work depends upon the performer. By
transferring his own soul into the character performed, the actor can either

degrade or elevate the impersonation. There is no question that almost any

part of the higher drama can be interpreted, without detriment to the au-

thor's object, so as to appeal to the lower instincts of the public or to its

higher intellect or sentiment. In this direction I think woman's mission

on the stage can be of great significance to her art, to her public, and to

herself.

" There is, however, yet a third way in which stage and women react upon
each other. It is the woman who goes to the theater. All of us have at

heart the future of the American stage, and by this we mean the progress of

dramatic art and dramatic literature. This future may, in some way, be made
brighter by the combined efforts of the playwright and the performer, but in

the present condition of affairs the improvement of the stage .depends first of

all upon the public. In these last years of the nineteenth century, when
materialism,.or at least a practical spirit, rules over everything, the theater has
become principally a commercial enterprise. We may consider this a draw-
back, we may seek remedies for it, but in the meantime we have to look at

facts as they are. Now we know that in all the economic questions the law
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of supply and demand is the supreme master ; therefore the theater will pro-

duce what the public requires. The manager, the author, and the actor obey

the public's dictation.

" Who can influence the public ? I think only woman. She forms the

larger half of it, and can to a great extent rule the other half. The American

woman especially has always been an important factor in all the civilizing

influences. Her position in this country is superior to that occupied by her

sisters elsewhere, and is due to her intellectual quaHties and to the high gen-

eral level of her instruction. I am happy to say that there has always been

a tendency on her part to protect and encourage true art. Hrosvitha's spirit

of refinement and poetry is still living in women's hearts, and therefore I look

with serenity and hope to the

the mighty power of Amer-
a new era in the history
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growing ever strong-

plays began to think
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die of the desert was
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;
nay,

sometimes even a woman with passions strong enough to wreck Othello,

but in her—so curbed, so coerced were they by her will—they paced primly

quiet, to suit conventional demand, her whole life through.

" Finding this subject interesting himself, he doubtless argued that the

public might find it interesting too ; and so one night in France the young

son of a mighty father, in the face of all artistic Paris, cast his gauntlet down.

Many, of course, there were who rushed to take it up, but paused amazed.

That night a miracle was performed, for before their awed and startled eyes

passed a fallen woman's soul. Marguerite Gautier, with laughing face and

anguished heart, seemingly unconscious of observers, laid bare before them

the bitter mockery of her mirth, her secret shame, her love, her hope, her

torture and despair, until at last she bowed her weak shoulders beneath her
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self-made cross and stumbled blindly to her grave. Surely that night was an

epoch in play-making.

"Two lilies, broken both, I often dream of. One tall, and fair, and

sweet, oh, heavenly sweet, with all its perfume still about it, broken by too

strong a wind, lies all its fair length upon the grass, green and cool with

sparkling dew—broken but pure—and that the Lily Maid of Astolat. The

other, which had been a bud of equal promise, grown equal tall, and fair, and

sweet, oh, honey sweet, is broken too—broken and cast by an evil hand upon

the city street, where every passer-by may see ground into the sweet white-

ness of its face the smirch and bruise of a man's boot heel—broken and

soiled—and that is Marguerite Gautier, poor Queen of the Camellias.

" I am wandering too far afield. Oh, dear mistress of ceremonies, before

I take my seat let me cast aside the limitations put upon me to speak only of

the emotional drama, and say a word of my profession as a whole. Already

you have been addressed upon this subject by those far better fitted for the

task than I, but even so you will allow me to express my gratitude to the

profession that has given me under God every good thing I ever had—the

dear profession that has always been woman's friend. Hundreds of years

ago, when every other profession was locked against her, and most of them
had a man on guard outside that she might not learn too much about the

size and shape of the keyhole, the doors of the theater stood wide, and to the

woman who would enter two questions were put :
' Can you act ?

'
' Will

you work ?
' for women must work. They may weep, too, if they want to,

but they work on a perfect equality with man, and, what is more, are as well
paid for their work. And, further still, has one been without previous edu-
cation, what a teacher is this profession ! It takes you by the hand and leads

you by paths of romance and dramatic incident from land to land, from age
to age, and, best of all, from poet to poet, till you reach the knees of Shakes-
peare's self. There our greatest and mightiest have stood with the humility
of little children to learn the A B C of that great art we call acting. She
acts best who is not held bound to one narrow school.

" Surely our profession is great and beautiful, a very temple of art. A
temple with many courts, full crowded ; and altars, some to art, some to
Nature

;
but it is within the sevenfold sanctuary, before the grand high altar

erected to art and Nature, that one finds the little band of mighty ones, who,
having hearts to feel with, eyes to see with, brains to think with, have with
loving, loyal labor won the right to enter there.

" Now, my last words I speak to those whose eyes my eyes have never
met, whose hands my hands have never grasped—to the actresses of the
future. Through a veil of to-morrow I see dim forms struggling forward

;

from them I would exact a promise that when they enter this profession
which they have chosen above all other professions, wheri they stand upon
the threshold of that great temple, they will take a solemn vow that whether
they win name and fame within, or whether they pass their whole life in
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some outer court, at the end, when all is done, they will leave upon its altar

the pure white flower of a blameless life."

The address by Georgia Cayvan was in the form of a simple, earnest talk

on The Stage and its Women, in which was set forth the usefulness of the
stage in supplying for tired humanity that form of recreation which shall

satisfy in the majority the intellectual craving at small expense of mental
effort ; the value of the familiarity which the stage gives with great master-

pieces of literature ; and the field of practical usefulness which the modern
drama can give as a court of appeal in all that pertains to the accurate and
cultured in manners, morals, and speech, according to the standard of the
times. Of the women of the stage she said :

" In the rapid growth of this profession, in the increase of theatrical

centers, in the multiplication of dramatic companies, and in the demand of

the popular drama for women of gentle breeding and broad culture, as well

as for those gifted with great histrionic talent, a new problem in sociology

presents itself to the thoughtful. The women of the stage—what will you
do with them ? What is your duty toward them ? You cultivate your
flowers for the dehght they give you—^you do not step on them because they

yield no useful fruit
;
you do not criticise them except in tenderness to make

them more beautiful. I am not speaking to people of my own profession

to-day, but as a woman to women I would make my plea for a better under-

standing, a more sympathetic appreciation of the women of the stage. With
the wise tolerance that knowledge and understanding always establish, you
may learn to regard us, not as curious creatures to be looked down upon in

Pharisaical pity, or goddesses to be looked up to with sentimental heroine

worship, but simply as women of the same family, speaking a different lan-

guage, governed by different standards, yet, in spite of tradition and environ-

ment, maintaining an integrity of principle which has given to the profession

such womanly women as my colleagues of to-day, and many others of hum-
bler gifts but equal worthiness.

" A serious obstacle to the development of the actress, and one which is

peculiar to America, is this : The personality of the artist is ever made para-

mount to her art ; for the public is curious, and the press must perforce

satisfy their curiosity. In this respect the press reflects the demands of its

readers as the stage reflects the taste of its audiences. Perhaps the greatest

injustice of the public toward this woman, to whom it looks for its happiest

recreation, is this insatiable curiosity concerning the smallest details of her

private Hfe, which results in culpable carelessness in circulating sensational

and unfounded rumors, and an equally culpable credence in accepting with-

out investigation any extravaganza of the penny-a-liner's fancy. The player

is accused of seeking notoriety, when it is notoriety that seeks the player.

We receive letters of interrogation intended to fill out special newspaper

articles
—

' When, where, and how do you sew ? ' ' Are you afraid of mice ?

'

' What do you want for Christmas ?
' ' What kind of dog do you pre-
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fer?' etc.—as if private preference in such matters had any bearing on

dramatic art.

" Still another demand, and one which affects all actresses more or less

seriously, is the desire of the public to enjoy luxury and magnificence in

dress. The price of perpetual daintiness on the stage is eternal vigilance and

expense, and the cost of modish gowns, which can be worn but a season and

require the skill of the fashionable dressmaker instead of the stage costumer

in construction, taxes heavily the resources of small-salaried players. The

love of money may be the root of all evil, but the lack of it is the bitter

fruit which hangs thick upon the giant tree whose shadow falls across many

a noble woman's life, wrecked in the struggle with poverty before talent is

recognized ? When I learned that it was at first intended to include the

women of the pulpit and the women of the stage in this day's session, I

remembered how, in the school for oratory where I studied, the future women
ministers and players sat in their classes together and received the same in-

struction. Indeed, no profession requires dramatic instruction so much as

that of the clergy, because the magnificent lines of Scripture need all the

inspired expression that Nature and art can give, that they may be uttered as

grandly as written. And this profession of ours, which the idle and frivolous

plunge into from vanity, which disgraced women seek in their degradation

to the insult of all sincere artists, into which so many tumble without any

preparation, and with some degree of success, really demands as its founda-

tion the broadest, most liberal education, and requires not only a knowledge
of some of the arts, but an intelligent appreciation of all of them. It is

really a lifelong study, in which success is never a satisfaction, but always a

spur to a fresh endeavor, a goad to greater effort, while at the last it leaves

nothing but a memory which dies with the last person who has witnessed
one's success.

" There is among the actors in Japan a beautiful custom which gives to

dramatic talent the value of inheritance, the certainty of perpetuity. Every
great actor who has not a son of his own adopts a boy, to whom he gives his

name
;
and this boy becomes to him a son and pupil, who will receive and

hand down in time to a son and pupil the name and methods of the master.
Thus their stage has an aristocracy of great family names and an inheritance
of cumulative genius.

" I should like to make a special plea for the stock actresses, for I believe
that the regeneration of the drama is in the hands of the stock company.
By stock company I mean an organization of actors, each in himself an able
actor, not supporting and assisting a name of greater magnitude, but each
eminent, and capable of doing his part toward giving that harmony and sym-
metry to a performance which makes the good play seem a real transcript of
life. The person who witnesses a performance once can not realize what it

means to the actress to play the same part two, three, or four hundred times
with the same degree of feeling, pathos, humor, and naturalness of charm
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and manner at every performance. Horsemen tell us that a horse never
makes his record more than once

; and some horses never make a record at
all, because they are not brought on when all conditions are most favorable.
An actress must make her record every night. She must not only act her
best, but look her best at every performance, and under all circumstances, or
be accused of retrograding.

" The inspiration necessary to keep one's self up to this plane of excellence
must come from the public. Applause to the actress is the breath of life to
her bemg

;
it is the only recognition, the only approval, and the only indorse-

ment which she can be assured of that

makes her feel that her efforts are pleas-

ing
; she submits herself with perturbation

to the suffrages of that great and inexora-

ble being, the public. Do you wonder,
then, that we come before you with fear in

our hearts, and with hope that you will be
satisfied with our work, and that you will

show it with discrimination and wholeheart-

edness? It is your applause that stimu-

lates us, takes away the mechanical feeling

caused by constant repetition of the same
part, and wakes up the inspirational sources

of our art.

" It might be pertinent to explain some
of the influences that prevent an actress

from being exactly like other women.
Does it seem possible for a woman who has

to simulate a varied assortment of feelings

every night to be like a woman whose every

emotion is sincere and natural ? A woman
of the stage must lay bare her heart and soul before the public in order to

present in perfection some type of woman. The artificial is always dan-

gerous to character, whether it is the artificial in society or the artificial on

the stage. It is almost menacing to moral perception to bring the most sa-

cred impulses of womanhood down to the level of the commonplace by con-

stant draught upon them. In every other profession a woman may keep in-

violate the holy of holies of her individuality. In this alone is the veil rent,

and the sacrificial flame upon her altar is lighted for the entertainment of

the public. They little realize what it costs her."

Julia Marlowe, in her address on Woman's Work upon the Stage, set

forth, by a few historical examples and a brief discussion, not only woman's

special fitness for dramatic expression, but also her right to the exalted posi-

tion in this art which she has won by courage, industry, and perseverance.

From her address the following quotation is made :

JULIA MARLOWE,
a speaker at the Congress.
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"Woman's work in literature has, with few exceptions, been denied any

claim to greatness. In music and in other arts she is admitted not to have

shown any particular creative power ; but her place upon the stage is as abso-

lutely unquestioned as man's. In having thus secured for herself an eminent

position in the drama, the actress has advanced the whole cause of woman,

since every individual triumph raises the estimation in which the intellectual

achievements of a whole class are held. Woman is better understood because

she has been faithfully portrayed ; she is more highly regarded because of her

ability to make that portrayal ; and that faithful portrayal has, I feel, a pow-

erful moral influence in an educational sense. I thoroughly believe it is the

duty of mothers to foster in the hearts of their children, while at a tender

age, a serious consideration for the better form of dramatic literature and

dramatic representation, avoiding the unhappy tendency of the present age,

which is to regard acting merely as a form of amusement rather than, as it

should be regarded, an amusement combining a means for intellectual con-

trol and artistic suggestion, presented in an attractive and suggestive manner.

That woman is capable of arduous effort and untiring devotion has been fully

demonstrated upon the stage. She has helped to elevate the drama to its

rightful place among the educational forces of life, and to make true what
Morley says : 'At the playhouse door we may say to the doubting, " Enter

boldly, for here, too, there are gods." '
"

Among the papers in the sectional division Science, an address by Dr.

Mary Putnam Jacobi, of New York, on Women in Science, afforded a gen-

eral survey of the work of women in that direction, and thus properly intro-

duced the more specific consideration of women as physicians. Her address

was as follows :

" Those who interest themselves in the modern development of mental
activity in women are liable to imagine that this has been aroused equally

in all directions. This, however, is far from being the case. The two great
activities of modern times are industry and science, and it is precisely in

industry and science that women are least conspicuous. In all industrial

occupations, it is true, women are largely engaged—they constitute more
than two thirds of all the factory operatives of the world, they throng the
workshops, they carry on the retail business of stores—but we rarely find

them as yet among the captains of industry, among the leaders, projectors,
or controllers of industrial enterprises on any large scale.

" Physical science at the present day has opened up a sphere of activity
resembling that of industry in an enormous development of details, which
can afford useful employment to multitudes of persons of moderate ability,

if well trained in technical methods and possessed of patience and conscien-
tiousness. Either original researches or the processes of applied science de-
mand the co-operation of a great number of assistants to perform manipu-
lations involving much labor and time, requiring intelligence and great
accuracy, but not necessitating original mental power.
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" This is a most useful and important field of work for women. Should
they enter largely upon it, they might still remain as far removed from the
position of the scientific thinkers as is that of the factory operatives from
that of the mill owner. But the work of laboratory assistant, though rela-

tively inferior, is absolutely so important, dignified, difficult, and interesting

that the women who should or do engage in it may be well satisfied, even
when they do not advance to the dignity of original contributors to the
science they serve.

" Mathematical calculations are required for many branches, notably as-

tronomy. The Woman's Journal of April 29 quotes from the Transactions
of the Astronomical Observatory of Yale College a paper by Miss Mar-
garetta Palmer, a graduate of Vassar College in 1887. This young lady is

working as regular assistant in the Yale Observatory, under Dr. Elkin, and
has been reinvestigating the orbit of the comet of 1847, which was discov-

ered by Maria Mitchell. Maria Mitchell herself, after establishing her repu-
tation by the discovery of this comet—for which she received a gold medal
from the King of Denmark—was for years employed upon the Coast Survey
and in the compilation of the American Nautical Almanac.

" Some years ago Prof. Bowditch, of Harvard University, published

some valuable researches on the growth of American school children.

The result of these researches was summed up in tables based on mathe-
matical calculations, and these were made chiefly by Miss Jacobs at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. At this institution, and also at the

Stevens Institute, at Hoboken, ladies have worked as assistants in the chem-
ical laboratories. One of these ladies, Miss Chevalier, has been for many
years Professor of Chemistry at the Woman's Medical College of New York.

She has performed difficult chemical researches on nerve tissue. At Ithaca,

also, in the laboratory for comparative anatomy, the wife of Prof. Burt G.

Wilder assists in her husband's work, and has illustrated his paper on brain

anatomy, published in the reference handbook on medical sciences.

" In the histological laboratory of the Woman's Medical College of New
York excellent work is done by female assistants to the professor in the

preparation of embryological and other specimens. Similar work is done at

the Western colleges where co-education prevails, as at Ann Arbor.

"These little glimpses are all I have been able to obtain of the work of

women as laboratory assistants in this country. In Europe, however, and

especially in the Swiss universities, women are constantly engaged in the

laboratories, and from time to time their names become associated with

those of a senior teacher in the publication of some original research. The
' Kendall ' who, with Leuchsinger at Zurich, published an important essay

on the innervation of the sweat glands, was an American girl and medical

student.

" It is easier for the moment to ascertain the names of the women who

have done some independent work in different branches of science. Maria
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Mitchell was the first American woman to be known in any science. She

was educated in mathematics and astronomy by her father, and it is said that

at the age of eleven she was able to assist him in his work. She was the

first female member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

" It is an interesting fact that the dSu^ into science of American women
should have been made in mathematics and astronomy, for these are the

fundamental sciences of the entire hierarchy, and it is as logical that women
should begin with them as it is contrary to much current opinion about

women's faculties that they should show any capacity for mathematics at all.

However, before Maria Mitchell became known in America, several women
in Europe had achieved distinction in mathematical science. In a biograph-

ical dictionary which extends from Rhea Silvia, the mother of Romulus, to

Juliet Adam of modern Paris, there are recorded relatively few names of

women who have become known in connection with any branch of science
;

and ten of these were mathematicians. Of these, the earliest reported to us

is Hypatia, the celebrated Neoplatonist philosopher, who lived and lectured

at Alexandria in the latter part of the fourth century. She was murdered

by fanatic monks in 415 a. d., and her books were burned with the Alexan-

drian library by equally fanatic Mohammedans. The titles of only three

have been handed down to us—a commentary on Diophantus, an astro-

nomical canon, and a commentary on conic sections.

" After Hypatia history is mute respecting scientific women for eleven

centuries. In the seventeenth century the names of three are recorded.

The wife of the astronomer Gottfried Kirch, in Upper Lusatia, assisted her

husband and published almanacs. Maria Cunitz, a learned German lady of

Silesia, edited in more convenient form the astronomical tables of Kepler,

and in 1650 published others under the title of Urania Propilia. Finally a

French lady, Jeanne Dum^e, published in Paris a Discourse on the Opinion
of Copernicus respecting the Mobility of the Earth.

"The eighteenth century, so illustrious with famous men, gave birth also

to six women all justly famous for mathematical talent and achievement.
The first of these was the Marquise du Chatelet, born in 1 706. English
and German biographers declare that her writings are saved from oblivion
only on account of her association with Voltaire, in whose companionship
she pursued her studies. Yet it was no mean achievement to translate, as

she did, Newton's Principia into French. She also published a work on
physical philosophy entitled Institution de Physique. It is said that in ex-
perimental science Mme. du Chatelet proved to be considerably more of
an adept than her illustrious companion, and that, when both competed
anonymously for a prize offered for a scientific essay on the nature of fire,

hers received an honorable mention, his none at all.

" Maria Agnesi, born at Milan in 1 718, is said to have been a woman of
wonderful intellectual powers. When only twenty years old she was able
to discourse on abstruse questions of mathematics and philosophy in many
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different languages. At the age of thirty she published in remarkably pure
Latin a treatise on algebra, with the differential and integral calculus.

" Nicole Reine Lepante was born at Paris in 1723, and acquired distinc-

tion as an astronomer. She was a friend of Clairant Lelande, whom she

assisted in the calculations of the return of Halley's comet in 1757.
" Caroline Herschel is more generally known to English-speaking people.

She was the faithful and untiring assistant of her brother, the celebrated

astronomer. Sir William Herschel, and in the course of eleven years she

discovered five new comets. In 1 798 she published a valuable catalogue of

five hundred and sixteen stars, and later received a gold medal from the as-

tronomical society.

" Sophie Germain is in many respects the most interesting of this group
of eighteenth-century women. She was born at a notable epoch for us

Americans—namely, in 1776. We are told that in 1789, when a girl of

thirteen, being profoundly disturbed by the mutterings of the approaching

French revolution, she sought in her father's library the means to distract

her mind from the thought of impending disasters. Here she discovered

the story of Archimedes at the siege of Syracuse, so engrossed with the

problems of geometry that he remained deaf to the Roman soldiers invad-

ing his room. The child was seized with enthusiasm for a science so noble

that it could absorb the mind to this extent, and immediately resolved to

devote herself to the study of geometry. Self-educated, and in the teeth of

the violent opposition of friends, she became the compeer and friend of the

most noted mathematicians of an age noted for its great men. By corre-

spondence on mathematical subjects she even conquered an intimacy with

the great German mathematician. Gauss, writing to him, however, over a

masculine signature. Her sex was revealed only when, during the campaign

of Jena, Mile. Germain interceded with the French general in behalf of her

learned unknown friend, shut up like Archimedes in a beleaguered city, for

whom, perhaps, she feared a similar fate. Mile. Germain's important origi-

nal contribution to science is contained in memoirs on the mathematical

theory of elastic surfaces, a problem for the solution of which the Institute

had offered a prize. The first memoir failed to receive a prize, which indeed

was not awarded. ' The truth is,' observes her biographer, ' that Sophie

Germain, working, so to speak, by instinct, and without having regularly

studied analysis, did not completely solve the question ; but her memoir

opened the way so decidedly in the right direction that from it Lagrange

drew the exact equation.' The competition for the prize was offered a

second time. Mile. Germain sent a second memoir, and this time received

an honorable mention. Finally, in the third memoir the persevering young

scientist was fortunate enough to receive the prize. This honor only stimu-

lated her energies to continue working on the same subject. She discov-

ered remarkable theorems which Legendre inserted in his treatise on the

Theory of Numbers. In the Annales de Physique et de Chimie, Mile.

116
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Germain published researches on the laws of the equilibrium and of the

movement of elastic soHds, and in another scientific periodical a memoir on

the curvature of surfaces. A philosophical essay written by her, entitled

Consideration on the State of the Sciences, is remarkable for its breadth of

thought, and for its anticipation of doctrines to be later enunciated by

Auguste Comte.
"

I have devoted so much of the brief time at my disposal to Mile.

Germain because she may, better than any other modern woman, serve as

a model with whom to compare others who may claim, often too lightly,

a rank in science.

"The last female mathematician of the eighteenth century is Mrs. Mary

Somerville, who was born in Scotland in 1780. Mme. du Chatelet had

translated Newton's Principia into French ; Mrs. Somerville in turn gave

to England a translation and analysis of the M^canique Celeste of Laplace.

She also wrote a treatise in 1834 on the connection of the physical sciences,

and her services to science were publicly acknowledged by her election to

membership in the Royal Astronomical Society and by a yearly pension

of $1,500. Mrs. Somerville, living till 1872, was able to connect the tradi-

tions of the eighteenth century with the nineteenth, and thus belongs to our

own time as well as to the brilliant epoch in which she was born. No
Englishwoman has, as yet, succeeded her, but I think every one is familiar

with the remarkable triumph of Philippa Fawcett at the Cambridge exami-

nations, where she ranked four hundred marks above the senior wrangler.

England literally rang with this triumph from sea to sea.

" Miss Fawcett seems to have inherited her exceptional capacity from her

father, also a talented mathematician, whose power of abstraction had been

trained and intensified by a lifelong habit of mental work under the terrible

affliction of blindness.

" In America, Mrs. Franklin, while still Christine Ladd, so distinguished

herself as a mathematical student that at the peremptory request of Prof.

Sylvester she was made a fellow in the mathematical department of Johns

Hopkins University, the only woman so far who has enjoyed this honor.

Mrs. Franklin is the Sophie Germain of America. Her original work in

pure mathematics, in logic, and in physics pre-eminently deserves commem-
oration on this occasion. She has published nine scientific essays.

" In Europe the young Russian, Songa Kowalewski, until her recent pre-

mature death, was the fitting colleague of our American mathematician. She

was appointed to a full professorship at the University of Stockholm in 1884.

Like Sophie Germain, at the age of thirteen Songa, starting from some ele-

mentary instruction in arithmetic, plunged all alone into mathematics and

mastered trigonometry without a teacher. At sixteen she married a gifted

scientist, who assisted her in her studies and secured her admission to the

University of Heidelberg. She obtained the Doctor's degree from the Uni-

versity of Gottingen, without an oi-al examination, on account of three essays,
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two in mathematical analysis, the third in mathematical physics, concerning
the shape of Saturn's ring. Some years later she discovered the complete
mathematical solution of the optical problem regarding the movement of

light in a crystalline medium. At a spring semester in Stockholm, Songa
Kowalewski delivered a course of lectures on the theory of partial differential

equations, and this was so successful that the following year she was invited

to a full professorship. But this gifted woman died prematurely, after a brief

enjoyment of the arduous duties of the position.

" In comparison with the difficulties of the mathematical sciences all others

appear easy. The natural sciences afford more scope for moderate abilities,

and it is, indeed, surprising that, while so many women throng into literature,

so few, as yet, have devoted themselves to these delightful pursuits.

" Mrs. Susanna Gage, wife of Prof. Gage, of Cornell University, is a

microscopist of recognized ability. She has made valuable original researches

upon muscular tissue, and has prepared the microphotographs for several sci-

entific essays of her husband.

" Miss Julia Piatt, a pupil of Prof. Wilder, of Cornell, has pursued mor-
phological studies at both Cornell and Freiburg, and has published the results

of original researches in the Journal of Morphology and in German anatom-
ical journals.

" In England, Dr. Frances Hoggan has published, in association with her

husband, a series of researches in microscopical anatomy, principally on the

lymphatic system.

" In the eighteenth century Mme. Manzolini, in Italy, was made a

member of the Institute of Bologna and Professor of Anatomy in the uni-

versity of that city, and contemporaneously, at Paris, Marie Catherine Bi-

beran was preparing an anatomical cabinet, which after her death was bought

by Catherine of Russia. Mme. Lachapelle and Mme. Boivin in the same
century made important contributions to pathological anatomy, as well as to

clinical midwifery. Dr. Gregory, Professor of Botany at Barnard College,

has given me the names of half a dozen ladies, besides herself, who have

made original researches in this science, which for ages tradition has assigned

to women. A homonym of our own Elizabeth Blackwell published in 1737
an herbal, with colored plates of the principal plants used in the practice of

physic.

"A modern English botanist is Marianne North, who has especially de-

voted herself to painting in detail the flora of tropical countries. Her col-

lections include upward of six hundred paintings, each panel including six or

seven varieties of plants. According to Sir John Hooker, it is impossible to

overrate the usefulness and scientific importance of this collection.

" In the adjacent branch of natural history we find the name of Miss

Eleanor A. Ormerod as one of the eminent entomologists of the day. She

is consulting entomologist of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.

She has written a manual upon injurious insects and on methods of prevent-
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ing their ravages, of which James Fletcher, Entomologist to the Government

of Ontario, says :
' The advance made during the last decade in the art of

reducing the injury done to crops by insects is in large measure due to the

talented author of this book.'

" Miss Mary Muretfeld, of St. Louis, has been Vice-President of the Asso-

ciation of Economic Entomologists. Another female observer of note both

in entomology and botany is Mrs. Mary Treat, of Vineland, N. J.

" In this connection should be mentioned Mme. Clemence Royer, of

Paris, born in 1830. In 1862 she made the first French translation of Dar-

win's Origin of Species, accompanied by a preface and notes, which gave her

an established reputation. Since this, however, Mme. Royer's work has been

in the line of literature and economics, rather than in that of natural science.

One lady, Miss Alice C. Fletcher, has distin-

guished herself in a somewhat unexpected field

as an ethnological student of our North Ameri-
can Indians. Her work has received practical

recognition from the National Government
in an appointment as Indian agent, espe-

cially charged with the assignment of lands

in severalty.

"The longest list of feminine names
must be culled from the medical sci-

ences. Since 1872 in America one
hundred and fifty written contribu-

tions to medicine have been made by
thirty women physicians. Only a very

few of these contributions, however, de-

serve to be called scientific, for they are

chiefly records of cases or discussions on
subjects from the purely clinical or empiri-

cal standpoint. The same remark applies,

of course, to an immense amount of the medi-
cal literature written by men, only a small pro-
portion of which is addressed to the solution of
scientific problems, or is based upon scientific

methods. Indeed, the daily work of the physician is as yet far removed
from that of the scientist in any department. Even biological sciences, upon
which the art of medicine reposes, are most irregularly invoked in the
actual practice of medicine, and really scientific habits of thought are for-
eign to the great mass of physicians.

'' Women, who so largely enter medicine from the practical side, necessarily
exhibit this empiricism to an even greater proportionate extent than men.
Still, a few of the medical papers published are concerned with scientific
problems rather than with purely practical questions. Among the one hun-

MRS. MINNIE D. LOUIS,

Honorary President of one session.
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dred and fifty American contributions the following may be said to bear this

character : An essay on basilar kyphosis in relation to certain cerebral de-

formities, and some studies in sphygmograms, by Dr. Sara Post ; a remarka-
ble case of bilateral cerebral haemorrhage in a newborn child, by Dr. Sara

McNutt ; a study on myxoedema, by Dr. Elizabeth Cushier ; microscopical

studies on hyaline placenta and on the uterine decidua, by Dr. Jeannette
Greene ; an essay on blood, by Emily White ; studies in endometritis and a

new theory of menstruation, by Mary Putnam Jacobi.

"The numberi of women engaged in literature contrasts strikingly with

the short list of women engaged in science. A volume entitled Women of

the Day, published in 1885, contains a total number of four hundred and
twenty-six names. These include writers, painters, actresses, and singers, and
women noted for work in philanthropic and public enterprises. Only nine

among them seem to have even touched upon scientific work. This fact,

however, is not at all surprising. Owing to the unequal rate of development
which to the present day has been permitted to women, the standard of edu-

cation accorded to them has always been about an epoch behind that prevail-

ing for men. Up to the present day, indeed, there has been absolutely no
superior or even common-sense education for women at all. The few
women who have nevertheless achieved intellectual distinction have done so

in virtue of, immense native ability, which instinctively found its way, like

Columbus, unjnstructed, unpiloted, over unknown seas. At the most has

been secured the aid of some relative or friend, and this as an offset to the

violent opposition of other friends, or an entire family and social circle.

" Enough, however, has been done to show that there is no physiological

impossibility in scientific work for women. It now remains to insist more
and more strenuously that the doors of the laboratory, as of the library, shall

be thrown open to them ; that early in childhood and during the formative

stage of the brain's development a strenuous education shall be secured, sci-

entifically planned to favor the maximum development of brain power ; final-

ly, that the love of knowledge for its own sake shall begin to be diffused

more widely among women. Hitherto the love of knowledge has either

been forcibly discouraged in favor of every other conceivable motive, or en-

couraged only so far as it may be made useful for practical purposes.

"The latter, certainly, should not be neglected. But underneath all prac-

tical activities, even for such strenuous mental work as is needed for the

practice of medicine, there should lie a broad and deep foundation of specula-

tive work done by solitary students aiming at nothing but the discovery of

truth. Until this becomes true for women as for men we can not expect

from women the contributions to scientific thought of which they are intrinsic-

ally capable. Minds capable of constructive scientific thought are always in

a very small minority—probably must always be so—and it is probably true

that the proportion of speculative to practical capabilities is still smaller in

women than in men. The immense middle ground, however, of observation
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and experiment, of work upon details destined to be used scientifically by

some mind of superior scope—this sphere is already perfectly accessible to

women, may be occupied by them most profitably, and they should by every

means be encouraged to enter in and take possession."

The discussion following Dr. Jacobi's article was introduced briefly by

Dr. Julia Holmes Smith, who, in the course of her remarks, referred to

the work of Emily Nunn, wife of Prof. Whitman, of Chicago University,

whose researches in biology are well known. Mrs. Leander Stone, continu-

ing the discussion, dwelt upon the difficulties encountered by scientists be-

cause of a lack of mechanical appliances, and by biographical references sus-

tained the view that the advancement of the mechanic arts will facilitate the

scientific researches of women to a proportionately larger degree than it will

those of men. Dr. Mary A. Dixon Jones, succeeding Mrs. Stone, dwelt

chiefly upon the adaptation of women, by both her delicate physical organiza-

tion and her patience, to the minute and long-continued observation neces-

sary to original research. She reported two discoveries made by microscop-

ical studies in relation to cancerous diseases ; she also discussed two diseases

—

endothelioma and gyroma—discovered in the course of her microscopical

researches, and closed her remarks by describing certain improved methods

in uterine surgery. The Medical Woman's Movement in the United King-

dom of Great Britain and Ireland, to January, 1893, was the subject of a

report by Dr. Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, of England, while The Medical

Education of Women in Great Britain and Ireland was reported by Dr. So-

phia Jex-Blake, of Scotland. Dr. Ellis R. Shipp, of Utah, discussing the

same topic, opened with a tribute to women in the medical profession, her

peculiar fitness to the work because of the gentleness, sympathy, and patience

of her nature. She referred to the recognition of woman physicians not only

in enlightened countries but in far-off climes, in China and Japan, where
skillful surgery had secured to some in the profession world-wide fame.

In the discussion on the subject of women as ministers, in the sectional

division Religion, their struggle to gain access to the pulpit, their contribu-

tion to the interpretation of the Scriptures, and their peculiar adaptation to

pastoral service, the subject was considered from the standpoints of history,

philosophy, fancy, and biography, by ordained clergymen of the Universalist,

Unitarian, Methodist-Protestant, and Congregational denominations. A
summary of woman's work in the pulpit was presented by the Rev. Florence
E. KoUock, of California, a Universalist minister, who said :

" From the dawn of the Christian era to the present day woman has been
one of the most potent factors in the presentation, growth, and spread of the

new religion. The tenderest acts of service on the part of Christ were be-

stowed upon women—the unfortunate, the sorrowing, and serving. Through
woman's wrongs, her loyalty, her sorrows, he taught the world the sublimest
lesson of unselfishness, sympathy, and charity that the ages have ever wit-

nessed. Only through a woman's nature could these new principles of con-
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duct be proclaimed to the world. The twelve were not more clearly called

to preach the Gospel than the ' last at the cross and the first at the tomb

'

were ordained to speak—not merely of his Gospel, but rather of Him—of his

power and compassion, of his wondrous love and illumined life. As example

is more valuable than precept, the testimony of these women concerning

Christ has been more valuable than all the recorded miracles of his ministry

—aye, even than his Sermon on the Mount. Other prophets and inspired

teachers the world had known before Christ's voice was heard in exhortation

and prayer. But the world, passed their words of wisdom by, and turned a

deaf ear to their exhortation. But when the life illumined the word, and

the spirit gave the letter its own invincible power, the teacher became greater

than his lessons, and his simplest precept took a new significance. Men were

sent forth to preach his Gospel. Women just as truly were given the higher,

more valuable, more delicate mission of proclaiming him—his sermon to the

woman at the well, his sympathy at the grave with the mothers and their

children—to the unfortunate, the betrayed, the afflicted. And when the

hour of agony had passed and the victory had come, it was faithful, loyal,

and believing woman whom the angel met at the empty sepulcher, and com-

manded, authorized, ordained to ' go quickly and tell his disciples that he is

risen from the dead, assuring them that he goeth before you.' Later, while

Paul was yet the fierce Saul of Tarsus, ' persecuting the Christians even unto

death,' the Marys and Marthas were loyal to the teachings of the Master, and

faithful, tender, and reverent to his memory ; never betrayers of Christ, but

always his friends ; never among his persecutors, but always with the perse-

cuted. Gifted with that fine spiritual insight that made it possible to recog-

nize the authority of Christ, it is not strange that the records of the Christian

Church, from the earliest down to the latest, should be illumined with the

deeds of heroism and self-sacrifice so freely performed by women 'in his

name.' To a nature capable of this loyalty and imbued with this faith it

was but in keeping with the inward impulse to impart it to others.

"To every careful reader of the Bible it is a profound mystery from

whence came that morbid and unholy sentiment that seeks refuge behind

St. Paul and interprets his ' Women, keep silent in Church,' to mean ' Keep

out of the pulpit only.' Sing in the church, pray without ceasing in it and

for it, teach the young, form their theological opinions, awaken their spiritual

nature ; expound to them the doctrines of prayer, of repentance, of forgive-

ness ; form their immortal minds for immortality—do all this and more

;

build churches, pay debts, educate young men for the ministry
;
turn, if need

be, the church into ^ concert hall, a sewing room, a salesroom, a restaurant,

a bake shop ; do all this, if need be, to raise money for church extension, for

the Bible and tract society, for home and foreign missions
;
but do not preach

for a salary, do not desecrate holy services by administering the sacraments of

the church ; for Paul said, ' Let women keep silence in the churches, for it

is not permitted unto them to speak.' Higher biblical criticism and the bet-
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ter judgment of thoughtful men and women took this question under serious

consideration, with such results as I am glad to place before you at this time

in reference to the position of the various religious bodies in regard to the

indorsement of women for the work of the Church.

"In 1856 the Universalist denomination at Canton, N. Y., founded a

college of letters and arts, in connection with a divinity school, known as St.

Lawrence University, and threw open the doors of this institution to both

men and women on equal terms. The first woman who entered the theo-

loo-ical department of St. Lawrence University was Olympia Brown, who

entered in 1 861, was graduated in 1863, and was regularly ordained to the Chris-

tian ministry. Since the founding of St. Lawrence University eight women

have been regularly graduated after pursuing the full course of study, six

more have pursued special courses, and four are at present studying there.

In 1 88 1 the Ryder Divinity School, at Galesburg, 111., in connection with

Lombard University, was opened to men and women on equal terms, and it

has had from one to three women students every year. A third divinity

school of the same denomination opened its doors to women last September

that of Tufts College, Boston. Three young women immediately entered

it. As a result of this policy, the Universalist Register for 1893 contains the

names of thirty-six women, twenty-seven of whom are regularly ordained to

the Christian ministry, while the remaining nine are licensed to preach.

" Women were admitted as students to the Meadville (Unitarian) school

in 1868. The present year three are in attendance. Up to the present time

the whole number admitted is twenty-one. Of this number, six were gradu-

ated in the full course, the others taking special work. The number of

young men in this divinity school who have taken but a partial course of

study is proportionately as large as the number of women who have done so.

Manchester New College, Oxford, England, is open to women, and in the

first year has received three American women to its lectures—two Unitarians

and one Universalist. The yearbook of the Unitarian Church contains the

names of nineteen clergywomen. The demand for them in both the Univer-

salist and the Unitarian denominations far exceeds the supply.

"The well-known college of the Freewill Baptists, at Hillsdale, Mich.,

was founded in 1855. Its charter provides that 'all persons, regardless of

sex, color, or nationality, shall be entitled to all its advantages.' The theo-

logical department was opened in 1878, admitting women on equal terms

with men. During the last fifteen years twenty women have taken a partial

course of study in this department. In addition to this number, six women
have taken the full course and received the degree of B. D. The theological ;;|^^

seminary at Lewiston, Me., in connection with Bates College, is also open to

women. In the Freewill Baptist denomination twelve women are in full

ordination, and fourteen are licensed as lay preachers.

" The dean of the divinity school of the University of Chicago, in answer

to a letter of inquiry concerning the status of women in the ministry of the
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Baptist denomination, writes :
' The divinity school, which is a part of the

university, is under a special charter, obtained years ago. For the past twen-

ty-five years we have been admitting women to all our classes.' They are not

there by sufferance. The paragraph in the calendar on this subject is as fol-

lows :
' Women are admitted on equal terms with men. They receive no

encouragement to enter upon the work of public preaching, but on the con-

trary are distinctly taught that the New Testament nowhere recognizes the

ordination of women to the Christian pastorate.' I may say that seven or

eight women are now regularly matriculated in this divinity school, preparing

themselves, doubtless, for pagan pastorates, as it is the denominational policy

of this Church to recognize and encourage women as foreign missionaries.

" As the name implies, the Congregational denomination is self-govern-

ing ; therefore it has, in the question of the ordination of women, no fixed

policy, but each church exercises such hberty in the matter as the majority

of its individual body may choose. Hence we find some churches freely

granting ordination to women. There are at least twelve women in this

body enjoying the full ecclesiastical rights and privileges of ordination. Three

years ago the great theological seminary of Hartford was thrown open to

women students, and a number availed themselves of the opportunity thus

afforded. At present four women are pursuing a course of theological study

there. Oberlin College, in compliance with the terms of its charter, opened

all its departments to men and women on equal terms. Antoinette Brown

Blackwell was an early graduate of this worthy institution, and received ordi-

nation from the Congregational Church in 1853.

" The Presbyterian body ordains no women to the ministry, and has, since

the day that Sarah Smiley preached from the Rev. Dr. Cuyler's pulpit, in-

serted a clause in its blue book prohibiting the ministers of that body from

inviting women into the pulpit.

" In October, 1891, the Wesleyan Methodists in council struck out from

the discipline of the Church the clause prohibiting women from receiving

ordination in that body. Protestant and Primitive Methodists also have

ordained women.

"The Methodist Episcopal Church has not yet accorded to its women

the justice that many foremost in its ranks are demanding. For years their

theological schools have been educating women, accepting their money and

time, but the General Conference has steadily refused to equip them thor-

oughly for the very work for which their theological schools were encourag-

ing them to educate themselves. As missionaries, home and foreign, as

thoughtful and scholarly preachers, as earnest and convincing exhorters, they

have proved—until proof is no longer necessary—their perfect fitness for the

work of the ministry ; and they and the world are waiting for the General

Conference to acknowledge the fact.

" The Secretary of the Women's Ministerial Conference reports the inter-

esting fact that to the United Brethren belongs the honor of having ordained
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the first woman to the Christian ministry. The Rev. Lydia Sexton, of

Seattle Wash., now ninety-three years old, was ordained by the United

Brethren in 1851. The Rev. Mrs. Sexton has been in active service in her

denomination until within a few years, when failing eyesight compelled her

to withdraw from active work. Among the Friends, women have from the

first taken the same rank as the men of that body. It is computed that more

than two hundred and fifty women are to-day enrolled among the accredited

speakers of this sect. The universities of Switzerland admit women to lec-

tures on theology, though not to examination.

" That women ar<; in the pulpit, and in large numbers are going to it, is a

fact. Women alone can account for the fact. They do account for it as

follows : First, moral influence has superseded physical force ;
we need not

theology, but ministry. Second, the right to do a work is now determined

by the disposition and the ability of the individual. Third, woman possesses

powers, moral and spiritual, that make her a competent minister."

The Rev. Caroline J. Bartlett, of Michigan, a Unitarian minister, in an

address on Woman's Call to the Ministry, argued that humanity, being

made up of two divei-se halves, needs to draw its interpreters, its teachers, its

ministers from both men and women, else the interpretation, the teaching,

and the religion must be warped, incomplete, ineffective, and not roundly

human. The Rev. Eugenia St. John, in discussing the same subject, main-

tained the opinion that woman's native intuition is as necessary in the pulpit

as man's logical, reasoning power. The Rev. Mary L. Moreland, of Illinois,

continued the discussion, after which an address was delivered by the Rev.

Mary J. Safford, of Iowa, a Unitarian minister, on the topic Woman as a

Minister of Religion, in which she said :

"The eternal sanction for entering upon any good work is the ability to

perform it. The questions, ' Can woman preach ?
'

' May woman preach ?

'

which some well-meaning people are still debating with ludicrous solemnity,

have been answered affirmatively, in the most convincing way, according to

the scientific method, by actual experiment.

" In the face of deep-seated prejudice and bitter, persistent opposition,

she has shown beyond question that she is not only able to preach, but is

also able to do far more—to endure the strain of long city pastorates and

build up strong, growing churches. The place she holds to-day as a minister

of religion has not been given to her ; she has won it for herself, and holds

it by right divine.

" While ministering most helpfully to the deep needs of human souls, so

far as her influence reaches, it tends in a special way to make religion less

one-sided, less masculine in some departments, less feminine in others, more
human and divine in all. While interested in theology as the thought side

of religion, women do not emphasize it at the expense of right feeling and

right action, but find God in all that liberates and lifts, in all that humbles

and sweetens and consoles. To them the life is more than the creed ; hence
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their presence in the pulpit tends to soften theological animosities and pro-

mote religious unity. Woman's fanaticism in the past has been largely due
to her blind belief in the teachings of the Church, which has presented re-

ligion from the masculine standpoint only, making it largely consist of

intense devotion to certain theological beliefs."

This subject was discussed also by Mrs. Amelia S. Quinton, of Pennsyl-

vania. Woman's Place in Hebrew Thought was presented by Minnie D.

Louis, of New York, the representative of the Hebrew women of America

;

and an address on Woman as a Religious Teacher was delivered by Ursula

W. Gestefeld, of New York, from which the following quotation is made :

" The ideal religious teacher will be the woman who can unite the ideal

and the practical ; who can find the essence in every aspect of truth offered

by the scientific, the philosophic, and the religious world, and, inspecting it

in the light of the never-dying fiame upon the altar of her own soul, bring it

forth again with the divine seal upon it. She will teach principles more than

personal views, insist upon deeds rather than theories, proclaim right think-

ing the basis for Godlike living. She will be the woman whose intellectuality

does not stifle her emotions, whose feelings do not dwarf her intellect ; one

in whom both sides of her nature are well developed and held in equilibrium
;

strong, courageous, with fine moral sensibilities, unselfish, neither seeking

commendation nor fearing condemnation ; a new humanity will be born of

her labors, composed not of Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, Episco-

palians, and Catholics, but of those who, conceiving the Christ ideal the

divine pattern to which all mankind is to conform, press forward as one body

to actualize it. Charity for every form of belief, loving kindness for every

traveler in this King's highway, whatever gates he elects to pass through on

his journey, will characterize the members of this body."

The presentation of this address was followed by a long discussion of the

subject, which was participated in by Alice May Scudder, of New Jersey,

representative of the United Society of Christian Endeavor ; Mrs. Sarah B.

Cooper, of California, President of the International Kindergarten Union;

Lois A. White, representative of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions

;

Zina D. H. Young, of Utah, President of the National Woman's Relief

Society ; and Elizabeth B. Grannis, of New York, President of the Na-

tional Christian League for the Promotion of Social Purity ; and was

concluded by Fanny M. Harley, of Illinois. The Light in the East, an ad-

dress by Eliza Anne Thayer, of New York, founder of the Order of Mel-

chizedek, was followed by an address on the same subject by Ella Dietz

Clymer, of New York. Organization among Women as an Instrument in

promoting Religion was the theme of a paper by Mary Lowe Dickinson,

of New York. An address on the same subject by the Rev. Ida C. Hultin,

of Illinois, followed, and the Elevation of Womanhood wrought through

the Veneration of the Blessed Virgin was the topic of an address by Emma
F. Cary, In the subordinate Congress on Religion, The Young Women's
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Christian Association, its Aims and Methods, was reported fully by Mrs.

William Boyd of Missouri, and The Young Woman's Christian Association

in Sweden w'as presented by Sigrid Storckenfeldt. Other papers were

Post-Office Missions, by Mrs. Jenkin Lloyd Jones ;
The Relation of Young

Women to Church Missions, by the Rev. Lorenza Haynes
;
Christ on the

Avenue by Marion E. Isaacs ; The Woman's Missionary Society of the

Methodist Church, Canada, by Mrs. E. S. Strachan
;
The Organization and

Work of the Christian Woman's Board of Missions, by Mrs. O. A. Bur-

gess Woman's Work in the Society of Christian Endeavor, by Alice May
^ ' Scudder ; and The Order of King's Daugh-

ters and Sons of Canada, by Elizabeth

M. Tilley.

The results of the higher education

and of the spirit of progress are nowhere

more clearly visible than in the modern

methods of philanthropy, and the general

tone of the addresses in the section Phi-

lanthropy and Charity was significant.

Among the papers presented in this sec-

tion was a comprehensive address on The

Modern Deaconess Movement, by Jane

Bancroft Robinson, Ph. D., of Michigan.

In 1836 a pastor in the village of Kaisers-

werth on the Rhine, Theodore Fliedner,

who had devoted much of his life to phil-

anthropic work, determined to form a so-

ciety of deaconesses. From a humble be-

ginning the work grew until, instead of

the hired house that gave shelter to the

deaconesses in the early days, a fine building of vast proportions, the Mother

House of Kaiserswerth, affords to more than seven hundred deaconesses,

scattered throughout the world, a veritable home. Connected with this

is a building called the " Feierabend Haus," or " House of Evening Rest."

for those who have become infirm or aged in their self-denying toil. The

deaconesses are given practice in teaching in various schools ; an infant

school or kindergarten is maintained, and a normal school, where dea-

conesses are prepared for all grades of teaching. In an orphan asylum

children of the educated middle class, whose fathers were pastors or pro-

fessors, are received, while an insane asylum, built with every regard to

modern scientific equipments, crowns an eminence just outside the village.

A publishing house is also connected with the institution. Deaconess insti-

tutions now exist in Switzerland, France, Holland, Denmark, Norway,

Sweden, Russia, Austria, England, and Germany, while the countries in

which these homes have stations are literally too numerous to mention.

MRS. MARY LOWE DICKINSON,

a speaker at the Congress.
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Spain, Italy, Greece, Turkey, the countries of northern Africa and of Asia

Minor, as well as isolated mission stations throughout the world, are now
served by deaconesses. In England the deaconess cause is making notable

extension. It has now a place of its own within the Anglican Church, and

outside of the London institutions has homes in the dioceses of Canterbury,

Chester, Ely, Salisbury, and Winchester. From England the deaconess idea

extended to Scotland, where it has found secure lodgment in the old historic

church of John Knox. The German Lutheran Church, influenced by the

example of the mother Church in Germany, was the first to endeavor to

introduce into America, in 1849, the beneficent services of woman deacons,

but the work progressed but slowly. Recently, however, the erection of the

Mary J. Drexel Home and Philadelphia Mother House of Deaconesses has

given a new impetus to the movement among Lutherans. In the Protes-

tant Episcopal Church of America the deaconess work was initiated at Balti-

more. There are now two orders of deaconesses, and also different stations

of work, although in the United States, as in England, within the Episcopal

Church sisterhoods are more influential and more rapid in their growth than

are deaconess institutions. In the Presbyterian Church the question of the

revival of the office of deaconess has claimed some attention, while the

Methodist Episcopal Church has taken action that places it first among

the evangelical denominations in America, and second only to the Church

of Scotland, in according to the deaconess a distinct status in the organi-

zation of the Church. The full and complete recognition accorded by

the highest authority of the Church commended it to the people, who have

shown a remarkable readiness to accept its provisions. Deaconess houses

have been founded or projected in Chicago, Cincinnati, New York, Boston,

Philadelphia, and Detroit, and many earnest Christian women have pre-

sented themselves as candidates. The following quotation from Mrs. Rob-

inson's address gives an insight into the spirit of the movement, and records

a prophecy of its coming usefulness :

" The deaconess performs her duties without fee or reward. This is a

main feature of the system. She is not free even to accept personal pres-

ents, for in that case unworthy motives might creep in. The deaconess at

Kaiserswerth receives from the institution her modest wardrobe, consisting

of a Sunday suit of dark blue, a working dress, blue apron, white caps, and

collars. She has also a small allowance of pocket money. In case of sick-

ness she is tenderly cared for, and when she becomes infirm or aged in the

discharge of her holy duties she knows there is waiting for her a room in the

House of Evening Rest. A deaconess attired in her garb, with the peaceful

gentle countenance that seems distinctively to belong to her, is a pleasant

sight constantly seen on the streets of German cities. Her attire is not only

a protection, assuring her chivalrous treatment from all classes of men, but

it is a personal commendation that serves her well as an introduction to

opening doors that would otherwise remain closed to her. There are two
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classes of deaconesses formally recognized—teachers and nurses. The train-

ing given to nurses at Kaiserswerth may be said to have transformed the

hospital wards of Europe. It was at Kaiserswerth that Florence Nightin-

gale received the preparation that enabled her to render such wise and valu-

able ministrations in the Crimean War, and to render like service to the

hospitals of England on her return. On the battlefields of all the more re-

cent European wars the deaconesses have been found caring for the wounded,

ministering to the dying, and taking messages for home friends.

" Some of these women have charge of refuges for Magdalens
;
others

serve in penitentiaries and prisons, performing distasteful and difficult duties

with patience and devotion, and they do not shrink from positions of posi-

tive danger. The Kaiserswerth deaconesses have a right to be consulted

before being assigned to cases of contagious diseases, but no instance of

refusal has ever occurred. An important part of the deaconess's work is

to serve congregations under pastoral direction. Those who perform this

service are known as parish deaconesses, and their work is held to be the

consummate flower of the service of the diaconate, as it approaches most

nearly to that of the deaconesses of the early Church.

"The movement has a future ; we may be sure of that. Firmly fixed in

the working forces of the Protestant Episcopal Church, and protected by its

highest dignitaries ; cared for by the German Lutherans in America with a

generosity and magnificence that its fatherland can not equal ; become a

working power in the Methodist denomination, and recognized officially by

the highest authority of the Church ; adopted already by the Presbyterians

of Scotland and England, and favored by men of influence in American

Presbyterianism—the diaconate of women is bound in the near future to

become a factor of Church life in America."

In an address on Organization among Women, considered with Respect

to Philanthropy, by Mary E. Richmond, of Maryland, the value of co-opera-

tion and organization in philanthropic work was briefly considered, and the

opinion was maintained that the broadening of woman's charitable activities

is due to the new classification of charities. Within the present century the

criminal, the prostitute, the insane, the vagrant, the idiot, and all other de-

fective classes have become objects of care and solicitude not only to the

individual philanthropist, but, through him, to the State. The increasing

complexity of the charitable system brought about an artificial division of

labor. Men monopolized official and impersonal service, women cared for

the private and more personal side of the work. Advancing civilization de-

mands that official charity shall become more and more personal, and the

increasing responsibilities placed upon them require, on the part of private

charities, more practical and businesslike methods. Individual women like

Dorothea Dix, Josephine Shaw Lowell, and Katie Fay, who concerned them-

selves with the larger issues of official relief, proved, with single-hearted de-

votion, their ability to administer public charitable trusts. Such examples
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were instructive, and as other women showed a devoted interest in the work,

they were appointed in a number of States to official places that gave them a

voice in the management of public institutions for women and children. Of
the part the higher education of women is destined to play in the future of

pubhc and private charities. Miss Richmond said :
" Charitable work in the

future will demand a trained mind and an intimate knowledge of social

science and economics. Good intentions are no longer the only essential of

philanthropic leadership ; in this, as in all departments of serious work, the

best of good intentions will not be good enough until we have patiently

learned before we attempt to teach. The social-science departments of our

universities offer to women the best possible training for a useful and honor-

able career."

In reply to letters of inquiry sent to all the States and Territories about

the philanthropic work of women, the following facts were gathered : In six

States women serve with men as members of State boards of charities, hav-

ing supervision of State charitable institutions ; in eleven States women have

a semiofficial recognition, being appointed by the legislatures or the courts to

visit and report upon certain institutions ; in fifteen other States women are

reported as taking a very prominent part in the administration of private

charities ; in eleven States their administrative functions, both private and

public, were reported to be very limited. In referring to these reports Miss

Richmond said: "The line of probable development is indicated by these

returns. It must be a question of only a little time when women will be ac-

tively engaged in every department of charitable activity, and the division of

labor will no longer be a question of sex, but of capacity. All the wisdom of

men and women both is needed to cope with the difficulties of institutional

life and management."

Following this paper, an address on the same subject was delivered by

Clara C. Hoffman, of Missouri.

The Organized Work of Catholic Women, in respect to religion, philan-

thropy, education, moral reform, and political liberty, was considered in a

paper by Alice Timmons Toomy, of California. In the early ages of the

Church there were no public or State institutions of charity, such as alms-

houses, hospitals, orphan asylums ; all these were the work of the Church

and of religious houses. Throughout all the centuries until our own almost

all the work of women in organizations was carried on in cloisters. Of the

order of the Sisters of Charity, an organization which is to-day one of the

most widely known among societies of Catholic women. Miss Toomy said :

" In this, as in all Catholic sisterhoods, the members voluntarily bind them-

selves to their order by vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, either made

for life or renewed at intervals. By these vows these women give up all that,

from our worldly standard of the independence of the individual, we call hap-

piness in this life. They voluntarily renounce wealth, home, position, friends,

and family, all to serve God and his needy suffering children. Perhaps the
"7
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hardest thing in the life of the religious orders is the complete surrender of

the will in obedience to those placed in authority. In each country, State, or

province there is a head, or mother house, whence are sent out missions or

colonies of sisters to establish branch houses wherever necessity calls them.

The government of these sisterhoods is that of a republic, the superior, or

mother general, being elected for a term of years by the whole community.

Implicit and prompt obedience to the superior, as to the voice of God, is the

magic power that controls these vast organizations of women. Every hour

of the daily life of the average religious sisterhood, from half past four or five

in the morning until eight or nine in the evening, is spent in continuous hard

work, lightened by an hour's recreation after the midday meal and another

hour's recreation in the evening. We in the world can form no idea of the

heroism of these sisters who for the love of God give their

whole life to this service." ^^^^^^^ Of orgfanizations of Catholic

women who devote
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One of the most beau-

thropy is that of pro-

aged poor. The Lit-

tle Sisters of the Poor in their homes for the aged shelter and care for all

who come to them, regardless of nationality, creed, or color. Besides the

special organization of woman for the care of the aged, the Gray Nuns,

the Sisters of Mercy, and many other associations support the aged poor.

Notable among organizations of Catholic women who devote themselves to

the care of the blind and deaf-mutes, is a society of lay women known as

the Nardins, so called from their founder, Ernestine Nardin. In the Uni-

ted States there are more than fifty orders of Catholic women that are

devoted to education, and the women enrolled in these orders may be

counted by tens of thousands.

The history, aim, and methods of a newly established order. The Sisters

of the People, was presented by Mrs. Hugh Price, of London. Mrs. Price,
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with her husband, had long felt the want of organized work for women in

connection with the Christian Church, and accordingly interested herself in

the formation of this order, composed of members of all Churches, who, with-

out vows and under no system of discipline, have for more than five years

carried on their work. This was begun with four sisters, including Mrs.
Price, and now about thirty-four sisters are actively engaged. The work of
the sisters, which begins with visiting in the districts surrounding the various

mission centers, is carried on in many different branches, and to a large ex-
tent is determined by the special capabiHties that a sister may show. Besides
their work among the poor and sick and in connection with the temperance
movement, numerous clubs and social entertainments are provided, both for

children and for their elders, thrift societies are encouraged, assistance in the
formation of women's trade unions is rendered, and interest is aroused in so-

cial and political questions that specially affect the position of women and
helpless children. The following quotation from Mrs. Price's address gives

many interesting details of the order :

" Every candidate for the sisterhood comes at first on probation, which
lasts for at least three months. At the end of that time, if everything is sat-

isfactory, she is formally received, wears our uniform, and enjoys all the priv-

ileges accorded to members of the sisterhood. The greater number of our
sisters live together in one large house in Fitzroy Square, though we have
two or three other branch establishments where one or two reside. The
community hfe is as simple and homelike as it can possibly be. We have no
rules except such as would be maintained in any well-ordered house, and
every sister is trusted implicitly and absolutely. Our idea is that we must
share all we have and are with those among whom we work, and that those

very privileges of education and refinement are given us in order that we may
employ them in shedding sweetness and light upon other lives.

" The cost of the sisterhood has been partly met by the general funds of

the West London Mission. In addition to this, we have a special sisterhood

fund, which is maintained by small annual subscriptions from those who sym-

pathize with us in the work we are doing. This is gradually increasing, so

that we hope in a short time the sisterhood will pay its own way, and will be

quite independent of the general fund of the mission.

" We do not allow any difference to be made between rich and poor sis-

ters. All are treated alike. No one is allowed to pay for board and lodging,

although if she has the means and chooses to do so she can give whatever

subscriptions she thinks fit to the sisterhood fund ; and to a sister who has no

private resources we give a small sum, just to cover necessary personal ex-

penses. We admit members of all churches so long as they are in sympathy

with the objects and aims of our mission, and they are perfectly free to attend

the services of their own churches when not on duty in our mission."

In the subordinate Congress an address was delivered on The Catholic

Women's Part in Philanthropy, by Mary Josephine Onahan.
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In the section Moral and Social Reform, various movements were dis-

cussed, and chief among them the temperance organizations. The Origin,

History, and Development of the World's Woman's Christian Temperance

Union was set forth in a paper by Elizabeth Wheeler Andrews, of Illinois,

and the Origin and Early History of the British Women's Temperance

Association was the topic of a paper by Lady Henry Somerset, of England,

while Mrs. Mary H. Hunt, of Massachusetts, head of the Department of

Scientific Temperance Instruction for the World's and National Woman's

Christian Temperance Union, discussed Temperance Education. In the

course of her address she said :
" In October, 1882, I pleaded with the Ver-

mont Legislature for a law that should require all pupils in all schools to

study the subject of physiology and hygiene, including special reference to

the nature and effects of alcoholic drinks and narcotics. The first temper-

ance-education law was there passed. Michigan and New Hampshire fol-

lowed the same year; New York in 1884; Pennsylvania, Massachusetts,

and eight other States in 1885 ; the National Congress, for all schools under

Federal control, in 1886 ; and thus on, until to-day, forty-two States and Ter-

ritories have enacted temperance-education laws. There are only five more

States to win before this education will be required for all pupils in all the

public schools of this land. When the first law was enacted, twelve years

ago, there was not such a text-book in the world as the law demanded. To-

day there is a large variety of good school literature on the subject, beauti-

fully graded to the capacities of all classes of pupils, issued by many differ-

ent publishers. There were no school methods for teaching this branch
;

that is now remedied, and every year is showing better and more intelligent

work done in this study in the schools."

Helen Taylor, of England, described the work of The Moral Reform

Union, founded in 1881. This paper was read by Marie Fischer-Lette, of

Germany, and the work done by women in the ranks of the Salvation Army
was touched upon in a paper by Maud Ballington Booth on Organization as

an Instrument in promoting Moral Reform. From her address the follow-

ing quotations are made :

" Ever since its inception the Salvation Army has been known as an

organization which upholds to the fullest extent the rights and privileges

of women as reformers and apostles in Christ's name to the world. Through
the dark days of persecution, when woman's ministry and public work of any

kind were so much opposed, the battle was fought with dauntless courage
;

and in many of the countries in which our flag is planted it is a recognized

fact that the Salvation Army has been of good service to all women workers,

as an advance guard who have fought their way through the tangles and diffi-

culties of an untrodden path, and left behind them tracks for the following

hosts. Though the very name of our organization is indicative of the fact

that we are a spiritual army, and that our main object is to bring the Christ

light and message of glad tidings to the hearts of those sitting in darkness.
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yet in this very mission we can not be other than social and moral reform-
ers. She who brings righteous, holy inspiration and goodness to the heart
and home must bring also reformation into all those social and moral rela-
tions which through sin have become so chaotic and perverted.

" Here, in this our dear country, during the last six years, the Army has
forced itself into recognition by the public

; and even those who care little

for religion, or who dissent from our doctrines and object to our measures,
have learned to hail us as a powerful social factor in the upraising of the
criminal and almost hopeless classes. Among our officers we have a larger
number of women than men.

" That woman is especially fitted by God for this work through the gifts
of tenderness, affection, and persistency, is becoming more and more a recog-
nized fact. We make no difference in

our work between the man and the wom-
an. We do not give her a separate sphere

of the work or organize her efforts as

though she were in any way disqualified

for standing shoulder to shoulder with

man at the battle's front. Every position

that can be held by man—every office and
duty that can be performed by him—we
throw open to her ; and we have but one

gauge by which to test the qualifications

for responsibility—namely, success.

" I have watched the field of labor, and

I have seen much energy, much good tal-

ent thrown away—much good desire ex-

pended without result—until organization

has put each worker into her right place

and brought to all the one aim and object.

Our women are organized for war. In

the hardness of the struggle the devotion

and self-sacrifice needed can be understood

only by those who have looked face to face with the great social and moral

questions, and have wrestled hand to hand with the vice and sin which are

our enemies and the enemies of our King. Daily are coming to my ears

tributes of praise and admiration to the noble way our women, in the slums

or on the street, in the saloons or in their ordinary corps work, are carrying

this war—this battle—to the gates, and gaining the laurels of well-earned

victory.

" In connection with our slum and rescue work, we have found that it

can be accomplished far more effectually by women than would ever be pos-

sible to the men of our organization. The very fact that women courage-

ously and lovingly enter these strongholds of vice and iniquity unprotected,

MRS. MAUD BALLINGTON BOOTH,
a speaker at the Congress.
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SO far as the human eye can see—are fearless in the face of what many might

consider danger—arouses in the hearts of these criminal and outcast men the

little spark of chivalry and honor which lies dormant in their depraved na-

ture. It is women who must be organized into battalions to seek out the

women whose honor and purity have been trampled in the dust, for in their

pure faces and loving words alone can the outcast woman read that there is

hope for her ; and they alone are qualified to kneel at the side of the aban-

doned one and plead with her whose life has been so imbittered by wrong

and shame. We have proved that women are not only capable of being

organized to lead, but also capable of being controlled and united to follow."

Heredity in its Relation to a Double Standard of Morals was the subject

of a paper by Helen H. Gardener, of New York, and Mrs. Florence Collins

Porter, of Maine, spoke upon The Power of Womanliness' in dealing with

Stern Problems.

Among the other topics discussed in this section were The Moral Initia-

tive as related to Woman, introduced by an address by Julia Ward Howe.

The Rev. Antoinette Brown Blackwell, of New Jersey, began the discussion

of this topic, and was followed by Mrs. John F. Unger, of Pennsylvania,

representative of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the Reformed

Church in the United States, and by Josephine C. Locke, of Illinois. An
address prepared by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, of New York, on The Civil

and Social Evolution of Women, was read by Susan B. Anthony. The dis-

cussion that followed was introduced by Margaret Parker, of Scotland ; fol-

lowing whom, M. Louise Thomas, of New York, representative of the

Woman's Centenary Association, spoke ; a brief address prepared by Dr.

Emily Howard Stowe, President of the Woman's Enfranchisement Associa-

tion of Canada, was read by Dr. Augusta Stowe Gullen. The discussion was

concluded by Dr. Jennie de la M. Lozier. Woman as a Social Leader was

the topic of an address by Josefa Humpal-Zeman.

The participation of woman in all outdoor sports, her present industrial

freedom, and her active engagement in those moral reforms which demand

personal acquaintance with the slums, suggest reasons for the serious con-

sideration of the question of suitability of dress, a subject that received much
attention in this section. The Ethics of Dress was presented in an address

by Alice Timmons Toomy, of California, under the heads of comfort, suita-

bility, and beauty. In introducing the discussion of this subject. Miss Mar-

garet Windeyer, of Australia, brought to notice three points—vanity, econo-

my, and construction—arguing that a greater simplicity in the dress of

gentlewomen would lead to a decrease in wrongdoing. The discussion was

continued by the Rev. Antoinette Brown Blackwell, and Laura' Ormiston

Chant, of England, dwelt upon the thoughtlessness of dress that leads to

the wearing of things the securing of which has given unnecessary pain.

Following Mrs. Chant, Elizabeth Krecker, of Pennsylvania, spoke briefly,

and the discussion was concluded by Octavia William Bates, of Michigan.

^
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Prof. Ellen Hayes, of Wellesley College, delivered an address on Wom-
an's Dress from the Standpoint of Sociology, in which she said :

" No one will claim that the dress of man is yet perfect ; but it is not easy

to see how any marked improvement could be m.ade, for there is, from top
to toe, a correlation between the clothing and the needs of the body to be
clothed. Consider the dress of woman. Assuming ourselves to be ignorant

of the habits and pursuits of the wearer, what might we infer from the

conventional dress ? We notice that utility is much subordinated to orna-

ment. The motive may not appear, but the fact is obvious. The head
covering gives rise to doubt whether the wearer ever goes out in it, for it

does not protect from heat or cold, from rain or sunshine. Moreover, it

indicates that the female head is very different from the male head as to both
shape and dimensions. The principal body covering is seen to consist of

a tight-fitting garment, confining the muscles on the outside of the bony
framework and repressing the action of vital organs within ; this is assuming
that the wearer has lungs and a heart and a stomach, as man has. Auxiliary

to this fitted body covering is another contrivance designed to act with ^ the

outer one in securing a general smoothness and immobility. Following this

is the masterpiece of the entire apparel, a garment not bifurcated, and hence

best adapted to a creature with but one leg. It is composed of voluminous

folds, more or less ornamented, and of considerable weight. It appears also

that this weight is sometimes suspended from that part of the body that

probably contains the most delicate and most easily displaced of all the organs.

Looking at the entire article, it seems most reasonable to suppose that,

whether the wearer has one or two legs, she is not expected to walk much.

This hypothesis gains further support when the length of this leg covering is

considered. It reaches practically to the ground. Indeed, it has been known
to lie several inches upon the ground. The term ' ground ' is used figura-

tively, for it is not to be supposed that the wearer goes outside of the house

in this raiment. The dust of the street is known to contain disease germs,

and surely no intelligent person would consent to trail about after her a gar-

ment that could gather up such dust in addition to the filth that is visible to

the naked eye. The foot and hand coverings are corollaries to the expres-

sion of the other portions of the attire. Last of all, that most insignificant

sociologic feature of man's dress, the pocket, is rudimentary or lacking. The

dress thus described admits of but one theoretical interpretation. The wearer

of these garments can not be a person of much actvity, either physical or

mental. Surely, she can not travel, making either long or short journeys,

because the prevailing systems of transit are not adapted to any one so tied

up and helpless. Of course field sports are not for her ; she could not be ex-

pected to run, or row, or throw. The street, the garden, the market place

are obviously to be avoided. Housework, such as sweeping and cooking,

could be done only with much difficulty and fatigue. Going up and down

stairs would be dangerous, especially if she were to attempt to carry an im-
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portant burden, such as a baby or a lamp. How limited must be the em-

ployment, how restricted the pleasures of one who wears this modern cos-

tume ! So far astray does one go who relies on the scientific principle of

agreement between structure and function. Before passing to the sequel

and comparing the real case with our theoretical solution, we shall do well to

remind ourselves that there is one human body. From the point of view of

mechanics, it consists of a central trunk, mounted on two upright jointed

supports, and furnished with other jointed members. The general anatom-

ical and physiological characteristics are alike in the male and the female.

They are nourished by the same food and destroyed by the same poisons.

They both require pure air and regular exercise. If man's feet are adapted

for walking, so also are woman's. If the mechanism of his arms requires

freedom in order that he may work, it is the same with her. In so far as

their bodies are differentiated, the argument is wholly on the side of furnish-

ing the female body with a more favorable dress than that designed for the

male body, rather than with a less favorable one. These things being so, what

kind of dress should we expect, a priori, to find on woman ? There can be

but one answer. Since she is anatomically and physiologically like man, if

she lives under the same domestic and climatic conditions that he does, what-

ever, broadly speaking, is most suitable and convenient for him will be found

to be most suitable and convenient for her, and a high state of civilization

may reasonably be expected to exhibit conformity to this principle. The

incongruity is not in wearing the dress she does, but in wearing it and at the

same time attempting to be a sharer in modern life. Where man travels

woman travels, and by the same means. She wears that costume on Picca-

dilly and Broadway. She gets into an electric car with her arms full of bun-

dles ; she goes up and down stairs with the lamp and the baby. She appears

on horseback, on the bicycle, in the tennis court, everywhere, in that long-

skirted, tight-waisted dress, attempting to do what one would pronounce in

advance to be unsuitable if not impossible ; and custom closes her eyes and

the eyes of spectators to the incongruity involved. Nor is this all. In a still

more important sense does woman propose to share in modern life. She

expects to take the same course of stiidy that a man does ; to hold her own
in a profession ; to assume a business r61e. These things she attempts while

handicapped by a dress imposed upon her during the dark ages. Costly

gems, rare laces, exquisite fabrics can not cover up the fact that this dress, in

its fundamental ideas, is the dress of the half-civilized, and not that of one

who is master of herself and of the world. In domestic seclusion, removed

from every kind of competition with man, believing that her empire was to

please, woman has had neither occasion nor encouragement to improve her

dress. The explanation of the delay in the evolution of female dress is thus

threefold. First, it has been assumed, though never proved, that a simpler,

more convenient costume would not be pretty and graceful ; hence it could

not be pleasing ; hence on no account could it be adopted. Second, simple
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convenient garments would suggest equality of the sexes, and this would not

be pleasing
;
hence they should not be adopted. Third, all influences have

fostered a timid, conservative spirit in woman, so that she is the obedient

follower of fashion rather than the independent beginner of rational cus-

toms.

" Men and women alike desire respect, admiration, and approval ; but man
long ago learned to scorn personal adornment as a basis of claim to favorable

opinion. The decadence of this as a basis has been accompanied by a corre-

sponding growth of appeal to the product of his brain and the work of his

hands. It is his book, or discovery, or business enterprise that a man expects

you to admire him for, not his coat. What is the sociological meaning of

the modern movement on the part of woman for industrial recognition, for

legal and political equality with man ? It means largely that an additional

basis of claim to approbation and honor is now proposed over and above

pleasing ornamentation. In this movement woman breaks with the traditions

of the past, and declares herself not content with the status assigned her by

primitive man. Around the world she is beginning to want education, and

a less humiliating position in the church and the state. She is beginning to

grope for her share, as half of the race. She is beginning to want a pocket.

Pockets mean power and independence, because they mean possessions.

" The question of immense practical importance now is. Will women
recognize that the race is to the unimpeded ? Let no one suppose that the

woman who wastes her physical strength and nervous force, who squanders

her time and dissipates her attention, is going to stand as good a chance as

the one who treasures her strength and concentrates her- attention. Nature

is merciless to the ignorant and the willful. Premiums are for those who

utilize every favorable factor and discard every unfavorable one. The women

who see this principle most clearly, and who have the greatest wisdom in tak-

ing advantage of it, are the ones who in the long run are going to win."

Dr. Lelia A. Davis, of Canada, introduced the discussion that followed,

and it was joined in by Prof. Helen L. Webster, of Wellesley College. In

a paper by Viscountess F. W. Harberton, of England, Dress Reform and its

Necessity was discussed.

In the subordinate Congress, under the head Industrial, Social, and Moral

Reform, the following-named papers were presented : Organizations of Work-

ing Women, by Mary E. Kenney ; A Bird's-eye View of the National

Woman's Christian Temperance Union, by Clara C. Hoffman; Physical

Education for Women, by Frances W. Lfeiter ; The National Christian

League for the Promotion of Social Purity, by Elizabeth B. Grannis ; The

Columbian Association of Housekeepers and Bureau of Information, with

Plans for the Work outlined in the National Columbian Household Eco-

nomic Association, by Laura S. Wilkinson ; A Statement of Facts, by Grace

Greenwood ; The Needlework Guild of America, by Mrs. John Wood Stew-

art ; The Anti-Vivisection Society, by Mrs. Fairchild-Allen ;
Die Jugend-
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schutz, by Hanna Bieber-Boehm ; and The Royal British Nurses' Associa-

tion, by Mrs. Bedford Fenwick.

In the section Civil Law and Government, devoted to the consideration

of women's public interests, their civil rights and corresponding obligations,

their political privileges and consequent duties, representatives from coun-

tries as remote and as different from one another as Sweden and the United

States, Scotland and Australia, Finland and England, told, with variations

but slightly accentuated by nationality and form of government, the story of

the development in women of a consciousness of responsibility for the weal

of that public of which they are a part.

The Origin and Objects of the Women's Franchise League of Great Brit-

ain and Ireland were set forth in an address prepared by Mrs. Jacob Bright,

of England, to whom it was owing almost entirely that the Married Women's

Property Act was passed. This address was read in the General Congress by

Mrs. Cobden Unwin, of England.

Mrs. Bright's paper was followed by an address on the Work of the

Franchise League, by Florence Fenwick Miller, of England, after which

the Countess of Aberdeen, representative of the Women's Liberal Federation

of England, presented a paper on Woman as an Actual Force in Politics.

At the conclusion of this address Mrs. Lillie Devereux Blake, of New
York, spoke on the same subject, while Woman's Political Future was the

theme of a paper by Frances E. W. Harper, of Virginia, followed by a dis-

cussion of the subject by Margaret Windeyer, of Australia, representative of

the Womanhood Suffrage League of New South Wales. Woman as a Po-

litical Leader was presented by Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, of Washington, D. C,
President of the Woman's Republican Association of the United States.

The Rev. Eugenia T. St. John, of Kansas, introduced the discussion of this

address, and the discussion was concluded by Mary Frost Ormsby, of New
York, President of the Democratic Influence Clubs. All these papers and

addresses consisted mainly of arguments and pleas for woman suffrage.

Women in Municipal Government was the topic of a paper by Ida W.
Harper, of Virginia, in which the opinion was maintained that not until the

women of the country are allowed to participate in municipal affairs will it

be possible to judge of the merits of a government by the people. In an ad-

dress by Lillian Davis Duncanson, of Illinois, on One Phase of Woman's
Work for the Municipality, the influence that can be exerted upon munici-

pal affairs through the home was dwelt upon, and Woman's Participation

in Municipal Government, by Laura M. Johns, was followed by discussion

by Dr. Sarah C. Hall. Organization among Women as an Instrument in

promoting the Interests of Political Liberty was considered in addresses by
Susan B. Anthony, of New York, and Lillie Devereux Blake, while Wom-
an's Position and Influence in the Civil Law was the theme of an address by
Martha Strickland, of Michigan.

Among the addresses in the subordinate Congresses, a paper was pre-
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sented in the Department Congress of the National American Woman's
Suffrage Association, by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, of New York, on the

Ethics of Suffrage, while in the same Congress Helen H. Gardener, of New
York, spoke on Women as an Annex. The Relation of Woman to our

Present Political Problems was the topic of a paper by Abbie A. C. Peaslie,

and The Legal and Political Status of Women in Utah was presented by
Emily S. Richards. Other papers were The Woman's Liberal Federation of

Scotland, by the Countess of Aberdeen ; The Association for Married
Women's Property Rights, by Baroness Thorborg-Rappe ; and a report of

the movement for woman suffrage in Finland, one of civilization's northern

outposts, was prepared for the Report Con-
gress of the section Civil Law and Govern-
ment by Baroness Gripenberg, of Finland,

under the title Finsk Qvinnoforening—the

Finnish Women's Association. The name
of this organization in the Finnish language

is Suomen Neisyhdistys. The association

was organized in May, 1884, with a platform

almost literally the same as that accepted by
the first women's rights meeting in Seneca

Falls, N. Y., in 1848, although this was not

known by the founders.

An address of great interest in this sec-

tion was the report of the Women's Na-
tional Indian Association, prepared by Mrs.

William E. Burke, of New York, for the

Department Congress of this organization,

which presented a comprehensive history of

the movement and the work accomplished

by it. The sole object of the originators

of this work was to obtain more just legislation regarding Indians. For

five years no other labor in behalf of the Indians was done by them or those

whose help they obtained. The first method adopted was that of popular

appeal. A petition was formulated entreating the Gov^ernment to observe

its covenants with the Indians, to prevent encroachments upon their terri-

tory, and to guard all the rights guaranteed to them by treaty. This

petition was signed by thousands of citizens in fifteen States, and was

presented to Congress in February, 1880. The memorial presented in

January, 1881, went further, and added to its expressions regarding treaty

keeping the prayer that all obligations might be observed " until changed

by the mutual and free consent of both parties," while the memorial circu-

lated in the closing months of 1881 distinctly asked for universal Indian

education, for land in severalty, and for the "recognition of Indian per-

sonality and rights under the law." Almost wholly by the work of wom-

THE COUNTESS OF ABERDEEN,
a speaker at the Congress.
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en this petition, representing more than a hundred thousand citizens

from all the States in the Union, was brought to Congress. Respectful

attention was given to it, and still another memorial was circulated in the

closing months of 1882, which was successful. From the beginning the

women who were striving for a reform in Indian legislation received the

most cordial sympathy and support from the Hon. Henry L. Dawes, Chair-

man of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs. After the petition for

lands in severalty had been presented twice to Congress by the Women's

National Indian Association, a plan of work involving the same methods was

adopted by the Indian Rights Association, then just organized. This organi-

zation proved an able ally in the great reform, and the combined work of

the two, with the help of missionary societies and individual friends of the

Indian, successfully carried on the movement to its final victory in March,

1887, when, by the passage of the Dawes Severalty Bill, native Indians were

granted the status of citizens. Of what has been accomplished by the

society since this date, and what yet remains to be done, Mrs. Burke said :

" The legislative work of the Women's National Indian Association did

not end with the passage of the Dawes bill, nor has it been lessened by the

adoption since that date of missionary, home-building, and eight other lines

of work. This growing society has continued its appeals to the Christian

Church and ministry and to the public press, and, with increasing effect, to

Congress. Prayers for the many things which justice still demands for In-

dians have constantly been addressed personally to our lawmakers and execu-

tive officers, but the form of the work has changed. Pleas, personal and

direct, have proved to be more effective than the great rolls of formal peti-

tions previously sent to Government. The laws and policy of a nation will

not rise above the level of public sentiment, and only by educating the

popular conscience can any lasting reform be accomplished. The wider appeal

to the people through the public press has been most efificacioxis, for, after all,

that is the final and sure resort. Many tribal wrongs have been righted,

many acts of governmental justice have been done since 1887, and in all the

women of this association have been an influential, if not always a visible,

factor. Many proofs could be adduced that their prayers, though not always

audible to the public, have reached the ears of those who control the affairs

of the nation, and that their high purpose and thought have helped to mold
the laws.

"All thoughtful women, and notably the active members of this asso-

ciation, realize that just legislation for the Indian, abolishing the paradox of

remaining legal wrongs, legislation which shall practically place him upon an

equal footing with men of every race upon our soil, is the immediate and
paramount work to be done for the Indian within these United States ; and
these workers clearly appreciate the fact that the most difficult and the most
important legislative work of the Women's National Indian Association is

yet before them."
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The papers prepared for the section Industries and Occupations included

many involving statements from which may be inferred the degree to which

women actually contribute to carrying on the labor and business of the

world. In these papers were exhibited a nearly universal consciousness in

women of their right to do any work they can do, and a growing inclination

to demand that pay shall be determined by the quantity and quality of the

work, independent of the sex of the worker. Woman the New Factor in

Economics was considered in a paper by Augusta Cooper Bristol, of New
Jersey. The discussion that followed was introduced by the reading of a

paper sent by Lina Morgenstern, of Germany, who for some time had been

engaged in compiling a work that should give a complete survey of the

position and activity of women in all departments of domestic and social

life, and of the institutions in Germany for the education and training of

women. From this paper the following quotations are made :

"Aside from the fact that there are in Germany 2,700,000 more women
than men who are unmarried, and who thus do not come to fill the office of

housewife, statistics show that at least ten per cent of the married women
are compelled to work outside of the home in order to support their families.

There are in all 2,534,909 women who work outside of their homes, as op-

posed to 5,701,587 men workers, and each year shows an increase in the

number of women engaged in business of thirty-five per cent, against an

increase in the number of men of sixty-one per cent; 2,164,204 self-sus-

taining women are engaged in domestic service, as against 175,440 men.

According to the statistics of 1882, 276,817 women are engaged in in-

dependent farming. There are 2,248,909 women working as farm help-

ers, of whom 922,838 are members of the family, while 619,858 are serv-

ants, and 706,213 laborers. In all the industries are found 1,509,167 woman

workers.
" Married women employed in all factories, excepting the spinning and

brick -making industries, are as follows: In Prussia, 42,761 ; in Saxony,

21,900 ; in the remaining of the states of Germany, 39,139 ;
in Baden fifty

per cent of the workers are married wojnen, and we find a still greater num-

ber of married women, and especially widows, engaged in housework and

farming. In the last mentioned there are 2,728,830 women to 3,427,825

men engaged. One tenth of the entire number of women in Germany are

domestics. In the liberal or higher callings 247,078 women earn a livelihood.

" The work of women is paid from one half to two thirds less than the

work of men ; in the lowest class two marks a week, and in the highest ten

marks. Pay differs in the different German states, as the statistics of West

Prussia and Silesia show. In Berlin the highest wages are paid, but house

rent, taxes, and living expenses are dearer. In the individual callings

women receive monthly salaries as high as one hundred and fifty marks—for

instance, as directors in laundries and confectionery establishments, as book-

keepers, cashiers, and photographers. According to the province the pay
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differs, for grown women, from seventy-five pfennig to two marks; for

girls under sixteen years, forty to eighty pfennig—also one mark."

At the conclusion of this paper Elizabet Kaselowsky, of Germany, gave

very interesting history of the Lette-Verein, one of the oldest associa-

tions oi German women established for the promotion of higher education

of women and of women's earning a livelihood. From an address on The

Bohemian Woman as a Factor in Industry and Economy, by Karla Macho-

of Bohemia, much interesting information was gained as to the employ-

ments of women in that country. Regard-

ing the engagement of women in com-

merce and manufactures, she said :

" A woman working twelve hours in

the field earns thirty-five kreutzers a day,

if Providence be kind and the day pleas-

ant, for every rainy hour is deducted from

her small earnings. These women are em-

ployed only five or six months of the year.

Glove makers are paid sixty kreutzers a

dozen, and they must furnish their own

silk and machine. Women are paid fifteen

kreutzers for thirty-six buttonholes ; thirty-

six, forty, or at most sixty kreutzers for

making a dozen shirts. Women occupy a

very unfortunate position in manufactures,

for more than seventy per cent are paid

wretchedly. They are so easily imposed

upon that manufacturers prefer to employ

them. A further reason for the increase

of woman's labor is the system of com-

petition existing among manufacturers.

Women are accustomed to doing their housework after working hours, and

they are prevented, not only in Bohemia but in all Europe, from taking

an active part in public affairs, and for that reason they lack organizing

ability, and unorganized they are defenseless, and employers can treat and

pay them as they choose.

" Women employed as field laborers merit special attention ; their condi-

tion is deplorable. These women wander about from place to place in

search of employment. From spring until autumn they must do without

the comforts of a home, the pleasures of home ties. The wealthy land-

owners impose upon these poor unfortunates, let them do thirteen or four-

teen hours of hard work gathering sugar beets, pay them from two to three

gulden a week, and lodge them in so-called barracks.

"A pitiful fife is led by women in restaurants and ca/^s, where they

often receive no remuneration whatever for twelve or fifteen hours of work,

MRS. LAURA ORMISTON CHANT,
a speaker at the Congress.
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and are dependent entirely upon the fees of the guests. In the world-famed
Karlsbad and Franzenbad, waitresses must pay hotel keepers, who are mil-
lionaires, one gulden and twenty kreutzers for the probability of breaking
dishes.

" Women are ruining themselves physically, especially mothers deprived
of the necessities of life. According to statistics in Bohemia, one child out
of thirty-six is stillborn. Woman can reach a higher social status only when
she ceases to be an automaton. When her labor in the home is justly
valued and paid, only then will she cease to be man's competitor and be-
come his companion."

In an address on A New Avenue of Employment and Investment for
Business Women, Jnana A. Neal, of California, considered the opportunities
afforded in the life-insurance business, and presented some interesting statis-

tics. The Bohemian Woman as a Factor in Industry and Economy was
presented by Karla Machova. The results achieved by American women in

the applied arts were summed up in an article on The Contribution of
Women to the Applied Arts, by Florence Elizabeth Cory, of New York,
and Miss Cory's paper was followed by a discussion of the subject, introduced
by Emily Sartain, of Philadelphia. A paper on the Influence of Women in

Ceramic Art, prepared by M. B. Ailing, was read, and the discussion was
concluded by Luetta E. Braumuller, of New York, who read a paper on Art
in Ceramics. Pottery in the Home, a paper touching on the same subject,

was prepared by M. Louise McLaughlin, of Ohio, and read by Katherine
Westendorf.

An extremely interesting account of the efforts of women to encourage
home industries in Ireland formed the topic of a paper by Alice M. Hart, of

Ireland, entitled The Trades and Professions underlying the Home. In

what are known as the congested or the poor districts of Ireland, as a rule,

the farm is too small to give the means of support to the whole family, and
home industries become of inestimable value. While the length of the hours

of labor and the smallness of the earnings must be counted among the dis-

advantages of these industries, the preservation of the family Hfe and the

healthful country life do much to overbalance them. It may seem that one

or two dollars a week earned at lace making or knitting is a miserable pit-

tance, and that it would be far better to gather these workers into factories, to

multiply their power of production a hundredfold by machinery, and in-

crease their wages perhaps to ten dollars a week ; but such a policy would

leave the agricultural populations without the means of supplementary earn,

ings, agriculture would become a forsaken industry, and the country dis-

tricts would be depopulated. The history of the Carrickmacross, Limerick,

Youghal, Ennismacsaint and crochet lace industries, each one of which was

either founded or revived by a woman's pity, was briefly sketched by Mrs.

Hart, and the following account of her own ten years' work for the encour-

agement of home industries in Ireland was added :

Tl8
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" Ten years ago my attention was attracted to the congested districts of

County Donegal by the stories of distress and destitution there, and I urged

my husband to go with me on a tour of inquiry into the causes of the peo-

ple's poverty. We went, and found a population numbering no less than

I GO GOO living along the creeks and bays of a wild coast, or squatting on the

bog's, striving to cultivate a barren soil and separated from the rest of the

world by thirty miles of uninhabited bog
;
a population living always on the

ver^e of famine and whom a misfortune such as a failure of the potato har-

vest would plunge into the depths of distress. I came to the conclusion that

the question here was not agricultural but industrial, and that these people

require not charity, which was ruining them, but the cultivation among them

of industries such as were of so great benefit to the people of Bohemia and the

Tyrol, and which were so large and well organized in other and more pros-

perous parts of Ireland.

" For ten years I have labored incessantly for the cause. That we have

succeeded in teaching them to produce marketable wares is proved by the

fact that some of the leading houses in New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago

have placed orders for our hand-made stuffs, our embroideries and homespun

linens. I consider this the best test of success. The next test of success,

and of permanent benefit to the people, is to make these industries thor-

oughly self-supporting as commercial undertakings. The collapse of many

of the lace industries of Ireland is due to the fact that, though founded in

enthusiasm, they have not been related to commerce, and have often, after

the first outpourings of generosity, languished and died from inanition. Now
the organized cottage industries of Ireland, which have been founded by the

great firms of Belfast and Derry, have been established and are conducted on

commercial lines, and are hence of permanent benefit to thousands of homes.

You will be surprised to learn how large and extensive are these cottage in-

dustries. In the great industry of Belfast, the products of which are the

embroidered handkerchiefs and household linen so much liked by American

ladies, there are at least 20,ggo girls all employed in their own homes in em-

broidery alone. One large Belfast firm which furnished me with returns for

an article on this subject stated that they employed 6,5gg sewing girls, and

turned out 1,255,000 dozen handkerchiefs a year, mainly for the American

market. This industry was severely curtailed by the McKinley tariff. In

the shirt-making and under-linen industries of Derry numbers of women are

employed in their own homes, either sewing by hand or by machine, and it

is estimated that at least 7,000 women are employed in their own homes by

the Derry houses.

" Pondering all these facts, I determined to found my work for the poor

of the congested districts of Donegal on two broad principles, which are, that

all public industries to be successful must be based on practical technical

teaching, and that they must be carried on on sound financial and commercial

principles. I first demonstrated seven years ago that the native homespun
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industry of the people of County Donegal could be immensely improved by

the practical technical teaching we had given in dyeing, spinning, and weaving,

and on bringing the subject before the Government I received a vote in Par-

liament to enable me to carry out a scheme of training technical teachers in vil-

lages and sending them on itinerant tours through the country. This was

done by us in 1888 and 1889, with the result that the old and nearly defunct

industry of making homespun received such an impetus that it now brings

$75,000 to $100,000 a year into this poor district. A technical school has also

been established in Gweedore, with a congeries of workshops, where the vil-

lage boys and girls are taught wood carving, carpentry, wheelwright work,

tailoring, sewing, and lace making. The cottage industries of knitting and

homespun have been most carefully and laboriously taught and directed, and

made a means of earning to large numbers of households.

" The benefit to this desperately poor district of the revival and encour-

agement of these simple home industries has been incalculable ; but more

than the money that they have brought into the district—and I have paid

more than $300,000 into Ireland for work and wages—is the revival of hope

and the preservation of self-reliance among this worthy peasantry. In other

parts of Ireland also are organizations, one of which is known as the Donegal

Industrial Fund, which has its headquarters at Donegal House ; another, the

Depot for Irish Industries, 43 Wigmore Street, London, has established a new

cottage industry of the Kells embroideries, of which the linens are woven in

hand looms in the cottages, and the embroidery is done by poor ladies at

home. The making also of under linen, of lace and sprigging, has been

taught and encouraged, and members of convent schools and small organiza-

tions have received from us direction and suggestion."

Mrs. Hart's paper was followed by an address on the same subject by

Helena T. Goessmann, of Massachusetts. The Effect of Modern Changes

in Industrial and Social Life on Woman's Marriage Prospects was consid-

ered by Kaethe Schirmacher, of Germany, and a discussion of this subject

followed, in which Alice Timmons Toomy, of California, the Rev. Anna H.

Shaw, of Michigan, and Emily Marshall Wadsworth, of New York, took

part. The subject of Organization among Women as an Instrument in

promoting the Interests of Industry received careful consideration in ad-

dresses by Kate Bond and Harriette A. Keyser, both of New York. E. E.

Anderson, of Scotland, presented a paper on The Women's Protective and

Provident League of Glasgow, an address on Co-operative Housekeeping

was delivered by Mary Coleman Stuckert, of Illinois, and Domestic Service

and the Family Claim received the attention of Jane Addams, of Illinois.

The progress of women in different parts of the world was set forth in

papers by representatives of the various countries. These papers were classi-

fied by Mrs. Sewall, Secretary of the Congress, under the heading Solidarity

of Human Interests. Callirrhoe Parren, of Athens, Greece, and Isabelle

Bogelot, of Paris, delivered addresses with that title. The Progress of
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Women in England was reported by Helen Blackburn, of England, and

Women in Spain for the Last Four Hundred Years was the topic of a paper

by Catalina D'Alcala, of Spain. Fanny Zampini Salazar, of Naples, Italy,

presented an address on Woman in Italy, and the same subject was discussed

by Sofia Bompiani, while Helena Modjeska, of Poland, set forth the Organized

Development of Polish Women. The Position of Women in Iceland and

The Position of Women in Syria were the topics of papers by Sigrid E.

Magnusson, of Iceland, and Hanna K. Korany, of Syria, while Women in

Agriculture in Siam was presented by Lady Linchee Suriya, representative

of Siam. An address was delivered by C. C. Montefiore, of Sydney, on The

Progress of Women in New South Wales, and Woman's Position in South

American States was defined by Matilde G. De Miro Que-

sada, of Lima, Peru. Martha Sesselberg, of Brazil,

presented a report on The Women of Brazil,

and Isabel King, of the Argentine RepubUc,

one on The Women of South America. A
Century of Progress for Women in Canada

was the subject of papers by Mary McDonnell

and A. M. Blakely, of Canada, and the same

subject was discussed by Mrs. John Harvie

and Emily Cummings, also of Canada. Prof.

Helen D. Webster, of Wellesley College,

spoke on Our Debt to Zurich, as did also

Kristine Frederiksen, of Denmark. Wom-
an's War for Peace was presented by Nico

Beckmeyer, of Denmark, and the Rev. Aman-

da Deyo, of Pennsylvania, while the same subject

was discussed by Lizzie Kirkpatrick, and Woman
as an Explorer was the subject of an address by

May French-Sheldon, of Pennsylvania.

While all these papers contained many important facts and were of the

greatest interest, perhaps those that related to the progress made by the col-

ored woman since the gaining of her freedom were the most significant.

Two papers were presented, both followed by discussion of some length.

The first of these was that on The Intellectual Progress of the Colored

Women of the United States since the Emancipation Proclamation, by Fan-

nie Barrier Williams, of Illinois. Referring to their progress in religion and

education, she said :

" In their religious hfe our women show a progressiveness parallel in every

important particular to that of white women in all Christian churches. In-

stead of finding witchcraft, sensual fetiches, and the coarse superstitions of

savagery possessing our women, Christianity found them with hearts singu-

larly tender, sympathetic, and fit for the reception of its doctrines. Their

superstitions were not deeply ingrained, but were of the same sort and nature

MRS. L. A. COONLEY (WARD),

member of the Congress.
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that characteY-ize the devotees of the Christian faith everywhere. While there
has been but little progress toward the growing rationalism in the Christian
creeds there has been a marked advance toward a greater refinement of con-
ception, good taste, and the proprieties. It is our young women coming out
of the schools and academies that have been insisting upon a more godly and
cultivated ministry. It is the young women of a new generation and new
inspirations that are making tramps of the ministers who once dominated the
colored church, and whose intelligence and piety were mostly in their lungs.

In this new and growing religious life the colored people have laid hold of
those sweeter influences of the King's Daughters, of the Christian Endeavor
and Helping Hand Societies, which are doing much to elevate the tone of
worship and to magnify all that is blessed in religion.

" Another evidence of growing intelligence is a sense of religious discrimi-

nation among our women. Like the nineteenth-century woman generally,

our women find congeniality in all the creeds, from the Catholic creed to the
no-creed of Emerson. There is a constant increase of this interesting variety

in the religious life of our women. Closely aUied to this religious develop-

ment is their progress in the work of education in schools and colleges. For
thirty years education has been the magic word among the colored people of

this country. That their greatest need was education in its broadest sense

was understood by these people more strongly than it could be taught to

them. It is the unvarying testimony of every teacher in the South that the

mental development of the colored women as well as men has been little less

than phenomenal. In twenty-five years, and under conditions discouraging

in the extreme, thousands of our women have been educated as teachers ; and
these women have also so fired the hearts of the race for education that col-

leges, normal schools, industrial schools, and universities have been reared by

a generous public to meet the requirements of these eager students of intelli-

gant citizenship."

In discussing the address from which these quotations are made, Mrs. A.

J. Cooper, of Washington, D. C, said

:

" The higher fruits of civilization can not be extemporized, neither can

they be developed normally in the brief space of thirty years. It requires

the long and painful growth of generations. Yet all through the darkest

period of the colored woman's oppression in this country her unwritten his-

tory is full of heroic struggle, a struggle against fearful and overwhelming

odds, that often ended in a horrible death, to maintain and protect that which

woman holds dearer than life. The painful, patient, and silent toil of mothers

to gain a fee-simple title to the bodies of their daughters, the despairing fight,

as of an entrapped tigress, to keep hallowed their own persons, would furnish

material for epics. That more went down under the flood than stemmed the

current is not extraordinary. The majority of our women are not heroines
;

but I do not know that a majority of any race of women are heroines. It

is enough for me to know that while in the eyes of the highest tribunal in
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America she was deemed no more than a chattel, an irresponsible thing, a

dull block, to be drawn hither or thither at the volition of an owner, the

Afro-American woman maintained ideals of womanhood unshamed by any

ever conceived. Resting in untutored minds, such ideals could not claim a

hearing at the bar of the nation. The white woman could at least plead for

her own emancipation ; the black woman, doubly enslaved, could but suffer

and struggle and be silent. I speak for the colored women of the South,

because it is there that the millions of blacks in this country have watered

the soil with blood and tears, and it is there, too, that the colored woman of

America has made her characteristic history, and there her destiny is evolv-

ing. Since emancipation, the movement has been at times confused and

stormy, so that we could not always tell whether we were going forward or

groping in a circle. We hardly knew what we ought to emphasize, whether

education or wealth, or civil freedom and recognition. We were utterly

destitute. Possessing no homes nor the knowledge of how to make them,

no money nor the habit of acquiring it, no education, no political status, no

influence, what could we do ? But, as has been said, ' One with God is a

majority,' and our ignorance had hedged us in from the fincrspun theories of

agnostics. We had remaining at least a simple faith that a just God is on

the throne of the universe, and that somehow—we could not see, nor did we
bother our heads to try to tell how^he would in his own good time make all

right that seemed most wrong.
" Schools were established, not merely public day schools, but home-

training and industrial schools, at Hampton, at Fiske, Atlanta, Raleigh, and

other central stations, and later, through the energy of the colored people

themselves, such schools as the Wilberforce, the Livingstone, the Allen, and

the Paul Quinn were opened. These schools were almost without exception

coeducational. Funds were too limited to be divided on sex lines, even had

it been ideally desirable ; but our girls as well as our boys flocked in and

battled for an education. Not even then was that patient, untrumpeted
heroine, the slave mother, released from self-sacrifice, and many an unbut-

tered crust was eaten in silent content that she might eke out enough from
her poverty to send her young folks off to school. She ' never had the chance,'

she would tell you, with tears on her withered cheek, so she wanted them to

get all they could. The work in these schools, and in such as these, has been
like the little leaven hid in the measure of meal, permeating life throughout
the length and breadth of the Southland, lifting up ideals of home and of

womanhood
; diffusing a contagious longing for higher living and purer

thinking, inspiring woman herself with a new sense of her dignity in the

eternal purposes of Nature. To-day there are 25,530 colored schools in the

United States, with 1,353,352 pupils of both sexes. This is not quite the

thirtieth year since their emancipation, and the colored people hold in landed
property for churches and schools $25,000,000. Two and one half million

colored children have learned to read and write, and 22,956 colored men and
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women (mostly women) are teaching in these schools. According to Dr.

Rankin, President of Howard University, there are two hundred and forty-

seven colored students (a large percentage of whom are women) now pre-

paring themselves in the universities of Europe. Of other colleges which
give the B. A. course to women, and are broad enough not to erect bar-

riers against colored applicants, Oberlin, the first to open its doors to both
woman and the negro, has given classical degrees to six colored women

;

Ann Arbor and Wellesley have each graduated three of our women ; Cornell

University one, who is now Professor of Sciences in a Washington high

school. A former pupil of my own from the Washington High School, who
was snubbed by Vassar, has since carried off honors in a competitive exami-
nation in the Chicago University. There sailed to Africa last month a de-

mure httle brown woman who had just outstripped a whole class of men in a

medical college in Tennessee.

"In organized efforts for self-help and benevolence also our women have
been active. The Colored Women's League has active, energetic branches

in the South and West. The branch in Kansas City, with a membership of

upward of one hundred and fifty, has begun the erection of a building for

friendless girls. The women of the Washington branch of the league have

subscribed to a fund of about $5,000 to erect a woman's building for educa-

tional and industrial work, which is also to serve as headquarters for gather-

ing and disseminating general information relating to the efforts of our women.
This is just a glimpse of what we are doing.

" The colored woman feels that woman's cause is one and universal

;

and that not till the image of God, whether in Parian or ebony, is sacred and

inviolable ; not till race, color, sex, and condition are seen as the accidents,

and not the substance of life ; not till the universal title of humanity to life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is conceded to be inalienable to all ; not

till then is woman's lesson taught and woman's cause won—-not the white

woman's, nor the black woman's, nor the red woman's, but the cause of every

man and of every woman who has writhed silently under a mighty wrong."

The discussion was continued by Fannie Jackson Coppin, of Pennsyl-

vania, who, herself born a slave, discussed with temperance and without bit-

terness the social, intellectual, and industrial status of her race. At the close

of her remarks the audience insisted upon hearing from the Hon. Frederick

Douglass, who was on the platform. Mr. Douglass responded in a brief

speech, in which he said :

" I have heard to-night what I hardly expected ever to live to hear. I

have heard refined, educated colored ladies addressing, and addressing suc-

cessfully, one of the most intelligent white audiences that I ever looked

upon. It is the new thing under the sun, and my heart is too full to speak
;

my mind is too much illuminated with hope and with expectation for the

race in seeing this sign. Fifty years ago and more I was alone in the wil-

derness, telling my story of the wrongs of slavery, and imploring the justice,
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the humanity, the sympathy, the patriotism, and every other good quality of

the American heart, to do away with slavery ; and you can easily see that

when I hear such speeches as I have heard this evening from our women

—

our women— I feel a sense of gratitude to Almighty God that I have lived

to see what I now see. It seems to me that we are not living in the old

world I was born into, but in the one seen by John in the apocalyptic vision.

A new heaven is dawning upon us, and a new earth is ours, in which all dis-

criminations against men and women on account of color and sex is passing

away, and will pass away."

Following Mr. Douglass's address, a paper was presented by Sarah J.

Early, of Tennessee, on The Organized Efforts of the Colored Women of

the South to improve their Condition, which was discussed by Hallie Q.

Brown, of Alabama.

Among the papers that would come under the head of " Orders " were

The Eastern Star, its Origin, Progress, and Development, by Mary C. Sned-

den, of Missouri, and The Past, Present, and Future of the Woman's Relief

Corps, by Kate Brownlee Sherwood, of Ohio.

The closing sessions of the Congress, held on Saturday evening. May 20,

were addressed by the chairman and secretary of the committee that

brought it together. The audience in the Hall of Washington was ad-

dressed by Rachel Foster Avery, on Organization and its Relation to the

International and National Councils of Women, and that in the Hall of

Columbus by May Wright Sewall on The Economy of Woman's Forces

through Organization.

On Sunday morning. May 21, religious services were held, conducted en-

tirely by women ordained as ministers, every denomination that has admitted

women to the ministry being represented. The sermon was written by the

Rev. Anna Howard Shaw, of Michigan, and was read by the Rev. Mary L.

Moreland. On Sunday evening, in the Hall of Columbus, an elaborate

musical programme was presented. This programme, which was under the

charge of Mrs. Lydia A. Coonley (Ward), of Chicago, included selections

by a harp orchestra led by Mme. Josephine Chatterton, of Chicago, and a

chorus under the supervision of Miss Helen Root.
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CHAPTER III.

THE CONGRESS OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

Congress of Dentists—President Bonney's opening address—Dr. Shepard's address—The

divisional sections—Dr. Rockwood on the study of chemistry in dentistry—Dr. Whit-

ney on dental irregularity—Congress of Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons

—

Dr. Mitchell's inaugural address—Congress of Eclectic Physicians and Surgeons—Dr.

Wilder's inaugural address—Other addresses.

T

L. D. SHEPARD, M. D.,

President of the Dental Congress.

HE Congress of the Department of

Medicine and Surgery, assigned to

the week of May 22 to 29, embraced

the following general divisions : Dentistry,

Elective Medicine and Surgery, Homoe-
opathic Medicine and Surgery, Medico-

Climatology, and Medical Jurisprudence.

With the exception of the Congress on

Dentistry, all the division congresses were

held according to the assignment on the

printed programme. The Congress on

Dentistry was held during the week of Au-

gust 14 to 19. It was a Congress of den-

tists and for dentists, universal in scope.

No such organization had heretofore ex-

isted, and no such opportunity had ever

been afforded for the discussion of those

questions that are of vital importance to

the autonomy of the profession.

81
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The Congress was opened on Monday, August 14, by President Bonney,

who spoke as follows :

"The science and practice of the art of dentistry most conspicuously

represents one of the most important movements of the age—the specializa-

tion of scientific pursuits. The old fields of research and application were

so narrow that they were readily mastered by the learner and practitioner,

who scarcely realized the importance and the magnitude of the different

branches to which, as occasion required, he turned his half-trained hand.

All this has been changed by the marvelous development of modern civili-

zation. The horizon of scientific attainment has been lifted and extended,

until only a powerful glass can trace its outlines. In the swiftly develop-

ing evolution of arts and sciences, the great work of logical and orderly

differentiation has gone forward, subdividing the professional and other pur-

suits, until now he who would command the confidence of his brethren and

the public must have more than a general knowledge of the department in

which he is engaged. That, indeed, is indispensable, but it is not enough.

The general physician and surgeon can not be trusted to deal with the exact

mechanism of the eye or ear, or with the important and delicate relations of

the teeth. A lifetime may be spent and the highest abilities and attain-

ments be exercised in their field. The old-fashioned tooth carpenter, with

his entirely appropriate name, has, like the Dodo, become an extinct species,

and in his place we find the modern doctor of dental surgery, accomplished,

learned, and skilled, familiar with anatomy, histology, etiology, pathology

and bacteriology, chemistry and metallurgy, as well as with the practical

operations of the art. Germany, Austria, Scotland, Armenia, Greece, Fin-

land, Norway, England, and other countries unite with the American states

in this Congress."

Mr. Bonney 's address was followed by an address of welcome by Dr.

Walker, Chairman of the Executive Committee having the Congress in

charge, and the introduction of Dr. L. D. Shepard, of Boston, Mass., Presi-

dent of the World's Columbian Dental Congress, who briefly outlined the

evolution of the profession, calling attention to the salient points that mark

its progress. He said, in part :

" Perhaps of no other profession of equal altitude and amplitude can it

be said, as of dentistry, that its evolution is embraced within the span of

one human life. There are men living to-day, still active and officers of this

Congress, who were in practice in the day of small things of our profession.

They are with us, witnesses of the marvelous march of progress ; veteran

survivors of the noble army of investigators, inventors, authors, teachers,

and honorable workers who, in various spheres, with diversified talents, with

patient toil, with fidelity to present duties, and with hope and faith, were

achieving the victory which we celebrate to-day.

" That dentistry to some extent is an ancient art can not be questioned,

but so meager are the references to it in what remains that is authentic that
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we may dismiss it from consideration at this time with the remark that

nothing of value has come down to us from antiquity. The same is true of

all the past up to the century preceding this. In fact, even as an art we
may consider dentistry as modern, while as a science it is altogether modern.

" There are no sharp lines of demarcation in evolutionary processes, and
in their review we find the changes to be so gradual and long-continued that it

is difficult to fix upon a time which is so distinctively marked as to be called

a natal day. We have been accustomed to date the birth of a man from his

advent upon the visible stage, and yet that day witnesses but a change of

environment, and, as a large proportion of humanity believe, the birth of

the soul dating months before. So dentistry had its embryonal stage ; its

inception is shadowed by the mists of antiquity. Through ages it slowly

gained, and we can not describe its progress. During the last century and

in the early part of this century there were signs of life and movement, the

quickening had taken place, the world was expectant, and the joyful con-

summation, by the birth of a new profession, freighted with beneficence to

suffering humanity, occurred in 1839, '^^ the city of Baltimore, by the or-

ganization of the first dental college in the world. As a scientific profession

that is its natal day. There had been life before, but the environment had

so changed that now there was a new air to breathe, new sources of nutri-

tion, the barrier of the previous restricted environment was removed, and

there was free chance for growth to the stature of the full typal ideal. Let

us not forget to hold in the highest honor the devoted men who assisted at

this birth. They are not the fathers of scientific dentistry—the primal

causes date farther back—but their care, their oversight and efficient minis-

trations, in guiding and assisting in the culmination of evolutionary changes

at its critical period, were most creditable. The dental aspirant before that

time found every avenue to knowledge carefully defended. Knowledge

could only be obtained in the private office of a dentist, and the ambitious

student was obliged to buy it, frequently at fabulous prices prohibitive to

the majority. The dentist who had obtained reputation thus received con-

siderable revenue from such seekers—and in time exacted a promise of the

student to guard the information imparted.

" Let us bear in mind that the prominence given to the establishment of

the first professional school, as marking a natal period, is not primarily be-

cause it was the first professional school. Here was the beginning of a

change of spz'rz'^ as well as of method. Before this it was a trade, ever

mindful of self, accumulative, afraid of competition, exclusive, faithful to

the immediate patient and anxious to do him good, but regardless of the

rest of the world, dominated by selfish interests, carefully hoarding knowl-

edge, with no broad professional spirit—no brotherhood feeling. With

similar prophetic vision and patriotic motives in this same year, the great

handmaid and colaborer of the college was established by the publica-

tion of the first dental periodical in the world, the American Journal of
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Dental Science. The same few pioneers of progress who started the college

and the magazine in 1839, in association with others of like spirit and motive

on August 18, 1840, met in New York and organized the American Society

of Dental Surgeons. There are no authentic records of any previous dental

society.

" Dr. C. W. Ballard, of New York, in an essay describing the profession

at this period, says it might be divided into three classes : The first class, em-

bracing about half of all in practice, ' consisted of those whose ignorance was

their only excuse for the injuries they inflicted upon their patients, and ulti-

mately their profession, as also of those who, having purchased or traded for

a secret or two, depended upon bold-faced and unblushing impudence for their

success. Such men could only stand high in their own estimation by drag-

ging the profession down to their level. Dentists of this class knew little>

and cared less, about the duties devolving upon them, and yet they were

always ready to receive pupils and instruct them in the secrets and mysteries

of dental science, provided they were well paid for it. The fees exacted in

these cases varied fromfive dollars to one thousand.' The second class, em-

bracing about three eighths of the whole number, ' may be considered as

consisting of those dentists who, having obtained as great a knowledge of

the principles and practice of dental surgery as their time, means, or oppor-

tunities would allow, came at once to the conclusion that so long as they did

the best they knew how for their patients, and comported themselves in

other respects as became good citizens, they had done their whole duty.

With these may be included those who began practice with little or no edu-

cation, and were compelled, in order to compete with those around them, to

add, by every means in their power, to the knowledge and experience that

their practice was daily giving them. Many of these men eventually became,

to a certain extent, good practitioners ; but of the best of them it would be

difficult to say whether the good or the evil which they had done in their day

preponderated. Dentists of the second class were much better acquainted

with their professional duties than those first described, and very many of

them excelled in that branch of the practice known as mechanical dentistry

;

and, in justice to them, it must be borne in mind that at the time of which

we are writing mechanical dentistry was considered, by a majority of the

profession, to be by far the most important part of dental practice.' Those
of the third class, about one eighth of all, a good proportion of whom were
medically educated, ' had, as a result of their course of practice and deport-

ment generally, acquired far more reputation and influence. These few men
seemed, from the outset, to have been impressed with the belief that the re-

sources of the science were by no means developed ; that dental surgery held

a position far beneath that to which it was entitled
; and that, as all these evils

could and should be remedied, it was their duty to devote a portion of their

time and energies to the work.' It will be found that this latter class, nu-

merically so small, was the leaven that was to redeem the whole mass. The
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same law held here, as in material things, that the quality of the leaven was
more important than the quantity.

"In 1841 was enacted the first State law in regard to dentistry. The
Alabama law stood alone in this country for over twenty-five years, the next
law to be passed being that of New York, in 1 868. The English law was
enacted in 1878, and in other countries about that date or later. The strug-

gle to secure these laws has been long and hard ; but opposition has been
overcome until at the present day nearly every State and country has such
laws identical in object and essential features, and varying only in what
might be called minor details. In securing their enactment the profession

has generally taken a leading part, and the motive has not been selfish but

philanthropic.

" The next event in dental history was so brilliant as to be worthy of

being called the most notable and beneficent discovery of the century or of

all centuries—anaesthesia. What discovery or invention is comparable to

this, by which ' the knife of the surgeon is steeped in the waters of forgetful-

ness and the deepest furrow in the knotted brow of agony is forever

smoothed away,' to quote the poetic words of the venerable but still youth-

ful author of the term anaesthesia, Oliver Wendell Holmes. While there

has been an ether controversy, there can not be an anaesthesia controversy.

The ether controversy was waged with great earnestness and bitterness, but

with the lapse of time and the removal of those directly interested, the credit

is now generally given to the late Dr. William T. G. Morton, a dentist of

Boston. He it was who took his life in his hands, and, with sublime cour-

age or audacity, put in jeopardy human life to solve the problem of anaesthe-

sia with ether. Without detracting from the great honor due to Dr. Mor-

ton, greater honor is due to another dentist. For it is true, and is now being

admitted, that Dr. Morton but traveled in another path, though farther than

had been traveled two years before to his own knowledge, by the true and

original discoverer of anaesthesia, from whom he derived his incentive, the

late able, but less persevering and obstacle-overcoming dentist of Hartford,

Dr. Horace Wells.

"The discovery of the efficacy of chloroform in 1847, and its rapid spread

over Europe, to the almost total exclusion of ether, gave such fame to its

discoverer. Dr. Simpson (afterward Sir James Y. Simpson), that for many

years in Europe he was generally reputed to be the discoverer of anaesthesia.

These two anaesthetic agents had the field almost exclusively for about fifteen

years until the revival of nitrous oxide in 1862, so that most naturally the

agent used and the resulting anaesthesia became synonymous terms in the

general understanding. However we may view the question as to the right

of first place of honor for Wells or Morton, we can congratulate the profes-

sion that both were dentists, and that this greatest boon of the ages came

from our ranks. So great an authority as Lecky says, in his History of Euro-

pean Morals, ' it is probable that the American inventor of the first anaes-
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thetic has done more for the real happiness of mankind than all the philoso-

phers from Socrates to Mill.'

"While in the following decade, 1850 to i860, colleges, magazines, and

associations multiplied and jointly contributed to bring the profession more

into touch with progressive thoughts and truths, the most distinctive discovery

and most momentous in its influences was that property of gold which, pre-

viously considered detrimental, was now to be welcomed as its most valuable

characteristic—cohesion. The introduction of crystal gold and the discovery

of the cohesiveness of freshly annealed foil laid the foundation for the new

era in operative dentistry. Let us never forget that while others claimed the

latter discovery and doubtless had known of it and availed themselves of it

for some time. Dr. Robert Arthur lost no time in freely sharing his discovery,

as soon as made, with the whole profession. The descriptions and illustra-

tions of operations with crystal gold in the essay of that venerable and re-

spected Nestor still with us. Dr. W. H. Dwindle, published in 1855, might

still answer for an essay of to-day.

"While most of the appUances just mentioned came in during the decade

i860 to 1870, they do not constitute, it seems to me, the distinctive advance

of that decade. There had been a disease of the mouth, which up to this

time had been either unrecognized or regarded universally as incurable. It

had from a remote period been described in the books as scurvy of the gums,

and had been treated only by washes or medication. It was considered in-

evitable and irremediable that sound teeth should be lost, self-extracted. A
prophet arose who taught that such deplorable conditions were always pre-

ventable if taken in time, and frequently remediable by surgical treatment

when the disease had made extensive inroads. As a result of his eiforts, a

dire disease has been robbed of its terrors, the profession has been stimulated

throughout the world to study its etiology and progress, and the premature

loss of teeth from this disease is no longer considered providential or re-

spectable.

" In plate work the culmination of prosthetic skill and artistic production

came with the invention and perfection of porcelain or continuous gum.

After the introduction of vulcanite, the general disuse of metals made labora-

tory skill of little value, and hence it was neglected or ignored in the prepara-

tory training of the student. The ease and facility of working of vulcanite

not only called for little ingenuity and skill, but so obliterated the distinc-

tions that the novice, after a few weeks of instruction and practice, could

compete with the most experienced, and this important and most beneficial

branch became the refuge and ally of incompetence and quackery. But the

reaction happily came, the tide turned, and we can congratulate ourselves

and the world that the danger is fast disappearing. But the cause more im-

portant than any or perhaps all of the foregoing for the increase of laboratory

skill and the retention of teeth and roots, is to be found in the invention of

the modern artificial crown and its corollary, the bridge. This is the distinc-
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tive improvement of the past twenty years. Within that period more than
one hundred different crowns and bridges have been invented and published.

The result has been twofold : It has made laboratory skill of more impor-
tance and value to the dentist than ever before, and it has arrested the great
' slaughter of the innocents ' by making the retention of the roots of teeth in

the mouth obligatory. At various periods the separation of the two branches
of practice has been urged by prominent men of each branch, but by these

inventions the two branches have been bound together in bonds which seem
indissoluble.

" How crude and speculative seem the theories of dental caries which ob-

tained less than a score of years ago, when contrasted with the brilliant dem-
onstrations of the renowned American professor of Berlin, founded upon
patient and protracted investigation after the most approved modern scientific

methods ! Though detained at home, he has shown his interest and co-opera-

tion by forwarding a paper.

"Joy and comfort have been brought to many repulsive or speechless

sufferers by the improved appliances for the restoration of feature or of func-

tion resulting from malformation or disease. Orthodontia might be called a

new art, from the great advance in knowledge of it and of the methods and
appliances for correction, and recovery of usefulness and beauty.

" But the most prominent of the prodigal topics which I have ignored is

probably plastics, the increasing use of which has wrought a great change in

practice. From the time of the memorable controversy which caused the

disruption of the first dental society to the present period, this subject has

engrossed much time and talent in our societies and literature. The so-called

new departure arrested the attention of every reader from its novelty and

from its claim to be founded upon strict scientific experimentation.' I do

not attempt to discuss the subject, but only refer to it as one which has had

a great influence in stimulating thought.

" We are now assembled and organized as a World's Dental Congress, to

advance the interests of dentistry throughout the world. Science and art,

twin outgrowths of mentality, should know no boundaries, nor should there

be any schools of thought, treasure houses of knowledge, or gymnasia for

training to usefulness, with barriers founded upon race; creed, or nationality,

where the health of humanity is involved."

The meetings of the Congress were held daily at twelve o'clock, and the

reading of the papers on assigned topics was followed by general discussion.

The divisional sections of the Congress were : Anatomy and Histology, Eti-

ology, Pathology and Bacteriology, Chemistry and Metallurgy, Therapeutics

and Materia Medica, Dental Surgery, Operative Dentistry, Prosthesis and

Orthodontia, Education, Legislation and Literature. The meetings of these

sections were held at half past two o'clock in the afternoon.

Among the many important questions that were considered by the Con-

gress was the education and training of the dental student, to the end that.

119
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after a comparison of the views of dental educators from all countries, a basis

might be established for an improved curriculum, whereby the graduate

should be accorded unquestioned recognition elsewhere than within certain

territorial limits. Touching this subject, an article on The Study of Chem-

istry in Dentistry was read by Dr. E. W. Rockwood, of Iowa City, Iowa,

who said in part

:

"The statistician who included dentistry in the mechanical trades called

forth a storm of dissenting opinions from those who were laboring to ad-

vance this department of medicine ; but as we consider its present status, we

may ask ourselves whether there may not have been, after

all, some reason for the prevalence of this view of the

profession. The question, how dentistry may be

brought to and kept upon the same plane as medicine

or law, is of evident importance. The difficulties

are, in many cases, enhanced by the dental stu-

dent's lack of preparation. He frequently comes

to the professional school with only a common-

school education. A trade may often be

learned with little cultivation of the perceptive

faculties or powers of reasoning. A profession

can never be mastered without the highest ex-

ercise of both. The study of chemistry leads

a student to observe carefully, and then to draw

conclusions from such observations. Of late years

more importance is placed, and rightly, upon the

practical or laboratory courses. It is not now

deemed sufficient for a professor to describe and

experiment—the student must perform it for him-

self. It is true that the dentist can not usually

hope to become a trained chemist ; but that is no more reason for his neg-

lecting chemistry than for not studying the nerves and arteries of the head

because he does not expect to be an anatomist. The beginner is apt to think,

after a few months' study of the subject, that he can never obtain satisfactory

results from his labors, because of the vastness of the field. He must be

made to see that, having mastered the fundamentals, he will be in a position

to apply them intelligently in his work, and that the liability to failure is

greatest when the principles are least understood.

" An understanding of the manufacture of alloys, such as are used for

solders or amalgams, and of amalgams themselves, is necessary, and in this

connection, if not in the chemical laboratory, not only the chemical, but also

the physical properties should be studied. The changes in the properties of

a metal by impurities, or of an alloy by varying the proportions of its con-

stituents, may be demonstrated here. Unless there is a separate course of

instruction in physics, some regard should be paid to electricity and the elec-

SARAH H. STEVENSON, M. D
member of the Congress.
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trical effects produced by the contact of different metals. The subject of
fermentation should be of interest to the dentist ; and laboratory experi-
ments will illustrate some of the most common forms. In connection with
these simpler forms of fermentation, the putrefactive changes can be shown,
with the action of different antiseptics and their comparative powers of
checking the growth of organisms which are the cause of putrefaction. The
chemical action of each of these antiseptics must be clearly held in mind
that we may be able to judge their suitability in particular cases. The same
might be said of deodorizers and disinfectants. A thorough course should
be taken in salivary analysis. The dentist should be able to determine
whether a case of ptyalism is caused by the iodide of potassium or by some
compound of arsenic or mercury. Some work in quantitative analysis will

greatly aid in the comprehension of chemical principles.

" But after all this, which we may term the foundation of his chemical
education, the dentist needs something more. He must not only be able to
progress in the deeply worn ruts of his predecessors, but, if need be, to hew a
new path, if he can shorten or make easier the way. If old methods are faulty,

they should be supplanted by better ; if they are insufficient, they should be
improved. This can often be done only by- an understanding of the princi-

ples of chemistry. The professional chemist might furnish this, but he is

ignorant of the needs of the dentist. The dental chemist who is thoroughly
acquainted with both professions is rarely met with. Improvements must
come largely either from the dental profession or from the manufacturer

;

the former is often unable to furnish them, and if they come from the latter

they are immediately covered with patents. One aim, then, to be attained

by a dental education, as in others which fit men for practical life, is to give

such training as will enable a man to improve existing methods and invent

new ones.

" Questions are arising daily which need to be answered by research. It

is needless to refer to more than a few of them. New remedies are being

continually recommended. What is their composition ? Is their action

chemical ? Will it probably be beneficial or injurious ? The decay of the

teeth should be better understood. What is the action of the many disin-

fectants in use ? and when should the different ones be employed ? Do the

sulphides or oxides of the metals which may be formed on amalgam fillings

influence the decay ? The perfect filling is yet to be discovered. There is

also much to be learned of the alloys. The influence of small quantities

of a metal upon alloys needs investigation. There is a field for observa-

tion, too, in the action of the mercury contained in amalgam fillings and in

the coloring matter of plates."

The question of dental irregularity as due to the changed conditions

attendant upon the progress of civilization was considered in a paper by

J. M. Whitney, of Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands, entitled Among the Ancient

Hawaiians. From this paper the following extracts are taken :
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" Is dental irregularity due, as some claim, to the mixture of races ? and

if we could find a people homogeneous and simple, would these condi-

tions exist ? Is it true that as mankind advances in the stage of being, the

third molar is to become gradually eliminated ? What is the normal position

of adjacent teeth in relation to each other ? What relation has the kind of

food we use to the building up of dental structure ? We all know the diffi-

culty, amid the complications of modern hygienic conditions, of answering

these important questions to our own satisfaction. If we can obtain the

crania especially of people who, living ages ago when wants were few and

means of supplying them were correspondingly limited, our study of their

dental conditions will certainly be interesting and ought to be instructive.

The native Hawaiian people, until within a hundred years, lived isolated and

unknown to the great world, therefore their habits were simple and their

wants and opportunities were few ; and their modes of burial were such that

it is possible with comparative ease to obtain some knowledge of their primi-

tive conditions.

"About the year 500 of the Christian era a boat load of men and women
drifted to those shores, either from the Malay Archipelago or from one of

the southern islands which had previously been settled by Malays. Except

a short period of intercourse between the Pacific islands in the eleventh and

twelfth centuries, these islands were scarcely known to the world until their

discovery by Captain Cook about a hundred years ago. Even the slight in-

tercourse that may have existed during these twelve centuries must have been

among kindred races on the Tahitian and Marquesan Islands, so that practi-

cally this people had not changed their race characteristics nor theii- habits

of life during the twelve hundred years of their existence. Fortunately,

enough of their history and customs have been preserved to give us a good

idea of many of their characteristics, their food, etc. They were of medium

height, rarely reaching six feet, with heavy, strong bones, their crania large

and thick. Their employments were tilling the soil, fishing, and warring.

Their games were hurling the spear, riding the surf board, boxing, wrestling,

and other exercises requiring great bodily strength and courage. The climate

at the seashore averages 75°, not varying more than 30° during the year,

while as one ascends the lofty mountains with which the country abounds

any climate may be found to one of perpetual snow. Thus excessive heat

is never found, and vigor of body can be maintained. Their animal food

consisted mainly of fish. Domestic fowls were common, with dogs and

swine, both of which were choice articles of food. Of vegetable foods the

principal then as now was the taro, which is the Hawaiian ' staff of life.'

From it is made the poi, an acid paste without which a meal is never quite

satisfying. They also had yams, sweet potatoes, and sugar cane. Their com-

mon fruits were cocoanuts, bananas, breadfruit, and ohia or mountain apple.

Their habits of eating were most irregular, often neglecting to supply them-

selves with food for several days, and then gorging themselves at any hour
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of the day or night. With the incoming of civilization, of course many of

these conditions have changed.

"The second peculiarity of this people, rendering a knowledge of their

early physical conditions possible, is their modes of burying their dead. The
most ancient and favorite of these places of interment were in the old lava

caves with which the island of Hawaii abounds. A lava stream flowing from
some opening on the mountain side would cool first on the surface, leaving

the still flowing lava within to empty itself on the country below, and thus a

long, irregular cave would be formed. The ancient Hawaiians were very

superstitious ; the ghost of the dead was supposed to haunt the body long

after death, and the friends sought the most remote and inaccessible places

for depositing the bodies. Some of these caves are piled many feet deep

with bones of the ancient dead. No wind or moisture ever reaches them,

and the bones are as perfectly preserved as in our most carefully kept cabi-

nets. The other mode of burial was in the sand of the seashore. Until

within a few years specimens of crania and other bones from these burying

grounds could be obtained readily. Six or eight miles from Honolulu there

was such a place, twenty years ago, where for several miles on the seashore

these human remains lay bleaching in hundreds under the tropical sun. In

some places the natives, jealous of their removal, have taken care to break

or demolish the skulls, thus rendering them useless. And the South Sea

Island laborers have sought everywhere for the skulls and removed the teeth

for making necklaces.

"We have been taught that primitive peoples, living in simple condi-

tions, were in a great measure free from dental caries as we see it in the

mouths of our patients, and that many of the forms of dental disease with

which we have to contend were with them wholly unknown. This seems to

me a mistaken teaching, as far as may be learned from these records. An
exceptional opportunity of becoming acquainted with the crania of the an-

cient people of these islands during the twenty-four years of my residence

here has convinced me that both in the case of those buried in the caves and

of those more recent in the sand, not more than twenty-five per cent have

been free from caries, irregularity, or disease. Indeed, I think I have dis-

covered every form of dental disease known to our practice. Here was a

well-developed osseous system ; the individual was trained to exercise of the

kind that would develop every part of the structure. Living upon an abun-

dance of the simplest yet the most nutritious and bone-developing foods that

would not cling to the teeth, but would exercise and clean them, with not an

element lacking required by our present knowledge, and yet the same dental

disease which we suffer burdened the lives of the ancient Hawaiians. While

this is true, the teeth of those who died before civilization had introduced

peculiar constitutional diseases, acid fruits and vegetables, fine flour, and

varied foods, were much less seriously attacked by disease than afterward.

" We have often accounted for the irregularity of teeth found so com-
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monly among Americans by the mixture of races of which our nation is

composed. We say that the wide teeth of the large jaw of one race, being

crowded into the narrow jaw of another race with which it has mingled,

would of necessity produce an irregular arch. But here is a people, isolated

from all others for at least fourteen hundred years, with no admixture of

races, yet irregularity of the teeth of both maxillaries was almost as common
as it is among the mixed races of to-day.

" Perhaps next to dental caries, the greatest source of oral disorders

among these people was the irregularity of the third molar, often producing

in them as serious consequences as with us of the present time ; while its

failure to erupt was nearly or quite as common as we find it in our daily prac-

tice. So that we can not argue from these remains, at least, that the coming

man is to be deprived of this useful organ.

" The relation of food and disease to the health of the dental organs is

strongly brought out as we study the changes shown in the teeth of those

buried in the oldest caves, and down through the more recent burials in

the sand ; then of those who were the old people a quarter of a century ago,

whose childhood was passed before civilization had touched their life habits,

and their grandchildren who are now in our schools. These children have

but little better teeth than their white schoolfellows. Their fathers and

mothers may have better teeth than the children, but it would be an excep-

tion if they had not been to the Government physician and had one or more

teeth removed for relief from odontalgia, while the grandparents, the old men
and women whom I found when I first went to the islands, had teeth

approximating those found in the old caves, though not as good. I lay

much of this very great change to the many forms of disease that have weak-

ened their constitution ; to fine flour that has become a part of their diet, and,

eaten in the form of crackers or hard bread, clings to the teeth ; to the many
acid fruits, such as tamarinds, guavas, limes, etc., to which they have con-

stant access, and to spending their childhood and youth in the schoolroom

instead of wading and swimming in the warm sea, eating raw the fish and

shellfish which they have caught, chewing sugar cane, and stripping off with

their teeth the fibrous covering of the cocoanut."

The World's Congress of Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons assem-

bled in the Hall of Washington, in the Art Institute, at 8 p. m., Monday,

May 29. The large auditorium was well filled by physicians and their

friends. The meeting was called to order by the Hon. Charles C. Bon-

ney, President of the World's Congress Auxiliary, who delivered the opening

address. The Vice-President of the Woman's Branch of the World's Con-

gress Auxiliary, Mrs. Charles Henrotin, then addressed the assembly. Mrs.

Henrotin's address was followed by the introduction of Dr. J. S. Mitchell,

Chairman of the General Committee of Organization of the Congress, who
in turn introduced Dr. James H. McClelland, of Pittsburg, Pa., President of

the American Institute of Homoeopathy, the oldest national medical associa-
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tion in the United States. Dr. McClelland addressed the Congress briefly,
and was followed by Dr. Julia Holmes Smith, Chairman of the Woman's
Congress. Representatives from England, Russia, and India were intro-
duced, and after this ceremony the inaugural address was delivered by Dr.
Mitchell. It was in part as follows :

"At the time of the Convention in 1876, the venerable widow of the
illustrious founder of our school, then residing in Paris, sent to the homoeo-
paths of the world, with her greeting, a bronze bust of Hahnemann, cast
from the marble one by David d'Anger, which was affirmed to be a perfect
likeness of that distinguished man. To-night we have on this platform a
model for a heroic statue of Hahnemann, to be erected in

Washington, D. C, as soon as the necessary funds can
be obtained, sent also from Paris, the scene of Hahne-
mann's latest triumphs. ^^_„

" Medicine is as old as man. Charon taught his fl^^jl^ W
pupils in the recesses of a Thessalian grotto.

^»^^^ f^

To-day every civilized land has its medical col-

leges, and some of them are palaces of sci-

ence. The school of medicine which is

represented here has only eighty - three

years of existence. During this brief pe-

riod it has a history whose page is more
attractive than any other in the develop-

ment of medicine ; whether we take the

personal career of its illustrious founder,

the records of the labors of his disciples

(which were often conducted under disad-

vantages and trials that would have ap-

palled the stoutest hearts), or the results

that have accrued to humanity in many
lands through his teachings.

" The reform in medical practice inaugurated by Hahnemann, which his

followers have so successfully carried out to a fruition acknowledged even by
the testimony of opponents, constitutes one of the world's epochs. The first

complete promulgation of homoeopathy by the Organon, which has been

termed the Bible of Medicine, was in 18 10. Hahnemann, after his concep-

tion of its main truth, had devoted a number of years to patient study. He
did not promulgate his law of cure until it had been tested by experiment

and deduction to such an extent that his admirers have always been amazed

at his research. During fifteen years he proved on his own person more than

sixty drugs, collated all the data concerning them, and then presented his

views, deduced from this long experience, tersely, logically, and in harmony

with true scientific methods. The persecution of Hahnemann is one of those

records of human experience we would gladly blot from the page of history.

JOSEPH S. MITCHELL, M. D.,

Chairman of Committee of Organization.
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The early progress of homoeopathy was slow. Like all great reforms, it had

to encounter opposition, ridicule, and derision. Its inherent strength en-

abled it to survive all these, and its growth was steady during the first years

of its experience. No great idea was ever held by its adherents alone. The

unconscious influence of homoeopathy pervades many medical minds that

would scorn to give it right expression. Since its firm establishment in

America its progress has been in an ever-increasing ratio.

"In 1876 the first World's Convention was held in Philadelphia at the

time of the Centennial Exposition. In his inaugural address, the President

stated that there were then five thousand physicians in the United States.

At this assembling we are able to assert that there are twelve thousand. In

many other countries the growth of homoeopathy has been remarkable, but

in this land, where freedom of thought and political action is most pro-

nounced, its adherents are most numerous. The papers to be read at this

Congress from Australia and the Sandwich Islands are by graduates of

American colleges. We are recognized by the Government of a great na-

tion in the various departments of this great Exposition. We have homoeo-

pathic headquarters on the Exposition grounds, on land assigned us by the Di-

rectory. We have a collective exhibit of our colleges and hospitals in the

Government Building ; a special college exhibit in the Department of Liberal

Arts ; in the Woman's Building an exhibit from the London Homoeopathic

Hospital, of the work of trained nurses, and a hospital under the charge of

medical women of our faith ; and last, the recognition of our school by the

World's Congress Auxiliary.

" Homoeopathy has passed the stage of controversy ; it is now a firmly

established science. Do not confound it with arts, and judge it by their

standard of progress. It is a long period since the centennial in art, but

in science scarcely a day. Centuries of use of such familiar drugs as quinine

and morphine develop the fact that our opponents still differ as to their appli-

cation. It is proof that our science is not perfect that we are here to-night

in grand convention assembled to testify to this fact and to take measures

for its further development. Those who grow impatient and think our pace

too slow should meditate on the rules that govern progress in all depart-

ments of human thought. Instead of being behind in the march of civiliza-

tion, we are continually at the fore. No charge that it is a laggard can be

truthfully directed against homoeopathy. It has grown from a little band

of students of therapeutics to a great school of medicine. In our delib-

erations this week we shall convene in nine sections, embracing all the

main divisions of medical science and art. At our first World's Con-

gress, in 1876, few papers on surgery were presented ; but they were of

high order and indicated that our school was progressive. We shall

now, in the different sections, have nearly the whole range of surgery cov-

ered. The success of our school in the State Insane Asylums at Mid-

dletown, N. Y. ; at Westboro, Mass. ; at Ionia, Mich. ; at Fergus Falls,
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Minn., has induced California to place one in charge of a homoeopathic

physician.

"We are obliged to cling with tenacity to our organization, both to

maintain our existence and to extend our views among people of every land.

Our position as a sect was forced upon us by our opponents. We are only

battling for the enthronement of the principles of our own faith. Medical

liberty is as sacred as political or religious liberty."

The Congress then adjourned till ten o'clock Tuesday morning, when the

actual work of the Congress began with an address by William Todd Hel-

muth, M. D., of New York, on Surgery in the Homoeopathic School. The
meetings continued through the week ending on Saturday, June 3, and dur-

ing that time sixteen addresses were delivered in the General Congress,

many of them followed by discussion. Several were on the history or prog-

ress of homoeopathy in different countries—notably Germany, Great Britain,

India, Australia, and Ontario. One of the sixteen papers was prepared by a

woman physician, Martha A. Canfield, on The Development of Medical

Science through Homoeopathy. Sectional meetings were held in Surgery,

Ophthalmology and Otology, Gynaecology, Materia Medica, Obstetrics,

Clinical Medicine, Mental and Nervous Diseases, Rhinology and Laryn-

gology, and Paedology.

The Surgical Section convened in the Hall of Washington on Tuesday,

May 30, and was called to order by Dr. J. S. Mitchell, President of the

Congress. Eight addresses were presented, and many of them were fol-

lowed by long discussion. The sectional address on surgery was presented

by Dr. W. B. Van Lennep, chairman of the section.

The Section of Ophthalmology and Otology assembled in Hall No.

Vni of the Art Building, on Wednesday, May 31. The section was

called to order by Dr. A. B. Norton, of New York city, chairman, by

whom the address was delivered. During the meetings nine addresses were

presented.

The Section in Gynaecology was called to order Wednesday, May 31, in

the Hall of Washington. Dr. O. S. Runnels, of Indianapolis, Ind., presided,

and delivered the inaugural address, entitled The Sine Qua Non. Eight

addresses were delivered before the section, all of which were followed by

discussion, in which several woman physicians participated.

The Section of Materia Medica convened on Thursday, June i, in the

Hall of Washington. Dr. A. C. Cowperthwaite, of Chicago, 111., chairman,

delivered the inaugural address, taking as his theme The Present Condition

of the Homoeopathic Materia Medica. Six addresses were presented, all of

them followed by discussion.

The Section in Obstetrics convened in Room VII of the Art Building,

Thursday, June i, and was called to order by Dr. T. Griswold Comstock, of

St. Louis, Mo., chairman, who delivered the sectional address. Ten ad-

dresses were presented during the session.
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The Section in Clinical Medicine assembled in the Hall of Washington,

on Friday, June 2, and was called to order by the chairman, Dr. Charles

Gatchell, of Ann Arbor, Mich., who delivered the sectional address, entitled

Recent Discoveries in the Treatment of Disease by the Use of Disease Prod-

ucts, and their Relation to Homoeopathy. Of the eleven addresses presented,

three were by visitors from abroad : The Prophylaxis of Cholera, by Dr.

B. N. Banerjee, of Calcutta, India ;
Cholera : Its Curative Treatment, by

Dr. P. C. Majumdar, of Calcutta, India ; and The Homoeopathic Treatment

of Tabes and Pseudo-Tabes, by Alexander Villers, of Dresden, Saxony.

The Section in Paedology held its meeting in Hall XXIX of the Art

Building, June 3, and was presided over by Dr. Emily V. Pardee, of South

Norwalk, Conn., chairman, who opened the proceedings by delivering her

sectional address. Eight papers were presented, two of which were by

woman physicians.

The World's Medical Congress of Eclectic Physicians and Surgeons

assembled in the Memorial Art Palace on Monday, May 29, at ten o'clock

in the morning. President Bonney formally opened the Congress, and ad-

dresses were delivered by Mrs. Henrotin, Vice-President of the Woman's

Board of the World's Congress Auxiliary, and by Dr. Milton Jay, Chair-

man of the Committee on Organization of the Eclectic Medical Congress.

Dr. Marie E. Reasner, Chairman of the Woman's Committee, then spoke,

and the inaugural address, upon Eclectic Medicine : Its History and Scientific

Basis, was delivered by its author, Dr. Alexander Wilder. The speaker

traced the development of the reformed practice from its rudimentary begin-

nings and the efforts of different leaders and teachers to its present point as

a school of medicine, setting forth its claims as a scientific as well as superior

form of the healing art. In the course of his remarks, biographical sketches

were given of Rafinesque, Samuel Thomson, Elisha Smith, and others. He
said in part

:

" Thomas Jefferson, in a letter to Dr. Wistar, declared that he had seen

the various schools and theories of medicine, ' the disciples of Hoffmann,

Boerhaave, Stahl, CuUen, and Brown succeed one another like the shifting

figures of the magic lantern ; and their fancies, like the dresses of the annual

doll babies from Paris, becoming, from their novelty, the vogue of the day

and yielding to the next novelty their ephemeral favors. . . . The patient,' he

significantly added, ' the patient treated on the fashionable theory sometimes

gets well in spite of the medicine.' Then, writing with a mighty emphasis,

he said :
' I believe we may safely affirm that the inexperienced and presump-

tuous herd of medical tyros let loose upon the world destroys more human
life than all the Robin Hoods, Cartouches, and Macheaths do in a century.'

He foreshadowed the new practice which should come into existence in our

Western Hemisphere. ' I hope and believe,' said he, ' that it is from this side

of the Atlantic that Europe, which has taught us so many other things, will

be led into sound principles in this branch of science, the most important of
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all being that to which we commit the care of health and life.' When the
great Father of American Democracy was passing from this sphere of exist-

ence his prediction had begun to be verified.

" When any dogma, policy, or system has been weighed in the balance by
the most eminent of its adherents, and has been by them found wanting, we
are abundantly warranted in turning from it to seek a more excellent way.
In the exercise of a natural right and in obedience to the call of duty the
new American practice came into existence. The belief has been current

everywhere that every country produced simple remedies for the prevalent

diseases. This conviction led many individuals of an investigating turn of
mind and gifted with superior faculties of observation to direct their atten-

tion to the indigenous medicinal plants of this country, as well as to various

appliances in vogue here and there, for the treatment of the sick. It was by
no means a passion for novelty that impelled them. They had no ambition

to break violently with the past ; but, like heroic men, they refused to be in

subjection to it. This action of theirs was imperatively required by the exi-

gency of the times. The encyclopaedias have generally, with superciUous

arrogance, excluded any just or reasonable account of this matter. There
were several in the new movement, however, who deserved an honorable

rank among the scientists of their day, and many others who were less pre-

suming but were equally meritorious as benefactors of the human race.

"On the first of January, 1846, Calvin Newton began the pubhcation of

the New England Medical Eclectic. In the first article he explained his

position. He was pledged to sustain no class of physicians or mode of prac-

tice ; he belonged to the Massachusetts Medical Society, and was in fellow-

ship with his medical brethren, but he did not believe medicine incapable of

improvement. In furtherance of his plans, Dr. Newton immediately began a

course of instruction to a class of students in his own office in all branches

of medical knowledge. There was an enthusiasm for increased facilities of

learning at this period all through the ranks of reform physicians. The Ux-

bridge Botanic Medical Society employed a teacher to deliver lectures on

anatomy, surgery, and physiology. A convention was held in January which,

at Dr. Newton's instance, resolved to establish a medical school at Worces-

ter on the ensuing fourth of March. The movement was successful, but

the unfriendly influence of the Massachusetts Medical Society was vigorously

exerted against its incorporation, and for two years the students received

their degrees from the college at Macon, Ga. About the same time the

Scientific and Eclectic Institute received a charter from the General Assembly

of Virginia. It was immediately organized, and continued in operation for

several years. It seems, despite its name, to have been under the control

largely of Thomsonians ; and, indeed, the name of eclectic was not at this

period as well understood or regarded as it soon afterward became. Even

Dr. Newton, who had been foremost to adopt it, now changed the name of

his journal. He had never been, in its strict sense, a follower of Samuel
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Thomson, and he regarded the method of Dr. Beach, in limiting investiga-

tions to symptoms, as inefficient and unduly restrictive.

" At this period the National Eclectic Medical Association was organized

at Cincinnati. Dr. Thomas V. Morrow, having succeeded in establishing

the Eclectic Medical Institute, now directed his efforts to the formation of a

permanent alliance of reformed physicians. A convention was called for the

purpose, to meet in May, 1848. Over this convocation Dr. Morrow presided

and Dr. King was secretary. It adopted resolutions in favor of organizing

State and local societies, the preserving of statistics of medical practice, and

the forming of a national association. This was accomplished at an ad-

journed meeting the next year. The first auspices of this association can

hardly be said to be propitious, and its second president,

Dr. Buchanan, actually recommended that no more

meetings should be held. The general senti-

ment, however, was for continuing the organ-

ization. It had already diffused a beneficial

influence over the country, and eclectic so-

cieties had sprung up here and there, hav-

ing many members who were wiUing to

lay aside their former affiliations and take

part in the new movement.

.

.

" At the meeting in Rochester in

1852 Dr. Calvin Newton became a

member and was elected president.

There was formulated a comprehensive

statement of the fundamental doctrines

of the eclectic school, defining its purpose

to be the cultivation of medical science in a

liberal and benevolent spirit, and of the

safest, speediest, and most efficient methods

of treating diseases ; to receive and teach

eclecticism, not as an indiscriminate selection

of means supposed to be remedial, but a selection based upon the recognized

nature of the disease to be treated, and the character of the agent or agents

employed to remove, the disease; to avoid all permanently depressing and

disorganizing treatment, especially that of general depletion by the lancet

;

and to reject positively all medication which experience has shown to be of

dangerous tendency—more particularly the mineral poisons, such as mercury,

arsenic, and antimony, and all their various preparations, employing instead

articles derived from the vegetable kingdom far more safe and salutary in

their immediate and ultimate effects. This platform has been generally

received by eclectics during the past forty years. The present organiza-

tion of the National Eclectic Medical Association and its auxiliary soci-

eties is in close conformity with Dr. Newton's recommendations, and our

'""^^WW^F

ROLAND G. CURTIN, M. D.,

member of the Congress.
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principal medical colleges are to a considerable degree conducted in the way
that he suggested.

" The National Association after this time seems to have made its home
in the East. In 1855 Dr. Walter Burnham reported a series of resolutions,

including one that declared :
' We recommend to the trustees of the several

medical colleges to admit to the general course of lectures such women as

may desire to avail themselves of the advantages of a thorough medical edu-
cation

;
or to provide such private instruction, not connected with the regular

course, as may be deemed best adapted to secure this end.' The adoption of
this resolution marks the first action of a medical organization recognizing
women as suitable for students in medicine.

" The early eclectic colleges encountered many shoals and breakers. The
college at Worcester, after some twelve years, found it necessary to close its

doors. The Eclectic Medical College of Pennsylvania, of which Thomas
Cooke was the principal founder, passed through a variety of experiences.

It continued through the war, when it fell from its high estate and became
notorious for loose practices. The eai'lier college of them all, the Eclectic

Medical Institute, had a history more graphic than any. Finally, in 1859, it

came under the management of Dr. J. M. Scudder, who was able to relieve

it from debt, extend its facilities, and carry it through successfully to the

present time.

" The later years of our history have been less eventful. With the return

of peace came the work of restoration and revival. A great change had

taken place, hardly to be appreciated or comprehended. There were now
in existence none of those enemies against justice and freedom, oppressive

statutes to arrest and punish medical enterprise. Some of the medical

societies of the reform schools had continued their existence, but others had

perished and been forgotten. The rivalries and animosities which had for-

merly been so bitter and apparently irreconcilable had in a very large degree

passed away. The passion for organization was revived in the eclectic ranks,

and eclectic medical societies were formed in States where formerly there

had been none. New colleges were also established in New York and Chi-

cago, to be followed in succeeding decades by others in St. Louis, California,

Georgia, Indiana, Maine, and Iowa. With this renascence of eclecticism

was widely felt the importance of a central organization, and a convention

was called to meet in Chicago in September, 1870, to form an organization

which should comprise all physicians of the new school on the Western

Continent. This assemblage voted to organize anew under the former name

of the National Eclectic Medical Association. Both men and women who

were graduates in medicine or reputable practitioners were affiliated as mem-

bers. The National Association has held its annual meetings regularly since

that time. It has quadrupled its membership, encouraged organized effort,

both in the establishing of State societies and local associations, and exercised

a wholesome supervision over the eclectic medical colleges. It is estimated
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to represent a constituency of fifteen thousand physicians, and it has pub-

lished twenty volumes of its Transactions.

" Eclectic medicine owes its existence and present form to the demand

of intelligent men in this country for a mode of medication that should be at

once safe and efficient. It had no -one great founder or apostle ; nor has it

any pope, umpire, or superior authority to-day. It came not into existence

from any university or school of higher learning. It is therefore, in the full-

est and most just sense of the expression, ' of the people, by the people, and

for the people.'

" As a school of medicine, we hold our future in our own hands. We shall

continue to exist as long as we shall really deserve to exist. We are not

craftsmen and mechanicals following a calling for the mere pecuniary emolu-

ment, nor are we a combination of medical politicians with personal ends to

advance at the hazard of every pledge to the public and every honest princi-

ple. We do not beleaguer legislatures for protective statutes against others.

In medicine, as in the highest ethics, he only is great who serves ; the great-

est among us is the servant of us all."

Dr. Wilder's address was followed by addresses by Dr. B. L. Yeagley,

President of the National Eclectic Medical Association, the Rev. Jesse H.

James, on the Character and Services of Prof. William Byrd Powell, and

Dr. J. R. Hughes, of Oldham, England, on Eclectic Medicine in the United

Kingdom.

The work of the Congress was arranged according to separate divisions,

each having its own work and its own set of officers.

Division A, The Practice of Medicine, was presided over by Dr. John M.

Scudder, of Cincinnati, by whose proposition short papers, well condensed,

were submitted, with the idea of working them up eventually into a volume.

During the session of this division thirty-two addresses were presented, five

of which were prepared by woman physicians.

Division B, Gynaecology and Obstetrics, was presided over by Dr. Hen-

rietta K. Morris, in place of the president of the division, Elizabeth G.

Smith, of Connecticut, who was unable to be present. Eighteen addresses

were presented, three of them by women.
Division C, Materia Medica and Therapeutics, was presided over by Dr.

Wilson H. Davis, of Chicago, in the absence of the president of the section,

Dr. Albert Merrell, of St. Louis, who was unable to be present. Dr. Wil-

son outlined the work of the division in a short address, in which he an-

nounced that the papers to be read and submitted had been accumulated

largely by the effort of Dr. Merrell, and that the themes as expressed by

their titles embraced the following topics : Physiological Therapeutics, Ento-

mological Materia Medica, Therapeutic Progress, Therapeutics of Certain

Remedies, Distinctive Features of Eclectic Therapeutics, Thoughts on Thera-

peutics, Materia Medica and Therapeutics, Therapeutics of the Gravel Plant,

Therapeutics of Eucalyptus, Therapeutics of Gelsemium, Therapeutic Study
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of Belladonna, Specific Remedies, Our Eclectic Materia Medica, Distinctive

Features of Eclectic Therapeutics, Cereus Bonplandii, Atropa, Eucalyptus,

Aconitum, Dynamyn, Remedy for Malarial Diseases, Emetics, Ozone, and
three indigenous plants—Gelsemium, Viburnum, and Aletris parinosa. Dur-
ing the session of the division, which was opened with a short treatise on
medical study, twenty-nine papers were presented, three of them by woman
physicians.

Division D, General Pathology, was presided over by Dr. William F.

Curryer, president of the division, who opened the meeting with an address

on the province of the division. Twenty-three addresses were delivered be-

fore the session, one of them by a woman physician.

Division E was devoted to Diseases of the Nervous System. In the

absence of the president of the division, Dr. Herbert T. Webster, of Oak-
land, Gal., the chair was taken by Dr. E. H. Stevenson, Vice-President

;

and, in the absence of the secretary, Hannah S. Turner, of Oakland, Cal.,

Dr. Phebe Low, of New York, was appointed secretary pro tempore. On
taking the chair, the acting president briefly addressed the members in attend-

ance, and proceeded to read a paper, sent by Dr. Webster, on San Fran-

cisco Bay ; Climate of California, and Certain Nervous Affections. Ten ad-

dresses were delivered during the session of the division, one of them by a

woman physician.

Division F, General Surgery, was presided over by Dr. Robert A. Gunn,
of New York city, president of the section, whose address was on The Evo-

lution of Surgery. Fourteen addresses were delivered before the division.

At the conclusion of the session of Division F, the World's Congress of

Eclectic Physicians and Surgeons was called to order, and Dr. Joseph R.

Hughes, of England, addressed the Congress on the Status and Operations

of Eclectic Physicians in Great Britain. On motion of Dr. J. V. Stevens,

the thanks of the Congress were given to Dr. Finley EUingwood, editor of

the Chicago Medical Times, for having furnished members in attendance a

synoptic account of the proceedings from day to day for their use and con-

venience.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE TEMPERANCE CONGRESSES.

Scope of the Department of Temperance—President Bonney's address of welcome—Arch-

bishop Ireland's inaugural address—Joseph Bentley on temperance restaurants and

coffee houses in Great Britain—Theodore L. Cuyler's address—The Educational Sec-

tion—Mr. Wakely's address—The Catholic Total Abstinence Union—The Royal Tem-

plars of Temperance—The Order of Good Templars—The American Medical Tem-

perance Association—Results.

THE organization of the Temperance Con-

gresses, held during the week beginning Mon-

fe- J
day, June 5, was in charge of a General Com-
mittee appointed by the Congress Auxiliary,

under the chairmanship of Archbishop John

Ireland, of St. Paul, Minn., and a commit-

tee of the Woman's Branch of the Con-

gress Auxiliary, under the chairmanship of

Miss Frances E. Willard. Before the

World's Congress Auxiliary was formed,

steps had been taken by the National

Temperance Society looking toward a

Temperance Congress to meet during the

period of the World's Exposition, which

should bring together the friends of the move-

MOST REV. JOHN IRELAND, ""^"^ ^"^ present the results of their work.

Chairman of

'

^^ early as September 24, 1889, at a meeting
Committee on Temperance Congresses. of the Board of Managers of that Organiza-
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tion, a resolution was adopted recommending the appointment of a com-
mittee with power to call such a Congress, and to make all necessary ar-

rangements. Later, when the World's Congress Auxiliary was organized,

the committee of the National Temperance Society promptly fell into line,

arranging their own meetings and speakers as at first intended under a com-
mittee appointed in consultation and co-operation with the World's Congress
Auxiliary, of which the Rev. Albert G. Lawson, of New Jersey, served as

chairman. And accordingly the proceedings of the National Temperance
Society were adopted by the General Committee of the World's Congress
Auxiliary, with high appreciation of the co-operation, and aid secured thereby.

The scope of the Department of Temperance was made known in a pre-

liminary publication sent out by the General Committee, in which themes
were suggested for papers and addresses. All organizations for the restriction

or prevention of the evils of intemperance were included, and it was an-

nounced that these organizations should select topics and speakers, and con-

duct their own special congresses, subject only to such general regulations as

were necessary to secure the success of the whole series.

The plan of work for the National Temperance Society, with the three-

day session of which the Congresses opened, provided for the presentation

of the various topics in four sections : The scientific and medical, the educa-

tional and economical, the legislative and political, and the religious and mis-

cellaneous. The plan of work included, also, the presentation of a series of

papers, by writers from various countries, embracing a condensed history of the

various temperance organizations and orders and the present conditions and

needs of the temperance reform in the different nationalities. At the request

of the committee, the State Department at Washington consented to have

addressed to its consular officers requests for statistics as to the quantity and

kinds of intoxicating liquors produced ; as to governmental methods of deal-

ing with the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors ; as to intemperance

as related to poverty, immorality, and crime ; and as to what efforts are being

made to discourage the use, manufacture, and sale of intoxicants. These sta-

tistics, which were printed in advance and presented to the Congress when

assembled, were from sixty great national organizations and nearly thirty-five

different countries, and together with official reports from nearly forty

American consuls from various countries of the globe, they formed a collec-

tion of most important facts and statistics.

The Congresses were called together and formally opened on Monday,

June 5, by the Hon. Charles C. Bonney, President of the Congress Auxiliary.

From his address of welcome the following quotations are made :

" The temperance movement as it exists in the world to-day is of a twofold

character : It is a moral movement, advancing by moral means
;
and a legal

movement, proceeding against admitted evils by the enforcement of coercive

legislation.

" The temperance reform, properly understood, does not unduly interfere
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with personal liberty, but arises from the instinct of self-preservation, by

which society, which is only a larger man, endowed with all the human attri-

butes, seeks to protect itself against drunkenness, insanity, and crime.

" Human progress is, for the most part, the result of rational experiment.

Any measure which promises good results may properly be put to the test of

experience. If it realizes just expectations, it will naturally be continued

;

if not, it may be modified or abandoned.
" The supreme effort of every just temperance reform should be the sav-

ing of the rising generation. If the boys can be kept from forming habits

of dissipation and vice, there will be little danger that they will be led astray

after they reach mature years. If the great army of drunkards can be de-

prived of its recruits, its members will rapidly decrease, and soon a better

day will come.
" The economic aspect of the temperance question is quite too important

to be overlooked. If the people of the world could save the money now
wasted in strong drink, they could almost banish poverty, and substitute for

the hovel the comfortable shelter ; for rags, a suitable raiment ; and trans-

form the great river of intemperance, woe, and death that runs through hu-

man society, into a great stream of plenty, happiness, and peace."

Archbishop Ireland was then introduced, and delivered the inaugural

address. He said, in part :

" From whatever standpoint we look upon this evil of intemperance, we
are amazed at its hideousness. Consider simply the economical aspect of it.

We meet in congresses of labor, and the labor question has become a great

question of the day ; we hear it said that the millions of toilers demand that

they have some part in the privileges and happiness of this world. The
labor question is a great and a mighty one. Because we need to give to

every child of God some rays of the sunshine which is intended for all, and

we need to give to every child of God a sufficiency of the fruits of the earth

which the Creator gave to the children of men at large, and not to the few.

But at the very threshold Of this very great labor question comes the tem-

perance question. It is fearful to think of it, but in this nation of the United

States over a billion dollars are annually spent in the direct traffic of in-

toxicating liquors, the liquor being the direct cause which makes the indi-

vidual unable to work and the waste of much money because of the injury

to the body by drink. Time is absorbed in drinking ; the country's resources

are scattered to the winds. Much better if this money that were given were

taken and cast into the lake, for at least it would leave behind it no harm.
" If we take up the higher aspect of the question and speak in the name

of religion, still there will be another story. We ask in amazement. How is

it that we are satisfied, the good religious people of the land, who go on
Sunday morning to church and pray, and go home and thank God that they

are not as the publican and Pharisee—that they are the just, and they know
that Christ died for all ; they know that they are all in a manner ministers
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and priests of Christ, and in duty bound, as far as they can, to bring salvation to
all. And they know that hundreds of thousands and millions are constantly
breaking the laws of God and society

; are constantly casting away from
their souls the divine beauty and exposing themselves to the wrath to come
because no one is around to counsel them of intemperance, no one is around
to ward off from them the agents of the liquor traffic who seek to rob them
of the last penny and are willing, in order to get that penny, to rob them of
their health, their beauty, and their salvation.

" We are satisfied to be religious in our conduct without thinking of
others. The greatest enemy to-day which religion has is intemperance.
Not by any means that it is the sole evil, but it is at the root of so many other
sins and evils. Sometimes I am asked. What can temperance do ? For my
part I always answer. What can I do ? That is not the question. What
ought I to do ? That is the question. For myself I answer : If during my
life I have spoken as God wishes me to speak and extended the arm in de-

fense of virtue and sobriety as God wishes me to do, to God I leave the

responsibility of the results. Let each one do the good within his own
reach and he has done his full duty. If we all do what we can—if we all do
our whole duty, immense good shall be done.

" I am delighted that we have the representatives here of all our temper-

ance associations to meet together this week, and let us all in the directions

which we think best deal the heaviest blows and not mind so much the direc-

tions that the others may be following. My theory about the different methods
of temperance is largely this : There is the enemy before us, menacing to our

homes, to our souls, to society and religion, and I say to the friends of tem-

perance, go at the enemy with a cannon, or any way you like, but meet him.

Now it may be that I handle with preference one arm rather than another,

but if I feel for the time being that you are hitting pretty well, I am not

going to analyze too much your methods or your instruments. I may have

myself my own special idea, my own methods, but I have made this rule in

my temperance work, never to speak an unkind word of other methods. As
a matter of fact we need all those methods. We need moral suasion, of

course, for without moral suasion laws are of no account. Men make laws

and observe laws and enforce laws when they are themselves convinced

;

hence we must spread abroad instruction on the dangers of intemperance.

We must speak to the feelings and to the reason of men. We need moral

suasion, we need religion, we need that moral strength which comes only

from the skies to build up the poor, wrecked, trembling victim of intemper-

ance. We need laws, because they are the expression of the moral and intel-

lectual convictions of our soul, and when there are no laws against evil there

is the danger that we do not comprehend the evil ; and we need laws, not

that laws can create virtue of themselves, but we need laws to ward off the

fatal hand of the enemy from individual and social virtue. We need laws

as a protest against iniquity. We need the laws to defend the bulwarks of
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society. We need laws against the traitor who will take his musket on his

shoulder and go out in the field to insult the flag of the country, and we
need laws, surely, against a liquor interest that will meet in secret conclave

for the purpose of corrupting our legislation, and when legislation has been

passed will meet together and say. These laws shall not be observed. Now,
can this legislation be obtained and indorsed? It can for us. One man
says, ' I can clear my own little village, but I can not affect the nation.'

God bless you. If one village is cleared after another, the whole nation soon

shall be cleared. When a man says, ' I don't know if I can get rid of a

thousand saloons, but I will try and reduce them to four or five hundred,'

so many fewer devils will there be to roam over the earth. Another man
says :

' I am in a position to

and my fellow-citizens are

trouble.' Oh, you are

all hope that some day

um will come, and
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which a paper was

seph Bentley, of Eng-
land, entitled Temperance Restaurants and Coffee Houses in Great Britain,

from which the following quotations are made :

" Twenty years ago an earnest philanthropist of Bristol, Mr. Simon Short,

goaded by the refusal of a publican to supply tea and cocoa to the navvies
employed in the construction of a new railway, opened a wooden erection

for the sale of temperance beverages and refreshments. This was really the

seed from which has sprung the mighty growth of the coffee-tavern move-
ment in Great Britain. Success was marked and immediate, and the good
work extended in Bristol. The next development was at Liverpool, where,
at the close of one of Messrs. Moody and Sankey's great missions. Rev.
Charles Garrett proposed as one means of conserving results that something
should be done to keep the army of dock laborers out of the public houses, to

which they were driven for food and shelter. Mr. Short's successful experi-
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ment was remembered ; he was sent for, and commenced the work in Liver-

pool, first on the dock sides for the laborers, then in the city for clerks and
others, till at the present time it is carried on by the Liverpool Company in

sixty-four houses, having an annual turnover of ;^8o,ooo.

" The rapid growth of the movement may be judged by the amount of

capital which it is estimated is invested in coffee houses, temperance restau-

rants and hotels in Great Britain and Ireland. The sum probably exceeds

two million pounds sterling, the number of establishments 7,000, and the

persons directly employed 56,000. The work is mainly carried on by joint-

stock companies incorporated on the limited liability principle, and managed
by directors of high character, representing all sections of society, politics,

and religion. Most of these companies pay a uniform dividend of ten per

cent per annum on the invested capital, besides making ample provision for

repairs, renewals, and depreciation, in many cases also setting apart a sub-

stantial sum out of the profits to be divided among the employees as bonus.

The average dividend paid, as far as can be ascertained, has been about eight

per cent. The financial position of most of the larger companies is regarded

as solid as that of banks ; their shares rank with railway stock, and often

fetch abnormal premiums. The principal companies, together with many
private owners of coffee taverns, are united in an organization under the title

of the National Coffee Tavern Association, which meets annually in a Mov-
able Conference, its business being managed in the interim by a representa-

tive executive.

" Let us examine some of the main principles on which the movement is

based. First of all, its promoters recognize the public house as a necessity of

civilization, but they reject the intoxicating liquor with which it has become

identified as an unnecessary accompaniment. In the ideal coffee tavern all

that is good in the best public house is retained ; it is simply minus the per-

nicious drink and its evil associations. The aim is not simply to provide

temperance eating houses, places where meals can be had without intoxicants,

but public houses ministering to all the legitimate social needs of the com-

munity ; not confining its provisions to one sex only, for in every well-ar-

ranged coffee tavern accommodation is set apart for the exclusive use of

ladies. Evening attractions are made a special study. Newspapers and peri-

odicals are on the tables, a piano is a requisite piece of furniture, in some

cases concerts, entertainments, and debates are arranged. Games of skill,

such as chess, draughts, and billiards, are provided and encouraged, for here

they can be practiced apart from drink, gambhng, profanity, and bad com-

pany, with which they are too often associated elsewhere.

" One of the main and distinguishing features of this entei-prise is that it

aims at commercial success. In no other way can it hope to secure perma-

nency for itself or maintain the proper spirit of independence on the part of

those whom it serves. The double axiom on which the business is worked is

that the customer must pay for what he gets and get what he pays for. An-
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Other working principle is that the coffee tavern must make it as easy and as

cheap to get a cup of tea or other temperance beverage as it is to get a glass

of beer, and it must be served as well and as quickly. In carrying out this

principle it necessarily involves the selection of convenient positions for the

temperance tavern. A good rule for guidance was early found to be that

wherever a position would be regarded as a capital site for a dramshop it

would be a first-class stand for a coffee tavern.

" It has been found well to aim high as well as low—that is, to provide

for the merchant, the clerk, the artisan, and the shoeblack—not usually,

however, in the same building. Some of the most notable successes have

been achieved in places where all classes have thus been catered for. While

that course appears to be most commendable, it must be understood that its

exponents have found that higher-class catering involves greater risk, often

less profit, and needs a more varied experience and watchful management.
" In the earlier days of the movement it was thought undesirable to supply

anything except temperance beverages and light refreshments, but it was

soon discovered, in the more populous places where many people live outside

the busy towns in which they do business, that they required substantial food

during the day ; hence the necessity was soon demonstrated that coffee tav-

erns should be also temperance restaurants. Experience soon showed that

variety in the bill of fare was in many instances a condition of success.

Customers naturally got weary of the same little round of dishes, therefore

wise management has sought to provide variety and occasional novelty—in

fact, to enable those who prefer to lunch and dine without intoxicants to

have as great a variety of food, as well cooked and served, as it would be

possible to get in the other kind of establishment. Many of the new restau-

rants make a specialty of providing various kinds of vegetables and stewed

fruits for the particular requirements of vegetarians.

" The workingman has not been left out in coffee-tavern dining arrange-

ments. In most of the large towns a substantial and wholesome three-course

dinner, consisting of soup, meat pie or pudding, and sweet pudding, is sup-

plied for ^d. What is called ' out-door ' trade is encouraged ; customers

bringing their own vessels get tea, coffee, cocoa, or soup at \d. per pint. A
large trade is often done in poor districts.

"The publican's monopoly of supplying refreshments at galas and other

outside gatherings, ball parties, etc., is not left unchallenged. A number of

coffee-tavern companies and proprietors do a considerable business in this di-

rection, thus carrying the battle directly into the opposite camp. A fair

proportion of those engaged in directing the movement now provide sleeping

accommodation in connection with their taverns. Some of these hotels rank

among the best in the country, the ' Cobden,' at Birmingham, with its world-

wide reputation, standing at the head of the list.

" Seeing that a large proportion of the customers are non-abstainers, it

would simply drive them away and defeat the object to make the coffee
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tavern the medium for propagating the temperance and religious views of
the proprietors. The movement has not been identified directly with any
temperance organization. At the same time a vast amount of unobtrusive
temperance work is done in the taverns. It is usual to secure employees
who are themselves total abstainers, especially the house manager, who has
abundant opportunity of quietly speaking a seasonable word as occasion
offers. It is generally understood, without being ostentatiously advertised,
that a coffee tavern is a place where a pledge form may be had and a word of
sympathy got with it.

"The coffee-tavern organization is a direct aid to the temperance cause
because it provides a refuge for the reformed drunkard, and is a tower of
safety to the young of both sexes. It is

not only the public house of the ever-grow-

ing army of temperance, but it furnishes

an alternative to the drink shop for the

vast mass of people who claim to be strictly

moderate in the use of alcohol, which class

was formerly thrust into the beer shop for

its social pleasures and business gatherings.

Coffee taverns are largely used by friendly

societies, clubs, committees, cyclists, etc.,

who can now hold their meetings apart from
the seductive influence of alcoholic liquors!

"The coincidence at least is very remark-

able that drunkenness reached its maximum
about the time when coffee taverns were

introduced, and the decline of drunkenness

throughout the entire country has been

steady, continuous, and considerable year by

year since."

The evening meeting of the Congress

was addressed by the President of the National Temperance Organization,

the Rev. Theodore L. Cuyler, D. D., of New York, who said

:

" Forty years ago I took part in the first World's Temperance Congress,

held in Trippler Hall, New York city. The central figure in that great con-

vocation was the gallant little Mayor of Portland, who came there wearing

in his belt the scalps of the liquor sellers of Portland, every one of whom
had suffered the just penalty of their sins under his newly passed Maine pro-

hibitory law. That glorious man is living now at the ripe age of ninety, and

he is nearly the last survivor of all those who took part in the initial world's

temperance convention.

" The most notable thing in that convention was a very hot battle. We
had more than a skirmish, something of a field fight, on the question of

whether women should be allowed to take part in that world's convention.

REV. THEODORE L. CUYLER, D. D.,

a speaker at the Congress.
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Wendell Phillips brandished his scimiter for half a day and fought for the

rights of women to stand on the platform of a World's Temperance Congress.

Forty years are past, and where are we now ? Where are the women now on

this question ? What would we do without the women now on this plat-

form ? At this very hour my honored and beloved friend, if I may say so.

that honored woman, Lady Henry Somerset, is taking so noble a part in the

movement on the other side of the sea. And here in this city we have the

lofty temperance structure reaching toward the sky, and bearing on one of

its walls the well-known name of Frances Willard. Well, I do not know
but it is true that we men hold the reins, but we must all the time under-

stand that the women must tell us where to drive.

" What have we learned in forty years ? We are all the time working on

experimental lines in our moral reform, aye, in ecclesiastical movements.

Churches are all the time working on experimental lines. A country like

ours may be said to be working experimentally. I discovered one thing

some time ago, and that is, that the license system as a system after a fair

trial for several generations, for all practical purposes of destroying the traffic

or saving the community from the crime and misery connected with it, has

proved itself to be a ghastly farce, an utter failure. It really does nothing

to stop the sale. It really puts a legal sanction on the stupendous and awful

crime. It does no good. It is useful as a handle for the politician in some
places, puts a tremendous power in his hands for mischief, but does noth-

ing to stay the awful tide of misery, drunkenness, devastation, and ruin. It

is about time that it was abandoned as a failure. I challenge any man to

come on this platform during this Congress and prove to us that in the long

run the license system, call it high or low, or what you will, has materially

diminished drunkenness and the miseries produced thereby.

" In the next place, if we are to have a law at all, let us have a law

founded on common sense and common weal. A law so thoroughly repub-

lican or democratic—for the word means the same to us to-night—that

shall allow the people of every community to decide for itself whether they

shall have the open saloon, the sale of intoxicating poisons or not. There

is no trouble this year about quarantine for the cholera. If it should set its

face against America, Chicago would rise up as one man and say, ' Quaran-

tine New York and every port on the Atlantic : our lives depend on it.'

Now, shall we not have the right to quarantine the curse of the rum shop

and the saloon ? Shall we not on the principle of self-preservation have the

right to say that this shall not go on ? We exercise the right to say there

shall not be sold rotten meat in your markets, or a powder mill set up in the

center of Chicago. Why, then, should not the people of any community
deliberately vote that they will not have the traffic at all, and in that com-
munity let it be put thoroughly under the ban. I do not care whether you
make the penalty a tremendous tax or whether you make it arrest or imprison-

ment
; I do not care in what shape the penalty is, only let it be understood
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that it is the right of the people in any community to veto and suppress the
liquor traffic. I think that point has been gained in the past few years, and
that wherever it has been tried it works well. I could take you over on the
other side of the ocean and show you to-night a town with a population of

4,500 people, and there is not a dramshop within the whole town. Bess-
brook is the town, and you will find on your bills and your receipts for the
purchase of goods of merchants in that town the words, ' No public house '—
' No police '—

'
No prisons '—

' No paupers.' Every year the people of Bess-
brook try the question, and the saloon does not get more than 100 or 200
votes

;
every year there is an overwhelming vote against it, and that has been

the case in that town for twenty years.

What that town has done in Ireland may
be done in thousands of places in our own
America. So much for the whole ques-

tion. There is but one common-sense
way to deal with it, and that is, if it is an

evil don't sanction it. Does it breathe

crime and misery ? Then give the people

the right to suppress it. Is the wolf

mischievous? Then take off the tail of

the animal right behind the ears ; that is

the only way to dispose of it.

" The third thing that we have to come
to is, that we have got to meet the dram-

shop, as far as we can, by providing better

places for the working people. We make
a great mistake when we say that every

man who goes to the dramshop goes there

to drink. No, no. Thousands of young
men enter saloons and drinking clubs and

places where drink is exposed, not for the

purpose of drinking. They go there for sociability, and before they know
it they are becoming drunkards. I believe in temperance coffee houses,

and I believe to-day that if the rich philanthropists would spend some of

their money in providing cheerful, well-lighted, attractive, and comfortably

arranged places for people to go at night, where they could get coffee, lemon-

ade, chocolate, and other drinks not alcoholic, it would be a tremendous

gain and result in a tremendous benefit to the masses.

" Now, having said all this with regard to the traffic, I am going to say

something about as strong on the other side. I insist that a man that buys

is a partner with the traffic. I would strike both sides of the counter. I

would say that the buyers sustain the sellers, and that the buyers are partners

with the sellers. When the celebrated Sir Wilfrid Lawson's Permissive

bill was pending, some of the members who had a pretty good stock of wine

LADY HENRY SOMERSET,
Delegate from England.
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down in their cellars thought it didn't mean them ; that it only meant to

shut up the gin rooms. I gave it to those members of Parliament with all

the fervor I could, striking right between the eyes. I said :
' You gentlemen

believe you can fill your wine cellars and then persuade the masses of Lon-

don to do without their beer ! No, no. Aren't you consumers? aren't you

purchasers ? aren't you partners ?
' I believe it is right to punish drunken-

ness. I am not ready to say that every drunkard is a hapless, helpless vic-

tim ; it is no such thing. They know what they are about when they take

it, and knew what they were about when they begun it, and know what they

are doing all through. I believe in the same ratio of punishment to the

supporters of the rum traffic. I believe in other things : I believe in the

right of every man and child to prosecute to the last degree and punish the

robbers of their lives, their persons, and their character. The wives should

be able to punish those who sell their husbands drink. It is all in the Hne

of Christian legislation. But what I am driving at is, if we fight only the

traffic and do not fight the drinking usages, we are opposing Niagara at the

verge and not farther up the rapids. And therefore I insist to-night that

temperance men must make their rallying cry in the next ten years for total

abstinence. Forty years ago at that convention in New York the watch-

word was Prohibition, and we haven't lowered that banner.

"The first temperance speech I ever made in my life was fifty-one

years ago. I had just left college, and I went to Glasgow with a host of

great Christian reformers. Father Mathew was there. When I was intro-

duced to him as a young American, the great man put his arm on my
shoulder and said :

' My son, I am very glad to see you, and may God give

you my blessing.' I did not tell him I was about studying for the Presby-

terian pulpit, but I do not think that would have troubled him. He put his

hand on my head and gave me a fatherly kiss, and I am glad to tell you

that I started with that sort of ordination in the total-abstinence work. I

am for total abstinence. I would have a pledge in every Sunday school, and

I would have every Christian Endeavor Society working in that line. I

would have every minister preach total abstinence and practice it."

At the conclusion of Dr. Cuyler's address Mrs. Mary A. Livermore

spoke, and the session closed with an address by the Rev. O. P. Gifford,

D. D., of Boston.

On Tuesday morning, June 6, the Congress met in two sections ; the

Legislative and Political Section assembled in the Hall of Columbus, and

the Educational Section met in the Hall of Washington. Preceding the open-

ing of the Legislative and Political Section four papers were presented from

the Scientific Section. They were one by Dr. N. S. Davis, of Chicago, on

the Results of Scientific Investigations concerning the Effect of Alcohol on

the Human System ; one by Dr. A. Forel, of Zurich, Switzerland, on the

Effect of Alcoholic Intoxication upon the Brain ; one by Dr. Richardson, of

London, England, on The Physical Benefits of Total Abstinence ; and one
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prepared by the Rev. J. B. Dunn, of Boston, entitled Are Beer and Light
Wines to be encouraged as against the Stronger Distilled Liquors ? The
Legislative and Political Section was opened with an address by the Rev.
Dr. Herrick, of Chicago, upon Principle and Method in Temperance Re-
form. This was followed by an address by Mrs. Mary A. Livermore on the

subject Should Woman have a Vote on the Liquor Traffic ? Papers were
then submitted by the Rev. Joseph Cook, of Boston, on The Duty of

Church Members in the Temperance Reform, and by the Rev. Dr. D. C.

Eddy, of Brooklyn, on The Sovereignty of Saloons in Cities. At the after-

noon session of the section synopses were read of papers entitled Local
Option, by Rev. Dr. Heman L. Wayland, of Philadelphia, and on State

Management of the Liquor Traffic, by Edward Bellamy, of Massachusetts.

These papers were followed by five-minute discussions, in which several

ladies joined. A paper read by Rev. Dr. A. J. Kynett, of Philadelphia, en-

titled Christian Temperance Leagues and Alliances, and one by the Rev.

Dr. A. G. Lawson, of New Jersey, on The License Problem in Theory and
Fact, concluded the session.

The meeting of the Educational Section was presided over by Mr. Charles

Wakely, of England, Secretary of the United Kingdom Band of Hope
Union, who said, in part

:

" In England our greatest statesman has said that the evils resulting from

the drink traffic are greater than the combined evils of war, pestilence, and

famine. The greatest lawyer in Great Britain tells us that nine tenths of

the crime of the country comes from the use and abuse of intoxicating drinks,

and one of our greatest physicians. Sir Andrew Clark, avers that seven

tenths of the disease of the country comes from the use of these intoxicating

drinks. This being the case, how important it is that we should deal with

the young, and especially with those young people who are suffering through

the drunkenness of their parents, from the terrible fact of heredity !

" We want, if we can, to improve the conditions that obtain in our own
country in respect to this matter, but I should like to tell you what we are

doing in connection with the organization that I represent—namely, the

United Kingdom Band of Hope Union. Besides' having nineteen thousand

societies, juvenile temperance societies, and some two million six hundred

thousand members, we are doing our very utmost to get the schools of the

land to give the children thorough temperance teaching, and I have these

figures before me : The schools addressed since the origin of what is denomi-

nated Our school scheme in England, the schools addressed during four years

by competent lecturers, who are continually going into these schools, have

been 10,644. The children present at these schools and listening to these

lectures have been 1,119,990, and the children who have written essays or

reports of these scientific lectures have been no less than 453,674. Our plan

in connection with this teaching is to give certificates and prizes to the chil-

dren, and a very large number have been awarded.
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" If we could only show our teachers throughout the country how much

depends upon them, and if they would only take up this work in real earnest,

we should soon have the saloons cleared from our midst. Prof. Drummond,

I think it was, said that the teacher is the most important factor in the na-

tion's life, and we all, I am sure, remember how at school we looked up to

our teachers almost as much as we did to our parents. The teacher's exam-

ple in matters such as this was unhesitatingly to be followed. The teacher

was a paragon of perfection for some of us. His dictum was final and un-

answerable."

Although many papers were prepared for this section, none of the

writers were present. Extracts were read from a paper by the Hon. George

W. Ross, Minister of Education of the Province of Ontario, on Scientific

Temperance in Schools, and brief synopses of the follow-

ing papers were read : How to create a Right Sentiment,

by Julia Colman, of New York ; Need and Methods of

Temperance Work in Sabbath Schools, by Julia Mc-

Nair Wright ; The Work among the, Young, by

Mrs. Nellie H. Bradley ; The Present Needs of

the Colored People in Relation to Temperance,

by the Right Rev. Wesley J. Gaines
;
The Dis-

semination of Temperance Literature, by Rev.

James C. Fernald ; and The Work among the

Colored People of the South, by J. C. Price,

D. D. After the reading of the papers the ques-

tion of temperance teaching was discussed by many
temperance workers, both men and women.

On the evening of Tuesday, June 6, a public

meeting of the Sons of Temperance was held in

the Hall of Columbus, which was presided over by

C. A. Everett, of Canada, Most Worthy Patriarch, who delivered the open-

ing address, in which he stated the objects of the Order. The meeting was

addressed also by representatives from Nova Scotia, Pennsylvania, and

Washington.

The meeting of the Section of Total Abstinence and Enforcement of

Law was called to order Wednesday morning, June 7. The meeting was

opened by the reading of a paper on Total Abstinence, prepared by Arch-

bishop Ireland, and in his absence read by Mr. W. J. Onahan. A paper on

the Mortality of Total Abstainers in British Insurance Societies, prepared by

Dr. Charles R. Drysdale, was read in part, after which the discussion of the

enforcement of law was taken up. Four papers were presented, the first

of which, prepared by Mr. W. B. Hill, of Macon, Ga., on The Enforce-

ment of Law, was read by Mr. J. N. Stearns. Mr. James A. Troutmann, of

Topeka, Kan., then addressed the meeting on the Result of State Prohi-

bition, after which Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, of Washington, was introduced and

GEORGE W. ROSS,

Minister of Education in Ontario.
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spoke on Constitutional Prohibition, State and National, and the Rev. Dr.
George F. Magoun, of Iowa, read a paper entitled The Relation of the
United States Government to the Liquor Traffic. After an address by
Mr. W. H. Armstrong, of New York, one of the original pioneers of con-
stitutional prohibition, the meeting was adjourned. At the opening of the
afternoon session a paper was read on Church Temperance Work, by the
Rev. Dr. Thomas L. Poulson, after which Miss Charlotte A. Gray, of Swit-
zerland, spoke of the temperance work in that country. Other foreign dele-
gates addressed the meeting. A paper prepared by the Rev. J. Grant Mills, of
England, on The Prevention of the Demoralization of the Native Races by
the Liquor Traffic, was presented, and one by Mrs. S. M. I. Henry, of Illi-

nois, on Gospel Temperance and Rescue Mission.

The closing session of the Congress was held at eight o'clock Wednesday
evening. Addresses were made by Colonel George W. Bain, of Kentucky,
and the Rev. J. M. Cleary, who said, in closing

:

" For many years the majority of the temperance workers here present
to-night from this and other countries have been engaged in this noble cause
for the uplifting of their fellow-men, and not one among you but has wit-

nessed wonderful progress in this great work. One element of progress has
cropped out, and that is a most hopeful sign for the greater success of our
labors, and that is this, that all classes and all creeds and all colors stand in

this movement shoulder to shoulder, and with this kind of an organization

in the cause of virtue combined against vice such a thing as failure is en-

tirely unknown."

The session of the National Temperance Congress was followed on
Thursday, June 8, by a day and evening meeting of the Catholic Total Ab-
stinence Union. The Right Rev. J. B. Cotter, of Winona, Minn., presided

over the sessions of the morning and afternoon, and the evening meeting was
presided over by the Rev. P. J. Muldoon, Chancellor of the Archdiocese of

Chicago. The Congress assembled again Friday morning in Room T of the

Art Institute, James J. Kelly, of Buenos Ayres, presiding.

The members of the Non-Partisan National Woman's Christian Temper-
ance Union were assembled on the morning of Thursday, June 8. Mrs. Ellen

J. Phinney, of Cleveland, Ohio, presided, and delivered the opening address.

In the afternoon a fraternal delegation from the Non-Partisan Union was

cordially received by the Catholic Total Abstinence Union. An evening

session was held, at which addresses were delivered by Mrs. T. B. Walker,

Minneapolis, Minn. ; Francis Murphy, Esq., of Pittsburg, Pa. ; ex-Governor

Larrabee, of Iowa ; and Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, of Washington, D. C.

The Order of Royal Templars of Temperance held their Congress in the

Hall of Washington on the afternoon of June 8. The Hon. L. R. Sanborn,

of Sanborn, N. Y., Supreme Councilor, presided. Several addresses were

delivered, and music was furnished by the Emerald Trio, Canada, W. H.

Crampton, of New York, and others. A reception was given to the visiting
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members of the Order in one of the rooms of the Art Palace by Cyrus

K. Porter Council, of Chicago, Royal Templars.

On Friday, June 9, a World's Temperance Congress, under the auspices

of the National Woman's Christian Temperance Union, was held in the

Hall of Washington. Mrs. Matilda B. Carse, of Chicago, presided. Mrs.

L. M. N. Stevens read the Crusade Psalm, and Mrs. Mary T. Lathrop

offered prayer. Mrs. Henrotin, Vice-President of the Woman's Branch

World's Congress Auxiliary, delivered an address of welcome. Addresses

were made by Mrs. M. A. Woodbridge, of

Ohio ; Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, of Maine

;

Mrs. Laura Ormiston Chant, of England

;

Miss Ruth Shafifner, of China ; Mrs. Louisa

S. Rounds, of Illinois ; Miss Susan B. An-

thony, and Mrs. Mary H. Hunt. In the

afternoon papers were presented by Mrs.

A. V. Hutchins on A Free Cure for Ine-

briety, Mrs. Bessie V. Cushman on Chi-

caaro W. C. T. Unions, and Mrs. Helen M.

Barker on the World's Fair Work for Tem-

perance. Other addresses were made by

Mrs. Judge Foster, of Montreal, Canada

;

Miss Belle Kearney, of Mississippi ; Mrs.

Emma Cranmer, of South Dakota ; Mrs.

Dr. Todd, of New Brunswick ; Mrs. Mary
Yates, of England ; Mrs. Margaret

Parker, of Scotland ; and General James

B. Weaver, of Iowa.

A large evening meeting was addressed

by Mrs. Mary T. Lathrop, George W. Bain,

Mrs. Clara Hoffman, Mrs. Lucia E. F. Kimball, Mrs. Frances Leiter, and

Miss Clara Parrish.

The Independent Order of Good Templars assembled in Columbus Hall

on June 10. Dr. Oronhyatekha, of Canada, Right Worthy Grand Templar,

called the meeting to order, and after an opening address introduced the

Hon. S. D. Hastings, of Wisconsin, to preside over the morning session.

The afternoon session was presided over by Joseph Malins, of England.

The Hon. S. B. Chase, of Pennsylvania, Chancellor of the Good Templar

Course of Study, delivered an exhaustive address, and the remainder of the

session was devoted to the interests of the Juvenile Temple Department, Mrs.

M. B. O'Donnell, of New York, presiding. In the evening a large public

meeting was held.

The Congress of the American Medical Temperance Association, held in

Washington Hall on June 10, was presided over by Dr. N. S. Davis, of

Chicago, President of the American Medical Temperance Association. An

REV. ALBERT G. LAWSON, D. D.,

a speaker at the Congress.
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elaborate paper on the drink problem was presented by Dr. T. D. Cruthers,

of Connecticut, under the head A Scientific Study of Causes absolutely

Essential. Dr. I. N. Quimby, of New Jersey, then addressed the meeting,

after which Dr. J. H. Kellogg, of Battle Creek, Mich., read an able and ex-

haustive paper on Experimental Researches and Statistics relating to the

Physiological Effects and Medical Uses of Alcohol, presenting a summary
of the results of a series of researches in the Sanitary Laboratory of Hygiene
for the purpose of determining the effects of alcohol upon the human body,

and a collection of statistics relating to the medical uses of alcohol.

June 1 1 was observed as Temperance Sunday in the churches, and many
of the congregations were a;ddressed by active temperance workers.

That this first great Congress of Temperance Workers was truly repre-

sentative and influential is shown from the following record of attendance :

The delegates to the Congress of the National Temperance Organization

whose credentials were received as elected numbered seven hundred, while

over four hundred registered their names as present, and other hundreds were
in attendance who did not register, representing over thirty international and
eighty State organizations and many local societies. Carefully prepared

papers were presented by about forty well-known and able leaders in the

reform, and about seventy addresses were presented by men and women
prominently connected with the movement.

Among the results of the Congress—as summed up by Mr. J. N. Stearns,

who, as Secretary of the National Temperance Organization and secretary of

the committee in charge of the organization of their Congress, was intimately

connected with the work from its inception—attention was called to the fact

that the Congress revealed in clearer light than ever before the universality

of the drink habit, and to the conclusive testimony presented that it curses all

nations alike. As to legislative methods concerning the drink traffic, it was

stated that absolute and entire prohibition of the manufacture and sale was

almost universally accepted as the ultimate end and aim, while local option,

restriction, heavy penalties, and laws to circumscribe and limit the evil, were

favored as temporary measures
;
great importance was attached to educational

methods and the absolute necessity of showing and teaching the true nature

and effects of alcohol upon the human system. Mr. Stearns stated that a

most encouraging feature of the Congress was the interest it took in the

work among the children and youth. In this department Great Britain leads

the world. Her systematic efforts and magnificent organization were duly

presented in such a way as to be not only an object lesson, but an incentive

to active work among all the nations of the earth. The reports from Great

Britain, also, on the establishment of coffee houses brought out an interest-

ing discussion. Another encouraging result of the Congress was the new

interest manifested in the medical aspect of the question, the interest in the

able scientific papers presented, and the work of the American Medical

Temperance Association showing a new awakening in this direction.
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CHAPTER V.

CONGRESS ON COMMERCE AND FINANCE.

The general divisions—President Bonney's address—Opening of the Congress—Chair-

man Gage's address of welcome—Charles Parsons made permanent chairman—Brad-

ford Rhodes on The World's Experience in Banking—Mrs. Henrotin on Woman as

an Investor—Horace White on The Gold Standard—A symposium
on the financial situation—Other subjects discussed.

Ti

i

HE Congress of the Department of Com-
merce and Finance, held during the week

beginning Monday, June 19, included the

following general divisions : Banking and Fi-

nance, Boards of Trade, Railway Commerce,

Water Commerce, Insurance, Building and

Loan Associations, and Mercantile Credits.

All these Congresses were held . as assigned,

with the exception of the Water Commerce,

which, because of its intimate relation with

the subject of the enlargement or construction

of water ways, was transferred to July 31, to be

held in connection with the Engineering Congresses.

The organization of these Congresses was in charge

of a General Committee, of which Lyman J. Gage,

ex-President of the Columbian Exposition and Presi-

dent of the First National Bank of Chicago, served

as chairman. The Department of Commerce and Finance was opened

formally on Monday, June 19. President Bonney, of the World's Con-
ns

HORACE WHITE,
a speaker at the Congress.
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gress Auxiliary, delivered the opening address, in which he said: "The
greatest idea in the business world to-day is the idea of fraternity and
co-operation. We have reached a stage in the evolution of the busi-
ness world in which the fierce and deadly strife for supremacy, called com-
petition, in which the stronger build up prosperity on the ruins of the
weaker, and that next natural development, the substitution of gigantic
combinations for competitive strife, are giving place to a third advance,
the one of all destined to be enduring, the stage of co-operation. I am
well aware that at first glance it would not be supposed that banks, and
insurance companies, and railway corporations stand as representatives of co-
operation

;
but I trust it will be shown in the Congresses now about to be

held that this is strictly true. Of all the institutions of co-operation yet
invented, the ordinary banking institution stands pre-eminently the first ; for
what is a bank but a co-operation on the part of its customers in contributing
their respective deposits into the hands of the managqrs and directors of the
bank, in order that the funds so contributed may be advanced to the deserv-
ing manufacturer or merchant or carrier to facilitate the transaction of his

business ? And, curiously enough, that one class in which perhaps the most
prejudice, if not hostility, exists in relation to financial institutions, the agri-

cultural class, is the one which most needs the aid of monetary institutions.

The farmer is able to obtain the means from his country storekeeper to plant
and sow his crops, to clothe and feed his hands, and wait till the sale of the
products enables him to make payment, because the country merchant is

given a corresponding credit by the country banker, who in turp is aided by
some bank of one of the great financial centers of the country.

" I trust that this,Congress on Commerce and Finance will aid in bring-

ing financial institutions into closer sympathy with the people of the world
and in dispelling unfounded prejudices in regard to their relations.

" But is the grain exchange entitled to a place in the list of co-operative

institutions ? Put the grain exchange out of existence and there would be

no means by which the producer in Illinois, or Alabama, or Austria, or any
other country could ascertain the current range of prices, the state of the de-

mand, and the sources and abundance of the supply. In the great grain cen-

ters of the world alone is the business conducted with such general publicity

that all changes in prices are instantly known, and instantly telegraphed all

over the world. Into these great markets the producers of the world may
bring or send their products, to meet the buyers of the world, either in per-

son or through their representatives. The grain exchange therefore stands

as that means by which, better than any other yet devised, the producer and

the consumer may be brought together in the best relation for fair dealing

with each other.

" But the railway corporation of the present age—is not this surely a

' giant oppressor ' ? Without the railroads of the world it would have taken

more than ten centuries to reach the present condition of mankind. To take
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away railways would be practically to bind men to the localities in which they

were born, and where most of them would die without ever having seen any

considerable part of the world. Take the railways out of existence and this

vast territory that is called the garden of the world would not be crowded

with a thriving population as it is to-day. This is not saying that every

banker, or grain exchanger, or railway manager, or merchant has always con-

ducted his business according to angelic principles ; for if he had he would

find himself in a world to which he would not be altogether well adapted.

It is enough to say that, as a rule, they have averaged well in the service of

the general welfare. But insurance companies—what relation have they to

the great currents of the business of the world ? Here, also, the supreme

principle of co-operation has asserted its sway. The insurance company is a

device by which many contribute small sums of money for the purpose of

paying the losses which the few will suffer. In this way alone can the risks

incident to modern commercial and financial operations be adequately met.

In this way alone can the many practically contribute to reimburse the losses

which otherwise would crush and destroy the few on whom they fall. Trans-

portation could not be conducted on its present great scale, either by water

or by land, if this mode of protecting the property in transit and of distribut-

ing the losses in case of damage or destruction were not in operation.

" One of the latest devices brought into this field of co-operation is the

building association, in which precisely the same principles that have been

described are applied to the procuring of homes for the customers of these

institutions. In this way, again, the earnings of the many are brought to-

gether into a common fund for use by those who need them. Those who
have funds to advance contribute them in order that others may borrow, and

apply their earnings to repayment in place of rent, until they become home-

owners instead of home-renters.

" Here we again recur to the supreme and all-controlling principle which

sooner or later will bring the whole business world into a condition not only

of thorough organization, but of thorough and friendly relations, and of genu-

ine co-operation. No bank can long thrive except its customers themselves

be prosperous. The banker can not take the substance of his patron, beyond

the proper measure, without becoming the foe instead of the friend of the

customer, and the ruin of the latter means in the end the injury of the former.

No railway line can long thrive unless it be at peace with those who desire to

have their property and persons transported along its lines. And the same

principle applies to the merchant, the building association, and the insurer.

There Can be permanent success only when the principles of candor, fair deal-

ing, and honest compensation prevail between those who administer these

great agencies of modern civilization and those who serve or patronize them.

" As a concluding thought I will offer you the suggestion, or reminder,

that these great agencies of modern commerce and finance largely hold in

their hands the peace of the world. No nation can make war against the
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will of the men who hold the money of the world, and when the great pow-
ers of commerce and finance take their stand on the side of peace they can

do as much to command the peace of the world and stay the havoc of war as

any other human agencies. And when these powers are united with moral,

social, and religious influences working in this direction, there can be little

cause for fear."

At the close of Mr. Bonney's address Mr. Gage was introduced, and in

behalf of the Bankers' Congress delivered an informal address of welcome,

requesting that all should come together with a spirit of freedom and frank-

ness to take part in the series of meetings, after which responses to the ad-

dresses of welcome were made by representatives of the divisional Congresses.

The Congress of Banking and Finance opened Tuesday morning, June

20, and adjourned on Saturday, June 24. Two sessions were held each day,

with the exception of Thursday and Saturday, when there was but one. The
organization of this Congress, which was in charge of a committee of six, of

which Lyman J. Gage served as chairman, had been carried out on the same

broad lines laid down by Mr. Bonney in his proposition for the assembling

of the World's Congresses. Invitations in English, French, German, and

Spanish were sent to bankers and banking houses throughout the world.

The governments of foreign countries and of the several States of the United

States were invited to send delegates. Subjects covering the field of bank-

ing and finance were marked out, and sent to all those who had made the

subjects a study, inviting them to prepare papers or addresses, or to suggest

additional topics for the consideration of the Congress. The year 1 893 in

the United States was very exceptional in financial matters. From the be-

ginning there was great uneasiness, culminating in many failures of banks

and private firms. The gradual loss of confidence in the power of the United

States Government to maintain its currency at par with gold unsettled the

public mind, and sharpened the scrutiny into the fidelity of the execution of

all trusts. Wherever weakness, real or fancied, in a bank or private firm

attracted attention, there the depositor, or cestui que trust, did not hesitate to

demand a settlement, with disastrous results in no insignificant number of

cases. The banks and bankers of the world in times like those which pre-

vailed during that year, even the most solvent, are obliged to exercise per-

sistent vigilance to protect their own interests and those of others, and in

such times the attendance at congresses of the greatest interest and impor-

tance necessarily must be small. The same cause that reduced the expected

attendance at the World's Congress of Bankers and Financiers also reduced

the number of addresses and papers, and consequently the range of subjects

treated. Under all the circumstances, it is remarkable that the attendance

proved so great as it did, and that so many papers containing information

upon so many financial topics were presented to the Congress. Nearly every

State and Territory in the United States was represented, and many repre-

sentatives of foreign banks and countries were present at the sessions and
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manifested a great degree of interest. The circumstances of the times were

naturally reflected in the ideas of those who appeared before the Congress.

The subjects of banking, abroad and at home, and the standard of value,

were discussed, and every shade of reasonable opinion was represented.

The Congress was opened by Mr. Gage, chairman of the committee,

from whose address the following quotations are made :

" Human society has now reached a point from which it may be seen

that no exposition of mere material products of industry, art, or science, nor

of all these combined, can adequately show forth the achievements of man,

the present status of the race, nor its reasonable expectations of future prog-

ress. There is a field, a very large one—perhaps the most important of all

—affecting deeply the welfare of man, which is not illustrated in created

form, but finds its expression in law, literature, and philosophy. We are

now beginning to comprehend that behind every physical creation there are

hidden laws, rules, or principles—unwritten, but all-powerful ; that useful-

ness, beauty, and perfection in physical things are realized in the degree that

the true nature of these governing principles are recognized and obeyed.

The same truth exists in equal power when we regard man not in his rela-

tion to physical facts, but in his relations to his fellows, in all the multiplied

ways in which those relations exist. How to act, how to use, how to per-

petuate and enjoy are questions not less important than how to create and

how to have.

" We find ourselves in a world of duties and responsibilities, of blessings

and of penalties. We act and react upon society, and society reacts upon

each and every one of us. In every department, however obscure, where a

group of men find themselves, there exists, whether discovered or not, a

true, an ideal, system of relationships. After a somewhat blind fashion, this

has long been recognized. The governors of the earth, kings, rulers, and

parliaments have uttered decrees, and endeavored to enforce by authoritative

edicts their arbitrary, but often unscientific, conceptions. So far they have

made comparatively bad work of it. Nature will not permit her own wise

councils to be set at naught at the mere behest of any human power.

Prisons, poverty, intemperance, crime, injustice, fear, mutual distrust, and

hatred are the most striking and painful phenomena of the closing years of

the nineteenth century, as they were of the so-called Dark Ages. Nature

will not suffer herself to be coerced, but she willingly yields her most valu-

able secrets to the patient solicitation of those who diligently inquire. After

many generations she told the engineer that one ounce of coal could be

made to carry two tons of merchandise one mile, and then, to make the gift

perfect, she furnished the coal. To the bewildered mariner she finally re-

vealed this formula : Balance upon a delicate point a narrow, thin strip of

magnetic iron—it will always seek a northern and southern pointing ; by its

aid find your way across the trackless seas. In a like liberal spirit, she has

whispered to the meek and patient student of the stars the secrets of the
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Stellar universe. She has told the chemist how to make her deadly poisons
alleviate pain and restore health to body and mind. And, lastly, she has
taught us, through the aid of steam, how to transport food from regions
of plenty to lands of want and famine. With these demonstrations of her
generous disposition we can not doubt that, in the moral and social field,

the rewards of a teachable and inquiring spirit will be equally beneficent.
" It is with supreme faith in this proposition that the World's Congresses

of 1893 have been inaugurated. Covering nearly every phase of human
thought and interest, it may be hoped that these will take their place in his-

tory as the most honorable and useful features of the great Exposition,

which gratefully celebrates the triumphs of the world finder in his noble
effort to wrest from Nature the then untold story of her mighty possessions

beyond the seas.

" In the Section of Banking and Finance, to which your convocation the
more immediately relates, we enter a department of the highest importance.

Perhaps in the whole field of human relationships to which I have alluded

none are more delicate than those which we occupy. I have said that be-

hind every material creation there were the physical laws operating upon it,

and that back of all relationships there was a true, or ideal, principle govern-

ing these relationships. What are these laws and principles as they affect

and finally govern us ? It is in the name of this inquiry that we meet.
" The main question is divisible into many subinquiries, and these truly

answered, and then logically related as a whole, are the final answer to the

first general question. These subdivisions have to do with money, its na-

ture and functions, especially as to its influence upon labor, its power to

exchange the products of industry ; the effect of the rising or falling volume
of the world's supply ; the economical value of a single or double standard

;

the nature and value of paper money or credit money, as distinguished from

real or metallic money, in its economic influence ; the functions and office

of credit, and the dangers, if any, to which its unwise use may lead ; the

duty and office of the banker as an intermediary in the fields of credit and

industrial exchanges and the true laws which govern him in his action. But

this list of subdivisions might be almost indefinitely extended.

" We have met at a time when a peculiar interest attaches to all these

forms of inquiry. There has lately swept over the land^—nay, over the

whole world—one of those reactionary waves which bring painful anxiety

to all, loss and ruin to many. This phenomena may be regarded as Nature's

all-powerful protest against methods based not on her imperial wisdom, but

on fallacious and vain imaginings. Under the rod of discipline, we do well

to inquire aslto the manner and extent of our transgressions, and to seek for

the future ways of safety and peace.

" I can not attempt to make practical application of these remarks. It

would hardly be proper that I should anticipate discussion. The whole field

is before you, and we are gratified in believing that men of knowledge and
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experience will here be found to give to us and to the world the benefit of

their careful study and thought. I beg your indulgence, however, for the

presentation of a practical idea or two, which may not be without some

value in the present disturbed condition, so widely apparent.

"As an intermediary in the system of credits and industrial exchange

the banker finds himself in a position where he can not suddenly and totally

cease his vocation without violent shock to that system which his function

is designed to serve. In times of fear and panic the temptation is strong

for him to do this, however, even to the prejudice of his own interests, as

well as to those of others.

" Some years since a banker in a prosperous community in western

New York told me this story :
' In the county where I lived,' he said, 'there

came, at the most critical time of the year, a killing frost, which swept the

values from every farm. The community was a prosperous one generally,

owning their lands, and many of them having money in the bank, and quite

free from debt. Discovering the loss which had fallen upon the community

generally, it occurred to me that it was my duty to immediately proceed to

collect all the claims I had, and refuse to lend to my clients, no matter how
pressing their necessities nor how great their ultimate responsibility. In-

augurating this course with a good deal of vigor, I soon discovered that

my deposits were rapidly falling. Being the only bank in the community,

I soon found that all the claims that I held which were paid were paid by

checks on myself, and gathered up by my debtors from members of the

community who had funds at rest with me. In short, I discovered that I

was putting my affairs into a course of rapid liquidation. I immediately

reversed my line of action, things came to a rest, I won back the confidence

of the community, and suffered no ultimate loss, and was able to make my
usual semi-annual dividend.'

" I recently heard of a banker in Wisconsin who, moved by similar con-

siderations—a banker of iron firmness—hearing of bank troubles in many
localities, determined that he would not lend a dollar, but would collect

every claim due him. He enjoyed the entire confidence and respect of the

community, being a man of undoubted responsibility ; but soon after he

reached this determination a man of substance applied to him for a small

loan of one hundred dollars. He roughly refused, on the ground that he

could not spare the money. The would-be borrower, from whose mind the

illusion had not yet been dissipated that a bank was a fountain from which

wealth flowed, was shocked, surprised, and pained. He went about among
other members of the community expressing his grief that his banker was

in such a distressed situation. Certain depositors put their own construc-

tion upon the meaning of all this, and within a week the banker himself was

a humble borrower in Chicago, having paid in hard cash twenty-five per cent

of his liabilities to the community, who had lost faith in him.
" An incident to the contrary, showing the power of a little money in
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the work of liquidation, is in pleasant contrast. After the panic of 1873
I visited a not far distant town of moderate size, and from the most impor-
tant merchant in the place I heard this story :

' For a week or ten days dur-
ing the panic,' he said, ' business

.
here came to a standstill. We did abso-

lutely nothing. But one day we received a one-hundred-dollar bill by
express from a distant town, with the direction to credit it upon the open
account of the sender. We looked at the bill with interest and curiosity,

and after conferring together, concluded to send it to Mr. A., to whom we
owed a small account, knowing that he was in need. About three o'clock
in the afternoon a wagon maker in the village came into our office with a

broad smile upon his face, and said :
" I am glad to pay you one hundred

dollars on account. It is the first money I have seen in a good while." We
took the money from his hand, and discovered it to be the same note we
had received by express in the morning. We asked him where he got it,

thinking he would reply that he received it from Mr. A., to whom we had
paid it. He informed us that he had received it from Mr. E. We then
followed the history of the note back, and found the facts to be that it had
paid us one hundred dollars of debt in the morning, and had liquidated six

other debts of one hundred dollars each during the day, and in the afternoon

it had come back to us, liquidating another debt of one hundred dollars, and
we still had the note on hand for fresh operations to-morrow.' These inci-

dents carry their own suggestions, and need no enlargement."

At the close of his address, Mr. Gage introduced Mr. Charles Parsons, of St.

Louis, who had consented to act as permanent chairman during the sessions

of the Congress. Mr. Parsons delivered an address, in which he referred at

length to the rapid growth of Chicago, and to the wonderful city that had

sprung up in its midst to do honor to the discoverer of the country ; he

called attention to the fact that the exposition of modern times was not for

trade alone, but was for human elevation and cultivation as well, and declared

the Congress in which his listeners were assembled to be in high accord with

that idea. A graceful " Welcome to Chicago," by Mr. John J. P. Odell,

President of the Union National Bank of Chicago and a director of the

Exposition, followed, after which the work of the session was taken up.

Mr. Parsons, at the conclusion of Mr. Odell's address, announced that

Mr. Bradford Rhodes, of New York city, would address the assembly. The
subject of Mr. Rhodes's lecture was The World's Experience in Banking,

and he spoke as follows :

"The business of banking in its simpler forms is of great antiquity, and

was no doubt understood and practiced by the Assyrians and Babylonians, by

the Greeks and the Romans. As the taking of interest for the use of money
furnishes the chief motive and lies at the root of all banking wherever a peo-

ple advances sufficiently in the arts of civilization to loan money for hire,

there would naturally arise many of the practices and methods that still pre-

vail among the bankers of the present day. Credit necessarily springs up
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with the improvement of social conditions, and it is but a short step to the

invention of devices for the transfer of credit.

"Among the ancients there were, perhaps, used instruments similar to

modern checks and bills of exchange, but it is the tendency of enthusiastic

antiquarian research to magnify the discoveries that seem to place the origin

of modern inventions far back in the past. An English writer on the book

of Daniel has described the great bank of Babylon, where the firm of Engibi

had done business, fathers and sons, for more than two centuries
;
collecting

taxes and tithes, lending money at exorbitant rates of interest, drawing up

mortgages on fields, etc. The description of the business shows it to have

been a combination of law, real estate, money lending, and brokerage, rather

than a differentiated banking business. The specialization of occupations,

professions, and employments had not advanced to the

extent known to modern civilization. The wise man

of Babylon, as we can see in the case of Daniel him-

self, was an all-round man—something of a lawyer,

something of an administrator, considerable of a

priest, an astrologer, mind reader, and interpreter

^|a|L V of visions and hard sayings, as well as handwrit-

^f^*^ >V. ing on the wall. A very small proportion of

the population were freemen, and a still smaller

proportion could freely choose their occupation.

These conditions prevailed until comparatively

modern times.

" Therefore, while it is possible to find the ele-

mental transactions that distinguish banking, even

among the earliest civilizations, it is safe to say

that in those remote times there were no banks and

bankers, in the modern sense, doing an exclusively

banking business. There have always been money

lenders, but they loaned their own money, and the modern bank is, on the

contrary, an invention for loaning other people's money—a device for econo-

mizing the use of money for the benefit of all. The very high rates of in-

terest in ancient Rome and still more ancient Babylon, lasting to compara-

tively recent times, show that no such invention as a modern bank could

have existed as early as is claimed by some. Grass has undoubtedly been cut

from the very earliest times, but it would be hard to predicate the ancient

origin of the McCormick reaper because of this undisputed fact. The inven-

tion of the bank sounded the doom of the individual money lender, with his

cent-per-cent rates, as the modern mowing machine has sounded the doom of

the sickle, although people so disposed or forced by necessity can still use the

sickle and the note shaver instead of the bank and the mowing machine.

" Great enterprises were no doubt carried on in the past without banks

;

but Shakespeare informs us to what straits an honest merchant might be put

BRADFORD RHODES,
a speaker at the Congress.
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the return of whose ships was delayed beyond the expected time. Inciden-

tally he gives an object lesson to be approved by all bankers, proving the
danger of accommodation paper. Antonio's peril must have occurred before
the foundation of that great institution which did so much to strengthen the
power of the state—the Bank of Venice. If this bank had been in exist-

ence we can not conceive of Antonio's stress for a few thousand ducats. The
great merchants, the Doge, and the Council of Ten, who controlled the bank,
could not have refused so necessary a loan, and Antonio himself would never
have permitted his note to go to protest.

"The high interest prevailing before the formation of banks increased the
dangers and risks of trade and kept the nations of Europe in a semi-barba-

rous state for centuries. The low rates consequent upon this invention have
extended commerce, stimulated agriculture and manufactures, and have been
a blessing to the nations of the earth.

" Whether it was advancing civilization that caused the invention of banks,

or the invention of banks that has advanced civilization, a question that is

sometimes discussed, reminds us of that still earlier puzzle—whether the owl
produced the egg or the egg the owl ; but it is patent that the invention oc-

curred among peoples where comparative immunity from foreign attack had
encouraged the arts of peace.

" In Venice, impregnable on its islands, the first bank is heard of ; clearly

not a bank in the full modern sense, yet containing the germ principle of

one. The cities of Genoa and Amsterdam followed with institutions similar

in kind. In the meantime, the goldsmiths of England had devised some
methods of detail that simplified the handling of money, till at last in the

private banks of England, the Bank of Sweden, and the Bank of England

the full perfection and utility of the invention began to dawn upon the world

of traders.

" A brief account of these various steps toward latter-day methods of

banking will make clearer the nature and uses of the business, and how it

multiplies and cheapens the currency of the world.

" Lord Overstone, the celebrated English banker, once remarked to a

gentleman in his own countinghouse that his capital was his desks, ink,

pens, and books. ' That is all my capital,' said he ;
' the rest belongs to me

;

it has nothing to do in my banking business.' In other words, while bank-

ing capital is a certain security to depositors and customers, it is really the

money of the latter, and not the banker's money, on which the business is

done. The money of the public, distributed in the hands of the public, is of

comparatively little use to the business world, but when gathered in a bank

of collection and managed by an intelligent head, to which the public can

make known its separate and collective requirements, then its usefulness is so

increased that a thousandfold is an inexpressive term to convey the true idea.

"The Bank of Venice may be pronounced the forerunner of modern

banking. It had its origin in the necessities of the state of Venice, in the
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year 1171, as the national banking system had its origin in the necessities

of the United States in 1863. A forced loan was demanded from the citi-

zens of Venice—that is, each citizen having gold and silver money was re-

quired to bring it to the public treasury. The amounts contributed by each

citizen were entered in a book instead of giving a bond, as would be done at

the present day. The republic paid punctually an annual interest of four

per cent to those who advanced the specie, but did not repay the principal.

The rate of interest allowed was much less than the current rate, but to com-

pensate other advantages, foreseen or not by the propounder of the plan,

accrued to the citizens. Who it was that thought of this loan, what position

he filled in the Government of Venice, and whether he did or did not build

better than he knew, my research has not yet been able to discover. For

any information on this subject from those who have investigated further

than I the dark places of history I should be most thankful.

" The citizens of Venice, unable to recover the principal of their loans,

began to use the indebtedness of the state to them as an asset. Here again

the interesting owl-and-egg question arises : whether the state first extended

facilities for the transfer of these credits, or the citizens first suggested the

necessity of such facilities to the state. There may have been similar loans

before paid off in due time when the state was richer, and there may have

been practices of exchange of the indebtedness among private parties, before

notaries, in the same way usual to other property. These things are usually

a growth, until at last from an old confused practice a comparatively perfect

system is evolved.

" The citizens transferred the credits due them from the state on the

books of the bank in their current transactions. The method was recog-

nized as superior to handling the multifarious coins of all nations which the

trade with all the world brought to Venice. Every one then brought their

coin to the bank in order to obtain this convenient bank credit. There were

no bills issued or checks used ; the transfers of the credits on the bank

books, made with certain formalities, were the evidences of payment. This was

banking on the security of a government loan, the prototype of the United

States national banking system. The notes issued by the national banks are

a convenient substitute for the transfer of the credits on the books of the

bank. If the Bank of Venice had been founded on a diminishing loan, the

useful credits would soon have been closed. On the contrary, however, the

loan to the state of specie in exchange for bank credits was constantly in-

creasing. The original subscription was 2,000,000 ducats, which increased to

14,000,000 or 15,000,000 ducats when the bank was closed in 1797 by Na-

poleon I. In fact, the tendency to deposit specie became so great that after

1423 interest was no longer paid on deposits by the Government. Bank

funds were generally at a premium as compared with specie, and there was

never difficulty in obtaining specie for them when needed.
" Florentine bankers flourished during the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
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centuries, but their operations were always at excessively high interest, and
their efforts were not in the direction of inventing machinery for cheapening
money. They loaned a large sum to Edward III of England, who could
not pay, and caused a financial panic in Florence in 1346. There were said

to be eight firms of private bankers in that city in the twelfth century.

"The Bank of Genoa was founded about one hundred and fifty years
after the Bank of Venice. Macaulay, in his History of England, has a pic-

turesque description of the operations of this bank, which existed from 1320
to 1 798. The basis of this bank, like that of Venice, was a loan to the Gov-
ernment. Its business was conducted upon similar principles. After the
invention of bank notes the Bank of Genoa issued them.

"The Bank of Amsterdam came into existence in 1609. Its object was
to obviate the difficulties arising from light-weight coin received in the ex-

tensive foreign trade of the city. Evidently, a bank as the remedy was sug-
gested by the success of the Banks of Venice and Genoa in handling the

same difficulty. The new bank received all coin, light and otherwise, by
weight and fineness

; in other words, at its real value in standard coin, prac-

tically as bullion, and gave in return a credit on its books. Standard coin

was to be paid on surrender of the bank credit. It also received bullion and
gave both a bank credit five per cent less than the value of the bullion and a

receipt allowing the holder to take the bullion on surrendering bank credit.

The depositor thus had his bank credit and his receipt, and could use both

for what they were worth in the market.

"The city of Amsterdam guaranteed the bank credits, as the United

States does the notes of national banks, but without a loan at first. The
credit of the institution was immense. But alas ! unknown to the public the

specie and bullion deposits were loaned to the East India Company, to Hol-

land, and the city of Amsterdam. The secret was not revealed until 1 790,

when the East India Company, Holland, and Amsterdam were all in financial

difficulties together. The bank failed, turning over its unliquidated claims

against the state to its depositors. A similar bank, to accomplish the same

purpose as the Bank of Amsterdam, was established in Hamburg in 1619,

which, although shaken at times by circumstances beyond its control, still

flourishes as the Bank of Hamburg.
" The Bank of Sweden was founded by a Swede named Palmstruck, in

1656, forty years earlier than the Bank of England. It has been claimed

that this bank was the inventor of the bank note in Europe. It may have

been the first large bank established by a government issuing bank bills, but

notes corresponding to bank notes were issued by the goldsmiths in England,

and perhaps elsewhere, for some years at least prior to the establishment of

the Bank of Sweden, which did not issue notes until 1658, while the gold-

smiths in London used similar notes as early at least as 1650.

"The banks of Venice, Genoa, and Amsterdam represent the earliest

efforts to establish machinery for the more effectual and economical use of
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money. The so-called banking existing before had for its object the loaning

of money merely, without endeavoring to multiply its effects. While the

principles on which these banks were founded are the foundations of modern

banking, the invention of details in the carrying out of these principles is

largely due to the money dealers of England. The Jews were the first

money dealers in England. They went to that country with William the

Conqueror. They used, if they did not invent, bills of exchange, accumu-

lated goodly stocks of coin, which they loaned at high rates of interest, al-

though we are apt to forget these rates were usual whether money was loaned

by Jew or Christian. These loans were made to the nobility on the security

of their estates. Sir Walter Scott in his famous tale of Ivanhoe has given

us a vivid picture of Isaac of York and the barbarous cruelties to which the

wealthy Jews were not seldom subjected, and in Ivanhoe's case an instance

of their gratitude and generosity. Edward I robbed fifteen thousand Jews
of their wealth and banished them all. The business was then taken up by

the Lombards, who, not subject to race prejudice, did business as money
lenders, pawnbrokers, and goldsmiths.

"As early as 1566 there was a goldsmiths' company in London consist-

ing of one hundred and seven members. About 1 645 the goldsmiths first

began to act as bankers, collecting rents for their customers, and receiving

deposits on which they paid interest. These notes were at first receipts pay-

able on demand. They were called "goldsmiths' notes." Checks also soon

originated by the practice of customers giving orders on their goldsmiths.

" Nothing like these goldsmiths' notes and checks appears to have had

currency on the Continent. Macaulay mentions Sir Dudley North, return-

ing to England after many years' residence abroad, as finding that the new
practice of depositing cash with the goldsmiths, drawing checks on them, and

using their notes, had grown up in his absence. When one of his friends

asked him where he kept his cash :
' Where should I keep it,' he asked, ' but

in my own house ?
' The poet Pope relates that his father, having enough

coin to pay his expenses for the rest of his life, as he calculated, kept it in a

chest, from which he took the daily sum he needed.
" The great advantage to trade of the operations of these early private

bankers led to the establishment of the Bank of England. This institution

commenced with a loan of / 1,200,000 advanced to the Government, the in-

corporation of the lenders taking place on July 27, 1694. The Government
at first allowed eight per cent on the loan. The charter, at first granted for

short periods, has been renewed from time to time until 1844, when the law

under which the Bank of England now does business was formulated. The
act of 1 844 regulated the issue of bank notes, not only by the Bank of Eng-
land, but also of all other banks in the kingdom. In addition to the great

bank there were joint-stock and private banks, many of them the lineal de-

scendants of firms of goldsmiths. The circulation to which each of these

banks was entitled under the act was to be arrived at by taking the average
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amount of circulation in each case for twelve weeks prior to 1844. The
amount for all these banks was by this method found to be eight and three

quarters million pounds sterling. The amount to be issued by the Bank of

England was fixed at fourteen million pounds sterling through an issue

department to which was to be transferred an equal amount of the interest-

bearing securities representing loans of the bank to the Government. The
joint-stock and private banks might cede their circulation privilege to the

Bank of England for a consideration of one per cent per annum (this indi-

cates what circulation was thought to be worth to the banks) up to August i,

1856, and the privilege was forfeited by these banks in case of bankruptcy
or of certain changes in the nature of their partnerships. The Bank of Eng-
land was authorized to issue its own notes for the full amount of circulation

ceded by the joint-stock and private banks, and by order of the Crown in

Council had the further privilege of issuing notes to the extent of two thirds

of the lapsed circulation—all in addition to the fourteen millions of notes

first permitted. These further issues must, however, be secured by the

deposit in the issue department of additional Government debt to an equal

amount. The circulation of the bank since 1844 has been increased by

nearly two million pounds sterling. The bank may also issue notes to any

further extent, provided an equal amount of coin is deposited in the issue

department. One quarter of this coin may be silver, but very little, if any,

of the bank's outstanding circulation is now based on silver. The notes are

a legal tender between all parties except in favor of the bank itself, and only

so long as they are paid by the bank in coin on demand. The profits on the

circulation are divided between the bank and the Government.
" The theory upon which the note issues of the Bank of England are

based is that, as proved by experience, a certain amount of paper notes will

at all times be kept in use by the public. The public is the air, in which

the bank, the juggler, keeps several balls constantly flying, only one coming

to hand at any time. This certain amount kept flying was determined, as

has been stated, by actual experiment. The ultimate redemption is supposed

to be secured by the Government debt deposited. The notes issued on gold

constitute a method of using the gold without the danger of having it scat-

tered beyond recovery. Practically, as there is no outward distinction in the

notes in the hands of the public, whether based on securities or gold, all the

gold in the issue department is a reserve for the prompt redemption of such

portion of the whole issue as may be presented at any time. It gives the

bank a chance to somewhat expand its issues in response to business demands,

and serves as a reserve to protect those issues.

" The Scotch and Irish banks, like the joint-stock and private banks of

England, have the right to issue a certain amount of permanent circulation,

secured only by their general assets, and not, like the permanent circulation

of the; Bank of England, by Government debt specially deposited ;
but,

like the Bank of England and unlike the joint-stock and private banks, the
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Scotch and Irish banks have the right to issue additional notes, as many as

they can secure pound for pound by a reserve of gold coin. The stockhold-

ers of these banks are liable each one to the extent of his private fortune for

all the debts of the bank.

" The Bank of England controls the flow of specie and bullion in and

out of the kingdom by changes in the rate of discount. It discounts the

notes of merchants by giving its own notes in exchange, which are redeem-

able in gold. The raising the rate at once increases the difficulty of obtain-

ing gold for export. No notes are issued by the banks of Great Britain in de-

nominations of less than five pounds. This renders necessary the use of gold

sovereigns and silver in transactions of

less than that amount. The same reason

that keeps always in circulation a certain

sum in bank notes to carry on transactions

of five pounds and over also keeps in the

country outside of the banks a certain

stock of gold and silver coin to carry on

transactions under five pounds ; the gold

for transactions under five pounds and not

less than one pound, and the silver for

those under one pound. This stock of

gold has been estimated in 1892 by John

Biddulph Martin and R. H. Inglis Pal-

grave at not more than ;^55,000,000 in

sovereigns and half sovereigns, and not be-

low ;^44,ooo,ooo. It acts an important

part as a buffer in protecting the stock

held by the banks.

"The celebrated Scotchman John Law
was the originator of the first Bank of

France. In 1 716 he was authorized by the

regent, Duke of Orleans, to establish a pri-

vate bank of discount and deposit with the right to issue notes. It was
to exist for twenty years, and its profits were to be free of taxes. The
regent was its protector, and it was to be subject to examination by Gov-
ernment inspectors. Its capital was divided into twelve hundred shares

of 5,000 livres each. By public ordinance its notes were made receivable

for public dues, and were made payable at the revenue offices when spe-

cie was required. They thus secured wide acceptance throughout France.

Specie poured into the coffers of the bank, and notes were issued to the ex-

tent of at least 50,000,000 livres and were in good credit. So great was the

success of this private institution that in two years (1718) it was made the

Bank of the Nation. The Government purchased all its shares and guaran-

teed its liabilities. The bank was well conceived and managed, and might

GEORGE R. BLANCHARD,
Chairman of the Railway Commerce Congress.
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well have continued solvent had not two mercantile schemes been appended

to it. These were the Company of the West and the Company of the In-

dies. The former was to develop the resources of Canada and Louisiana.

Enormous speculation in the shares of these companies ruined the bank, and

after an existence of four years only it collapsed. Everything good and bad

in banking was developed in the history of this institution. John Law's

ideas seem to have been based on studies of the Banks of Venice, Amster-

dam, and England, with some further notions as to using the power of

Government to give credit to paper money. It has always been questioned

whether the extravagances of the later management of this bank were alto-

gether his fault. In this institution the specie of the country was collected

in one place to serve as a basis for a larger amount in paper. The notes were

not at first a legal tender, but were made receivable for taxes. The very suc-

cess experienced at first from sound methods caused the managers to think

there could be no end to the exploits of credit.

"The wide ruin spread through -France by this collapse, greater than that

caused by the failure of the Panama Canal scheme in our day, inspired a

wholesome distrust of all banking operations, and for fifty years no bank

could be successfully started.

" In 1776, the year of the Declaration of Independence by the thirteen

colonies, a new Bank of France was started by Turgot, which issued notes to

the amount of 1 2,000,000 livres, equal to its capital. This bank encouraged

trade during the period of the American Revolution. It became embarrassed

by the outbreak of the French Revolution, and was closed by a decree of the

Convention in 1 793.
" The present Bank of France was established in 1803, and its charter has

been renewed from time to time. The shares are held by private individuals
;

the governor is appointed for life, and the bank is managed by the governor

and a council of regents. The institution is national, and is under the foster-

ing care of the administration for the time being, created both as a fiscal

agent and to meet the demands of commerce. It has a monopoly of note

issues, 'and can raise the rate of discount whenever circumstances seem to

require it. The issue of notes is controlled by the council, who report to the

Government. The notes are based upon the security of the general assets of

the bank, no part of the assets- being segregated for the special benefit of the

notes. Sometimes the Government guarantees a temporary or excessive

issue, and also sustains the bank generally, when necessary, with its own

credit. There is no limit fixed on its circulation as long as the bank redeems

its notes in specie on demand ; but if specie payments are suspended and the

Government permits the issue of inconvertible notes, a limit to such issues is

always fixed, as was done during and after the Franco-Prussian War.

" The principle upon which the note issues of the Bank of France are

conducted is that when trade is normal in ordinary times, when there is no

disturbance on account of war or civil insurrection, the interchange of mate-
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rials and products by and among citizens engaged in making their living

requires greater aid to facilitate it than can be afforded by the stock of gold

and silver coin. The bank is the machine for doing this. It takes the evi-

dences of ownership of all these materials and products and opens accounts

with the owners, who, by the transfer of these accounts among themselves,

transfer the materials and products represented by the accounts, and also all

expenses of the transfers. This may be done most conveniently by the

checks of the owners or by bank notes, which are simply checks of the bank

drawn on itself in convenient denominations. So long as the bank notes

and checks do not exceed the evidences of ownership of property placed in

the bank and made over to it by the owners in a fiduciary capacity, and the

business is conducted with wisdom and honor, the notes and checks will be

perfectly safe.

" This principle underlies all banking, and the further precautions adopted,

as in the case of the Bank of France itself and the Bank of England and

other institutions, are safeguards to insure proper and honest management.

In the Bank of France no part of the property deposited with it is set apart

for the special and particular security of the notes. In the Bank of Eng-

land, Government securities and gold are segregated and devoted to the sole

purpose of meeting the notes. The method of the Bank of England ap-

pears the safer ; but the method of the Bank of France is, other things being

equal, much the more economical. In the one case the Government stands

more closely behind the bank than in the other. Thus the Bank of France

can rely upon the credit of the Government to the full extent in case of neces-

sity, but it must also submit to Government interference and direction. The

Bank of England, however, can look for no Government support other than

that it can pay for, but neither can the Government dictate its policy except

by due enactment of law, as in the case of any other citizen. The English

method and its modifications are better adapted to a people who are opposed

to paternalism in government. The French system is best when it can be

conducted by trained and responsible men under the safeguard and protec-

tion of the state. In the one case the Government restriction is imposed

indirectly by a general law ; in the other, directly by the executive branch of

the Government, without necessity of legislation for each particular act.

" A brief rdsumi of banking in other countries will readily indicate how
far and in what manner Government interference with banking machinery is

applied so as to give to the public and the state the largest share of benefit

with the smallest chance of loss from errors or dishonesty in running the

machinery.

" The Scotch system of banking, heretofore diescribed, is the model for

banks in the English colonies generally, with such adaptations to the sur-

roundings and circumstances as are necessary. The banks of the Australasian

colonies are upon this model. They issue, however, one-pound notes, which

form a large proportion of their whole circulation. This has the tendency to
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drive gold out of ordinary use, and to require the banks to keep much larger
reserves in coin than is the case with the banks of Scotland. The banks are
required to issue quarterly statements of their condition. The notes issued
are a lien upon all the assets, including the liability of stockholders. From
recent advices from AustraUa it appears that bank credits have of late years
been much extended there in promoting enterprises of various kinds that
require a growth of population to insure their success. As emigration is not
encouraged by legislattares controlled by labor organizations, the result has
recently been disastrous to many of the banks and financial institutions of
these colonies.

"The Imperial Bank of Germany, or Reichsbank, was founded in 1875
as the successor of the Bank of Prussia. The bank is governed by a council,

of which the Chancellor of the Empire is president. The Banking Act of

1875, fixing the relations betweea the Imperial Bank and other existing

banks as to circulation, was modelecton the English Bank Act of 1844. A
fixed, permanent amount of circulation was assigned to each of these outside

banks ; besides this, they may issue notes secured mark for mark by gold
coin, and further circulating notes may be issued subject to a tax of five per
cent. At first the issue of notes by the Imperial Bank was limited only by
the discretion of the controlling council, but in 1881 its notes over a certain

amount were also subjected to a tax of five per cent. This tax has the

effect of retiring surplus notes issued in times when there is extraordinary

demand for money. A reserve must be kept on all bank notes equal to one
third of their amount in gold coin, gold bullion, and legal-tender notes of

the empire. The bank must hold discounted three-months' bills equal to the

remaining two thirds. The Imperial Bank has branches in all parts of the

empire. No notes are issued in denominations of less than an equivalent of

twenty-five dollars. The German system embodies features of the English,

Italian, and also of the national banking system of the United States.

" The Austro-Hungarian Bank has the exclusive right of issuing notes in

Austro-Hungary. It is modeled very closely after the Bank of France. Its

regular issues, over $100,000,000, must be covered by a one-hundred-per-

cent reserve of specie or bullion, a feature in which it resembles the Bank of

England. The bank is allowed, however, to issue other notes upon the

security of discounted paper, obligations of the Austrian Empire, etc., and

with the consent of the Government without any security whatever. The

notes, like our Treasury notes of 1 890, are to be taken for all payments un-

less otherwise stated in the contract. The bank is governed by a board of

directors presided over by a governor appointed by the Emperor. An Im-

perial Commission performs the functions of our bank examiner, watching

for and preventing violations of law.

" There are in Switzerland two classes of banks : one the cantonal, where

the capital has been furnished by the canton or township, and the other con-

sisting of joint-stock banks. They appear to be under very little govern-
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mental regulation—not more than State banks in the United States. The

most important of all these banks, both cantonal and joint-stock, are

united in an association similar to the associated banks of New York city

—

that is, they accept each other's notes and interchange and aid each other's

business. Some weaker banks are not admitted to this private arrangement.

The note issues are not restricted by any law ;
they are not a legal tender,

nor are they specially secured. In some of the cantons a tax of one half to

one per cent is imposed on the maximum issues. The notes of banks not

in the association do not circulate except in the locality of their issues. The

notes of the associated banks circulate throughout the country.

"The chief bank in Italy is the National Bank of Italy, founded in 1859,

but it is not properly a Government bank. The law under which the banks

now operate was passed in 1874 after a minute examination into the banking

methods of other countries. This law restricted the issue of notes to six

associated banks, which were permitted to issue paper to the extent of $200,-

000,000 for the use of the Government. Upon this loan the state issued

interest-bearing securities to be held by the banks. In addition, the associ-

ated banks are permitted to issue notes on their own account to the extent

of forty per cent of their capital. The last notes are redeemable in coin or

the notes first spoken of.

" The Imperial Bank of Russia was founded by the state in i860, in imita-

tion of the Banks of England and France. It is conducted under the super-

vision of the state. Its directors are a committee of the Treasury and its

capital is subscribed by the Government. The circulation is practically un-

limited, being increased whenever necessary to meet the exigencies of the

Government. No other banks in Russia issue notes. The Imperial Bank
is merely the Russian Government doing business for its own benefit.

" The National Bank of Belgium has practically the exclusive right of

issuing notes, because its notes alone are legal tender to the Government,

which controls its issues and business. Theoretically, there is no restriction

upon the issue of notes by individuals or firms, except by corporations of

limited liability. The small extent of the country does not allow any profit

in the circulation of local notes in the face of the legal-tender quality and

management of the National Bank. Reserves are usually kept in coin to

the extent of one third of the circulation and deposits, but the Government
may permit a reduction of twenty-five per cent of the liabilities.

" The Netherlandsche National Bank issues the only bank notes permit-

ted in the Netherlands. This bank issues two kinds, like the associated

banks of Italy—one sort, Umited to a certain amount, based on Government
securities, and the other notes of the bank proper, unlimited. But a reserve

of forty per cent in gold coin or bullion is required on all liabilities, includ-

ing circulating notes.

" The Bank of Copenhagen alone issues notes in Denmark. They are

without limit, with no security other than the general assets of the bank.
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For a certain fixed proportion of notes, say $8,000,000, a reserve of good,

convertible assets must be kept equal to fifty per cent of the amount. On
all notes over this amount a reserve of gold coin equal to one third of this

additional sum is required. The total gold reserve must never be less than

three eighths of the total circulation.

"The Bank of Norway was chartered in 1816. It is practically a Gov-
ernment bank, in whose management the stockholders have no voice. Its

right to issue notes is exclusive, and the issues are in proportion to its capital

—viz., two and a half times the original capital, twice the amount of a first

increase, and one and a half times a subsequent increase. Against its sur-

plus fund it may issue one hundred and fifty per cent, and still further notes

may be issued against gold. The notes are a legal tender, and though not

guaranteed by the state, they are practically backed by it.

"The Bank of Sweden was founded in 1656. Its circulation is unhmited,

except as secured by a gold-coin reserve of nearly fifty per cent. Other

banks in Sweden are the Enskilda banks, like our private banks, that also are

permitted to issue notes. The partners are of two classes, some whose lia-

bilities are unlimited, the others whose liability is limited. Upon capital of

the first class notes may be issued when twenty-five per cent of such capital

is deposited in a public place of security. The capital of limited-liability

partners must be deposited to the extent of seventy-five per cent before the

note-issuing privilege is granted. These deposits must be in Government

bonds or approved mortgages on real estate. Upon the paid-up capital an

issue of notes to the extent of three fourths is permitted ;
also other notes to

the extent of the cash in bank and the deposits with the Bank of Sweden.

All of these additional notes must not, however, exceed fifty per cent of the

capital. The notes are redeemable at the counters of the banks issuing

them. The banks have a system of exchanges to facilitate redemption at

Stockholm.
" The Bank of Spain holds the exclusive right of note issues in that coun-

try. Its notes are emitted and circulate solely on its credit to an amount of

three times its capital. The bank is required to keep a thirty-three-per-cent

reserve in gold coin.

"Bank notes are issued in Portugal by the Bank of Portugal. This

bank claims the exclusive right to put out circulation, but banks in other

places issue notes notwithstanding this claim. There is no special security

for its notes, which, all except a small amount, are payable in gold coin on

demand.
" Japan has a banking system modeled upon that of the United States.

In addition there is a State Bank of Japan modeled on that of Belgium.

The Government subscribes for one half the capital, and the Emperor ap-

points the president.

" From these illustrations it may be understood that the usefulness of

banks consists not in creating, but in performing the exchange function of
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money. Money not only effects exchanges, but it is also the standard of

value. Banks and their devices, notes, checks, drafts, etc., effect exchanges

without the use of money, When by laws or bad management banks seem

to fix the standard of value they are outside of their province. On the other

hand, it is a popular error that mistakes their instruments for money.

" In Venice we have seen how, by the establishment of a system of ac-

counts, the value of a large mass of coin, previously used to effect exchanges

amonff merchants, was at once added to the resources of the state, while the

necessary exchanges were better effected by the bank machinery than by the

coin itself. But Venice maintained and perfected the standard of value

This bank machinery of Venice was excellent in that it did not confuse the

popular idea of real money value. The substitution of bank notes for one

part of the Venetian method gave additional convenience. It gives to each

individual the freer use of his bank credit in every place, not confining him

to making transfers in the bank office. But its dangers are almost equal to

its convenience, and it has been the aim of banking law and regulation to

cull the utility of bank notes and avoid their dangers, to effect exchanges

conveniently without overstimulating trade and without departure from a

true standard of value.

" Banking methods and laws in each country, with this common aim,

differ much with the custom and genius of the several nations. Whenever

the maintenance of the true mean between utility and danger is lost sight of,

or whenever false deductions from the facility in making exchanges lead to a

departure from the standard of value, and a belief that the mere machinery

of wealth is wealth itself, disaster inevitably follows.

" The banking methods of Europe have been perfected by centuries of

experience, each among the people it serves. America has profited by them,

although adapting them to her own conditions. Both in Europe and the

United States sound finance and banking have as their steady company an

evil shadow called irredeemable currency, legal tender, fiat money, etc., that

sometimes in times of trouble hides the light of truth. These disastrous

monetary fallacies secure acceptance with many honest-minded and intelligent

people through the seriousness and false philanthropy of their promoters.

" The Simon Magus, or false apostle of finance, is usually a sincere and

earnest man who believes in his theory, as the second-rate chess player con-

fides in his infallible gambit. Disaster does not convince him, for do not the

soundest plans go astray in the execution ? He seems to have had his day in

Europe, but he still flourishes in the United States. Reducing his fallacy to

its lowest terms, it seems as follows : If payments are daily made in Chicago

amounting to one hundred and sixty-six million dollars, and all but six mil-

lions are made in checks, drafts, etc., why, says Simon Magus, should the

people pay the banks for doing the exchanges when, if only one hundred

and sixty-six millions in money were furnished, no one need go to a bank or

draw a check or a draft ? Coin is too scarce ; therefore let a paternal gov-
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ernment furnish legal-tender dollars. He forgets that a government without
banking machinery can not know rightly the extent of the exchanges with
which the fiat money is to conform.

" Learning wisdom by experience is sometimes a severe process, but it is

effectual. Just now the thinking people of this country have formed them-
selves into a school of finance, and they are learning a lesson from the book
of experiment. Fortunately the country is rich enough and strong enough
to endure the results without irreparable injury. But this immunity can not
be expected to last forever. Financial sins eventually have to pay the natu-

ral penalty. Sooner or later the laws of finance will vindicate themselves.

It is a hopeful fact, however, that the general intelligence of the people be-

gets progress as well as thrift, and therefore added prosperity can safely be
expected in the future.

" The banking system of the United States, although satisfactory as to

the management of deposits and discounts, has yet to be perfected as the

issuer of a currency which will supersede the present system of Government
legal-tender notes. I do not advise an exact imitation of any of the particu-

lar methods of other countries differing so much among themselves. But
our bankers and legislators should not forget the sound principles educed by
the experience of the older countries, whose distinguished representatives are

with us to-day.

" The peoples of the world are getting nearer each other year by year.

The world's commerce produces the links which bind us together in the un-

breakable chain of commercial unity. Let us try to solve the financial prob-

lems now demanding attention, and which affect the business interests of all

lands, in that spirit of brotherhood which befits the advanced civilization of

to-day, keeping in mind the truism that a question is never settled until it is

settled right."

Banking in Canada was the topic of a paper prepared and presented by

Mr. B. E. Walker, of Toronto. Other papers were : The Best Banking, by

John M. C. Marble, of Los Angeles, Cal. ; Banking and Currency, the Need

of a Sound System of Both, by the Hon. Joseph H. Walker, of Worcester,

Mass. ; Usury Laws, by W. A. Paulsen, of Chicago ; and Measures of

Municipal and Industrial Credits, by Hosea Starr Ballou, of Boston, Mass.

An interesting paper was read by Mrs. Charles Henrotin, of Chicago, on

Woman as an Investor, in which she called attention to the investments of

women in building and loan associations, real estate, insurance, railroads, and

banks, presenting many interesting statistics gleaned from various sources.

Mrs. Henrotin stated that the largest amount of money invested by women

is in real estate and mortgages on real estate, and that the amount thus in-

vested is in the hundred millions. The relative numerical position of men

and women as investors in building and loan associations is as one to four

—

that is to say, twenty-five per cent of the building and loan shares of stock

in the Eastern and Middle Western States are owned by women. Of the
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$960,000,000 representing the net assets of building and loan associations in

the United States, $92,000,000 worth is held by 2,400,000 women. As to

the question of the source whence dues paid on shares held by women comes,

Mrs. Henrotin said that from personal investigation she was convinced that

less than fifty per cent of woman investors derive their money from their

husbands, or that 1,350,000 women are investing in building-and-loan stock

the money they earn themselves. Referring to another large class of invest-

ors—holders of bank stock^—Mrs. Henrotin expressed the opinion that

should the women of the country take a new stand in the financial world,

and become informed as to the financial situation of the country, they would

no longer be content with giving their proxy, and never voting themselves

or attending a stockholders' meeting, but that a large number of intelligent

women in the country owning great financial interests would themselves be

eligible as bank directors. The statistics of women as bank employees show
that but a small number have entered banking offices, though women are ad-

mirably fitted for such employment. The number of shares of national-bank

stock owned by women in the States and Territories of the United States,

April 15, 1893, was 1,703,759; the par value of these shares was $130,681,-

485 ; the number of women employed in national banks was 383, and their

salaries amounted to $185,797.

Among the other papers presented were : The International Monetary
Conference of 1892, by the Hon. Henry W. Cannon, of New York; Uni-

versal Bimetallism and an International Monetary Clearing House, by Rich-

ard P. Rothwell, of New York ; and The Essential Elements of a Monetary
System, by Judge R. M. Widney, of Los Angeles, Cal. The Necessity for

the Use of Silver as Money in the United States was presented by the Hon.
James H. Piatt, and The Free Coinage of Silver was the topic of a paper by
the Hon. Davis H. White, of Colorado, while The Gold Standard was pre-

sented by Horace White, of New York, who said

:

" The most impressive fact in the world of finance is the dominance of

the gold standard. A year or two ago Roumania passed under its sway

;

to-day it is Austria ; next year, or soon, it will be Russia ; by and by it will

be India
; and meanwhile it has lost no ground that it has ever held. Three

international conferences have been assembled to stay this conquering march,
while none has been called to promote or assist it. Yet the movement has

been as little impeded as that of an ocean steamer would be by the action of

a debating society in its own cabin. Is all this due to human perversity, or

has it a rational cause founded in the needs of mankind ?

" The first nation to adopt the single gold standard by law was England.
This was really done in 1798, although the date usually assigned to it is 181 6.

The pound sterling was originally a pound weight of silver divided into

twenty parts called shillings, and each of these into twelve parts called pen-
nies or pennyweights. Gold made its first appearance in the coinage of

England in the reign of Edward III (a. d. 1345). The ratio of gold to sil-
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ver fixed by royal decree in this coinage was about twelve and one half to
one. From this period to the forty-third year of the reign of Elizabeth there
were nine debasements of the silver coinage accompanied by changes in the
gold coinage, but, as these were arbitrary acts of the reigning sovereigns, they
possess no scientific interest. In the forty-third of Elizabeth (1601) the last
debasement was made. The pound weight of silver was then coined into
sixty-two shillmgs and the pound of gold into thirty-three and one half sover-
eigns of seven pennyweights four grains each, the ratio of gold to silver being
eleven to one. The silver coinage being henceforth unchanged, it becomes
possible to trace the commercial variations of the two
metals and to observe the ineffectual struggles of
society and government to keep both of them in

use as legal-tender money. Queen Elizabeth died
two years later. Before her successor, James I,

had been on the throne three years gold had
risen in value as compared with silver, and
the gold coins were exported to such an ex-

tent that it was necessary to diminish their

weight about eleven per cent. The ratio

now established was a little more than

twelve to one. In the ninth year of the

same reign the gold coin began to be ex-

ported again, so that it was necessary to

make a new change of ratio. This time

the ratio was fixed at thirteen to one. But
this was too great an advance in the rating

of gold. An exportation of silver set in which

caused great inconvenience in the kingdom.

Instead of readjusting the ratio, the king, in

the year 16 14, issued a proclamation prohibit-

ing the exportation of the precious metals. The proclamation had no effect

;

so another one was issued in 1619 reaffirming the first one, and forbidding

the melting of coin for the purpose of making plate, although a certain

amount might be used for repairing old plate and keeping it up to its origi-

nal standard. As the evil continued, a third proclamation was issued in

1622, and a fourth in 1624. None of these had any effect except to make
an historical record of the futility of attempts to enforce a legal ratio which

is different even in a slight degree from the market ratio. It was customary

during this period to pay a premium of twopence for silver change to the

amount of twenty shillings.

" Soon after Charles I began his reign he issued a proclamation on the

same subject, reciting the previous ones of his father and acknowledging that

they had been disregarded. In 1636 seven persons accused of melting and

exporting coin were arrested and fined ^8,500 and imprisoned till the fines

GEORGE F. STONE,

Secretary of the Board of Trade Congress.
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were paid, but even this example did not put a stop to the practice. Silver

was worth two or three pence per ounce more than the mint valuation, and

this fact dominated society from the king on the throne to the beggar on the

dunghill. But what could not be prevented by royal proclamation and star

chamber was stopped by an unseen force. The price of gold was slowly ris-

ing, so that about the beginning of the Commonwealth the ratio that King

James had established was identical, or nearly so, with the market ratio.

The exportation of the precious metals ceased until the reign of Charles II.

" In 1633 gold had risen in value so that it was necessary to change the

ratio to fourteen and one half to one. This was an advance of about eight

per cent since James I. Each time that a change was made in the gold coin-

age a new name was given to the coin so produced, in order to distinguish it

from its predecessors. The coin that Charles II now introduced was called

the guinea. It was ordered that this coin should pass for twenty shillings,

but it immediately became current in trade at a higher rate, passing for twen-

ty-one to twenty-two shillings. No attempt was made to enforce the mint

valuation or to prevent melting or exporting, consequently silver became

in practice the only legal-tender money. Nobody would offer a guinea to

pay a debt of twenty shillings when it was worth twenty-one shillings. The

guineas passed for what they were worth as bullion. That was a time when

the clipping of coin was much practiced, but it was no advantage ' to clip a

gold coin, since it was taken only at its bullion value. The silver coins,

however, passed by tale, consequently they alone were subjected to the clip-

ping process. The evil became so great that a recoinage of silver was neces-

sary, and v/as undertaken in the reign of William III. This was a celebrated

event in many ways. Both Sir Isaac Newton and John Locke were con-

cerned in it. In the year 171 7 the guinea was made current by royal procla-

mation at twenty-one shillings in silver, at which figure the ratio was about

fifteen and one seventh to one. This was in the third year of the reign of

George I. It was about this time, says Lord Liverpool, that a marked pref-

erence was shown by the people for gold money rather than silver, on ac-

count of its convenience in making large payments. This he ascribes to the

increase in the commerce of the country. As gold was slightly overrated at

the ratio of fifteen and one seventh to one, there was a tendency to export

silver. Only ^584,000 sterling of the latter metal was brought to the mint

for a period of eighty-three years, down to the end of the century, and most

of this came from Spanish treasure ships captured in war. The only silver coin

retained in circulation was that which had been much worn. As these light-

weight pieces varied among themselves, the lightest ones were selected to

make payment, a condition which became worse and worse until Parliament

in 1774 passed an act limiting the legal tender of silver coins to twenty-five

pounds in tale. For any sum above twenty-five pounds they could be paid

by weight only. This act was to continue in force only two years, the ex-

pectation being that some other remedy for the evil would shortly be found.
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It was re-enacted from time to time till 1 798, when another clause was added

providing that no more silver should be coined at the mint, nor should any

be delivered that had been coined, but that the owners of such silver should

be paid for it. In the following year (1799) a brief act was passed making
the act of 1774 perpetual. In 181 6 the character of the British monetary

system was formulated by an act of Parliament on its present basis, the

essential part of this act being in the following words :

" XL And whereas at various times heretofore the coins of this realm of gold and silver

have been equally a legal tender for payments to any amount, and great inconvenience has

arisen from both those precious metals being concurrently the standard measure of value and
equivalentfor propertyJ and it is expedient that the gold coin made according to the in-

dentures of the mint should henceforth be the sole standard measure of value and legal

tender for payment, without any limitation of amount, and that the silver coin should be

a legal tender to a limited amount only, for the facility of exchange and commerce
;

''Be it therefore efiacted, That from and after the passing of this act, the gold coin of

this realm shall be, and shall be considered, and is hereby declared to be the only legal

tender for payments, except as hereinafter provided, . . and no tender of payment of

money made in the silver coin of this realm of any sum exceeding the sum of forty shil-

lings at any one time shall be reputed a tender in law, etc.

" This is a brief resume of the experience and legislation of Great Brit-

ain. It is important as showing that the single gold standard was adopted on

account of the ' great inconvenience ' of the double standard, which had been

in vogue previously. Of course this ' inconvenience ' had attracted the at-

tention of learned men before 1798. John Locke had shown that a double

standard composed of two things of varying value was an impossibility.

He favored the single standard of silver, as did the learned men who con-

sidered the same question in France a century later.

" It appears that the gold standard was adopted without any particular

design on the part of those who brought it about. They found, as a matter

of fact, that the monetary evils existing in 1774 could be cured most readily

by limiting the legal tender of silver. So they did it for two years, and

then for two years more, and so on till 1798-99, when they had become

satisfied by the experience of twenty-five years that the single gold stand-

ard was the right thing to put an end to the ' inconvenience.' Seventeen

years later, the experiment having continued to be successful, they passed

the law which I have quoted. That law in substance remains in force to

the present time, and we may be sure that it would not have lasted so long

if it were not a good thing per se.

" We will next consider the experience of the United States. At the

beginning of our career as a nation we adopted the double standard of gold

and silver. This was in 1792. Our statesmen followed in this matter the

example of the older countries of Europe. Alexander Hamilton was the

Secretary of the Treasury and the ruling spirit. At his instance the ratio of

fifteen was adopted, and there is no room to doubt that this was very close
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to the true market ratio at the time. The English ratio of fifteen and one

seventh ceased to be operative, as we have seen, because it was too high.

France was at that time under the rdgime of irredeemable paper, conse-

quently nothing could be learned from her. The discussions and writings

of the period show that there was an honest and earnest effort to adopt the

market ratio as the legal ratio, and that the result reached was as nearly true

as possible. Nevertheless gold began to grow scarce in our circulation as

early as 1810, and had wholly disappeared in 181 7. One ounce of gold had

come to be worth as metal something more than fifteen ounces of silver. It

was worth while for bullion brokers to collect gold coins and export them.

The testimony is emphatic, and is not disputed, that after 181 7 and until

1834 our metallic money consisted of silver exclusively.

" In 1834 our people had become tired of lugging silver around. They

had by this time found out what was the matter. They determined to have

some gold in their pockets, but il can not be affirmed that Congress had

reached a scientific conclusion in favor of the single gold standard. What is

certain is that Congress adopted the ratio of sixteen to one in 1834 by very

large majorities, in spite of proofs urgently presented that this ratio would

drive silver out of circulation altogether, as it did. This bill was called the

' Gold Bill ' in the discussions of the time. As reported by the special com-

mittee, it provided for a ratio of 15.60 to i, but when it came up for dis-

cussion Mr. Campbell P. White, the chairman of the committee, who favored

the single gold standard, moved to amend by making the ratio sixteen to

one, and his amendment was adopted without a division. On the main

question the debate was long and animated. An amendment to the amend-

ment was offered making the ratio 15.625 to i, and it was supported on the

ground that this was the true market ratio, and that it would enable the

country to keep both silver and gold in concurrent circulation. That was

what the House did not want. This amendment was voted down : yeas 52,

nays 127. The bill was then passed in the House by 145 to 36, and in the

Senate by 35 to 7.

" There was a variety of motives leading to the passage of the gold bill,

but among these the desire of having gold in place of silver was the most

influential. Thomas H. Benton, one of the strongest advocates of the meas-

ure, declared that the object of his endeavors was

—

to enable the friends of gold to go to work at the right place to effect the recovery of

that precious metal which their fathers once possessed, which the subjects of European kings

now possess, which the citizens of the young republics to the south all possess, which even

the free negroes of San Domingo possess, but which the yeomanry of this America have

been deprived of for more than twenty years and will be deprived of forever unless they

discover the cause of the evil and apply the remedy to its root. (Speech of Senator

Benton, of Missouri, quoted by Louis R. Ehrich in his Question of Silver.)

"The effect that was predicted was abundantly realized. Silver did go
out of circulation. The minor coins, being of proportional weight and fine-
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ness with the dollar, were melted and exported, and their place in the circu-

lation was taken by light-weight foreign coins, principally Spanish and
Mexican sixpences, shillings, quarters, and halves. Those coins, when of

full weight, were almost identical with our own fractional coins. If our

own would not circulate, the foreign ones, of course, would not. But if

there was a certain proportion of these coins, whether foreign or domestic,

that had been worn down by long use so that they really represented the

market ratio or something less, such coins would circulate concurrently with

gold. To illustrate : Two halves, four quarters, or ten dimes, if new and of

full weight, were worth about one and one half cent more than a gold

dollar, consequently they would be collected by brokers, melted, and ex-

ported ; but two halves, four quarters, or ten dimes that had lost one and

one half cent's worth of silver by abrasion would circulate, because there

would be no motive to melt or export them. There would be no profit in

it. When I was a boy the silver money of this country consisted exclu-

sively of foreign coins, mostly Spanish and Mexican, but with a considerable

sprinkling of English, French, German, and Scandinavian pieces. Every

merchant kept a coin-chart manual for handy reference to determine the

value of these pieces as they were offered in trade. I have also seen Span-

ish quarters cut in half, each piece circulating as a shilling. There was

nothing remarkable about this, since all of these foreign coins were circulat-

ing at bullion value. The two halves of a Spanish quarter were therefore

worth as much as they would have been if joined in a single piece.

" It became apparent to everybody that if full-weight silver coins would

not circulate on the ratio of sixteen to one, while those of light weight

would circulate, then it would be safe to make minor coins (halves, quarters,

etc.), designedly of light weight, on Government account, of limited legal

tender. There would be no profit in exporting such coins, because they

would not sell as bullion for as much as it would cost to collect them. In

1853 an act of this kind was passed.

"From 1837 onward the country had gold money and the gold basis.

Silver dollars were hardly ever seen. There was not an hour in the whole

period of forty years to 1873 when the silver dollar was not worth more than

the gold dollar. With the exception of a very few years, it was worth fully

three cents more. Did any of you ever see a silver dollar in circulation

prior to 1873 ? I never did.

" Under these circumstances, the gold standard existing de facto, and

there being no silver except light-weight subsidiary coins, our mint authori-

ties, the only people who took any interest in the subject, began, even before

the war, to recommend that the single gold standard should be adopted in law

as it has been adopted in fact. Ex-Governor Pollock, Director of the Mint,

in his report for 1861, called attention to the incongruity of a silver dollar

that was worth 3.98 cents more than the gold dollar and eight cents more

than two halif dollars. He recommended that it should either be dropped

123
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from the list of coins or reduced in weight so as to correspond with the sub-

sidiary coins. He considered that gold was de facto the standard of value,

and he recommended that the law should conform to the fact. But the na-

tion had more exciting topics to discuss in 1861 than those relating to coin-

age. In 1866, after the war, Mr. John Jay Knox, who then had charge of

the mint and coinage matters in the Treasury Department, recommended a

revision of all the laws relating to the mint. Secretary Boutwell approved

of the suggestion. Mr. Knox and Dr. Linderman were appointed in 1869

a committee to make such revision. They presented their report with a

draft of a bill in 1870. The report recommended the discontinuance of the

silver dollar, this coin being obsolete. The bill and report were transmitted

to the Finance Committee of the Senate on the 25th of April, 1870. The
bill passed the Senate on the loth of January, 1871. It made the gold dol-

lar the unit of value, and it dropped the silver dollar from the list of coins.

The bill failed in the House for want of time. The Forty-first Congress

having expired without final action, it came up again in the Forty-second.

It passed the House May 27, 1872, by yeas no, nays 13. It passed the

Senate January 17, 1873, without a dissenting vote. The metal in the sil-

ver dollar at that time was worth three cents more than the gold dollar.

No objection to the bill was heard until the price of silver had fallen so that

the silver dollar, if there had been any, would have been worth less than the

gold dollar. Then it became fashionable to say that the bill was passed

surreptitiously. The truth is that the bill was before Congress two years

and ten months ; that it was printed thirteen times by order of Congress
;

that the debates on it occupied sixty-six columns in the Senate proceedings
and seventy-eight columns in the House proceedings, and that the discon-

tinuance of the silver dollar was specially discussed in the House. Any can-

did person must see that the reason why the discontinuance of the silver

dollar attracted so little notice was that this coin had been discontinued de
facto in 1 834, when the ratio of sixteen was adopted. I have given reasons
for thinking that this ratio was adopted designedly to expel the silver dollar

from circulation. At all events it did so, to the satisfaction of the people.
It is a great pity that our ancestors in 1834 did not put their intentions into
the form of law at that time. If they had done so they would have spared
us a Pandora's box to be opened forty years later.

" Bimetallism was abolished in the United States by the act of 1873. It

has not been re-established by any subsequent act. The purchase and coin-
age of a limited amount of silver by the Government is not bimetallism.
Still less so is the purchase of bullion which is not coined. Any other metal
would answer as well as silver as a backing for the issue of Treasury notes.
Let us imagine for a moment that silver had not fallen in price after 1873.
Would anybody ever have missed the silver dollar ? Would anybody have
doubted that the gold standard was brought about in this country by natural
causes operating upon men's minds, in the same way as it was in England,
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the action of Congress in 1873 merely giving the form of law to what had
been done practically at an earlier period ?

" Prior to 1871 Germany had the single silver standard, but, as she could
not transact business with silver alone, she used for her international and
wholesale trade a heterogeneous assortment of gold coins, partly domestic
and partly foreign, including napoleons, pistoles, guineas, eagles, Russian im-
perials, Friedrichs d'or, ducats, crowns, etc., passing as commercial money.
The question of a reform of the currency had been under discussion by the
economists and publicists of Germany for nearly ten years, but until 1868
the question under debate was a question of uniformity of money rather than
of the metallic standard. Dr. Soetbeer had indeed published two articles, in

1863 and 1864, in the Vierteljahrschrift fur Volkswirthschaft on the gold
standard, but it was not until after the Paris monetary conference of 1867
that the commercial classes began to take an active interest in the question.

This conference was held at the invitation of the French Government to con-
sider the question of uniformity of coinage. Nearly all the governments of

Europe were represented. The United States were represented also. One
of the earliest questions to be decided was that of a standard. The first vote
was on the question of adopting the single standard of silver. This was re-

jected unanimously. Then the single, standard of gold was adopted with
only one dissenting vote—that of Holland. Nobody proposed bimetallism.

The action of this conference shows that even at a time when the two metals

were at an equilibrium according to the French ratio, France and all her

allies of the Latin Union were inclined to adopt the single gold standard,

and also that Germany, Austria, Russia, and the Scandinavian countries, all

of which at the time had the single silver standard, were of the same mind.
" After this event a great many publications appeared in Germany show-

ing an unmistakable tendency in the public mind to the gold standard. The
most important of these is the report which Soetbeer made at the ninth con-

gress of German economists in the year 1868.

"On the 5th of November, 1871, the Finance Minister of the new Ger-

man Empire, Herr Delbrilck, presented to the Imperial Diet a brief report

of the ' motives ' which had led the Government to propose a measure for

the unification of the German coinage. The measure provided for the coin-

age of gold pieces of ten and twenty rnarks, and it discontinued the coinage

of large silver coins, but did not demonetize those that were in circulation.

The report says, first of all, that it may be considered as beyond doubt that

the existing silver standard can not be maintained. The only gold coins

authorized by existing law were German crowns and half crowns, but these

had no fixed relation to the standard silver coins of the nation nor to those

of any other country, consequently they were not accepted in the domestic

circulation. They had never been an integral part of it, nor had they ac-

quired any standing in international commerce, being melted down as soon

as they reached the frontier ; consequently the internal commerce of Ger-
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many was confined to the use of bulky and inconvenient silver coins. 'The

inconvenience of silver coins,' says the report, ' led of necessity to a very con-

siderable circulation of paper, which, in ordinary times, is taken as a welcome

facility, but in critical times contains the germs of serious dangers. The arti-

ficial demand for paper created by the exclusive circulation of silver made it

almost impossible to adopt any radical and 'rational regulation of the banking

system through laws common to all Germany.' For these reasons—namely,

that silver was bulky and inconvenient and that it brought about a forced

circulation of paper and prevented any wise regulation of bank issues—the

single gold standard was recommended, with a silver subsidiary coinage. The

measure was supported by very strong speeches by Minister Delbrtick and

by Dr. Bamberger, and it passed on the

23d of November. This measure was pro-

visional only, a second and more detailed

one being enacted two years later.

"It is said by some that Germany, by

demonetizing silver in 1871, and by selling

it in 1873 and later, drove France and the

Latin Union into a suspension of silver

coinage, and caused the great decline in

the price of that metal. If this were true

it might possess an academic, but hardly a

practical interest. Germany is not answer-

able to us for her tastes. We can not call

her people to account for liking to have

gold in their pockets or sauerkraut on their

tables. We can not go back to 1871 or

blot out the intervening years. Nor have

we been able to persuade Germany that she

has made any mistake in her new monetary

system. She declined to take part in the

She came with reluctance to that of 1881,

and announced at the outset that she could not join in any movement for the

free coinage of silver. She repeated this declaration at an early stage of the

recent Brussels Conference. So I feel warranted in saying that the question

whether Germany has been guilty above others in oppressing or depressing

silver is of no practical consequence.

" But such a charge can not be sustained. Germany had completed her

new monetary system and stopped selling silver in 1879, ^^'^ ^he Latin Union

countries had closed their mints to silver three years earlier, whereas silver

continued to decline all the same. The London price in 1879 (average) was

fifty-one and one fourth pence per ounce. It is now thirty-eight pence.

The decline has been greater since Germany stopped selling than it was be-

fore. From 1871 to 1879 the aggregate decline was nine pence; from 1879
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to 1 893 it has been thirteen pence. The simple truth is that Germany was

driven to the gold standard just as Great Britain and the United States had

been previously by the inconveniences of silver money. These inconveniences

manifested themselves with some variations of detail in different countries,

but all grew out of the ponderousness of silver, an evil which increased with

the growth of commerce. Some persons habitually speak of silver as a twin

sister to whom some grievous injustice has been done. All such must admit

that she is a very corpulent one.

" We will now look at the course of events in France. Here the livre

was originally a pound weight of silver. It was debased by royal authority

from time to time as in England, but much more rapidly. M. Bdranger, in

his report on the French monetary system in 1 802, says that the ratio of

gold to silver was changed twenty-six times between 1602 and 1773, and

that the livre at the time when he wrote had been reduced to the seventy-

sixth part of its original weight. The livre is now called the franc. It is

impossible to trace any scientific connection between these recoinages and

the metal ratios, except that the divergences between the legal and market

ratios, whenever they were discovered, were seized upon by the Government

as an excuse for further debasement. They ' fell back alternately from gold

to silver and from silver to gold,' says Bdranger, making a profit to the royal

treasury each time. M. Calonne, comptroller-general under Louis XVI, has

given us a list of the principal recoinages prior to his time, of which there

were four in the reign of Louis XIV and five in that of Louis XV. It

would be a waste of time to recount them. The ratio existing when Louis

XVI came to the throne was fourteen and five eighths to one. It had been

adopted in 1 726. The legal ratio in England at that time, as we have seen,

was fifteen and one seventh. Both ratios were, or gradually became, diver-

gent from the market ratio. Silver was exported from England and gold

was exported from France. A recoinage in the latter country became neces-

sary, and this was undertaken and executed by Calonne in good faith in the

year 1 785. Calonne chose the ratio of fifteen and one half. This ratio was

in force when the celebrated law of 1 803 was passed under the consulate. It

was not exactly conformable to the market ratio at the time. It rated

gold too highly, but Calonne said that he had observed that gold had an ad-

vancing tendency, and he believed that if fifteen and one half was not the

true ratio then, it would become so before long. In this he was right, for

when the law of 1803 was passed there was no observable tendency to export

either metal, and the Hamburg market ratio, as tabulated by Soetbeer, was

very close to fifteen and one half..

" I have in another place made a study of the documents and debates

which preceded and led up to the French monetary law of 1803 (see Polit-

ical Science Quarterly, June, 1891). The substance is that these learned and

patriotic men, without exception, considered a double standard impossible,

and any attempt to establish it disastrous. They accordingly determined to
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establish, and thought that they had established, the single silver standard by

a law, the first paragraph of which reads as follows

:

"General Provision.—Five grammes of silver, nine tenths fine, constitute the mone-

tary unit, which retains the name of franc.

" But they were confronted by the fact that gold was an indispensable

part of the monetary system. How to retain it in the circulation as a subor-

dinate metal while making silver the sole standard was the great puzzle of the

day. No less than eight important papers were drawn up from time to time

on this question and no decision was ever reached except to allow gold to be

coined at the French mint at the ratio of fifteen and one half to one, with

the understanding that if the market ratio should change, the gold, but not

the silver, should be recoined.

"Such was the law in 1803. Although it was the intention of the law-

makers to establish the single silver standard, the clause which they intro-

duced allowing the coinage of gold was the same thing in effect as re-enact-

ing Calonne's law of 1785. It was in practice, though not in intention, a

bimetallic law at the ratio of fifteen and one half to one. Almost immedi-

ately after its enactment France plunged into wars which lasted till 18 15.

Of course the nation had very little time to think about her coinage laws.

Gradually the price of gold rose above the legal ratio, and that metal was

exported to such an extent that Chevalier tells us that 'twenty-five years

after that date the circulation consisted of silver only.' Abundant proofs

can be adduced showing that bimetallism did not exist in practice in France

between 1820 and 1847. Mr. Griffen has published a table showing the pre-

mium on gold in Paris during every month of that period. This premium

was at times as high as two per cent. The contention of the bimetallists that

the French law of 1803 kept the ratio steady at fifteen and one half till 1873

is not supported by facts.

" From 1850 to i860 there was an enormous increase in the production of

gold in Russia, California, and Australia, and scarcely any increase in that of

silver. The market ratio declined to 1 5.46 in the year 185 1, so, of course, gold

could again circulate in France. The ratio continued to decline till 1857, when
it reached its lowest point—viz., 15.19. It remained below fifteen and one

half till 1867. During this interval of sixteen years France imported $600,-

000,000 of gold and exported about half that amount of silver. Her circula-

tion became saturated with the yellow metal, to the great delight of her peo-

ple, who had become tired of carrying sacks of five-franc pieces to and fro

in cabs and handcarts.

"The exportation of silver from France was so extensive at this time

that the country was almost denuded of small money. It became necessary

to coin gold pieces as small as five francs. In 1857 the scarcity of silver had

become so great that the Government appointed a commission to investigate

the subject. This commission was bent upon maintaining the silver stand-
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ard ; so, instead of following the example of the United States and making

silver coins of light weight and of limited legal tender, it recommended that

an export duty be put on silver, that bullion brokers be prosecuted, and that

assorting and trading in coins be prohibited by law. In other words, this

sapient commission went back for inspiration to the times of Louis XIV,
and of James I and Charles I of England. Some attempts were actually

made to carry out these senseless recommendations, but they were soon

abandoned. It was about this time that Chevalier, the French economist,

who was a stout champion of the silver standard, proposed to solve the

difficulty by providing that French gold coins should have a fixed weight but

a variable value, and that the value should be announced by legislative decree

at certain short intervals. M. Levasseur, another economist of renown, but

with a keener vision, expressed the opinion that gold had made itself the

standard in spite of the law, and he suggested that the wisest thing for France

to do was to make the law conform to the fact.

"Nothing was done at that time. Events drifted till 1864, when the

lack of small change had become so serious that the Government brought a

bill before the Corps Legislatif authorizing the lowering of the fineness of

all the silver coins less than five francs to 0.835 instead of 0.900. This was in

effect the same thing that we had done in 1853 when we converted all our

silver coins less than one dollar into token money. The proposal was more

shocking to the French legislator than to the American, for the reason that

the franc was the monetary unit sanctioned by the law of 1803, and this

monetary unit was one of the very things to be lowered. The Legislature

recoiled, but it sustained the lowering of the pieces smaller than one franc.

The difficulty could not be removed by such homoeopathic treatment, and, as

the same difficulty existed in the neighboring countries of Belgium and

Switzerland, a convention was called for the purpose of adopting some com-

mon steps for relief. Italy also was induced to join, and soon afterward

Greece. France considered it admissible to do by treaty what she had not

been willing to do by direct act. By treaty, dated December 23, 1865, these

four countries adopted their present token coinage of silver and limited its

legal-tender faculty to fifty francs. This was the origin of the so-called Latin

Monetary Union.
" In 1867 the price of silver had again declined so that the French ratio

of fifteen and one half was substantially identical with the market ratio.

That was the year of the international monetary conference, of which men-

tion has already been made, at which France voted in favor of the single gold

standard. Nevertheless the French legislators abandoned the silver standard

with extreme reluctance. They were attached to it by custom and tradition.

They still desired, like their ancestors of the Revolution, to have the silver

standard with gold as a subordinate metal. They allowed events to drift

until 1873, when they were startled to find that 154,000,000 francs' worth of

silver had been deposited at the mint for coinage in that year, against only
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5,000,000 francs' worth in 1871-72. The amount of silver so deposited was

more than the mint could coin in a year and a half, if it did nothing else. The

market ratio of gold had risen nearly to 15.75. There was a profit of one

and one half per cent in sending silver bullion to the mint and using the

resulting coin to buy gold for export. The delegates of the Latin Mone-

tary Union were hastily assembled, and they determined to limit the coinage

of silver to 1 20,000,000 francs per year for all the countries concerned. This

was virtually the adoption of the gold standard.

" At the beginning of 1876 the market ratio had reached nearly seventeen

to one. The crisis was becoming acute. Switzerland had ceased to coin her

allotted share of silver. Belgium had passed a law authorizing the Govern-

ment to stop coining that metal. M. L^on Say, the French Minister of

Finance, sent to the Senate, March 21, 1876, a bill of only two lines in these

words, viz. :
' The coinage of silver five-franc pieces may be limited or sus-

pended by decree.' The Senate committee to which it was referred, under

the lead of M. de Parieu, reported a more drastic measure, absolutely forbid-

ding the coinage of any silver money of full legal tender. The legislative

body again showed its aversion to change by rejecting the Senate report and

adopting, on the 5th of August, the more moderate measure of the Minister

of Finance. But it really made no difference which of the two was adopted.

The door of the French mint was closed to silver on the following day, and

has not been reopened. I think it has not been shown that the gold stand-

ard made its way in France, not only without any design on the part of indi-

viduals, but in spite of the strenuous resistance of almost all the men who

busied themselves with the subject at all. I have given a good deal of space

to the experience of France, because of the great importance which has al-

ways been assigned to that country by the advocates of bimetallism.

" It is unnecessary to go into details concerning the other members of the

Latin Union, but one fact as regards Belgium deserves notice. This coun-

try was an integral part of France when the law of 1803 was passed. Her

monetary system was accordingly identical with that of France until 1832,

when she adopted the single silver standard, retaining the franc as the mone-

tary unit. In 1861, when the great influx of gold from California and Aus-

tralia had made such a change in the monetary conditions of France, the

people of Belgium began to taste the luxury of gold in the form of French

coins. There was straightway a popular demand that French gold should be

made legal tender in Belgium. The Finance Minister, Fr^re-Orban, resisted

it. He was impressed with the views of Chevalier in favor of silver, to

which allusion has already been made. The popular demand grew apace,

and Frere-Orban, rather than yield to it, resigned. Then the bill was passed

and Belgium obtained what her people wanted—that is, the gold standard.

"The experience of Holland is no less instructive. Prior to 1847 this

country had the double standard at the ratio of 15.60 to i. She had become
convinced, however, that a double standard was merely an alternate standard,
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first one thing and then the other
; so she decided to have a single standard,

and adopted that of silver in 1847.

" When Germany adopted the gold standard a commission was appointed
by the King of the Netherlands to examine the monetary question. It rec-

ommended that the coinage of silver be suspended for six months, and a

bill to that effect was passed in May, 1873. This law was renewed twice for

periods of six months each. A second report of the commission was made
recommending a bill for the adoption of the single gold standard, but this

bill was rejected by the Second Chamber in March, 1874. When the law
suspending the coinage of silver expired, in May, 1874, immense quantities

of silver began to flow to the mint. Silver florins passed in trade at the old
ratio of 15.60, because they were limited in quantity, but it was obvious that

they would soon fall to the bullion value of silver. So in December, 1874,
a new six-months' suspension of coinage was ordered by the legislative body
—the same one that had refused to adopt the single gold standard. Before
this period had elapsed the Minister of Finance proposed that the silver coin-

age be discontinued indefinitely and that gold coinage be allowed. This bill

was passed in June, 1875. Here again the gold standard made its way over
the heads of the wise men of the time.

"The adoption of the gold standard by Austria is now in progress, and
there is every assurance that it will be carried into effect. That country had
had the single silver standard since 1857, but was under a suspension of

specie payments. When it was ascertained, in 1879, that the decline in sil-

ver was likely to be permanent, the Government gave orders to the mints,

in both Austria and Hungary, to receive no more of that metal from private

individuals for coinage. The effect of this order was to make Government
paper money the standard, and this paper varied from day to day in compari-

son with gold, as did our greenbacks before we resumed specie payments.

Some silver was coined on Government account, but as a matter of fact that

metal was discarded as a standard by the refusal to coin for private persons.

Austria had a gold coinage, indeed, but the gold was commercial money only.

It had no legal-tender faculty, but passed at its quoted value from day to

day. Since 1879 the problem of finance in Austria has been twofold, name-

ly, to resume specie payments (which must, under the circumstances, be gold

payments) and to fix a ratio at which all paper money and paper obligations

should be redeemable. The ratio decided upon was that of 119 paper to loo

gold, that being the average ratio prevailing in the market during the thir-

teen years from 1879 to 1892.

"As the question of standard was really settled by Austria in 1879 when
she closed her mints to silver, we are concerned to know how she came to

take that step. The report of the special commission of the Upper House
on this subject, submitted last year, says that it had become clear as long ago

as the decade i860-' 70, when Europe was becoming saturated with gold,

that this was the only metal fitted to be the standard of nations of advanced
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civilization.
' Gold was dominant and the standard of value,' says this report,

' in all trade on a great scale as early as the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

even though silver was then the standard in all domestic exchanges. . . . In

every age there is some metal dominant in the industry of the world which

forces its way with elemental strength in the face of any public regulation,

and in our day gold is that metal!

"This is as good a statement as can be made of the reasons why not only

Austria but all the other nations whose action we have examined, including

the United States, have adopted the single gold standard. While Austria

has been collecting her supply of the yellow metal we have heard a great deal

about the ' scramble for gold.' Why is there a scramble for gold ? Merely

because gold is universally acceptable. All civilized people are willing to ex-

change their property for it to any extent, and this is the only thing they are

willing to accept in that way without limit or reserve. That is a good and

sufficient reason why there is a scramble for gold and why there is no similar

scramble for silver.

" If we find a movement of civilized mankind going on steadily for a

hundred years, working out in different countries uniform results which com-

mend themselves to successive generations, the presumptions are all in favor

of that movement being beneficial. At all events the burden of proof is upon

those who think differently. I am so well convinced of the benefits of the

single gold standard that if all power were placed in my hands I would not

introduce anything different from it. I should consider it presumptuous to

attempt to interfere with any obviously natural evolution in human affairs.

I should know, moreover, that such an attempt would be futile, because the

first step to be taken would be to alter the preferences and likings of indi-

vidual men. Society consists of aggregations of individuals who in their pri-

vate business prefer one ounce of gold to sixteen ounces of silver, or twenty-

five ounces, as the case may be. Unless I can change this preference and

liking, I can not alter the monetary standard of Christendom. It is this

preference which paralyzes all the international monetary conferences. The

secret thought of the delegates in the Brussels Conference was something

like this :
' What would happen the day after the adoption of international

bimetallism if the commercial classes should continue to prefer one ounce of

gold to sixteen ounces of silver ?
' Any responsible minister of finance

must recoil before that query.

" I think that the 'scramble for gold' would be worse the day after the

bimetallic treaty than it was the day before, because everybody would suspect

everybody else of gratifying his secret desires for gold at the expense of his

neighbors. It should be remarked that the Brussels Conference as a body

never touched the question of bimetallism, although some of the members
improved the opportunity to make speeches on that subject. The conference

went to pieces on a minor question—that of buying a little more silver. The
proposal was that the nations should purchase a certain amount of an article
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that none of them wanted. When the representatives of France and the

Latin Union declared that they would not recommend that policy to their

governments even if it should be adopted, the bottom dropped out of the

conference altogether. Although Mr. Bland has given his attention to this

matter as a humorist, in a magazine article, I think that he has come short of

exhausting the subject.

"If the successive steps that we have described, whereby the nations

have arrived one by one at the single gold standard, had been the result of a

hundred years' conspiracy against the ' debtor class,' instead of being a natural

evolution beneficial to all classes, I should still be unable to see any advan-

tage in changing back. Whatever mischief appertains to this evolution has

been done and now belongs to the remote past. Those books are closed.

To retrace the steps would merely double the wrong, inflicting it upon a new
lot. Those who, according to the hypothesis, suffered in the past are mostly

dead. If there be any such victims living in France or Germany, in Holland

or Belgium, or Scandinavia, they are very slow in disclosing themselves to

the various international conferences held for their benefit. They are very

backward in coming forward.

" What is meant by ' debtor class ' in this discussion ? All men who are

not bankrupt are both creditors and debtors. The fact that they are not

bankrupt implies that they have more due to them in one way and another

than they owe. I am proud to believe that the vast majority of my country-

men are of this class—i. e., of the creditor class. I take it that we are not

legislating specially for bankrupts. Certainly it would not be wise to change

our standard of value for their accommodation. Such a change would pro-

duce a great many new bankrupts and would not save any old ones.

"What our country needs is more capital. This is especially true of the

West and South. There is a great deal of foreign capital that would like to

come here, but is deterred by apprehensions of a change in the standard of

value. This is not conjecture on my part, but actual knowledge. I do not

think there will be a change of standard. I believe in the persistence of

gold both here and in Europe, but the belief is very strong in Europe that

we shall slip off the gold standard if we do not go off intentionally. Conse-

quently they keep their money at home, or invest it here only on call, and

they withdraw it in cases where they can do so without loss. This rule op-

erates with our own capitalists more or less. If money is tight it is because

credit is paralyzed. Lenders are afraid lest the continued operation of the

present silver law should bring about a change of the standard, so that they

would get back less than they have put out. While this state of mind con-

tinues it is immaterial, so far as borrowers are concerned, whether the amount

of cash in the country is large or small.

" We are told that there is not gold enough in the world to do the busi-

ness of the world. I have been hearing this for seventeen years. How do

you know there is not enough ? If there was not enough seventeen years
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ago there may be enough now, seeing that there has been an addition to it of

$1,500,000,000 during that interval, after making a liberal deduction for the

amount used in the arts. The old stock does not disappear with use. I

have a gold coin of the reign of Philip of Macedon, on which the name and

face of that monarch are so well preserved as to possess artistic as well as

archseological value. There is no ascertainable relation between the amount

of gold in the world and the amount of business done or to be done. The

function of gold as a standard of value is increasing, while its function as a

form of currency is diminishing. The time is surely coming when its cur-

rency function in civilized countries will be limited to international payments

and to the wants of travelers. That time has already been

reached in the greater part of the United States and

Canada.

"We are told that the single gold standard has

caused a disastrous fall in the prices of commodities

;

also that it has put an unjust burden upon those who

have borrowed money on mortgage. I have seen

no proof that the adoption of the gold standard

by Europe and the United States has caused a de-

cline in prices of commodities, nor can I admit

that such a decline would be a bad thing. None

of us, when we go to market, complain that prices

of food, fuel, clothing, etc., are too low. Mr.

David A. Wells has written a book entitled Recent

Economic Changes, which accounts for the fall in

price of all the staple articles of commerce, which

really have fallen during the past twenty years, ac-

counts for it by the increased facilities for producing

and transporting the same. He has not grouped them all together as our

bimetallist friends commonly do, but has taken each one separately. I com-

mend his example in this particular to their imitation.

" As to mortgage debts, I have learned by inquiry of the leading mort-

gage companies in New York that farm mortgages are generally made for

the term of five years, and that about twenty-five per cent of them are paid

at or before maturity. Consequently any wrong which mortgageors are now
suffering in consequence of the gold standard must have accrued since 1 888.

To redress their supposed wrongs we are asked to turn the whole business of

the country upside down and change the rating of all other contracts perhaps

thirty-five per cent. But the average duration of mortgages is considerably

less than five years. The Topeka Commonwealth newspaper a year or two
ago made a special investigation of the records of a number of agricultural

counties in Kansas, and found that more mortgages were paid off than were

put on within the period covered by the investigation. Hence the presump-

tion is that the average life of the farm mortgage in Kansas is not more than

MARTIN A. KNAPP,

a speaker at the Congress.
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two and one half years. I am aware that many mortgages are allowed to
run for indefinite periods after they are due, but these, after they fall due, are
call loans on real-estate security. I am not aware that borrowers on call are
complaining of the gold standard. At all events, if they are oppressed hy
reason of that standard they can relieve themselves at any time by paying up.

If they do not pay, and are solvent, it must be because they find it to their

advantage to endure these so-called oppressions a while longer. It is safe to
say that all these mortgages would be called in on the first sign of a change
in the monetary standard. The tightness of money in such an event may be
imagined, but can hardly be described.

" It is insisted that national and State debts are enhanced by the preva-
lence of the single gold standard. To prove this we are asked to compare
the low prices of the present day with the prices of past times. Does not
that prove that the bondholder gets more value now than he bargained for,

and hence that the taxpayer pays more ?

" No, it does not. Bondholders are entitled to share with others the ad-
vantages of low prices of manufactured goods resulting from new inventions
and facilities for production and transportation. As to products of the farm
prices were much lower when I was a boy than they are now. Eggs sold

then for four cents per dozen, butter for six to eight cents per pound, corn
for fifteen cents per bushel, wood for one dollar per cord, etc. If the gold
standard has had any lowering effect on prices it has not touched these arti-

cles. But why should we shed tears over national and State debts, seeing

that our own are nearly all paid ? Let the crocodiles of Europe weep over
the enhanced burden of national debts, if there be any such enhancement
due to the gold standard, which I take leave to deny.

" Suppose it were true that national and State debts were enhanced in

the manner alleged, would that be a reason for changing the standard of

value for the countless daily transactions of business ? The bank clearings

of seventy-nine cities in the United States for the week ending May 20
amounted to $1,165,478,664, which is about double the interest-bearing debt

of the nation. Add to this all the payments of wages and the retail trans-

actions not embraced in clearing-house returns, and multiply the whole by
the fifty-two weeks of the year, and you will see how large a cannon you
are loading to kill a mosquito, and what a tremendous recoil it must have.

" Our present silver law, commonly called the Sherman law, is not bi-

metallism. Anything which comes short of unlimited coinage and unlimited

legal tender leaves the gold standard in force in this country. The present

law is grounded for the most part upon the idea that the purchase of silver

and the issue of Treasury notes against it increases the supply of money in

the country, and this notion is based upon the erroneous conception that if the

Government did not supply the people with money they would have none.

I do not say that the congressmen who voted for this bill believed these

things. Most of them knew better. They were engaged in political fen-
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cing. They were putting themselves in position for the next election. But

this law could not exist without a body of public opinion to support it, and

that body of public opinion holds that the silver law increases the amount of

money in the manner I have described, whereas in fact it diminishes the

amount of money. It does so by displacing a superior kind of money (gold)

and putting an inferior kind in its place, and by creating distrust among in-

vestors. So long as the gold standard continues in this country the Treasury

notes issued against silver derive their value wholly from the Government

credit, because not an ounce of that silver can be sold to obtain the means for

gold redemption of them. It follows that the purchase of the silver, instead

of being a help to the notes, is a damage to them, because the credit of the

Government would be better if the Treasury were not required to make this

monthly outlay. If the Government had the right to issue say $4,000,000

of legal-tender notes per month and pay them to its creditors, on condition

of redeeming them in gold demand (which is the present condition), its re-

sources would be greater by reason of its not being obliged to pay out any-

thing for silver, and hence its credit would be better."

At the close of this address the chairman announced that Mr. White had

consented to answer one-minute questions bearing on the theme he had pre-

sented. This privilege was taken advantage of promptly, and a most inter-

esting quarter of an hour followed.

The last meeting of the delegates of the World's Congress of Bankers

and Financiers was in the form of a Symposium of Opinions on the Financial

Situation. Mr. Parsons, who presided over this meeting, announced that

there would be no special order of debate, but opportunity would be given

to bring up any subject connected with the banking business or finance, and

to speak ten minutes. The discussion was led by Mr. Logan C. Murray, of

New York, formerly President of the Bankers' Association, after whom the

following gentlemen spoke : David Wills, of Pennsylvania ; the Hon. Wil-

liam J. Bryan, of Nebraska ; the Hon. Lon V. Stephens, of Missouri ; the

Hon. Joseph H. Walker, of Massachusetts
; J. W. Vernon, of Rhode Island;

B. E. Walker, of Canada ; E. J. Parker, of Illinois ; the Hon. Henry Cof-

feen, of Wyoming ; T. C. Sherwood, of Michigan ; William Selbie, of South

Dakota
; Joseph Moore, of Pennsylvania ; D. C. Mills, of Massachusetts

;

and Benjamin Mattice, of Colorado.

Particular attention should be called to that feature of the work of the

Congress providing for the preparation by delegates from the several States

and Territories of the United States, specially appointed by the Governors,

of papers on State and Territorial banking and resources. Many of these

papers contained historical facts never published before in regard to early

banking in the States and Territories, and all of them gave information
worthy of close attention in regard to the financial resources of the political

divisions considered. The Banking and Resources of Arizona were presented
by W. L. Van Horn, of Tempe ; those of California, by Benjamin C
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Wright, of San Francisco ; of Colorado, by J. W. Breutlinger, of Denver
;

Banking in tiie District of Columbia, by C. H. Bell, of Washington, D. C.
;

Banking in Georgia, by George R. De Jaussure, of Atlanta ; Bankipg in

Illinois, by Lyman J. Gage; Banking and Resources of Indiana, by De-

forest L. Skinner ; of Idaho, by R. F. BuUer ; of Kansas, by M. W. Levy,

of Wichita ; of Kentucky, by John H. Leathers, of Louisville ; of Mary-

land, by Douglas H. Thomas, of Baltimore ; of Michigan, by Hon. T. E.

Sherwood, of Lansing ; of Mississippi, by Dr. P. W. Peeples, of Jackson

;

of Missouri, by Hon. Lon V. Stephens, of Jefferson City ; of Nebraska, by

H. W. Yates, of Omaha ; Banking in New Mexico, by Jefferson Reynolds,

of Las Vegas ; Banking and Resources of Ohio, by Thomas H. Wilson, of

Cleveland ; of Oklahoma, by James C. Post, of Kingfisher ; of Pennsylvania,

by S. Davis Page, of Philadelphia ; Banking in Rhode Island, by Hon. J,

W. Vernon, of Providence ; Banking and Resources of South Dakota, by

Hon. Richard C. Lake, of Rapid City ; of Texas, by Hon. J. W. Blake, of

Mexia ; and of Wyoming, by Hon. A. Coffeen, of Sheridan.

The India Building.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE CONGRESS ON LITERATURE.

Addresses by Walter Besant, Charles Dudley Warner, George W. Cable, Richard Watson

Gilder, and others on copyright, criticism, and kindred topics—Congress of Historians

—Addresses by Ainsworth R. Spoiford, James Schouler, James Phinney Baxter, Cora

Start, and others—Congress of Philologists—Papers read by eminent scholars—Folk-

lore Congress—Congress of Librarians.

WILLIAM F. POOLE,

Chairman of

the Committee on Literature.

Tl
'HE general Department of Litera-

ture was made to include, besides

literature proper, as represented by

authors and their interests, sections devoted

to philology, to folklore, to history, and to

libraries. The work of the five sections was

carried on at the same time, and throughout

the greater part of the week ending July 15,

but the programmes were arranged, as far

as possible, with the view of bringing into

session, at a given time, the interests least

likely to conflict with one another, so that

those in attendance upon the respective sec-

tions were not unduly disturbed by the

promptings of a divided duty. The general

committee having the Congress in charge

was presided over by William F. Poole,

LL. D., Librarian of the Newberry Li-

brary, Chicago, while Mrs. Ellen M. Hen-
rotin was chairman of the Woman's Committee. The Congresses were
opened on Monday evening, July 10, by a general reception given to such
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of the participants in the week's work as had reached the city. Remarks
were made by President Bonney, Charles Dudley Warner, Richard Watson
Gilder, George W. Cable, Walter Besant, and Dr. Max Richter. In the

course of Mr. Warner's remarks a tribute was paid to the beauties of the
World's Fair, and he concluded with these words

:

" I fear all the time that the Fair will disappear, and I grudge every mo-
ment spent away from it, for it will go, like everything else that we have
created by hand. And when it has gone these poor scribblers who have not
money enough to create it, and many of them not imagination enough to

^
put it into poetry or into romance even—because I don't know anybody, ex-
cept St. John in the Apocalypse, who has hit it off at all so far—these poor
scribblers will have to take up the task of perpetuating this creation of beauty
and of splendor, and the next generation that wanders about Lake Michigan
looking at the ruins of Chicago—the distant generation, of course—will have
to depend upon some wandering bard, who even then won't be half paid, I

dare say, for the remembrance, for the description of the great achievement
of this city of Chicago in 1893."

Mr. Gilder contrasted the literary art with the arts of form and color,

pointing out that the very subtlety of the former makes its discussion diffi-

cult. Hence the speaker concluded that a congress of authors must of

necessity for the most part deal with the physical side of literature, with

"the relation of that art to its presentation through books to the public."

Mr. Gilder was interrupted with applause when he said :
" I, for one, would

not have the countenance to stand up before a World's Congress of Authors
if within a short time we, as a nation, had not wiped out the unbearable dis-

grace of international piracy."

The Tuesday session of this Congress was devoted to the general subject

of Copyright, and George E. Adams served as the presiding officer. The
enactment of the Copyright Law of 1891 was largely due to the efforts of

Mr. Adams, then a member of the House of Representatives. That the

services of Mr. Adams had been appreciated, and were still remembered by
those present, appeared in the applause that followed every allusion made to

them. The discussion was opened by the presiding officer, who read a paper

upon our copyright legislation, past and future. He took a practical view of

the question, making clear the fundamental distinction between a copyright

and a patent. " The question of the so-called moral right of an author in his

book is not likely to arise in any future movement in this country for the

enlargement of authors' rights by Congress. Such legislation will be sup-

ported on the ground of public policy rather than on the ground of just pro-

tection of property." Dr. S. S. Sprigge, late Secretary of the London Soci-

ety of Authors, followed Mr. Adams with a brief paper on The International

Copyright Union, sent to the Congress by Sir Henry Bergne, British Com-
missioner at the Berne Conference of 1886. Dr. Sprigge also read a paper

of his own upon the complicated condition of copyright legislation, English
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and international. The remainder of the session was devoted to an infor-

mal discussion, among the participants in which were Mr. Gilder, Mr. Ca-

ble, Mr. Warner, Prof. T. R. Lounsbury, of Yale, President Charles K.

Adams, of the University of Wisconsin, and General A. C. McClurg.

There was general agreement among the speakers in deprecating the

necessity of the "manufacturing clause" of the act of 1891, but there

was an equally general agreement in the admission that the law, with all its

defects, is better than no law. The injury done to writers by the condition

of simultaneous publication was also discussed, as well as the inadequacy

of the term provided. " Nearly all our great American authors have out-

lived their copyrights, which is a ridiculous perversion of justice," said Mr.

Gilder.

The copyright question was again brought forward at the Wednesday ses-

sion by Richard R. Bowker, editor of The Publishers' Weekly, who read a

paper upon The Limitations of Copyright. A representative of the French

Syndicat pour la Protection de la Propri^t^ Litt^raire et Artistique placed in

the hands of the committee, for distribution among the members of the

Congress, a pamphlet, Note sur I'Acte du 3 Mars 1891, prepared and printed

for the purpose. After congratulating the Copyright League upon the suc-

cessful outcome of its labors, the pamphlet adds :
" II ne saurait se presenter

une occasion plus favorable que celle de la reunion du Congres de 1893 pour

exprimer les remerciements des int^ress^s k tous ceux qui ont eu confiance

en I'esprit de justice du peuple am^ricain." The special subject of the

Wednesday session, The Rights and Interests of Authors, was introduced by

Walter Besant, who also presided over the session. Mr. Besant's paper

summarized the history of the London Society of Authors, explaining the

reasons for its existence and the difficulties with which it has had to contend.

He said, in part

:

"We have made a careful and prolonged -inquiry into the very difficult

subject of the present nature and extent of literary property. A writer of

importance in our language may address an audience drawn from a hundred

millions of English-speaking people. Remember that never before in the

history of the world has there been such an audience. There were doubtless

more than a hundred millions under the Roman rule around the shores of

the Mediterranean, but they spoke many different languages. We have now
this enormous multitude, all, with very few exceptions, able to read, and all

reading. Twenty years ago they read the weekly paper ; there are many who
still read nothing more. Now that no longer satisfies the majority. Every

day makes it plainer and clearer that we have arrived at a time when the

whole of this multitude, which in fifty years' time will be two hundred mil-

lions, will very soon be reading books. What kind of books ? All kinds,

good and bad, but mostly good ; we may be very sure that they will prefer

good books to bad. Even now the direct road to popularity is by dramatic

strength, clear vision, clear dialogue, whether a man write a play, a poem, a
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history, or a novel. We see magazines suddenly achieving a circulation reck-
oned by hundreds of thousands, while our old magazines creep along with
their old circulation of from two to ten thousand. Hundreds of thousands ?

How is this popularity achieved? Is it by pandering to the low, gross,

coarse taste commonly attributed to the multitude ? Not so. It is mainly
accomplished by giving them dramatic work—stories which hold and interest

them, essays which speak clearly—work that somehow seems to have a mes-
sage. If we want a formula or golden rule for arriving at popularity, I

should propose this : Let the work have a message. Let it have a thing to
say, a story to tell, a living man or woman to present, a lesson to deliver,

clear, strong, unmistakable.

" The demand for reading is enormous, and it increases every day. I see
plainly, as plainly as eyes can see, a time, it is even now already upon us,

when the popular writer—the novelist, the

poet, the dramatist, the historian, the phys-

icist, the essayist—will command such an

audience, so vast an audience, as he has

never yet even conceived as possible. Such
a writer as Dickens, if he were living now,

would command an audience—all of whom
would buy his works—of twenty millions at

least. The world has never yet witnessed

such a popularity, so widespread, as awaits

the successor of Dickens in the affections of

the English-speaking races. The considera-

tion must surely encourage us to persevere in

our endeavors after the independence, and

therefore the nobility of our calling, and

therefore the nobility of our work. But you

must not think that this enormous demand
is for fiction alone. One of the things

charged upon our society is that we exist for

novelists alone. That is because literary property is not understood at all.

As a fact, educational literature is a much larger and more valuable branch

than fiction. But for science, history—everything, except, perhaps, poetry

—

the demand is leaping forward year after year in a most surprising manner.

In order to meet this enormous demand, which has actually begun and will

increase more and more—a demand which we alone can meet and satisfy

—

I say that we must claim and that we must have a readjustment of the old

machinery, a reconsideration of the old methods, a new appeal to principles

of fair play."

The remainder of the session was taken up by a paper on Syndicate Pub-

lishing, sent by W. Morris Colles, of London ; by Some Considerations on

Publishing, a paper sent by Sir Frederick Pollock ; and by a discussion in

SIR WALTER BESANT,

a speaker at the Congress.
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which part was taken by Mr. Besant, Charles Carleton Coffin, Mrs. Mary

Hartwell Catherwood, and Mrs. Daniel Lothrop.

The general subject of Criticism and Literature occupied the Thursday

session of the Congress, over which Charles Dudley Warner presided, and he

read the opening paper, his subject being The Function of Literary Criti-

cism in the United States. Mr. Warner said in part

:

" There seems to be a general impression that in a new country like the

United States, where everything grows freely, almost spontaneously, as by a

new creative impulse, literature had better be left to develop itself without

criticism, as practically it has been left—every tree to get as high as it can

without reference to shape or character. I say, as practically it has been left.

For while there has been some good criticism in this country of other litera-

tures, an application of sound scholarship and wide comparison, there has been

very little of this applied to American literature. There has been some fault

finding, some ridicule, a good deal of the slashing personality and the expres-

sion of individual prejudice and like or dislike, which characterized so much of

the British review^ criticism of the beginning of this century—much of it

utterly conventional and blind judgment—but almost no attempt to ascer-

tain the essence and purport of our achievement and to arraign it at the bar

of comparative excellence, both as to form and substance. I do not deny

that there has been some ingenious and even just exploiting of our literature,

vi^ith note of its defects and its excellences, but it will be scarcely claimed for

even this that it is cosmopolitan. How little of the application of universal

principles to specific productions ! We thought it bad taste when Matthew
Arnold put his finger on Emerson as he would put his finger on Socrates or

on Milton. His judgment may have been wrong, or it may have been right

;

matter of individual taste we would have been indifferent to ; it seemed as if

it were the universality of the test from which our national vanity shrank.

We have our own standards ; if we choose, a dollar is sixty-five cents, and
we resent the commercial assertion that a dollar is one hundred cents.

" It seems to me that the thing the American literature needs just now,
and needs more than any other literature in the world, is criticism. In the

essay by Matthew Arnold to which I have referred, and in which, as you
remember, he defines criticism to be ' a disinterested endeavor to learn and
propagate the best that is known and thought in the world,' he would have

had smooth sailing if he had not attempted to apply his principles of criticism

to the current English literature. And this application made the essay largely

an exposition of the British Philistine. The Philistine is, in his origin and
character, a very respectable person, whether he is found in Parliament, or in

Exeter Hall, or in a newspaper office ; he is incased in tradition. The epi-

thet, borrowed from the German, would not have stung as it did if Arnold
had not further defined the person to be, what Ruskin found him also in

England and Wagner in Germany, one inaccessible to new ideas.

" Now, we have not in the United States the Philistine, or Philistinism,
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at least not much of it, and for the reason that we have no tradition. We
have thrown away, or tried to throw away, tradition. We are growing in
the habit of being sufficient unto ourselves. We have not Philistinism, but
we have something else. There has been no name for it yet invented. Some
say it is satisfaction in superficiality, and they point to the common school
and to Chautauqua

;
the French say that it is satisfaction in mediocrity. At

any rate it is a satisfaction that has a large element of boastfulness in it, and
boastfulness based upon a lack of enlightenment, in literature especially a
want of discrimination, of fine discernment of quality. It is a habit of look-
ing at literature as we look at other things. Literature in national life never
stands alone. If we condone crookedness in politics and in business under
the name of smartness, we apply the same sort of

test—that is, the test of success—to literature. It

is the test of the late Mr. Barnum. There is in

it a disregard of moral as well as of artistic

values and standards. You see it in the press,

in sermons even, the effort to attract attention,

the lack of moderation, the striving to be sen-

sational in poetry, in the novel, to shock, to

advertise the performance. Everything is on

a strain. No, this is not Philistinism. I am
sure, also, that it is not the final expression of

the American spirit—that which will represent

its life or its literature. I trust it is a tran-

sient disease, which we may perhaps call by a

transient name—Barnumism."

Mr. H. D. Traill, of Oxford, sent a paper

on The Relations of Literature and Journalism,

from which we quote the opening paragraph :

" There never was a more promising sub-

ject for people who are fond of a good dis-

cursive debate, not likely to be brought to an abrupt and disappointing

close by a sudden agreement between the disputants, than the subject of

the relations between Literature and Journalism. A discussion of it com-

bines almost every possible attraction—ambiguity of terms, indefiniteness

of area, uncertainty of aim^—everything, in short, that the heart of the most

ardent controversialist could desire. I have been privileged to hear many
such discussions and to take part in some of them, and on no occasion can I

remember to have met with any debater so pedantic as to ask for a definition

either of literature or journalism, -at any stage of the argument. A sound

instinct seems to warn people that if they were to do that, the particular

debate engaged in would immediately branch off either into a prolonged

and probably technical inquiry into the precise meaning and limits of the

term journalism or into an interminable and almost certainly violent dis-

CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER,
a speaker at the Congress.
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pute as to what constitutes literature. The latter question in especial is

full of 'excellent differences' for those who care to discuss it, because

according to some theorists on the subject there would seem to be scarcely

any written or printed matter—when once you have risen above the post-

office Directory—which is not literature ; while with the very superfine class

of critics the difficulty is to find anything that is. Literature begins for

the former almost where it began with Dogberry. Any one who could have

' pleaded his clergy ' in the Middle Ages would, in their view, apparently have

been a literary man. Between this estimate and that of the superfine critic

who claims to confine the name of literature to some limited class of compo-

sition which he happens himself to admire, or perhaps affect, the gap yawns

enormous, and I, for one, have no intention of attempting to bridge it.

The true definition of literature no doubt lies somewhere between them, and

will be fixed on that auspicious day when it is found possible to determine

the exact proportions in which form and matter enter into the constitution

of literary merit. In the meantime we must content ourselves with admit-

ting that form is certainly, if in an undefined degree, the more important of

the two. It would be dangerous to admit any more than this in a day

when so many minor poets are abroad, for a considerable number of these,

while particularly careful of form, have reduced the value of their matter

to a vanishing-point, and any encouragement to them to carry the process

yet further is to be deprecated. Still this much, as I have said, must be

admitted : that it is primarily form rather than matter which constitutes

literature."

Among other papers presented at the Thursday session was that sent by

Henry Arthur Jones, who took for his subject The Future of the English

Drama. While this session was in progress, the subject of Literature for

Children was under consideration in another hall of the building, and papers

were read by Mrs. Daniel Lothrop, Mrs. Elia W. Peattie, and Hezekiah
Butterworth. In the afternoon a programme of authors' reading for chil-

dren was carried out in the presence of a very large audience, composed
mostly of young people.

Aspects of Modern Fiction was the general subject of the Friday session

of the Congress, and George W. Cable was asked to preside. Mr. Cable
read the opening paper, his subject being. The Uses and Methods of Fiction.

We give a few passages :

" We live in a day unparalleled by any earlier time in its love and jeal-

ousy for truth. In no field of search after truth have we been more success-

ful than in science. Our triumphs here have kindled in us such energy and
earnest enthusiasm that we have been tempted, both readers and writers, to

forget that facts are not the only vehicle of truth. In our almost daily

triumphant search through the simple study of facts as they are for the

human race's betterment we have learned to yield our imaginations too sub-

serviently to the rule and discipline of the fact hunters, and a depiction of
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desirable but as yet unrealized conditions across a chasm of impracticability
is often unduly and unwisely resented.

"The world will do well to let its story-tellers be, as at their best they
have ever been, ambassadors of hope. The fealty they owe is not a scientific
adherence and confinement to facts and their photographic display, however
benevolently such an attitude may be inspired, save in so far as they may
help them the more delightfully to reveal the divine perfections of eternal
truth and beauty.

" Yet, if it is true that there is no more law to compel the fictionist to
teach truth than there is to require the scientist to be a poet, there are rea-
sons why, in more or less degree and in the great ma-
jority of cases, he will choose to teach. One of these
reasons lies on the surface. It is that in fictional liter-

ature, at least. Truth, duly subordinated to Beauty as

the queen of the realm, is her greatest possible

auxihary and ally. No page of fiction ought
ever to contain a truth without which the page
would be more beautiful than with it. As
certainly when truth ignores beauty as when
beauty ignores truth, a discount falls upon
the value of both in the economy of the

universe. Yet, on the other hand, beauty

in the story-teller's art, while it may as

really, can never so largely and nobly, min-

ister to the soul's delight without the incul-

cation of truth as with it.

" Hence it is that fiction's peculiar ministry

to the human soul is the prose depiction, through

the lens of beauty, to the imagination and the

emotions, of conflicts of human passions, wills,

duties, and fates ; a depiction unaccompanied by any tax of intellectual

labor, but consistent with all known truth, though without any necessary

intervention of actual facts. Or, more briefly, it is the contemplation of the

truths of human life as it ought to be, compared with the facts as they are.

" If this is the fictionist's commission, is not his commission his passport

also in the economist's world ? It would be easy to follow out the radiations

of this function and show their value by their simple enumeration. In the

form of pure romance it foyers that spirit of adventure which seeks and finds

new worlds, and which can not be lightly spoken of while we celebrate the

discoveries of Columbus. In all its forms it helps to exercise, expand, and

refresh those powers of the imagination whose decay is the hectic fever and

night sweat of all search for truth and beauty ; of science and invention, art,

enterprise, and true religion. Often it gives to the soul, otherwise impris-

oned by the cramped walls of the commonplace, spiritual experiences of life

GEORGE W. CABLE,

a speaker at the Congress.
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refined from some of their deadliest risks, and cuts windows in the walls of

cramped and commonplace environments. At its best it elevates our concep-

tions of the heroic and opens our eyes to the presence, actuality, and value

of a world of romance that is, and ought to be, in our own lives and fates."

Mrs. Mary Hartwell Catherwood followed Mr. Cable with a paper on

Form and Condensation in the Novel. We give a portion of it

:

" Whoever attempts a novel is supposed to have a story to tell ; and the

manner of his telling it is almost as important as the story itself. It is always,

whatever variations the theme may take, the story of a man and a woman

—

often a sad, often an absurd story, but one which is as fresh with every gen-

eration as new grass with the spring. The dear little maid whom you now

call the light of your house will soon reach her version of it. She tells you

in confidence, and with a stammer on the long word, that she has a prejudice

against boys—and you know what that prejudice in a few years will do with

the incipient men who are hanging May baskets or doing sums for her.

" It seems to me the best form for this story is the dramatic form. We
want intensified life. ' It is the quality of the moment that imports,' says

Emerson. Of what interest are our glacial periods, our slow transitions that

change us we know not why ? Every one can look back on many differing

persons he has been in his time. And every one is conscious of undeveloped

identities hampered yet within him. The sweetest and sincerest natures have

repressions and concealments. It is the result of these things which makes

the story of life. You may put a microscope over a man and follow his trail

day by day ; but unless he reaches some stress of loving, suffering, doing,

you soon lose interest in him. I delight in Jane Austen for the quality of

her work. In the same way I enjoy the work of Mr. Howells. It is their

dramatic grasp on the commonplace which makes these realists great.

" The most dramatic treatment can not wholly present the beauty of one

human soul, and the sternest analysis can not reach all its convolutions of

evil. Shakespeare knew his human soul. When we are very young we com-

plain that he pictures us unfairly ; but when we are older we know. He
took the great moments, that counted, and presented his men and women
intensely alive.

" I have heard there are authors who do not rewrite and condense, who set

down at the first stroke the word they want to use, the word which creates.

But I never absolutely laid hands on one. The growth of a story is usually

slow, like the growth of most plants. It is labor and delight, pain and pleas-

ure, despair and hope. You can not escape a pang. You must absolutely

live it through
; and then try it by the test of ridicule of common standards,

by the gauge of human nature. I heard a judge say when he was a college

student he kicked all the bark off a log in the campus and wore out the

backs of a new pair of trousers trying to write a poem ; and he made up his

mind he was no poet. If the spirit of art had really been in him he would
have recognized these agonies. It is not easy to speak the word—except
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when it is easy ; when you have those moments of clear seeing and that con-

densing grasp of your material which pay for days of worthless labor."

The remaining papers of the session were : The Short Story, by Miss
Alice French ; The New Motive in Fiction, by Mrs. Anna B. McMahan

;

Local Color in Fiction, by Hamlin Garland ; and Ebb Tide in Realism, by
Joseph Kirkland. The Friday session of the Congress commanded more
general public interest than any of the others, and was distinguished from
them by the fact that all the papers presented on this occasion were read by
their authors.

Notwithstanding the fact that this Congress was the first of the kind to

be held by writers in the English language, and the fact that there was in this

country no definite association of literary workers that would take charge of the

arrangements, there is reason to congratulate the committees in charge upon
the outcome of their enterprise. To the resident Committee of Organi-

zation, and especially to its chairman, Francis F. Browne, and to the non-
resident Committee of Co-operation, and particularly to its secretary. Prof.

George E. Woodberry, both of whom labored long and strenuously for the

success of the work, a special and hearty word of recognition is due. Of this

Committee of Co-operation, Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes was the chairman. It

is true that there were disappointments, but, with allowance for all mishaps, the

Congress achieved a distinct success ; its sessions were dignified and inspir-

ing, it attracted the serious attention of a considerable and influential pub-

lic, and it is to be hoped that it has paved the way for a better organization

of authorship and a better understanding of literature both in its commercial

and in its artistic aspects.

The World's Congress of Historians was called to order on Tuesday

morning, July ii, by Dr. William F. Poole, of the Newberry Library, Chair-

man of the General Committee, to whose personal efforts the success of the

meeting was largely due. The election of President James B. Angell, of

Michigan University, as President, and Dr. Herbert B. Adams, of Johns

Hopkins University, as Secretary of the Congress, followed immediately

upon the opening of the session. These gentlemen held the same offices in

the American Historical Association, whose ninth annual meeting was held

in conjunction with the World's Historical Congress, with a programme

practically identical. The sessions were continued morning and evening for

three days, the afternoons being devoted to the Exposition at Jackson Park.

Notwithstanding the fact that five congresses were in progress at the same

time and under the same roof, the History sessions were attended by several

hundred interested auditors, and the Congress was regarded as a complete

success. The time during the six sessions of more than two hours each was

occupied fully, and it was necessary to omit the reading of papers when their

writers were not present. Universities and colleges were largely represented

on the programme. Of the contributors of the thirty-three papers, three

were presidents of universities and seventeen were professors, most of them
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professors of history. Of the other contributors, ten were well-known his-

torical writers, and four were ladies, whose papers were among the most
interesting.

President Angell, in his inaugural address, on The Inadequate Recog-

nition of Diplomatists by Historians, set forth the eminent services of

diplomatists whose names in connection with these services are rarely men-

tioned by English and American historians. French and Continental writers

have a better appreciation of historical justice.

The discussion of The Value of National Historical Archives, by Mrs.

Ellen Hardin Walworth, of Saratoga, was one of the ablest and most prac-

tical papers read at the Congress. It de-

picted in eloquent and forcible terms the

need of such a department at Washington.

All the other great nations of the world, and

many of the smaller ones, have departments

of archives, and the United States has none.

The student of American history must go,

or send, to Europe or to Canada (which has

an excellent department of state papers) to

find documents that should be in Washing-
ton. Mrs. Walworth concluded by offering

a resolution to the effect that a committee
be appointed to memorialize Congress to es-

tablish such a department. An earnest dis-

cussion followed, supporting the resolution,

and it was passed unanimously.

A paper on American Historical Nomen-
clature, by the Honorable Ainsworth R. Spof-

ford, Librarian of Congress, was read at the
Tuesday morning session by the Secretary. This paper was an earnest plea
for the retention of native American names for American places. Mr. Spof-
ford gave an interesting statistical summary of the influence of Hebrew,
Greek, Roman, and other foreign names upon American local nomenclature.

At the Tuesday evening session Dr. James Schouler, of Boston, read a
paper on Methods of Historical Investigation. After alluding to the liberal
fortune expended by Hubert H. Bancroft in his recent history of the Pacific
States, and to the corps of literary assistants employed by him in examining
the contents of his large library of 20,000 volumes. Dr. Schouler considered
the vdue of such organized methods of historical research as compared with
the efforts of an individual scholar, who conducts systematically his own
studies into the period which he means to describe, and who uses an amanu-
ensis only for strictly clerical work. His own personal experience favored
the latter method, as capable, under suitable self-training, of very extensive
and satisfactory results. The trained assistance which one employs with only

GEORG EBERS,
a contributor to the Congress.
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a mercenary interest in the study can accomplish little, after all, compared
with one mind inspired for its task and concentrating its powers.

Prof. Charles J. Little, of Northwestern University, discussed the His-
torical Method of writing the History of Christian Doctrine. Prof. Ephraim
Emerton, of Harvard University, contributed a paper on the Historical
Doctorate in America, advocating higher standards of graduate work and
academic requirement. William Henry Smith, of the Associated Press,
spoke of the First Fugitive Slave Case in Ohio, and Dr. Frederic Bancroft,'

of Washington, presented an essay on Mr. Seward's Position toward the
South at the Outbreak of the Civil War.

On Wednesday morning James Phinney Baxter, of Portland, Me., re-

viewed the Present Status of pre-Columbian Discovery, and Prof. Edward G.
Bourne, of Adelbert College, emphasized the work of Prince Henry the
Navigator in persistently and systematically promoting the exploration of
the western coast of Africa for more than forty years (i4i6-'6o). This work
was of immense importance in preparing the way for Columbus. Diaz, Da
Gama, and Magellan. The sailors of Prince Henry showed that the region
about the equator was inhabitable and inhabited, and that the traditional ter-

rors of the ocean had little reality. An examination of the contemporary
accounts of Prince Henry's work, especially a series of documents recently

published by the Portuguese Government and the papal bull of Nicholas V
(1454), shows that it was carried on for four purposes—to explore unknown
parts of the world, to spread Christianity, to reach the Indies by sailing

around Africa, and to promote commerce. Much of his success was owing
to his unfaltering persistence in spite of temporary failure, and to the en-

thusiastic devotion that he inspired in his followers. If Columbus had never
lived, it seems inevitable that America would have been discovered by Portu-

guese seamen following out the work begun by Prince Henry.

Prof. Bernard Moses, of the University of California, discussed The
Economic Conditions of Spain in the Sixteenth Century, and Prof. Lucy
M. Salmon, of Vassar College, showed the historic importance of the Union
of Utrecht. At the Tuesday evening session Dr. George Kriehn read a short

paper on English Popular Uprisings of the Middle Ages. Prof. George P.

Fisher, of Yale University, contributed a suggestive essay on The Social

Compact, and Mr. Jefferson's Adoption of It. Prof. Jesse Macy, of Iowa

College, presented a careful study of The Relation of History to Politics.

Reuben G. Thwaites, Secretary of the Wisconsin Historical Society, read a

paper on Early Lead Mining in Illinois and Wisconsin, and Prof. F. J. Tur-

ner, of the University of Wisconsin, explained the Significance of the Fron-

tier in American History. Up to our own day, he said, American history

has been in a large degree the history of the colonization of the great West.

This ever-retreating frontier of unoccupied land is the key to our develop-

ment. The settlement of the problems that arose at one frontier served as

guides for the next frontier—for example, in matters relating to land policy
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and the Indians. There are various kinds of frontiers which passed west-

ward in successive waves—for example, the Indian's frontier, the trader's

frontier, the miner's or rancher's frontier, and the farmer's frontier. The

methods of advance and the characteristics of each were traced, showing how

the Indian was pushed back and how each frontier affected its successor. It

was found that the successive frontiers revealed the progress of society. At

the same time the United States could show the hunting stage, the pastoral

stage, the agricultural stage, and the manufacturing stage, as the traveler

crossed the continent from west to east.

At the Thursday morning session Dr. Lewis H. Boutell, of Chicago, read

a paper on Roger Sherman in the National Constitutional Convention. Prof.

Charles H. Raskins, of the University of Wisconsin, discussed the Eleventh

Amendment of the Constitution. This

amendment was introduced into Congress in

1 794 and declared in force in 1 798. It pro-

vides that the judicial power of the United

States shall not be construed to extend to

any suit in law or equity begun or prosecuted

against one of the United States by citizens

of another State or by citizens or subjects of

any foreign state. Its judicial construction

involves important and intricate questions of

constitutional law, and earlier opinions have

been somewhat modified in the recent cases,

many of them arising from the repudiation

of debts in the Southern States, which have

been persistently forced on the courts. Thus,

in 1890, in the case of Hans vs. Louisiana,

the Supreme Court decided that a sovereign

State could not be sued, even by her own
citizens, and that the decision in Chisholm vs.

Georgia was incorrect. The term " sovereign State," as here used, denotes

financial rather than political independence, and differs widely in meaning

from the use of one hundred, or even fifty years ago. The free repudiation

of public contracts in many States, and the impossibility of enforcing many
of the constitutional restrictions upon States, have led some to propose a

repeal of the eleventh amendment, though there has been no general move-

ment in that direction.

Prof. James A. Woodburn, of Indiana State University, described the

Historical Significance of the Missouri Compromise. Hon. William Wirt

Henry, of Richmond, Va., presented a paper on the First Legislative Assem-

bly in America. Although Virginia, the oldest English colony in America,

was at first under military government, it was allowed the privilege of a Leg-

islative Assembly in 1619 under the commission of Governor Yeardley.

ARCHIBALD HENRY SAYCE,

a contributor to the Congress.
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This, the first Legislative Assembly in America, met at Jamestown, July 30,

1 619, more than a year before the sailing of the Pilgrims. It was composed
of the governor and his council and two representatives, chosen from each

plantation, making twenty-two burgesses. The place of meeting was the

Episcopal church at Jamestown. This building, the manner in which the

Assembly was constituted, and \ts personnel, were sketched by Mr. Henry,
and the proceedings of the legislative body were fully given. The Virginia

Assembly as early as 1623, and continuously afterward, claimed the sole and
exclusive right to tax the colony, and boldly took issue with Parliament in

1 765 on the passage of the Stamp Act, declaring that, as it imposed the tax

upon the colonies without their consent, it tended to destroy British as well

as American freedom. This brought on the Revolution, which established

the independence of the United States, with the grand results that have
followed.

Miss Cora Start, of Worcester, Mass., read a valuable monograph on
Naturalization in the English Colonies of America. Prof. Burke A. Hins-

dale, of the University of Michigan, showed the importance of the Thirty-

first Parallel in American history. At the Thursday evening and closing

session Prof. Simeon E. Baldwin, of Yale University, described The His-

toric Policy of the United States as to Annexation. This paper is printed

in full in the Yale Review, August, 1893. Prof. J. Franklin Jameson's

paper on the Origin of the Standing-Committee System in American Legis-

lative Bodies was read in part by the Secretary.

Prof. F. W. Blackmar, of. the University of Kansas, read an interesting

sketch of the Annals of an Historic Town. He showed that, by the passage

of the Douglas bill. Congress removed the battlefield of slavery from con-

gressional halls to the plains of Kansas. National issues were referred to a

local community for final settlement. Lawrence was the first Free-State

town of any importance, and it became the center of the Free-State move-

ment in the Territory of Kansas. The municipal life of Lawrence is instruct-

ive as illustrating the development of free institutions. The town was set-

tled by New Englanders, sent out by the Massachusetts Emigrant Aid

Society, and they brought with them New England institutions. They

came to establish religious and political liberty in Kansas, and in this respect

they partook of the spirit of the Puritans and Pilgrims of New England.

But they sought the freedom of others as well as their own improvement,

and were not obliged to leave their own country on account of oppression.

The people who settled Lawrence were not abolitionists, but they intended

to make Kansas a free State according to the legal act of Congress. They

respected and obeyed Federal authority and desired to avoid open conflict.

Their persistent determination to abide by Federal law, and at the same

time to oppose false local legislation, made Kansas a free commonwealth.

The work of the Congress of Philologists was planned by a committee

having as chairman Mr. W. M. Payne, with the co-operation of the Amer-
125
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ican Philological Association, the Modern Language Association of Amer-

ica, and the American Dialect Society. These three societies held formal

meetings, and their work was supplemented by papers obtained from outside

sources, many of them relating to Oriental philology and archaeology.

About sixty papers were included in the work of the Philological Section,

and it was necessary during the greater part of the week to hold two ses-

sions at the same time. The Congress assembled, as a whole, what was

probably the most important gathering of philologists that ever met in the

United States. The American Philological Association usually devotes the

first evening session of its annual meeting to an address, upon some subject

of extra-philological interest, by the president for the year. Prof. WilHam

Gardner Hale, of the University of Chicago, occupied that office, and his

address was given Tuesday evening, July ii, the sub-

ject being Democracy and Education. It was a

scholarly exposition of the particular perils to

which the higher education is exposed in a demo-

cratic environment, and, in the case of our

own country, opened a fairly hopeful out-

look upon the future. Among the papers

read before the association at its subse-

quent sessions the following were of special

-^ value : The Language of the Law, by Mr.

H. L. Baker ; Vedic Studies, by Prof.

j
Maurice Bloomfield ; and The Remote

Deliberative in Greek, by Prof. W. G.

Hale. On Wednesday and Friday morn-

ings two "general sessions " were devoted

mainly to the papers offered by distin-

guished European guests of the association.

These papers included The Connection be-

tween Indian and Greek Philosophy, by Prof.

Richard Garbe, of Konigsberg ; Helles und

Dunkles / im Lateinischen, by Prof. Hermann

Osthoff, of Heidelberg ; Indogermanische Ablautprobleme, by Prof. Wil-

helm Streitberg, of Freiburg (Switzerland) ; and The Scientific Emenda-

tion of Classical Texts, by Prof. E. A. Sonnenschein, of Birmingham.

Other papers read at these sessions were : Some Problems in Greek Syn-

tax, by Prof. Basil L. Gildersleeve ; The Relation of Philology to His-

tory, by Prof. M. Bloomfield ; and The Ethical and Psychological Implica-

cations of the Style of Thucydides, by Prof. Paul Shorey. A paper on

Unpublished Manuscript Treasures, by Mr. T. G. Pinches, of the British

Museum, was presented at one of the sessions. Mr. Pinches had made his

preparations to be present at the Congress, but was, at the last moment, de-

tained in London by a vexatious lawsuit. A paper sent by Prof, Michel

'w.<f';'>r''"'^'"

MRS. ELIZABETH A. REED,

Chairman of the Woman's Committee

on Philology.
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Br^al, of the College de France, had for its subject Canons of Etymological
Investigation, and was made the basis of an interesting discussion, opened
by Prof. B. I. Wheeler. Another discussion, led by Prof. M. Bloomfield,

had for its theme the Importance of Uniformity in the Transliteration of

non-Roman Alphabets. The association, before adjourning, transacted its

regular business, and elected Prof. James M. Garnett, of the University of

Virginia, as president for the coming year.

The meeting of the Modern Language Association comprised tv^^o ses-

sions, both on Thursday, July 1 3. Among the papers presented were : The
Language of the Sciences and a Universal Language, by Prof. F. A. Marsh

;

German Philology in America, by Prof. M. D. Learned ; and Training of

College and University Professors, by Prof. A. Rambeau. The American
Dialect Society and the Spelling Reform Association had one session each.

The sessions not held under the special auspices of the philological or-

ganizations were seven in number, and offered a preponderance of papers

upon subjects in the department of Oriental archaeology. These papers

were collected by Mrs. Elizabeth A. Reed, and to this ladj is due a special

word of praise for her efforts in behalf of the Congress. Dr. Max Ohne-
falsch-Richter, of Berlin, lectured upon Cypriote archaeology ; and Prof.

W. H. Goodyear, of Brooklyn, summarized the line of argument, based

upon a study of prehistoric ornament, that has made him a firm believer in

the non-Asiatic origin of the Aryans. Both these lectures were illustrated

with the lantern. Other speakers and papers comprised in the programmes

of these miscellaneous sessions were : Old Testament History in the Light of

Recent Discoveries, by Dr. William C. Winslow, who represents the Egypt

Exploration Fund in this country, and Cleopatra, a lecture by Dr. Samuel

A. Binion, of New York.,

The following-named papers (the writers not being present) were among
those sent to be read at the Congress : Greek Ceramography in Relation to

Greek Mythology, by Miss Jane Harrison, of London ; Schliemann's Exca-

vations, by Mrs. Schliemann, of Athens ; Assyrian and Babylonian Libra-

ries, by Prof. A. H. Sayce, of Oxford ; Babylonian and Assyrian Archae-

ology, by Mr. Hormuzd Rassam, of London ; and Koptic Art and its

Relation to Early Christian Ornament, by Dr. Georg Ebers, of Munich.

The Folklore Congress was planned and held in the face of opposition

and discouragement from organized bodies in London and Boston—the

American Folklore Society's secretary declaring that it would be impracti-

cable to hold a World's Congress in the United States at this time. In view

of the phenomenal success of the Congress, these elements of difficulty and

discouragement should be noted, as well as the fact that the success was

largely due to the labors and enthusiasm of Lieutenant F. S. Bassett, Chair-

man of the Committee of Arrangements. This was the third International

Congress of Folklore, and really the first to which all nations were invited.

More than thirty nationalities were represented, one hundred persons actively
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participating in the literary exercises, and more than a hundred in the con-

cert. Twelve sessions were held, at which sixty-eight papers and addresses

were read and forty-seven songs were sung, in addition to the phonographic

chants. The geographical range of the essays was unrestricted. The folk-

lore of all lands was treated at the hands of those who were natives, or who

had lived in the lands of which they spoke. Many distinguished folklore

scholars from abroad assisted personally in this exposition of the folklore of

Asia, Africa, Europe, and the two Americas. Among these were the Hon.

John Abercromby, Vice-President of the English Folklore Society ; Michel

Smigrodzki, of Poland, a member of the Paris Soci^t^ des Traditions Popu-

laires; Mr. Vucasovic, of Dalmatia ; Mr. Mihic, of Servia
;

Mr. Beers,

Secretary of the New Orleans Society ; the

Hon. Lorin Thurston, of Honolulu ; Dr. V.

I. Shopofif, of Bulgaria ; Paul Groussac, of

Buenos Ayres ; and Ludwig Krwyzinski, of

Poland.

No branch of folklore was unrepre-

sented. Myths, legends, customs, supersti-

tions, religions, songs, all branches of folk

speech, folk wont, and folk thought were

dealt with. The legends and customs of the

American aborigines were treated by such

experts as Surgeon Matthews, Lieutenant

Scott, Dr. Eastman, James Deans, Mr.

Quelch, Lieutenant Welles, and Mr. Grous-

sac. Dr. Matthews's wonderful collection

of phonographed Navajo songs and Lieu-

tenant Scott's exposition of the sign lan-

guage were especially meritorious. Nor was

the black man neglected. He carried off

the honors at the concert, and his supersti-

tions and customs and his strange literature

were ably represented by Miss Owen, Mrs. Watson, and Mrs. Sheldon.

Many of these essays were made more popular by the objects used in illus-

trating them—^as, for example, Dr. Matthews's Navajo rites, Mr. Stephen's

Hopi pigments, Mrs. Sheldon's African charms, Mr. Smigrodzki's tablet of

the Svastika, and Mr. Quelch's South American musical instruments.

The bibliography of folklore never has received the attention that was

here given to it. Signor Pitr^ for Italy, M. S^billot for France and Creole

literature, Sefior Rodriguez for Venezuela, and the Rev. J. C. O'Hanlon for

Ireland, presented the folklore bibliography of those lands. Literary folk-

lore received excellent treatment in Dr. Prato's exhaustive article on The

Symbolism of the Vase, Mr. Field's charming poem, Mrs. Catherwood's

Loup-garou story, and Mr. Head's Taming of the Shrew, Dr. Carsten's anal-

FLETCHER S. BASSETT
Lieut. U. S. Navy,

Chairman of

Committee on Folklore Congress.
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ysis of Longfellow's Golden Legend, and the Hon. John Abercromby's
magic Finnish poetry.

Besides the full collection of Navajo songs made by Dr. Matthews and
the beautiful folk songs of Mr. Smigrodzki, Mr. Mihic, and Mr. Cable, a
concert of more than forty solos and choruses, embracing folk music from
Japan, India, Ceylon, Turkey, Africa, Sweden, Norway, Russia, Poland, Bo-
hemia, England, Italy, Scotland, Spain, France, Wales, and North and South
America, was rendered by natives of those lands in the costumes and lan-
guages of the countries, accompanied frequently by their own strange instru-
ments. This concert, made possible only by the presence of specially organized
World's fair choruses and by the courtesy of various foreign commissioners,
was given free to the public, in the two great halls of the Art Institute, to
more than six thousand people, the numbers given in one
hall being repeated to the audience in the other imme-
diately after their performance in the first. Freder-

ick W. Root, who arranged the concert, deserved

great credit for accomplishing this task without
a rehearsal.

Very much of the success of this Congress
was due to the admirable tact, perseverance,

and effort of the acting chairman of the

Woman's Comitiittee, Mrs. Fletcher S. Bassett.

Eight essays were contributed by women, and
much of the success of the concert was due

to them.

The annual meeting of the American Li-

brary Association was merged this year into

the Congress of Librarians, and the papers read
charles k adams

and the subjects discussed took a somewhat wider ^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Congress.'

range than is usual at the meetings of the associa-

tion. The Congress was opened on Wednesday morning, July 12, by the

chairman of the local committee, Mr. F. H. Hild. Melvil Dewey, Presi-

dent of the American Library Association, who was selected to preside

at the first day's Congress, delivered the opening address, in which he com-

prehensively reviewed library progress in the United States during the pres-

ent century. He was followed by Frederick M. Crunden, Librarian of the

St. Louis Public Library, who read an interesting paper on The Librarian as

Administrator. The second session of the Congress, on Thursday morning,

was presided over by Samuel S. Green, Librarian of the Worcester Public

Library, who read a paper on State Library Commissions. Richard R.

Bowker, of The Library Journal, followed with a paper on National Bibliog-

raphy, and the session closed with a paper by Prof. R. C. Davis, Librarian of

the University of Michigan, on An Overuse of Books. On Friday morning

Frederick M. Crunden called the third session of the Congress to order.
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The first paper was by Charles A. Cutter, formerly Librarian of the Boston

Athenteum, who spoke on The Note of the American Library. Mr. E. H.

Woodruff, Librarian of the Leland Stanford University, read a paper on

Present Tendencies in University Libraries, and he was followed by Dr.

Emil G. Hirsch, President of the Chicago Public Library Board, whose

remarks on The Public Library in its Relation to Education were listened

to with the greatest attention. Among other papers read at this session

were one on The International Mutual Relations of Libraries, by Dr. Carl

Dziatzko. of the University Library of Gottingen, and one on The Direct

Interchange of Manuscripts between Libra-

ries, by Dr. O. Hartwig, of the Royal Uni-

versity Library of Halle. Both of these

papers were read by Mr. E. F. L. Gauss,

who had made excellent translations of the

German originals. Two papers were pre-

sented by woman librarians—Miss C. M.

Hewins, Librarian of the Hartford Library-

Association, on The Pictorial Resources of

a Small Library, and Miss Jessie Allan, of

the Omaha Public Library, on The Library

as a Teacher of Literature. The closing ses-

sion of the Congress, on Saturday morning,

was presided over by Miss M. S. R. James,

Librarian of the People's Palace, London,

who read a paper on The People's Palace

and its Library. Peter Cowell, Librarian of

the Liverpool Public Libraries, addressed

the Congress on the subject of How to

Popularize the Public Library. Mr. E. C.

Richardson, Librarian of Princeton College,

read a paper on Library Science and Other Sciences, and was followed by

Miss Tessa Kelso, of the Los Angeles Public Library, who gave an animated

address on Some Economic Features of a Library. William I. Fletcher,

Librarian of Amherst College, spoke on The Library Catalogue of the

Twentieth Century, and Miss Katherine L. Sharp, Librarian of the Armour
Institute, read in conclusion an interesting paper on The Library Exhibit

at the World's Fair. For want of time, six additional papers on the pro-

gramme were read by title only before the Congress adjourned.

FRANCIS F. BROWNE,
Chairman of Committee

on Congress of Literature.
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The Congress on Kindergarten Education—Fraulein Schepel's address—Other speak-

ers and their themes—The Congress on Representative Youth—The Congress on

Psychology—Congresses on General and Higher Education—President Oilman's

address—President Kellogg's address—Discussion of uniformity in universities—The
question of studying Greek—Arguments by Prof. Hale and President Jordan—The

Congress on Manual Education—Prof. Woodward's
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Congress of College Students—-The Congress of
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A"

RT. REV. SAMUE^ FALLOWS,
Chairman of

Committee on Educational Congresses.

MONG the many subjects proposed

for consideration in the original

announcement of the World's

Congress Auxiliary was The Educational

Systems, their Advantages and their De-

fects, and the Means by which they may
best be adapted to the Recent Enormous

Increase in all Departments of Knowl-

edge. Accordingly, for the presentation

of the great theme, Education, two weeks

were assigned, beginning July 17, and a

General Committee on Educational Con-

gresses was appointed under the chair-

manship of the Hon. and Right Rev.

Samuel Fallows, D. D., LL. D., with a

Woman's Committee on Educational Con-
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gresses, of which Mrs. Henry M. Willmarth served as chairman. The work

of the first week, which was organized in thirteen sections, embraced the

general divisions of the Higher Institutions of Learning, University Ex-

tension, College Fraternities, University and College Students, Public-

School Authorities and Administration, Kindergarten Education, Manual

and Art Training, Business and Commercial Colleges, Education of the

Deaf, Education of the Blind, Representative Youth of the Public Schools,

Physical Culture, Agricultural Education, and Authors and Publishers.

The congresses or conferences held in each of these divisions, for the

consideration of the questions especially embraced in it, were known as

the Special Educational Congresses, and they were followed during the

second week by the World's General Educational Congress, under the

charge of the National Educational Association of the United States. In

response to the request of Mr. Bonney, President of the World's Congress

Auxiliary, the National Educational Association appointed a Committee of

Arrangements, having as chairman the Hon. William T. Harris, Commis-

sioner of Education of the United States, to invite representatives from dif-

ferent parts of the United States and from foreign countries to participate

in this, and to make up a programme. The importance of selecting ques-

tions that affect the management of schools in all parts of the world was

appreciated, and the efforts of the committee in this regard were responded

to in a hearty manner by the visiting delegates. Fifteen department con-

gresses were planned for this week, but in many of them the work was

simply a continuation of that of the first week, with additional speakers and

new subjects for discussion. Of these departments, those for Higher Edu-

cation, Secondary, Elementary, School Supervision, Professional Training of

Teachers, Rational Psychology, Educational Publications, and Business Edu-

cation represented what has long been established, and their discussions went

largely to explaining and justifying work that is in process of accomplishment.

On the other hand, the Departments of Kindergarten Education, Instruction

in Art, Vocal Music, Technological Instruction, Industrial and Manual In-

struction, Physical Education, and Experimental Psychology in Education,

were devoted more especially to setting forth what is new and desirable in

education, and urging its adoption into the school system. As a result, the

educational problems were all discussed in the light of these two tendencies.

So far as known, this was the largest international educational congress

that has yet been held. The civilized countries of the world were more

generally and fully represented, and the total of attendance was larger, than

at previous congresses.

From President Bonney's opening address the following .extracts are

made

:

" Modern science is a new world, created within the memory of living

man. In all the old branches of learning there has been a wonderful increase

of knowledge. There is now more of language and literature, more of natu-
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ral science, more of political and social science, more of moral and intellectual

science, more of technological and constructive science, and more of other
important branches of knowledge, than can be mastered during the school

years. What can be done to meet this emergency ? The cruelty of cram-
ming has been tried and abandoned as worse than useless. The liberty of
election has been enlarged and re-enlarged without fully satisfactory results.

The difficulty not only remains, it increases. We can not meet it by sup-

pressing knowledge
;
we must endeavor to do so by enlarging the means and

improving the system of education. The old curriculum was a pamphlet
;

the new curriculum is a volume, growing larger from year to year.

"To some extent, the characteristics of the new education may already

be discerned : While in the primary schools the kindergarten and the rudi-

ments of manual and art training will lay the foundation for culture, the

instruction will, for the most part, be limited to such knowledge as is uni-

versally necessary for intelligent human relations. In a word, the instruction

imperatively demanded for the every-day needs of all classes will be the chief

object of the primary schools. In the secondary schools will be given a

knowledge of the existence and nature of all the sciences, arts, and callings,

so far as may be necessary to enable the learner to select those in which he

will be most likely to find his appropriate life work. The learner must know
that there is such a science as chemistry, such an art as engineering, and their

general nature and scope, to enable him to decide whether in either of them,

or in some other pursuit, he will be likely to be most serviceable to himself

and his fellow-men.

" In the higher institutions of learning will naturally be given that thor-

ough and prolonged culture in a carefully selected course of study, chosen

with reference to a proposed life occupation ; that careful and efficient disci-

pline which will qualify the student for the best discharge of the duties of

that occupation. In the professional and technological schools will be given

both a theoretical and a practical training for the particular requirements and

duties of a selected calling, such as law, medicine, engineering, or agriculture.

" Thus may be secured in a rational order that general knowledge which

intelligent persons in all countries should possess ; that mental culture and

discipline of the brain which corresponds to -the skill and accuracy of the

artisan's accomplished hand ; and that special and adequate preparation re-

quired for the successful pursuit of a special calling.

" Of vast importance and significance is the new movement of colleges

and universities, under the name of University Extension, to ally themselves

with the people. That alliance will prove of inestimable value to both. In

the highest sense, there is but one education, of which all schools and all

instruction should form appropriate parts. If one can not be a master of

philology, or astronomy, or geology, or architecture, or engineering, it should

nevertheless be his privilege to know enough of each to follow with pleasure

and with benefit the achievements of its leaders."
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How well the efforts of the committee to prepare a programme that

should be so wide in its scope as to include matters of importance to the edu-

cators of all countries were realized, may be known from the following para-

graphs, taken from Dr. Harris's report submitted on the opening day of the

Congress of the second week, in which a brief sketch of the points in the

programme laid out was presented :

" In the Department of Higher Education the distinction between the col-

lege and the university is brought prominently forward, and the relation of a

course of study such as the old college furnished—namely, for discipline and

for giving the student a survey of the whole field of human learning—the

relation of this to the specialization of the activities of the student in lines of

original research. One party in higher education will contend that the old

college course should be retained, and held to its purpose of giving unity and

consistency to the knowledge of the student before he enters on his special-

ties, whether law, medicine, divinity, or some special branch of science or

art ; the other party will contend for a policy that discounts the so-called

liberal education and the boasted advantages of a prolonged study of the

classical languages and pure mathematics, and contend for the earlier intro-

duction of specialization.

" The Department Congress of Technology has prepared for itself a highly

valuable series of discussions on the educational value of such branches as

workshop practice, laboratory work in exact measurement, in chemistry, in

electricity ; what the student gets from mechanical and architectural drawing

and from pure and applied mathematics, what from natural science, and

what from his training for an engineer. These studies in educational values

have a direct bearing on the most fundamental question of higher education

—the question whether the course of study in our colleges merits the high

claims made for it as being one of a specially high educational value—as

being, in fact, the course that enlightens the student and gives him balance

of mind and a judicial habit of thought.

"To this great question in higher education also the Congress of Sec-

ondary Education contributes its quota by setting in the foreground ques-

tions of the practical value of science as an educative study as cornpared with

language, and, furthermore, the value of the modern languages as compared

with Latin and Greek.

"This question of the educational value of the classics and modern

studies, of the languages versus the sciences and mathematics, is not a local

one of interest only to our people, but a question more and more coming to

the front in France and England, and even in Germany ; and we are fortu-

nate in having with us distinguished delegates from all those countries who
have weighty words to say in its discussion.

"A kindred question occupies a portion of the programme of the Con-

gress of Elementary Education. What branches of science and what branches

of industrial instruction should be introduced into the elementary schools,
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and how far may the old course of study in language, numbers, geography,
and history be made to recede to give room for the new branches ? The
Department Congresses of Industrial and Manual Instruction, together with
the Congresses on Art Instruction and Music, emphasize this question in
elementary education, and repeat in many new phases the demand for broad-
ening the course of study in elementary schools.

"The National Geographical Society has been invited to occupy the pro-
gramme of Thursday in the Elementary Department, and valuable discussions
are provided to bring out the needs and defects of the present methods of
instruction, together with the desired remedies.

" But the discussions of the third day in the Elementary Congress relate
to the most important of all topics—that of Citizenship and Morals. Those
familiar with the work of the directors of popular education abroad, espe-
cially in England, France, and Germany, know the stress that is laid on
morals and citizenship, and the interest that is shown in questions of religious
education as an essential item on the programmes of the
schools. There are two parties of earnest men and
women—the one holding that the separation of

Church and state should be carried so far as to

make the schools entirely secular, and the other

holding that instruction in religion should

be placed on the programme side by side

with instruction in language and science.

" Somewhat related to this question of

ethical and civic instruction are most of '

the questions taken up in the Kindergar-

ten Congress. The kindergarten attempts

to provide a course of instruction that is

half school and half family nurture, in order

that the rigid discipline in obedience to law

and order which characterized, and, I may say,

still characterizes, the old-time primary school,

may not have the effect of chilling the enthusi-

asm of the young child and arresting his devel-

opment along lines of growth that tend to a completer individuality and a

higher type of manhood and womanhood. In the discussions of the week
there is a large space given to the very important differences between the

epochs of childhood, say from four to six years, and the epoch of youth, say

from seven to fourteen years. The transition of the mind from the so-called

symbolic stage of childhood to the stage in which the child can readily

learn the conventional methods of representing language and numbers is

the topic which needs most illumination in the study of methods of the

primary school. The kindergarten, moreover, as containing the beginnings

of all that is to be unfolded in the later schools, takes up again the question

WILLIAM T. HARRIS, LL. D
,

Chairman of

Committee of Arrangements.
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of the educative value of hand occupations, so often discussed in other de-

partments and found to be so attractive a topic in the educational confer-

ences of all nations.

"The Congress on the Professional Training of Teachers has as its most

important topic the difference between the normal school, which prepares

teachers for the work of the elementary schools, and the college or university,

which gives the degree of Doctor of Pedagogy. The course of study in the

regular normal school, on the other hand, is defined by contrast with the

ordinary high school or academy (secondary schools), and it is claimed that

the normal school introduces comparative study—like the college, seeking to

understand each branch in the light of the other branches of human learning

—while secondary education usually teaches its branches as steps to higher

studies, and not by a comparative method.
" The college or university course in pedagogy, it is contended, should

make its degree stand for original work of investigation in the lines of the

literature and history of education as well as in lines of investigation into the

growth or development of the child physically and mentally.

" No more important topics than these are on the programme for the week

as regards the improvement of our teachers. But there are two department

congresses auxiliary to this department of professional training, the one on

Rational Psychology, which considers the transient and permanent character-

istics of mind, seeks to discover the fundamental characteristics which con-

tradistinguish mind from mere biological phenomena—the mind as knowing

primitive truth and as pure self-activity. The other Congress, that of Ex-

perimental Psychology, devotes all its discussions to questions of child study

in physical, emotional, intellectual, and volitional aspects. The teacher, it is

said, should understand psychology because he deals with the growth of the

mind. It is quite recent that a great revival has begun in this country of the

study of psychology.

" The supervision of schools, which becomes every day more important

as people come to live more and more in cities and villages, discusses the

questions relating to the organization of schools, especially such as relate to

the examination of teachers and the improvement of their work.

"An interesting question, especially interesting in the presence of this

great World's Exposition of the products of human industry, is that of the

relation of technical skill and manual processes to the training of the aesthetic

sense—the cultivation of the taste for the beautiful. This question is

brought out in many of its phases in the Congress on Art Instruction, and

still more of its phases are taken up in the Congress on Industrial and Man-
ual Instruction. The difference between the great systems of training—those

of the Swedish Slojd, the Russian school shop, and the French system—will

be better understood, it is believed, at the close of these discussions, and that

this will lead to more profitable methods of preparation for our industries.

"The Department Congresses of Physical Education, of Educational
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Publications, of Vocal Music, and of Business Education have prepared

pointed questions relating to methods and modes of management, and their

programmes will invite large audiences of interested teachers."

The work of the Congress on Kindergarten Education, carried on dur-

ing the first week of the Educational Congress, was planned in eight ses-

sions, with three joint sessions with the Congress of Manual and Art Edu-
cation. The programme of the Congress, prepared by a Committee of

Organization under the chairmanship of Mrs. E. W. Blatchford, of Chicago,

was designed to bring to parents in all conditions of society, and to teachers

of all grades, a presentation of those laws of harmonious development which
are so uniquely and strongly declared in the life and theory of Pestalozzi

and Friedrich Froebel ; not only to study these principles in their inner

connection, but to demonstrate their relation to other phases of truth ; to

convince those not yet familiar with the principles of their value at each

stage of growth—infancy, youth, and manhood ; to offer new views of the

truths already apprehended, and thus to present an epitome of the progres-

sion of man toward freedom in the use of Nature's forces, in the action of

mind, and in spiritual growth.

In the first session of the Congress, held July 1 7, Froebel and His Work
was considered by Prof. William N. Kallmann, Superintendent of Schools,

La Porte, Ind. ; and in the evening session Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper, of San
Francisco, presented an address on Every Mother a Kindergartner, and an

address was delivered by Miss Angeline Brooks, of New York, on Relation

of Play and Work. In the third session of this Congress, held on Tuesday,

July 18, addresses on Professional Training of the Kindergartner were de-

livered by several educators, and Music a Factor in Early Education was

considered by Prof. William L. Tomlins, of Chicago, and Prof. Daniel

Batchellor, of Philadelphia. In the, following evening session a paper on

Stories in the Kindergarten was presented by Mrs. Kate Douglas Wiggin,

and one on Froebel's Religion by Miss Eleanor Heerwart, of Germany, fol-

lowing which was a discussion led by the Rev. L. P. Mercer.

Among the papers presented in the joint session of the Kindergarten

Congress and Congress of Manual Art Education, held Wednesday, July 19,

were Symbolism in Early Education, by Mrs. Marion Foster Washburne, of

Illinois, and The Promotion of Child Activity, by Prof. Hannah Johnson

Carter, of the Drexel Institute, Philadelphia. In the second joint session

the subjects under consideration were the relation of the kindergarten to

the primary schools and the relation of kindergarten to higher education,

and among the speakers were the Hon. William T. Harris, Prof. Hailmann,

Miss Constance Mackenzie, Dr. James MacAllister, Miss Sarah Arnold, and

Colonel Francis W. Parker. Science Teaching in Elementary Education

was the topic of papers presented by Mrs. Louisa Parsons Hopkins, of Bos-

ton, and Edward G. Howe, of Illinois, in the session of July 20, and by

Mrs. Grace Call Kempton a paper on Physical Culture was read. The pa-
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pers presented in the evening session on this date were Life Principles in

the Kindergarten, Froebel in England, The Froebel Institute of Naples, and

The Catholic Kindergartens, by Miss M. J. Garland, of Boston, Miss Em-
ily Schireff, of London, Madame de Portugal, and Mrs. Emma White.

On Friday, July 21, a symposium was held in which the subject for con-

sideration was the Function of Art in the Kindergarten, discussed by Mrs.

Mary Dana Hicks, Mrs. Mary H. Peabody, and Prof. John Ward Stimson.

In the afternoon session reports were presented from the International Kin-

dergarten Union, and in the joint session held on the evening of the same

day Education in its Relation to the Social and Economic Condition of the

Times was the subject of a paper by Dr. James MacAllister, of Drexel Insti-

tute ; addresses were delivered by the Rev. Dr. Frank W. Gunsaulus, Presi-

dent of Armour Institute, Chicago, and Prof. Levas-

scur, of Paris ; and Beauty a Public Necessity was the

subject of an address by Hamilton W. Mabie, of

New York.

The Cultivation of Aptitudes in Children,

by Mrs. Alice Toomy, and Art Life of the

Teacher, by Edmund Russell, of California,

were the principal contributions to the Sat-

urday session ; and in the session on Sun-

day afternoon The Kindergarten in its Re-

lation to Sunday-School Work, The Spir-

itual Life of the Child as developed through

the Kindergarten, The Mission of the Kin-

dergartner to the Very Poor, and The Kinder-

gartner a Factor in Foreign Missions, were pre-

sented by Miss Lucy Wheelock, of Boston, Miss
Anna Bryan, of Louisville, Prof. Felix Adler, of

New York, and Miss Annie Howe, of Kobe, Japan.
The Congress of Kindergarten Instruction held

during the second week, under the charge of the National Educational As-
sociation, met in three sessions, the first of which was opened on July 26
with the introductory address of Mrs. Ada M. Hughes, of Toronto, Ontario,
Chairman of the Congress. Following this address, Mrs Alice H. Putnam,
of Chicago, presented a paper on the question Shall Reading and Writing
be taught in the Kindergarten ? while Changes in Kindergarten Plays and
Games was the subject of a paper by Miss Sarah A. Stewart, of Philadel-
phia, and The Song in the Kindergarten : Its Place, Value, and Dramatic
Element, and The Organic Union of Kindergarten and Primary School,
were the topics of papers by Miss Constance Mackenzie, Supervisor of
Public-School Kindergartens, Philadelphia, and Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper, of
San Francisco. With the presentation of a paper by Mr. B. Pickman
Mann, of Washington, D. C, a discussion on Modifications in the Pri-

FRANCIS A. WALKER,
a speaker at the Congress.
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mary School was opened, which was participated in by Miss Mary C.

McCulloch, Supervisor of Public-School Kindergartens, of St. Louis, Mo.
The subject How the Primary School may be connected with the Kin-

dergarten was discussed by Prof. WiUiam N. Hailmann, of La Porte, who
said in substance :

" The only possibility of securing an organic connection

between the kindergarten and the primary is by infusing into the latter the

same spirit that distinguishes the former. The aim and purpose of the

school is always the child and the child's living growth. Conventionalities

of life belong no more to the primary than to the kindergarten. Right

feeling must first be aroused, out of which conventionalities may grow.

New wine must not be put into old bottles. The machine never can be

infused with life. Whatever of the primary school is dead remains dead.

We can not connect the living kindergarten with the mechanical school.

The only organic connection is in giving the child opportunity to express

himself all' along the line of his development, and never to express the

teacher. The primary school, like the kindergarten, must be a process of

freeing the child." Several prominent educators occupied the platform

during this opening session, and from Mrs. Kate Douglas Wiggin greetings

were brought from well-known workers in London.

In the second session of this Congress, held on July 27, the kindergarten

situation in Germany and America was reviewed by Prof. Hailmann, who
reported upon the literature sent from abroad. The commission in charge

of the German Educational Exhibit confessed that teachers and schoolmen

are antagonistic to the work, stating that the necessity of handling large

masses of children made it impracticable. The subject Preparation of the

Kindergartner for Her Work was presented in a paper by Mrs. Louisa Par-

sons Hopkins, of the Boston Board of School Supervisors, and a discussion

of this subject was opened by Mrs. J. N. Crouse, of Chicago, who made an

urgent plea for longer, higher, and wider training. Miss Annie Laws, of

Cincinnati, spoke from her personal experiences, recommending stronger

measures and more adequate remuneration for work, and suggesting lines of

broader experiences as tributary to a kindergartner's training, and the discus-

sion was closed by Mr. Hailmann, who gave a comprehensive sketch of the

characteristic mental and physical conditions of the first seven years of child-

hood, which determine the special educative value of hand work in the kin-

dergarten. From the paper prepared by Fraulein Annetta Schepel, of Ber-

lin, and read by her coworker, Frau Henrietta Schrader, in this session of

the Congress, the following quotations are given :

" To my mind it is a vital mistake to consider the kindergarten as a

preliminary step toward the school, and to see its plan of work, its meth-

ods of occupation and development, merely as a preparation for pri-

mary instruction. Too great importance has been put upon school train-

ing in our time, which has been given a prominence far out of proportion

to that accredited to the home training and to the family influence in

126
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public education, and this in spite of the unsatisfactory results that have been

so far attained.

" Indeed, the whole scheme and character which is commonly understood

to comprise the kindergarten does not seem to me to express Froebel's idea

on this all-important subject of ' How shall we train little children ?
' How-

ever important Froebel considered the school in its totality and its influence

upon the child, and although his sentiments in regard to education as ex-

pressed in the organized school and methods of teaching are most impressive

and earnest, as embodied in his great work. Education of Man, he still gives

the foremost place in his educational theory and practice to the family

thought as expressed in his book. Mutter und Koselieder.

" The ever-increasing experience of Froebel taught him that parents are

far from fulfilling their obligations, and in his deeply significant paper, dated

1836, called the Renewing of Life, he calls out, full of spirit :
' In the family

environment alone, man reaches that point which causes his soiil to radiate

and his life to be fulfilled ; but even then is this accomplished only as the

family recognizes itself a medium of love, light, and life. The keynote for a

higher plane of human development can only be sounded when man is

seen as one member of an organized whole—a unity of many members.'
" Once more Froebel deliberated, looking back over his accumulated

experience and asking himself seriously this question :
' Can family life, the

home environment, satisfy the high demand of the present stage of human
development, in order that it may reach unto and culminate in an ever

renewing of life?' Answering himself earnestly and conclusively, he said,

' No.' He turned aside in 1836 from his previous efforts in connection with

schools and the training of boys ; he must search out new ways in order to

reach a more certain and rational education. And now he comes upon his

kindergarten. In a public call sent out in 1840, he by no means considered

this merely as an institute of learning, but demanded a complete develop-

ment, fitted for all life, for those who were to lead little children. He
demanded a union of practical power to do, with scientific knowledge, for

the true development of the child. He looked to the womanhood of Ger-

many to found his ideal institute, but they did not yet understand him. The
essential means with which to establish a training school for the guardians of

children were not forthcoming, and he must needs be satisfied to open the

work along its several lines rather than produce it at once as a complete
organization. One of these lines was the kindergarten, and the training of

worthy kindergartners to be worthy assistants to the mother, as well as pre-

pared to be the future mothers of children ; and in this way he determined,

little by little, to elevate the entire family culture.

"Out of this struggle and ideal he produced the Mutter und Kose-
lieder. He spoke the inclusive words :

' The family of the new time must
behold itself a unit,' and this thought still overflows with meaning for us all.

It is emphasized and enlarged upon in his Mother Play songs. The very
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labor that provides physical comforts to the various members of the family,

and which falls chiefly to the hand of woman, is constantly bringing about
right relationships. Even though the family circle be limited, it is brought
into contact with an ever-increasing larger circle by force of natural and
mutual needs. Family consumption as well as production weaves many
threads in and out between the various members and the head of the house,

and again between the house-mother and the great outer world. Formerly
it was customary to think of these relationships only from the standpoint of

securing advantage to the family ; cheap labor for the home, close marketing,

even though at the sacrifice or suffering of others, was still recognized a mark
of good housewifery. In the case of man's choice of occupation, the impor-

tant consideration was whether it would bring safe provision. High wages
were desirable, even though others strug-

gled and suffered because of the discrimi-

nation. In the training of children, the

most conspicuous principle was to preserve

them from mistakes and trials, and, as was

said, ' care for them all as to their external

needs.'

" As a consequence, the ego of the in-

dividuals reached no farther than the ego

of the family ; and the latter entered into

no living conscious interchange, such as

giving and taking, with the other factors

of humanity. The entire social structure

supported the tendency of the ties ; many
families there were who remained forever

untouched by outer social or political rela-

tionships. A change came, however, and

Froebel clearly foresaw the coming condi-

tion. He recognized that the ever-increas-

ing conflicts between classes and stations

of humanity could not be remedied through

external law. He saw that the bonds

could only be released through spontaneous deeds of loving fellowship, to

practice which the true family environment must be reinstated as a unity,

serving best when seeing itself a member of a still larger circle. In the

family relationship, with its varied and responsive duties, is found the em-

bryo of all phases of later development. Wherefore it is a firm fact that

all organic Hfe, from the smallest beginning, unfolds itself to the greater,

however magnificent it is to become ; and this law of Nature must be ap-

plied to the individual human life as well as to that of the whole human

family.

" The training of the power of will rests upon a gradual exercise of it.

REV. JAMES McCOSH, D. D.,

Chairman of

Congress on Rational Psychology.
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beginning with the young child. It is for this reason that efforts along in-

tellectual and industrial lines, however progressive, have failed to bring the

joy and satisfaction which they should, and which they do bring when knowl-

edge and ability to execute are joined hand in hand with man's ethical in-

clinations.

" Individual development must always be joined to an activity the fruit

of which is consecrated to others. In this way only can be preserved to

child nature room for the interest of others. The child may begin early

to mediate and bring together such warring factors as self-support, self-

assertion, simultaneous with self-giving, and so establish a harmony and

equality.

" This can only be brought about in the family environment, or in insti-

tutions where the home spirit prevails. The pivot of the family is nurture—

the nurture which brings consideration to each individual member both for

soul and body. There is no other condition than that of the well-ordered

home center which makes this possible—a home center the soul and heart

of which is the home-keeper, the mother. Her duties are by no means

limited to housework, absorbing her full time and energy ; and still it were

unnatural if she did not thoroughly understand all those many practical

things which become the essentials of a true home. She should know the

ways and means in order to be free before her servants, in order to influence

all her colaborers properly, and be able to satisfy fully the daily needs of her

household. To fulfill properly every duty of a small home circle gives op-

portunity to each child to contribute in some degree to the real comfort and

value of the home, and at the same time to supply scientific knowledge and

engender ethical power. Here the child is brought close to Nature and true

industry, not from the standpoint of intellectual gain, but through a spon-

taneous willing in accordance with ethical law.

"There is no more harmful movement in modern evolution than that

socialism which demands the dissolution of the family, or which interferes

with the organic necessity of man's truly living and expressing affection in

the human family. By his so doing, the very foundation upon which rests a

unified development of the child's soul and body is destroyed, as well as the

only means by which his spiritual power may be completely unfolded, and

also that environment which is its best nourishment, since it provides spon-

taneous instinctive moral action."

The third and closing session of the Congress was called to order on Fri-

day, July 28, when papers were presented by Mary T. Hotchkiss, of Milwau-

kee, Wis., on Story-Telling in the Kindergarten, and by Prof. Earl Barnes,

of Leland Stanford University, on the question To what Extent is Symbol-

ism Justifiable in the Kindergarten ? A paper was read by Mrs. Eudora L.

Hailmann, of La Porte, Ind., on the- same subject, and Miss Harrison, of

Chicago, spoke of the parallelisms between race development and that of the

child, and drew clear conclusions as to the methods of fitting the natural
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symbols to the child's comprehension. The discussion was concluded by Miss
Lucy Whitlock, of Boston, and Arnold H. Hinewah, of Chicago.

The underlying idea of the Congress of Representative Youth, which was
to convene in Chicago during the Columbian Exposition, was that a com-
paratively small number of the brightest and most promising youth of all

States and countries should be brought together, in order that they might
witness for themselves and for the rising generation the events of the Expo-
sition and bear testimony thereof. It was, of course, desirable that the dele-

gates should be the best possible representatives of the present system of

schools, and, as an appropriate method of securing this end, some convenient

competitive tests were suggested in scholarship, essays, and declamation, the

latter two relating to patriotic themes connected with the country to which
the candidates belonged ; but it was left to the State Superintendents of

Education to adjust the conditions for the selection of delegates, and the

selection of delegates from other countries was referred to their respective

Ministers of Education. The delegates to the Congress vi^ere to be selected

without regard to sex from the actual students in the schools, and were to

include none under thirteen or over twenty years of age. Every count)- was
entitled to one delegate, with an additional delegate for each eight thousand

inhabitants, and the members of the Congress were to be drawn from the

three following groups : Pupils in the last two years of the high-school

course, pupils in the two lower years of the high-school course, and pupils in

the two higher years of the grammar-school grades. It was suggested that

a few of the best productions of the preliminary competitions should be pre-

sented at the Congress, as it was intended that the youth should not only be

attendants and listeners, but also, to a reasonable extent, participants in the

work of the occasion.

It was proposed, also, that men and women who had done notable work
for the young as teachers, writers, or educational leaders, should be present at

the Congress to preside over its meetings, to direct its work, and to address

its members. This was the plan of work outlined by the Committee of the

World's Congress Auxiliary on a Youth's World's Congress. The chairman

of this committee was A. F. Nightingale, who, with the assistance of his co-

workers, was enabled to present a most acceptable programme. The princi-

pal address at this Congress was delivered by Rt. Rev. John L. Spalding,

Bishop of Peoria.

Two Congresses on the subject of psychology were included in the pro-

ceedings of the second week. One of them, having for its special subject

Experimental Psychology in Education, was organized and presided over by

President G. Stanley Hall, of Clark University, and held three sessions, de-

voting its entire time to the psychology of the child. The reasons for this

limitation of field were thus set forth by Dr. Hall :
" Within a very few years

several societies have been formed for this purpose ; several journals have

been started ; the school children in many cities of this country and Europe
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have been measured or tested as to the rate of growth of body and muscular

and mental power ; various classes of defect of sense, limb, mind, character,

and form of error in school work and of ignorance on entering school, have

been tabulated. From these results a new body of literature is being devel-

oped, which throws much light upon the controllable causes, whether of ex-

cellence or defect, and contains many suggestions on the method and matter

of teaching, and promises to show how instruction can be made more effect-

ive, as well as to point out the true beginnings of instruction, in the entire

group of psychological subjects." Papers were presented by President Hall,

Profs. G. T. W. Patrick, Earl Barnes, W. L. Bryan, and others.

Rational Psychology in Education was the subject of the other Congress

of Psychologists, and was presided over by Dr. James McCosh, whose active

participation in the proceedings gave them a peculiar inter-

est. Dr. McCosh read the opening paper at the first of

the three sessions, taking for his subject. Reality : What
Place has it in Philosophy? The second paper, sent

by Prof. Josiah Royce, of Harvard, discussed the de-

pendence of psychology upon physiology. The

reading of this paper was followed by an interest-

ing discussion, in which Dr. McCosh and Prof.

Paul Shorey took leading parts. At the other

sessions papers were read by President Schur-

man, of Cornell University ; Dr. A. F. Hewitt,

of the Catholic University of America ; Prof. G.

T. Ormond, of Princeton ; and Prof. Titchener,

of Cornell.

Among the Congresses that were continued

through both weeks were those on the subject of

General Education and those on Higher Education.

Eleven sessions were held for the discussion of

general education, eight of which were planned by

committees under the chairmanship of Bishop Fallows and Mrs. H. M.

Wilmarth. During the first week education in foreign countries was con-

sidered, among them Australia, Iceland, and Turkey. Other subjects under

discussion were : Reforms now Practicable in Secondary Education, by Miss

Mary A. Jordan, of Smith College ; The Education of Girls, by Mrs. H.

Thane Miller, of Cincinnati ; Methods of teaching Ethics in Schools, by

Mrs. Kate Tupper Galpin, of California ; and The Rhythmical Changes in

the Minds of Children, by Miss Kirstine Fredriksen, of Denmark. On
Monday, July 24, an interesting discussion took place on the subject What
shall the Public School Teach ? in which the Kindergarten was contended

for by Mrs. Marion Foster Washburne, of Illinois, and Colonel Francis

W. Parker defended scientific educational methods. Other speakers were

Thomas Morgan, Dr. C. M. Woodward, who argued for manual train-

G. STANLEY HALL,

Chainnan of Congress

on Experimental Psychology,
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ing, Hamlin Garland, Thomas Davidson, and General Francis A. Walker,
whose address was the feature of the occasion. The session of July 25
discussed Herbartian pedagogics from many points of view, the speakers

including Dr. Levi Seeley, of Lake Forest University ; Prof. Elmer E.

Brown, of the University of California
; President Charles De Garmo, of

Swarthmore College ; and Superintendent C. B. Gilbert, of St. Paul. The
three closing sessions of this General Congress included addresses by Bishop
Samuel Fallows, Dr. S. H. Peabody, Superintendent Albert G. Lane, Presi-

dent W. R. Harper, President James B. Angell, General John Eaton, Dr.

William T. Harris, Minister of Education G. W. Ross, of Toronto, MM.
G. Compayrd and Benjamin Buisson, Prof. Stephen Watzoldt, Prince Wol-
konsky, Prof. Dimscha and M. Kovalevsky, Russian delegates, and others.

The Congress on Higher Education held nine sessions during the two
weeks, the first six of which sessions were organized by committees headed
by President Henry Wade Rogers, of the Northwestern University, and Mrs.

Harriet C. Brainard, of the University of Chicago. The first session of this

Congress was opened, after the preliminary addresses of welcome, by Presi-

dent James B. Angell, of the University of Michigan, who read a paper on
State Universities in the United States. Another paper of interest was by
Miss Elizabeth P. Hughes, Principal of the Cambridge (England) Training

College, on The Training of University Graduates for the Profession of

Teaching. A paper was presented by Sir Henry Trueman Wood, Secretary

of the Royal Commission of Great Britain, on Technological Education in

England, and one by Emil G. Hirsch, Ph. D., on Methods of University In-

struction. The proceedings of the day following were devoted to education

in Germany. A paper presented by Fraulein Kathe Schirmacher, of Dantzic,

gave reasons Why the German Universities are the Last to admit Women
;

Prof. Dittman Finkler, of the University of Bonn, read a paper on the

general subject of The German University ; a paper sent by Prof. Stephen

Watzoldt, of the University of Berlin, had for its title Schools and Universi-

ties in Germany ; and an address by Dr. Isidor Singer, professor in the Uni-

versity of Vienna, had as its topic University Education in Vienna. The
Essential Function of the Teacher was presented in this session also by

Sophie Bryant, of London. On Saturday, July 22, the programme included

the following-named speakers and papers : Latin and Greek as Elements of

Secondary and Higher Education compared with Science and History, by

Commissioner of Education William T. Harris ; University Education for

Women in Russia, by Prince Sergius Wolkonsky ; Freedom to Teach, by

Mrs. M. F. Crow, of the University of Chicago ; Co-education : Its Ad-

vantages and its Dangers, by Mrs. A. A. F. Johnston, of Oberlin University
;

The Balance of Studies in the College Course, by Miss Sarah F. Whiting,

of Wellesley College ; The Distinction between College and University

Training, by Miss Mary A. Jordan, of Smith College ; The Relation of the

Government of the United States to Higher Education, by the Hon. John
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W. Hoyt ; The Excessive Tendency to Utilitarian Studies in Our Universi-

ties, by Prof. Charles J. Little, of Northwestern University ; The Failure

—

if such it be—of College Education, by the Hon. Rowland B. Mahany,

United States Minister to Ecuador ; University Education in Russia, by Dr.

L. de Dincha, Professor in the University of St. Petersburg ; and Progress

in American Higher Education within the Past Thirty Years, by Henry M.

McCracken, LL. D., Chancellor of the University of New York. On Mon-

day, July 24, several papers of the highest importance were read. Those

particularly deserving of mention are The Latest Revival of the Study of Poli-

tics, by Prof. Bernard Moses, of the University of California
; Graduate

Work in America, by Prof. William Gardner Hale, of the University of Chi-

cago ; University Education in France, by M. Gabriel Compayrd, of the

Academy of Poitiers ; The Study of Literature in French Universities, by

M. Andr6 Chervillon, of the University of Lille ; The New Movement in

the ItaHan Universities, by Signora Zampini-Salazar, of Naples ; The Value

of a New University, by Prof. Earl Barnes, of the Stanford University ; The

School at Athens, by Prof. F. E. Woodruff, of Bowdoin College ; and an

address by Dr. Keane, Rector of the Catholic University of America.

Under the auspices of the National Educational Association the discus-

sion of this subject was continued during the second week in three sessions,

the first of which was called to order by the chairman of the department.

President Daniel C. Oilman, of Johns Hopkins University, from whose open-

ing address the following paragraphs setting forth the functions of a university

are quoted :

" The first function of a university is the education of youth who have

been prepared for advanced work by previous discipline in certain branches

of knowledge. Whatever else the university undertakes, it is a place where

the choicest minds receive the best culture, are admitted to rare opportunities,

and inspired by living examples of intellectual excellence. It is a society

where thorough preparation for intellectual exertion is the condition of ad-

mission, and lofty devotion to ideals the condition of honor. The university

to which no students resort, or in which the commonplaces alone are taught,

is unworthy of the name. In the long run, the men who have been trained

by a university are the tests of its excellence.

" University education as distinguished from collegiate implies that the

student has formed already the habits of attention, memory, discrimination,

classification, judgment. Maturity of mind is requisite for the freedom

implied in advanced work. This training in our country has usually been

acquired in college ; formerly it could only be there received. But high

schools, academies, and private seminaries in many places are now so thor-

ough that they have virtually taken the places which early in the century

were held by the colleges, and the colleges, by raising their terms of admis-

sion, have occupied the years which might otherwise be given to university

work. Consequently there is no agreement of opinion on the relative
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spheres of the school, the college, and the university. It would be well if

Americans could agree on the proper limitations of the school and the col-

lege. Doubtless when a report is received from the Committee of One
Hundred, appointed by this association, under the head of President Eliot,

we shall have a discussion as fruitful as it will be lively of this fundamental
question.

"The second function of a university is the conservation of knowledge.
This is accomplished by bringing together all the records of human experi-
ence, and by the engagement of scholars in the work of interpretation. The
university should be in truth a seat of learning. Within its walls there should
be comfortable stalls for those who are willing to devote their lives to the
study of antiquity, whose pleasure it is to trace from their origin the lan-

guage, the laws, the religions, the customs which we have
inherited from our remote ancestry. There should be

other chairs for those who are able to collect, arrange,

describe, and interpret all natural objects which can

be brought together in a museum. The fine arts,

too, should have their votaries, and the best that

the world has produced in architecture, sculp-

ture, and the pictorial arts should be presented

to the eyes of impressionable youth, with such

instruction as will enable them to discover and

appreciate the merits. Libraries and museums
are the dwelling places of universities.

" The third function of a university is to

extend the bounds of human knowledge. Call

it research, call it investigation, call it scientific

inquiry, call it the seeking for truth—never has the

obligation been so strong as it is now to pene-

trate the arcana of the world in which we dwell,

to discover new facts, to measure old phenomena, and

to educe principles and laws that were written in the beginning but have

never yet been read by mortal eye. Instruments of accurate measurement

and for close observation are now at command that were unthought of in

the past generation. That protean agency, the lens, has been' enlarged and

supplemented so that its efficiency has increased simultaneously with its

adaptation to new purposes. Measurements are applied to the depths of the

sea, the distances of fixed stars, the velocity of light, the intensity of electric

and magnetic currents, the reactions of the nervous system ; and facts which

were once vaguely known become clearly and accurately understood. To
the progress of observation, measurement, and experiment, niversities

worthy of the name are bound to contribute.

" The fourth function of a university is to disseminate knowledge. The

results of scholarly thought and acquisition are not to be treasured as secrets

DANIEL C. OILMAN,
Chairman of Congress

on Higher Education.
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of a craft ; they are not esoteric mysteries known only to the initiated ; they

are not to be recorded in cryptograms or perpetuated in private notebooks.

They are to be given to the world, by being imparted to colleagues and

pupils, by being communicated in lectures, and especially by being put in

print, and then subjected to the criticism, hospitable or inhospitable, of the

entire world. That institution has a restricted sphere that is unknown be-

yond the circle of its own alumni. It should not claim to be a university.

It is better to be the best of colleges than to be the worst of universities. Pub-

Hcation should not merely be in the form of learned works. The teachers of

universities, at least in this country, by text-books, by lyceum lectures, by

contributions to the magazines, by letters to the daily press, should diffuse

the knowledge they possess. Thus are they sowers of seed which will bear

fruit in future generations. One of the greatest of living naturalists has said

that he was attracted to the study of natural science by the lectures of Silli-

man ; one of the most honored of university presidents has acknowledged

that a speech of Francis Wayland's aroused him to a life of public service
;

and the philosophical educator to whom this Congress owes so much has

shown in a recent volume how much he was quickened by the conversation

of a peripatetic from Concord. The widespread demand for university ex-

tension shows how intelligent persons who for one reason or another have

never received the advantages of university residence are eager to get at the

latest, the wisest, the most accurate instructions that can be brought within

their reach. But learned publications, containing memoirs that are only

meant for the scholar—positive contributions to knowledge—are the noblest

fruits of academic culture."

This was followed by an address on the theme How far should Uni-

versities be of One Type ? by President Martin Kellogg, of the University

of California, who explained that there are two theories of university devel-

opment : First, as rapidly as possible to occupy every province of knowledge

and instruction ; second, to aim at special excellence in certain portions of

the field ; and that the great majority of American universities seem to have

adopted the first of these theories, which calls for practically unlimited ex-

pansion. In support of the second theory he said :
" So long as a university

insists on a full and symmetrical development, it will think more of strength-

ening its weak sides than of making its strong sides stronger. But when it

accepts large limitations, it will give its chief energies to its most successful

work. Any university not cosmopolitan in equipment can must enlarge the

boundaries of knowledge, most increase the light of truth, by concentrating

its energies on a few lines of investigation. So, for the sum total of benefi-

cent results, it would be better that our universities should have each its

peculiar aims, and that all should differ in their lines of excellence." In

closing his address, President Kellogg said: "It is desirable that our uni-

versities should be so far of one type that in any one of them the ordinary

student will find his needs fully met. In them all, the various branches of
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knowledge should be understood in their most modern phases. All the most
important of these branches should be taught, and well taught, in every uni-

versity. Or, again, we may say our universities should be in one spirit rather

than of one type. A common spirit will stimulate them all to do new and
valuable work. A common type is to be avoided, such as must result from
the attempt of all to do the same things by trying to do everything. And,
finally, every university may most wisely have a type of its own. On its own
proper lines of development, it should seek the highest attainable character,

imparting freshness and individuality, and giving it a place of distinct, per-

haps distinguished, honor in the galaxy of American institutions of Ifearning."

In the discussion of this subject that followed, Prof. David Fiske, of the

University of Chicago, favored the view that universities should not be of

one type, inasmuch as the circle of knowl-

edge is now so vast that it is utterly impossi-

ble for any one faculty to encompass it, and

that there was no reason why we should not

have differentiation in universities as well

as special professors in the departments of

knowledge.

President Canfield, of the State Univer-

sity of Nebraska, thought American institu-

tions had not suffered by following pretty

closely after one another, and cited the ex-

ample of one university that had remodeled

and improved its school of history and polit-

ical science because it was followed up by

the pressure of other institutions in the same

field ; and thus, instead of being let alone,

had been forced to develop by the course

pursued by other schools of history and po-

litical science.

Prof. SprouU, Dean of the University of

Cincinnati, said he was inclined to have institutions specialized. All who
had gone through universities in Germany know that students stick to those

institutions where the professors are prominent in certain lines. The stu-

dents accordingly freely change their university from time to time in order

to get under the best professor. If there were one institution where the best

special training in one subject could be acquired, it would save time and ex-

pense. Prof. Sproull, while inclined to favor specializing of universities,

was opposed to specializing of colleges.

Prof. H. C. Cameron, of Princeton, spoke on the difference between the

English and the German universities, expressing his preference for the Ger-

man university of four faculties, and his conviction that the older American

institutions are working toward the German conception.

WILLIAM R. HARPER, LL. D.,

a speaker at the Congress.
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Melvil Dewey, Secretary of the Regents of the University of the State

of New York, thought there was need of clear agreement as to what a uni-

versity was before the question could be satisfactorily discussed, and that a

university properly meant an institution for research or special study in any

line of human knowledge for those who have completed prelimary work in

the elementary schools—that is to say, a four-years' course in the academy

and a four-years' course in the college.

Other themes presented at this session were : How should we cope

with the Problem of Excessive Specialization in University Studies ? con-

sidered in a paper by Prof. Giuseppe Allievo, of the University of Turin,

Italy, a translation of which was read, and Should an Antecedent Liberal

Education be required of Students of Law, Medicine, and Theology ? Prof.

Woodrow Wilson, of Princeton, read a letter from Prof. James Barr Ames,

of Harvard, on this subject, and then presented his paper treating the theme

at length. The subject was further discussed by President Oilman, of Johns

Hopkins University ; Melvil Dewey, of Albany, N. Y. ; President Baker, of

the University of Colorado ; Dr. Imelmann, of the Joachimsthal Gymna-
sium, Berlin ; and President H. T. Eddy, of the Polytechnic Institute, Terre

Haute, Ind.

The special question for discussion at the second session of this Congress

was the use to be made by colleges of the arts degree—whether it should

continue to stand, as heretofore, for the distinct type of humanistic culture

produced by the study of Greek and Latin, or whether it should be con-

verted into an " omnibus " degree to be conferred upon graduates in all

departments. The discussion was opened by an address by Prof. W. G.

Hale, of the University of Chicago, who traced the origin and later history

of the degree of Bachelor of Arts, noted briefly the several arguments against

the requirement of Greek, and presented the following considerations for its

retention :

'' First, there is the old argument of meum and tuum. On this argument

the whole question really turns. People must not be impatient with us of

the older faith. Hackneyed as the argument is, we can not turn aside from

it. The Decalogue is not novel, but we have not outgrown the need of it,

and we certainly are by no means yet in a condition to dispense with that

particular article which deals with the question of the rights of property.

The degree of Bachelor of Arts has for certainly four centuries carried with

it certain associations. It has meant an education essentially founded upon
the conception of humanistic culture—of a knowledge of the best that has

been thought and said in the world upon the subject of the most interesting

of the world's products, man himself. If there are people like myself who,

though not conscious of a conservative turn of mind, believed that this

humanistic training—enriched, as I have shown it to have been, by the

addition of some training in natural science—is, for a good many persons,

the best training, then, no matter how old-fashioned and simple-minded we
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may be, our degree, with the associations which centuries of our way of

thinking have woven around it, should be left to us. If a foundation which
omits that which is most characteristic of our degree, and replaces it by some
of the new studies, is better than the foundation which we believe in, then
its advocates should be proud that it should bear the name of these new
studies. Not to do this—to demand the use of a degree because of its asso-

ciations, when, in the very nature of things, the new course would inevitably

create different associations—seems to me not merely a plain invasion of

vested rights, but a palpable confusion of logic. If the case were reversed,

if the dominant studies had for centuries been in natural science, with a cor-

responding degree of Bachelor of Science, I can hardly imagine that, upon
the rise of a demand for a training with a foundation primarily humanistic,

people of my way of thinking would insist that we be allowed to use the

degree of Bachelor of Science, because of its centuries of associations of a

different kind. And this I say, even though there would be some justifica-

tion of such a demand in the fact that all work in language, so far as it falls

within the domain of science, is carried on by scientific methods, and that

too large a proportion of us professors of languages are, in our own investi-

gation and publication, men of science, and not men of the humanistics.

"The granting of the degree of Bachelor of Arts without Greek leads to

a very serious injury to many men. Harvard and Johns Hopkins, in giving

up the requirement of Greek for that degree, did not intend that men should

be forced not to take Greek, but only that men should not be forced to take

it. Yet the inevitable, no matter how illogical, result of this action has been,

for young men in countless high schools in this country, precisely this, that,

under the conditions of their life, they can not get Greek at all. Greek has

gone out of many schools, on the ground that it was useless to continue to

provide instruction in a subject which two great universities no longer re-

garded as necessary for the degree of Bachelor of Arts ; and it has also, for

the same reason, stayed out of many schools into which it would otherwise

in time have entered. Far better would it be, to my mind, to run the risk

that some men who might afterward prove to have no natural aptitude for

Greek should spend a part of their time for two or three years upon a sub-

ject which, at the worst, would necessarily give them help in the use of

their own tongue and in the understanding and devising of scientific nomen-

clature, and which would not be without value in forming habits of exact

observation and logical inference.

" I regard an injury done to the study of Greek as an injury inflicted

upon the one side of education which our American public, eagerly engaged

in commerce and industries, is most likely to disregard, and upon the one

side of education of which, without knowing it, it is really most in need.

There is no danger that the sciences will not be vigorously pursued in

America, at least to the very considerable extent to which their practical

applications make it profitable to pursue them. There is, on the other hand,
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a very natural danger, due to our youth as a nation, and to the immense
opportunities which our undeveloped resources afford, that the pursuit of

studies more remotely practical will be regarded as a waste of time. Yet the

thing which we most need is, not greater opportunities to make wealth, but

a higher regard for the things which Greek civilization represents, and which

the study of Greek literature and Greek life conveys. We need, in our tri-

umphant Americanism, a good deal more of Hellenism. For a great many
men, as I myself believe, the one thing that is best worth knowing well,

alongside of our own literature, is Greek literature, and the one spirit best

worth comprehending intimately is the Greek spirit.

" My own conclusion, then, is that, among excellent examples set us by

Harvard University, of whose service to American education I, as one of her

sons, am justly and deeply proud, and among excellent

examples set us by Johns Hopkins University, to

whose guiding spirits American education owes a

great debt, the example of granting the degree of

Bachelor of Arts without Greek is not to be reck-

oned."

Prof. Hale's paper was supplemented by tele-

grams and other communications on the

subject, after the reading of which the theme
was discussed by several well-known educa-

tors, among them President David Starr

Jordan, of Leland Stanford University, Cali-

fornia, who said :

" Nothing so weakens a study as to make
it the subject of official pampering ; to put

it in such a way that it is to be studied, not for

the visible good it gives, but for some peculiar

good which the student is taught he has not

the ability to comprehend. Nothing has so

hurt the student of the classics in this country

as the divine sacredness with which we have

tried to invest them. We have hurt science

as much as the study of Greek by not putting Greek on its own merits in

the same position, in regard to university work, as other studies are put
on in Harvard or Johns Hopkins. We certainly would not name any
other university than Harvard and Johns Hopkins, where higher work is

done, where Greek is studied for the good it gives, and not as a part of a
divmely appointed curriculum. Making Greek a requirement weakens it

m all Its relations, and the utilitarian spirit has not done one twentieth as
much harm as the spirit of pointing to Greek as something sacred. Ac-
cordingly, Greek should not be made a required subject for anything
except Greek courses. A scientific study should not be required except in

HENRY WADE ROGERS, LL. D.,

Chairman of

Committee on Higher Education.
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purely scientific courses. Let us change the form of the question from,
Should Greek be required for the degree of Bachelor of Arts ? to, Should
we give the Bachelor of Arts degree without Greek? That is, shall we
give a certain name to courses without Greek ? The question is one of
name. It is not a very important question for that reason. It is, of course,
desirable to have degrees that will tell what a man knows, as, for exam-
ple, an A. B., stating that he had Latin and Greek. It would be better if

he could be labeled A. B. in Anabasis, enumerating the books he had read,

the places where had read them, and, better than all, the teacher under whom
he had read them. It might be still better to have different colored gowns
to signify different degrees. Thus we might have pink gowns for those who
have read the Anabasis, and blue gowns for those who have read something
else. Then you could see a Greek man across the street, and say, ' There
goes a Greek man who has done an advanced piece of work.' But we do
not care for that sort of thing. We do not want titles. It is not the Amer-
ican spirit. This is the strongest reason for reducing all these degrees to one,

and has not been referred to by Prof. Hale. Caligula wished all the Romans
might have one neck, so that he might cut it off at one stroke. Likewise, let

all degrees have but one neck, so that they could all be cut off at one blow,

for the whole thing is merely foolishness, as the wearing of pink or blue or

yellow gowns is all childishness. It is a step in the right direction when we
either multiply dfegrees unduly, so that they will appear ridiculous, or when
we reduce them all to one.

" The separation of degrees from B. A. is bound, sooner or later, to kill all

degrees. It will not kill the Greek, for which the degree stood, and the time

is coming when Greek culture will be more and more appreciated. Not that

there are not plenty of other kinds of culture, but there will always be

Greek-minded men and Latin-minded men, for whom Greek and Latin will

have value.

" The degree of A. B. had meant such liberal culture as the colleges of

the past were able to give. The colleges of the present were able to give a

liberal culture in many more directions. All academic words and terms are

undergoing changes. The word doctor and the word bachelor are not ex-

empt from this. It would have been better to have found new names for

every one of the new conditions. But all colleges can not meet the demands

of all men, and it is not the business of any college to force upon any that

which is not for his best development. If an institution proposes to teach

only classically minded men the classics, very well. It is a noble field, and

the work may be nobly done. It strains out by that sieve a vast number of

men who want training, and want it in other fields. Although in Germany

all scientific men of all kinds were forced to go through a course in the Ger-

man gymnasium, yet there is nothing in education so much criticised as the

German gymnasium. In this country it has been true that the great ma-

jority of scientific men were outside of the colleges altogether. It is not
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true now by any means, but it was once true, that the men who had done

work and made a name for American science were men outside of colleges,

who reached their knowledge through other means, because they were

strained out of colleges which forced them to do what they did not want

to do."

[Here Prof. Shorey, of the University of Chicago, asked whether Presi-

dent Jordan would name some of the American men of science who had

received their training outside of the colleges.]

President Jordan said that he could mention in general almost all those

who are great in zoology, such as Audubon, Wilson, and Lawrence. He could

think of only two early scientific men who were college graduates. However,

all that class of men was outside of colleges ;
not that a classical education

would have hurt them, but that a classical education stood between them and

what they wanted to do.

"Most of the scientific men whose letters were read by Prof. Hale

appealed to the value of Greek from the utiHtarian side, referring to its

etymological advantages. But we know that the knowledge of Greek

for etymological purposes is not the kind usually taught in college, nor

is the value of Greek to scientific men in giving them the meaning of

scientific words of very great importance. In another letter read there was

a reference to the fact that the intellectual tilths of this generation were

largely on classical fields. As a matter of fact, they were largely in biologi-

cal and psychological fields, matters wholly outside of the classics. The in-

tellectual tilths of this generation have been about the works and name of

Darwin. They have dominated everything else, and if we are to apply the

weight of evidence as to the value of Greek and Latin, we might appeal to

Darwin, who says his time in the university was absolutely wasted, because it

was spent on subjects he had no use for.

" But unfriendly criticism of Greek, as Greek, is not legitimate, because

Greek and what Greek stands for will always have its importance. The
question here is simply whether we will take the name B. A. for a narrow

field, or spread it over a wider one. In the statement made in one of the

letters, that modern languages are mere gruel beside Latin and Greek, the

person simply gives himself away. A man who has read Goethe, Lessing,

and other masters would never say that. Nothing is gruel if it is done in a

worthy spirit. Advanced work in any subject will lead to strength. There

is no conceivable subject in which it will not." In closing, President Jordan

asked when Greek became a dead language and ceased to be a means of hu-

man intercourse. He had supposed that quite a number of persons, who
said they were Greeks and came from Greece, were still actually using Greek

as a means of human intercourse. Greek, he added, is not a dead language,

and even if it was it would not deserve any special consideration on account

of its death.

Following President Jordan, Prof. Shorey, of the University of Chicago,
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made an effective plea for the retention of what has been, until recently, the

accepted meaning of the Arts degree, in the course of which he said :

" Man is not a logical animal, and questions of this kind are rarely de-

cided by sheer stress of argument. But since there is little which I could

wish to add to the direct presentation of his thesis, given by my colleague.

Prof. Hale, I will venture, in the few words I have to say, to inflict a little

of the dialectics of the subject upon you.

" We all probably remember the scene in Daniel Deronda in which Sir

Hugh Mallinger remarks that he has forgotten all his Greek ; but still it did

him good : it formed his English, which, by the way, is rather hesitating and
faltering ; and we all remember the respectful silence that Daniel Deronda
himself observed in the face of this declaration. I generally feel inclined to

preserve a similar respectful silence in the presence of most of the argu-

ments which it is my misfortune to hear in defense., of Greek. The paper

of to-day was a happy exception. Nevertheless, even in to-day's debate it is

to be noted that nearly every one of the very able and tellingly put points

made by the distinguished president of the scientific university in the West
were made against arguments in favor of Greek that will not bear scrutiny,

arguments that fairly made me cringe when I heard them—the etymological

argument, for example ; a mere argumentative stop-gap employed in default

of more serious reasons—or the idea that Greek should be. required of every-

body as the one thing needful, a point that is not seriously made by the true

defenders of Greek. The real educational issue raised, apart, from those

telling retorts against weak and indefensible arguments—the real educational

issue he raised was the challenge to produce sufficient reason for establishing

distinct degrees of B. S. and A. B., and sufficient, fair, and serious practical

modem educational reasons for reserving one of these degrees as a distinc-

tive degree for the course in which Greek plays an important part.

" I will ask you to watch me closely and see whether I do not answer

this challenge before I have done. But before entering upon that matter I

wish to clear the debate of one or two irrelevancies constantly brought for-

ward in the discussion of this question. In the first place, it is proposed to

compel nobody to study Greek. It is proposed by the advocates of Greek

to compel those who want the degree of A. B. to study Greek, there being

concurrent degrees of B. S. and Ph. B. Therefore all questions of compel-

ling men to study Greek are questions not relevant to the subject.

" Secondly, it is often stated (I am still clearing away irrelevancies)—the

argument is often advanced that Greek is not practical. That is a question

for a man to decide before he goes to college at all. The very idea of a

liberal education in this country, and I hope it will always remain so, is that

a man has a certain amount of leisure for disinterested culture ; and I should

be very much interested, as Charles Lamb once said, to ' examine the bumps

of the gentleman,' and to investigate the processes of ratiocination that

would lead to the conclusion that Middle High German is a more practical
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Study than Greek for a practicing attorney, and that the comparative anat-

omy of the invertebrates will help the v^^holesale grocer where Greek litera-

ture leaves him in the lurch. No college studies are practical, if by practical

you mean calculated to insure the kind of success won by Jay Gould. The

practical course for men whose hearts are set upon this career is to begin as

Jay Gould did, by sweeping out the office at fourteen, with the chance of

remainmg an office-sweep forever, or of accumulating a fortune like Jay

Gould's.
" So with regard to the argument we often hear—an argument that has

not been advanced to-day, but which I am sure is in the minds of many

present—the argument that whatever may be said of the delicacy and subtle

precision of the Greek language, of the glory and beauty of Greek literature,

the average student does not really attain to that. This is not a relevant

argument, for it is simply an indictment of human nature and of our bad

methods of teaching. When scientific men are together by themselves,

when modern language men come together and the history men are meet-

ing, they will all admit that their own subjects are not taught according to

the ideal method. We must be consistently optimistic or pessimistic when

we are comparing the relative educational values of subjects. We must

either assume that all studies are to be taught so as to bring out all there

is in them, or we must accept the present low standards for all. It is not

relevant to say that the beauty of Greek literature is not grasped by all stu-

dents who pursue its study, unless you admit the same conditions with re-

gard to the peculiar discipline of science and other studies.

" So, in the same way, some will say that Greek is forgotten. But I will

venture to affirm that nobody in this assembly can have forgotten his Greek

more absolutely than I have forgotten my old English history and my cal-

culus. The fact is, no man remembers anything in detail unless he keeps it

fresh by daily practice either as a profession or a hobby. But the general

civilizing and refining effect of his study he does not lose. And some sub-

jects perhaps leave more of this civilizing after-effect than others.

" Having attempted to clear away some of these irrelevancies that ought

to be left to audiences of another character, I will endeavor to state what I

consider to be the real educational issue. Are there, in the present state of

education in the United States—are there logical, practical educational rea-

sons for bestowing more than one degree as the stamp and seal of what is

known as a general collegiate education ? Secondly, is there anything in the

special claims of the study of Greek to make it reasonable that one of these

alternative courses, one of these degrees, should be characterized by the

presence of Greek in its curriculum ? I think both of these questions can

be answered in the affirmative, and, if so, the question is settled so far as the

logic of debate can settle anything in a world that is admittedly not gov-

erned by logic.

" I think from the educational chaos of the time there emerge two or
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three distinct types of education. We all recognize that there is an educa-
tion based essentially not merely on knowledge of the results, but on dis-

cipline in the processes and methods of physical science. That distinction
(between methods and results) is not made often enough, but the distinction

is all-important. All educated people may master some of the results of
science ;

only a few can master scientific processes. If we try to master the
methods, we have to sacrifice liberal culture. If science means several hours
daily in the laboratory (and our scientific brethren will accept nothing less),

then science and the older literary and historic culture are for all but intel-

lectual giants incompatible. We can not have both, as Mill demanded—1^«
tuera cela. This education in science may be broadened in many ways, by
free election of culture studies, or by prescribed courses that will widen the
student's outlook

; but his main work must be done in the
laboratory. It would be idle to attempt to ignore this

type of education, in view of the part played by phy-
sical science in our modern civilization, and the

many able men whose powers are best developed

by this discipline. It must be recognized and
stamped by the seal of the college with the

degree of B. S. There is no question about

that, and there is no necessity of compelling

men who want the training and this degree to

take another type of culture.

" Then (but of this I am somewhat doubt-

ful) there is an intermediate, compromise
form of education which certainly has been

shown to meet a popular demand—the course

that leads to the degree which the University

of Chicago calls Ph. B. ; in which some of the de-

tailed knowledge of the processes and methods of

modern science is sacrificed to make room for a

certain infusion of the mental and moral sciences,

history, and Latin, and a certain modicum of the modern languages. This

is the second type of education (possibly a transitional type) recognized, and

for the present I think wisely recognized, by the University of Chicago.

" And now we come to the third and last of my three types, what is

known as the old classical course, sometimes called the humanistic educa-

tion, but which I prefer to define as an education, as my colleague says in

the knowledge of the best that has been thought and said in the world,

studied systematically and scientifically in its sources. That education, I

think, is a sufficiently marked distinctive type, and, what is more, th'ere is a

distinctive type of mind adapted for that education. I hear a good deal of

the unfortunate youth who is compelled to waste his time grubbing among

Greek roots and analyzing Greek optatives when he would rather be work-

JAMES B. ANGELL, LL. D.,

a speaker at the Congress.
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ing in the laboratory ; but what of the youths who are forced to waste their

time dissecting starfish, and who are tortured with test tubes and retorts,

when they would rather be reading Sophocles ? The argument is as strong

on one side as on the other. I do not advocate compulsion in either direc-

tion. But the ' election ' of elementary physics and chemistry is not left to

the caprice of the student of biology, and it is conceivable that there is a type

of education in which the study of Greek should not be an accident.

"And now I come back to the main question, which I have not lost

sight of : Why is it necessary to distinguish B. S. and B. A. ? What edu-

cational end is achieved by stamping the course that prescribes Greek with

a special degree ? Why not have a free elective system, and allow students

adapted to Greek to pursue Greek, and those adapted to science to pursue

science ? The idea of the free elective system is very alluring. It results,

however, in chaos, unless intelligent pressure is put upon our students ; and

intelligent pressure is not put upon our students to choose their courses

wisely where the absolute free elective system exists.

" I am myself a son of Harvard, and I admire and love Harvard as much

as anybody in this assembly, and yet my own course, considered a successful

one, was not wisely chosen, and I believe that is the case in a far larger

number of instances than appears in optimistic annual reports. What guid-

ance and direction there is, is exercised in casual perfunctory interviews with

deans and advisers, and may at any time be counteracted by caprice, preju-

dice, a letter from home, or the last ' able editorial ' on the college fetich.

That is not the way to plan a well-considered scheme of education. Such

schemes should be elaborated by the collective wisdom of our university

faculties. The university should define in their broad outlines two or three

main types of liberal education, and set up the corresponding distinct degrees

as signposts to guide the student to a definite goal. It will tell a student

who wants a predominantly scientific training that he must pursue certain

studies, because such studies are, in the judgment of the entire scientific

faculty, necessary for a properly co-ordinated scientific education ; and, simi-

larly, if his tastes and capacities are for the historical culture, it may, without

tyrannous restriction on his freedom of election, tell him that it is well for

him to read the Chanson de Roland, but it is indispensable for him to read

the Iliad. By so doing, the university will often save its students from false

tendency, wasted efforts, and vain regrets.

" Every teacher of Greek is familiar with the experience which I have had

repeatedly during the past year. Intelligent students have come to me who
have discovered that the education they want is the literary and linguistic.

They do want to know the best that has been taught and said in the world,

and they do not want to work in the laboratory ; and they have been brought

up in colleges, like some universities that have been represented here to-day,

where they were prevented from studying Greek at the right season ; and

now they anxiously inquire whether it is too late for them to secure this key
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to the one domain of knowledge that attracts them most, and it is difficult

to advise them honestly. If the alternatives had been clearly put before

them at the beginning, and they had been told that Greek was indispen-

sable for the particular culture that they wished, they would have been

spared their misdirected efforts and regrets. Here is the distinct educa-

tional argument in favor of the division of degrees. It sets up a signpost,

as I have already said, to guide the student from afar, and forces upon his

attention the problem of distinguishing the two or three leading types of

education, and choosing, with intelligent advice, the one for which he is

best adapted. It is mere quibbling, and not a fair reductio ad absurdum, to

argue that this principle would lead to a dozen specific degrees with a col-

ored gown for each.

" I pass lightly over my other points. The second point is (assuming

that it is desirable to bestow two or three distinct degrees) that Greek
should mark such a type. The reasons for that have been developed repeat-

edly to-day, and I could not possibly do them justice in the brief time that

remains. One strong reason familiar to the lips of all, although not believed

and felt by all, is that the Greek literature is in itself intrinsically the most

beautiful in the world. Unhappy those who think this is a mere supersti-

tion of Greek professors ! But if any here are thus skeptical of the imper-

ishable charms of Greek, how can I prove it to them in five minutes' extem-

pore discourse ? I can prove it to any intelligent class of sophomores who
have passed the first thorny hedge of grammar, and who will read with me
a masterpiece of Sophocles or Plato, and perhaps that is enough. But it is

not solely or mainly on account of this charm that some knowledge of

Greek must be the distinctive stamp of one form of culture, one type of

education. It is because, as was said in one of the letters read from this

platform to-day, it is impossible to be a Quellenforscher without Greek, be-

cause Greek is indispensable for the systematic and scientific knowledge of

the history, philosophy, and religion and poetry of the West ; because the

Greek spirit is the direct source of all that lives and moves and has its being-

in the higher world of modern thought. True, the average student will not

realize all this any more than he will appreciate the full significance of the

' scientific spirit.' But the appointed custodians of Greek culture must not

merely affirm, but believe and know it. In the daily routine of the class-

room we must draw for our students the subtle lines that link that exquisite

past to all that is truly living in the spiritual life of our own time. If that

were done, we should have the students with us, whatever may be the opin-

ion of the general public."

The subject Signs of Improvement visible in the Undergraduate Life of

American Students came up for discussion also at this session, and a paper

on this theme was presented by President Raymond, of Wesleyan Univer-

sity, Connecticut, who took the ground that there are visible evidences of

improvement in the undergraduate life of the American student in athletics
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and morals, in student organizations, intercollegiate courtesies, and the rela-

tions of students to their instructors. Great differences of opinion were ex-

pressed in the discussion of this subject, especially as to the influence of

college athletics. President Blanchard, of Wheaton College, Illinois, spoke

regarding the disadvantages of Greek-letter fraternities, and the Rev. Dr. C.

H. Payne, of New York city, urged that the deteriorating tendencies of

certain games should be taken in hand by college authorities at once.

At the third session of the Congress on Higher Education the chair was
occupied by President Seth Low, of Columbia College, New York, who de-

livered the opening address on The Relations of Professional Schools to the

University. This address was followed by a paper on The Evolution of

Liberal Education, by Prof. A. F. West, of Princeton. A discussion of the

doctorate in philosophy and of the condi-

tions under which it should be bestowed fol-

lowed, introduced by a paper by Prof. W.
O. Sproull, Dean of the University of Cin-

cinnati, and the session was closed with a

paper by Bishop Keane, of the Catholic Uni-

versity of Washington, D. C, on The Rela-

tion of our Colleges and Universities to the

Advancement of our Civilization, and an ad-

dress by President Angell, of the University

of Michigan.

The Congresses on Manual Education
were held throughout the two weeks in elev-

en sessions, in which papers of great interest

were presented. The work of the sessions

held during the first week—the Congress on
Manual and Art Education—was in charge

of a committee of which Dr. H. H. Belfield,

of Chicago, served as chairman, with a

Woman's Committee under the chairman-
ship of Miss Josephine C. Locke. Among
the addresses and papers that were read

may be mentioned
: The Function of Drawing and Manual Training in

Education, by Prof. C. R. Richards, of the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn;
Manual Trainmg in the American School System, by President Walter
Hervey, of the New York Training College

; The Ethical Value of Manual
Trammg, by Dr. Emil G. Hirsch

; Manual Training in Sweden, by Prof.
Gustaf Sellergen, of the Stockholm Technological High School ; The In-
fluence of Japanese Art, by Prof. Ernest Fenollosa, of the Boston Art
Museum

;
The Philosophy of the Tool, by Dr. Paul Carus ; Manual and

Art Education m Switzerland, by Edward Boos-Jegher, official delegate of

and the addresses by Mr. W. M. R. French, Dr.

MISS JOSEPHINE C. LOCKE,
Chairman of Woman's

Committee on iVIanual Education.

the Swiss Confederation
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H. H. Belfield, Prof. C. M. 'Woodward, of Washington University, Prof.

Gabriel Bamberger, the Rev. F. W. Gunsaulus, Prof. Halsey S. Ives, Dr.

William T. Harris, and the Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones.

The chairman of the committee having in charge the Congress of Industrial

and Manual Training, which was held during the second week, was Dr.

Andrew J. Rickofif. Prof. J. D. Runkle, of the Institute of Technology,

Boston, made the opening address, after which Prof. C. M. Woodward, of

Washington University, St. Louis, read a paper on The New Demands made
by the World's Industries upon the Elementary Schools. The next subject

considered was embodied in the theme A Shorter Course in the Arts, and
then a Specialization with Reference to Some Definite Industrial Pursuit,

as in the French Schools. M. Eugene Martin, Director of the Primary and
Higher Elementary Schools of Paris, gave an interesting account of the

French system of industrial and manual-training schools as it now exists,

and the subject was discussed by Prof. Deatrick, of the Keystone Normal
School, Pennsylvania ; Mr. Grant, of Rhode Island ; George B. Kilbourn,

of Springfield, Mass. ; and Prof. C. M. Woodward, of St. Louis, from whose
remarks the following paragraphs are quoted to explain the main features of

the French system of industrial and manual instruction, including the

changes recently adopted :

" I was glad to learn from Mr. Martin that the plan of ' a shorter course

in the arts, and then a specialization with reference to some definite industrial

pursuit,' is no longer their only system ; that general manual-training schools

much like our own now exist in France. Several years ago I visited the

school on the Boulevard de Villette, in Paris. It was of the type referred to

in the thesis. Four trades were taught. The ' shorter course in the arts

'

consisted of a rapid tour through the four departments, with a view to find-

ing out what each was like, or how the work would suit one's taste or fancy

or outside opportunity ; then came a choice, and a devotion of all the rest of

the time to one course. The school did commercial work, having skilled

workmen who had charge of the apprentices and helped them in their work.
" I shall here confine myself to a comparison of the methods (a) and

(J)),
(a) A series of graded models embracing the fundamental principles

of the art. (d) A series of completed and useful articles. No particular

art is here referred to. It is presumed to be one where special materials

are wrought and special tools are used. The object of the training is sup-

posed to be to master both tools and materials. By the mastery of a tool a

good deal is meant. The forms of tools are not matters of caprice or acci-

dent. They have been evolved from the brains of the most skillful users, and

no one can use an important tool correctly without teaching and practice, any

more than he can a sword, or a rifle, or a tennis racket.

" Take a joiner's chisel. It has two functions—mortising and paring. Its

use is mastered by mortising and paring under the instruction of a skillful

user. The wood may be hard or soft ; it may split easily or with difficulty
;
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the mortise may be 'open' or 'blind.' What is the educational method for

mastering the use of the chisel on different woods ? The ' points ' in a good

mortise are, that it shall be exactly to the line on every side ; that it shall be

sunk in exactly the right direction ; that the material shall not be split or

jammed on either side or at the end ;
that the inner faces shall be smooth

and true ; and, finally, it must be made with the least possible expenditure of

time and energy. Shall the pupil make several doors, or window sashes, or

toy carts (one in each kind of wood), or shall he practice on small pieces of

wood of different kinds, making mortises in each, till he is reasonably per-

fect in his work—not covering the mortise by a great deal of other work that

he has no need to do ?

" How does your man with a rifle ? Does he go about shooting at cats,

and dogs, and thieves, and other ' useful articles,' till he has learned to use his

gun correctly, or does he shoot at a target at different distances till he is a

good shot before he shoots at game ? Shall a child at the piano or violin

learn difficult movements by practicing those movements by themselves, or

only as they occur in regular ' pieces ' ?

" I am convinced that the demand for ' complete ' articles is based on a

misconception of the object in view, and a failure to see where ' comple-

tion ' and perfection lie. If the object is a perfect mortise, then nothing but

a perfect mortise can 'complete' the task.

" But you ask. Where is the tenon which is to fit the mortise ? Should

that not always be made too ? I answer, There is no educational need of it.

The tenon is another step, a different exercise ; requires different tools and

different methods. The tenon is not going to determine the quality of the

mortise. The possible fact that one fits the other does not prove that either

is correct, for both may be wrong. There is an absolute standard in every

case, and nothing should be allowed to obscure it. The fact that in the con-

struction of a useful article a mortise and tenon do fit is apt to cover up a

multitude of sins. Your maker of useful articles will often continue to be a

poor workman, because he will never stop to learn. He gets a certain

amount of exterior form study, but he masters nothing. He gets excessive

practice where he does not need it, and too little on difficult points.

" From what I have said, it is evident that in a manual-training school—

I

am not speaking of the elementary grades, but of boys of from fourteen to

eighteen years of age—time is too precious to be spent in construction. A
skilled and educated teacher can cull out the principles, the essential pro-

cesses, and devise exercises which shall embody them logically with the least

amount of waste material. I hold that the making of a bureau by a boy

who is aiming at educational growth is wasteful in the extreme. A thing is

educational which increases the range of our vision or the strength of our

grasp. Repetitions of familiar steps profit little and consume time. I was

told the other day of four boys who spent all their shop time for twenty

weeks making a desk to bring to the Fair. To permit such a thing was an
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educational crime. As well stop your class in arithmetic and have them
add the census tables or extract the square root of two to a hundred places.

" Finally, why this feverish anxiety to produce something useful } Is the
economic bearing of manual training less evident than in science and litera-

ture ? Is it not sufficiently useful if one masters tools and materials, learns

to make and read exact drawings, and acquires the ability to analyze a con-
struction into steps which he knows he can take if he wishes ? The school
is to fit one to be useful ; it is not a factory, nor a place for manual labor.

To get the greatest educational result from manual training we must extend
as much as possible the range of rational study of the arts which underlie

construction, applying those arts only when it is necessary to illustrate its

economic bearing. In the St. Louis Manual-Training School it is our cus-

tom to require of each student a single example of synthetic work at the
end of each series of elementary principles. For instance, the alphabet of

iron and steel forging, where the ever-present agency is that of heat, con-

sists of a very few letters. The number of applications in a score of industries

is very great, but one can count the fundamental processes on his fingers.

We study these processes separately, unmixed with foreign elements, till

each is clearly seen in its nakedness ; and at the end of the series, each pupil

by himself—not the whole class together—designs or selects a synthetic

exercise, embodying as many elements as possible, and yet lying within his

easy range, and constructs it. These composite pieces are technically known
as 'finals.' These ' finals ' are chiefly useful in showing the pupils how all-

embracing the elements are. A child who has learned to write correctly the

twenty-six letters can copy a play of Shakespeare or an oration of Webster
if he will but be patient. These ' finals ' differ with different pupils and from

year to year, and they make an interesting display at our June exhibitions
;

but if too freely used at a World's Fair they are in danger of misleading, for

they do not reveal—they rather hide—their mission.

" I am clearly in favor of the graded series of exercises, embodying as

nakedly as possible the fundamental principles, with a single ' final ' at the

end. Please bear in mind I have not been speaking of primary grades, where

the pupils are quite too young to be able to sustain an interest in details and

abstractions. They want things, not parts of things. Neither have I spoken

of grammar grades, where great care must be exercised that one does not

philosophize too much. In every case the end in view must be wholly in

view, not only to the teacher but to the pupil."

In the second session Prof. Gustaf Larsson, Principal of the Sloyd Train-

ing School, Boston, Mass., read a paper on The Sloyd or Swedish System

compared with the Russian System of Manual Training, and exhibited sam-

ples of sloyd work in illustration of his subject. A paper on Manual Train-

ing in Russia was then read by E. Kovalevsky, the official delegate from that

country, and Dr. H. H. Belfield, Director of the Chicago Manual-Training

School, discussed the merits of the Swedish system. Prof. C. M. Wood-
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ward, of St. Louis, followed, comparing the sloyd system with the Russian,

as used in manual-training schools, and Dr. James MacAlister, of Drexel In-

stitute, gave a brief account of the introduction of manual-training work in

Philadelphia, which was first induced by the small attendance in the high

school. The discussion of this subject was continued by Dr. Paul Hoffman,

Assistant Superintendent of Public Schools, New York city ; Prof. Wood-

ward, of St. Louis ; Prof. Richards, of Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.
;

and Prof. Bennett, of the College for Training of Teachers, New York.

The subject for discussion in the third session was Should Boys and Girls

have the Same Industrial and Manual Training Instruction in all the Grades ?

The discussion was opened by a paper read by W. B. Powell, Superintendent

of Public Schools, Washington, D. C., and other speakers were Edward

Boos-Jegher, of Switzerland, and Dr. Paul Hoffman and Prof. Charles A.

Bennett, of New York.

The Congress on University Extension, which was organized under a

committee having as chairman Prof. Nathaniel Butler, Jr., of the University

of Chicago, held five sessions, beginning Tuesday, July i8. During this time

many interesting and valuable papers were presented, with the result that the

movement was put in a new light before a great many intelligent people who
carried to their communities new ideas regarding this great means of culture.

Among the papers of particular interest was that on The Origin of Univer-

sity Extension, submitted by Prof. James Stuart, M. P., who in 1872 really

gave the movement its start, from which the following quotations are made

:

" The movement for higher education, like many other great movements,

has taken place along a very extended line. The advance has been made

inside the universities, by the widening of the area of their studies, by the

improvements of their methods of teaching, by the reorganization of their

funds, and generally by the opening of their doors to a greater variety of

persons, and by their adaptation to the needs of the times. Outside the

universities the advance has manifested itself by the foundation of colleges

in great centers of population, by the beginning and recent rapid develop-

ment of higher technical instruction, and by the widespread influence of

university extension. In this paper I shall confine myself to the last-men-

tioned of these developments, because it is essentially the typical higher edu-

cational movement of the time. It gave rise, indeed, to much in the other

movements which I have mentioned. Its influence has reacted, and con-

tinues to react, very powerfully on the universities themselves. It has given

a stimulus there to many new branches of study, and it has left its impress

upon the methods of teaching which the universities have adopted. The
foundation of the universities and colleges which have arisen in England and

Scotland is due—in most cases immediately and directly—to its influence,

with the sole exception of Owens College, Manchester, which was of earlier

origin. But it is not in this respect that university extension is most typ-

ical. A leading characteristic of the present day is undoubtedly the breaking
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down of privilege, or rather the extension of the advantages hitherto enjoyed
by the privileged to the community as a whole. In education this is the
order of the day no less than in other regions, and of all educational move-
ments there is none which has so much as university extension embodied
this great feature of the present time, endeavoring to give to the people gen-
erally what has hitherto been the privilege of the few.

" The university-extension system would never have been developed or
have taken root had it not been for the work done by a number of persons,

some of whom, I am glad to say, are present with you in Chicago. Among
these persons are the Rev. T. J. Lawrence and Mr. R. G. Moulton, who from
the beginning were essential to the development, even the existence, of the
movement. At a somewhat later period Mr. R. D. Roberts became the life

and soul of the movement in Cambridge and London, while

from the moment that Oxford entered with vigor into

the undertaking Mr. Sadler, along with some of the

Oxford lecturers, has not only animated the

work which Oxford has done, but has filled the

whole undertaking with fresh vigor and new
adaptations. Besides these gentlemen, I must

record the names particularly of the late Miss

Clough and of Mrs. Josephine P. Miller,

who, as Secretary and President of the

North of England Council for the Higher

Education of Women, devised the first set

of lectures I ever had the opportunity of giv-

ing ; and, lastly, among the members of the

university, it is nearly impossible to overestimate

what university extension owes to the Rev. W.
x/f -CJ u t 1

• J 11
^T. REV. JOHN L. SPALDING,

Moore Ede, who for several years organized all
, , ^

. .
a speaker at the Congress.

that was done in the Midlands, and in its later

developments to the Rev. G. I. Browne, so long Secretary of the Cambridge

Syndicate.

"In the autumn of 1867 I was engaged to give a course of lectures in

astronomy to ladies in Leeds, Sheffield, Manchester, and Liverpool. These

lectures lasted for two months, and I traveled the rounds of the four places

each week. There were in the four places about six hundred pupils. With

the object of making the lectures as educational as possible, and remembering

that the pupils had not been accustomed to take notes, I accompanied each

lecture by a syllabus, which was intended to be a sample of the notes which

they should take, whose skeleton might be filled up by them afterward to re-

call the thread of the lecture. Further, in order to avoid the difficulties of

an oral examination, I adopted a plan of setting printed questions to be an-

swered in writing at home. The answers to these were transmitted to me by

post, and I returned them the following week with corrections and comments.
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On November 16 of the same year I went, at the request of an old friend, to

give a single lecture to the engineer artisans of Crewe. The lecture was on

Meteors, and received an advertisement, wholly unexpected but exceedingly

effective' from the great meteor shower of the preceding evening, in conse-

quence of which the audience was remarkably large, and a greater interest

taken in the subject than probably would otherwise have manifested itself.

However that may be, it encouraged my friend Mr. W. M. Moorsom, who

became himself one of the pioneers of university extension, to arrange with

me for a course of six lectures on astronomy, which were delivered to the

working men of Crewe in the summer of 1868, and which led to my giving

a similar course in the autumn of the same year at the great co-operative so-

ciety of Rochdale, known as the Rochdale Equitable Pioneers. It was there

that what is now known as ' the class ' in connection with the lecture of the

university-extension system had its origin. It arose from a happy accident,

and became, along with the syllabus and the questions to be answered at

home, a permanent feature of all future courses. For the next three years I

was engaged, along with several friends, in keeping up continuous courses of

the same character among the ladies of the North of England Council, the

workmen of Crewe, and the co-operators of Rochdale ; and I made a special

tour among co-operative societies in the north of England, with the object of

founding a union of their societies for carrying out ' a peripatetic co-operative

university.' My idea was that a portion of the percentage of their profits

which by their rules these societies devote to educational purposes might, if

applied to the purpose of such lectures, enable them to employ permanently

a staff of university teachers, whom they might interchange from year to

year ; and that they might join with the ladies, who in a number of towns

were now carrying out the system, but who, like all others, were experien-

cing this difficulty, that their operations were not sufficiently extended to be

able to offer a permanent field of employment to good lecturers. The pro-

posal was a good deal discussed, but for various reasons fell through, and I

was driven to seek for a still wider basis of action. About this time I re-

ceived new and invaluable support from the town of Nottingham, where Mr.

Richard Enfield and the Rev. J. B. Paton—both of them from that day to

this devoted friends of university extension—were moving to establish

lectures on political economy, the science of health, and other subjects,

among the workingmen of their town. I proposed to them a co-operation

with Leicester and Derby, and thus re-enforced, and with the experience

gained during more than four years' active work, with the approval and co-

operation of friends generally throughout England, and of colleagues, some
of whom I have mentioned, I brought the matter before the University of

Cambridge in a letter of date November 23, 1871. The letter was accom-

panied by memorials which were in the following year referred to a syndicate

or University Committee of Inquiry. The syndicate, having taken very

extended evidence, was convinced of the existence of a demand for higher
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education in the great centers of population, of the ability of the university

to supply that demand, and of the propriety of its undertaking to do so by
adopting the system of teaching which had now by our experiments become
plainly elaborated. The first course of lectures was given in the autumn of

1873, in Nottingham, Derby, and Leicester. The subjects were PoHtical
Economy, Mechanics, and English Literature, and the three lecturers were
the Rev. V. H. Stanton (now Professor of Divinity in Cambridge), T. O.
Harding (a well-known senior wrangler), and the Rev. E. B. Birks. All
three were fellows of Trinity College. To the system of teaching which I

had already elaborated the university added a final examination accompanied
by certificates. Each course consisted of weekly lectures accompanied by
weekly classes extending over a period of twelve weeks, conducted according
to the following regulations :

" ' The teacher to remain in the lecture room for some time after the con-
clusion of each lecture and class, in order to answer questions or solve the
difficulties which have occurred to pupils, and to give advice as to the reading
of text-books and other means of officially studying the subject.

"
' Each lecture to be accompanied by a syllabus distributed to the pupils,

and by questions. Those who desire to answer these questions to do so in

writing at home, and to be at liberty to submit their answers to the teacher

for correction and comment. The class in each subject to be formed only

from among those who attend the lectures on that subject, and to consist of

those who are desirous of studying more fully. The class, at the discretion

of the teacher, either to take up the subject of the lectures or cognate sub-

jects bearing directly thereon and necessary for the better elucidation of the

subject of the lectures. The teaching in the class to be more conversational

than that in the lecture.
"

' Written examinations to be held at the conclusion of each course by
examiners appointed by the syndicate, open to any pupil who has attended

the course ; and certificates to be granted to the candidates who manifest

sufficient merit in these examinatiops.'

" It would be difficult to describe the system still employed more accu-

rately than in the language thus quoted, and several of the phrases made use

of in these original regulations will be familiarly recognized by those engaged

to-day in the university-extension movement in Chicago. The first syndicate,

in 1873, was appointed tentatively ; but on March 18, 1875, it was made per-

manent, and the system then became, and has since continued, an integral

part of the university work. The chief additions to the system since that

time have consisted in the affiliation of several of those local colleges which

have been its direct product, and the extension subsequently of that affilia-

tion to all university-extension students, so that those who have passed through

a prescribed series of courses given by authorized lecturers, who, in addition,

have passed certain examinations, shall have the right of claiming a Cam-
bridge degree on a shortened period of residence at that university.
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" In connection with this, and moving in the same direction, a pretty

general effort has been made to encourage and to secure greater continuity

of teaching. This has developed itself most highly in London, where the Joint

Board of Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and London has now organized

a considerable part of the teaching so as to run over a whole year, two suc-

cessive courses being given in the winter months on the same subject, and a

further additional advanced class being held in continuation thereof during

the summer months. To any pupil who has successfully gone through a

year's work of this kind, a special certificate, called a ' sessional certificate,' is

given ; and where four such certificates are obtained, three in scientific sub-

jects and one in literary subjects, or vice versa, the pupil becomes entitled

to what is called a 'certificate of continuous study,'

which represents the high-water mark of what uni-

versity extension has reached in England.

" Till the university-extension movement arose,

the characteristic of higher education was that it

was localized in a few centers. University ex-

tension spread it over the whole country and

carried it, potentially at least, to every

home. It did more. It utilized in doing

so the existing institutions, so that they

themselves became the sources from

which flowed out the fructifying streams.

University extension is based on the

belief, justified by experience, that peo-

ple can acquire mental cultivation from

oral teaching without devoting their

whole time to the process, and its meth-

ods have been adapted to meet the needs

of such persons. University extension is

based on the fact that oral teaching is the best

form of education, and, further, it has been a

conscious protest against a system of education

based on examination. The current of such a

system was in full sweep over England at the time when university exten-

sion first arose, not only in the universities, but in the public elementary

schools of the country. We proclaimed, and without deviation had adhered

to this, that the examiner ought to be subsidiary to the teacher in any

sound system of education, and should follow in his wake ; and we opposed

the idea of teaching controlled by and leading up to examination. Our

views have won the day, and have changed many things at the universities

and in public elementary schools. The university-extension system has

recognized that the mind may be trained by means of the orderly and sci-

entific treatment of subjects in which the pupil takes a real and living in-

SETH LOW,

a speaker at the Congress.
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terest, and which bear directly on his everyday life, just as well as, if not
better than, by abstract studies which have no such bearing. It has rec-

ognized from the first the absolute equality of men and women, rich and
poor, in their claims to educational advantages. This has been made posi
five by availing itself of physical opportunities of easy locomotion and
facility for co-operation and by adapting itself to the circumstances in which
modern society exists."

Among other papers possessing much interest were University Credits,
by Dr. R. D. Roberts

; A Sketch of the Movement in America, by Miss
Katharine L. Sharp

; The Traveling Library, by F. W. Shepardson ; E.
T. Devine's paper on The Syllabus ; George L. Hunter's paper on The
Function of the Local Center

; Class Instruction as a Department of
University Extension, by Charles Zeublin

; and addresses by Mrs. Charles
Kendall Adams and Melvil Dewey. The Congress was closed with the
presentation of a very interesting paper, by E. L. S. Horsburgh, on The
Universities and the Workingmen, which derives special significance from
the great need of university extension among the wage earners. He spoke
as follows

:

"There are essential differences between the labor problem in America
and in England. America is the land of democratic equality, and it is to give
just offense to your manual laborers in receipt of weekly wages to regard
them, or to speak of them, as a class in any way apart from the rest of the
community. In England at present this is not the case. The existence of

classes in England, with separate interests and separate aims, is natural to the

conditions, though it is none the less to be deplored.

"And yet the problem of labor must, in many essential respects, be the

same everywhere, and especially from the point of view of education. A
somewhat broad line must everywhere be drawn between those who labor

with their heads and those who labor with their hands. To the one class

education in some form is a necessity of existence ; to the other it is an acci-

dent to be acquired, if at all, through an excess of toil. The one class gathers

up and lays on fresh intellectual advantages by reason of the nature of its

employments ; the other class soon lays aside whatever of education it has

received, and can only gather it up again in moments of scanty leisure, in

despite, not as a consequence, of its regular employment. It is this class of

laborers—those engaged in manual toil—who in every state are a majority.

In their hands, if they only knew it, lie all the potentialities of rule. In

every country the tendency is becoming more and more marked to admit

them to all the privileges of citizenship, to place power in their hands ; and

thus in each country this question stares us in the face, How will it fare with*

us when the destinies of the race are intrusted to the hands of the unin-

structed many, who have only to realize the power of numbers in order to

prevail over the educated few ?

" For my part, I have as little abstract faith in the instructed few as in

128
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the uninstructed many. What I do desire is to see a sense of responsibility

pervading all, and I believe it is by education alone that men can be brought

to realize their responsibilities. If you accept this you accept also the urgent

need that exists for spreading education as widely and as thoroughly as pos-

sible among the masses of the people, and no educational movement of the

present day can for a moment justify its existence, unless it aims at extend-

ing the highest facilities for culture to the poorest, most remote, and most

unenlightened of those among whom it is to operate.

" In old time in England the universities justified their name. They
were universal in their aims and methods. They appealed to all, and

attracted all. We read of thirty thousand students at Oxford in the four-

teenth century—men taken from the plow and the farmyard, and these

more numerous than those taken from the

houses of the great or wealthy—but as time

went on a sort of palsy seemed to strike

our universities. They considered that their

function was the manufacture of specialties,

not the diffusion of culture among the

mass, and there have been periods when no

institutions in our country were at once

more wealthy and more worthless, equally

failing to produce the specialist or to ele-

vate the mass. And even now they are, to

far too great extent, exclusive corporations

having enormous advantages to secure to

their children, but only able to secure those

advantages to a privileged few.

" Our universities, too, have proved a

very favorable soil for the production of a

narrow, exclusive, and priggish character.

Men pass from their undergraduate days to

fellowships, tutorships, and professorial

chairs. Thus they have spent their days in
an unnatural and hothouse atmosphere. They have mixed little with the
world. Having always been in the enjoyment of leisure, they know nothing
of lives of incessant toil in mine or factory

; having lived among culture all

their lives, they can only regard the uncultivated person with contempt

;

with eyes closed to three fourths of the active life of the world, they become
purblind, and can only clearly recognize their own superiority ; and it is to
these men that the direction of university affairs largely has fallen."

In addition to the Congress on University Extension, higher institutions
of learning were represented by a Congress of College and University Stu-
dents and a Congress of College Fraternities, both" held during the week
beginning July 1 7.

MISS JANE ADDAMS,
Chairman of

Committee on Social Settlements.
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The Congress of College and University Students, which was organized

by a committee under the chairmanship of James B. Reynolds, met in four

sessions, at all of which interesting programmes were presented. The open-
ing session was addressed by the president and by foreign delegates to the

Congress, after which addresses were delivered on Student Life in the South-
ern Colleges of America, by Prof. F. C. Woodward, of South Carolina Col-

lege, Columbia, and on The Influence of the Resident System, by Frank R
Divelbiss, of Richmond, Mo. Coeducation as a Factor in the Social Life of

Students was presented by Prof. Martha Foote Crow, of the University of

Chicago, at the second session, following which was a discussion ; and in the

third session the subject under consideration was Inter-University Student
Fellowship, with reports from Naples, Upsala, Christiania, Cornell, Harvard,
and Johns Hopkins. The fourth and last session of the Congress was ad-

dressed by C. L. Van Cleve, editor of The Shield of Phi Kappa Psi, on The
American College Fraternity System, and reports from various universities

were followed by discussion.

The Congress of College Fraternities was organized by a committee of

which Richard Lee Fearn was chairman, with a woman's committee under
the chairmanship of Miss Ethel Baker. Among the papers presented were
the following : The Legal Status of the Fraternities, by William Raymond
Baird ; The Histories of Fraternities, by W. B. Palmer ; A Permanent Fra-

ternity League, by E. H. L. Randolph ; and The Women's Fraternities, by

Mrs. Mary Robert Smith. These papers were all presented during the first

session, and in the session held on the afternoon of the same day, July 19,

various phases of Fraternity Journalism were presented. The woman's ses-

sion, held on the following day, was presided over by Miss Ethel Baker,

chairman of the Woman's Committee. An address of welcome was delivered

by Mrs. Charles Henrotin, Vice-President of the Congress Auxiliary, and

the following-named papers presentied : The Origin and Development of the

Fraternity System, by Margaret E. Smith ; Fraternity Journalism, by May
Henry ; Chapter Houses, by a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma ; Limita-

tions of Fraternity Membership, by Mrs. Rho Fisk Zeublin ; Fraternity Ex-

tension, by Miss Bessie Leach ; Ethical Influence of Fraternities, by Mrs.

Blackwelder ; and Fraternity Women in the World, by Isabefla M. Andrews.

Among the other Congresses held during the first week was that on So-

cial Settlements, organized by committees in charge of Charles ZeubHn, of

the University of Chicago, and Miss Jane Addams, of Hufl House. Among
the papers read during the seven sessions of this Congress may be mentioned

The University Settlement Historically Considered, by Robert A. Woods,

of Andover House, Boston ; The Relation of the Settlement to Universi-

ties, by James B. Reynolds, of Paris ; The Settlement of a Center for Uni-

versity Extension, by Dr. R. D. Roberts, of London ; The Settlement in its

Relation to Municipal Reform, by Mrs. Florence Kelley ; The Settlement in

its Relation to Tenement Houses, by Miss Helena Dudley, of Philadelphia

;
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The Settlement in its Relation to Organized Social Work, by Everett P.

Wheeler, of New York ; Weak Points in the Settlement Method, by Ed-

ward Cummings, of Harvard University ; The Settlement in its Relation to

the Art Movement, by Miss Ellen G. Starr, of Hull House ; and The Ideals

of Future Society as evolved in a Settlement, by Charles Zeublin. The
evening symposium on The Settlement in its Relation to the Labor Move-
ment, opened by Henry D. Lloyd, was one of the most interesting of the

sessions of this Congress.

The Maine State Building.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE world's parliament OF RELIGIONS.

Character of the conference—The committee—The preliminary address and the responses

to it—Opening ceremonies—Extracts from many of the papers that were read—Con-
fucianism—The Brahmo-Somaj-Shintoism—Christianity and Mohammedanism com-
pared—Buddhism—The world's debt to Buddha—The Parsees—The Armenian Church
—Hinduism—Evolution and Christianity—Congress of Missions—Sunday rest—De-
nominational Congresses.—Inquiry rooms—Spirit of the work—Reasons for success.

T HE assembling of the world's religious leaders in

a great parliament extending over seventeen days

was the crowning event of the World's Con-

gresses of 1893. So much attention was excited by

this concourse that for a time even the great Expo-
sition then in progress seemed overshadowed and

forgotten while the representatives of the reli-

gions of the earth sat down together. Never be-

fore have religious teachers from all lands, repre-

senting all prominent faiths, met on one com-

mon platform and with absolute freedom and

perfect courtesy presented their varied and often

contradictory tenets. The interest excited by

this Congress was world-wide. Said one speaker,

" I came nine thousand miles only to attend this

conference." Said he who followed, the white-

robed Dharmapala, " And I came thirteen thou-

sand miles that I might stand on this platform."

On that platform sat men of all colors, of all races, from all quarters of the

globe, and of all the faiths that during the ages have dominated the des-

REV. JOHN H. BARROWS, D. D.,

Chairman of Committee of Organization.
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tinies of the human family. There were Christians—Protestant and Cath-

ohc, Roman and Greek
; Jews and Mohammedans ; Parsees, Brahmans, and

Buddhists ; followers of Confucius, and worshipers of ancestors ; descend-

ants of those antagonists who punctuated their conflicting assertions with

the bullet and the bayonet, and of those who bore witness to their faith in

the presence of the axe, the gibbet, or the stake ; here gathered, they found

their hands clasped in one unbroken circle as their upward gaze centered on

one loving Father.

As it was found impracticable to bring the representatives of distant lands

to Chicago early in the season, it was decided to hold the Congresses of

Religion in September and the first half of October. The immense task of

organizing the Parliament of Religions was intrusted to a General Committee,

of which the Rev. John Henry Barrows, D. D., pastor of the First Presby-

terian Church of Chicago, was appointed chairman, and it was owing in great

part to his many months of patient, intelligent, and persistent effort that the

great Parliament proved such a signal success. In selecting the committee

—

which consisted, in addition to the chairman, of fifteen persons representing

fifteen forms of religious faith—great care was taken to secure as representa-

tives of different religious bodies persons of strong and vigorous convictions,

who would be acknowledged by their respective organizations as worthy

to speak in their behalf. The committee, as originally constituted, consisted,

in addition to the chairman, of the following persons : The Right Rev.

Bishop William E. McLaren, D. D., D. C. L., Protestant Episcopal Church,

and Rev. Prof. David Swing, Chicago Central Church, Independent, Vice-

Chairmen of the Committee ; His Grace the Most Rev. P. A. Feehan, Cath-

olic Archbishop of Chicago ; Rev. Dr. F. A. Noble, Congregational Church
Rev. Dr. William M. Lawrence, Baptist Church ; Rev. Dr. F. M. Bristol,

Methodist Church ; Rev. Dr. A. J. Canfield, Universalist Church ; Rev. M.
C. Ranseen, Swedish Lutheran Church ; Rev. J. Berger, German Methodist
Church

;
Rev. J. Z. Torgersen, Norwegian Lutheran Church ; Right Rev.

Bishop Charles E. Cheney, Reformed Episcopal Church ; Rabbi Emil G.

Hirsch, Jewish Church ; Rev. L. P. Mercer, New^ Jerusalem Church
;
Jona-

than W. Plummer, Friends' Church ; Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, Unitarian

Church, Secretary of the Committee.

In addition to the General Committee on Religious Congresses, a special

committee was appointed to make arrangements for the Congress of each

participating denomination. The cordial co-operation of the women of the

various churches largely contributed to the great success of the Congresses.

A Woman's General Committee on Religious Congresses was appointed, of

which the Rev. Augusta J. Chapin, of Chicago, was chairman ; and in most
cases also a church committee of women corresponded to and co-operated
with the committee of men in the organization of each of the denomina-
tional Congresses.

The basis of the proposed Union Congress, and the equal importance of
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the accompanying denominational conventions, were explained to the com-
mittee by Mr. Bonney in an opening conference, and, in full accord with

his views, the work was begun by them and carried forward to completion.

Dr. Barrows very soon proved' his marvelous fitness for the great task in-

trusted to him, and devoted himself to it with a tireless energy that assured

success. The first work was that of making a working programme for the

Parliament of Religions by formulating specific subjects to be presented in

the sessions, and making engagements with selected leaders to prepare papers

on the particular themes assigned to them.

The first public act of the General Committee was the issuance of a pre-

Hminary address in June, 1891, inviting the representatives of all faiths to

aid in presenting to the world the religious harmonies and unities of human-

ity, and also in showing forth the moral and spiritual agencies that are at the

root of human progress. It was stated that it was. not the purpose of the

conventions to create the temper of indifferentism in regard to the important

peculiarities distinguishing the religions of the world, but rather to bring

together, in frank and friendly conference, the most eminent men of dif-

ferent faiths, strong in their personal convictions, who should strive to

see and show what are the supreme truths, and what light religion has to

throw upon the great problems of the age. Among the themes proposed for

consideration were the triumphs of religion in all ages, the present state of

religion among the nations and its influence over literature, art, commerce,

government, and the family life, the power of religion in promoting temper-

ance and social purity, and its harmony with true science, its dominance in

the higher institutions of learning, and the value of the weekly rest day on

religious and other grounds. Representatives from every part of the globe

were interrogated and bidden to declare what they had to offer or suggest

for the world's betterment, what light religion had to throw upon the labor

problem, the educational questions, and the perplexing social conditions of

the time, and what illumination could be given to the subjects of vital inter-

est that would come before the other Congresses of 1 893.

Thousands of copies of this preliminary address, approved by each mem-

ber of the committee and bearing the names of a Jewish rabbi, a CathoHc

archbishop, Protestant bishops and clergy, both orthodox and liberal, a Quaker,

and a New Churchman, were distributed throughout the world, with many

hundreds of letters written by Dr. Barrows and his associates to religious

leaders in the different countries. The responses received from every part of

the world in answer to this proclamation were most inspiring. Mr. Gladstone

sent his cordial good wishes for the Christian and philanthropic effort. The

poet Whittier wrote :
" The idea seems to me an inspiration." Cardinal Gib-

bons wrote :
" The movement is worthy of all encouragement and praise. I

rejoice to learn that the project for a Religious Congress at Chicago in 1893

has already won the sympathies and enlisted the active co-operation of those in

the front rank of human thought and progress, even in other lands than ours.
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If conducted with moderation and good will, such a Congress may result, by

the blessing of Divine Providence, in benefits more far-reaching than the most

sanguine could dare to hope." Rev^. Edward Everett Hale, D. D., said :
" I

can not but believe that the moral and spiritual results of the Exposition are

to be its important results." The Rev. Richard S. Storrs, D. D., wrote :
" I

am most heartily in sympathy with the plan of Religious Congresses in con-

nection with the Columbian Exposition." Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes sent

his best wishes for the success of a forward movement in the cause of hu-

man brotherhood and sympathy. President George Washburn, of Robert

College, Constantinople, wrote :
" It will be something to bring together

Catholics, Jews, and Protestants of different denominations, but the Congress

should also include representatives of the Eastern churches, Mohammedans,

and the Indian and Chinese religions." President Alexander Tison, of the

Imperial Law School of Tokio, Japan, wrote :
" I shall be glad to help you

all I can in getting some representative, English-speaking Buddhist to go

from Japan to Chicago in 1893." Prof. D. W. Simon, of Edinburgh, Scot-

land, wrote :
" The idea of the Congresses commands my heartiest sympathy."

Hon. Justice Ameer Ali, of Calcutta, India, wrote :
" I regard your pro-

gramme as marking an epoch in the history of religious development."

President A. M. Fairbairn, of Mansfield College, Oxford, wrote :
" I think

the scheme of great promise and interest." Prof. Frederick Godet, of

Switzerland, Count Goblet DAlviella, of Belgium, and Lord Egerton, of

England, also severally sent their warm approval and good wishes. Similar

expressions were received from many other leaders of human progress, in-

cluding Archbishop Ireland, of St. Paul ; Archbishop Ryan, of Philadelphia

;

Bishop Huntington, of New York ; Bishop Whipple, of Minnesota ; Bishop

Vincent, of Chautauqua ; Bishop Keane, Rector of the Catholic University

of America ; President Angell, of the University of Michigan ; President

Northrop, of the University of Minnesota; President Bartlett, of Dartmouth

College ; President Gates, of Amherst College ; Bishop Clark, of Rhode

Island ; Bishop Scarborough, of New Jersey ; Bishop Sullivan, of Canada

;

Rev. Lyman Abbott, D. D. ; Rev. Washington Gladden, D. D. ; Rev. Josiah

Strong, D. D. ; Rev. Philip Schaff, D. D. ; Prof. Lazarus, of the University

of Berlin ; Prof. Commer, of the University of Breslau ; Prof. Orelli, of the

University of Basle
;
Prof. Bascom, of Williams College ; Prof. Park, of

Andover ; Principal Grant, of Queen's University, Canada ; Dr. WilHam
Miller, of Christian College, Madras, South India ; Principal John Cairns, of

Edinburgh ; Dr. J. Estlin Carpenter, of Manchester New College, Oxford
;

and Count Matteo Proch^t, of the Evangelical Waldensian Church.

But while the general feeling toward the Congress was that of approval,

a few notes of strong dissent were heard. It was with little surprise that

the committee learned how decided was the opposition of the Sultan of Tur-

key to the proposed conference—an opposition very embarrassing to the

leaders of the Greek and Armenian Churches in the Turkish Empire. A
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letter written by His Grace Edward White Benson, Archbishop of Canter-
bury, undoubtedly exercised a large influence over the action of the Angli-
can Church. It is as follows :

" I am afraid that I can not write the letter which, in yours of March 20,

you wish me to write, expressing a sense of the importance of the proposed
conference, without its appearing to be an approval of the scheme. The
difficulties which I myself feel are not questions of distance and convenience,
but rest on the fact that the Christian religion is the one religion. I do not
understand how that religion can be regarded as a member of a Parliament
of Religions without assuming the equality of the other intended members
and the parity of their position and claims. Then, again, your general pro-
gramme assumes that the Church of Rome is the Catholic Church, and treats

the Protestant Episcopal Church of America as outside the Catholic Church.
I presume that the Church of England would be similarly classified : and
that view of our position is untenable. Beyond this, while I quite under-
stand how the Christian religion might produce its evidences before any
assembly, a ' presentation ' of that religion must go far beyond the question

of evidences, and must subject to public discussion that faith and devotion
which are its characteristics and which belong to a region too sacred for

such treatment. I hope that this explanation will excuse me with you for

not complying with your request."

The opinions of the Protestant Episcopal bishops in the United States

were very largely favorable to the Parliament ; but, as an example of the

bitter hostility which the Parliament aroused in some good men, the follow-

ing letter to the chairman of the committee from the Rev. E. J. Eitel, of

Hong-Kong, may be cited :

" Let me warn you not to deny the sovereignty of your Lord by any

further continuance of your agitation in favor of a Parliament not sanctioned

by his Word. If misled yourself, at least do not mislead others, nor jeopar-

dize, I pray you, the precious life of your soul by playing fast and loose with

the truth and coquetting with false religions. I give you credit for the best

intentions, but let me warn you that you are unconsciously planning treason

against Christ."

In the meantime the applications from the difi'erent religious denomina-

tions for an opportunity to present their faith and achievements in separate

Congresses had become so numerous that it was evident that this part of the

great undertaking would be crowned with a most gratifying success, and ac-

cordingly committees were appointed to make arrangements and prepare

programmes for the various organizations.

The tentative programme, in the preparation of which the committee was

assisted greatly by Bishop John Joseph Keane, of Washington, was sent out

in the winter of 1892 to more than three hundred scholars for criticism and

suggestion, and then the enormous labor of the final programme of topics

was entered upon and speakers were invited. On the first of March, 1893,
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the committee's second report was published, containing the programme

for the seventeen days of the Parliament.

In the early months of the Columbian Exposition the prospects for the

Parliament were clouded somewhat by the long-continued agitation of the

question whether the Exposition should be open Sundays. When Sunday

opening was achieved the Baptists decided not to hold a denominational

Congress in connection with the Parliament, and the Christian Endeavor So-

ciety, through its trustees, reached a similar conclusion. For other reasons,

the Congress of the Anglican Churches, for which earnest toil had been put

forth, was given up.

Letters were sent out to thirty different countries, and replies came back

in English, French, German, Norwegian, Italian, Latin, Spanish, Greek, Ar-

menian, Bohemian, Polish, Japanese, Chinese, and Hindustani, until gradu-

ally the whole world became interested in the proposed convention. Prize

essays on Confucianism and Taoism, for which more than sixty Chinese

scholars competed, were sent to the chairman of the General Committee.

The Imperial Government of the Celestial Empire commissioned the Secre-

tary of Legation at Washington to attend the Parliament. Papers were

prepared by some of the new and minor sects of India which did not expect

to have personal representation in the Parliament. The Hon. James G.

Blaine and his successor, the Hon. John W. Foster, of the State Department

at Washington, and some of the foreign ministers and consuls of the United

States, were helpful to the General Committee in procuring for them the at-

tention of foreign governments. Several intelligent travelers, among them

the Rev. Francis E. Clark, D. D., President of the Christian Endeavor So-

ciety, journeyed round the globe and spoke of the plans for the Congress.

The committee was confronted from the beginning with the question

whether representatives of the non-Christian faith could be induced to lay

aside their fears and prejudices, leave their important work at home, and

undertake long and expensive journeys to meet, in the heart of a Christian

country, the ablest scholars of Christendom, masters of the English language,

with which they themselves were sometimes not perfectly familiar. As the

Buddhist and Shintoist communities in Japan were divided over the wisdom
of attending the Religious Congress, much credit is due to the Japanese dele-

gates who voluntarily undertook the journey.

The opening session of the Congresses was held on Monday morning,

September 1 1, 1893. Intense public interest had been aroused, and an audi-

ence of four thousand filled the Memorial Art Palace. At ten o'clock an

imposing procession marched to the platform, and amid enthusiastic cheering

the representatives were appropriately grouped, with Cardinal Gibbons, high-

est in rank of the ecclesiastical dignitaries, on the right of President Bon-

ney, and the Rev. Dr. Barrows, Chairman of the Parliament, on his left.

The ceremonies were opened by chanting the doxology with an organ

accompaniment. This was followed by the hymn " Before Jehovah's awful
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throne," after which Cardinal Gibbons led the multitude of voices in the
Lord's Prayer. The address of welcome was then delivered by President
Bonney, and Dr. Barrows spoke in the name of the General Committee
The manifestation of sympathy and approval that followed his address had
not subsided when it was changed into a hearty greeting to the Most Rever-
end the Archbishop of Chicago, who was introduced to speak in the name of
the Catholic communion. President Bonney then introduced His Eminence
James, Cardinal Gibbons, of Baltimore, who, in spite of illness, had come to
respond to the addresses of welcome. With cordial acknowledgment of the
services of women in the work of organizing the Religious Congresses the
Rev. Augusta J. Chapin, D. D., Chairman of the Women's Committee of
Organization, was introduced, and added words of welcome in behalf of
women. Addresses were then delivered

by Mr. Harlow N. Higinbotham, Presi-

dent of the World's Columbian Exposi-
tion, and by the Rev. Alexander M'Ken-
zie, pastor of the Shepard Memorial
Church of Cambridge, who spoke of the

distinctively religious purpose and work
of the Puritan colonists, and their forma-

tive influence on the character of the re-

public. Responses to the addresses of

welcome were delivered by the foreign

representatives. The Most Rev. Diony-

sios Latas, Archbishop of Zante, Greece,

was introduced and spoke as a represent-

ative of the Greek Church. The next

speaker was P. C. Mozoomdar, of Cal-

cutta, India, known to many in the as-

sembly as author of The Oriental Christ,

and also as a representative of the Brah-

mo-Somaj, the movement toward a pure

and spiritual theism. The Emperor of

China responded to the invitation of the

committee by sending as a delegate the Hon. Pung Kwang Yu, First Secre-

tary of the Chinese Legation in Washington. The translation of the com-

missioner's address was read to the assembly by Dr. Barrows. Prince Serge

Wolkonsky, although present in no formally representative character, either

from the Russian Empire or from the Russo-Greek Church, was made wel-

come as a member of the Parliament, and tendered his thanks for so high an

honor. The state religion of Japan—the Shinto religion—was represented in

the person of one of its most eminent prelates, the Right Rev. Reuchi Shi-

bata, whose address was read by Dr. Barrows, after which four Buddhist priests

from Japan were introduced—namely, Banriu Yatsubuchi, Zi-tzuzen Ashitsu,.

JAMES, CARDINAL GIBBONS,

a speaker at the Congress.
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Shaku Soyen, and Horin Toki. The priests arose and remained standing

while Z. Noguchi, their interpreter, expressed their thanks for the invitation

to participate in the proceedings of the Congress. Count A. Bernstorff, of

Germany, while disclaiming any official authority either from state or from

Church, spoke as a German and as an Evangelical Protestant in a sincere

and weighty address. After a few courteous and sympathetic words from

M. Bonet-Maury, representing religious thought and sentiment in France,

Archbishop Redwood, of New Zealand, addressed the assembly ; and the in-

terest of the long-protracted session culminated in the brief closing address

of the Buddhist delegate, Mr. H. Dharmapala, of Ceylon.

The afternoon session opened with a few words of cordial and hopeful

salutation from Dr. Carl von Bergen, of Sweden, after which Mr. Virchand

R. Gandhi, a lawyer of Bombay, one of the chief exponents of the Jain re-

ligion of that country, spoke. He was followed by Prof. Minas Tcheraz,

editor of an Armenian newspaper published in London, and a theosophist

from Allahabad, India, Prof. C. N. Chakravarti, after whom the Rev. Alfred

Williams Momerie, D. D., of London, England, was introduced and spoke.

Other speakers were Swami Vivekananda, of Bombay, India, and Principal

Grant, of Canada.

The programme of the general Parliament of Religions directly repre-

sented England, Scotland, Sweden, Switzerland, France, Germany, Russia,

Turkey, Greece, Egypt, Syria, India, Japan, China, Ceylon, New Zealand,

Brazil, Canada, and the American states, and included indirectly many other

countries. Among the great themes presented for consideration were The-

ism, Judaism, Mohammedanism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism, Confucianism,

Shintoism, Zoroastrianism, Catholicism, the Greek Church, and Protestant-

ism in many forms, and reference was made to the nature and influence of

other religious systems. The programme also announced for presentation

the great subjects of revelation, immortality, the incarnation of God, the uni-

versal elements in religion, the ethical unity of different religious systems,

the relation of religion to morals, marriage, education, science, philosophy,

evolution, music, labor, government, peace and war, and many other themes.

Seventeen days were assigned for the execution of this part of the general

programme, and during substantially the same period the second part of the

programme was carried out in the adjoining Hall of Washington. This con-

sisted of what were termed presentations of distinctive faith and achieve-

ments, by selected representatives of different churches.

The third part of the general programme for the Congresses of the depart-

ment consisted of separate and independent Congresses of the different reli-

gious denominations for the purpose of setting forth more fully their doc-

trines and the service they had rendered to mankind. These special Con-

gresses were held for the most part in the smaller halls of the Memorial Build-

ing, but few of them, for special reasons, were held before the opening of the

General Congress of Religions. It was the object of these denominational
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Congresses to afford opportunities for further information, and the leaders of

the several churches most cordially desired the attendance of the representa-

tives of other religions. Each denominational Congress was held during the

week in which the presentation of the denomination occurred.

The fourth and final part of the programme of the Department of Reli-

gion consisted of Congresses of various kindred organizations. These Con-
gresses were held between the close of the Parliament of Religions and Octo-
ber 15, and included Missions, Ethics, Sunday Rest, the Evangelical Alliance,

and similar associations. The Congress on Evolution should, in regularity,

have been held in the Department of Science, but circumstances prevented,

and it was given a place in this department by the courtesy of the Committee
of Organization.

The absence of the Methodist bishops, whose regular appointments made
it impossible for them to attend, was deeply deplored. Among the Baptists

present were Drs. Boardman, Lorimer, Whitman, Moxom, Howe, Hender-
son, and Small, and Profs. Lyon, Goodspeed, and Wilkinson. Among the

eminent Presbyterians present were Drs. Niccolls, W. C. Roberts, Henry M.
Field, Philip Schaff (who died shortly after the close of the Parliament),

President Scovel, Principal Grant, S. J. McPherson, and George F. Pente-

cost. A prince of Russia, a prince of Siam, and an African prince contrib-

uted to the interest of the meetings. No more picturesque figure was pres-

ent than that of the Archbishop of Zante, representing the Greek Church,

and by his side were his archdeacon. Homer Paratis, and Father Phiambolis,

of Chicago. There were missionaries and missionary teachers, like Wash-
burn of Constantinople, Phillips and Hume of India, Faber, Reid, and

Candlin of China, McGilvary and McFarland of Siam, Post and Ford of

Syria, Haworth of Japan, and Gulick of the Sandwich Islands. India,

mother of religions, was represented by the spiritually minded Mozoomdar,

a master of eloquence, Vivekananda, "the orange monk," who exercised a

wonderful influence over his auditors, the keen and courteous Nagarkar, the

attractive Narasima, the acute and philosophical Ghandi, the metaphysical

Chakravarti, Mr. Dharmapala of Colombo ; and, through papers contrib-

uted, by Slater of Bangalore, the Rev. T. J. Scott, the learned Parsee schol-

ars Modi and Barucha of Bombay, such distinguished representatives of

Brahmanism as D'vivedi and Aijanger, and by the Right Rev. Sumangala,

Buddhist High Priest of Ceylon. Japan was represented by the Buddhist

priests Ashitsu, Toki, Soyen, and Yatsubuchi ; Mr. Kawai of the Nichiren

sect ; Shibata, High Priest of Shintoism ; the eloquent layman Hirai ; and

the Rev. J. T. Yokoi and President Kozaki of the Doshisha University.

China was represented by Pung-Kwang-Yu, Dr. Martin, Dr. Blodget, the

Rev. George T. Candlin, Mr. Yen, and Mr. Ho ; Mohammedanism by Mo-

hammed Alexander Russell Webb, of New York, and J. Sanna Abou Nad-

dara, of Paris. Count Bernstorff spoke for the Evangelical Church of Ger-

many. The Parliament was enriched by contributions from such scholars
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as Max Mtiller, d'Harlez, Dawson, Bruce, Drummond, Conrad von Orelli,

Fisher, Valentine, Jean R^ville, Albert R^ville, Tiele, and Goodspeed, and

by eminent philanthropists and social reformers like Edward Everett Hale,

Lyman Abbott, Joseph Cook, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Richard T.

Ely, Washington Gladden, and Aaron M. Powell. The Catholics were

headed by Cardinal Gibbons, who in his opening address touched all hearts,

and by Bishop Keane, a rare combination of evangelical earnestness and ten-

derest catholicity. This delegation was exceedingly strong, and all the Cath-

olic speakers kept strictly within the prescribed limits of the Parliament,

stating their own views with frankness and ability, and refraining from criti-

cism of others. Bishop Keane had put the different topics into the hands of

specialists, all of whom were excellent speakers. Bishop Arnett, who made

friends for Africa with every word he spoke, the venerable Bishop Payne,

Bishop Handy, and others represented the African Methodist Episcopal

Church. Successful evangelists like B. Fay Mills were there. Seventh-Day

Baptists like Dr. Lewis, United Brethren like Landis, preachers of the Re-

formed Church like Dr. Burrell, of New York, Armenians like Prof. Tcheraz,

and Rev. A. G. Assadourian, who brought " friendly and abundant greetings

from the Protestant Armenian congregations in Turkey, and especially the

salutations and love of the Bithynian Synod of Constantinople," of which he

is secretary. General William Booth wrote from London :
" You have an op-

portunity of influencing the whole world with the spirit of our common Chris-

tianity without parallel in ancient or modern times." In the absence of the

leaders of the Salvation Army, Brigadier-General Fielding told of the methods

and aims of that movement, and as an evidence of the growth of the Army
during the twenty-eight years of its existence, made the statement that "it

has four thousand three hundred and ninety-seven mission stations, seventy-

four homes of rest for officers, sixty-six training schools for oflficers, sixty-

four slum posts, forty-nine rescue homes for fallen women, twelve prison-gate

homes, fifty-two food and shelter depots, thirty-four factories and employ-

ment offices, five farm colonies, two hundred and fifteen social institutions

connected with General Booth's scheme, and thirteen thousand seven hun-

dred and thirteen officers; that its War Cry has a circulation of 580,532, and

that last year more than thirteen million persons attended its indoor meetings

in the United States."

Among the Congregationalists present at the Parliament or contributing

to it were Messrs. Noble, Gladden, Mills, Phillips, Pratt, Fisher, Abbott, Cook,

Washburn, Munger, Dike, Brand, Headland, Martin, Clark, Blodget, and

Hume. Among the Unitarians were Hale, Jones, Julia Ward Howe, Mrs.

E. R Sunderland, Carpenter, Peabody, Mrs. Fannie B. Williams, and Alger.

Among the Methodists were CandHn, Terry, Lee, BishopAmett, Baldwin,

Carroll, Townsend, and Bristol. Among the Anglicans were Bishop Dudley,

Haweis, Momerie, Richey, and Canon Fremantle. Harvard College fur-

nished a strong delegation in Lyon, Toy, Peabody, and Dwight. The Uni-
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versities of Yale and Chicago were well represented. Rabbi Wise, Rabbi

Gottheil, and Dr. E. G. Hirsch headed the notable company of Jewish schol-

ars in attendance. Dr. Francis E. Clark, of Boston, founder of the Christian

Endeavor Societies, made a valuable contribution to the Parliament. The
presence and participation of women was an important feature.

A committee—of which the Rev. Jenkin Lloyd-Jones was chairman, and

Dr. William Hayes Ward, Prof. Henry Copp^e, Richard Watson Gilder.

Mrs. Elizabeth Stuart Phelps-Ward, Prof. William C. Wilkinson, and

Bishop John H. Vincent were menibers—furnished selected hymns for the

Parliament, fitted to express the sentiments of the universal heart. Among
those that were sung were " Nearer, my God, to Thee," " Come, Thou Al-

mighty King," " All people that on earth do dwell," " O life that maketh all

things new," and "God is love, his miercy brightens." It was not possible

to follow completely the order of the subjects laid down in the original pro-

gramme—the elements were too various, and the presence of speakers was

not always assured—but the variety of themes on certain days augmented

popular interest. The total attendance at the Parliament was nearly 1 50,000.

Many letters, some of them equal to treatises in length, printed pamph-

phlets, petitions and poems of various merit, were contributed to the Parlia-

ment. Among these may be mentioned a long communication from Mani-

sharker Vithalji, head pontiff of the Rasesha religion, sent from Jamnagar

;

an interesting autobiographical communication from Swami Shugun Chan-

dra, late Kayastha missionary, Kunjah, India. Mr. Lakshimi Narain, bar-

rister at law, of Lahore, Secretary of the Kayastha Provincial Society of

Benares and Gorakhpur, was a deldgate from that body to the Parhament.

He was also commissioned by the Kayastha Provincial Societies of Oudh,

Allahabad, Central India, Hyderabad, and Moradabad. An elaborate an-

swer to some religious questions propounded by the chairman was sent by

Bishun Dass, a Brahman free thinker, Punjab, India, and also by Satya

Charan Deb, of Kanchrapara, Bengal. Goolam Mohammed bin Haji Hafez

Sadek Randeri, from Surat, India, communicated to the Parliament a

pamphlet on The Touchstone of Philosophies, a treatise on some of the

tenets of the Mussulman faith. A pamphlet on the Zoroastrian religion

was sent by the learned Ervad S. D. Bharucha, of Bombay. Abou Nad-

dara, of Paris, sent interesting tracts on Mohammedanism. Mr. A. Ran-

ganadam and Mr. V. Ethirajen, of Madras, India, presented to the chairman

an interesting acrostic sonnet, commending the work of the Parliament.

Thousands of pamphlets were sent to the Congress by Buddhists of Japan

and Ceylon, and Ishar Parshad, of Lahore, sent an essay on Religion.

By far the most important of the rules and regulations governing the

Congress was that which excluded controversy and prohibited strife. Each

representative was asked to present the very best things he could offer for

those in whose behalf he spoke, and was admonished that nothing was de-

sired from him in the way of attack on any other person, system, or creed.

129
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The rigorous exclusion of that vindictive spirit which delights in assailing

others instead of presenting something meritorious of its own, contributed

greatly to the success of the Congress. From the faith of every religion,

also, any pernicious practices that had grown up through the centuries and

claimed protection under its name were separated.

Confucianism.—The Confucian system of religion and morals was elabo-

rately set forth on the third day in a paper by the Hon. Pung-Kwang-Yu,

and in other special papers presented by him. The approach to theism made
by the ethical and political teachings of Confucius was further expounded

in a prize essay by Kung-Hsien-Ho, which was read on the sixth day. The
following extracts are from the address of Pung-Kwang-Yu :

" What the Buddhists say concerning ' One in Union and Three in Divis-

ion,' what the Taoists say concerning the ' Three Pure Ones in Unity,' and

what the Christian says concerning the ' Trinity in

Unity ' and the ' Godhead of Three Persons,' seem to

present a substantial agreement in idea with what

Lao-tz says about the derivation of two from one

and three from two, and also with what Con-
fucianists say about the 'absorption of the

Trinity in the Finite,' though there is, indeed,

quite a diversity of opinion respecting the

sense in which these terms are used. The
Confucianists take the meaning of the

,

word ti, dispenser of heaven, in their inter-

pretation of the notes of Confucius to the

Book of Changes. Ti, therefore, is syn-

onymous with heaven, and there is only one

such. The heaven and earth constitute a

dualism. The conjunction of their vital es-

sences brings forth a third, the inscrutable part

of which is called a spirit. The heaven unites

its essences with the essences of the sun, moon,
or stars, and the resulting products of spiritual

force arid energy are called respectively the spirit of the sun, moon, and
stars. These are the spirits of heaven. When heaven unites its essences
with the essences of the earth's elevations and depressions, the resulting
products of spiritual force and energy are called the spirits of mountains,
rivers, lakes, and seas. These are the spirits of the earth. The spirits

of the heavens and the earth can not be represented by human likenesses
or by natural objects, nor can they be called by proper names or clothed
with the vesture of mortals. How much more is this true of the Lord
of lords

!

"The spiritual essence of man, produced by the union of celestial and ter-

restrial forces, is the soul, which partakes of a twofold nature, the celestial
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element being wen and the terrestrial element being pah. The separation

of these two elements gives rise to the existence of ghosts.

" There are, then, celestial spirits, terrestrial spirits, and human spirits.

If any of these spirits, by some exercise of power or by some supernatural

action, benefits the creation in some way, thus emulating the goodness of

heaven to some extent, then it is the part of the national government to

take cognizance of such action by raising the beneficent spirit to the rank

of ti and enrolling his name in the catalogue of canonized spirits. It is

not to be inferred from such acts of the national government that spirits are

tis or rulers of heaven. What is really meant by this is that beneficent

spirits, by showing their goodness to the animated creation in general and

to mankind in particular, are worthy to take their places by the side of

heaven and earth as the benefactors of mankind. It will be seen that the

ideas of God and spirits, as derived from revelation, are so different from

the conceptions of God and spirits which Confucianists have, that what is

taught by the one must be different from what is taught by the other.

" There are some Western scholars who say that the system of doctrines

of Confucius can not be properly called a religion, and there are others who
say that China has no religion of her own. That the ethical systems of

Confucius can not be called a religion, may be admitted without fear of con-

tradiction ; but that China has no religion of her own must be taken as not

well founded in fact. The primary signification of the word yu is scholar.

In remote times, when observations had to be first made of things in the

heavens above and of things on the earth beneath, discoveries and inven-

tions were the order of the day. There were no teachers to teach, and no

learners to learn. Consequently there were no men who could lay claim to

the title of yu in the beginning. The word yu is found in the Book of

Rites of the Chau dynasty, and was therefore first used in the mediaeval

age of antiquity. But there were priests in China as far back as the time of

Hwang-ti. Among the official titles of ancient times were the Grand Dis-

penser, the Grand Administrator, the Grand Historiographer, the Grand

Hierarch, the Grand Scholar, and the Grand Diviner. These were the six

ministers that composed the Grand Council of State. The Grand Hierarch

was the head of the priesthood. ' In ancient times,' say the traditions of

Tsoh, ' there were persons who were known by their singleness of heart

;

who were dignified in bearing and upright in life ; whose understandings

were such as to enable them to get at the inner meaning of things above

and things below ; whose wisdom shed light far and wide ;
whose sight was

so clear that things appeared to them as if illumined by a strong light
;
and

whose hearing was so acute that they could detect the faintest sound.

Upon such the Divine Spirit often descended.' Inspired persons of this

character were called chih if men, and wu if women. But in the Book

of Rites of the Chau dynasty inspired men and women are indiscriminately

called wu. It will be seen that a form of religion was practiced in China
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not only long before the appearance of the Confucian school, but also long

before the appearance of any of the great religious founders who formulated

the grand systems of religious belief. The term wu was originally applied

to inspired persons possessing clearness of sight, acuteness of hearing, wis-

dom, and understanding. Such gifts were quite beyond the reach of com-

mon men, but as men of wisdom and understanding did not make their

appearance in every age, there began to spring up in after ages men who

made pretensions to wisdom and understanding while they were only famil-

iar with magical and strange arts.

" In the time of Siao-Hau, son of Hwang-ti, there were priests who acted

in the capacity of recorder in private families. Secular and spiritual matters

soon became mixed, and misfortunes and calamities befell the nation. Chuan-

kuh, son of Siao-Hau, appointed separate officers for the conduct of spiritual

and civil affairs, in order to put a stop to the confusion and return to the

ancient practice. He strictly prohibited the one from interfering with the

other. Then the people were allowed once more to enjoy peace and sweet

content. This is the first instance on record of priests practicing deceptions

upon the people. From that time the system of public instruction has been

conducted on a secular and not on a religious basis. The entire separation

of religious and civil affairs dates from that period, and nothing can now

induce the Chinese to consent to interference of the one with the other.

" There are two functions of government to which the wise rulers of

antiquity attached great importance, namely, the offering of sacrifices and the

direction of military affairs. In fasting, in war, and in sickness Confucius was

wont to conduct himself with special care. It is said of Confucius that when

he offered sacrifices to his ancestors he conducted himself as if his ancestors

were present ; and when he offered sacrifices to spirits, he conducted himself

as if the spirits were present. ' When I take no part in a sacrifice,' says Con-

fucius, ' it seems as if there had been no sacrifice.' Therefore in ancient

times wise rulers and good men, when they subjected themselves to a course

of self-discipline, never lost sight of the influences exercised by spirits over

human affairs for good and for evil.

" ' Good fortune,' says Yu, of the Hsia dynasty, ' attends a life ordered

according to Nature, evil fortune a life ordered against Nature, as the

shadow attends the body, or the echo the sound.' ' A family,' says Confu-

cius, in his notes to the Book of Changes, ' that has laid up a store of good

deeds must have its cup of joy filled to overflowing ; a family that has laid

up a store of evil deeds must have its cup of misery filled to overflowing.'

The object of prayer is to secure good fortune and happiness and to avert

evil fortune and misery. It is taken for granted that both good and evil

come from Heaven, and that spirits can bring everything to pass. , But it

must be admitted by those who believe in the efficacy of prayer that what

can not be gained by prayer can often be gained without prayer, and what

can not be averted by prayer can often be averted without prayer. What is
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the reason ? It is simply that what brings good fortune and happiness may be

traced to a life ordered according to Nature or to a family that lays up a store

of good deeds ; and what brings evil fortune and misery to a life ordered

against Nature and to a family that lays up a store of evil deeds. Nature is

inexorable as far as the uniform operation of its laws is concerned. Spirits

can interfere with the affairs of men only when they execute Nature's behests.

" Confucius, in his notes to the Book of Changes, says of Nature :
' She

manifests herself in generation, and remains latent in development. She
vivifies the animated creation, and can not be touched with compassion such

as wise men have for the misfortunes and infirmities of their fellow-men.'

Again he says :
' A truly great man provides against the operations of Na-

ture, and Nature will not prevent him. When he fails to provide against

the operations of Nature, then he submits to the inevitable.' ' Nature,' says

the Book of Rites, ' in the evolution of living things, can only develop such

qualities as are in them. She furnishes proper nourishment to those that

stand erect, and tramples on those that lie prostrate.' Wise men and great

men are men, and being men they can be touched with the misfortunes and

infirmities of men. Wise men and great men, therefore, can supplement

Nature's work by supplying a compassionate heart, and at the same time im-

part a new life to the animated creation. Thus, if by disciplining themselves

and by teaching others, they so live according to Nature and lay up a store

of good deeds as to attain to good fortune and happiness without any seek-

ing on their part, this is what is meant by providing against the operations of

Nature without fear of prevention on the part of Nature, and this is also

what is meant by saying that those that stand erect receive proper nourish-

ment for their growth. The reverse is also true. Nature is not provided

with a compassionate heart. The bounties of Nature are shared by the

whole creation alike. Man is only a part of the creation. Nature vivifies

the whole creation, but can not exclude a single individual from the range of

her influence. Nature acts upon the whole creation, but can not act upon a

single individual in a different manner. She can only develop the innate

qualities which belong to each individual. Those that are trampled upon

trample upon themselves first.

" Happiness and goodness, calamity and wickedness, are as inseparable

as the shadow and the body or the echo and the sound. Confucius made

man only the subject of his study and abstained from discoursing on wonders,

brute force, rebellion, and spirits. He says that the art of rendering effect-

ive service to the people consists in keeping aloof from spirits as well as

holding them in respect. ' We have not yet performed our duties to men,'

says he, ' how can we perform our duties to spirits ?
'

' We know not as yet

about life ; how can we know about death ?
' 'He who has sinned against

Heaven has no place to pray.' 'The master minds that ruled in ancient

times,' says he, in his notes to the Book of Changes, ' instructed the people

how to live in conformity with the laws of Nature, and thus won their re-
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spect and confidence.' Again he says :
' The changes are in perfect accord-

ance with the laws of Nature ; consequently they pervade the whole system

of Nature. They are noted in the observation of heavenly bodies, and in

the investigation of terrestrial phenomena ;
consequently from them may be

learned the cause of light and darkness. They commence at the beginning

and return at the end ; consequently from them may be learned the theories

of life and death. They show that the body is but a concretion of elementary

essences which may be transformed into flitting spirits ; consequently from

them may be learned the nature of souls and spirits.' Still he is silent on

the cause of light and darkness that may be learned, on the theories of life- and

death that may be learned, and on the nature of souls and spirits that may be

learned. One may infer from this that the laws of Nature and the laws of

the spiritual world lie beyond the comprehension of all men but those en-

dowed by Nature with the spirit of wisdom, and can be understood only by

men whose intellectual gifts are far above the average. Under such circum-

stances any attempt to present before the people questions and problems

that are incomprehensible and incapable of demonstration serves only to de-

lude them by a crowd of misleading lights and lead them to error and con-

fusion. On the other hand, everybody can understand and appreciate what

is said concerning the duties of life. As long as one fulfills the duties of

life conscientiously one has, in fact, followed the path of virtue and avoided

the path of wickedness, thus holding in his hands the means of securing hap-

piness and keeping back misfortune. What harm is there if such a one has

never heard of the laws of Nature, or the laws of the spiritual world, and

does not know anything about prayer ? Therefore the wise rulers of antiquity

laid down the rules of propriety and the principles of instructions so clearly

that men of the lowest as well as of the highest order of intelligence could

all understand them and easily carry them out, in the hope that the people

would not turn away from the duties of life to speculations on the laws of Na-

ture and the laws of the spiritual world. What are the duties of life ? They
consist of nothing else than that sovereigns should be humane, subjects

loyal, parents loving, children obedient, husbands faithful, wives devoted,

elder brothers respectful, friends true to each other. The three superior

claims and the five social relations are grounded upon the necessities of Na-

ture and fully recognized by all men. The wise and the foolish, the high

and the low, are equally bound by these natural ties. For this reason the

intelligent portion of the Chinese people have always ranged themselves

among the followers of Confucius, who may be said to have succeeded to the

privileges of the ancient priesthood without adopting the practice of the

great teachers of the West in making religious worship the basis of their

systems of education.

" Under the later dynasties especial functionaries have always been ap-

pointed to perform the duties of priests. All the temples scattered over the

empire, as well as the Buddhist and Taoist cloisters, have priests in charge
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who hold positions in the Government similar to those known in the Chau
dynasty under the name of spiritual officers. These priests, however, are

but common men with no special training. They are mere servants of the

public in all matters pertaining to the worship of Heaven and spirits. The
most noble personage of this class is the living descendant of one of the

shining lights of Taoism who bears the title of ' Heavenly Teacher.' He has

supreme control of all matters pertaining to the worship of Heaven, and pos-

sesses a supernatural knowledge of the light and darkness of the spiritual

world, and also the power of controlling evil spirits. He may be called the

spiritual head of the priesthood, such as existed in ancient times, and is a man
full of wisdom and understanding, and not one of those who mislead the

minds of men by means of false and fraudulent gods. The Imperial Gov-
ernment has conferred upon him the dignity of hereditary noble of the third

class, and the spiritual gifts that have remained in his family for two thou-

sand years have descended to him from father to son. In China there is but

one family of this character. The nation, as a whole, has always held the

head of the Taoist priesthood in high respect. Widely different is the public

veneration which the Chinese nation accords to the living lineal descendant

of Confucius. He stands at the head of the five classes of Chinese nobility,

with the title of Duke of Yen-Shing. Still, as there are proper authorities

specially charged with making appointments in the public service, with ad-

ministering the laws, with spreading civilizing influences, and with instruct-

ing the people, even the descendant of Confucius can not properly inter-

fere in such matters, much less can the head of the Taoist priesthood.

" The statutes of the present dynasty relating to the duties of the head of

the Taoists, in the matter of prohibiting evil practices under the guise of

doing good, provide that any one who shall delude the people shall be pun-

ished upon conviction thereof as principal, with death by strangling, and, as

accomplice, with transportation. Again, the statutes relating to the hold-

ing of examinations for admission of candidates to the membership of the

various orders of the Taoist and Buddhist priesthoods provide that any

officer of the board who shall grant permit for holding such examinations in

violation of the law or allow such examinations to be held privately, to-

gether with the local authorities who shall fail to put a stop to such proceed-

ings, shall be severely dealt with. Chinese law also provides that private

persons making supplications to Heaven, or worshiping the Great Dipper,

or committing any other sacrilegious acts, shall be punished with stripes, and

that any woman burning incense in cloisters shall be punished with lashes.

But in the case of a female person violating the law, the punishment is in-

flicted vicariously upon the head of the family to which she belongs. This

principle of the Chinese law is applicable not only to this case, but also to

all cases of violation of law in which the offender is a female. For in China

the responsibility of educating women lies with the head of each family. The

primary object is to preserve female modesty.
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" What has been said thus far has reference to those who profess religion

in China. There are also still lower forms of belief, which have their pro-

fessors. It can not be said of China, then, that she has no religion of her

own. The ritual which prescribes rules for the proper observation of cere-

monies and for the offering of sacrifices assigns to each one, according to his

position in the social scale, the part he is to take on all occasions, and fixes

certain bounds over which he may not step. After all, to do reverence to

spirits is to do nothing more than to refrain from giving them annoyance,

and to do reverence to Heaven is nothing more than to refrain from giving

it annoyance. On points like this the ritual is full and explicit. There is,

consequently, no demand for other religious works.

"Owing to the radical differences in customs and manners between China

and the nations of the West, what is properly call religion has never been

considered as a desirable thing for the people to know and for the Govern-

ment to sanction. The reason is, that every attempt to propagate religious

doctrines in China has given rise to the spreading of falsehoods and errors,

and finally resulted in resistance to legitimate authority and in bringing dire

calamities upon the country. The following are notable instances of religious

troubles that have occurred within the past hundred years : The disturbance

raised in the provinces of Sze-chuen, Hupeh, Shensi, Shantung, and Chih-li by

the members of the ' White Lotus Society,' who professed to practice a form

of Buddhism, as was taught by a Buddhist monk called Hui-Yuen, of the

Tsin dynasty, and were banded together for purposes of robbery ; the dis-

turbance raised in the province of Fuh-kien by members of the Vegetarian

Society, who professed to observe the directions given in a book said to have

been delivered by a god to one named Kao-Kwan while in a trance ; the dis-

turbance raised in the province of Kwangsi by the ' Long-haired Rebels,'

who professed to be Christians and made use of such terms as ' Heavenly

Father ' and ' Heavenly Brother,' applying the name of ' Heavenly King-

dom ' to themselves ; the disturbance at Yehho, stirred by a band of alche-

mists who were professed followers of Wei-peh-Yang, of the Han dynasty,

and Chang-Peh-Tuen, of the Sung dynasty, and had . made vain attempts to

discover the elixir of life. It was just at the time when the Government ot

China was engaged in putting down the uprising of the ' Long-haired Rebels

'

that the Western powers united in asking China to open the country to the

missionary efforts of all Christian nations.

" I have been brought up a yu (Confucian) and not a wu (priest). It

is evident that I am not properly equipped by education for discussing mat-

ters pertaining to religion. Inasmuch as Western scholars already know that

the ethical system of Confucius is not a religion, I can not, under the cir-

cumstances, plead ignorance of religious matters as an excuse for not com-

plying with your kind request to prepare an essay on Confucius. Accord-

ingly I have brought out during the past two months a little book consisting

of seven chapters, entitled Instruction by Rulers, Instruction by a Teacher,
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the Laws of Nature, the Laws of the Spiritual World, the Laws of Humani-
ty, the Doctrines of Orthodox Scholars, and Heterodox Doctrines. I flatter
myself that m those chapters I have given an outline of the political and
educational principles of China that have stood the test of six thousand years
To the seven principal chapters I have added two supplementary ones in
which I compare the words of Christ with those of other leaders of religious
thought, and take the liberty to criticise the methods of conducting mission-
ary work in China.

" It is evident that whoever carries under his arm a system of doctrines
and crosses over into the territory of another state for the purpose of gaining
proselytes, m reality sets up as a higher be-

ing than his fellows. By assuming the
r61e of moral propagandist he can not es-

cape the imputation that he looks down
upon the people of other nations as irreli-

gious. By assuming the office of teaching
others to do good, he can not escape the

imputation that he looks down upon the

people of other nations as evil doers.

During the period of Chinese history

known as the period of Spring and Au-
tumn, and that of the Warring States, the

adherents of the various schools of philoso-

phy were especially addicted to propa-

gandism. But Confucius enjoined a dif-

ferent practice on his disciples. ' Whatso-
ever ye would not,' says he, 'that others

should do to you, do ye not then unto

them.' Therefore propagandism is a prac-

tice that does not commend itself to the

favorable consideration of Chinese schol-

ars, ministers of state, and emperors.
" ' The divine laws of Nature,' says Confucius, in his notes to the Book of

Changes, ' regulate the order of the four seasons so that they succeed one
another without variation ; the master minds who ruled in former ages

instructed the people how to live in conformity with those divine laws, and
thus won the respect and obedience of the nation.' ' The laws of Nature,'

says Ching, the philosophical scholar, commenting upon this passage, ' are of

a most divine origin. They show such a uniformity in the rotation of the

seasons and in the evolution of life as to suggest the design of some unnam-
able Intelligence. It was the master minds of former ages that discovered

by contemplation those laws, and turned them to the advantage of mankind
by giving directions as to the proper observance thereof. The people derived

benefits so imperceptibly from applying the laws of Nature to the require-
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ments of life that they could hardly estimate the service rendered by their

benefactors, but only accepted the conclusions reached, without attempting

to find out the reason. This was merely the homage paid to the power of

the mind.' Such was the beginning of Chinese civilization. In those days

only those who were head and shoulders above their followers were rulers.

In their movements and in their choice of means to an end they showed

that they knew how to adapt themselves to the requirements of Nature and

set an example for their less gifted fellows to follow. Thus the people came

to look up to their rulers in the same manner as they did to Heaven.
" Prior to the accession of the 'Three Illustrious Houses' to the throne

of China every species of instruction had the stamp of originality, and

savored nothing of imitation. Fuh-si, who ruled China about four thousand

years before Christ, is said to have made observations of the heavens above

and of the earth beneath, and derived his knowledge from examining him-

self as well as external objects. He invented the eight diagrams for the

purpose of expressing the quality of things spiritual and classifying the prop-

erties of matter. These eight diagrams represent the first attempt at writing

in China. This monarch introduced many conveniences of life for the

improvement of his people. The first in importance was the institution of

marriage. The invention of the calender and stringed musical instruments

and the cooking of food date from this period. He invented also the net

for fishing and hunting, and taught his people to domesticate wild animals

and tend cattle.

" Shen-nung, who ruled China about thirty-one hundred years before

Christ, taught the people agriculture and medicine, and established fairs for

the interchange of commodities. When Hwang-ti succeeded to the throne,

there came into use the six systematic groups of ideographs. Thus book-

making had its beginning. This monarch had to defeat his rivals for the

throne in seventy hard-fought battles before he found himself firmly estab-

lished as the undisputed master of the country. Music and the various modes
of punishing offenders date from this period. Among the inventions that

came into use about this time may be mentioned the common instruments

used in astronomical observations, such as the armillary sphere, the magnetic

chariot which always turned toward the south, the almanac, the sexagenary

cycle, the scale of musical notes, the common methods of computation,

distinctive coverings for the body and head, houses for protection from the

elements, vehicles for traveling on land and water, the bow and arrow,

military tactics, a common medium of exchange, the mortar and pestle for

pounding rice, the coffin for the interment of the dead.

" When Yao and Shun came to the throne they had only to adjust their

garments, and peace and prosperity came upon the land. All that these two
monarchs had to do was to tread in the footsteps of their predecessors in

conforming to the laws of Nature and in adhering to the five relations as the

cardinal principles of society. Then they molded the character of the nation
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hy the establishment of right principles, and called in music to lend its soften-

ing influence. The result was that the supreme power of the state passed

from the one to the other simply by an interchange of civilities.

" Yu, of the Hsia dynasty, Tang, of the Shang dynasty, and Wen and
Wu, of the Chau dynasty, were the founders of the most illustrious houses
that have ruled China, and the period during which the members of these

houses held supreme authority has since been known by the name of ' the

Three Epochs.'

" The accession of the house of Chau brought into power the Duke of

Chau. This eminent statesman introduced extensive reforms in the adminis-

tration of government, and established the system of public service. He
laid the foundations of the Chau dynasty so firm and strong that it endured
for eight hundred years, and estabHshed the principles of government so

clearly that the founders of imperial houses in succeeding generations have
always endeavored to follow the lines then laid down in assigning different

functions to the six principal departments of government, and in shaping
legislation to the needs of the times. From the time of the Duke of Chau
to the time of Confucius there was an interval of five hundred years, and
since the time of Confucius about twenty-five centuries have rolled by.

"The administration of public affairs under the present dynasty has

always been characterized by so strict an observance of the natural rights

and by so faithful an adherence to the principles of government laid down
by Yao and Shun as to challenge comparison with the halcyon days of the
' Three Epochs,' and carry out the spirit of the teaching of Confucius. It

is hardly necessary to go into detail in regard to the beneficent measures that

have been adopted under the present dynasty respecting rites, music, warfare,

and punishments, and also in regard to the successful attempts to follow in

the footsteps of the past and to make openings for the future. Paper and

ink would not suffice to do justice to those achievements. As for public

instruction under the present dynasty, there are precepts, commands, instruc-

tions, and proclamations as explicit and clear as the sun and stars for the

guidance of men of the highest intellectual powers as well as men of the

lowest understanding. The sixteen edicts of the Emperor Kang-si and the

universal precepts of the Emperor Yung-Ching, containing about ten thou-

sand words, may be taken as good examples. What is inculcated therein

emphasizes, as the fundamental principles of education, the imitation of the

ancients, the search after truth, the practice of the proprieties of life, and

the strict observance of the relations of society, the object being to set a

high value on moral character and a low value on the learning of trades or

professions. For this reason even those who have fine literary talents, but

who do not practice those social virtues that are authoritatively taught, find

it difficult to gain an entrance to public life.

" The families of the gentry, as a rule, employ private tutors who are well

versed in the classics for the education of their children, while the children
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of the poorer classes are gathered in public schools. The promising lads are

taught to obey their parents, be respectful to their elders, speak the truth,

conduct themselves with propriety, love their fellow-men, and associate with

the good. Special emphasis is laid on the complete separation of the sexes,

with a view to the promotion of virtue. The text-books used are restricted

to works of recognized excellence, such as the classical and historical works

and the Five Classics. These books having been thoroughly mastered, the

candidate for literary honors must acquire the art of composition and a

style of his own that has the characteristics of clearness, vigor, elegance, and

purity. Then the local magistrates not only examine him in his studies, but

also institute an inquiry among his neighbors concerning his moral character.

If he stands the tests respecting his book learning and moral character, he is

turned over to the Imperial Commissioner of Education, who examines him

in Chinese composition. After passing this examination he is required to

present satisfactory testimonials of good moral character from scholars of ad-

vanced standing in the local government iristitute before he is admitted to the

privilege of receiving instruction from its corps of professors and instructors.

After a three years' course in the local institute, the candidate for higher

honors has to repair to the examination hall in the provincial capital for an-

other trial, and afterward to present himself at the capital of the empire for

an examination held under the auspices of the Board of Rites. He climbs

higher with each examination, until finally he presents himself at court, the

Emperor appearing in person as the examiner. In this final examination

the questions asked are on subjects relating to the study of Nature and men,

the wisdom of ancient sages, and the affairs of the nation. The successful

candidate is then assigned to some position, either on one of the boards or in

the provinces, such as will enable him to bring into practice the knowledge

of that particular branch of study in which he has shown the greatest pro-

ficiency. He has therefore to serve an apprenticeship in the conduct of

public business under his official superiors. It is only when he has acquired

sufficient experience that an office is given him.

" All Chinese reformers of ancient and modern times have either exer-

cised supreme authority as political heads of the nation or filled high posts as

ministers of state. The only notable exception is Confucius. In the period

preceding the accession of the houses of Tang and Yu originality was the

guiding spirit of the times, and after that imitation began to prevail. There

are no teachers of the people who do not at the same time hold some official

position. There is only a single person who is venerated as the teacher for

all generations and in all human attainments, and it is Confucius.

" In the good old days when the throne happened to be occupied by a

wise monarch and the offices filled by men of talent and virtue there often

appeared men whose modest nature inclined them to retirement, but whose

genius and character commanded the veneration of their contemporaries.

They sometimes become instructors of emperors and sometimes instructors
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of ministers of state. History recognizes only a single uncrowned lawgiver

who has been venerated by sovereigns and ministers of all succeeding genera-

tions as their own teacher in compliance with commands issued by their sov-

ereigns and ministers, and who has been venerated by the people of succeed-

ing generations as the teacher of their sovereigns and ministers. That man
is Confucius.

" Confucius appeared on the scene at a time when the fortune of the Chau
dynasty was at a low ebb, when one tyrant after another usurped sovereign

authority. He met with a cold reception, and ended his days in discontented

retirement. As he had no opportunity to carry out his ideas of social reform

during his lifetime, why should he desire to bequeath his teachings to pos-

terity ? Yet posterity has freely accorded to him its tribute of veneration,

nay, has even matched his virtues with those of heaven and earth, and ex-

tolled his principles as the connecting link between the ancient and modern
civilizations. He may be said to have united all the perfections of the

ancient sages in his own person by rescuing the Six Classics from the ravages

of time. The ancient sages were the master spirits of remote antiquity, of

the Tang and Yu dynasties, and of the Three Epochs. The Six Classics

are the ancient works that have come down to us from the remotest antiquity

—namely, the Book of Changes, the Book of Chronicles, the Book of Odes,

the Spring and Autumn Annals, the Book of Rites, and the Book on Music.

These works treat of the progress of- civilization from the remotest antiquity

to the accession of the houses of Tang and Yu. Confucius revised the his-

torical records of China by rejecting all that portion which treated of events

that took place before the accession of the houses of Tang and Yu, so as to

begin his revised Book of Chronicles with the accession of the houses of

Tang and Yu, his purpose for so doing being to inculcate peaceful relinquish-

ment of power as the culmination of kingly virtue. On the other hand, the

Spring and Autumn Annals is an historical record of the Duchy of Lu ; but

the historical records of that duchy did not begin with the Duke of Yin.

In the time of the Duke of Yin the reigning monarch of the Chau dynasty

removed the seat of government to the east. From that event may be

traced the decline of power of the Central Government and the gradual

usurpation of authority by the nobility. The purpose of Confucius, there-

fore, in beginning his Spring and Autumn Annals with the succession of

the Duke of Yin was to bestow approval and censure upon the chief actors

of the period with an even hand and emphasize obedience to rightful sov-

ereigns and resistance to usurpers as the proper measure of the subject's

duty. The Book of Odes may be considered as a kind of historical record.

Confucius selected three hundred odes, and these owe their preservation

to his sanction and authority. In them we can easily detect the various

influences that were instrumental in bringing about the periodical growth

and decay of civilization. As for the Book of Changes, the diagrams were

furnished by Fuh-si, the classical text by Wen-Wang and the Duke of
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Chau, and the notes by Confucius. The Book of Rites, which dates from

the Three Epochs, owes its preservation to the fact that Confucius quoted

from it in his teaching and his disciples set down his words. Of the last

two works, the former treats of the cardinal principles of human society from

the standpoint of natural reason, which lies at the foundation of education.

The latter treats of the same principles from the standpoint of social require-

ments. Chinese civilization would have suffered an irreparable check if Con-

fucius had never been born ; for after his death the occupant of the throne

attempted to blot out all knowledge of antiquity from the land by consign-

ing all books found to the flames. It was due to the veneration in which

Confucius was held that his followers took pains to commit to memory the

productions that had the sanction of his authority, and

preferred death to renunciation of his teaching. They
succeeded in rescuing from destruction a hundredth

part of the ancient writings. In oider to appre-

ciate the wisdom of Confucius, we must view

it as a wisdom running through the ancient

and modern civilizations. In order to con-

ceive of the service of Confucius to man-
kind, we can only compare it to that of

heaven and earth. Take away the stars

and planets and the Milky Way, and you
have nothing to say about the universe.

But the stars and planets and the Milky
Way are only the dregs of finite space. Take

away the rivers, plains, mountains, and plateaus,

and you have nothing to say about the earth.

But the rivers, plains, mountains, and plateaus

are but the surface of the terrestrial sphere.

Other master minds were only representatives

of the wisdom of the age to which they be-

longed
; Confucius concentrated in himself the quintessence of them all.

" From the dawn of Chinese civilization to the present day sixty centuries

have rolled by. During this long period men of transcendent wisdom have
appeared by the hundred, men of genius by the thousand, men of intelligence

and ability by tens and hundreds of thousands. Some have attained to the

highest posts in the state, and others have been founders of philosophical
systems. What, then, caused the Chinese to choose from among all the

master minds of ancient and modern times Confucius, who was but a private

individual, and with one voice acknowledge him as their most venerated
teacher, and base their system of education entirely on the lines laid down
by him in his Spring and Autumn Annals, Book of Rites, Book on Music,
Book of Changes, Book of Chronicles, and Book of Odes ?

" Why is it that Confucius alone should be able to obtain recognition as

REV. LYMAN ABBOTT, D. D.,

a speaker at the Congress.
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the pre-eminent example for all ages to follow ? And why is it that his

teachings should have such a hold upon the Chinese people as to become
absolutely fixed in their hearts ? It is worth while to give to these matters a

few moments of profound reflection.

'"The finite,' says Confucius in his notes to the Book of Changes,
•gave birth to two essential forms.' Again he says, 'The universe qwed its

existence to the active and passive principles of Nature.' The passive prin-

ciple denotes the substantive element of matter, and the active principle the

ethereal element. Undifferentiated matter that once filled all space in a

chaotic state, without distinction of substantive and ethereal elements, but

having all the vital power within itself, is what is meant by the finite. When
the primitive substance passed from a rarefied to a condensed state, one por-

tion became sensible, which we call objects, and the other portion became
insensible, which we call the heavens. The insensible produce the sensible

according to the nature of the substance. The sun, the moon, the stars, and
the earth, which revolve in ethereal space, all belong to the passive principle

of Nature, because they are sensible objects having substance. Their sub-

stance in its rarefied state once diffused itself throughout finite space, and

was not distinguishable from the heavens.

" The primitive substance before its condensation was not distinguishable

into a light and a heavy portion, and all ethereal space was rendered turbid

and chaotic thereby. After the primitive substance had separated into a

light and heavy portion all ethereal space became at once clear and pure.

At first matter was without form. But after becoming differentiated it

assumed distinct forms.

" In the beginning the principle of fire diffused itself throughout the uni-

verse in its latent state. It manifested itself only when it came in contact

with the sun. Likewise the principle of water diffused itself in its latent

state throughout the universe. It assumed a liquid form only when it came

in contact with the earth. The earth is a conglomeration of objects, and the

mother of all things. When it is acted upon by moisture and the heat of

the sun it undergoes a sort of fermentation like dough when acted upon by

yeast, so that whatever has the principle of life within itself, under the

double influence of heat and moisture, can not but spring forth into being.

Still, from the beginning of the universe to the day when the first life ap-

peared on the earth, it is impossible to determine the length of time in years.

" ' When heaven and earth,' says the Book on Music, ' act and react upon

each other, and the active and passive principles of Nature come together, it

is the most favorable time for the reproduction of all things, as then the

proper conditions present themselves for vegetation to reach a luxuriant

growth, for buds and sprouts to start forth, for birds of the air to become

full-fledged, for animals to put forth their horns, and for hibernating insects

to stir themselves.' We judge that the first vegetation covering the surface

of the earth must have been of the type of lichens and mosses. Next came
130
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herbs and trees. As herbs of all kinds grew and died down every year, and

trees of all kinds put forth their leaves and shed them from year to year,

vegetation gradually became dense and luxuriant, and formed a sort of pro-

tective covering over the earth, which served to gather the moisture of the

earth and the heat of the sun into one place so that these two elements could

act and react upon each other. The essences of the heavens and the earth

were thus gathered together in one place, and after the lapse of years Na-

ture succeeded in extracting out of the mass certain products by a process

similar to that by which mercury is extracted from cinnabar, and finally

transformed those products into living animals. All things have a begin-

ning, but Nature has no beginning. The earth enables all things to attain

their ends. All things come to an end, but Nature has no end. In the be-

ginning all things passed from a rarefied to a condensed state, and came into

existence out of nothing. Nature makes use of these raw materials, and

shows their adaptation to various economical purposes.

" One can no more leave the surface of the earth than the earth can go

beyond the limits of space. Being on the surface of the earth, one is, in

fact, in the midst of celestial space. From the place where one stands to the

farthest point a telescope can reach there is not a spot that is not filled with

space. Where space is, there is heaven. As space surrounds a man on all

sides, so does heaven. There is not a thought that flashes across a man's

mind, but heaven knows it as soon as he, though even his wife does not

know it, however near she may be. On this account a wise man strives to

gain such a mastery over himself that even in his private cell or under his

bed coverings he may conduct himself with the same regard for propriety as

when he appears before a large audience in a public hall. The reason is that

the life-sustaining principle of man is so intimately connected with the life-

sustaining principle of Nature, that as long as the connection is unbroken he

remains alive, but as soon as the connection is broken he immediately dies.

It is the uniform law of Nature that all living things are weak at the begin-

ning of life, grow from weakness to strength, pass from strength to old age,

and then must die. To live according to the dictates of Nature is to be con-

tented in whatever situation one may be placed, without being affected by

joy or fear. To help on the work of Nature is simply to administer the

government > and diffuse instruction in accordance with the laws of Nature,

that the instinct of every creature to enjoy life may be properly satisfied.

" The Minister of Public Instruction was charged with the duty of select-

ing orthodox scholars for teachers. The signification of the word yu is

scholar—one who has self-control enough to be able always to maintain a

mild and equable temper, and at the same time devotes his life to the culti-

vation of the arts and sciences. He must have such endowments and attain-

ments as qualify him to mediate between the conflicting interests of the

people. Confucius thought the characteristics of a typical j^u were so mani-

fold that a complete analysis of them could not be given off-hand.
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" Confucius prescribes rules of propriety for the guidance of sovereigns
and subjects, of parents and children, and draws a line of demarkation be-
tween the spheres of husband and wife, and between those of the old and
the young. He lays special stress on the doctrine of clearly defined social

relations as the foundation stone of his system. The writings of the differ-

ent schools, on this account, are saturated with it. Confucius failed to ar-

rive at a high station in the state, and therefore had no opportunity to carry

out his own theories of government. Accordingly he devoted himself to
study and contemplation, and recommended a similar course of life to pos-
terity. Among his sayings are these :

"
' I was not born a man of knowledge ; I am only naturally quick to

search out the truth from a love for the wisdom of the ancients.' ' I am
not presumptuous enough to set up for a wise and benevolent man ; it can
be said of me, however, that I am not weary in well-doing, and that I am
untiring in teaching others.' ' I have gone all day without food, and all

night without sleep, in order to think ; I find it unprofitable, however, and
look upon study as preferable.' ' I have never declined to instruct even
those who have come to me with only a small tribute of regard to show
their earnest desire to learn.' ' I make it a practice not to open the under-

standing of those who manifest no zeal, nor to clear the doubts of those who
do not appreciate their own confusion of thought. If I point out one cor-

ner to any one who does not know how to apply this knowledge to the

other three corners, I will not repeat what I h^ve said.' ' If there is any

virtue that I have not practiced, if there is any study that I have not mas-

tered, if there is any righteous course of action which I have known but not

been able to pursue, if there is any fault which I have not been able to cor-

rect—^these things are the cause of my sorrow.' ' The love of humanity, not

tempered with the love of study, is blind as to its foolishness ; the love of

knowledge, not tempered with the love of study, is blind as to its capricious-

ness ; the love of truth, not tempered with the love of study, is blind as to

its mischievousness ; the love of directness, not tempered with the love of

study, is blind as to its uncharitableness ; the love of courage, not tempered

with the love of study, is blind as to its rebelliousness ; the love of firmness,

not tempered with the love of study, is blind as to its venturesomeness.'

"The literature on the six liberal arts was so extensive that works on the

subject could be numbered by tens of thousands. At that time strange

theories and doctrines were clamoring for recognition, and every one was

seeking a royal road to success and fame. The age showed an utter want of

the love of study. The scholars of the period, recognizing the fact, refused

to submit to the tendency of the times. Accordingly men of virtue and

intellect from all quarters of the country flocked to the feet of Confucius, to

the number of three thousand. Among these were only seventy-two who

had a thorough knowledge of the six liberal arts. Yen-tz alone went among

his fellow-disciples as a man of pre-eminently studious habits. To Tsang-tz
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and Tz-kung was communicated a knowledge of the great ' controlling prin-

ciple.' The actions and words of Confucius were jotted down by his dis-

ciples at the time, and the materials thus collected form the book of Lun-

yu. Tsang-tz took notes of what Confucius said about filial duties, and com-

piled the treatise on Filial Duties. In after ages the Book of Changes, the

Book of Chronicles, and the Book of Odes, the Spring and Autumn Annals,

the Book of Rites, the Book on Music -came to be called the Six Classics by-

way of eminence, and sometimes also designated as the Six Liberal Sciences.

The Book of Rites and the Book on Music are sometimes taken as forming

but one book ; then the name of Five Classics is given to the above-men-

tioned works. The name of ' Seven Classics ' is also sometimes seen, which

is applied to the Five Classics mentioned, toge'ther with the Analects of

Confucius and the treatise on Filial Duties. There is not a Chinese youth,

before being admitted into the local government school, but has thoroughly

mastered the Seven Classics, together with the Analects of Mencius, and

become well grounded in the principles set forth therein, thus rendering him-

self perfectly able to meet the requirements of life.

" Upon the accession of the house of Tsin, the occupant of the throne,

fearful lest the Confucianists should animadvert upon the tyrannous acts and

iconoclastic policies of his reign, ordered that all books found in his realm

should be consigned to the flames, and all the Confucianists he could lay

hands on be buried alive, so as to silence their voice forever. Upon the

accession of the house of Han, a grand research was made for literary re-

mains of the past. Some works which had escaped the general destruction,

owing to their being hidden in the walls of houses, were brought out ; and

others were rewritten by those who had committed their texts to memory.

Thus the Six Classics were restored in some measure to their original form.

The Book of Changes was the only work that had come out of the general

conflagration entire, and has come down to us just as it was. The Confu-

cianists of the Han dynasty may be said to have infused energy into the

doctrinal system of Confucius, and given it a period of vigorous growth.

" During the Sung dynasty eminent Confucianists appeared in the per-

sons of Lien, Loh, Kwan, and Min, and through their influence the system

of doctrines and precepts taught by Confucius shone forth like the sun in

the firmament of heaven. From that time all schoolboys have learned to

become followers of Confucius. The learning of the various schools of

Confucian philosophy has for its limits a knowledge of the laws of Nature,

and for its foundation the well-defined principles that govern the relations of

man to man.
" Chu-tz was head and shoulders above other Confucian scholars, and

seemed to unite in his single person the essences of them all. He taught

and expounded the classics, collected the writings of the four foremost Con-

fucian scholars, and produced the work on the Education of Youth. He
practically exhausted the multifarious applications of the principles of the
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six liberal arts, as well as the principles of the five social relations. Toward
the close of the Sung and Ming dynasties the learning of the various schools
of Confucian philosophy experienced alternate periods of purity and cor-
ruptness, and consequently of progress and decline. On the whole, the
state of the nation at any particular period, whether peaceful and prosperous
or wretched and unhappy, usually corresponded with the progress or decline
of Confucian learning.

" The schools in China are divided into several grades. There are family
schools, national academies, endowed institutions of learning. The differ-

ent departments, prefectures, and districts have their respective schools, the
general name for them all being Confucian schools. Literature and art are

considered merely as adjuncts, and the exposition of social duties is the
fundamental thing. Thus, from the upper classes to the lower, there is not
a da^ in which the observance of social duties is not inculcated. Accord-
ingly, every Confucian school consists of a shrine for the worship of Con-
fucius, bearing the words ' Ta Ching ' (' Great Completeness '), and a hall for

the assembhng of students, bearing the words ' Ming Lun ' (' Exposition of

Social Duties ').

" ' Attack heterodox doctrines,' says Confucius, ' on account of the mis-

chief they do.' ' Those who agree with us are not for this reason right

;

those who differ with us are not for this reason wrong,' is also one of Con-
fucius's sayings. The object of study is to gain a breadth of view and a

liberality of spirit which eliminates self from all calculations. We all learn

from others. In the realm of human knowledge, what does not admit of a

difference of opinion can be summed up in the doctrines of the ' three main-

stays ' and of the ' five relations ' of human society. Except these, every one

is free to follow his own predilections in the choice of a profession, and can

not be dragooned into any sort of uniformity. There is no harm in the lack

of uniformity.

" Lao-tan, the founder of Taoism, was a historiographer of the Chan
dynasty and a contemporary of Confucius. His system of philosophy is

eclectic and not original, being characterized by a sincere seeking after truth

and by a love for antiquity. The only work of his that is still extant is the

treatise on Wisdom and Virtue. It consists of five thousand words and is

said to be a compilation made by him of the maxims of Hwang-ti, respect-

ing the government of the nation and the government of the army. The

substance of his teaching is that public affairs should be administered in a

quiet way and with entire self-abnegation on the part of the public servants,

who, having performed the required service, should at once seek retirement.

Taoism is commonly regarded as having derived its doctrines and precepts

from Hwang-ti and Lao-tz. Hwang-ti was a direct ancestor of the Yao,

who is regarded by Confucianists as their pattern of wisdom and virtue. So

it seems that Confucianism and Taoism may be said to have sprung from

the same source. On this account a chronicler of the Han dynasty remarks
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that Taoism, which recognizes an ancient historiographer as its founder, in

teaching the doctrine of the people's right to rule, practically accords to Yao

his approval of his choosing a successor from among the people. Since the

imitation of Yao and Shun's example became the distinguishing test of the

Confucian school, the adherents of other schools that flourished during the

Han dynasty—such as the Military, Penal, Medical, Sacerdotal, Paphian,

Spiritualistic, Alchemistic, Incantation-believing, and Oracle-believing

schools—who claimed to have derived their doctrines from Hwang-ti and

Lao-tz, and who were not numerous enough to form a school of their own,

and at the same time were not allowed to attach themselves to the Con-

fucian school, have been lumped together finally with the followers of Tao-

ism. Still the doctrines and practices of these sects differ v^idely from the

original teachings of Hwang-ti and" Lao-tz.

Since the Han and Tang dynasties there

have been but few propagandists of the

doctrines of Hwang-ti and Lao-tz. The

living exponents of Taoism at the present

day are an ignorant priesthood, consisting

of temple tenders merely. Though the

temples of the Taoists and the Buddhists

are scattered throughout the length and

breadth of the empire, yet there are essen-

tial differences in the course pursued by

each sect to gain proselytes. The so-

called Buddhists and Taoists of the pres-

ent day differ not at at all in their training

and practices of priests, and are not, there-

fore, allowed to compete at the public ex-

aminations with the Confucianists. The

reason is that the Confucianists devote

themselves to the study of things human,

while the priests of the two sects devote

themselves to the study of things spiritual.

"What the Confucianists call things

spiritual is nothing more than the law of action and reaction, which oper-

ates upon matter without suffering loss, and which causes the seasons to

come around without deviation. What priests of the two sects call things

spiritual consists of prayers and repentance, which they make use of as a

means of practicing deception upon the people by giving out that they can

reveal the secrets of happiness and misery thereby. As a rule, they are men
given to speculations on the invisible world of spirits, and neglectful of the

requirements and duties of life. For this reason they are employed by

public functionaries to officiate on occasions of public worship, and at the

same time they are despised by the Confucianists as the dregs of the people.

MOST REV. JOHN J. KEANE,
a participant in the Congress.
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" The life of man is practically limited by Nature to a hundred years.
What is required of him in the various relations he stands in, as sovereign
and subject, parent and child, husband and wife, elder and younger brother,
and friend, is so multifarious that a faithful performance of all his duties
would certainly take more than a hundred years. What practical purpose
does it serve, then, to engage in senseless discussions respecting the state of
man previous to his coming into existence, or in foolish conjectures concern-
ing a life of happiness or misery that may be in store for him after death,
while one leaves his duties to society unperformed and allows the flitting years
to go by without fear or regret, as if the precious time were thrust upon his

hands against his will ? On the other hand, if one has done those things
that he should do, his conscience is clear both before men as well as before
Heaven. Granting that the belief in Heaven and hell and the final judg-
ment of the world is well founded, he who has tasted the pleasures derived
from the fulfillment of his duties to society has already ascended into

Heaven, and he who allows the lust of the flesh to defile his heart and per-

vert the use of his senses has already entered into hell. What need is there

of troubling the ' Great Lord of the Eastern Mountains ' of the Taoists, the
' Yen-Lo ' of the Buddhists, and the Christ of the Christians, to judge the

dead after death and reward every man according to his deserts ? On this

account for thousands of years the instructors of the people, from the em-
peror down to the school-teacher, have never departed from inculcating the

principles of social relations. Every one, therefore, as long as he does not

attempt to throw the social order into confusion, is free to read even heret-

ical books as well as the writings of Buddhists and Taoists, to worship such

divinities of the heavens and the earth as are recognized by the Government
in its ceremonial code, and to pay homage to Buddha and to the genii, inas-

much as such acts are not prohibited by law. The reason is that the capacity

of each individual's intellect is fixed. It is impossible to dragoon all to an

investigation of the first principles of things with a view to determine the

grounds upon which the whole system of moral law is based. All that is

required of every one is to hold fast that which is good, and depart from evil.

As for other matters, each one can consult his own pleasure and inclination.

There is no prohibition of any kind."

The Brahmo-Somaj.—On the third day also the character and principles

of the Brahmo-Somaj were set forth by Protap Chunder Mozoomdar. Fol-

lowing is the greater part of his address :

" The Brahmo-Somaj of India, which I have the honor to represent, is

a new society ; our religion is a new religion, but it comes from far, far

antiquity, from the very roots of our national life, hundreds of centuries

ago. Sixty-three years ago the whole land of India—the whole country of

Bengal—was full of a mightly clamor. The great jarring noise of a

heterogeneous polytheism rent the stillness of the sky. The cry of wid-

ows—nay, far more lamentable, the cry of those women who had to be
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burned on the funeral pyre of their husbands—desecrated the hoHness of

God's earth.

" We had the Buddhist goddess of the country, the mother of the people,

ten-handed, holding in each hand the weapons for the defense of her chil-

dren. We had the white goddess of learning, playing on her vena, a stringed

instrument of music, the strings of wisdom, because, my friends, all wisdom

is musical ; where there is a discord there is no deep wisdom. The goddess

of good fortune, holding in her arms, not the horn, but the basket of plenty,

blessing the nations of India, was there, and the god with the head of an

elephant, and the god who rides on a peacock—martial men are always fash-

ionable, you know—and the 33,000,000 gods and goddesses besides.

" Amid the din and clash of this polytheism and so-called evil, amid all

the darkness of the times, there arose a man, a Brahman, pure bred and pure

born, whose name was Raja Ram Mohan Roy. In his boyhood he had

studied the Arabic and Persian ; he had studied Sanskrit, and his own mother

was a Bengalee. Before he was out of his teens he made a journey to

Thibet and learned the wisdom of the Lamas. Before he became a man he

wrote a book proving the falsehood of all polytheism and the truth of the

existence of the living God. This brought upon his head persecution, nay,

even such serious displeasure of his own parents that he had to leave his home

for a while and live the life of a wanderer. In 1 830 this man founded a

society known as the Brahmo-Somaj. Brahma, as you know, means God

;

Brahmo means the worshiper of God, and Somaj means society ; therefore

Brahmo-Somaj means the society of the worshipers of the one living God.

While on the one hand he established the Brahmo-Somaj, on the other hand

he co-operated with the British Government to abolish the barbarous custom

of suttee, or the burning of widows with their dead husbands. In 1832 he

traveled to England, the very first Hindu who ever went to Europe, and in

1833 he died, and his sacred bones are interred in Brisco, the place where

every Hindu pilgrim goes to pay his tribute of honor and reverence.

" The Brahmo-Somaj founded its monotheism upon the inspiration of the

Vedas and the Upanishads. When Raja Ram Mohan Roy died his follow-

ers for a while found it nearly impossible to maintain the infant association.

But the Spirit of God was there. The movement sprang up in the fullness

of time. The seed of eternal truth was sown in it ; hoVv could it die ?

Hence in the course of time other men sprang up to preserve it and contrib-

ute toward its growth. Did I say the Spirit of God was there ? Did I say

the seed of eternal truth was there ? There ! Where ? All societies, all

churches, all religious movements, have their foundation not without, but

within the depths of the human soul. Where the basis of a church is out-

side, the floods shall rise, the rain shall beat, and the storm shall blow, and

like a heap of sand it will rrtelt into the sea. Where the basis is within the

heart, within the soul, the storm shall rise, and the rain shall beat, and the

flood shall come, but like a rock it neither wavers nor falls. So that move-
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ment of the Brahmo-Somaj shall never fall. Think for yourselves, my
brothers and sisters, upon w^hat foundation your house is laid.

" In the course of time as the movement grew, the members began to

doubt whether the Hindu scriptures were really infallible. In their souls,

in the depth of their intelligence, they thought they heard a voice which here

and there, at first in feeble accents, contradicted the deliverances of the Vedas
and the Upanishads. What shall be our theological principles ? Upon what
principles shall our religion -stand ? The small accents in which the question

first was asked became louder and louder and were more and more echoed in

the rising religious society until it became the most practical of all problems

—upon what book shall true religion stand ?

" Briefly, they found that it was impossible that the Hindu scriptures

should be the only records of true religion. They found that the spirit was

the great source of confirmation, the voice of God was the great judge, the

soul of the indweller was the revealer of truth, and, although there were

truths in the Hindu scriptures, they could not recognize them as the only

infallible standard of spiritual reality. So twenty-one years after the foun-

dation of the Brahmo-Somaj the doctrine of the infallibility of the Hindu

scriptures was given up.

" Then a further question came. The Hindu scriptures only not infalli-

ble ! Are there not other scriptures also ? Did I not tell you the other day

that on the imperial throne of India Christianity now sat with the Gospel of

Peace in one hand and the scepter of civilization in the other ? The Bible

had penetrated into India ; its pages were unfolded, its truths were read and

taught. The Bible is the book which mankind shall not ignore. Recog-

nizing, therefore, on the one hand the great inspiration of the Hindu scrip-

tures, we could not but, on the other hand, recognize the inspiration and the

authority of the Bible. And in 1861 we published a book in which extracts

from all scriptures were given, as the book which was to be read in the course

of our devotions.

"Our monotheism, therefore, stands upon all scriptures. That is our

theological principle, and that principle did not emanate from the depths

of our own consciousness, as the donkey was delivered out of the depths of

the» German consciousness ; it came out as the natural result of the indwell-

ing of God's Spirit within our fellow-believers. No, it was not the Chris-

tian missionary that drew our attention to the Bible
;

it was not the Moham-

medan priests who showed us the excellent passages in the Koran
;

it was

no Zoroastrian who preached to us the greatness of his Zend-Avesta
;
but

there was in our hearts the God of infinite reality, the source of inspiration

of all the books, of the Bible, of the Koran, of the Zend-Avesta, who drew

our attention to his excellences as revealed in the record of holy experience

everywhere. By his leading and by his light it was that we recognized these

facts, and upon the rock of everlasting and eternal reality our theological

basis was laid.
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" What is theology without morality ? What is the inspiration of this

book or the authority of that prophet without personal holiness—the clean-

liness of this God-made temple and the cleanliness of the deeper temple

within ? Soon after we had got through our theology the question stared us

in the face that we were not good men, pure-minded, holy men, and that

there were innumerable evils around us, in our houses, in our national usages,

in the organization of our society. The Brahmo-Somaj, therefore, next laid

its hand upon the reformation of society. In 1851 the first intermarriage

was celebrated. Intermarriage in India means the marriage of persons be-

longing to different castes. Caste is a sort of Chinese wall that surrounds

every household and every little community, and beyond the limits of which

no audacious man or woman shall stray. In the Brahmo-Somaj we asked,

' Shall this Chinese wall disgrace the freedom of God's children forever ?

'

Break it down ; down with it, and away !

" Next, my honored leader and friend, Keshub Chunder Sen, so arranged

that marriage between different castes should take place. The Brahmans were

offended. Wiseacres shook their heads ; even leaders of the Brahmo-Somaj

shrugged up their shoulders and put their hands into their pockets. ' These

young firebrands,' they said, ' are going to set fire to the whole of society.'

But intermarriage took place, and widow marriage took place.

" Do you know what the widows of India are ? A little girl of ten or

twelve years happens to lose her husband before she knows his features very

well, and from that tender age to her dying day she shall go through pen-

ances and austerities and miseries, and loneliness and disgrace which you

tremble to hear of. I do not approve of or understand the conduct of a

woman who marries a first time and then a second time and then a third

time and a fourth time—who marries as many times as there are seasons in

the year. I do not understand the conduct of such men and women. But I

do think that when a little child of eleven loses what men call her husband,

and who has never been a wife for a single day of her life, to put her to the

wretchedness of a lifelong widowhood, and inflict upon her miseries which

would disgrace a criminal, is a piece of inhumanity which can not too soon

be done away with. Hence intermarriages and widow marriages. Our

hands were thus laid upon the problem of social and domestic improvement,

and the result of that was that very soon a rupture took place in the Brahmo-

Somaj. We young men had to go—we, with all our social reform—and

shift for ourselves as we best might. When these social reforms were par-

tially completed there came another question.

" We had married the widow ; we had prevented the burning of widows

;

what about our personal purity, the sanctification of our own consciences,

the regeneration of our own souls ? What about our acceptance before the

awful tribunal of the God of infinite justice ? Social reform and the doing

of public good is itself only legitimate when it develops into the all-embra-

cing principle of personal purity and the holiness of the soul. After the end
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Of the work of our social reform we were therefore led into this great subjectHow shall this unregenerate nature be regenerated ? this defiled temple what
waters shall wash it into a new and pure condition ? All these motives and
desires and evil impulses, the animal inspirations, what will put an end to
them all and make man what he was—the immaculate child of God as Christ
was, as all regenerated men were ? Theological principle first, moral princi-
ple next, and in the third place the spiritual of the Brahmo-Somaj

"Moral aspirations do not mean holiness
; a desire of being good does

not mean to be good. The bullock that carries on his back hundredweights
of sugar does not taste a grain of sweetness because of its unbearable load
And all our aspirations, and all our fine wishes, and all our fine dreams and
fine sermons, either hearing or speaking them—going to sleep over them
or listening to them intently—these will

never make a life perfect. Devotion only,

prayer, direct perception of God's Spirit,

communion with him, absolute self-abase-

ment before his majesty ; devotional fer-

vor, devotional excitement, spiritual ab-

sorption, living and moving in God—that

is the secret of personal holiness.

" And in the third stage of our career,

therefore, spiritual excitement, long de-

votions, intense fervpr, contemplation,

endless self-abasement, not merely before

God but before man, became the rule of

our lives. God is unseen ; it does not

harm anybody or make him appear less

respectable if he says to God ' I am a sin-

ner ; forgive me.' But to make your con-

fessions before man, to abase yourselves

before your brothers and sisters, to take

the dust off the feet of holy men, to feel

that you are a miserable, wretched object in God's holy congregation—that

requires a little self-humiliation, a little moral courage. Our devotional life,

therefore, is twofold, bearing reverence and trust for God and" reverence and

trust for man, and in our infant and apostolical church we have, therefore,

often immersed ourselves in spiritual practices which would seem absurd if I

were to relate them to you.

"The last principle I have to take up is the progressiveness of the

Brahmo-Somaj. Theology is good ; moral resolutions are good ; devotional

fervor is good. The problem is, how shall we go on ever and ever in an

onward way, in the upward path of progress, and approach toward divine

perfection ? God is infinite ; what limit is there in his goodness or his wis-

dom or his righteousness ? All the scriptures sing his glory ; all the proph-

REV. EDWARD EVERETT HALE, D. D.,

a speaker at the Congress.
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ets in the heaven declare his majesty ; all the martyrs have reddened the

world with their blood in order that his holiness might be known. God is

the one infinite good ; and, after we had made our three attempts of theo-

logical, moral, and spiritual principle, the question came that God is the one

eternal and infinite, the inspirer of all human kind. The path of our progress

then lay toward allying ourselves, toward affiliating ourselves with the faith

and the righteousness and the wisdom of all religions and all mankind.
" Christianity declares the glory of God ; Hinduism speaks about his

infinite and eternal excellence. Mohammedanism, with fire and sword,

proves the almightiness of his will ; Buddhism says how joyful and peaceful

he is. He is the God of all religions, of all denominations, of all lands, of

all scriptures, and our progress lay in harmonizing these various systems,

these prophecies and developments, into one great system. Hence the new
system of religion in the Brahmo-Somaj is called the New Dispensation.

" For a whole decade my friend Keshub Chunder Sen, myself, and

other apostles of Brahmo-Somaj have traveled from village to village, from

province to province, from continent to continent, declaring this new dispen-

sation and the harmony of all religious prophecies and systems unto the

glory of the one true, living God. But we are a subject race ; v/e are unedu-

cated ; we are incapable ; we have not the resources of money to get men to

listen to our message. I do not come to the sessions of this Parliament as a

mere student, not as one who has to justify his own system. I come as a

disciple, as a follower, as a brother. May your labors be blessed with pros-

perity, and not only shall your Christianity and your America be exalted, but

the Brahmo-Somaj will feel most exalted ; and this poor man who has come

such a long distance to crave your sympathy and your kindness shall feel him-

self amply rewarded."

Shintoism.—On the same day the Right Rev. Reuchi Shibata expounded

the creed and practice of Shintoism. He spoke as follows :

" The word Shinto, or Kami-no-michi, comes from the two words ' Shin

'

or ' Kami,' each of which means deity, and ' to ' or ' michi ' (way), and

designates the way transmitted to us from our Divine Ancestors, in which

every Japanese is bound to walk. Having its foundation in our old history,

conforming to our geographical position and the disposition of our people,

this way, as old as Japan itself, came down to us with its original form, and

will last forever, inseparable from the eternal imperial house and the Japa-

nese nationality.

" According to our ancient Scriptures there were a generation of Kami,

or deities, in the beginning, who created the heavens and the earth, together

with all the things, including human beings, and became the ancestors of

the Japanese. Of these deities, Izanagi-no-Kami and Izanami-no-Kami, the

one a male and the other a female deity, descending from heaven, ' made

and consolidated ' the land. They begot numerous deities, among whom was

Amaterasu-ohomi-kami, a female deity (' Heaven-shinging-Great-August'),
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and ruled the ' Plain of High Heaven.' Having handed the three Divine
Treasures of Yasakami-no-magatama (gem), Yata-no-kagami (mirror), and
Kusahagi-no-tsurugi (sword) to her divine grandson, Ninigi-no-Mikoto, the
august deity sent him down to the land of Japan with these words of bene-
diction :

' The ever-fruitful land with its reed-covered plains and its luxuriant
rice fields (Japan) is the land which our posterity shall govern. Our line
shall flourish forever with the heavens and the earth '

; and ordered the
deities Amero-koyane-no-Mikoto, Ameno-futotama-no-Mikoto, and others to
attend him. Thus originates the inseparable relation between the ever-un-
broken line of imperial blood, the ever-loyal subjects, and the fruitful land
of Japan.

" Jimmu-tenno, the grandson of Ninigi-no-Mikoto, was the first of the
human emperors. Having brought the whole land under one rule, he per-

formed great services to the Divine Ancestors, cherished his subjects, and
thus discharged his great filial duty, as did all the emperors after him. So
also all the subjects were deep in their respect and adoration toward the
Divine Ancestors and the emperors, their descendants. Though, in the
course of time, various doctrines and creeds were introduced in the country,

Confucianism in the reign of the fifteenth Emperor Ojin, Buddhism in the

reign of the twenty-ninth Emperor Kimmei, and Christianity in modern
times, the Emperor and the subjects never neglected the great duty of

Shintd. The present forms of ceremony are come down to us from time
immemorial in our history. Of the three Divine Treasures transmitted from
the Divine Ancestors, the Divine Gem is still held sacred in the imperial

palace, the Divine Mirror in the Great Temple of Is^, and the Divine Sword
in the Temple of Atsuta, in the province of Owari. To this day, his Majesty

the Emperor performs himself the ceremony of worship to the Divine An-
cestors ; and all the subjects perform the same to the deities of temples,

which are called, according to the local extent of the festivity, the national,

the provincial, the local, and the birthplace temple. When the festival day

of temples, especially of the birthplace, etc., comes, all people who. living in

the place, are considered, specially protected by the Deity of the Temple,

have a holiday and unite in performing the ancient ritual of worship and

praying for the perpetuity of the imperial line, and for profound peace over

the land and families. The deities dedicated to the temple are Divine Im-

perial Ancestors, illustrious loyalists, benefactors to the place, etc. Indeed,

the Shint6 is a beautiful cultus peculiai: to our native land, and is considered

the foundation of the perpetuity of the- imperial house, the loyalty of the

subjects, and the stability of the Japanese sta,te.

" Thus far I have given a short description of Shint6, which is the way in

which every Japanese, no matter to what creed—even Buddhism or Chris-

tianity—he belongs, must walk. Let me next explain briefly the nature and

origin of a religious form of Shintd, i. e., of the Zhikkd sect, whose tenets I

profess to believe.
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" The Zhikk6 (practical) sect, as the name indicates, does not so much lay

stress upon mere show and speculation as upon the realization of the teach-

ings. Its doctrines are plain and simple, and teach man to do man's proper

work. Being a new sect, it is free from the old dogmas and prejudices, and

is regarded as a reformed sect. The scriptures on which the principal teach-

ings of the sect are founded are Forukoto-bumi, Yamato-bumi, and many

others. They teach us that before heavens and earth came into existence

there was one absolute deity called Ame-no-minakanushi-no-kami. He has

great virtue, and power to create, to reign over all things ; he included every-

thing within himself, and he will last forever. In the beginning the One
Deity, self-originated, took the embodiments of two deities, one with the

male nature, and the other female. The male deity is called Takami-musu-

bi-no-kami, and the female Kami-musubi-no-kami. These two deities are

nothing but forms of the one substance, and unite again in the Absolute

Deity. These three are called the ' Three Deities of Creation.' They caused

a generation of deities to appear, who in their turn gave birth to the islands

of the Japanese Archipelago, the sun and moon, the mountains and streams,

the Divine Ancestors, etc. So their virtue and power are esteemed won-

drous and bountiful.

" According to the teachings of our sect, we ought to reverence the

famous mountain Fuji, assuming it to be the sacred abode of the divine Lord,

and as the brain of the whole globe. And, as every child of the Heavenly

Deity came into the world with a soul separated from the one original soul

of Deity, he ought to be just as the Deity ordered and make Fuji the exam-

ple and emblem of his thought and action. For instance, he must be plain

and simple as the form of the mountain, make his body and mind pure as the

serenity of the same, etc. We should respect the present world, with all its

practical works, more than the future world
;
pray for the long life of the

Emperor and the peace of the country ; and, by leading a life of temperance

and diligence, co-operating with one another in doing public good, we should

be responsible for the blessings of the country.

"The founder of this sect is Hasegawa Kakugy6, who was born in Na-

gasaki, of the Hizen province, in 1541. About this time the whole empire

was greatly disturbed by a long series of atrocious civil strifes, accompanied

by famine and pestilence ; and the people were deeply alarmed at frightful

changes due to physical phenomena. In the eighteenth year of his age,

Hasegawa, full of grief at the gloomy state of things over the country, set

out on a pilgrimage to various sanctuaries of famous mountains and lakes,

Shintoistic and Buddhistic temples. While he was offering fervent prayers

on sacred Fuji, sometimes on its summit and sometimes within its cave, he

received inspiration through the miraculous power of the mountain, and,

becoming convinced that this place is the abode of Ame-no-minakanushi-

no-kami, he founded a sect and propagated the creed all over the empire.

" After his death in the cave, in his hundred and sixth year, the light of
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the doctrines was handed down by a series of teachers. The tenth of them
was my father, Shibata Hanamori, born at Ogi of the Hizen province in

1809. He was also in the eighteenth year of his age when he adopted the
doctrine of this sect. Amid the revolutionary war of Meiji, which fol-

lowed immediately, he exerted all his power to propagate his faith by writ-
ing religious works and preaching about the provinces. He corrected and
reformed the old dogmas and prejudices, and gave a new appellation, 'Zhikkd,'
to the sect formerly known as the Fuji sect. In 1891, in his eighty-second
year, he returned to the Shades, and I succeeded him as president of the sect.

" As our doctrines teach us, all animate and inanimate things were born
from One Heavenly Deity, and every one of them has its particular mission

;

so we ought to love them all, and also to respect the various forms of religion

in the world. They are all based, I believe, on the fundamental truth of
religion ;

the difference between them is only in the outward form, influ-

enced by variety of history, the disposition of the people, and the physical

conditions of the places where they originated. As it is impracticable now
to combine them into one religion, the religionists ought, at least, to conquer
hostile feelings

; to try to find out the common truth which is hidden in all

forms of religious thought, and to unite their strength in searching for the

common object of religions.

" While it is the will of Deity and the aim of all religionists that all his

beloved children on the earth should enjoy peace and comfort in one accord,

many countries look still with envy and hatred toward one another, and

appear to sesk for opportunities of making war under the slightest pretext,

with no other aim than of wringing out ransoms or robbing a nation of its

land. Thus, regardless of the abhorrence of the Heavenly Deity, they only

inflict pain and calamity on innocent people. Now and here my earnest wish

is this : that the time should come soon when all nations on the earth will

join their armies and navies with one accord, guarding the world as a whole,

and thus prevent preposterous wars with each other. They should also estab-

lish a supreme court in order to decide the case when a difference arises be-

tween them.
" To facilitate this in the future, I earnestly plead that every religionist

of the world may try to edify the nearest people to devotion, to root out en-

mity between nations, and to promote our common object."

Christianity and Mohammedanism.—On the fifth day of the session Presi-

dent George Washburn, D. D., of Robert College, Constantinople, delivered

an address on The Points of Contact and Contrast between Christianity and

Mohammedanism. He said :

" It is not my purpose to enter upon any defense or criticism of Moham-

medanism, but simply to state, as impartially as possible, its points of contact

and contrast with Christianity. The chief difficulty in such a statement

arises from the fact that there are as many different opinions on theological

questions among Moslems as among Christians, and that it is impossible to
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present any summary of Mohammedan doctrine which will be accepted

by all.

"The faith of Islam is based primarily upon the Koran, which is believed

to have been delivered to the prophet at sundry times by the angel Gabriel,

and upon the traditions reporting the life and words of the prophet ; and,

secondarily, upon the opinions of certain distinguished theologians of the

second century of the Hegira, especially for the Sunnis, of the four imams,

Hanif^, Shafi, Malik, and Hannbel. The Shiites, or followers of Aali, reject

these last with many of the received traditions, and hold opinions which the

great body of Moslems regard as heretical. In addition to the twofold

divisions of Sunnis and Shiites and of the sects of the

four imams, there are said to be several hundred minor

^v'k sects. It is, in fact, very difficult for an honest in-

quirer to determine what is really essential to the

faith. A distinguished Moslem statesman and

scholar once assured me that nothing was

essential beyond a belief in the existence

and unity of God. And several years ago

the Sheik-ul-Islam, the highest authority

in Constantinople, in a letter to a German
inquirer, stated that whoever confessed

that there is but one God, and that Mo-
hammed is his prophet, is a true Moslem,

although to be a good one it is necessary

to observe the five points of confession,

prayer, fasting, almsgiving, and pilgrimage

;

but the difficulty about this apparently simple

definition is that belief in Mohammed as the

prophet of God involves a belief in all his teach-

ing, and we come back at once to the question what that teaching was.

"The great majority of Mohammedans believe in the Koran, the tradi-

tions and the teaching of the school of Hanifd, and we can not do better

than to take these doctrines and compare them with what are generally

regarded as the essential principles of Christianity. With this explanation

we may discuss the relations of Christianity and Mohammedanism as his-

torical, dogmatic, and practical.

" It would hardly be necessary to speak in this connection of the histor-

ical relations of Christianity and Islam if they had not seemed to some

distinguished writers so important as to justify the statement that Moham-
medanism is a form and outgrowth of Christianity—in fact, essentially a

Christian sect. Carlyle, for example, says, ' Islam is definable as a confused

form of Christianity.' And Draper calls it 'the Southern Reformation, akin

to that in the North under Luther.' Dean Stanley and Dr. Dollinger make
similar statements. While there is a certain semblance of truth in their

RT. REV. THOMAS U. DUDLEY,
a speaker at the Congress.
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view, it seems to me not only misleading, but essentially false. Neither
Mohammed nor any of his earlier followers had ever been Christians, and
there is no satisfactory evidence that up to the time of his announcing his

prophetic mission he had interested himself at all in Christianity. No such
theory is necessary to account for his monotheism. The citizens of Mecca were
mostly idolaters, but a few, known as Hanifs, were pure deists, and the doc-

trine of the unity of God was not unknown theoretically even by those who,
in their idolatry, had practically abandoned it. The temple at Mecca was
known as Beit ullah, the house of God. The name of the prophet's father

was Abdallah, the servant of God; and "By Allah "was a common oath

among the people.

" The one God was nominally recognized, but in fact forgotten in the

worship of the stars, of Lat and Ozza and Manah, and of the three hundred
and sixty idols in the temple at Mecca. It was against this prevalent idola-

try that Mohammed revolted, and he claimed that in so doing he had

returned to the pure religion of Abraham. Still, Mohammedanism is no
more a reformed Judaism than it is a form of Christianity. It was essen-

tially a new religion.

"The Koran claimed to be a new and perfect revelation of the will of

God, and from the time of the prophet's death to this day no Moslem has

appealed to the ancient traditions of Arabia or to the Jewish or Christian

Scriptures as the ground of his faith. The Koran and the traditions are

sufficient and final. I believe that every orthodox Moslem regards Islam as

a separate, distinct, and absolutely exclusive religion ; and there is nothing

to be gained by calling it a form of Christianity. But after having set aside

this unfounded statement, and fully acknowledged the independent origin of

Islam, there is still an historical relationship between it and Christianity which

demands our attention.

"The prophet recognized the Christian and Jewish Scriptures as the

Word of God, although it can not be proved that he had ever read them.

They are mentioned one hundred and thirty-one times in the Koran, but

there is only one quotation from the Old Testament, and one from the New.

The historical parts of the Koran correspond with the Talmud and the

writing current among the heretical Christian sects, such as the Protevange-

Hum of James, the pseudo Matthew, and the gospel of the nativity of

Mary, rather than with the Bible. His information was probably ob-

tained verbally from his Jewish and Christian friends, who seem in some

cases to have deceived him intentionally. He seems to have believed

their statements that his coming was foretold in the Scriptures, and to

have hoped for some years that they would accept him as their promised

leader.

" His confidence in the Christians was proved by his sending his perse-

cuted followers to take refuge with the Christian King of Abyssinia. He

had visited Christian Syria, and, if tradition can be trusted, he had some
131
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intimate Christian friends. With the Jews he was on still more intimate

terms during his last years at Mecca and the first at Medina.

" But in the end he attacked and destroyed the Jews and declared war

against the Christians, making a distinction, however, in his treatment of

idolaters and ' the people of the Book,' allowing the latter, if they quietly

submitted to his authority, to retain their religion on the condition of an

annual payment of a tribute or ransom for their lives. If, however, they

resisted, the men were to be killed and the women and children sold as slaves

(Koran, sura ix). In the next world Jews, Christians, and idolaters are aHke

consigned to eternal punishment in hell.

" Some have supposed that a verse in the second sura of the Koran was

intended to teach a more charitable doctrine. It reads :
' Surely those who

believe, whether Jews, Christians, or Sabians, whoever believeth in God and

the last day, and doth that which is right, they shall have their reward with

the Lord. No fear shall come upon them, neither shall they be grieved.'

But Moslem commentators rightly understand this as only teaching that if

Jews, Christians, or Sabians become Moslems they will be saved, the phrase

used being the common one to express faith in Islam.

" In the third sura it is stated in so many words :
' Whoever foUoweth any

other religion than Islam it shall not be accepted of him, and at the last day

he shall be of those that perish.' This is the orthodox doctrine ; but it should

be said that one meets with Moslems who take a more hopeful view of the

ultimate fate of those who are sincere and honest followers of Christ.

" The question whether Mohammedanism has been in any way modified

since the time of the prophet by its contact with Christianity, I think every

Moslem would answer in the negative. There is much to be said on the

other side, as, for example, it must seem to a Christian student that the

offices and qualities assigned to the prophet by the traditions, which are not

claimed for him in the Koran, must have been borrowed from the Christian

teaching in regard to Christ ; but we have not time to enter upon the discus-

sion of this question.

" In comparing the dogmatic statements of Islam and Christianity, we

must confine ourselves as strictly as possible to what is generally acknowl-

edged to be essential in each faith. To go beyond this would be to enter

upon a sea of speculation almost without limits, from which we could hope

to bring back but little of any value to our present discussion.

" It has been formally decided by various fetvas that the Koran requires

belief in seven principal doctrines, and the confession of faith is this :
' I be-

lieve on God, on the Angels, on the Books, on the Prophets, on the Judg-

ment Day, on the eternal Decrees of God Almighty concerning both good

and evil, and on the Resurrection after death.' There are many other things

which a good Moslem is expected to believe, but these points are funda-

mental. Taking these essential dogmas one by one, we shall find that they

agree with Christian doctrine in their general statement, although in their
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development there is a wide divergence of faith between the Christian and
the Moslem.

"The doctrine of God is stated by Omer Nessefi (a. d. 1142) as follows

:

' God is one and eternal. He lives, and is almighty. He knows all things
;

hears all things ; sees all things. He is endowed with will and action. He
has neither form nor figure, neither bounds, limits nor numbers, neither parts,

multiplications, nor divisions, because he is neither body nor matter. He' has

neither beginning nor end. He is self-existent, without generation, dwelling,

or habitation. He is outside the empire of time, unequal in his nature as in

his attributes, which without being foreign to his essence do not constitute

.

it.' The Westminister Catechism says :
' God is a spirit, infinite, eternal,

•unchangeable, in his being wisdom, power, holiness, justice, goodness, and
truth. There is but one only, the living and true God.' It will be seen that

these statements differ chiefly in that the Christian gives special prominence

to the moral attributes of God, and it has often been said that the God of

Islam is simply a God of almighty power, while the God of Christianity is a

God of infinite love and perfect holiness ; but this is not a fair statement of

truth. The ninety-nine names of God which the good Moslem constantly

repeats assign these attributes to him. The fourth name is 'The Most
Holy

'
; the twenty-ninth, ' The Just '

; the forty-sixth, ' The All-loving
'

;

the first and most common is 'The Merciful,' and the moral attributes are

often referred to in the Koran. In truth, there is no conceivable perfection

which the Moslem would neglect to attribute to God. Their conception of

him is that of an absolute Oriental monarch, and his unlimited power to do

what he pleases makes entire submission to his will the first, most prominent

duty. The name which they give to their religion implies this. It is Islam,

which means submission or resignation ; but a king may be good or bad, wise

or foolish, and the Moslem takes as much pains as the Christian to attribute

to God all wisdom and all goodness.

" The essential difference in the Christian and Mohammedan conception

of God lies in the fact that the Moslem does not think of this great King as

having anything in common with his subjects, from whom he is infinitely

removed. The idea of the incarnation of God in Christ is to them not only

blasphemous but absurd and incomprehensible ; and the idea of fellowship

with God, which is expressed in calling him our Father, is altogether foreign

to Mohammedan thought. God is not immanent in the world in the Chris-

tian sense, but apart from the world and infinitely removed from man.

" The Doctrine of Decrees, or of the Sovereignty of God, is a funda-

mental principle of both Christianity and Islam. The Koran says :
' God

has from all eternity foreordained by an immutable decree all things whatso-

ever come to pass, whether good or evil.' The Westminster Catechism says :

' The decrees of God are his eternal purpose according to the counsel of his

will, whereby for his own glory he hath foreordained whatsoever comes to

pass.' The same controversies have arisen over this doctrine among Moham-
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medans as among Christians, with the same differences of opinion. Omer
Nessifi says :

' Predestination refers not to the temporal but to the spiritual

state. Election and reprobation decide the final fate of the soul, but in tem-

poral affairs man is free.' A Turkish confession of faith says :
' Unbelief

and wicked acts happen with the foreknowledge and will of God, by the

effect of his predestination, written from eternity on the preserved tablets, by

his operation but not with his satisfaction. God foresees, wills, produces,

loves all that is good, and does not love unbelief and sin, though he wills

and effects it. If it be asked why God wills and effects what is evil and

gives the devil power to tempt man, the answer is, he has his views of wis-

dom, which it is not granted to us to know.'

" Many Christian theologians would accept this statement without criti-

cism, but in general they have been careful to guard against the idea that

God is in any way the efficient cause of sin, and they generally give to man
a wider area of freedom than the orthodox Mohammedans. It can not be

denied that this doctrine of the decrees of God has degenerated into fatalism

more generally among Moslems than among Christians. I have never known
a Mohammedan of any sect who was not more or less a fatalist, notwith-

standing the fact that there have been Moslem theologians who have repudi-

ated fatalism as vigorously as any Christians. In Christianity this doctrine

has been offset by a different conception of God, by a higher estimate of

man, and by the whole scheme of redemption through faith in Christ. In

Islam there is no such counteracting influence.

" The other five doctrines we may pass over with a single remark in re-

gard to each. Both Moslems and Christians believe in the existence of good

and evil angels, and that God has revealed his will to man in certain inspired

books, and both agree that the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures are such

books. The Moslem, however, believes that they have been superseded by

the Koran, which was brought down from God by the angel Gabriel. They

believe that this is his eternal and uncreated word ; that its divine character

is proved by its poetic beauty ; that it has a miraculous power over men
apart from what it teaches, so that the mere hearing of it, without under-

standing it, may heal the sick or convert the infidel. Both Christians and

Moslems believe that God has sent prophets and apostles into the world to

teach men his will ; both believe in the judgment day and the resurrection of

the dead, the immortality of the soul, and rewards and punishments in the

future life.

" It will be seen that in simple statement the seven positive doctrines of

Islam are in harmony with Christian dogma ; but in their exposition and de-

velopment the New Testament and the Koran part company, and Christian

and Moslem speculation evolve totally different conceptions, especially in

regard to everything concerning the other world. It is in these expositions

based upon the Koran (e. g., suras Ivi and Ixxviii), and still more upon the

traditions, that we find the most striking contrasts between Christianity and
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Mohammedanism
;
but it is not easy for a Christian to state them in a way

to satisfy Moslems, and as we have no time to quote authorities we may pass
them over.

" The essential dogmatic difference between Christianity and Islam is in
regard to the person, office, and work of Jesus Christ. The Koran expressly
denies the Trinity, the Divinity of Christ, his death, and the whole doctrine
of the Incarnation and the Atonement, and rejects the sacraments which he
ordained. It accepts his miraculous birth, his miracles, his moral perfection,
and his mission as an inspired prophet or teacher. It declares that he did
not die on the cross, but was taken up to heaven without death, while the
Jews crucified one like him in his place. It consequently denies his resur-

rection from the dead, but claims that he will come again to rule the world
before the day of judgment. It says that he will himself testify before God
that he never claimed to be divine : this heresy orignated with Paul.

"At the same time, the faith exalts Mohammed to very nearly the same
position which Christ occupies in the Christian scheme. He is not divine,

and consequently not an object of worship, but he was the first created be-

ing, God's first and best beloved, the noblest of all creatures, the mediator
between God and man, the great intercessor, the first to enter Paradise, and
the highest there. Although the Koran in many places speaks of him as a

sinner in need of pardon (Ex., suras xxiii, xlvii, and xlviii), his absolute sin-

lessness is also an article of faith.

" The Holy Spirit, the third person in the Trinity, is not mentioned in

the Koran, and the Christian doctrine of his work of regeneration and

sanctification seems to have been unknown to the prophet, who represents

the Christian doctrine of the Trinity as teaching that it consists of God the

Father, Mary the Mother, and Christ the Son. The promise of Christ in

the Gospel of John to send the Paraclete, the prophet applies to himself,

reading irapa.Kk-qTO'i as -TrepiKXvTS^, which might be rendered into Arabic as

Ahmed, another form of the name Mohammed.
" We have, then, in Islam a specific and final rejection and repudiation

of the Christian dogma of the Incarnation and the Trinity, and the substitu-

tion of Mohammed for Christ in most of his offices ; but it should be noted

that while this rejection grows out of a different conception of God, it has

nothing in common with the scientific rationalistic unbelief of the present

day. If it can not conceive of God as incarnate in Jesus Christ, it is not

from any doubt as to his personality, or his miraculous intereference in the

affairs of this world, or the reality of the supernatural. These ideas are

fundamental to the faith of every orthodox Mohammedan, and are taught

everywhere in the Koran.
" There are nominal Mohammedans who are theists, and others who are

pantheists of the Spinoza type. There are also some small sects who are

rationalists, but after the fashion of old English deism rather than of the

modern rationalism. The deistic rationalism is represented in that most
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interesting work of Justice Ameer Ali, The Spirit of Islam. He speaks of

Mohammed as Xenophon did of Socrates, and he reveres Christ also, but he

denies that there was anything supernatural in the inspiration or lives of

either, and claims that Hanif6 and the other imams corrupted Islam as he

thinks Paul the apostle did Christianity ; but this book does not represent

Mohammedanism any more than Renan's Life of Jesus represents Christi-

anity. These small rationalistic sects are looked upon by all orthodox

Moslems as heretics of the worst discription.

" The practical and ethical relations of Islam to Christianity are even

more interesting than the historical and dogmatic. The Moslem code of

morals is much nearer the Christian than is generally supposed on either

side, although it is really more Jewish than Christian. The truth is, that we
judge each other harshly and unfairly by those who

do not live up to the demands of their religions,

-ijt instead of comparing the pious Moslem with

the consistent Christian."

Mohammed Webb spoke twice on the

subject of Islam and its relations to social

conditions. The following extracts are

from his addresses :

" In order to realize the influence of

Islam upon social conditions and to com-

prehend and appreciate the teachings of

Mohammed, his whole life and apparent

motives must he inspected and analyzed

carefully and without prejudice. We must

learn to read between the lines of so-called

history. When we have done this we shall

find that the ethics he taught are identical

with those of every other prominent religious

system. That is to say, he presented the very

highest standard of morality, established a system

of worship calculated to produce the best results

among all classes of his followers, and made aspi-

ration to God the paramount purpose of life. Like every other truly

inspired teacher, he showed that there were two aspects or divisions of the

spiritual knowledge he had acquired—one for the masses who were so thor-

oughly occupied with the affairs of this world that they had only a very small

portion of their time to devote to religion, and the other for those who were
capable of comprehending the, highest spiritual truths and realized that it was
better to lay up treasures for the life to come than to enjoy the pleasures of

this world. But his purpose, clearly, was to secure the most perfect moral
results by methods applicable to all kinds and conditions of humanity.

" In analyzing the sayings of the prophet, aside from the Koran, we should

PROF. MAX MULLER,
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always bear in mind the social conditions prevalent among the Arabs at the
time he taught, as well as the general character of the people. Presuming
that Mohammed was truly inspired by the Supreme Spirit, it is quite reason-
able to suppose that he used quite different methods of bringing the truth
to the attention of the Arabs twelve hundred years ago from those which he
would follow before an audience of intelligent, educated people in this nine-
teenth century.

" To understand the spirit of Islam let us take the prophet as a child.

He was born in Mecca. All historians—and I shall simply now state what
Christian historians have written of him—are agreed that he was remarkable
as a boy for the purity of his character. He was utterly free from the vices
which afflicted the youth of Mecca. As he grew to manhood his character
became unimpeachable, so much so that he was known all over the city as
' the trusty.' Those characteristics with which he is accredited by Christian
writers were manifested in no degree whatever. He began life as a mer-
chant, following his uncle's caravans to southern Europe and Syria,

and he demonstrated the fact that he was an excellent business man.
He was successful, so much so that the wealthy widow Kadijah selected

him to take charge of her business interests. He had never displayed

any disposition to associate with the fair sex ; sensuality was no part of

his character at all. He married this widow, and with her accumulated

a large fortune, with which he engaged in the same trade as his uncle, Abu
Taleb.

" This marriage, by the way, was not brought about by Mohammed. He
did not go to Kadijah and ask her to be his wife, but she, taking perhaps a

mercenary view of the situation, engaged him for life to be her business

manager. Mohammed rejected the proposal at first and would have refused

it altogether, but his uncle, Abu Taleb, said it was the best thing he could do

and that he should marry her. Notwithstanding the fact that the laws of his

country allowed him to take as many wives as he pleased. Christian historians

agree that he was true to Kadijah for twenty-five years and never availed

himself of the opportunity to take another wife. He was true to her until

the day of her death.

"The Moslem brotherhood stands upon a perfect equality, recognizing

only the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man. The emir, who
leads in prayer, preaches no sermon. He goes to the mosque every day at

noon and reads two chapters from the holy Koran. He descends to the floor

upon a perfect level with the hundreds, or thousands, of worshipers, and the

prayer goes on, he simply leading it. The whole system is calculated to in-

culcate, that idea of perfect brotherhood.

"A man said to me in New York the other day :
' Must I give up Jesus

and the Bible if I become a Mohammedan ?
' No, no. There is no Mussul-

man on earth who does not recognize the inspiration of Jesus. The system

is one that has been taught by Moses, by Abraham, by Jesus, by Mohammed,
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by every inspired man the world has ever known. You need not give up

Jesus, but assert your manhood. Go to God.
" The chief objection to Islam, and the first one generally made, is polyg-

amy. It is quite generally believed that polygamy and the purdah, or seclu-

sion of females, is a part of the Islamic system. This is not true. There is

only one verse in the Koran which can possibly be distorted into an excuse

for polygamy, and that is practically a prohibition of it. I never met but two

Mussulmans in my life who had more than one wife. There is nothing in

the sayings of the prophet nor in the Koran warranting or permitting the

purdah. During the life of the prophet and the early caliphates the Arabian

women went abroad freely, and, what is more, were honored, respected, and

fully protected in the exercise of their rights and privileges.

" Islam has been called ' the religion of the sword,' and there are thou-

sands of good people in America and in Europe who really believe that Mo-
hammed went into battle with the sword in one hand and the Koran in the

other. The truth is that the prophet never encouraged nor consented to the

propagation of Islam by force, and the Koran plainly forbids it. It says

:

' Let there be no forcing in religion ; the right way has been made clearly

distinguishable from the wrong one. If the Lord had pleased, all who are

on the earth would have believed together ; and wilt thou force men to be

believers ?
' And in the 2d sura, 258th verse, it says :

' Let there be no com-

pulsion in religion. Now is the right way made distinct from error ; whoever,

therefore, denieth Taghoot (literally error) and believeth in God hath taken

hold on a strong handle that hath no flaw therein. And God is he who
heareth, knoweth.'

" Our prophet himself was as thoroughly non-aggressive and peace-loving

as the typical Quaker, and, while he realized that a policy of perfect non-

resistance would speedily have resulted in the murder of himself and every

Mussulman in Arabia, he urged his followers to avoid, as far as possible, vio-

lent collisions with the unbelievers, and not to fight unless it was necessary in

order to protect their lives. It can be shown, too, that he never in his life

participated in a battle, and never had a sword in his hand for the purpose of

killing or maiming a human being.

" It has been charged that slavery is a part of the Islamic system in the

face of the fact that Mohammed discouraged it and the Koran forbids it,

making the liberation of a slave one of the most meritorious acts a person Can

perform. But in weighing the evidence bearing upon this subject we should

never lose sight of the social and political conditions prevalent in Arabia at

the time the prophet lived and the Koran was compiled.
" It has also been said that Mohammed and the Koran denied a soul to

woman and ranked her with the animals. The Koran places her on a perfect

and complete equality with man, and the prophet's teachings often place her

in a position superior to the males in some respects. Let me read you one

passage from the Koran bearing upon the subject. It is the 35th verse of the
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33d sura :
' Truly, the men who resign themselves to God (Moslems), and

the women who resign themselves
; and the beheving men, and the believing

women ;
and the devout men, and the devout women

; and the men of truth,

and the women of truth
; and the patient men, and the patient womeri ; and

the humble men, and the humble women
; and the men who give alms, and

the women who give alms ; and the men who fast, and the women who fast

;

and the chaste men, and the chaste women ; and the men and women who
oft remember God

;
for them hath God prepared forgiveness and a rich rec-

ompense.' Could anything have been written to emphasize more forcibly the

perfect equality of the sexes before God ?

" The .property rights which American women have enjoyed for only a

few years have been enjoyed by Mohammedan women for twelve hundred
years ;

and to-day there is no class of women in the world whose rights are so

completely protected as those of the Mussulman communities.
" Stated in the briefest manner possible, the Islamic system requires belief

in the unity of God and in the inspiration of Mohammed. Its pillars of

practice are physical and mental cleanliness, prayer, fasting, fraternity, alms-

giving, and pilgrimage. There is nothing in it that tends to immorality,

social degradation, superstition, or fanaticism. On the contrary, it leads on

to all that is purest and noblest in the human character ; and any professed

Mussulman who is unclean in his person or habits, or is cruel, untruthful, dis-

honest, irreverent, or fanatical, fails utterly to grasp the meaning of the reli-

gion he professes.

" But there is something more in the system than the mere teaching of

morality and personal purity ; it is thoroughly practical, and the results, which

are plainly apparent among the more intelligent Moslems, show how well the

prophet understood human nature. It willnot produce the kind of civiliza-

tion that we Americans seem to admire so much, but it will make a man

sober, honest, and truthful, and will make him love his God with all his heart

and with all his mind, and his neighbor as himself.

" Every Mussulman who has not become demoralized by contact with

British civilization prays five times a day—not whenever he happens to feel

like it—but at fixed periods. His prayer is not a servile, cringing petition

for some material benefit, but a hymn of praise to the one incomprehensible,

unknowable God, the omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent Ruler of the

Universe. He does not believe that by argument and entreaty he can sway

the judgment and change the plans of God, but with all the force of his soul

he tries to soar upward in spirit to where he can gain strength to be pure and

good and holy and worthy of the happiness of the future life. His purpose

is to rise above the selfish pleasures of earth and strengthen his spirit wings

for a lofty flight when he is at last released from the body. Before every

prayer he is required to wash his face, nostrils, mouth, hands, and feet
;
and

he does it. During youth he acquires the habit of washing five times a day,

and this habit clings to him through life and keeps him physically clean.
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" It is a significant fact that the only Mussulmans who drink whisky and

gamble are those who wear European clothing and imitate the appearance

and habits of the Englishmen. I have never seen a drunken Mussulman nor

one who carried the odor of whisky or beer about with him. But I have

heard that some of those who had become Anglicized and have broken away

from the Moslem dress and customs actually do drink beer and whisky and

smoke cigarettes.

" I have been in mosques where from five hundred to three thousand

Mussulmans were gathered to pray, and at the conclusion of the prayer I

was hemmed in by a hundred of them who were eager to shake my hand and

call me their brother. But I never detected those disagreeable odors which

suggest the need of extended facilities for bathing. I have repeatedly re-

called this fact while riding on the elevated railways in New York and in two

or three public assemblages in London.
" Prostitution and marital infidelity, with scandalous newspaper reports

of divorce proceedings, are quite impossible to a Mussulman community

where European influences have no foothold. A woman toiling over a wash-

tub to support a drunken husband and several children, and a poor widow

with her little ones turned into the street for the non-payment of rent, are

episodes that never occur where Islamic laws and customs prevail. Woman
takes her place as man's honored and respected companion and helpmate,

and is the mistress of her home whenever she is disposed to occupy that

position. Her rights are accorded to her freely. She finds her pleasure and

recreation at home in the pure atmosphere of her husband's and children's

love and the peaceful refining occupations of domestic life. Both she and

her husband, as well as their children, are taught and believe that it is better

to retire at 9 p. m., just after the last prayer of the day, and arise before day-

break and say the morning prayer just as the first rays of the sun are gliding

the eastern horizon.

" Another feature of the Islamic social life that has impressed me is the

utter absence of practical joking. There is little or no sarcasm, bitter irony,

cruel wit, among the Mussulmans, calculated to cause their fellows chagrin,

shame, or annoyance, wounding the heart, and breaking that bond of loving

fraternity which should subsist between men. The almost universal disposi-

tion seems to be to cultivate unselfishness and patience, and to place as little

value as possible upon the things of this world.

" In the household of the true Mussulman there is no vain show, no

labored attempt to follow servilely the fashions, including furniture and orna-

ments, in vogue in London and Paris. Plainness and frugality are apparent

everywhere, the idea being that it is far better to cultivate the spiritual side of

our nature than to waste our time and money trying to keep up appearances

that we hope will cause our neighbors to think that we have more money than

.we really have and are more aesthetic in our tastes than we really are.

"
' But,' some one may say, 'what about the story that a Mussulman be-
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lieves that he will go directly to paradise if he dies while trying to kill a
Christian ? ' This is one of the numerous falsehoods invented by enemies of
the truth to injure as peaceful and non-aggressive a class of people as the
world has ever seen.

" Another feature of the spirit of Islam is its fraternity. One of the first
things that Mohammed did after being driven out of Mecca and located in
Medina was to encourage the formation of a Moslem brotherhood with a
perfect community of property, a socialistic idea impracticable in this civiliza-
tion but perfectly practical at that time. His followers assembled around
him and contributed all they had. The idea was, ' Do anything to help your
brother, what belongs to your brother belongs to you, and what belongs to
you belongs to your brother. If he needs help, help him.'

" Caste lines are broken down entirely. We find on
one occasion Omar, one of the most energetic and
vigorous of his caliphs, exchanged with his slave in

riding on the camel. The daughters of Mo-
hammed in the household would divide the time
grinding corn with the slaves. The idea was
taught 'your slave is your brother.' Social

conditions make him your slave, but he is

none the less your brother. This idea of

close fraternity, this extreme devotion to fra-

ternity, was the cause of the Moslem triumph

at arms. In the later years, after the death

of Mohammed, that idea was paramount in

every instance, and it was only when that bond
of fraternity was broken that we find the deca-

dence of the Islamistic power in Spain.

" Readers of history can very readily trace where

the first serpent made its entry into the Islamistic

social system, that serpent of disunion in division.

We find the Christians coming up on the other side, closely knit in the

same bond of brotherhood. Does that bond of brotherhood exist to-day ?

It exists among the Mussulmans of India. It exists among the better class

of Mussulmans of Egypt and Turkey in a degree that would surprise you.

I know an old man in Bombay who had lost everything and was being helped

along by his Mohammedan brethren. A wealthy man, reputed to be worth

something like half a million or a million and a half dollars, owned a very

beautiful yacht, and this man went to him and said :
' I want to borrow your

yacht to go fishing.' ' Certainly, take it whenever you want it ; it is yours.'

During my stay in the East, every time I visited Bombay, almost, that old

fellow would go out fishing. I dined in the house of a wealthy Mussulman,

and that same old man came in. As he entered the door he said, ' Peace be

with you.' A chair was set for him at the table. We were eating at the
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table at that time, in deference to me, possibly. Usually they eat upon the

floor, in the most primitive fashion, and with their fingers, but the better

class of Mohommedans, or rather those who have acquired European ideas,

eat with the fork and knife, with glass furniture on the table, etc. On that

occasion we were at the table, and this old man was invited to sit down and

take dinner with us. That fraternal idea impressed me more deeply, possibly,

than anything else. I felt that I was among my brethren and that Mussul-

mans were brothers the world over, and I know that is one of the basic prin-

ciples of the system, and that belongs strictly to the spirit of Islam.

" There is one particular spirit which is a part of the Islamistic idea that

prevails among the Moslems—and now I am speaking not of the lower

classes, not of the masses of the Moslems whom the missionaries see when

they go to the East, but of the educated, intelligent Moslems, and they are

the safest guides. No one would expect me to go into the slums of Chicago

to find a reflection of the Christian religion. You can not expect to find it

in the character and the acts and the thoughts of a poor, ignorant coolie, who
can neither read nor write, and who has associated with the most degraded

characters all his life. But the spirit that prevails among the Moslems of

the higher class is indifference to this world. This world is a secondary con-

sideration, and the world beyond is the world to strive for ; the life beyond is

the life that has some value to it. It is worth devoting all our lives to secure

in that life happiness and perfect bliss. The idea of paradise naturally fol-

lows. It is popularly believed that Mohammed talked of a paradise where

beautiful houris were given to men, that they led a life of sensual joy and

luxury, and all that sort of thing. That idea is no more absurd than the

golden-streets and pearly-gates idea of the Christian. Mohammed taught us

a spiritual truth ; he taught a truth which every man who knows anything of

the spiritual side of religion ought to know ; and he taught it in a manner

which would most readily reach the minds and hearts of his hearers.

"The poor Arabs who lived in the dry, sandy deserts looked upon broad

fields of green grass and flowing rivers and beautiful trees as a paradise. We
who are accustomed, perhaps, to that sort of thing, some of us, run away

with the idea that a golden street and pearly gates are better than that. His

idea was to show them that they were to secure a perfect bliss, and to an

Arab, if he could reach an open field where the grass grew green under his

feet, and the birds sang and the trees bore pearls and rubies, and all that sort

of thing, it would be bliss. Mind you, Mohammed never taught that, but

he is credited with teaching it, and I believe he taught something to illus-

trate this great spiritual truth that he was trying to force upon their minds,

and it has been corrupted into the idea of a garden full of houris.

"The greeting, Assalam Aleikum ('Peace be with thee'), and the re-

sponse, Aleikum salaam (' With thee be peace '), have a true fraternal sound,

calculated to arouse the love and respect of any one who hears them.
" I have seen it asserted that, under the Islamic system, a high state of
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civilization is impossible. Stanley Lane-Poole writes as follows :
' For

nearly eight centuries under her Mohammedan rulers Spain set to all Europe
a shining example of a civilized and enlightened state. Art, literature, and
science prospered as they then prospered nowhere else in Europe. Students
flocked from France and Germany and England to drink from the fountains

of learning which flowed only in the cities of the Moors. The surgeons and
doctors of Andalusia were in the van of science ; women were encouraged to

devote themselves to serious study, and a lady doctor was not unknown
among the people of Cordova. Mathematics, astronomy, botany, history,

philosophy, and jurisprudence were to be mastered in Spain and in Spain
alone. The practical work of the field, the scientific methods of irriga-

tion, the arts of fortification and shipbuilding, the highest and most elaborate

products of the loom, the graver and the hammer, the potter's wheel and
the mason's trowel, were brought to perfection by Spanish lords. In the

practice of war, no less than in the arts of peace, they long stood supreme.'

And what has become of this grand civilization, traces of which we still see

in some of the Spanish cities and the splendid architecture of the Mogul
emperors of India ? It is to be seen here in Chicago, and wherever there is

a manifestation of materialistic progress and enlightenment.
" So long as the pure teachings of the prophet were followed, the Mos-

lem development was pure and healthy, and much more stable and admirable

than the gaudy materialism that finally developed and brought with it utter

ruin. True civilization, a civilization based upon purity, virtue, and fraternal

love, is the kind of civilization that exists to-day among the better classes of

Mussulmans, and brings with it a degree of contentment and happiness un-

known amid the tumult of the Western social system.

" The devout Mussulman, one who has arrived at an intelligent compre-

hension of the pure teachings of the prophet, lives in his religion and

makes it the paramount principle of his existence. It is with him in all his

goings and comings during the day, and he is never so completely occu-

pied with his business or worldly affairs that he can not turn his back upon

them when the stated hour of prayer arrives and present his soul to God.

His loves, his sorrows, his hopes, his fears, are all immersed in it ; it is his

last thought when he lies down to sleep at night and the first to enter his

mind at dawn, when the voice of the muezzin rings out loudly and clearly

from the minaret of the mosque, waking the soft echoes of the morn with

its thrilling, solemn, majestic monotones, ' Come to prayer
;
prayer is better

than sleep.'
"

Buddhism.—The Right Rev. Banriu Yatsubuchi occupied a portion of

the session of the sixth day with an exposition of Buddhism, of which we

give here the essential portions. It is especially interesting because of its

imperfect and yet intelligible English :

" Buddhism is a doctrine taught by Buddha Shakyamuni. The word

Buddha is Sanskrit, and its Chinese meaning is Kaku, while the Japanese is
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Satoru. Now let me explain it more fully. It has three meanings, such as

Jikaku, Kakuta, and Kakugioenman. Jikaku is to awake himself and attain

to the realm of truth by one's own wisdom. Kakuta means the word transi-

tion—that is, to let others do as one did in his Jikaku. The former is at-

tainable by wisdom, and the latter by mercy. When wisdom and mercy are

worked thoroughly by one, he may be called Buddha or Kakugioenman. In

Buddhism we have Buddha as our Saviour, the spirit incarnate of absolute

self-sacrifice and divine compassion, and the embodiment of all that is pure

and good. Buddha was a man as we are, but he, apart from us, knew the

truth or original body of the universe, and cultured the virtuous works, or,

in other words, he worked thoroughly by his wisdom and mercy, so that he

may be called our Saviour. Although Buddha was not a creator, and he had

no power to destroy the law of the universe, he had the power of knowledge

to know the origin, nature, and end of the universe, and cleared off the

cravings and illusions of his mind till he had no higher grade of spiritual and

moral faculties attainable. The truth or original body of the universe is

absolute, infinity, eternity, and not material and not immaterial, and not

existing and not unexisting. As every object of the universe is one part

of the truth, of course it may eventually become Buddha according to the

natural reason.

" Then Buddha was one who developed from lower being. So when we

attain the ultimate point by gradual development there should be no place

that is not lighted by the light of our enlightened mind, and we can save the

worlds, using our power freely. That being who has mercy and wisdom

in perfection is Buddha. If I explained it contrarily, Buddha was simply

incomplete man before his enlightenment. The only difference between

Buddha and all other beings is in point of supreme enlightenment.

" Kegon Sutra teaches us that there is no distinction between Truth,

Buddha, and Beings, and Nehan Sutra also teaches us that all beings have a

natural instinct of Buddhahood. Only the difference in appearance, not in

body, between Buddha and all beings is in point of enlightenment or igno-

rance. Classed in the category of ignorance are beings of the man and ani-

mal kingdoms. Classed under the grade of enlightenment are the Boddhi-

sattvas and Buddha, etc. For instance, there are Rikusoku or six Soku in the

Tendai sect, as follow : i. Ri Soku—the situation of one who has naturally

the capacity to understand the reason of San Tai or Three Truths, but his

mind is yet undeveloped to understand the reason of San Tai. Existing,

nonexisting, and middle, which means belonging to either of the former two,

are San Tai. 2. Mioji Soku—the situation of one who can understand a

little about the reason of the Three Truths by hearing the names of them.

3. Kwangio Soku—the situation of one who is culturing meditation and

behavior. 4. Soji Soku—the situation of one who can purify Rokukon or

the six senses—namely, eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. 5. Bun-

shin Soku—the situation of one who can leave ignorance and come to the
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middle right path. 6. Kukyo Soku—the situation of one who can leave
totally original ignorance and witness the ultimate stage of enlightenment.

"Although there are six differences, in order to show the difference of
depth or shallowness, enlightenment and ignorance, yet they have the same
thing or instinct through all. Spirit and matter, or mind and object, occupy
the Truth. When they come together they make out two works, the transi-
tive and intransitive. Mind, intransitive, not only influences object, intransi-
tive, but influences itself. For instance, the sun not only gives us heat and
light, but it shows its body to us and warms itself by its own light and heat.
So, if one does not neglect to purify his mind and to increase power of wis-
dom, he may take in spiritual world or space and have cognizance of past,
present, and future in his mind. Then he can use spirit and matter freely as
he chooses, and can save all beings of the innumerable world. The way to
purify the mind and to evolve wisdom were expressed by Buddha Shaka
himself in his preachings throughout his life.

" I assure you by Buddhism that there are innumerable Buddhas in sur-

rounding worlds who had attained to that final grade before Buddha Shaka
says, or after him by those same ways showed by Buddha Shakaya Muni.

" Kishinron tells us that space has no limit ; that the worlds are innu-
merable

;
that the beings are countless ; that the Buddhas are numberless.

Then we can see that Buddha had been once a man, attained to Buddhahood
by perfection of virtue and wisdom. So there is no objection in reason that

we may become Buddha after many developments culturing natural laws of

the truth. One must not think that Buddha and Buddha's worlds are only
higher order and place in human world, thinking that Buddha Shaka was
only an Indian prince of this earth. If he wish to know Buddha's counte-

nance, he must understand first that the Buddha's body differs from us.

Buddha's body has three different aspects—namely, Hosshin, Hoshin, and
Oshin. I. Hosshin—Dharma-Kaya—law body ; colorless and formless

—

'

means that Buddha makes the truth or original body of universe his own
body. As I stated before, we have the same nature of a Buddha, but the

cloud of ignorance covers our natural instincts so that we can not see the

truth and be free from miseries of life. On the contrary, Buddha, making

his body truth which is wider than universe, is to be found everywhere.

This body is called Hosshin. 2. Hoshin-Sambhogakaya—compensation,

body—is a body which was got as an effect by the cause. Even Buddha can

not free from the reason of cause and effect which is the great and immutable

law of universe. By what cause Buddha came to get his present situation is

that, when Buddha had been Boddhisattva, he made good cause to become

Buddha. Hosshin and HOshin are only different aspects of Buddha, but

they ought to be one on the Buddha's body. 3. Oshin-Nirvana-kaya—trans-

formed, body—means corresponding body. Buddha, not satisfying himself

that he had become Buddha, wishes to save other ignorance by changing his

body severally to correspond to different states of ignorance. This is called

132
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Oshin. The former two aspects are too high to be seen by our eyes. So

Buddha changed his body to correspond to ours, no matter that he has

formed Hosshin, which are omnipresence and eternity. The proper exam-

ple is our Lord Buddha Shaka. I think that he has looked upon his own
body differently from what other humans do, as we may suppose it should

be. Because Buddha Shaka said in Hokke Sutra that Buddha does not

look Sangai as Sangai is. Sangai means three worlds—form, formless, and

the animal of the world of senses. For another example, Shujo, or human
and lower beings, introduce their lives avariciously. Shomon and Engaku,

higher classes than human beings, abominate their lives in this world, while

Boddhisattvas are taking much pleasure in the samp world. So we can not

judge or suppose what those of higher classes think of this world.

" Buddhism aims to turn from the incomplete supersti-

tious world to the complete enlightened world of truth.

Although there are many thousands of Buddhas'

preachings of different sorts, their object ought to

be one, as above stated, witnessing by either preacher

or preached. The complete preachings of Bud-

dha, who spent fifty years to give them, were

preached precisely and heedfully, and their mean-

ings are so profound and deep that I can not

give even an infinitesimal part of them in this

place. It is comparable to the rising sun in the

east that Buddha, after his enlightening, gave

his great law to lower beings. What was struck

by the first beam of morning sun was the high-

est peak of mountain, which may be compared to

the highest Sutra Kegon. Next Buddha preached to

the lower classes of Nin Den, just as noon-day shines

on every lower object of the earth. That the purple

streams of twilight of setting sun reflect on the peaks

which rise upon the clouds, is Buddha's preaching of

Hokke Nehan, that is most sublime and superior to all. He preached from

the height of original instinct and body of the truth down to the state of

lower beings of the universe. His law is a lighthouse to light the dark

ocean of our ignorance. His preaching is a compass to point out the di-

rection on the bewildering spiritual world. His preaching is an immor-
talized storehouse of the Truth. He taught his disciples, using four Shitsu

Tan in his mind, just as the doctor cures his patients by giving several

medicines, according to the different cases. Twelve divisions of Sutras and

eighty-four thousand laws which are to meet different cases of Buddha's pa-

tients in the suffering world are minute classifications of Buddha's teach-

ing, discipline, and essay. Why are so many sects and preachings in Bud-

dhism ? Because of the differences in human character. Let me state what

REV. FRANK M.BRISTOL,

a speaker at the Congress.
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is four Shitsu Tan, which I gave the call before. Shitsu is a Chinese word
and Tan is Sanskrit, and they made one phrase, which means to give to all
over. So Buddha's preaching was given to all beings by this four Shitsu
Tan—namely, World, For Others' Sake, Conquer, and Sublime Principle

" It is no need to censure that Buddhism has many sects which were
founded in Buddha's teachings, because Buddha preached severally to suit
hearers, and they believed what they chose. There are two divisions, Maha-
yana and Hinayana, in India, and thirteen sects in China, and twelve sects
and thirty schools in Japan.

" The heart of my country, the power of my country, the light of my
country, is Buddhism. That Buddhism is not known to the world,' and
reply do I before that lately European scholars hold to the opinion that Ma-
hayana was not preached by Buddha Shaka himself, but others, and that
Hinayana Nirvana was the ideal of our Buddhism."

Banriu Yatsubuchi's exposition of Buddhism was followed on the eighth
day by a discourse on The World's Debt to Buddha, by H. Dharmapala,
of Ceylon, of which the following is the greater part

:

"Ancient India, twenty-five centuries ago, was the scene of a religious
revolution, the greatest the world has ever seen. Indian society at this time
had two large and distinguished religious foundations—the Sramanas and
the Brahmanas. Famous teachers arose and with their disciples went among
the people preaching and converting them to their respective views. The
air was full of a coming spiritual struggle, hundreds of the most scholarly

young men of noble families leaving their homes in quest of truth, ascetics

undergoing the severest mortifications to discover a panacea for the evils of

suffering, young dialecticians wandering from place to place engaged in

disputations, some advocating skepticism as the best weapon to fight against

the realistic doctrines of the day, some a life of pessimism as the nearest

way to get rid of existence, some denying a future life. It was a time of

deep and many-sided intellectual movements, which extended from the cir-

cles of Brahmanical thinkers far into the people. The sacrificial priest was
powerful then as he is now. He was the mediator between God and man.

" Oriental scholars who had begun their researches in the domain of In-

dian literature in the beginning of this century were put to great perplexity

at the discovery made of the existence of a religion called after Buddha, in

the Indian philosophical books. Sir William Jones, H. H. Wilson, and

Colebrook were embarrassed in being unable to identify him. Dr. Marsh-

man, in 1824, said that Buddha was the Egyptian Apis, and Sir William

Jones solved the problem by saying that he was no other than the Scandi-

navian Woden. But in June, 1837, the whole of the obscure history of In-

dia and Buddhism was made clear by the deciphering of the rock-cut edicts

of Asoka the Great, in Girnar and Kapur-da-giri, by that lamented archaeolo-

gist, James Prinsep ; by the translation of the Pali Ceylon History into

English by Turnour ; by the discovery of Buddhist manuscripts in the tem-
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pies of Nepaul, Ceylon, and other Buddhist countries. In 1844 the 'first

rational, scientific, and comprehensive account of the Buddhist religion ' was

published by the eminent scholar, Eugene Burnouf. The key to the hidden

archives of this great religion was presented to the people of Europe by this

great scholar, and the inquiry since begun is being carried on by the most

thoughtful men of the day.

" Infinite is the wisdom of the Buddha ; boundless is the love of Buddha

to all that lives, say the Buddhist scriptures. Buddha is called the Maha-

Karunika, which means the ' All-merciful Lord who has compassion on all

that lives.' To the human mind, Buddha's wisdom and mercy is incompre-

hensible. The foremost and greatest of his disciples, the blessed Sariputta,

even he has acknowledged that he could not gauge the Buddha's wisdom

and mercy. Prof. Huxley, in his lecture on Evolution and Ethics, speak-

ing of Buddha, says :
' Gautama got rid of even that shade of a shadow of

permanent existence by a metaphysical tour de force of great interest to the

student of philosophy, seeing that it supplies the wanting half of Bishop

Berkeley's well-known idealist argument. It is a remarkable indication of

the subtlety of Indian speculation that Gautama should have seen deeper

than the greatest of modern idealists.'

" Twenty-five centuries ago India witnessed an intellectual and religious

revolution which culminated in the overthrow of monotheism, priestly selfish-

ness, and the establishment of a synthetic religion, a system of life and

thought which was appropriately called Dhamma—Philosophical Religion.

All that was good was collected from every source and embodied therein,

and all that was bad discarded. The grand personality who promulgated the

Synthetic Religion is known as Buddha. For forty years he lived a life of

absolute purity, and taught a system of life and thought, practical, simple,

yet philosophical, which makes man—the active, intelligent, compassionate,

and unselfish man—to realize the fruits of holiness in this life on this earth.

The dream of the visionary, the hope of the theologian, was brought into

objective reality. Speculation in the domain of false philosophy and theol-

ogy ceased, and active altruism reigned supreme.
" Five hundred and forty-three years before the birth of Christ the great

being was born in the Royal Lumbini Gardens in the city of Kapilavastu.

His mother was M&yi, the Queen of Raja Sudohodana of the Solar Race of

India. The story of his conception and birth and the details of his life up

to the twenty-ninth year of his age, his great renunciation, his ascetic life,

and his enlightenment under the great Bo tree at Buddha Jay&, in middle

India, are embodied in that incomparable epic ' The Light of Asia,' by Sir

Edwin Arnold.

" Six centuries before Jesus of Nazareth walked over the plains of Gali-

lee preaching a life of holiness and purity, the Tath&gata Buddha, the enlight-

ened Messiah of the world, with his retinue of Arhats, or holy men, traversed

the whole peninsula of India with the message of peace and holiness to the
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sin-burdened world. Heart-stirring were the words he spoke to the first five

disciples at the Deer Park, the hermitage of Saints at Benares. His first

message was
:

' Open ye your ears, O Bhikshus, deliverance from death is

found. I teach you, I preach the law. If ye walk according to my teaching
ye shall be partakers in a short time of that for which sons of noble families
leave their homes and go to homelessness—the highest end of religious
effort

;
ye shall even in this present life apprehend the truth itself and see it

face to face.' And then the exalted Buddha spoke thus: 'There are two
extremes, O Bhikshus, which the truth seeker ought not to follow : the one a
life of sensualism, which is low, ignoble, vulgar, unworthy, and unprofitable

;

the other the pessimistic life of extreme asceticism, which is painful, unwor-
thy, and unprofitable. There is a Middle Path, discovered by the Tathigata
—the Messiah—a path which opens the eyes and bestows understanding,
which leads to peace of mind, to the higher wisdom, to full enlighten-

ment, to eternal peace. This Middle Path, which the Tathagata has discov-

ered, is the Noble Eightfold Path : viz., Right Knowledge—the perception of

the Law of Cause and Effect-Right Thinking, Right Speech, Right Action,

Right Profession, Right Exertion, Right Mindfulness, Right Contempla-
tion. This is the Middle Path which the Tath&gata has discovered, and it

is the path which opens the eyes, bestows understanding, which leads to

peace of mind, to the higher wisdom, to perfect enlightenment, to eternal

peace. Birth is attended with pain, old age is painful, disease is painful,

death is painful, association with the unpleasant is painful, separation from

the pleasant is painful, the non-satisfaction of one's desires is painful—in

short, the coming into existence is painful. This is the Noble Truth of suf-

fering. Verily it is that clinging to life which causes the renewal of exist-

ence, accompanied by several delights, seeking satisfaction, now here, now
there—that is to say, the craving for the gratification of the passions, or the

craving for a continuity of individual existences, or the craving for annihila-

tion. This is the Noble Truth of the origin of suffering. And the Noble

Truth of the cessation of suffering consists in the destruction of passions, the

destruction of all desires, the laying aside of, the getting rid of, the being free

from, the harboring no longer of this thirst. And the Noble Truth which

points the way is the Noble Eightfold Path.' This is the foundation of the

Kingdom of Righteousness, and from that center at Benares this message

of peace and love was sent abroad to all humanity :
' Go ye, O Bhikshus, and

wander forth for the gain of the many, in compassion for the world for the

good, for the gain, for the welfare of gods and men. Proclaim, O Bhikshus,

the doctrine glorious. Preach ye a life of holiness, perfect and pure. Go,

then, through every country, convert those not converted. Go therefore,

each one traveling alone filled with compassion. Go, rescue and receive.

Proclaim that a blessed Buddha has appeared in the world, and that he is

preaching the Law of Holiness.'

"The essence of the vast teachings of the Buddha is : The entire oblitera-
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tion of all that is evil. The perfect consummation of all that is good and

pure. The complete purification of the mind. The wisdom of the ages is

embodied in the three Pitakas—the Sutta, Vinaya, Abhidhamma—compris-

ing eighty-four thousand discourses, all delivered by Buddha during his min-

istry of forty-five years. Buddha, in a discourse called the Bramajala Sutta,

enumerates sixty-two different religious views held by the sectarians. After

categorically explaining these different systems, Buddha continues :
' Breth-

ren, these believers hold doctrines respecting the past, or respecting the

future, and, meditating on previous events or on those which are in futurity,

declare a variety of opinions respecting the past and future in sixty-two

modes. These doctrines are fully understood by the Tath&gata Buddha ; he

knows the causes of their being held and the experiences upon which they

are founded. He also knows other things far more excellent than these

;

but that knowledge has not been derived from sensual impressions. He, with

knowledge not derived from the impressions on the senses, is fully acquainted

with that by which both the impressions and their causes become extinct,

and distinctly perceiving the production, the cessation, the advantages, the

evils, and the extinctions of the sensations, he is perfectly free, having no

attachments. Brethren, these doctrines of Buddha are profound, difficult to

be perceived, hard to be comprehended, tranquillizing, excellent, not attain-

able by reason, subtle and worthy of being known by the wise. These the

Tath&gata (Buddha) has ascertained by his own wisdom and publicly makes

them known. But the teachings of the other believers are founded on igno-

rance, their want of perception, their personal experience, and on the fluctu-

ating emotions of those who are under the influence of their passions.

Brethren, all these modes of teaching respecting the past or the future

originate in the sensations experienced by repeated impressions made on the

six organs of sensitiveness. On account of these sensations desire is pro-

duced ; in consequence of desire, an attachment to the desired objects ; on

account of this attachment, reproduction in an existent state ; in consequence

of this reproduction of existence, birth ; in consequence of birth are produced

disease, death, sorrow, weeping, pain, grief, and discontent.'

"A systematic study of Buddha's doctrine has not yet been made by the

Western scholars, hence the conflicting opinions expressed by them at various

times. The notion once held by the scholars that it is a system of material-

ism has been exploded. The Positivists of France found it a positivism
;

Buchner and his school of materialists thought it was a materialistic system
;

agnostics found in Buddha an agnostic, and Dr. Rhys Davids, the eminent

Pali scholar, used to call him the ' agnostic philosopher of India
'

; some

scholars have found an expressed monotheism therein ; Arthur Lillie, another

student of Buddhism, thinks it a theistic system
;
pessimists identify it with

Schopenhauer's pessimism ; the late Mr. Buckle identified it with the panthe-

ism of Fichte
; some have found in it a monism ; and the latest dictum of

Prof. Huxley is that it is an idealism supplying ' the wanting half of Bishop
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Berkeley's well-known idealist argument.' The basic doctrine is the self-

purification of man. Spiritual progress is impossible for him who does not
lead a life of purity and compassion.

" The strongest emphasis has been put by Buddha on the- supreme impor-
tance of having an unprejudiced mind before we start on the road of in-

vestigation of truth. Prejudice, passion, fear of expression of one's
convictions, and ignorance are the four biases that are to be sacrificed at the
threshold.

"To be born as a human being is a glorious privilege. Man's dignity
consists in his capability to reason and think and to live up to the highest
ideal of pure life, of calm thought, of wisdom without extraneous interven-
tion. In the Saimanna phala Sutta Buddha says that man can enjoy in this

life a glorious existence, a life of individual freedom, of fearlessness, and of
compassionateness. This dignified ideal of manhood may
be attained by the humblest, and this consummation
raises him above wealth and royalty.

" Human brotherhood forms the fundamen-
tal teaching of Buddha ; universal love and
sympathy with all mankind and with animal

life. Every one is enjoined to love all be-

ings as a mother loves her only child and
takes care of it, even at the risk of her life.

The realization of the idea of brotherhood

is obtained when the first stage of holiness

is reached ; the idea of separateness is de-

stroyed, and the oneness of life is recog-

nized. There is no pessimism in the teach-

ings of Buddha, for he strictly enjoins on his

holy disciples not even to suggest to others that

life is not worth living. On the contrary, the

usefulness of life is emphasized for the sake of

doing good to self and humanity.
" From the first worshiping savage to the

highest type of humanity, man yearns after something higher ; and for this

reason Buddha inculcated the necessity of self-reliance and independent

thought. To guide humanity in the right path, a TathAgata (Messiah) ap-

pears from time to time.

" Speaking of Deity in the sense of a Supreme Creator, Buddha says that

there is no such being. Accepting the doctrine of evolution as the only true

one, with its corollary, the law of cause and effect, he condemns the idea of

a Creator and strictly forbids inquiry into it as being useless. A Supreme God
of the Brahmans and minor gods are accepted ; but they are subject to the

law of cause and effect. This Supreme God is all love, all merciful, all gentle,

and ^ooks upon all things with equanimity, and Buddha teaches men to prac-

REV. WASHINGTON GLADDEN,
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tice these four supreme virtues. But there is no diiiference between the per-

fect man and this Supreme God of the present world-period.

"The teachings of the Buddha on evolution are clear and expansive.

We are asked to look upon the cosmos ' as a continuous process unfolding

itself in regular order in obedience to natural laws. We see in it all, not a

warring chaos restrained by the constant interference from without of a wise

and beneficent external power, but a vast aggregate of original elements, per-

petually working out their own fresh redistribution in accordance with their

own inherent energies. He regards the cosmos as an almost infinite collec-

tion of material atoms animated by an almost infinite sum total of energy '

—

which is called Akdsa. We do not postulate that man's evolution began

from the protoplasmic stage ; but are asked not to speculate on the origin of

life, on the origin of the law of cause and effect, etc. So far as this great

law is concerned, we say that it controls the phenomena of human life as well

as those of external nature. The whole knowable universe forms one undi-

vided whole, a 'monon.'

" Buddha promulgated his system of philosophy after having studied all

religions ; and in the Brahntajdla Sutta sixty-two creeds are discussed. In

the Kalama Sutta Buddha says :
' Do not believe in what ye have heard ; do

not believe in traditions, because they have been handed down for many
generations ; do not believe in anything because it is rumored,and spoken of

by many ; do not believe merely because the written statement of some old

sage is produced ; do not believe in conjectures ; do not believe in that as

truth to which you have become attached by habit ; do not believe merely

on the authority of your teachers and elders ; after observation and analysis,

when it agrees with reason and is conducive to the good and gain of one and

all, then accept it and live up to it.'

" To the ordinary householder whose highest happiness consists in being

wealthy here and a heaven hereafter Buddha inculcated a simple code of

morality. The student of Buddha's religion abstains from destroying life,

he lays aside the club and the weapon, he is modest and full of pity, he is

compassionate and kind to all creatures that have life. He abstains from

theft, and he passes his life in honesty and purity of heart. He lives a life of

chastity and purity. He abstains from falsehood and injures not his fellow-

man by deceit. Putting away slander, he abstains from calumny. He is a

peacemaker, a speaker of words that make for peace. Whatever word is

humane, pleasant to the ear, lovely, reaching to the heart—such are words he

speaks. He abstains from harsh language. He abstains from foolish talk.

He abstains from intoxicants and stupefying drugs.

"The advanced student of the religion of Buddha when he has faith in

him thinks :
' " Full of hindrances is household life, a path defiled by passion

;

free as the air is the life of him who has renounced all worldly things. How
difficult is it for the man who dwells at home to live the higher life in all its

fullness, in all its purity, in all its perfection ! Let me then cut off my hair
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and beard, let me clothe myself in orange-colored robes, and let me go forth
from a household life into the homeless state." Then before long, forsaking
his portion of wealth, forsaking his circle of relatives, he cuts off his hair and
beard, he clothes himself in the orange-colored robes, and goes forth into the
homeless state. Then he passes a life self-restrained according to the Rules
of the Order of the Blessed Ones

; uprightness is his delight, and he sees
danger in the least of those things he should avoid, he encompasses himself
with holiness in word and deed, he sustains his life by means that are quite
pure

;
good is his conduct, guarded the door of his senses ; mindful and self-

possessed, he is altogether happy.'

" The student of pure religion abstains from earning a livelihood by the
practice of low and lying arts—viz., all divination, interpretation of dreams,
palmistry, astrology, crystal-gazing, prophesying, charms of all sorts.

" Buddha says :
' Just as a mighty trumpeter makes himself heard in all

the four directions without difficulty, even so of all things that have life,

there is not one that the student passes by or leaves aside, but regards them
all with mind set free, and deep-felt pity, sympathy, and equanimity. He
lets his mind pervade the whole world with thoughts of love.'

" To realize the unseen is the goal of the student of Buddha's teachings,

and such a one has to lead an absolutely pure life. Buddha says :
' Let him

fulfill all righteousness, let him be devoted to that quietude of heart which
springs from within, let him not drive back the ecstasy of contemplation, let

him look through things, let him be much alone. Fulfill all righteousness

for the sake of the living and for the sake of the beloved ones that are dead

and gone.'

" Slave dealing, sale of weapons of warfare, sale of poisons, sale of intoxi-

cants, sale of flesh—these are the lowest of all low professions. Faith, pure

life, receptivity of the mind to all that is good and beautiful, liberality, wis-

dom—those who possessed these five kinds of wealth in their past incarna-

tions are influenced by the teachings of Buddha.
" Buddha says :

' He who is faithful and leads the life of a householder,

and possesses the following four virtues : truth, justice, firmness, and liber-

ality—such a one does not grieve when passing away. Ask other teachers

and philosophers whether there is anything greater than truth, self-restraint,

liberality, and forbearance. Know that from time to time a Tath&gata is

born into the world, enlightened, blessed and worthy, abounding in wisdom

and goodness, happy, with knowledge of the world, unsurpassed as a guide

to erring mortals, a teacher of gods and men, a blessed Buddha. He by him-

self thoroughly understands and sees, as it were, face to face, this universe,

the world below with all its spirits, and the worlds above and all creatures,

all religious teachers, gods and men, and he then makes his knowledge known

to others. The truth doth he proclaim both in its letter and its spirit, lovely

in its origin, lovely in its progress, lovely in its consummation ;
the higher

life doth he proclaim, in all its purity and in all its perfectness.'
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" Buddha is : i. Absolutely free from all passions, commits no evil, even

in secrecy, and is the embodiment of perfection ; he is above doing anything

wrong. 2. Without a teacher, by self-introspection he has reached the state

of supreme enlightenment. 3. By means of his divine eye he looks back to

the remotest past and future, knows the way of emancipation, is accomplished

in the three great branches of divine knowledge, and has gained perfect wis-

dom. He is in possession of all psychic powers, is always willing to listen,

full of energy, wisdom, and Dhyana. 4. He has realized eternal peace of

Nirv&na and walks in the perfect path of virtue. 5. He knows the three

states of existences. 6. He is incomparable in purity and holiness. 7. He
is teacher of gods and men. 8. He exhorts gods and men at the proper

time according to their individual temperaments. 9. He is the supremely

enlightened teacher and the perfect embodiment of all the virtues he preaches.

The two characteristics of the Buddha are wisdom and compassion.

" Buddha says :
' He who is not generous, who is fond of sensuality, who

is distressed at heart, who is of uneven mind, who is not reflective, who is

not of calm mind, who is discontented at heart, who has no control over his

senses—such a disciple is far from me though he is in body near me.' Actu-

ated by the spirit of compassion, the disciples of Buddha have ever been in

the forefront of missionary propaganda. The whole of Asia was brought

under the influence of the Buddha's law. Never was the religion propagated

by force, not a drop of blood has ever been spilled in the name of Buddha.

Punna, the Bhikshu, before he was sent on his mission to preach to the

people of Sunaparanta, was warned by Buddha in the following manner

:

' The people of Sunaparanta are exceedingly violent. If they revile, what

will you do ?' 'I will make no reply.' ' And if they strike you ?
' 'I will

not strike in return.' 'And if they try to kill you ?' ' Death is no evil in

itself, many even desire it, to escape from the vanities of life ; but I shall

take no steps either to hasten or to delay the time of my departure.'

"The ultimate goal of the perfected man is eternal peace. To show

humanity the path on which to realize this state of eternal peace, Buddha

promulgated the Noble Eightfold Path. The Nirvina of Buddha is beyond

the conception of the ordinary mind. Only the perfected man realizes it.

It transcends all human thought. Caught in the vortex of evolution, man

undergoes change and is constantly subject to birth and death. The happi-

ness in the highest heaven comes some day to an end. This change,

Buddha declared, is sorrowful. And until you realize Nirvana you are sub-

ject to birth and death.

" The last words of Buddha were :
' Be ye lamps unto yourselves. Be ye

a refuge to yourselves. Betake yourself to no external refuge. Hold fast to

the truth as a lamp. Hold fast as a refuge to the truth. Look not for

refuge to any one besides yourselves. Learn ye, then, O Bhikshus, that

knowledge have I attained and have declared unto you, and walk ye in it,

practice and increase, in order that this path of holiness may last and long
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endure, for the blessing of many people to the relief of the world to the
welfare, the blessing, the joy of gods and men. O Bhikshus, everything
that cometh mto being changeth. Strive on unceasingly for the consumma-
tion of the highest ideal.'

"When Buddhism flourished in India, the arts, sciences, and civilization
reached their zenith, as witnessed in the edicts and monuments of Asdki's
reign. Hospitals were first founded for man and beast. Missionaries were
sent to all parts of the world. Literature was encouraged. Wherever Bud-
dhism has gone, the nations have imbibed its spirit, and the people have
become gentler and milder. The slaughter of animals and drunkenness
ceased, and wars were almost abolished. With the advent of Buddhism into
Ceylon, and other Buddhist countries, literature flourished, and wherever it

went it helped the development of arts and letters. The monasteries became
the seats of learning, and the monks, in obedience to their Master's will, dis-

seminated knowledge among the people.

" Buddha was the first to establish the brotherhood without distinction of
caste and race. Twenty-four centuries ago he declared :

' As the great streams,

O disciples, however many they may be, the Ganges, Jumna, Achiravatij
Sarabhu, when they reach the great ocean lose their old name and their old
descent, and bear only one name—the great ocean—so also do the Brahmans,
Kshatriyas, Vaishyas, and Sudras lose their distinctions when they join the
brotherhood.' The outcast as well as the prince was admitted to this order.

Virtue was the passport, not wealth and rank.

" Sir Edwin Arnold says :
' I have often said, and I shall say again and

again, that between Buddhism and modern science there exists a close intel-

lectual bond. When Tyndall tells us of sounds we can not hear, and Nor-
man Lockyer of colors we can not see, when Sir William Thompson and
Prof. Sylvester push mathematical investigation to regions almost beyond
the calculus, and others, still bolder, imagine and try to grapple a space of

four dimensions, what is all this except the Buddhist Maya f And when
Darwin shows us life passing onward and upward through a series of con-

stantly improving forms toward the Better and the Best, each individual

starting in new existence with the records of bygone good and evil stamped

deep and ineffaceably from the old ones, what is this again but the Buddhist

doctrine of Karma and Dharma ?
' Finally, if we gather up all the results of

modern research, and look away from the best literature to the largest dis-

covery in physics and the latest word in biology, what is the conclusion—the

high and joyous conclusion—forced upon the mind, if not that which renders

true Buddhism so glad and so hopeful ?

"As Buddhism acknowledges no caste system, and admits the perfect

equality of all men, it proclaims universal brotherhood. But peoples should

agree in the acceptance of the universal virtues. Buddhism advocates uni-

versal peace among nations, and deplores war and bloodshed. The rights of

smaller tribes and nations for a separate existence should be protected from
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aggressive warfare. In the Anguttara Nikaya, Tika Nipata, Brahmana-

vagga, Buddha advocates arbitration, instead of war. Buddhism strongly

condemns war, on the ground of the great losses it brings on humanity."

The Parsees.—On the eighth day also The Religious System of the Par-

sees was explained by Jinanji Jamshedji Modi, of Bombay, India. We give

here a large part of his interesting discourse :

" The Parsees of India are the followers of Zoroastrianism, or the reli-

gion of Zoroaster, which was for centuries both the state religion and the

national religion of ancient Persia. With the overthrow of the Persian

monarchy under its last Sassanian king, Yazdagard, at the battle of Neh&-

vand in a. d. 642, this religion received a check at the hands of the Arabs,

who, with sword in one hand and Koran in the other, made the religion of

Islam both the state religion and the na-

tional religion of the country. But many
of those who adhered to the faith of their

fathers quitted their ancient fatherland for

the hospitable shores of India. The mod-
ern Parsees of India are the descendants of

those early settlers. In the words of the

Right Rev. Dr. Meurin, of Bombay, in

1885, the Parsees are 'a people who haVe

chosen to relinquish their venerable ances-

tors' homesteads rather than abandon their

ancient religion, the founder of which lived

three thousand years ago—a people who
for a thousand years have formed in the

midst of the great Hindu people, not un-

like an island in the sea, a quite separate

and distinct nation, peculiar and remarka-

ble as for its race, so for its religious and

social life and customs.' Prof. Max Miiller

says of the religion of the Parsees :
' Here

is a religion, one of the most ancient of the world, once the state religion of

the most powerful empire, driven away from its native soil and deprived of

political influence, without even the prestige of a powerful or enlightened

priesthood, and yet professed by a handful of exiles—men of wealth, intelli-

gence, and moral worth in western India, with an unhesitating fervor such as

is seldom to be found in larger religious communities. It is well worth the

earnest endeavor of the philosopher and the divine to discover, if possible,

the spell by which this apparently effete religion continues to command the

attachment of the enlightened Parsees of India, and makes them turn a deaf

ear to the allurements of the Brahmanic worship and the earnest appeals of

Christian missionaries.'

"Zoroastrianism or Parseeism—by whatever name the system may be

RABBI ISAAC M. WISE,
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called—is a monotheistic form of religion. It believes in the existence of

one God, whom it knows under the names of Mazda, Ahura, and Ahura-
Mazda, the last form being one that is most commonly met with in the later

writings of the Avesta. That the religious system of Zoroaster is monothe-
istic is evidenced, among other things, by the fact that Zoroaster rejected

from his writings the word ' daeva,' a very ancient Aryan word for God,
derived from the Aryan root ' div,' 'to shine.' Most of the Western na-

tions which separated from the parent stock took with them this word in

one form or another for the name of their God. Thus the Greeks called

their God, Deos or Zeus ; the Romans, Deus ; the Germans, Teus ; the

Lithuanians, Diewas, and so on. The Indian and the Iranian branches had

the word ' deeva.' But when the early Iranians saw that the belief of the

people was tending to polytheism and that the sacred word ' daeva,' instead

of being used for God alone, was being used for many of his created objects,

they stamped the words as unfit for the name of God and rejected it alto-,

gather from the Avesta.

" The first and greatest truth that dawns upon the mind of a Zoroastrian

is that the great and the infinite universe, of which he is an infinitesimal

part, is the work of a powerful hand, the result of a master mind. The
first and the greatest conception of that master mind, Ahura-Mazda, is that,

as the name implies, he is the Ominiscient Lord, and as such he is the ruler

of both the material and the immaterial world, the corporeal and the incor-

poreal world, the visible and the invisible world.

" As to the material, corporeal, or visible world, the sublime objects and

the grand phenomena of Nature which present themselves to the sight of

all men, from intelligent and keen observers to ordinary simple men whose

powers of observation are in their crude infancy, bear evidence to his omnip-

otence, to his all-working and ever-working power. If one were to ask

which is the best and the surest evidence that Zoroastrianism rests upon for

its belief in the existence of God, the reply is that it is the ' evidence from

nature.' The harmony, the order, the law, and the system observed in Na-

ture lead the mind of a Zoroastrian from Nature to Nature's God.

" As in the physical world, so in the moral world. As Ahura-Mazda is

the ruler of the physical world, so he is the ruler of the spiritual world. He

is the most spiritual among the spiritual ones. His distinguished attributes

are good mind, righteousness, desirable control, piety, perfection, and im-

mortality. As he is the source of all physical light, so he is the source of all

spiritual light, all moral light. He is the beneficent spirit from whom ema-

nate all good and all piety. He looks into the hearts of men, and sees how

much of the good and of the piety that have emanated from him has made

its home there, and thus rewards the virtuous and punishes the vicious.

" As he has arranged all order and harmony in the physical world, so he

has done in the moral world. Of course, one sees at times, in the plane of

this world, moral disorders and want of harmony ;
but then the present state
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is only a part, and that a very small part, of his scheme of moral govern-

ment. As petty disorders here and there in Nature do not disclose any

want of system or harmony in the grand scheme of the universe, so petty

disorders in the moral plane in the present state of life do not disclose any

want of method in his moral government. In the moral world virtue has its

own reward, and vice its own punishment. Virtue has all happiness and

pleasure in the long run, and vice all misery and grief. From a Zoroastrian

point of view the consideration of these facts presents strong evidence for the

existence of a future state of life, for the immortality of the soul. As the

ruler of the world, Ahura-Mazda hears the prayers of the ruled. He grants

the prayers of those who are pious in thought, pious in words, and pious in

deeds. ' He not only rewards the good, but punishes the wicked. All that

is created, good or evil, fortune or misfortune, is his work.'

" We have seen that Ahura-Mazda or God is, according to Parsee Scrip-

tures, the causer of all causes. He is the creator as well as the destroyer,

the increaser as well as the decreaser. He gives birth to different creatures,

and it is he who brings about their end. How is it, then, that he brings

about these two contrary results ? ' This great thinker [Zoroaster] of re-

mote antiquity solved this difficult question philosophically by the supposi-

tion of two primeval causes, which, though different, were united, and pro-

duced the world of material things, as well as that of the spirit.' These two

primeval causes or principles are called in the Avesta the two ' Mainyus.'

This word comes from the ancient Aryan root ' man,' to 'think.' It may be

properly rendered into English by the word ' spirit,' meaning ' that which

can only be conceived by the mind but not felt by the senses.' Of these

two spirits or primeval causes or principles, one is creative and the other

destructive. The former is known in the Avesta by the name of ' Spenta-

mainyush,' or the increasing spirit, and the latter by that of ' Angro-main-

yush,' or the decreasing spirit. These two spirits work under one God,

Mazda, who, through the agency, as it were, of these two spirits, is the

causer of all causes in the universe, the creator as well as the destroyer.

" According to Zoroaster's philosophy, our world is the work of these

two hostile principles—Spenta-mainyush, the good principle, and Angro-

mainyush, the evil principle, both serving under one God. In the words of

that learned Orientalist, Prof. Darmesteter, ' All that is good in the world

comes from the former ; all that is bad comes from the latter. The history

of the world is the history of their conflict
; how Angro-mainyu invaded the

world of Ahura-Mazda and marred it, and how he shall be expelled from it

at last. Man is active in the conflict, his duty in it being laid before him

in the law revealed by Ahura-Mazda to Zarathushtra. When the appointed

time is come Angro-mainyu and hell will be destroyed, man will rise from

the dead, and everlasting happiness will reign over the world.'

" Some authors entertain an opinion that Zoroaster preached dualism.

But this is a serious misconception. On this point Dr. Haug says: 'The
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opinion, so generally entertained now, that Zarathushtra was preaching a

dualism—that is to say, the idea of two original and independent spirits, one
good and the other bad, utterly distinct from each other, and one counter-

acting the creation of the other, is owing to a confusion of his philosophy

with his theology. A separate evil spirit of equal power with Ahura-Mazda,
and always opposed' to him, is entirely foreign to Zarathushtra's theology.

The reason why the original Zoroastrian notion of the two spirits, the crea-

tive and the destructive, is misunderstood as dualism is this. In the Parsee

Scriptures the names of God are Mazda, Ahura, and Ahura-Mazda, the last

word being a compound of the first two. The first two words are common
in the earliest writings of the GlthEi, and the third in the later Scriptures.

In later times the word Ahura-Mazda, instead of being restricted, like Maz-
da, to the name of God, began to be used in a wider sense and was applied

to Spenta-mainyush, the Creative or the Good principle. This being the

case, wherever the word Ahura-Mazda was used in opposition to that of

Angro-mainyiish, later authors took it as the name of God, and not as the

name of the Creative principle, which it really was. Thus the fact of Ahura-

Mazda's name being employed in opposition to that of Angro-mainyush or

Ahriman led to the notion that Zoroastrian Scriptures preached dualism.

" Dr. West presents the subject from another point of view :
' The

origin and end of Ahriman appear to be left as uncertain as those of the

devil, and altogether the resemblance between these two ideas of the evil

spirit is remarkably close ; in fact, almost too close to admit of the possi-

bility of their being ideas of different origin. If, therefore, a belief in

Ahriman, as the author of evil, makes the Parsee religion a dualism, it is

difficult to understand why a belief in the devil, as the author of evil, does

not make Christianity also a dualism.'

" From a consideration of these points of philosophy, Mr. Samuel Lang

says :
' The doctrines of this excellent religion are extremely simple. The

leading idea is that of monotheism, but the one God has far fewer anthopo-

morphic attributes, and is relegated much further back into the vague and

infinite than the God of any other monotheistic religion. Ahura-Mazda, of

which the more familiar appellation Ormuzd is an abbreviation, means the

' All-knowing God '
; he is said sometimes to dwell in the infinite luminous

space, and sometimes to be identical with it. He is, in fact, not unlike the

inscrutable First Cause, whom we may regard with awe and reverence, with

love and hope, but whom we can not pretend to define or to understand.

But the radical difference between Zoroastrianism and other religions is that

it does not conceive of this one God as an omnipotent Creator, who might

make the universe as he chose, and therefore was directly responsible for all

the evil in it ; but as a being acting by certain fixed laws, one of which

was, for reasons totally inscrutable to us, that existence implied polarity, and

therefore that there could be no good without corresponding evil.'

" As there are two primeval principles under Ahura-Mazda that produce

133
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our material world, so there are two principles inherent in the nature of man
which encourage him to do good or tempt him to do evil. One asks him

to support the cause of the good principle, the other to support that of the

evil principle. These two principles inherent in man—viz., Vohumana and

Akamana (good mind and evil mind)—exert their influence upon a man's

thoughts, words, and deeds. When the influence of the former—i. e., the

good mind—predominates, our thoughts, words, and deeds result in good

thoughts, good words, and good deeds ; but when that of the latter—i. e., the

evil mind—predominates, they result in evil thoughts, evil words, and evil

deeds. The fifth chapter of the Vendid&d gives a short definition of what is

morality or piety. There, first of all, the writer says that ' purity is the best

thing for man after birth.' This you may say is the motto of the Zoroastrian

religion. Therefore M. d'Harlez very properly says that, according to Zoro-

astrian Scriptures, the ' notion of the word virtue sums itself up in that of

the " Asha." ' What Zoroastrian moral philosophy teaches is this, that your

good thoughts, good words, and good deeds alone will be your intercessors.

Nothing more will be wanted. They alone will serve you as a safe pilot to

the harbor of heaven, as a safe guide to the gates of paradise. The late Dr.

Haug rightly observed that ' the moral philosophy of Zoroaster was moving

in the triad of " thought, word, and deed." ' These three words form the

pivot upon which the moral structure of Zoroastrianism turns.

" Zoroastrianism believes in the immortality of the soul. The Avesta

writings of Hadokht Nushk and the nineteenth chapter of the Vendidad and

of the Pehlevi books of Minokherad and Viraf-nameh treat of the fate of the

soul after death. The last-mentioned book contains an account of the jour-

ney of Ardai-VirM through the heavenly regions. This account corresponds

to that of the ascension of the prophet Isaiah. Its notions about heaven and

hell correspond to some extent to the Christian notions about them. Accord-

ing to Dr. Haug, its description of hell and of some of the punishments suf-

fered by the wicked there, bears a striking resemblance to that in the Inferno

of the Italian poet Dante.
" A plant called the Homa-i-saphid or white Homa, a name corresponding

to the Indian Soma of the Hindus, is held to be the emblem of the immor-

tality of the soul. According to Dr. Windischmann and Prof. Max Miiller,

this plant reminds us of the ' Tree of Life ' in the garden of Eden. As in

the Christian Scriptures the way to the tree of life is strictly guarded by the

Cherubim, so in the Zoroastrian Scriptures the Homa-i-saphid, or the plant

which is the emblem of immortality, is guarded by innumerable Fravashis

—

that is, guardian spirits. The number of these guardian spirits, as given in

various books, is 99,999.
" A good deal of importance is attached in the Avesta and in the later

Pehlevi writings to this question of the immortality of the soul, because a

belief in this dogma is essential to the structure of moral principles. The

whole edifice of our moral nature rests upon its groundwork.
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"Again, Zoroastrianism believes in heaven and hell. Between heaven
and this world there is supposed to be a bridge named ' Chinvat ' Accord
ing to the Parsee Scriptures, for three days after a man's death his soul
remams withm the limits of this world under the guidance of the angel
Srosh. If the deceased be a pious man or a man who led a virtuous life his
soul utters the words, ^ Well is he by whom that which is his benefit becomes
the benefit of any one else.' If he be a wicked man or one who led an evil
life, his soul utters these plaintive words: 'To which land shall I turn?
Whither shall I go ?' On the dawn of the third night the departed souls
appear at the Chinvat Bridge. This bridge is guarded by the angel Meher
Diver-i. e., Meher the Judge. He presides there as a judge assisted by the
angels Rashnd and Astad, the former representing Justice and the latter
Truth. At this bridge, and before this

angel Meher, the soul of every man has to

give an account of its doings in the past

life. Meher Diver, the judge, weighs a
man's actions by a scale pan. If a man's
good actions outweigh his evil ones, even
by a small particle, he is allowed to pass

from the bridge to the other end to heav-

en. If his evil actions outweigh his good
ones, even by a small weight, he is not al-

lowed to pass over the bridge, but is

hurled down into the deep abyss of hell.

If his meritorious and evil deeds counter-

balance each other, he is sent to a place

known as ' Hamast-gehan,' corresponding

to the Christian Purgatory and the Mo-
hammedan iEraf. His meritorious deeds

done in the past life would prevent him
from going to hell, and his evil actions

would not let him go to heaven.

"Again, Zoroastrian books say that the meritoriousness of good deeds

and the sin of evil ones increase with the growth of time. As capital

increases with interest, so good and bad actions done by a man in his life

increase, as it were, with interest in their effects. Thus a meritorious deed

done in youth is more effective than that very deed done in advanced age.

For example, let that meritorious deed be valued in money. Let two
friends, A. and B., at the age of twenty-five propose doing an act of charity,

viz., a donation of ;^ 1,000 to a charitable institution. A. immediately gives

the amount and B. postpones the act for some time and does it at the age of

fifty. Calculating at the rate of four per cent, A.'s gift of / 1,000 at the age

of twenty-five is worth twice that of B. at the age of fifty—i. e., twenty-five

years later. Thus, the Dadistan-i-Dini recommends man to follow the path

RT. REV. B. W. ARNETT,
a speaker at the Congress.
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of virtue from his very youth. A virtuous act performed by a young man is

more meritorious than the same act performed by an old man. As in the

case of good deeds and their meritoriousness, so in the case of evil action and

their sins. The burden of the sin of an evil action increases, as it were, with

interest. A young man doing an evil act has time and opportunities at his

disposal to wash off, as it were, the effect of that act either by repentance or

good deeds in return. A young man has a long time to repent of his evil

deeds and to do good deeds that could counteract the effect of his evil deeds.

If he does not take advantage of these opportunities, the burden of those

evil deeds increases with time.

" The Parsees do not worship fire as God. They merely regard fire as an

emblem of refulgence, glory and light, as the most perfect symbol of God,

and as the best and noblest representative of his divinity. In the eyes of a

Parsee his fire's brightness, activity, purity, and incorruptibility bear the most

perfect resemblance to the nature and perfection of the deity. A new ele-

ment of purity is added to the fire burning in the fire temples of the Parsees

by the religious ceremonies accompanied with prayers that are performed

over it, before it is installed in its place in a vase on an exalted stand in a

chamber set apart. The sacred fire burning there is not the ordinary fire

burning on our hearths. It has undergone several ceremonies, and it is these

ceremonies, full of meaning, that render the fire more sacred to the eyes of

a Parsee. In establishing a fire temple, fires from various places of manu-

facture are brought and kept in different vases. Great efforts are also made

to obtain fire caused by lightning. Over one of these fires a perforated

metallic flat tray, with a handle attached, is held. On this tray are placed

small chips and dust of fragrant sandalwood. These chips and dust are

ignited by the heat of the fire, care being taken that the perforated tray does

not touch the fire. Thus a new fire is created out of the first fire. Then

from this new fire another one is created by the same process. From this

new fire another is again produced, and so on, until the process is repeated

nine times. The fire thus prepared after the ninth process is considered pure.

The fires brought from other places of manufacture are treated in a similar

manner. These purified fires are all collected in a large vase, which is then

put in a separate chamber.
" What does a fire so prepared signify to a Parsee ? He thinks to him-

self :
' When this fire on this vase before me, though pure in itself, though

the noblest of the creations of God, and though the best symbol of the Di-

vinity, had to undergo certain processes of purification, had to draw out, as

it were, its essence—nay, its quintessence—of purity, to enable itself to be

worthy of occupying this exalted position, how much more necessary, more

essential, and more important it is for me—a poor mortal who is liable to

commit sins and crimes, and who comes into contact with hundreds of evils

both physical and mental—to undergo the process of purity and piety, mak-

ing my thoughts, words, and actions pass, as it were, through a sieve of piety
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and purity, virtue and morality, and to separate by that means my good
thoughts, good words, and good actions from bad thoughts, bad words, and
bad actions, so that I may, in my turn, be enabled to acquire an exalted posi-

tion in the next world.'

" Again, the fires put together as above are collected from the houses of
men of different grades in society. This reminds a Parsee that, as all these
fires from the houses of men of different grades have, by the process of puri-

fication, equally acquired the exalted place in the vase, so before God all

men—no matter to what grades of society they belong—are equal, provided
they pass through the process of purification—i. e., provided they preserve

purity of thought, purity of words, and purity of deeds.

" Again, when a Parsee goes before the sacred fire, which is kept all day
and night burning in the fire temple, the officiating priest presents before

him the ashes of a part of the consumed fire. The Parsee applies it to his

forehead just as a Christian applies the consecrated water in his church, and
thinks to himself :

' Dust to dust. The fire, all briUiant, shining, and re-

splendent, has spread the fragrance of the sweet-smelling sandal and frankin-

cense round about, but is at last reduced to dust. So it is destined for me.

After all, I am to be reduced to dust and have to depart for this transient

life. Let me do my best to spread, like this fire, before my death, the fra-

grance of charity and good deeds, and lead the light of righteousness and

knowledge before others.' In short, the sacred fire burning in a fire temple

serves as a perpetual monitor to a Parsee standing before it, to preserve

piety, purity, humility, and brotherhood.

" A Parsee is not restricted to any particular place for his prayers. He
need not wait for a priest or a place. Nature in all its grandeur is his temple

of worship. The glorious sun, the resplendent moon, the mountains tower-

ing high into the heavens, and the rivers fertilizing the soil, the extensive

seas that disappear, as it were, into infinity of space, and the high vault of

heaven—all these grand objects and phenomena of Nature draw forth from

his soul admiration and praise for the Great Architect who is their author.

" For a visitor to Bombay, which is the headquarters of the Parsees, it is

not unusual to see a number of Parsees saying their prayers, morning and

evening, in the open space, turning their faces to the rising or the setting

sun, before the glowing moon or the foaming sea. Turning to these grand

objects, the best and sublimest of his creations, they address their prayers to

the Almighty.
" All Parsee prayers begin with a promise to do acts that will please the

Almighty God. The promise is followed by an expression of regret for evil

thoughts, words, or deeds, if any. Man is liable to err, and so, if during the

interval any errors of commission or omission are committed, a Parsee in the

beginning of his prayers repents of those errors.

" To educate their children is a spiritual duty of Zoroastrian parents. Ac-

cording to the Parsee books, the parents participate in the meritoriousness of
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the good acts performed by their children as the result of the good education

imparted to them. On the other hand, if the parents neglect the education

of their children, and if, as the result of this neglect, they do wrongful acts

or evil deeds, the parents have a spiritual responsibility for such acts. The
age recommended by religious Parsee books for ordinary education is seven.

Before that age children should have home education with their parents, espe-

cially with the mother. At the age of seven, after a little religious education,

a Parsee child is invested with Sudreh and Kusti—i. e., the sacred shirt and

thread. This ceremony of investiture corresponds to the confirmation cere-

mony of the Christians. A Parsee may put on the dress of any nationality

he likes, but under that dress he must always wear the sacred shirt and thread.

These are the symbols of his being a Zoroastrian. A Parsee is enjoined to

remove, and put on again immediately, the sacred thread several times during

the day, saying a very short prayer during the process. He has to do so

early in the morning on rising from bed, before meals, and after ablutions.

The putting on of the symbolic thread and the accompanying short prayer

remind him to be in a state of repentance for misdeeds if any, and to preserve

good thoughts, good words, and good deeds—the triad in which the moral

philosophy of Zoroaster moved.
" After this investiture with the sacred shirt and thread the general edu-

cation of a child generally begins. The Parsee books speak of the necessity

of educating all children, whether male or female. Thus female education

claims as much attention among the Parsees as male education. Physical

education is as much spoken of in the Zoroastrian books as mental and moral

education. The health of the body is considered the first requisite for the

health of the soul. That the physical education of the ancient Persians, the

ancestors of the modern Parsees, was a subject of admiration among the

ancient Greeks and Romans, is well known. In all the blessings invoked

upon one in the religious prayers, the strength of body occupies the first and

most prominent place.

" Obedience to parents is a religious virtue with the Zoroastrian religion.

Disobedient children are considered great sinners. This virtue of obedience

to parents was such a common characteristic with the ancient Zoroastrians

that, as Herodotus says, the legitimacy of a child accused of a misdeed toward

the parents was looked at with great suspicion. The parents were the rulers

of the house. The father was the king and the mother the queen of the

house. So the children, as subjects, were bound to be obedient to their

rulers. This obedience to parents at home and to teachers at school was a

training for obedience to the rules and manners of society at large, and to

the constitutional forms for the government of the country. One of the

blessings that a priest prays for in a house on performing the Afringin cere-

mony is the obedience of the children to the head of the family. He prays :

' May obedience overcome disobedience in this house ; may peace overcome
dissension

; may charity overcome want of charity ; may courtesy overcome
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pride; may truth overcome falsehood.' Zoroastrianism teaches love and
regard, loyalty and obedience, to the regular constitutional forms of gov-
ernment. Of all the practical questions, the one most affected by the reli-

gious precepts of Zoroastrianism is that of the observation of sanitary rules
and principles. Several chapters of the Vendid^d form the sanitary code of
the Parsees. Most of the injunctions will stand the test of sanitary science
for ages together. Of the different Asiatic communities inhabiting Bombay,
the Parsees have the lowest death-rate.

"Again, Zoroastrianism asked its disciples to keep the earth pure, to keep
the air pure, and to keep the water pure. It considers the sun as the great-

est purifier. In places where the rays of the sun do not enter, fire over
which fragrant wood is burned is the next purifier. It is a great sin to pollute
water with decomposing matter. Not only is the commission of a fault of
this kind a sin, but also the omission, when one sees such a pollution, of
taking proper means to remove it. A Zoroastrian, when he happens to see,

while passing in his way, a running stream of drinking water polluted by
some decomposing matter, is enjoined to wait and try his best to go into the

stream and to remove the putrefying matter, lest its continuation may spoil

the water and affect the health of the people using it. An omission to do
this act is a sin. At the bottom of the Parsee custom of disposing of the

dead, and at the bottom of all the strict religious ceremonies enjoined there-

with, lies the one main principle—viz., that, preserving all possible respect

for the dead, the body, after its separation from the immortal soul, should be

disposed of in a way the least harmful to the living.

" Cultivation of the earth is specially recommended. To bring desolate

land into cultivation, and thus to add to the prosperity of the inhabitants, is a

meritorious act, helping the cause of the good principle. Taking the word
in its general sense, Zoroastrian books advise temperance in all cases. Tem-
perance is spoken of as a priestly virtue. It was owing to these teachings of

their religion that the ancient Persians were, according to Strabo, Xenophon,

and other ancient historians, well known for their temperate habits. Fasting

is not prescribed in any case. The old religious books of the Parsees do not

strictly prohibit the use of wine, but preach moderation. Deidistan-i-dini

allows the use of wine, and admonishes every man to exert moral control

over himself. To the robust and intelligent, who can do without wine, it

recommends abstinence. To others it recommends moderation. A person

who gives another a drink is deemed as guilty as the drinker, if the latter

does any mischief through the influence of that drink.

" A Parsee, before praying for himself, prays for his sovereign and for his

community, for he is himself included in the community. His religious pre-

cepts teach him to drown his individuality in the common interests of his

community. In the twelfth chapter of the Yasna, which contains the Zoroas-

trian articles of faith, a Zoroastrian promises to preserve a perfect brother-

hood. He promises, even at the risk of his life, to protect the life and the
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property of all members of his community and to help in the cause that

would bring about their prosperity and welfare. With these good feelings

of brotherhood and charity the Parsee community has endowed large funds

for benevolent and charitable purposes. Men of all grades in society con-

tribute to these funds on various occasions. On the death of dear ones, the

rich and the poor all pay various sums, according to their means, in charity,

and these sums are announced on the occasion of the Oothumni or the cere-

mony on the third day after death.

" The religious training of a Parsee does not restrict his ideas of brother-

hood and charity to his own community. He extends his charity to non-

Zoroastrians as well.

" For all workers, the Avesta recommends sleep and a complete cessation

from every kind of work for eight hours during the day. The Pehlevi

Pandnameh of Bouzorge-Meher recommends eight hours during the day for

mental recreation, religious meditation, prayers and study. The rest of the

day—eight hours—is recommended for field labor and other physical work.
" The literature of the Parsees has, on the whole, a very healthy tone.

The materialism, the agnosticism, the atheism, and the other ' isms ' of the

Western world have no place in it as yet. Zoroaster, when he preached his

religion in ancient Persia, specially asked his hearers not to accept it on mere

blind faith, but to criticise it and to choose it after deliberation. A part of

the old Pehlevi literature of the Parsees also displays something of a critical

tone of inquiry. The modern literature of the Parsees on the subject of

religious matters is also critical and inquisitive ; but on the whole it is reli-

gious in its tone. Faith in the existence of God, in the immortality of the

soul, and in future reward and punishment pervades the substratum of all

thoughts. This faith is not necessarily and always entertained from a Zoro-

astrian point of view, but from what we should term a general theistic point of

view. Again, the literature is very tolerant of other religions. It is never

carping at other faiths or forms of belief unless compelled to do so in self-

defense. One of the reasons for this is that the Parsees do not proselyte.

" Commerce has made the Parsees prosperous. The founders of the

great Parsee families, that have given hundreds of thousands of rupees in

charity for the good of their own and other communities of Bombay, all

acquired their wealth by commerce. Honesty in trade is a virtue highly

recommended in Parsee books. In some of the practical admonitions given

to a bridegroom in the marriage service, he is specially advised not to enter

into partnership with an ambitious man. According to the teachings of the

Parsee books, the husband is the king, and the wife the queen, of the house-

hold. On the husband devolves the duty of maintaining his wife and chil-

dren
; on the wife, that of making the home comfortable and cheerful. The

qualifications of a good husband, from a Zoroastrian point of view, are that

he must be (i) young and handsome
; (2) strong, brave, and healthy; (3)

diligent and industrious so as to maintain his wife and children
; (4) truthful,
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as would prove true to herself and true to all others with whom he would

come in contact ; and (5) wise and educated. A wise, intelligent, and edu-

cated husband is compared to a fertile piece of land which gives a plentiful

crop, whatever kinds of seeds are sown in it. The qualifications of a good

wife are that she be wise and educated, modest and courteous, obedient and

chaste. Obedience to her husband is the first duty of a Zoroastrian wife.

According to the Sad-dar, a wife that expressed a desire to her husband three

times a day (in the morning, afternoon, and evening) to be one with him in

thoughts, words, and deeds—i. e., to sympathize with him in all his noble

aspirations, pursuits, and desires—performed as meritorious an act as that of

saying her prayers three times a day. She must wish to

be of the same view with him in all his noble pursuits

and ask him every day. ' What are your thoughts, so

that I may be one with you in those thoughts ?

What are your words, so that I may be one

with you in your speech ? What are your

deeds, so that I may be one with you in

your deeds ?
' A Zoroastrian wife so affec-

tionate and obedient to her husband was

held in great respect, not only by the

husband and the household, but in society

as well.

" Marriage is greatly encouraged by

the spirit of the Parsee religion. It is

especially recommended in the Parsee

Scriptures, on the ground that a married

life is more likely to be happy than an un-

married one, that a married person is more

likely to be able to withstand physical and men-

tal afflictions than an unmarried person, and

that a married man is more likely to lead a reli-

gious and virtuous Hfe than an unmarried one.

" Several rich Parsees have founded endowment funds, from which young

and deserving brides are given small sums on the occasion of their marriage,

for the preliminary expenses of starting in married life. Fifteen is the mini-

mum marriageable age spoken of by the Parsee books. The parents have a

voice of sanction or approval in the selection of wives and husbands. Mar-

riages with non-Zoroastrians are not recommended, as they are likely to bring

about dissensions, owing to difference of manners, customs, and habits.

" The Parsees mix freely with members of other faiths, and take part m

the rejoicings of their holidays. They also sympathize with them in their

griefs and afflictions, and in case of sudden calamities, such as fire floods,

etc., they subscribe liberally to alleviate their misery. From a consideration

of all kinds of moral and charitable notions inculcated in the Zoroastrian
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Scriptures, Frances Power Cobbe, in her Studies, New and Old, of Ethical

and Social Subjects, says of the founder of the religion :
' Should we in a

future world be permitted to hold high converse with the great departed, it

may chance that in the Bactrian sage, who lived and taught almost before

the dawn of history, we may find the spiritual patriarch, to whose lessons we
have owed such a portion of our intellectual inheritance that we might hardly

conceive what human belief would be now, had Zoroaster never existed.'

"

The Armenian Church.—On the ninth day Prof. Minas Tcheraz, of Lon-

don, England, spoke on the subject of The Armenian Church. We give

the following passages from his address :

" The Armenians opposed an active resistance to the Mohammedans,
which prevented them from penetrating sooner into eastern Europe. The
resistance became passive from the time that they lost their political inde-

pendence, but it was none the less decisive. Persecutions did not cease

under the dominion of the Ottomans, supported by their co-religionists the

Kurds, Turcomans, Tartars, Kizilbashis, and Circassians, and re-enforced above

all by the swarm of renegades of all races, who were always ready to attach

themselves to every state religion, every belief surrounded by privileges and

worldly advantages, and who will be the first to return to Christianity, if

some day a Christian state takes the place of the Turkish. These persecu-

tions assumed exceptional rigor at the epoch of the Janissaries, whose cruel-

ties knew no bounds. To speak truly, they continued until our own day

under one form and another, but they have not been able to sap the Arme-

nian Church, which numbers even now five million faithful souls, scattered

over all parts of the globe. Etchmiadzin is revered not only by the sons of

this church, but also by the eighty thousand Armenians who have entered

within the pale of the Church of Rome, the twenty thousand who have be-

come Protestants, and a small number which has adhered to the Greek ortho-

doxy. It has had under its jurisdiction the Christians of Albania and Geor-

gia, converted by its missionaries, and has still under its jurisdiction Syrians,

Copts, and Abyssinians, who receive hospitality in its important establish-

ments in the Holy Land, for the Armenian Church at Jerusalem occupies a

position equal to that of the Greek or the Latin Church.
" In some respects misfortune is beneficial. The persecutions directed

against the Armenian Church have had some good results. They have served

to strengthen the character of the faithful who have survived them. At Con-

stantinople I have seen many Christians from Hungary and Poland embrace

Islam without difficulty in order to obtain employment in the Turkish army

or administration
; but very few Armenians succumb to this temptation,

and if an Armenian turns Mohammedan, he raises the murmur of the whole

community against him, who never pardons this apostasy. It is a spectacle

worthy of admiration, not only from the Christian but from the human
point of view, to see these Armenians who prefer to suffer for their religious

convictions rather than be loaded with honors for renouncing them. If they
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abandon the cross for the crescent their miseries cease and a free career is

opened before them of social distinction and earthly pleasures under the cBgis

of a religion which patronizes polygamy. Well ! the worship of the ideal is

so strong in them that they stubbornly refuse to change the rags of t\iG giaour
for the golden epaulettes of the pasha.

" Another result of these manifold persecutions has been to strengthen the
attachment of the Armenians to the Church of St. Gregory the Illuminator.
Etchmiadzin has become a word of enchantment, graven in the soul of every
Armenian. The Armenians of the mother country bow down with love be-

fore this sanctuary, which has already seen 1,591 summers. And as regards
those who have left their native land, if it is far from their eyes it is not far

from their hearts. A Persian monarch, Shah-Abbas, had forcibly transported

into his dominion fourteen thousand Armenian families. Like the captive

Israehtes at the remembrance of Jerusalem, these Armenians always sighed

at the recollection of Etchmiadzin. In order to keep them in their new
country, Shah-Abbas conceived the project of destroying Etchmiadzin, of

transporting the stones to Djoulfa (Ispahan), and there reconstructing a

similar convent. He actually transported the central stone of the chief

altar, the baptismal fonts, and other important pieces, but the emotion of the

Armenians became so great that he was forced to give up his project of

vandalism.

" If Armenia has been exposed to so many calamities for having embraced

the Christian religion, the latter has, however, rendered inestimable services

in its turn. There it has organized charity and spread instruction, and it has

maintained the Armenian nationality.

" The spirit of charity which forms the very basis of the Christian religion

has penetrated the hearts of the people. Innumerable houses of piety and

benevolence have been erected in all parts of the country, and the sick and

disinherited have always found hands stretched out to help them. Narses

the Great himself built more than two thousand charitable establishments :

hospitals for lepers and the infirm, hospitals for the poor, houses of refuge

for the old, the orphans and the indigent, hospices for foreign travelers and

priests, monasteries, nunneries, etc. This spirit is equally evident among

Armenians in other countries, and if you enter Constantinople by the rail-

way from Roumelia, the first great building which strikes your eyes is the

Armenian hospital of Gedi-Kouleh, with its thousand inmates who are treated

with every care.

" The revolution brought about by Christianity in the ideas of the Ar-

menian people has pushed them forward in the way of instruction. The

Armenians formed their own alphabet, and from the Greek text of the Septu-

agint and from the Syriac version called Peshito, they translated the Bible

with a skill that has been highly appreciated by Golius, Hottinger, Piques,

and Pierre Ledbrun, while Lacroze did not hesitate to proclaim the Ar-

menian version of the New Testament ' the queen of all versions.' They
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have produced, generally in the silence of a number of flourishing cloisters,

an immense literature, ' one of the most fruitful and interesting in the Chris-

tian East,' according to the celebrated French Armenist, Victor Langlois.

' The Armenian liturgy,' says another distinguished Armenist, Edouard Du-

laurier, ' contains a number of prayers in which the turn and movement of

the thought, the majestic fullness and correctness of the style, reveal an

original composition which is entirely Armenian.' Their poetic genius has

produced superb canticles which do honor to the Christian inspiration, of

which a selection is to be found in their national hymnary (Sharagan), justly

compared to a diamond necklace.

" Christianity, when it became a national church, maintained the Ar-

menian nationality. Without it the Armenians would have been absorbed

in Zoroastrianism, and at a later period in Islamism ; for in that nest of re-

ligions which goes by the name of the East, religion makes nationality ; and

the peoples are nothing but religious communities. That is why the Arme-

nians, especially after the loss of their political independence, look askance

at every attempt to detach the faithful from their church. Surrounded at

the present day by orthodoxy (i. e., the Greek Church), Catholicism, and

Protestantism, each of which aims at bringing this martyrized church into its

course, they believe it is their duty to maintain the status quo, because they

would not be able to satisfy the three churches all at once, and because their

church is the last refuge of their nationality. They possess a national church,

just as they possess a national language and literature, with a national alpha-

bet, a national era and a national history, a national music and a national

architecture, and they do not wish to sacrifice them to the national char-

acteristics of the more numerous nations ; for, in their eyes, numbers do not

constitute merit, and human civilization owes more to Greece, which is mi-

croscopically small, than to China, which is colossal in its greatness. They
are conscious of their mission in Asia, and M. Fdix Neve did not exagger-

ate in any respect when he wrote these lines :
' By a twofold phenomenon,

which is very rare in history, the Armenian people, strong by reason of an

admirable fidelity to its character and its faith, survives the wars and revolu-

tions that have in a way decimated it ; it possesses in its literary and liturgical

idiom a sign of its vitality and a pledge of its perpetuity. One could believe

that it is destined to take part some day in the regeneration of Asia.'

" The foreign missionaries who find it convenient to preach Christianity

to the faithful of the church nearly contemporary with Christ, ought not to

forget that it is their first duty not to weaken in any way the position of a

church which is in daily conflict with the powerful religion of Islam. Blessed

be the church which should undertake to propagate among the Christians of

Armenia, not such or such a form of Christianity, but an instruction and an

education which render a people capable of reconciling respect for the past

with the exigencies of the modern spirit ! From this point of view, the

American college at Constantinople renders greater services than those who
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waste their time in inculcating Puritan simplicity on the brilliant imagination
of an Eastern people.

"The Armenian Church belongs to the Eastern Church, and its rites do
not differ much from those of the Greek Church ; but it is completely au-

tonomous, and is ruled by its deacons, priests, and bishops, whose ecclesias-

tical vestments recall those of the Greeks and Latins. It has a special

hagiography, which embraces the entire ecclesiastical year ; a special ritual,

a special missal, a special breviary, a special hymnary. It admits the seven
sacraments, but administers extreme unction only to the ecclesiastics ; does

not recognize either expiations or indulgences
; and celebrates the commun-

ion with unleavened bread and wine without water. It holds Easter at the

date assigned by Christians before the Nicene Council, and the Nativity and
Epiphany on the 6th of January. It prescribes fasting on Wednesday and
Friday, and has a period of fasting and an orderof saints which are peculiar to

it. It believes that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father. It is not at

all Eutychian, of which it has been falsely accused, for it explicitly professes

the dogma of the two natures, of the two wills, and of the two operations

in Jesus Christ. It was not a question of dogma, but of jurisdiction, that

caused it to reject the Council of Chalcedon. Its conduct is only guided by

a feeling of self-preservation, and is dictated to it by the necessities of its

situation. As long as Armenia lacks political independence, the Armenians

will not be able, without danger, to recognize the Council of Chalcedon. It

is a rampart which separates them from the Greek or Russian Church ; if

they renounce it, almost half of the nation who live under Muscovite rule

would be easily absorbed in the Russian Church and nationality. The state

of servitude in which the Armenians live will likewise prevent them from

introducing reforms in their church, whose popular character permits it to

accept without opposition the ameliorations desired by the faithful.

" Toleration is one of the glories of the Armenian Church. Its adherents

have given manifold proofs of it to the Christians of all denominations, and

if you happen to visit Etchmiadzin, you will see the tomb of Sir John Mac-

Donald, who was British envoy in Persia, quite close to the entrance of the

cathedral, among the tombs of the greatest patriarchs of modern Armenia.

The church founded by the Illuminator prays daily ' for all holy and ortho-

dox bishops,' and ' for the peace of the whole world and the stability of the

holy church,' and beseeches the mercy of God ' by the prayers and interces-

sions of those who invoke the name of the Lord of Sanctity in any country

from the rising to the setting sun.'

" Another glory of the Armenian Church is its democratic spirit. No
obstacle is put in the way of its adherents to read and study the Bible. In

the mass it practices the ceremony of cordial salutation, which the faithful

render to one another with the holy kiss. Its deacons and priests, who are

married, live from the voluntary offerings of their flocks, and it is the high

clergy only, who are bound to celibacy, who receive a very moderate stipend.
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No annual payment is required, as in certain civilized countries, to have a

pew in the church ; every Christian is received gratuitously, and rich and

poor alike bow the head side by side before the Eternal. The clergy, from

the humblest deacon to the supreme patriarch, are elected by the free will of

the ecclesiastics and the laity. In the very midst of the consecration of a

candidate, the bishop stops to ask the congregation if he is worthy of receiv-

ing orders. If one single individual calls out that he is not worthy of them,

the consecration is suspended, and if this individual proves his assertion to

the bishop, the candidate is immediately discarded. It may well be said that

the Armenian clergy are the servants and not the masters of the church."

Hinduism.—On the ninth day, also, Hinduism was dis-

^^^. cussed by Swami Vivekananda, who spoke as follows :

.iS^MR .\ "Three religions stand now in the world which have

come down to us from time prehistoric—Hinduism,

Zoroastrianism, and Judaism. They all have re-

ceived tremendous shocks, and all of them prove

by their survival their internal strength ; but while

Judaism failed to absorb Christianity, and was

driven out of its place of birth by its all-con-

quering daughter, and a handful of Parsees are

all that remains to tell the tale of his grand re-

ligion, sect after sect has arisen in India and

seemed to shake the religion of the Vedas to

its very foundation ; but, like the waters of the

seashore in a tremendous earthquake, it receded

only for a while, only to return in an all-absorbing

flood, a thousand times more vigorous, and when the

tumult of the rush was over, they have been all sucked

in, absorbed, and assimilated in the immense body of

another faith.

" From the high spiritual flights of Vedantic philosophy, of which the

latest discoveries of science seem like the echoes, the agnosticism of the

Buddhas, the atheism of the Jains, and the low ideas of idolatry with the

multifarious mythology, each and all have a place in the Hindu's religion.

Where then is the common center to which all these widely diverging radii

converge ? where is the common basis upon which all these seemingly hope-

less contradictions rest ?

" The Hindus have received their religion through their revelation, the

Vedas. They hold that the Vedas are without beginning and without end.

It may sound ludicrous to this audience how a book can be without begin-

ning or end. But by the Vedas no books are meant. They mean the

accumulated treasury of spiritual law discovered by different persons in dif-

ferent times. Just as the law of gravitation existed before its discovery, and
would exist if all humanity forgot it, so with the laws that govern the spirit-

RABBI K. KOHLER,
a speaker at the Congress.
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ual world. The moral, ethical, and spiritual relation between soul and souls
and between individual spirits and the Father of all spirits were there before
their discovery and would remain even if we forgot them. The discoverers
of these laws are called Rishis, and we honor them as perfected beings ; and I

am glad to tell this audience that some of the very best of them were women.
" Here it may be said that the laws as laws may be without end, but

they must have had a beginning. The Vedas teach us that creation is

without beginning or end. Science has proved to us that the sum total of
the cosmic energy is the same throughout all. Then if there was a time
when nothing existed, where was all this manifested energy ? Some say

it was in a potential form in God. But then God is sometimes potential

and sometimes kinetic, which would make him mutable, and everything
mutable is a compound, and everything compound must undergo that

change which is called destruction. Therefore God would die. Therefore
there never was a time when there was no creation. If I may be allowed

to apply a simile, creation and creator are two lives, without beginning and
without end, running parallel to each other, and God is power, an ever-

active providence, under whom systems after systems are being evolved out

of chaos—made to run for a time and again destroyed. This is what the

Hindu boy repeats every day with his guru :
' The sun and the moon, the

Lord created after other suns and moons.' And this agrees with science.

" Here I stand, and if I shut my eyes and try to conceive my existence,

I, I, I—what is the idea before me ? The idea of a body. Am I, then,

nothing but a combination of matter and material substances ? The Vedas

declare ' No,' I am a spirit living in a body. I ajn not the body. The body

will die, but I will not die. Here am I in this body, and when it fails still

I shall go on living. And also I had a past. The soul was not created

from nothing, for creation means a combination, and that means a cer-

tain future dissolution. If, then, the soul was created, it must die. There-

fore it was not created. Some are born happy, enjoying perfect health,

beautiful body, mental vigor, and with all wants supplied. Others are born

miserable ; some are without hands or feet, some idiots, and only drag on a

miserable existence. Why, if they are all created, does a just and merciful

God create one happy and the other unhappy ? Why is he so partial ? Nor

would it mend matters in the least to hold that those that are miserable in

this life will be perfect in a future. Why should a man be miserable here in

the reign of a just and merciful God ? In the second place, it does not give

us any cause, but simply a cruel act of an all-powerful being, and therefore

unscientific. There must have been causes, then, to make a man miserable

or happy before his birth, and those were his past actions. Are not all the

tendencies of the mind and those of the body answered for by inherited

aptitude from parents ? Here are the two parallel lines of existence—one

that of mind, the other that of matter. If matter and its transformation

answer for all that we have, there is no necessity of supposing the existence

134
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of a soul. But it can not be proved that thought has been evolved out of

matter, and if a philosophical monism is inevitable, a spiritual monism is cer-

tainly logical and no less desirable, but neither of these is necessary here.

"We can not deny that bodies inherit certain tendencies from heredity,

but these tendencies only mean the secular configuration, through which a

pecujiar mind alone can act in a peculiar way. Those peculiar tendencies in

that soul have been caused by his past actions, and a soul with a certain tend-

ency would go and take birth in a body which is the fittest instrument of

the display of that tendency by the laws of affinity. And this is in perfect

accord with science, for science wants to explain everything by habit, and

habit is got through repetitions. So these repetitions are also necessary to

explain the natural habits of a new-born soul—and they were not got in this

present life ; therefore they must have come down from past lives.

" But there is another suggestion ; taking all these for granted, how is it

that I do not remember anything of my past life ? This can be easily ex-

plained. I am now speaking English. It is not my mother tongue ; in

fact, no words of my mother tongue are present in my consciousness
; but

let me try to bring them up, they rush into my consciousness. That shows:

that consciousness is the name only of the surface of the mental ocean, and

within its depths are stored up all our experiences. Try and struggle, and

they will come up and you will be conscious. This is the direct and demon-

strative evidence. Verification is the perfect proof of a theory and here is

the challenge, thrown to the world by the Rishis. We have discovered pre-

cepts by which the very depths of the ocean of memory can be stirred up

—

try it, and you would get a complete reminiscence of your past life.

" So then the Hindu believes that he is a spirit. Him the sword can not

pierce—him the fire can not burn—him the water can not melt—him the air

can not dry. And that every soul is a circle whose circumference is no-

where, but whose center is located in a body, and death means the change of

this center from body to body. Nor is the soul bound by the conditions of

matter. In its every essence it is free, unbounded, holy and pure and per-

fect. But somehow or other it has got itself bound down by matter, and

thinks itself matter ? Why should the free, perfect, and pure being be

under the thraldom of matter ? is the next question. How can the perfect

be deluded into the belief that he is irnperfect ? We have been told that

the Hindus shirk the question and say that no such question can be there ;

and some thinkers want to answer it by the posing of one or more quasi

perfect beings, and big scientific names to fill up the gap. But naming is

not explaining. The question remains the same—how the perfect becomes

the quasi perfect. How can the pure, the absolute, change even a micro-

scopic particle of its nature ? But the Hindu is more sincere. He does not

want to take shelter under sophistry. He is brave enough to face the ques-

tion in a manly fashion. And his answer is, ' I do not know.' I do not

know how the perfect being, the soul, came to think itself imperfect, as
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joined to and conditioned by matter. But the fact is a fact for all that.
It is a fact in everybody's consciousness that he thinks himself as the body.
We do not attempt to explain why I am in this body. The answer that it

is the will of God is no explanation. It is nothing more than what they say
themselves, 'We do not know.'

"The human soul is eternal and immortal, perfect and infinite, and death
means only a change of center from one body to another. The present is

determined by our past actions, and the future will be by the present ; it will
go on evolving up or reverting back from birth to birth and death to death.
But here is another question : Is man a tiny boat in a tempest, raised one
moment on the foaming crest of a billow and dashed dpwn into a yawning
chasm the next, rolling to and fro at the mercy of good and bad actions a
powerless, helpless wreck in an ever-raging, ever-rushing, uncompromising
current of cause and effect—a little moth placed under the wheel of causa-
tion, which rolls on,- crushing everything in its way, and waits not for the
widows' tears or the orphans' cry ? The heart sinks at the idea, yet this is the
law of Nature. Is there no hope ? Is there no escape ? was the cry that

went up from the bottom of the heart of despair. It reached the Throne of
Mercy, and words of hope and consolation came down and inspired a Vedic
sage, and he stood up before the world and in trumpet voice proclaimed the

glad tidings. ' Hear ye, children of immortal bliss, even ye that reside in

higher spheres. I have found the Ancient One, who is beyond all darkness,

all delusion, and knowing him alone you shall be saved from death over

again. Children of immortal bliss, what a sweet, what a hopeful name !

'

Allow me to call you, brethren, by that sweet name, heirs of immortal bliss

—

yea, the Hindu refuses to call you sinners. Ye are the children of God, the

sharers of immortal bliss, holy and perfect beings, ye are divinities on earth.

Sinners ? It is a sin to call a man so ; it is a standing libel on human nature.

Come up, oh, live and shake off the delusion that you are sheep
; you are

souls immortal, spirits free and blessed and eternal
;
ye are not matter, ye are

not bodies ; matter is your servant, not you the servant of matter.

" Thus it is that the Vedas proclaim, not a dreadful combination of un-

forgiving laws, not an endless prison of cause and effect, but that ~at the head

of all these laws, in and through every particle of matter and force, stands

One through whose command the wind blows, the fire burns, the clouds rain,

and death stalks upon the earth. And what is his nature ? He is everywhere

the pure and formless One. The Almighty and the All-merciful. ' Thou
art our father ; thou art our mother ; thou art our beloved friend

; thou art

the source of all strength ;
give us strength. Thou art he that bearest the

burdens of the universe ; help me bear the little burden of this life.' Thus

sang the Rishis of the Veda ; and how to worship him—through love. ' He
is to be worshiped as the one beloved,' ' dearer than everything in this and

the next life.'

" This is the doctrine of love preached in the Vedas, and let us see how it
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is fully developed and preached by Krishna, whom the Hindus believe to

have been God incarnate on earth. He taught that a man ought to live in

this world like a lotus leaf, which grows in water, but is never moistened by

water—so a man ought to live in this world—his heart to God and his hands

to work. It is good to love God for hope of reward in this or the next

world, but it is better to love God for love's sake, and the prayer goes

:

' Lord, I do not want wealth, nor children, nor learning. If it be thy will, I

will go to a hundred hells, but grant me this, that I may love thee without

the hope of reward—unselfishly love for love's sake.' One of the disciples of

Krishna, Emperor of India, was driven from his throne by his enemies, and

had to take shelter in a forest in the Himalayas with his queen, and there

one day the queen was asking him how it was that he, the most virtuous of

men, should suffer so much misery ; and Yuohistera answered :
' Behold, my

queen, the Himalayas, how beautiful they are ; I love them. They do not

give me anything, but my nature is to love the grand,, the beautiful, there-

fore I love them. Similarly, I love the Lord. He is the source of all

beauty, of all sublimity. He is the only object to be loved ; my nature is to

love him, and therefore I love. I do not pray for anything ; I do not ask for

anything. Let him place me wherever he likes. I must love him for love's

sake. I can not trade in love.'

"The Vedas teach that the soul is divine, only held under bondage of

matter, and perfection will be reached when the bond shall burst, and the

word they use is therefore Mukto—freedom, freedom from the bonds of im-

perfection, freedom from death and misery. And this bondage can only fall

off through the mercy of God, and this mercy comes on the pure, so purity

is the condition of his mercy. He reveals himself to the pure heart, and the

pure and stainless man sees God, yea even in this life, and then, and then only,

all the crookedness of the heart is made straight. Then all doubt ceases.

He is no more the freak of a terrible law of causation. So this is the very

center, the very vital conception of Hinduism. The Hindu does not want

to live upon words and theories^f there are existences beyond the ordinary

sensual existence, he wants to come face to face with them. If there is a soul

in him which is not matter, if there is an all-merciful universal soul, he will

go to him direct. He must see him, and that alone can destroy all doubts.

So the best proof a Hindu sage gives about the soul, about God, is ' I have

seen the soul ; I have seen God.' And that is the only condition of perfec-

tion. The Hindu religion does not consist in struggles and attempts to be-

lieve a certain doctrine or dogma, but in realizing ; not in believing, but in

being and becoming.
" So the whole struggle in their system is a constant struggle to become

perfect, to become divine, to reach God and see God, and this reaching God,

seeing God, becoming perfect, even as the Father in Heaven is perfect, con-

stitutes the religion of the Hindus. And what becomes of man when he

becomes perfect .? He lives a life of bliss, infinite. He enjoys infinite and
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perfect bliss, having obtained the only thing in which man ought to have
pleasure, God, and enjoys the bliss with God.

" So far all the Hindus are agreed. This is the common religion of all
the sects of India

;
but then the question comes, perfection is absolute and

the absolute can not be two or three. It can not have any qualities It can
not be an mdividual. And so when a soul becomes perfect and absolute it

must become one with Brahma, and he would only realize the Lord as the
perfection, the reality, of his own nature and existence, the existence abso-
lute, knowledge absolute, and life absolute. We have often and often read
about this being called the losing of individuality, as becoming a stock or a
stone. ' He jests at scars that never felt a wound.' I tell you it is nothing
of the kind. If it is happiness to enjoy the consciousness of this small body,
it must be more happiness to enjoy the consciousness of
two bodies, so three, four, five ; and the aim, the
ultimate of happiness would be reached when
it would become a universal consciousness. X
Therefore, to gain this infinite universal in-

dividuahty, this miserable little prison in-

dividuality must go. Then alone can death

cease when I am one with life ; then alone

can misery cease when I am one with hap-

piness itself ; then alone can all errors cease

when I am one with knowledge itself ; and
it is the necessary scientific conclusion sci-

ence has proved to me that physical individ-

uality is a delusion, that really my body is

one little continuously changing body, in an

unbroken ocean of matter, and the Adwai-
tam is the necessary conclusion with my
other counterpart, mind.

" Science is nothing but the finding of unity,

and as any science can reach the perfect unity, it

would stop from further progress, because it

would reach the goal ; thus chemistry can not

progress farther, when it would discover one

element out of which all others could be made. Physics would stop

when it would be able to fulfill its services in discovering one energy of which

all the others are but the manifestations ; and the science of religion became

perfect when it discovered Him who is the one life in a universe of death,

Him who is the constant basis of an ever-changing world. One who is the

only soul of which all souls are but delusive manifestations. Thus was it,

through multiplicity and duality, the ultimate unity was reached, and religion

can go no farther, and this is the goal of all, again and again, science after

science, again and again.

REV. FRANCIS E. CLARK,

a speaker at the Congress.
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" And all science is bound to come to this conclusion in the long run.

Manifestation, and not creation, is the word of science of to-day, and he is

only glad that what he had cherished in his bosom for ages is going to be

taught in some forcible language, and with further light b)' the latest conclu-

sions of science.

" Descend we now from the aspirations of philosophy to the religion of

the ignorant ? On the very outset, I may tell you that there is no polythe-

ism in India. In every temple, if one stands by and listens, he will find the

worshipers applying all the attributes of God, including omnipresence, to

these images. It is not polytheism, neither would the name henotheism

answer our question.

" I remember when I was a boy, a Christian man was preaching to a

crowd in India. Among other sweet things he was telling the people that

if he gave a blow to their idol with his stick, what could it do ? One of his

hearers sharply answered, 'If I abuse your God, what can he do?' 'You

would be punished,' said the preacher, 'when you die.' 'So my idol will

punish you when you die,' said the villager.

" The tree is known by its fruits ; and when I have been among them

that are called idolatrous men, the like of whom in morality and spirituality

and love I have never seen anywhere, I stop and ask myself. Can sin beget

holiness ?

" Superstition is the enemy of man, bigotry worse. Why does a Christian

go to church, why is the cross holy, why is the face turned toward the sky

in prayer ? Why are there so many images in the Catholic church, why are

there so many images in the minds of Protestants, when they pray ? My
brethren, we can no more think about anything without a material image

than it is profitable for us to live without breathing. And by the law of

association the material image calls up the mental idea, and vice versa.

Omnipotent, to almost the whole world means nothing. Has God superficial

area ? if not, when we repeat the word we think of the extended earth, and

that is all.

" As we find that somehow or other, by the laws of our constitution, we

have got to associate our ideas of infinity with the ideal of a blue sky, or a

sea ; the omnipresence covering the idea of holiness with an idol of a church,

or a mosque, or a cross—so the Hindus have associated the ideas of holiness,

purity, truth, omnipresence, and all other ideas, with different images and

forms. But with this difference ; upon certain actions some are drawn their

whole lives to their idol of a church and never rise higher, because with them

religion means an intellectual assent to certain doctrines and doing good to

their fellows. The whole religion of the Hindu is centered in realization.

Man is to become divine, realizing the divine, and therefore idol, or temple,

or church, or books, are only the supports, the helps of his spiritual childhood

;

but on and on he must progress.

" He must not stop anywhere. ' External worship, material worship,'
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says the Vedas, ' is the lowest stage
; struggling to rise high, mental prayer is

the next stage
;
but the highest stage is when the Lord has been realized.'

Let the same earnest man who was kneeling before the idol tell you hereafter
of struggles. ' Him the sun can not express, nor the moon, nor the stars,

the lightning can not express him, nor what we speak of fire ; through him'
they all shine.' But with this difference : he does not abuse the images or
call it sin. He recognizes in it a necessary stage of his life. ' The child is

father of the man.' Would it be right for the old man to say that childhood
is a sin, or youth a sin ?

" If a man can realize his divine nature with the help of an image, would
it be right to call it a sin ? Nor even when he has passed that stage that he
should call it an error. To the Hindu, man is not traveling from error to
truth, but from truth to truth, from lower to higher truth. To him all the
religions, from the lowest fetichism to the highest absolutism, mean so many
attempts of the human soul to grasp and realize the Infinite, determined by
the conditions of its birth and association, and each of these marks a stage of
progress, and every soul is a child eagle soaring higher and higher, gathering
more and more strength, till it reaches the glorious sun.

" Unity in variety is the plan of nature, and the Hindu has recognized it.

Every other religion lays down a certain amount of fixed dogma, and tries to

force the whole society through it. They lay down before society one coat

which must fit Jack, and Job, and Henry, all ahke. If it does not fit John
or Henry, they must go without coat to cover body. They have discovered

that the absolute can only be realized, or thought of, or stated through the

relative ; and the images, cross or crescent, are simply so many centers, so

many pegs to help on the spiritual idea. It is not that this help is necessary

for every one, but for many ; and those that do not need it have no right to

say that it is wrong.
" One thing I must tell you. Idolatry in India does not mean a horror.

It is not the mother of harlots. On the other hand, it is the attempt of un-

developed minds to grasp high spiritual truths. The Hindus have their own
faults, they sometimes have their exceptions ; but mark this, it is always

toward punishing their own bodies, and never to cut the throats of their

neighbors. If the Hindu fanatic burns himself on the pyre, he never lights

the fire of inquisition ; and even this can not be laid at the door of religion

any more than the burning of witches can be laid at the door of Christianity.

" To the Hindu, then, the whole world of religions is only a traveling, a

coming up, of different men and women, through various conditions and

circumstances, to the same goal. Every religion is only an evolving a God
out of the material man ; and the same God is the inspirer of all of them.

Why, then, are there so many contradictions ? They are only apparent, says

the Hindu. The contradictions come from the same truth adapting itself

to the different circumstances of different natures.

" It is the same light coming through different colors. And these little
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variations are necessary for that adaptation. But in the heart of everything-

the same truth reigns ; the Lord has declared to the Hindu in his incarna-

tion as Krishna :
' I am in every religion, as the thread through a string of

pearls. And wherever thou seest extraordinary holiness and extraordinary

power raising and purifying humanity, know ye that I am there.' And
what was the result ! Through the. whole order of Sanskrit philosophy, I

challenge anybody to find any such expression as that the Hindu only would

be saved and none others. Says Vyas :
' We find perfect men even beyond

the pale of our caste and creed.' One thing more. How can, then, the

Hindu, whose whole idea centers in God, believe in the Buddhist who is

agnostic, or the Jain who is atheist ?

" The Buddhists do not depend upon God ; but the whole force of their

religion is directed to the great central truth in every religion, to evolve a

God out of man. They have not seen the Father, but they have seen the

Son. And he that hath seen the Son hath seen the Father. This, brethren,

is a short sketch of the ideas of the Hindus. The Hindu might have failed

to carry out all his plans, but if there is to be ever a universal religion, it

must be one which would hold ho location in place or time, which would be

infinite like the God it would preach, whose sun shines upon the followers of

Krishna or Christ, saints or sinners alike ; which would not be the Brah-

man or Buddhist, Christian or Mohammedan, but the sum total of all these,

and still have infinite space for development ; which in its catholicity would

embrace in its infinite arms and formulate a place for every human being,

from the lowest groveling man who is scarcely removed in intellectuality

from the brute, to the highest mind, towering almost above humanity, and

who makes society stand in awe and doubt his human nature. It would be

a religion which would have no place for persecution or intolerance in its

polity, and would recognize a divinity in every man or woman, and whose

whole scope, whose whole force, would be centered in aiding humanity to

realize its divine nature. Offer religions in your hand, and all the nations

must follow thee. Asoka's council was a council of the Buddhist faith.

Akbar's, though more to the purpose, was only a parlor meeting. It was re-

served for America to call, to proclaim to all quarters of the globe that the

Lord is in every religion.

" May He who is the Brahma of the Hindus, the Ahura-Mazda of the

Zoroastrians, the Buddha of the Buddhists, the Jehovah of the Jews, the

Father in Heaven of the Christians, give strength to you to carry out your

noble idea. The star arose in the East ; it traveled steadily toward the

West, sometimes dimmed and sometimes effulgent, till it made a circuit of

the world, and now it is again rising on the very horizon of the East, the

borders of the Tasifu, a thousand-fold more effulgent than it ever was before.

Hail Columbia, mother-land of liberty ! It has been given to thee, who
never dipped her hand in her neighbor's blood, who never found out that

shortest way of becoming rich by robbing one's neighbors, it has been given
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to thee to march on at the vanguard of civilization with the flag of har-
mony."

Evolution and Christianity.—On the seventeenth day Henry Drummond
author of Natural Law in the Spiritual World, spoke on Evolution and
Christianity. The following extracts are from his address

:

" True science is as much a care of true theology as any branch of truth,
and if it is necessary for a few moments to approach the subject partly in an
apologetic attitude, the final object is to show, not how certain old theo-
logical conceptions have saved their skins in recent conflicts, but that they
have come out of the struggle enriched, purified, and enlarged.

"The first fact to be registered is that evolution has swept over the doc-
trine of creation, and left it untouched, except for the better. The stages in
the advance here are easily noted. Working in its own
field, science made the discovery of how God made
the world. To science itself this discovery was as

startling and as unexpected as it has ever been

to theology. Exactly fifty years ago Mr.
Darwin wrote in dismay to Hooker that

the old theory of specific creation—that

God made all species apart and introduced

them into the world one by one—was
melting away before his eyes. He unbur-

dens the thought, as he says in his letter,

almost 'as if he were confessing a murder.'

But so entirely has the world bowed to the

weight of the facts before which even Dar-

win trembled, that one of the last books on

Darwinism, by so religious a mind as that of

Mr. Alfred Russell Wallace, contains in its

opening chapter these words :
' The whole sci-

entific and literary world, even the whole edu-

cated public, accept as a matter of common
knowledge the origin of species from other allied species by the ordinary

process of natural birth. The idea of special creation, or any other excep-

tional mode of production, is absolutely extinct.' Theology, after a period

of hesitation, accepted this version on the whole. The hesitation was not

due, as is often supposed, to prejudice. What theology waited for was what

science itself was waiting for—the arrival of the proof.

" That the doctrine of evolution is proved yet, no one will assert. That

in some of its forms it is never likely to be proved, many are even con-

vinced. It will be time for theology to be unanimous about it when science

is unanimous about it. Yet it would be idle not to record the fact that in a

general form it has received the widest assent from modern theology. And
there is nothing here but gain. If science is satisfied, ev.en in a general way,

PROF. HENRY DRUMMOND,
a speaker at the Congress.
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with its theory of evolution as the method of creation, ' assent ' is a cold

word with which those whose business it is to know and love the ways of

God should welcome it. It is needless at this time of day to point out the

surpassing grandeur of the new conception. How it has filled the Christian

imap-ination and kindled to enthusiasm the soberest scientific minds from

Darwin downward, is known to every one. For that splendid hypothesis

we can not be too grateful to science ; and that theology can only enrich

itself which gives it even temporary place in its doctrine of creation. The

theory of evolution fills a gap at the very beginning of our religion
; and no

one who looks now at the transcendent spectacle of the world's past as dis-

closed by science, will deny that it has filled it worthily. Yet, after all, its

beauty is not the part of its contribution to Christianity which one empha-

sizes here. Scientific theology required a new view, though it did not

require it to come in so magnificent a form. What it needed was a credible

presentation, in view especially of astronomy, geology, palaeontology, and

biology. These, as we have said, had made the former theory simply unten-

able. And science has supplied theology With a theory which the intellect

can accept, and which for the devout mind leaves everything more worthy of

worship than before.

" As to the time-honored question of the relation of that theory to the

Book of Genesis, it may surely be said that theology has now no longer any

difficulty. The long and interesting era of the " reconcilers ' is to be looked

upon as past. That was a necessary era. With the older views of revelation

there was no alternative but to harmonize the Mosaic cosmogony with palae-

ontology. And no more gallant or able attempts were ever made to bridge

an apparently serious gulf than were the ' Reconciliations ' of Hugh Miller

and Chalmers, of Kurtz and Guyot, and the band of brilliant men who spent

themselves over this great apology. But the solution, when it came, reached

us from quite another quarter.

" For, wholly apart from this problem, theology meantime was advancing

in new directions. The science of Biblical criticism was born. The doc-

trine of evolution, casting its transforming light over every branch of knowl-

edge, came in time to be applied to the literature and doctrine of the Old

Testament. Under the new light the problem of the reconciliation of

Genesis and science simply disappeared. The two things lay in different

regions, no bridge was necessary, and none was called for. Genesis was not

a scientific but a religious book, and there being no science there, for theo-

logians to put it there, or ' reconcile ' as if it were there, was seen to be a

mistake. This new position is as impregnable as it is final. Genesis is a

presentation of one or two great elementary truths to the childhood of the

world. It can only be read aright in the spirit in which it was written, with

its original purpose in view and its original audience. Dating from the

childhood of the world, written for children, and for that child spirit in man

which remains unchanged by time, it takes color and shape accordingly.
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Its object is purely religious, the point being, not how certain things
made—which is a question for science, which the revealer of truth has every
where left to science—but that God made them. It is not dedicated to
science, but to the soul. It is a sublime theology, a hymn of creation given
in view of idolatry or polytheism, telling the worshipful youth of the earth
that the heavens and the earth and every flying and creeping thing were
made by God.

"This conclusion, and it can not be too widely asserted, is now a com-
monplace with scientific theology. The misfortune is that, with the broken
state of the churches, there is no one to announce in the name of theology
that this controversy is at an end. The theological world needs nothing as
much just now as a clearing house, a register office, a something akin to the
ancient councils, where the legitimate gains of theological science may be
registered, the new advances chronicled, popular errors exploded, and authori-
tative announcements made of the exact position of affairs. The waste of
time both to friends and foes—to friends in laboriously proving what is set-

tled, to foes in ingloriously slaying the slain—is a serious hindrance to the
progress of truth

;
and could any council have dealt with this controversy,

let us say, as a British Association with Bathybius, the religious world would
be spared such paltry spectacles as Mr. Huxley annihilating Mr. Gladstone,
in presence of a blaspheming enemy, over a problem which to real theology
is non-existent. Probably nine tenths of the ' modern attacks ' upon religion

from the side of science are assaults upon positions which theological science

has itself discredited, but whose disclaimers, for want of a suitable platform

to announce them from, have not been heard.

" Evolution has swept over the Church's conception of origins and left it

also untouched except for the better. The method of creation is one thing,

the question of origin is another. There is only one theory of the method
of creation in the field, and that is evolution ; but there is only one theory of

origins in the field, and that is creation. Instead of abolishing a creative

hand, in short, as is sometimes supposed, evolution demands it. All that

Mr. Darwin worked at was the origin of species ; he discovered nothing new,

and professed to know nothing new about the origin either of matter or of

life. Nothing is more ignorant than the attempt to pit evolution or natural

law against creation, as if the one excluded the other. The Christian apolo-

gist who tries to refute objections founded upon their supposed antagonism

is engaged in a wholly superfluous task. Evolution, instead of being opposed

to creation, assumes creation. Law is not the cause of the order of the

world, but the expression of it—so far from accounting for the origin of the

world, it is one of the chief things whose origin has to be accounted for.

Evolution only professes to offer an account of the development of the

world, but it does not profess either to account for it or for itself.

" The neutrality of evolution here has been again and again asserted by

its chief exponents, and the fact ought to take a place in all future discus-
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sion of the subject. Mr. Huxley's words alone should be sufficient to set

the theological mind at rest. ' The doctrine of evolution,' he writes, ' is

neither theistic nor antitheistic. It has no more to do with theism than the

first book of Euclid has. It does not even come in contact with theism con-

sidered as a scientific doctrine.' ' Behind the coToperating forces of Nature,'

says Weissman, ' which aim at a purpose, we must admit a cause, inconceiv-

able in its nature, of which we can say only one thing with certainty—that it

must be theological.'

" Far too lightly, in the past, have religious minds been wont to assume

the irreligiousness of scientific thought. Scientific thought, as scientific

thought, can neither be religious nor irreligious, yet when the pure man of

science speaks a pure word of science—a neutral and colorless word—be-

cause he has failed to put in the theological color he has been branded as an

infidel. It must not escape notice, in any summing up of the present situ-

ation, how scientific men have themselves repudiated this charge. It is not

denied that some have given ground for it by explicit utterance—even by

blatant, insolent, and vulgar utterance. But far more, and among them

those who are currently supposed to stand foremost in the opposing ranks,

have expressly denounced it and ggne out of their way to denounce it.

" Prof. Tyndall says :
' I have noticed during years of self-observation

that it is not in hours of clearness and vigor that atheism commends itself to

my mind ; that in the hours of stronger and healthier thought it ever dis-

solves and disappears, as offering no solution of the mystery in which we

dwell and of which we form part.'

"Apart from that, it may well be that some of the protest of science

against theism is directed not against a true theism but against those super-

stitions and irrational forms which it is the business of science, in whatever

department, to expose. What Tyndall calls a ' fierce and distorted theism,'

which elsewhere he does not spare, is as much the enemy of Christianity as

of science ; and if science can help Christianity to destroy it, it does well.

What we have really to fight against is both unfounded belief and unfounded

unbelief ; and there is perhaps just as much of the one as of the other afloat

in current literature. ' In these days,' says Ruskin, ' you have to guard

against the fatalist darkness of the two opposite prides : the pride of faith,

which imagines that the nature of the Deity can be defined by its convictions,

and the pride of science, which imagines that the energy of Deity can be ex-

plained by its analysis.'

" The question as to the proportion of scientific men who take the Chris-

tian side is too foreign to the present theme to call for remark ; but as a

matter of fact there is probably no more real unbelief among men of science

than among men of any other profession. The numbering of heads here is

not a system that one fancies, but as it is a line often taken on the opposite

side, and seems to have a weight with certain minds, I record here, in pass-

ing, the following authorized statement by a well-known Fellow of the
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Royal Society of London
:

' I have known the British Association under
forty-one different presidents-all leading men of science, with the exception
of two or three appointed on other grounds. On looking over these fortv-
one names, I count twenty who, judged by their private utterances or private
communications, are men of Christian belief and character, while iudLd bv
the same test, only four disbelieve in any divine revelation. Of the remain-
ing seventeen, some have possibly been religious men, and others may have
been opponents

;
but it is fair to suppose that the greater part have given no

very serious thought to the subject. I do not mean to say that all these
twenty have been men of much spirituality, and certainly some of them
have not been classed as orthodox, but the figures at least indicate that
religious faith rather than unbelief has
characterized the leading men of the asso- ,

elation.'

" But to return. Instead of robbing
the world of a God, science has done more
than all the philosophies and natural theol-

ogies of the past to sustain and enrich the

theistic conception. Thus : It has made
it impossible for the world ever to worship
any other God. The sun, for instance,

and the stars have been ' found out.' Sci-

ence has shown us exactly what they are.

No man can worship them any more. If

science has not by searching found out

God, it has not found any other God, or

anything the least like a God that might
continue to be even a conceivable object

of worship in a scientific age. By search-

ing, though it has not found God, it has

found a place for God. At the back of

all phenomena, science posits God. As never before, from the purely phys-

ical side, there is room in the world for God ; there is a license to any one

who can name this name to affirm, to speak out, to introduce to the world

the object of his faith. And the gain here is distinct. Hitherto the-

ology held it as an almost untested dogma that God created the world.

That dogma has now passed through the fiercest of crucibles and comes
out untarnished. A permission to go on, a license from the best of mod-
ern science to resume the old belief, is at least something. By vastly

extending our knowledge of creation, science has given us a more godlike

God. The new-found energies in the world demand a will, and an ever-

present will. God no longer made the world and withdrew ; he pervades the

whole. Appearing at special crises, according to the old view, he was to be

conceived of as the non-resident God, the occasional wonder worker. Now

REV. FRANK SEWALL,
a speaker at the Congress.
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he is always there. Science has nothing finer to offer Christianity than this

exaltation of its supreme conception—God. Is it too much to say that in a

practical age like the present, when the idea and practice of worship tend to

be forgotten, God should wish to reveal himself afresh in ever more striking

ways ? Is it too much to say that at this distance from creation, with the

eye of theology resting largely upon the incarnation and work of the Man
Christ Jesus, the Almighty should design with more and more impressiveness

to utter himself as the Wonderful, the Counselor, the Great and Mighty

God ? Whether this be so or not, it is certain that every step of science

discloses the attributes of the Almighty with a growing magnificence. The

author of Natural Religion tells that ' the average scientific man worships

just at present a more awful, and as it were a greater, deity than the average

Christian.' Certain it is that the Christian view and the scientific view to-

gether form a conception of the object of worship such as the world in its

highest inspiration never reached before. The old student of natural theology

rose from his contemplation of design in Nature with heightened feelings of

the wisdom, goodness, and power of the Almighty. But never before had

the attributes of eternity, and immensity, and infinity, clothed themselves

with language so majestic in its sublimity.

"Evolution has swept over the argument from design and left it un-

changed except for the better. In its old form, it is as well to admit squarely,

this argument has been swept away. To it, as to the doctrine of special crea-

tion, the work of the later naturalists has proved absolutely fatal. But the

same hand that destroyed, fulfilled, and this beautiful and serviceable argu-

ment has lately received such a rehabilitation from evolution as to promise

for it a new lease of life and usefulness. Darwin has not written a chapter

that is not full of teleology. The ' design ' is there still, less in the part than

in the whole, less in the parts than in the relations of the parts ; and though

the time is not quite ripe yet for the full restatement of the venerable argu-

ment, it is clear we are to have it with us again invested with profounder

significance. It is of this that Mr. Huxley, after showing that the old argu-

ment is scientifically untenable, writes :
' It is necessary to remember that there

is a wider teleology which is not touched by the doctrine of evolution, but is

actually based upon the fundamental proposition of evolution.'

" Passing away from these older and more familiar problems, let me indi-

cate lastly, and in a few closing words, one or two of the more recently dis-

closed points of contact. Not a few theological doctrines, and some of

supreme significance, are for the first time beginning to feel the effect of the

new standpoint ; and though it were premature to claim actual theological

contribution from this direction, pne can not fail to notice where the rays

are striking, and to prophesy that before another half century is past a theo-

logical advance of moment may result. The adjustments already made, it

will be observed, have come exactly where all theological reconstruction

must begin, with the foundation truths, the doctrines of God, creation and
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providence. Advances in due order and all along the line from these upward
are what one might further and next expect. With suggestions in some of"

these newer directions the whole field of theology is already alive, and the
opportunity now offered to theological science for a reconstruction or illumi-
nation of many of its most important doctrines has never been surpassed in
hopefulness or interest."

Congress of Missions.—The Congress of Missions, organized by a general
committee, of which the Rev. Walter Manning Barrows, D. D., served as.

chairman, followed immediately upon the Parliament of Religions and con-
tinued for eight days with three daily sessions. The Woman's Congress of
Missions, under the direction of a committee of which Mrs. F. W. Fisk
was chairman, united with the general Congress during part of the sessions of
three days. The delegates to these congresses comprised missionaries, bene-
ficiaries of missionary labor, officers of missionary societies, and others inter-

ested. The papers and addresses were given, for the most part, by those
who had gained their information at first hand, and who could thus speak
with authority. While there was no disposition to exaggerate what had
been accomplished, or to underestimate the difficulties still in the way, the

prevailing tone of the Congress was hopeful. The questions discussed were
those having a vital relation to the work that needs to be done now.

Dr. Barrows, chairman of the Congress, stated in his opening address on
Thursday, September 28, that it had been the endeavor of the committee in

laying out the work of the Congress to give the subject of co-operation the

most prominent place ; that it was certain the world would never be Chris-

tianized by a church divided into a hundred sects, working independently of

one another, and often at cross-purposes ; and that it would only be when
the whole " body is fitly framed and knit together through that which every

joint supplieth " that the work would be accomplished ; that while the time

might never come for fusion on any large scale, it had certainly come for

co-operation on a larger scale.

A paper was presented by the Rev. George W. Knox, of Tokio, Japan,,

on Denominational Comity and Co-operation, after which the Rev. Edwin

M. Bliss, of New York city, formerly of Constantinople, read a paper on

Co-operation Applied : Practical Methods, in which he said :

" Co-operation in mission work is the working together of the different

branches of the Christian Church with God, to evangelize the world and

build up the kingdom of God. It is applicable to every department of

Christian effort. It is interesting to note the advance that is indicated by

the use of the term co-operation. A few years ago the great word, in speak-

ing of the relations of missionary societies to each other, was comity. Com-

ity is but a form of courtesy. I will not interfere with you and I shall

expect that you will not interfere with me. It almost necessitated separate

fields, separate developments, separate results. Co-operation is something

far more than this. It recognizes that each separate body has a place and
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can do a work which is an essential part of the best success of all. Let us

look at what is already being d6ne. In the field of home missions two

events stand out very prominently : First, the action of the home mission-

ary societies of the Congregational, Presbyterian, and Reformed Churches,

and second, the interdenominational commission of the State of Maine.

The Baptists, Christians, Congregationalists, Free Baptists, and Methodists,

comprising eight ninths of the evangelical Christians of the State of Maine,

have covenanted to promote co-operation in the organization and the main-

tenance of churches in their State, to prevent waste of resources and effort

in smaller towns, and to stimulate missionary work in destitute regions.

" Turning to the foreign work, two events attract particular notice : The

great conference in London in 1888, and the interdenominational confer-

ence of foreign missionary boards and societies in the United States and

Canada held in New York city in January, 1893. . . . What methods may
be adopted to secure the application of these principles ? The first and

most obvious is a better mutual acquaintance on the part of missionaries and

the boards and the general public as to the work of different societies ; this

to be secured by increased consultation and wider diffusion of missionary

intelligence."

After discussion of the subject by the Congress a resolution was intro-

duced declaring that, since the question of missionary co-operation was one

of vital importance, and since the members of the Congress were convinced

that the time had come for practical endeavor in that direction, it was rec-

ommended that a committee be appointed to prepare a memorial on the

subject and address it to all missionary societies throughout the world, urg-

ing upon them the importance of establishing a World's Congress of Mis-

sions to secure a better organization of missionary forces. This resolution

was adopted, and accordingly a committee was appointed consisting of ten

members, the following denominations being represented : Presbyterian,

Congregational, Protestant Episcopal, Reformed Episcopal, Methodist Epis-

copal, Baptist, Evangelical Lutheran, Christian, the Reformed Church of

America, and the Congregational Church of England. The Rev. John

Henry Barrows was appointed chairman of this committee.

The Rev. George Washburn, D. D., of Constantinople, presented a paper

on The True Aim and Methods of Missionary Work, from which the fol-

lowing quotations are made :

"It is through the heart rather than the intellect, through those affec-

tions which are universal and peculiar to no race or religion or civilization,

that we must make our first advance. The Moslem must first find Christ in

the missionary before he can find him in Jesus of Nazareth. He must

recognize the missionary as a friend before he will try to comprehend him as

a teacher. Whatever work, then, will bring the missionary and the Moslem
together, make them friends, and thus help them to understand each other,

is not only a legitimate but an essential form of missionary work. It may
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be at a given time and place better missionary work to import plows than
tracts, to help a fisherman mend his net than to repeat to him the catechism

> to dig a well than to preach a sermon, to found a college than to build a
church, to study the Koran than to read the Bible, if these things open the
way to wm men's confidence and sympathy. The true aim of missionary
work IS to make Christ known to the world. Nothing is foreign to this
work which reveals his spirit or is characteristic of his kingdom, and nothing
is essential to it which is peculiar to any sect, race, or civilization

"

In answer to the question "What should the missionary expect to ac-
complish ? " Dr. Washburn said :

" The missionary is not simply a witness bearer, nor does he expect per-
sonally to evangelize a nation. He goes out as a messenger of glad tidings,
and his first work is to find one man who will receive the message and start
a progressive series. He goes as a messenger, and remains as a helper.
Very few missionaries in semi-civilized countries have personally won as many
souls to Christ as the average pastor of an American church. It is not in the
nature of things that he should. The conversion of the nation is the work of
the people themselves, not of a foreigner

; for the new faith must be assimi-
lated and brought into relation with the character, civilization, and habits of
thought of the nation before it can exert a general controlling influence over
the people. The end, therefore, which the missionary may hope to attain is

the establishment of a living, native Christian church, strong enough to stand
by itself and evangelize the nation."

The Rev. J. T. Gracey, D. D., President of the International Missionary
Union, presented an address on the subject of Native Agencies the Chief
Hope of National Evangelization, in which he advocated the organization of

schools for training the native Christians for missionary work, and spoke in

terms of warm admiration of the willingness of the native Christians to sup-

port this work and their heroism in bearing the persecutions to which they

are subjected.

The Rev. William Miller, D. D., of Madras, India, in a paper on Educa-

tional Agencies in Missions, advocated education in missions as a strengthen-

ing, training, developing agency, and also as a preparatory agency, and said :

" Both in its theory and its practice, the Church maintains that while the

simple presentation of the message of forgiveness and love through the cross

of Christ is the highest form of Christian effort and the central means of

building up the Church, there is yet, according to the divine plan, both room
and need for humbler agencies to work in auxiliary subordination to it. The

Church's aim has been, through study of God's ordinary methods of proced-

ure, to become an instrument in making them effectual ; to lay itself along

the line of the Divine purpose, and, seeking no glory for herself, to do inten-

tionally, and therefore more rapidly, a work that must be done somehow if

the Divine purpose, are to be fully carried out in any land or among any race.

With views like these, schools, of which some were to become colleges, were
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established. In these the minds were to be formed and trained of those who

were within the Hindu, community and who could not fail to affect that

community in all its thoughts and ways. In such institutions, all truth that

could help to form thought and character aright was to be inculcated as op-

portunity served, and all to be so inculcated as to set in the forefront that

revelation of love which is the key to human history and the germ of all true

progress. As the most important among truths of this kind, the words of

Scripture, and especially the words of Christ, were to be studied. The Scrip-

tures were to be the spearhead, all other knowledge the well-fitted handle.

The Scriptures were to be the healing essence, all other knowledge the con-

genial medium through which it is conveyed.

" The aim of those who work in this way is to be instruments in helping

and hastening the changes in the thoughts and characters and tendencies of

men, which are necessary, according to the ordinary government of the world,

for the thorough accomplishment of God's great design. Now a divine prep-

aration has never yet been a short or easy thing. It requires much weary

travel for careful study of the ground. It requires the organization of a staff

and the collection of materials. It requires patient study and invention to

overcome unlooked-for obstacles. It requires time of no stinted length be-

fore it can be fairly estimated, and time in still larger measure before its full

benefit is felt. It has not been by any means for the whole of the sixty

years since they began that preparatory educational agencies have been main-

tained with a right understanding of their proper function. Even yet it is

but partly that they are thus maintained. And the introduction of Christian

thought by means of advanced education has not stood alone. Other schemes

of thought than the Christian have necessarily presented themselves to the

minds that have been stirred from the torper that has crept over their race

for centuries. In all its working, even in the lands where it is strongest, the

leaven of the Gospel has given life to—it is part of its function to give life

to—antagonism as well as approval. Every line of thought which such an-

tagonism has suggested in Europe and America—sum it up under the title

of rationalism, of agnosticism, or what you will-^has, or is fast coming to

have, its representatives in India. And in India such forms of thought find

fitting channels ready for them. Hinduism is not the idolatry and unrooted

polytheism of savages. The idolatry which has spread over it till it seems to

the superficial observer to be itself is merely a corruption and excrescence.

Within, there are aspirations as lofty and philosophies as subtle as formed

the environment of the early Church at Ephesus and Alexandria. To these

the touch of Christian education has given new life, as in the nature of the

case it was sure to do. Few things are so prominent in the India of to-day

as the attempt to read Christian thought and Christian ethic and as much as

may be of the Christian spirit into the forms of the ancient system. In try-

ing to do this some of those with whom the new influences are strongest are

earnestly engaged, and more will be so engaged ere long. Some are doing
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this with the vain desire of arresting the spread of Christianity. Some are
doing it who know well that they and those whom they influence are on the
high road to a full confession of Christ. But those who are so engaged,
whether from the one motive or the other, have of course in the meantime
the support of the multitude, to whom in a superficial way the customs of
the past are dear

;
and the loud approval of the multitude gives excuse to

the hostile and the thoughtless to declare that the revival of Hinduism has
been the sole outcome of Christian education. To men who have thought
of how humanity is actually trained, it is needless to point out that such a
phase as this was bound to come. The fact that it has come in India will be
to such men an important element in the truth that a divine preparation is

being made, however it may be regarded by those who look only on the sur-

face as a sign of failure. Educational institutions in which the foremost
youths of all faiths and classes commingle freely—in which all truth is taught

zealously and taught in its connection with Him who is the center of the

world's development and the rightful king of men—in which the dominating

principle is reliance on the guidance and the strength of the God of all the

ages—such institutions will be admitted, by every one who has head to un-

derstand and heart to sympathize with the divine ways, to be invaluable out-

posts of the Christian army. They can never be the sole dependence of the

Church universal in any land ; but it is plain that they must very greatly

increase the good effect of every other agency she employs."

The Rev. Alvirus N. Hitchcock, Ph. D., of Chicago, read a paper on

Missionary Societies : Their Place and Function in the Work of the Church,

and papers were presented also by Rev. C. P. Hard, M. A., of India, on the

Environment of the Native Convert : Caste, Polygamy, and other Hereditary

Customs, and by the Rev. H. C. Haydn, D. D., LL. D., Cleveland, Ohio, on

Obstacles to Foreign Missionary Success.

The Rev. George Smith, LL. D., Edinburgh, Scotland, read a paper en-

titled A Geographical Survey, and the Rev. Frank F. Ellinwood, D. D., of

New York, gave an address on the Reflex Influence of Foreign Missions.

The Rev. W. Elliot Griffis, D. D., of Ithaca, N. Y., presented a paper

on the subject of Citizen Rights of Missionaries, in which he quoted the

words of Secretary-of-State Everett, written in 1853, and also the statement

made by Mr. Blaine to the effect that all American missionaries stationed in

foreign lands were entitled to the protection of the United States Govern-

ment without discrimination, and continued :

" When a missionary's life or property is endangered, the Government is

as fully bound to protect him as in the case of the merchant or the traveler,

and, in case of loss or destruction of property, to seek to obtain redress. As

the Government knows not, nor inquires into the religion of its citizens, so it

knows not nor inquires into his opinions regarding Christianity. The Gov-

ernment knows only citizens, not traders or missionaries. To abate by one

jot the demand for justice in the case of the penniless missionaries, while a
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fleet is sent to indicate the majesty of the flag when money is to be coUected,

is to debase authority to the level of barbarism. If American missionaries

at Ponape are imprisoned and their property confiscated, and little or no

notice taken of it at Washington, when a whole squadron was sent to Naples

to collect money for Baltimore insurance companies, then something is

wrong in the policy of the United States Government, or we as a nation

have fallen away from a high standard.

" If a war be begun with Corea, and four hundred natives are slaughtered

with Dahlgren howitzers and Bridgeport rifles because certain American

marauders in the schooner General Sherman have been attacked, while the

Turks are allowed to burn mission pi'emises and assault American women,

then we can not help thinking there is either inconsistency or weakness at

Washington. Does the Government say that it can make absolutely no dis-

crimination between its citizens abroad ? Then let us have

interpretations and manifestations showing that it makes

no discriminations between the great countries, like

Spain or the Ottoman Empire, and little ones, like

Naples or Corea, and that its pleasure is equal in

acting as the dun or as the protector."

General B. R. Cowan, U. S. Circuit Court, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, read a paper on The Responsibili-

ties of Christian Governments as to Human
Rights ; the Rev. S. T. Baldwin, D. D.. of New
York, prepared a paper on Christian Government

and the Opium Traffic ; and Prof. George F.

Wright, D. D., of Oberlin College, presented a

paper on Science and Missions.

As the Congress of Missions came immediately

after the Parliament of Religion, frequent refer-

ences were made to it by the missionaries and oth-

ers ; and these references were uniformly friendly.

The Rev. Thomas Craven, of Lucknow, India, said

he considered the presence on the platform of the Parliament of the

many distinguished gentlemen of India a testimony to the power of Chris-

tianity in that country ; that it was the Christian missionaries who carried

the EngHsh language to the East Indies ; that Dr. Duff, of the Free

Church of Scotland, was the first instructor of the people in English

;

and the first Anglo-Indian dictionary was made by a Baptist missionary.

Joseph Cook, of Boston, in an address on the Century of Modern Missions

a Prophecy of Final Triumph, said :
" In reply to the question. What has the

science of comparative religions to say as to victories and hopes of Christian

missions ? you will allow me to be specific, for we are yet listening to the

echoes of a most memorable Parliament of Religions, and I speak as if in

the presence of the body which has made the spot on which we are as-

REV. JOSEPH COOK,

a speaker at the Congress.
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sembled historic ground. All ethnic religions have been explored in out-
line, and many of them in great detail. This is a condition of affairs which
until withm twenty-five years would not have been possible Until the last
half century it was hardly possible to obtain in the Occident any adequate
mformation regarding Brahmanism, Buddhism, Mohammedanism and the
other Oriental religions which were represented by their teachers on this
very platform in the month just closed.

"What is the result of our later information of these religions ? No
other religion now known to man can be called a serious rival to Chris-
tianity. Not one of the great ethnic non-Christian faiths has the hope of
converting the world. I know that some of them are enlarging the terri-
tory in which they are accepted, but even Mohammedanism, which has
made the greatest gains, has increased only eleven per cent in India in the
time that Christianity has increased sixty-four per cent. It is, I suppose,
within the last quarter of a century that Mohammedanism has given up the
hope of converting Africa, and in the same time Buddhism and Brahmanism
have given up the hope of converting Asia. We are to use the principles of
a Christian philosophy, of course, to judge what is worth saving and what is

to be cast away in the chaos of decay brought to us by the advancing science
of comparative religion, but as a religion only that which saves the soul is

worth saving.

" Max MuUer himself has published the opinion that it is mere futility to
assume that the Bible is to be dazzled by any other sacred book. Until
twenty-five years ago there had been some expectation on the part of ration-

alism that we might at least be able to put on the shelf very near our Bible
some of these books. But the more the study of comparative religion has

progressed, the more the brilliancy of the Word of God has come forth until

the most advanced scholars in this study admit that there is no book that can
be put on the same shelf with the Bible, or on any shelf that is not far away
from that on which the Bible lies.

" There is an absolute gospel consisting of self-evident truth and the rec-

ord of Christ, and we must accept nothing which does not come on the abso-

lute authority of one or the other of these rules of life. This is the sieve

through which all conclusions must be passed. Using this sieve with respect

to the Parliament of Religions, missions appear more necessary than they did

before the Parliament met.
" What have been the choice results of this Parliament in the field of

comparative religion ? Chief among the salient features of that great body

is the fact that it would not listen to a defense of polygamy. Among the

grand things we heard in the Parliament of Religions were the denunciation

of international injustice, and, God be praised, the Parliament by its plaudits

showed its protest against the opium traffic and slavery. The Parliament

expressed its abhorrence of caste ; it gave a hearing to every cause of philan-

thropy and reform, and exalted the religion of conscience."
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Reports were presented of missionary success among aboriginal Ameri-

cans in Africa, in India, in Siam, in the Ottoman Empire, in China, in Japan,

in France, in Spain, in South America, in Mexico, among the Jews, and

among the lepers.

The Rev. Albert S. Hunt, D. D., of New York, spoke on Bible Societies

as a Co-operative Agency in Missionary Work, stating that when the British

and Foreign Bible Society was formed the Bible had been translated into

fewer than forty languages, and that several versions were obsolete and

others required revision. The Bible Society began to multiply versions, to

publish volumes of the Scriptures by tens of thousands, and this work ex-

panded from year to year until the Scriptures have been issued in nearly four

hundred languages or dialects, and until the Bible, once so costly that it

was quite beyond the reach of the poor, in all parts of the world, is the

cheapest of all books. The total issues of Bible societies thus far exceed

the most enthusiastic anticipations of their founders. The British and

Foreign Bible Society has issued more than one hundred and thirty-five

million volumes, the American Bible Society nearly fifty-seven millions, and

the Bible Society of Scotland more than thirteen millions, making an ag-

gregate for the three leading Bible societies of the world of 206,201,404

volumes.

The Rev. S. H. Virgin, D. D., LL. D., of New York, presented a paper

on Tract and Book Societies as Co-operative Agencies, in which he showed

that the ignorance of spiritual truths that exists, the wrong teaching that

prevails, the false doctrines that are in vogue, and the era of doubt in which

we live, all demand an abundance of religious literature. The Rev. N. D.

Hillis, D. D., of Evanston, 111., in an address on The Peril of Our Nation

through Illiteracy in Morals, said :

"The International Sunday-school Association report 1 1 ,000,000 children

and youth in Protestant Sunday schools, while the Catholics have 4,000,000

under religious instruction. This leaves 10,000,000 practically outside of all

Church influence. This fact is big with peril. The sole remedy is plain.

Ethics and morals must be re-enthroned in the public schools. The expul-

sion of the Bible from schools has led the Protestant to place his children in

private schools, and the Catholic to found parochial schools. Thus the com-

mon schools have suffered on two sides. The time is ripe for compromise.

Dr. John Henry Barrows, with representatives of all the Protestant churches,

and Cardinal Gibbons, with his prelates, have found common standing ground

for religious conference, and conference should be had and agreement reached

as to certain common principles of ethics to be taught in our schools. As,

for example, the Ten Commandments, teaching the youth how to carry him-

self in the home, the market place, and the forum ; the Sermon on the Mount,

presenting the positivef virtues bearing upon conduct and character; the

supremacy of conscience, individual responsibility for influence, and the Lord's

Prayer called 'the Universal Prayer.' On these ethical principles hang all
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the law and the prophets, and the crying need of the hour is agreement upon
the part of Cathohcs and Protestants to re-enthrone ethics and morals in the
public schools."

The different aspects of the home missionary work were presented by the
Rev. Alexander Mackay-Smith, D. D.. Washington, D. C. ; the Rev. Graham
Taylor, D. D., Chicago Theological Seminary

; the Rev. John McNeil, of
London

;
the Rev. D. J. Burrell, D. D., New York

; the Rev. F. M. Bristol,
D. D., Chicago

;
the Rev. William C. Roberts, D. D., New York

; Mr!
Thomas Kane and Mr. Peter Sinclair, of Chicago

; Right Rev. Charles E.
Cheney, D. D., Chicago

; Mrs. Lucy Rider-Meyer, M. D., Chicago
; Miss

Dora Stephenson, London; Chaplain Allen Allensworth, United States;
Captain Pattie Watkins, Salvation Army, Chicago

; Mrs. F. J. Willing, New
York ;

Mrs. Emily K. Bishop, Dayton, Ohio ; Mrs. Flora K. Regal, Ober-
Hn, Ohio ; Mrs. Darwin R. James, Brooklyn.

The Special Responsibility of Young People and their Societies was the
subject of an address by the Rev. Francis E. Clark, D. D., President United
Society of Christian Endeavor ; Rev. Edwin A. Schell, General Secretary
Epworth League, Chicago

; and Mr. Robert Speer, Secretary Presbyterian

Board of Foreign Missions, New York.

Miss Ellen C. Parsons, of New York, read a paper in which she treated

the history of organized effort among women in behalf of missions. " It

was not patriotism, warning of the menace in an incoming tide of immi-
grants—that came later ; it was not national remorse demanding reparation

to the exiled Indian ; it was not even the last command of Jesus, ' disciple

all nations,' like a clarion call to the conscience ; it was a human cry, appeal-

ing expressly to woman's tenderness, and it pierced her heart. It sounded

out from that black heathenism, ages old, lost, vast, awful—the heartbreak of

motherhood, the stifled cry of distorted childhood. This was what happy

women heard in their happy, protected homes." Other aspects of the sub-

ject were treated by Mrs. Benjamin Douglas, of California ; Mrs. A. F.

SchaufBer, of New York ; Miss Sybil Carter, of the Episcopal Board ; Mrs.

M. Louise Thomas, of New York ; Miss Charlotte M. Yonge and Mrs.

Elizabeth Charles, of England. Women under the Ethnic Religions was

presented by Mrs. Moses Smith, of Chicago, and Medical Missions was the

subject of a paper by Mrs. J. T. Gracey.

Poems were read by Edna Dean Proctor and Emily Huntington Miller,

and the closing addresses of the Congress were by the Rev. Arthur T. Pier-

son, D. D., on Thy Kingdom Come, and Dwight L. Moody, on The Power

of the Spirit.

Sunday Rest.—The Sunday Rest Congress, organized by a general com-

mittee under the chairmanship of the Rev. W. W. Atterbury, D. D., was

held in the Art Institute September 28-30. The programme of the Con-

gress divided the question of Sunday Rest into its physiological, economic,

social, political, and religious relations. The papers under each of these
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heads were supplemented by brief addresses and by reports on the recent

progress of the movement in various countries.

A paper by Dr. Samuel B. Lyon, of New York, on The Physiological

Relations of Sunday Rest, showed the responsibility of the physician with

respect to this subject, the prominent position which preventive medicine

was now assuming ; that its efforts were largely directed to promoting the

power of resistance to the attacks of the micro-organisms which are recog-

nized as largely the causes of disease ; and that inasmuch as immunity from

germ disease is largely in proportion to the vigor of the individual, it is of

immense importance to secure hygienic conditions, among which periodic

rest is most important. He quoted numerous testimonies from recent med-

ical authorities in Europe as to the effect of uninterrupted labor in the condi-

tions in which it is usually carried on in

lowering the vitality and impairing the

power of resisting disease, and he showed

especially the bearing of these facts upon
the liability to mental disorders which have

been greatly increasing among us of late.

The physician may not from his profes-

sional standpoint say what particular day

should be observed as a day of rest, but he

may insist upon the great necessity of pe-

riodic intermission of labor, and if he is

also a student of social conditions and a

believer in the law of Moses and Christ,

he will join hands cordially with those who
view the subject from this point alone

and say, " By all means let the day of rest

be that which by tradition in all the lands

of Christendom has been from time imme-
morial set apart for rest from labor and

the worship of God."

Dr. N. S. Davis, of Chicago, briefly

confirmed the conclusion of the paper by facts from his own experience.
He showed the deterioration which comes from a continuous routine of
work taxing always the same faculties and muscles, which, not sufficiently

counteracted by sleep, need a change of at least one day in the week to
break up the monotony and to maintain the workman in health and effi-

ciency, whether he worked with mind or body.
The Economic and Industrial Relations of the Sunday Rest occupied

the largest proportion of the time of the Congress. George E. McNeill, of
Boston, made an earnest and pathetic plea for Sunday rest, on economic and
also on ethical grounds. Then followed a series of able reports on the re-

sults of Sunday rest in various industries
; two of these, by M. Gibon, of

REV. W. W. ATTERBURY, D. D.,

Chairman of Committee on Sunday Rest.
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Paris, and M. Baumgartner, of Rouen, gave some striking and surprising re-

sults of Sunday rest in iron, glass, and other industries in France. Thomas
Weir presented some striking facts concerning silver and other mining, con-
trasting the results in the character and comfort of the men and in the eco-
nomical working of the mines where Sunday rest is granted with the more
common practice of working seven days in the week. Similar testimony as

to the practicability and economy of Sunday rest in the oil industries was
presented by W. J. Young.

But the most important of the discussions under this head was on the
Sunday railway traffic. E. C. Beach, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, presented
the question from the side of the railway managers, recognizing the evils of
Sunday labor and the difficulty in the way of further restricting it. Shippers
of freight insisted on its speediest transportation, and the competition of rival

lines made it impossible to resist the demands of shippers. Mr. Beach pre-

sented responses, in answer to a circular letter of inquiry, from the managers
of railways operating 118,000 miles out of the total railway mileage of

196,000. These replies show a remarkable unanimity in favor of restricting

Sunday traffic to the lowest practicable limit, and as to the difficulty in the

way of further restriction for the reasons above indicated.

In criticism of the positions taken in this paper L. S. Coffin, formerly

member of the State Board of Railway Commissioners of Iowa, and who
appeared before the Congress as the authorized representative of various

orders of railway employees with an aggregate of nearly one hundred thou-

sand members, presented the employee's side of the question. By the use

of the refrigerator cars the necessity for Sunday labor in connection with

perishable freight was entirely obviated ; and if Sunday traffic were not

profitable the railway companies would decline it. There is need of federal

legislation to stop the transportation of the mails on Sunday, and to restrict

Sunday labor under the provisions of the interstate commerce regulations.

The Social and Moral Relations of the Sunday Rest were presented in a

paper by O. Prunier, of Paris, Secretary of the French Association for Sun-

day Observance, who showed the higher morals of the man and the Family

when emancipated one day in the week from the yoke of toil and to whom
Sunday brought the opportunity of new and higher thoughts and associa-

tions. Alice L. Woodbridge, of New York, pleaded the cause of women

in factories, stores, and domestic service, urging that not only should they

have rest on Sunday, but such opportunity by shorter hours of labor during

the week for self-improvement and recreation as would prepare them for the

highest duties of Sunday. She dealt largely with the question of child labor,

stating that in the United States alone, in 1880, 1,118,356 children between

the ages of ten and sixteen were employed in mines, factories, and stores.

Mrs. Florence Kelly, State Inspector of Factories in Illinois, enforced the

views of the preceding papers. She described a recent visit to a canning

establishment where were employed upward of six hundred people, of whom
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forty were children under the legal age. On the wall she found this sign r

" Until further notice, these works will run from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. every day,

including Sunday. Refusal to comply with this will be ground for immedi-

ate discharge." Miss Jane Addams, of Hull House, Chicago, illustrated by

facts which came under daily observation the necessity of weekly relief from

incessant work, and that only by co-operation could the Sunday rest be pre-

served. Mrs. J. H. Knowles, of Newark, N. J., in a paper on the home and

family life, presented a beautiful picture of what Sunday in the home was

capable of being, and of the effect of such training upon the public life of

our country. Mrs. Henrotin, who occupied the chair of the Congress at the

session at which the preceding papers were read, took occasion to express

her conviction, contrary to what she had at first held, that the practical clos-

ing of the Exposition on Sunday had been an advantage to the working

classes, inasmuch as many merchants and other employers had given one or

two half holidays in each week to their employees to visit the Fair.

Under the head of Political Relations of the Sunday Rest, William Allen

Butler, LL. D., of New York, treated Sunday laws, their grounds and limi-

tations. He discussed fully the objections which in various directions have

been brought against our American Sunday legislation. While the root of

the weekly rest as an institution is found not so much in national law as in

moral obligation, its incorporation into the general order of society is a result

of civilization aided by Christianity, both combining to give to its support

the consent of the communities, and establishing it as an institution favor-

able, if not indispensable, to the physical, moral, and social needs of man-

kind. It is therefore alike the province and duty of the Government to

maintain it for the public use and enjoyment. Sunday laws are properly

maintained as civil regulations governing men as members of society. Obe-

dience to such laws is properly claimed and enforced. The vital principle

which gives strength and stability to the world's day of rest, at once the

pledge and guarantee of its perpetuity and its beneficent power, is the faith

of humanity that it is a gift of God.

An interesting paper was read by Major-General Howard on the Sunday

rest in the public service, and especially in the army and navy. He quoted

the regulations by which unnecessary Sunday labor was prevented and the

day observed in accordance with the laws and customs of our people. Ex-

Postmaster-General John Wanamaker presented the laws and regulations

which govern the Post Office Department in its various branches with refer-

ence to Sunday labor, and gave an account of the usages of the British post

office as furnished him in a letter from the English Postmaster-General.

The question of Sunday laws was further discussed by Judge Doolittle,

who presided at this session of the Congress, and by President Rogers, of the

Northwestern University. Following along somewhat different lines from

those of Mr. Butler's paper, they reached the same conclusion.

In no way was the characteristic breadth and liberality of the Congress
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shown more strikingly than in its treatment of the relations of the Sunday
rest to religion. As the different branches of the Christian Church may be
supposed to dififer somewhat in their views of this subject, it was right that

this topic should be presented by representatives of more than one of the
denominations. Cardinal Gibbons set forth the Roman Catholic views of

the Sunday observance in a paper which more than one earnest Protestant

who heard it was prepared to accept it as presenting substantially his own
views. The view of the Lutheran Church, which constitutes one of the larg-

est denominations of this country, was presented by Prof. Spaeth, of the

Lutheran Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, and also briefly by Dr. Heil-

mann, a Lutheran pastor of Chicago. Dr. Atterbury, as the secretary of an
association in which representatives of various denominations are united,

presented what may be regarded as the commonly accepted views of the

so-called evangelical denominations. In view of the important place which

the Sabbath has always held in the social and religious life of the Hebrew
people, a distinguished Jewish rabbi. Dr. Felsenthal, was heard with interest

in a paper on the Sabbath in Judaism. He showed that the Jewish Sabbath,

both in ancient and modern times, was far from being that narrow and bur-

densome institution which it was so often regarded ; it has endowed the laws

with strength to withstand the almost unceasing and pitiless attempts to

exterminate their race and religion ; it has blessed and dignified their family

life. The laws of our American States ought to protect every congregation

assembled on their Sabbath for divine worship in a church or a chapel or a

synagogue or mosque or any other place against being disturbed in their

worship ; and they can and ought to guarantee to each person in our land,

even to the poorest, one day of perfect rest in each week of seven consecu-

tive days. All further legislation is unnecessary and would be un-American.

Let us trust in the power of public opinion. Relying upon that great power

and upon the divine blessings of our Heavenly Father, all of us can look

hopefully toward the future, and can rest assured that the land in all times to

come will have a Sabbath, a real genuine Sabbath.

A suggestive discussion of the relations of the Sunday observance to the

individual religious life was presented by Rev. W. J. A. Stewart (Baptist),

of Rochester, N. Y.

After a paper by the Rev. W. R. Huntington, D. D., of Grace Church,

New York, in which he traced the perils that menace the Sunday rest in

countries like the United States and Great Britain, where it is most fully

enjoyed, reports were presented of various associations and movements for

securing and protecting Sunday rest. Mr. Deluz, Secretary of the late Paris

Congress and of the International Federation, who has perhaps had more to

do with the progress of the cause on the Continent than any other living

man, reported the striking results which have been obtained within a recent

period in several of the states of Europe for the relief of large classes of wage-

earners from the burden of uninterrupted toil, while as yet the work seems
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only to have begun. Mr. Charles Hill, Secretary of the Workingmen's Lord's

Day Rest Association of England, reported the features of the contest in

Great Britain to maintain the ground which had long been held against the

influences which insidiously are invading the weekly rest. The Rev. Dr.

George S. Mott, President of the recently formed American Sabbath Union,

presented the history of Sabbath association and efforts in our own country

for the past half century.

The closing address was made by Archbishop John Ireland, who had pre-

sided at one of the previous sessions. He called attention to the weakening

of our reverence for Sunday as the chief cause of the infringements that are

being made upon its observance. Christians should remember that every

weakening of the Sunday tends to its total obliteration.

We are making our citizens pure money-making ma-

chines ; we are too anxious to be rich, and are willing

to sacrifice to that end every tradition and reduce

men to the level of the beast.

To indicate further how full and comprehen-

sive was the religious presentation made in

connection with the World's Congress

^
Auxiliary, the following list is given of

'& the other Congresses held in connection

I with the Parliament of Religions

:

On September 3 the Welsh churches of

all denominations united in a Congress

which was held in the Hall of Columbus,

with afternoon and evening meetings in the

First Methodist Church. The services were

almost entirely in the Welsh language. The
venerable Rowland WiUiams, the famous pul-

pit orator of Wales, delivered a sermon on

The Manifestation of Christ in the Flesh. A
paper on The Reformation and the Welsh was given by Rev. J. Evans.

The Present Condition of the Welsh People was presented by Mrs. V.

Morgan, Christianity in the Heart and in the Every-Day Life was presented

by Rev. Rosina Davies, and Rev. Dr. H. O. Rowlands spoke of The Reli-

gious Characteristics of the Welsh.

The Free Religious Association of America had a Congress in the Hall

of Washington on September 20, at which addresses were made by Thomas
Wentworth Higginson, President William J. Potter, Francis E. Abbott, Mrs.

Anna Garlin Spencer, Jenkin Lloyd Jones, Minot J. Savage, and others.

On September 22 a Congress of the King's Daughters and Sons was

held in the Hall of Washington, with addresses by Mrs. Mary Lowe Dickin-

son, Mrs. Isabella C. Davis, Mrs. Howard M. Ingham, and Mrs. Clarence

Beebe.

REV. WILLIAM R. HUNTINGTON,
a speaker at the Congress.
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A Congress of Evolutionists was held in some of the smaller halls of the

Art Institute, extending from September 27 through September 29. The
programme included addresses by B. F. Underwood, E. P. Powell, Prof. E.

D. Coppee, Dr. Martin L. Holbrook, Mr. Charles S. Ashley, Prof. E. S.

Morse, Prof. E. S. Bastin, Prof. George Gunton, and many others. This
Congress properly belonged to the Department of Science and Philosophy,

but as it was unavoidably delayed, a place in the Department of Religion

was given to it through the courtesy of the General Committee.

On September 27 a Congress was held of the International Board of

Women's Christian Associations, with addresses by Mrs. S. L. Winters, Rev.

Augusta J. Chapin, D. D., Miss C. V. Drinkwater, Mrs. John Leslie, and
others.

On October 7 there was a Congress of the Young Women's Christian

Associations, addressed by Miss Efifie K. Price, Lord Kinnaird, and others.

The Young Men's Christian Association also held an interesting Congress.

In the Department of the Public Press a noteworthy Congress on the

Religious Press was held under the direction of the Committee of Organiza-

tion, of which the Rev. Simeon Gilbert, D. D., was chairman.

Denominational Congresses.—Soon after the organization of the Con-

gresses committees were appointed to make arrangements and prepare pro-

grammes for Denominational Congresses, to include the Jewish Church, the

Catholic Church, the Catholic Societies, the General Council of the United

Norwegian Church, the Welsh Church, the Evangelical Lutheran Church,

the Congregational Church, the Universalist Church, the Lutheran General

Synod, the Disciples of Christ, the New Jerusalem Church, the Advent

Christian Church, the United Brethren Church, the Reformed Episcopal

Church, the Seventh-Day Baptist Church, the Unitarian Church, the Evan-

gelical Association Church, the Friends' Church (Orthodox), the Friends'

Church (Liberal), the Christian Scientists, the Free Religious Association,

the Reformed Church, the African Methodist Church, the King's Daughters

and Sons, the German Evangelical Synod, the Methodist Episcopal Church,

the Swedish Evangelical Mission Covenant, the Cumberland Presbyterian

Church, the International Board of Women's Christian Associations, the

Missionary Societies, the Young Women's Christian Associations, the The-

osophists, the National Christian Association, the Ethical Societies, the Sun-

day Rest Organizations, and the Evangelical Alliance. These organizations

held their Congresses for the most part in the order in which they are

named, and most of them also participated in the Union Congress. There

were also separate Congresses of Jewish Women, Lutheran Women, Con-

gregationalist Women, and Women's Missionary Societies, besides some

other sessions in which women took part.

The most imposing of all the denominational Congresses was that held by

the Catholic Church, in which Cardinal Gibbons and a great number of arch-

bishops, bishops, and priests took part. At this Congress the papal delegate

136
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Satolli aroused the greatest enthusiasm by saying :
" Go forth bearing in one

hand the Word of God and in the other the Constitution of the United

States."

The Jewish Congress was also one of extraordinary significance, as is

shown by its pubUshed proceedings. Among its leaders were the venerable

Rabbi Isaac M. Wise, Rabbi K. Kohler, and Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch, Chair-

man of the Committee of Organization.

The New Jerusalem Church Congress, under the chairmanship of the

Rev. L. P. Mercer, also attracted special attention from the active part taken

by its leaders, including the Rev. Frank Sewall, Dr. Theodore F. Wright,

and the Rev. Charles H. Mann.

Committees of organization were also appointed for the Protestant Epis-

copal Church, the Baptist Church, and the Christian Endeavor Societies
;

but these bodies did not hold separate denominational Congresses. The two

churches named were, however, conspicuously represented by eminent speak-

ers in the Parliament of Religions ; and the Christian Endeavor movement

in the Missions Congress by the president of its chief organization.

Inquiry Rooms.—One feature of the Parliament was the inquiry rooms,

which were set apart for any religious body that desired to have a place

of meeting at which questions could be answered by those competent to

answer them. The Catholics and Buddhists availed themselves of this op-

portunity. An eyewitness says :
" The Catholic clergy have been in con-

stant attendance in the hall set apart for their use, which has been thronged

with students many hours each day. The Buddhists, who were represented

by Mr. Hirai and Mr. Dharmapala, were surrounded by curious and eager

auditors."

Spirit of the Work.—The spirit and personnel of the Parliament are set

forth in the following quotations from the Rev. John Henry Barrows, D. D.,

chairman of this committee :

" Too much can not be said in commendation of the spirit that prevailed

in this great meeting. It was a novel sight that orthodox Christians should

greet with cordial words the representatives of alien faiths which they were

endeavoring to bring into the light of the Christian Gospel ; but it was felt

to be wise and advantageous that the religions of the world, which are com-

peting at so many points in all the continents, should be brought together,

not for contention but for loving conference, in one room. Those who saw

the Greek Archbishop, Dionysios Latas, greeting the Catholic Bishop Keane

with an apostolic kiss on the cheek and words of brotherly love ; those who

heard Bishop Keane relate how Archbishop Ireland and he, finding that they

were unable to enter the Hall of Columbus on account of the throng, went

to the Hall of Washington and presided over the Jewish Conference ; those

who witnessed the enthusiasm with which Christians greeted a Buddhist's

denunciation of false Christianity ; and the many thousands who beheld day

after day the representatives of the great historic religions joining in the
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Lord's Prayer, felt profoundly as if a new era of religious fraternity had
dawned.

" The Parliament was not a place for the suppression of opinions but for
their frankest utterance, and what made it so supremely successful was
mutual tolerance, extraordinary courtesy, and unabated good will. Chris-
tians who entered the Hall of Columbus with timidity and misgivings found
themselves entirely at home in an atmosphere charged with religious enthu-
siasm. They felt that the spirit and principles involved in summoning the
non-Christian religions to a conference in that great hall were precisely the
spirit and principles with which a Christian missionary invites a Moslem and
a Brahman into his own house—the spirit of love, inquiry, a desire for mu-
tual understanding, a desire to learn as well as to teach. ' It must not be
imagined,' as Dr. Simeon Gilbert has written in the Review of the Churches,
' that all the speakers piped low and soft. Not at all. There were clouds
big with thunder, and there were thunders with lightnings in them that smote
as with strokes from God's own right hand.' '

"The amount of friction was not considerable. The Parliament was a

conference which proved the supreme value of courtesy in all theological

argument, and showed that t?he enlightened mind of the nineteenth century

looks with scorn upon verbal ruffianism such as prevailed in the sixteenth.

It has been remarked that this meeting was very generous and indiscrimi-

nate in its applause ; but it was made up of a vast variety of elements,

changing to some extent every day, and sometimes it applauded not so much
the sentiments uttered as the clearness and boldness and aptness with which
they were spoken. The Parliament was rigidly purged of cranks. Many
minor sects tried earnestly to secure a representation for which there was

neither time nor fitness. People sought to make the Parliament a medium
of all sorts of propagandism, but without success.

" It was made evident that enlightened Christendom need never hereafter

imagine that heathendom is simply ' a mass of degraded and corrupt super-

stitions,' and it was felt by many that to claim everything for Christianity

and deny any good in other religions is not Christian, and is an impeachment

of that Divine goodness which is not confined to geographical limits and

which sends its favor upon the just and upon the unjust. It was made evi-

dent that high and beautiful forms of character have been fashioned by the

Divine Spirit in faiths the most various. Phariseeism, sectarianism, narrow-

ness in all its manifestations, whether ecclesiastical or dogmatic, were gently

rebuked by this Parliament. Comparison and criticism, it was made evi-

dent, are helps to religion. Father D'Arby, a Catholic priest qf Paris, said

at the scientific section :
' We love science. The office of science in religion

is to prune it of fantastic outgrowths. Without science, religion would be-

come superstition.'"

Reasons for Success.—T\\& extrabrdina:ry success of the Parliament was

due to its timeliness, to the amount of work put into it, and to the fact that
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it was in the hands of men who were fitted to secure the co-operation of the

great historic churches and of the representatives of the non-Christian faiths.

Liberal Christians naturally looked upon it as one of their triumphs, but they

could not have gained the co-operation of historic Christendom. Liberal-

minded Jews saw in it the fulfillment of the prophecy that the knowledge of

Jehovah should cover the earth, but Judaism alone could not have achieved

a convention of Christians. The Brahmo-Somaj regarded the Parliament as

fulfilling the ideas of the New Dispensation, but the Brahmo-Somaj would

have been unable to draw together the representatives of the great faiths.

No Christian missionary society could have achieved the Parliament, for the

fear of aggressive propagandism would have kept out the non-Christian

world. No ecclesiastical body in Christendom, whether Catholic, Greek,

Anglican, or Lutheran, could have assembled the Parlia-

ment. No kingly or imperial government in which

church and state are united could have gathered it,

and no republican government where church and

state are separated would have deemed it a part

of its office to summon it. But, as a part of

an international exposition, and controlled by

a generous-minded and representative com-

mittee, under no ecclesiastical dictation, and

appealing in the spirit of fraternity to high-

minded individuals, the Parliament was pos-

sible, and was actualized. The Imperial

Government of China, the Buddhist Church

of Southern India, the Brahmo-Somaj, the

Jains, the Kayastha Society of India, and the

Catholic Church of America are all the gov-

ernments and religious bodies that were offi-

cially represented at Chicago. Still, very emi-

nent individuals, representing all the great reli-

gious bodies of mankind, were present.

The general ignorance in Christian lands of non-Christian faiths was

strongly rebuked by one speaker at the Parliament. When Mr. Dharma-
pala asked a large audience how many had read the life of Buddha, five per-

sons responded affirmatively by holding up the hand, whereupon he ex-

claimed :
" Five only ! Four hundred and seventy-five millions of people

accept our religion of love and hope. You call yourselves a nation—a great

nation—and yet you do not know the history of this great teacher. How
dare you judge us ! " If Mr. Dharmapala had inquired of the three thousand

people at the Parliament : "How many of you have read, in whole or in part,

Arnold's Light of Asia, with its account of Buddha ? " many hundreds of

hands would have been held up. The ignprance is not as dense and wide as

was imagined.

REV. GEORGE D. BOARDMAN, D. D
a speaker at the Congress.
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The Mission Congresses and the meeting of the Evangelical Alliance

which followed the Parliament, and were really a continuation of it on the

Christian side, emphasized the fact that Christianity must become more
united and active in promoting the social well-being of men.

Results.—The results of the Parliament were summed up by Bishop

John Joseph Keane, Rector of the Roman Catholic University in Washing-
ton, D. C, in an address delivered on the seventeenth day, in which he de-

clared that this comparison of all the religions had shown conclusively that

the only worthy idea of God is that of monotheism ; that the belief in a

divine revelation was a necessary step to religious unity ; and that all human
endeavors to tell of the means provided by Almighty God for uniting man-
kind with himself led logically and historically to Jesus Christ. As long as

God is God and man is man, Jesus Christ is the center of religion forever
;

and because he is the ultimate center, his one organic church must also and

equally be ultimate.

The closing address at the last afternoon session of the Parliament was

delivered by the Rev. George Dana Boardman, D. D., of Philadelphia, who
argued that Christ is the only unifier of mankind. Other religions are topo-

graphical ; Christianity is universal. Christ is the great unifier by his incar-

nation and by his teaching with regard to love and neighborhood. He is the

key to all social problems. By his death for the sins of the whole world,

Christ is unifying mankind. The cross declares the brotherhood of man
under the fatherhood of God. By his immortal life Christ is drawing men
to himself and to each other. He is the true center of gravity, and only as

the forces of mankind are pivoted on him are they in balance.

The last session of the Parliament of Religions was held on Wednesday

evening, September 27, 1893. The immense audience filled the Art Palace.

Those who were present agree -that it is impossible adequately to describe the

interest and enthusiasm that prevailed. President Bonney's closing address

at this session indicates the grandeur and inspiration of the event, and may

appropriately close this chapter. In this address of retrospect, congratula-

tion, and farewell, he said :

" Worshipers of God and lovers of man : The closing words of this great

event must now be spoken. With inexpressible joy and gratitude I give

them utterance.

" The wonderful success of this first actual Congress of the Religions of

the World is the realization of a conviction which has held my heart for

many years. I became acquainted with the great religious systems of the

world in my youth, and have enjoyed an intimate association with leaders of

many churches during my maturer years. I was thus led to believe that if

the great religious faiths could be brought into relations of friendly inter-

course many points of sympathy and union would be found, and the coming

unity of mankind in the love of God and the service of man be greatly facili-

tated and advanced. Hence, when the occasion arose it was gladly welcomed
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and the efifort was more than willingly made. What many deemed impos-

sible, God has finally wrought. The religions of the world have actually met

in a great and imposing assembly ; they have conferred together on the vital

questions of life and immortality in a frank and friendly spirit, and now they

part in peace with many warm expressions of mutual affection and respect.

" The laws of the Congress forbidding controversy or attack have, on the

whole, been wonderfully well observed. The exceptions are so few that they

may well be expunged from the record and from the memory. They even

served the useful purpose of timely warnings against the unhappy tendency

to indulge in intellectual conflict. If an unkind hand threw a firebrand into

the assembly, let us be thankful that a kinder hand plunged it in the waters

of forgiveness and quenched its flame. If some Western warrior, forgetting

for the moment that this was a friendly conference and not a battlefield,

uttered his war cry, let us rejoice that our Oriental friends, with a kinder

spirit, answered, ' Father, forgive them, for they know not what they say.'

" No system of faith or worship has been compromised by* this friendly

conference ; no apostle of any religion has been placed in a false position by

any act of this Congress. The knowledge here acquired will be carried by

those who have gained it, as precious treasure, to their respective countries,

and will there, in freedom and according to reason, be considered, judged,

and applied as they shall deem right. The influence which this Congress of

the Religions of the World will exert on the peace and prosperity of man-

kind is beyond the power of human language to describe. For this influence,

borne by those who have attended the sessions of the Parliament of Reli-

gions to all parts of the earth, will affect, in some important degree, all races

of men, all forms of religion, and even all governments and social institu-

tions. The results of this influence will not soon be apparent in external

changes, but will manifest themselves in thought, feeling, expression, and the

deeds of charity. Creeds and institutions may long remain unchanged in

form, but a new spirit of light and peace will pervade them ; for this Con-

gress of the World's Religions is the most marvelous evidence yet given of

the approaching fulfillment of the apocalyptic prophecy, ' Behold, I make all

things new.'

" But great as the Parliament of Religions is in itself, its importance is

immeasurably enhanced by its environment and relations. It is the center

and crown of a great movement which touches all the leading interests of

humanity. It has been aided by, and is in turn beneficial to, all these inter-

ests. Religion is but one of the twenty departments of the World's Congress

work. Besides this august Parliament of the World's Religions, there are

forty-five other Congresses in this department, with a number of special con-

ferences on important subjects. Thus the divine influences of religion are

brought in contact with Woman's Progress, the Public Press, Medicine and

Surgery, Temperance, Moral and Social Reform, Commerce and Finance,

Music, Literature, Education, Engineering, Art, Government, Science and
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Philosophy, Labor, Social and Economic Science, Sunday Rest, Public

Health, Agriculture, and other subjects embraced in a general department.

The importance of the denominational Congresses of the various churches

should be emphasized, for they conserve the forces which have made the

Parliament such a wonderful success.

" The establishment of a universal fraternity of learning and virtue was

early declared to be the ultimate aim of the World's Congress Auxiliary of

the World's Columbian Exposition. The Congress of Religions has always

been in anticipation what it is now in fact, the culmination of the World's

Congress scheme. This hour, therefore, seems to me to be the most appro-

priate to announce that upon the conclusion of the World's Congress series

as now arranged, a proclamation of that fraternity will be issued to promote

the continuation in all parts of the world of the great work in which the Con-

gresses of 1893 have been engaged.

"And now farewell. A thousand congratulations and thanks for the co-

operation and aid of all who have contributed to the glorious results which

we celebrate this night. Henceforth the religions of the world will make

war—not on each other, but on the giant evils that afflict mankind. Hence-

forth let all throughout the world who worship God and love their fellow-

men join in the anthem of the angels :

' Glory to God in the highest

!

Peace on earth, good will to men !
'

"

The great Parliament closed with the universal prayer, led by Rabbi

Hirsch, the benediction by Bishop Keane, of the Catholic University, and

the singing of " America " by the audience.

View southeast across the lagoon.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE ART CONGRESSES.

Architecture—Painting—Sculpture—Decoration—Ceramics—Candace Wheeler on Decora-

tive and Applied Art—T. E. Cope on English Household Porcelain—Timothy Cole on

Wood Engraving in America.

HE Congresses of the Department of Art,

which were held in August, embraced Archi-

tecture, Painting and Sculpture, Decorative

Art, Ceramics, and Photography. The ses-

sions of all these were highly interesting,

though they were not very largely attended.

The American Institute of Architects met

in connection with these Congresses, and

its transactions were thought by some to

be the most important in the department.

In the Congress on Painting and Sculp-

ture, one of the most notable features was

Hopkinson Smith's lecture on The Illustra-

tive Arts of America.

Of the General Committee in charge of this

department, Charles L. Hutchinson was chairman,

and Walter C. Earned vice-chairman. The mem-
bership of the committee included Halsey C. Ives

and W. M. R. French. Daniel H. Burnham was

Chairman of the Special Committee on Architec-

ture ; O. D. Grover, Chairman of the Committee on Painting ; Eorado Taft,

Chairman of the Committee on Sculpture ; E. J. Millett, Chairman of the

Committee on Decorative Art
; James B. Bradwell, Chairman of the Com-

mittee on Photographic Art ; and Mrs. Dwight W. Graves, Chairman of the

Committee on Ceramic Art. Of the Woman's General Committee on the

Congresses of Artists Mrs. Candace Wheeler was chairman, succeeding Miss

Sarah H. Hallowell, who was originally appointed, but was unable to serve.

Decorative and Applied Art.—Mrs. Candace Wheeler, of New York,

presented the following paper on Decorative and Applied Art

:

" In defining the two expressions of human ability which we call decora-
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tive and applied art it is necessary first to show not only the compass and
meaning, but the limits of both

; to explain where the one ends and the
other begins, and to bound the legitimate field of each.

" Decorative art, in a simple and broad sense, covers all art which enriches
and beautifies architecture, whether of public monuments, buildings devoted
to national or governmental use, or to religious worship, or the more or less

elaborate structures devoted to the varying requirements of domestic shelter.

It is the function of decorative art to assist in making all these different evi-

dences of man's power and ability beautiful. It includes sculpture and paint-

ing wherever these arts are accessory .to the perfection or beauty of architec-

tural construction. It includes all forms of enrichment by art, whether in

carving, color, incised work, or inlaying. It may use clay, stone, glass, wood,
metal, or pigment, in any order or manner that is harmonious with the struc-

ture to which it belongs. It may add carvings in all materials and castings

in all metals, but in the use of all these different ways and means of art it

must never fail to acknowledge its dependence. It includes mural painting,

however wide its scope or dignified its character. The greatest efforts of

the greatest painters may cover the lengthened perspective of a loggia, or

soar upward in the aerial spaces of the grandest dome. They may marshal

the long procession of the richest frieze or crowd the grand divisions of a

ceiling with visions of beauty. All these are still but accessory to the art that

leads the grand procession, the art that may and can reach and compass the

highest quaHties of sublime and compeUing beauty, the art which is inevita-

bly based upon mechanical and mathematical knowledge, and upon the im-

mutable laws of Nature and science. But where architecture leads, decora-

tive art follows. Its first principle, then, is subordination. To be itself, it

must acknowledge its dependence, and be not only content but proud to be

secondary. It must be as scrupulous in its allegiance as were the greatest

masters who left to succeeding generations the frescoes of the Sistine Chapel,

the airy decorations of the courts of the Vatican, and the sculptures and

mosaics of the great cathedrals and churches of the early and Middle Ages.

It may hold in the sight of all men this record of its nobility, and proceed

on its way through the closing years of this joyous nineteenth century, look-

ing forward to a future as useful, as honored, and as proudly capable as any

period that has preceded it. The present prosperity of the world, the prob-

able and increasing devotion of the riches of the world to the wants and

tastes instead of the warfare of mankind, promises a revival of architecture

in its largest and highest possibilities ; and the revival of architecture means

a revival, a growth, a progress in the arts. The marshaling of beauty which

characterizes the Columbian Fair will be followed by an almost universal

recognition of the value of the purely decorative arts in conjunction with

architecture, and it is wise to insist upon the principle upon which all good,

lasting, and successful decorative art must forever rest, the principle of subor-

dination—the fact that it has not a first and most prominent but an entirely
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secondary function. The moment it claims to be more than accessory, that

it strives to create a dominant impression upon the mind, or become an inde-

pendent impersonation of thought, it ceases to be true to its function and

creates a dissonance or want of harmony. There have been and are instances

where the thought and performance of the decorator is greater than that of

the builder, where the work or creation of the architect is greatly dignified

and ennobled by the superior talent of the painter or decorator ; but if he is

true to the principle which underlies his art, that of subordination, the work

of the architect will not be absorbed, the building will not become merely a

theater for the display of his talent ; the primary motive will remain, no

matter how much it may be ennobled by the sympathy and power of the

decorator or the superior greatness of his gifts. He may people the struc-

ture with immortal statues, or make it precious with immortal pictures, but

they will relate to its original purpose, and be governed by the style or period

in which the architect chose to express himself. It is perhaps pardonable to

insist upon the rank of this principle of subordination, even although it is a

universally recognized one, because out of it grow all the principles, all the

philosophy, of decorative and applied art, even to its widest and most remote

application. We can not fail to recognize its truth, even beyond the point

where construction in the sense of architecture ceases, and decoration becomes

applied art or art applied to objects and manufactures. The primary prin-

ciple underlies both, and it can easily be seen how all qualities, virtues, and

excellencies grow out of these first and underlying principles. Subordination

includes appropriateness, appropriateness includes suggestiveness, suggestive-

ness means all the poetry of thought called out by perfect treatment of a

noble theme, the treatment expressed by composition. Beauty of color and

grace of line are qualities which are individual gifts, and serve to make the

work of one artist more precious or attractive than that of another ; but even

these gifts must conform to laws, if we are to secure that conjunction which

completes and perfects the most comprehensive beauty achieved by man

—

the beauty that becomes a permanent heritage of pleasurable sensation to the

human race, and an absolute influence in its progress toward higher living.

" This influence may seem a great deal to claim for art ; but since the

moral training of humanity is by means of its pleasures and its pains, no

better teacher can be found than that which confers happiness by the gratifi-

cation of the inherent and natural love of art ; and hardly a greater good can

be worked for mankind than the creation of universal and surrounding beauty.

Decorative and applied art are of the utmost importance, since the one con-

tributes to those monuments which excite the loftiest and most supreme

satisfaction, and the other surrounds or may surround the individual with

endless sources of pleasure and content. Applied art is to decorative art

what the child is to the man. It is, in short, a consequence of the greater

work, but it holds within itself the same obligation to the same laws. It is

the application of knowledge and love of art to the implements and manu-
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factures of the mechanic and the manufacturer. It applies to things we may
wear, or use, or handle, the small conveniences which are a part of our daily

lives. It molds the shape of the rude and common implement into grace,

and invests it with interest and beauty. It puts art and thought into the

things which surround us. It elevates our habits and invests our customs
with dignity, and is our unconscious teacher in beauty, grace, and truth. It

fuses thought, sentiment, and feeling into the insensate matter of which these

surroundings are composed, and performs the miracle of exciting in us an

answering thought. It makes these things speak to us with a human voice

and express human thought as truly as a book may convey the thought of

another mind to us, and in proportion as the thought is true and the expres-

sion beautiful are we benefited or deteriorated by its proximity.

" It is this domestic influence, if we may call it so, of applied art which

makes its practice on true principles of importance to us. It is almost more

necessary to the growth and culture of the every-day world that every-day art

—the finish, proportion, and excellence of the things among which we live

and by which we live—should be perfect, and perfectly true to principles, than

that we should have opportunities of studying the highest examples of human
achievement. It is always a long step between us and them, even in compre-

hension ; but the other lives with us and is a part of our lives ; it enters into

our unconscious thoughts and makes our judgment just and our knowledge

enlightened. Applied art could do none of these things unless in its best and

purest practice it followed the laws which govern decorative art, even to its

utmost derivative. It must forever be mindful of its dependence and its mean-

ing. It may be as beautiful as Nature and as harmonious as the truest chord

upon the most perfect instrument, but its kind of beauty must be based upon

the use of the thing to which it is applied and its harmony be in accord with

the purpose or necessity to which it is added. In short, the same great princi-

ples of subordination and appropriateness upon which decorative art is founded

are as strenuously binding in the varied and endless directions of applied art.

It is easy to illustrate this by reference to any one of the manufactures to

which art is or may be applied. Take, for instance, that of the silversmith.

A silver spoon may be as truly an object of art as a picture, but it must be-

gin by being perfectly adapted to its use. It must have the form which is

best and most convenient for its original purpose. It must not lose its

proper balance in length for convenient holding or its proper depth of bowl

for carrying liquids. It must not be so ornamented in stem as to incon-

venience the hand which holds it or so incrusted with relief in the bowl as to

interfere with its proper service as a receptacle. A pair of tongs must per-

form its function of holding and lifting burning brands, or the ornament

which makes it inefficacious is wrongly applied and inappropriate. In the

broad field of art applied to textiles and wall coverings there is room for

profound study of the rules and philosophy of applied art, and the necessity

of such study is apparent in the interior of almost every house and in the
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materials shown in every sliop window. It is a great mistake to suppose

that in small things the rules of art, the philosophy of art, may be neglected.

Small things cease to be unimportant if largely treated. The same kind of

value may attach to a yard of muslin covered with beautiful and appropriate

design and treated with exhaustive knowledge and appreciation of color as

would belong to a picture by the same artist. It is a very common error to

suppose that incomplete and inferior knowledge will suffice for the designer.

Good design requires not only perfect observance of the fundamental law of

appropriateness, but personal gifts of grace and composition and an educa-

tion which is not only technical but special and literary. The designer

should know the art of all nations and ages in design, not for imitation but

for cultivation. His compositions may and should be entirely uninfluenced by

them in feeling, but he will have learned from them what is true or false in

art, and to judge wisely of his own work. It is not to be supposed that the

manufacturer should know what is absolutely best among the designs he re-

produces. He knows clearly the qualities that will appeal to the public, and

except when a design is backed by a name that has influence with the buying

public and has gained its confidence, he will rarely accept a design which does

not appeal to the popular taste by its color and sentiment. The enjoyment

of fresh and positive coloring seems to be universal. There is also a uni-

versal liking for exact reproductions of familiar flowers, and as these two

likings are inherent and spontaneous, the thoughtful designer will do well to

add to his list of necessary requirements for a design fresh and good color

and absolute truth in following natural forms. This is where Japanese de-

sign has obtained, and well deserves, world-wide popularity. Every flower

or leaf or plant that appears in Japanese design is absolutely an individual

specimen, true to its individualism as well as its species ; and while there is

little composition in the sense of large and regularly recurring groups or

masses in Japanese design, the absolute truth and grace of drawing, and the

unerring taste in placing ornament, have given Japanese art a foremost place

in influence and favor in the world. This truth to Nature in representation

does not by any means detract from composition in design, for there is abun-

dant subject for composition in Nature as well as for individual ornament.

The important thing is to gather into design or into applied art all truth, all

beauty, and all that will influence or elevate humanity ; to be forever mind-

ful of the dignity and value of art as a means of education and of happiness,

and to be content with nothing less than the best, either as artist or as pos-

sessor."

English Porcelain.—Mr. T. E. Cope, of London, England, read a paper

on English Household Porcelain, which we quote almost entire

:

" Among the many items dear to the housewife, china, for all household

purposes whatever, holds a prominent place, and the task of choosing and

managing it is by no means always easy. Certainly it is as important to ex-

ercise good judgment in selecting the ware for bedrooms and for the table as
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in buying hangings or other objects which are constantly before the eye
;

yet, oddly enough, in many otherwise well-managed establishments, the lack

of taste in that one point is often productive of disastrous results, as far as ef-

ect and harmony are concerned. In bedrooms the appointments of the wash-
hand stand have fortunately changed—for the better, of course, the contrary

being hardly possible. The introduction of marble sides and backs to the

stands is certainly an advance on the era of wooden erections of various de-

grees of clumsiness ; the suggesting would-be improvements in the way
of oilcloth mats by way of garniture ensuite, etc. But marble is heavy
and monotonous. The prettier stands fitted with tiled backs are preferable,

especially as the tiles can be chosen with some reference to the general sur-

roundings. As to the sets with which to furnish, Doulton's china alone

offers an immense variety ; the dull shades especially are attractive, though

this is, of course, a matter of personal choice. The choice of jugs presents

some difficulty, since the desire for novelty and change has resulted in the

introduction of an immense variety of fancy shapes. Those with a square,

hexagonal, or other mouth from which the water runs anywhere except into

the basin, are especially to be avoided. Some are made with handles sunk

in the side, and, if not very pretty, have the advantage of being easy to lift

;

others are set in the wash-hand stand, and merely require to be tilted, like a

tea urn or kettle. But, after all, a plain well-made set is the best, and if one

recognizes how much a slight difference in construction will do to insure

comfort or discomfort in handling the ware for daily use and cleaning, etc.,

the difficulty of choice is considerably lessened. Having found satisfactory

colors and shapes, be sure that the handles are convenient, so that the maids

may be able to lift and hold various pieces of ware with ease.

" The bedroom sets which are very closely covered with highly colored

patterns never look as clean and fresh as light or white ones. For useful

services, as for washstand sets, the simplest in shape are the best. Some

dishes (especially for vegetables) are much more convenient to hand round

than others. The sauce tureens fixed to their dishes are to be recommended.

If such apparent trifles be carefully considered in choosing, much after ex-

pense arising from breakages is avoided.

" As regards table crockery, there are more varieties than could possibly

be dealt with in this limited space, though a few remarks on the favorite

kinds, and their usual marks, may perhaps prove useful.

" English ware exists in great, and interesting variety, and some of its

most valuable specimens form almost as precious an heirloom as family lace

or jewels. It was undoubtedly the great popularity of the china works at

Chelsea in the eighteenth century, added to the success of the porcelain pro-

duced in Germany, that led to the establishment of the celebrated Sevres

manufactory in France, which, by the way, was originally started at Vin-

cennes. The principal color peculiar to all Chelsea is a deep claret red
;

there is, however, very little of it extant in the way of dinner sets. It is
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very rare, chiefly consisting of large vases and decorative pieces. The mark

of this ware is an anchor, either painted in red or gold, or molded in relief.

Sometimes a double anchor is used, and this is occasionally supplemented by

one or more daggers. Complete sets of old Worcester are household treas-

ures ; the modern patterns are also much sought after, and have the ad-

vantage of being more accessible in price. The marks are various, the earli-

est being a " W" or a crescent, while, later, crossed arrows are of more

frequent occurrence. Derby ware, which was made as early as 1 750, is still

first among the favorites. It can be had in white, or elaborately colored,

and most dehcately designed. The markings show a " D," combined with

the familiar anchor ; then the latter alone, without the initial ; next, the

well-known crown, which introduced the much-ad-

mired Crown Derby ; while still another variety

gives crossed lines under the crown. This ware

is perhaps more extensively used than any

other, and the modern services, with some

differences in quality and design, are with-

in the reach of every one. There is no

particular fashion to be noted, chacun a

son gotit being the rule that prevails in

such matters, though there may be at

\ times a tendency to plain white, or white

with gold fillets, to the monogram or

crest style, or the well-covered ground,

as the case may be. The most dura-

ble of the Derby varieties is the iron-

stone ware. Its merit lies in its strength,

but it has the disadvantage of being ab-

normally heavy, which brings about many
breakages, and for that reason it is to be

avoided. Some exquisite designs in pure

white are being sent out from Coalport, one

of the best known of Shropshire wares. It

has always been made more for use than for or-

nament.

" There is no fixed rule as to what ware to

adopt. The main difficulty nowadays lies in the abundance of pretty things.

Even among comparatively common china there are some very dainty sets

to be had. Of course, the great desideratum, especially where special and
costly patterns are concerned, is to have a large stock at the start, as it is

often difficult to match and replace a broken piece. The reserve supply
should be kept safely stored away, or it may be found to be exhausted before
the mistress has been made aware of the fact that certain pieces in use have
met with an accident and been ruthlessly consigned to the dust bin. Nat-

TIMOTHY COLE,
a contributor to the Congress.
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urally, old family services should be used sparingly, and it is impossible to

take too much care of such things ; at the same time it is highly unsatis-

factory to use commonplace articles while sitting folornly surrounded by
dainty ware symmetrically laid out in trim glass-door cabinets.

"The average servants rattle the crockery as if it were made of cast iron,

and are apt to think it hard that any complaint should be made as long as

the cups and plates still hold together. Indeed, with some domestics one

could with advantage follow in the steps of the master who requested his

housekeeper to purchase a small hammer, so that his household crockery

might be chipped more neatly. Still, maids can be trained to be gentle and
careful in the exercise of their duties, whatever they may be handling, and

to look upon the slightest chip or crack as a matter for regret and future

avoidance."

Wood Engraving.—Timothy Cole, of Amsterdam, presented an essay in

which he traced briefly the whole history of Wood Engraving in America,

from which we present the following passages :

"At our last great exposition, at Philadelphia in 1876, the wood-engrav-

ing exhibit, according to one of our most competent authorities—Mr. S. R.

Koehler—did not amount to anything. Of the art department of that occa-

sion he wrote a report, but when questioned recently as to how our specialty

stood, of so little consequence was it that he found a perfect blank in his

mind regarding it. This fact is worthy of note because from that period,

sixteen years ago, dates the birth of the new school of wood engraving.

" Previous to that time the English and French wood engravers held the

field. The saying ' Who cares for an American novel ?
' applied with equal

force to an American wood engraving. The types of perfection were such

men as Linton, an Englishman, and Jonnard, Pisan, and Pannemaker, who
were French. We had one engraver then, however, a genuine Yankee, who
did honor to the craft, and who, in the beauty and originality of his han-

dling, was a precursor of our American school. This we all know was Mr.

Henry Marsh, of Boston.

" The first publication of note to aspire to first-class work was the ambi-

tious Aldine Press. Much of its work was done abroad, and a Frenchman

named Maurand came over and opened a shop in New York for the purpose

of monopolizing it. Juengling and I may be said to have begun our careers

with this publication. The sudden uprising of the new school was no mere

mushroom growth, as it was contemptuously termed at the time, since we
see at the present day no good wood engraving done in any part of the world

that is not an exemplification of its principles.

" It is not engraving that is wanted, but art ; art first and last ; art the

end of engraving and art in engraving. And it is because this is the first

and essential aim of the new school that it is here to-day, and claims atten-

tion at our World's Exposition. The demand creates the supply. That we

are here is proof we ought to be here. We did not come of our own accord
;
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we were called into being by the conditions of the times. Our existence is

a perfect answer to all our objectors. Manifestly the first criterion of an

engraving, which purports to be either a reproduction or a translation, must

be the original from which it was taken. Herein lies an important distinc-

tion of the new school. If, for instance, you give me a portrait to engrave,

and having completed it I submit to you the finished proof, your first con-

cern on looking at it will naturally be the likeness. If this be called in ques-

tion, it will not avail me to reply by calling your attention to the beauty of

the technique, the well-chosen and expressive lines. You may very well

answer that I place the cart before the horse. What you want first of all is

a faithful rendering of your original ; this given, you may then proceed to

consider the manner of its execution. The original, then, is not a theme for

the engraver to vary upon. But prior to the period under consideration an

adherence to the original such as is now practiced was not imagined possible.

Engraving was a law unto itself, and engravers were not troubled with any

conscientious scruples as to how they adhered to their originals. The origi-

nals in all cases were drawings upon the wood, and when these were engraved

there was nothing left by which to judge how well the engraver had done

his work. In retouching and finishing his work the engraver could but trust

to his memory of what the original was ; so that every touch he gave in com-

pleting his block could have been but little better than his own notion super-

added to the thought of the artist. The artist, in fact, was at the mercy of

an inferior man. Moreover, a latitude was conceded the engraver from a

consideration of the material he had to deal with. Not much was expected

of wood. No one dreamed it capable of rivaling copper or steel, or etching,

much less of surpassing these in some respects. Wood engraving was looked

upon as a kind of carpentering, or, at best, a species of cabinetmaking, and

the engraver as a skilled mechanic. A notion of this sort still lingers among
the ignorant and uninitiated, though we should scarcely expect to meet with

it in so intelligent a body as our customhouse authorities, who rank wood
engraving with wood manufactures, and rate it at a high tariff accordingly !

"The subject was drawn upon the wood for the engraver by a draughts-

man. If a painting had to be engraved it was not the author of the work
that was employed to draw it upon the wood (unless, indeed, he understood

that particular branch, which was rarely the case), but a draughtsman^-one

who was practiced in drawing upon boxwood, and who understood the lim-

ited capabilities of the engraver ; for engravers at that time could not cut

anything as they can now. The draughtsman, then, was an intermediary

man between the artist and the engraver. The subject had already deterio-

rated in passing through the hands of the draughtsman—himself an inferior

man to the artist—and as the work was engraved without reference to the

original, the deterioration amounted to nothing less than debasement by the

time it left the engraver's hand. The artist's work was at best caricatured in

being engraved on wood. When photographing the subject upon the wood,
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instead of drawing it, began to be practiced successfully—which was coeval

with the beginning of our new school—a light dawned. Engravers began

to see their deficiencies, and to appreciate what it was to render values

—

a thing that had never been practiced or understood before. The drawings

were made upon paper, with which material artists were in their natural ele-

ment, and these drawings were photographed on the wood, so that the inter-

mediary man, the draughtsman, was dismissed, and the engraver was brought

face to face with the artist. The engraver was promoted. Multitudes of

drawings are thus saved under this better state of things which under the

old were sacrificed in being engraved. The engraver now has his original

constantly by him for comparison and study while he makes his copy. This

was an education to him, and was one of the influences that contributed

powerfully to the improvement and ameHoration of the art.

"At this time, in 1877, and therefore contemporary with the beginning of

the better manner in wood engraving, the Society of American Artists was

formed in New York city. The artists were young men fresh from Paris,

and were imbued with the latest ideas in art. These ideas consisted chiefly

in a more learned and judicious application of the law of values. There was

greater mystery, more atmosphere, and better chiaroscuro in their works

than in those of the older academicians from whom they separated. They
were enthusiastic and zealous, and gave a great impetus to the art of our

country. I have said that the society was contemporary with the beginning

of the new school ; it was in fact the society that brought about the change.

The society made a great' stir. The artists wanted their works engraved, or

rather the magazines wanted to illustrate the artists, but the latter were not

contented with the formal and stereotyped technique of our art. There

were no engravers who could do justice to the artists. Fancy the aspect of

the situation ! The art had degraded into a certain cut-and-dried method of

doing everything, and engravers had become specialists in various manners.

For instance, there were those who had learned the cut of foliage, and whose

business was to hew trees all day ; those who excelled in flesh cutting were

hair cutters as well ; while in the tailoring department there were those

whose specialty was coats, dresses, and all kinds of stuff goods. It is not of

course to tailors alone that the saying of ' the ninth part of a man ' applies.

In those days wood engraving was taught in much the same way as shoemak-

ing ; it was simply manufacture. There was no art in the cutting, and, as a

natural consequence, no art in the result. Such, in brief, was the general

condition of the craft when the work of reformation began, and the source

of the inspiration came, as I have said, from the Society of American Ar-

tists. At this time the Century Magazine, then in its infancy, and not yet

having changed its name from that of Scribner's, entered zealously into the

work, not, it must be confessed, from an entirely aesthetic point of view, but

as well from a business one, as seeing in it a chance of distinction in the way

of its illustrations, and consequently of pecuniary profit. The Century en-

137
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couraged the new manner in every way, and instituted a series of prizes,

which were awarded to young engravers for their best performances. The
prices of engraving rose in proportion to the degree of skill and artistic feel-

ing with which the engravers interpreted the artists, so that the prices now
paid for good work would have appeared incredible to the old-timeworkers.

" I well remember the anxious urging and good advice of the indefati-

gable Mr. Drake, the art superintendent of the Century Magazine. He was

first in the movement, and did more than any one else to promote it. He
brought the artists and engravers together, and established a closer relation-

ship between thpm. He criticised every block, and was wont to say, ' We
must do the impossible.' He also brought the artists and engravers in con-

tact with the printers, and his influence on printing was as marked as on en-

graving. Naturally the engravers could do nothing without the co-operation

of the printers. With the old-time method of printing, used as it was to the

coarser work of the old school, the engravings of the present day would pre-

sent a sorry spectacle. The electrotypers also felt the influence, and the pre-

parers of boxwood ; and better work all round was the result. The awaken-

ing was general, and the public was not insensible to the novelty and artistic

excellence of the effects produced.

"Three causes operated in the development of the new school, namely :

Photographing on the wood, the Society of American Artists, and the Cen-

tury Magazine.
" It needed a conjunction such as this to effect a definite and permanent

result, and the opposition it found in criticism and ridicule but served as an

additional ally ; the finger of scorn pointed attention more particularly to it.

But the all-essential element in the case was the publishing house. Similar

things were done before in engraving both in England and elsewhere, but

they were isolated cases, and publishers did not want them. They would

have but the regular thing. Anything else was uncertain in its result as to

printing, entailing greater care, some artistic treatment, better presses that

would give more even pressure and a finer and more delicate distribution of

ink, an attention to paper, and many other considerations coupled with seri-

ous expense and risk, that only enthusiasm and enterprise would have the

temerity to venture upon. The seed of the new school was ready to spring

up the moment it felt the sunshine and rain of an enterprising house.

" By the application of photography to wood, the engravers, as I have

said, began to see their deficiencies, and to appreciate what it was to render

values. In the word 'values' is comprehended the main, xiistinctioji and dif-

ference that separate the new school from the old. To give the values of a

painting in an engraving is to attend to one of its most delicate and neces-

sary means of expression. There is nothing in the old school, from Bewick

to Linton, that indicates any sentiment for the values of things. This is not

to be wondered at, however, when we consider the art of that period in this

respect as compared with the better manner that succeeded toward the mid-
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die of the present century, as illustrated in the masters of contemporary land-
scape painting. About a century before Bewick's time the decline of Dutch
art had set in, and with it the knowledge of one of the most vital elements
in all well-conceived art

; the law of values was forgotten and lost. In the
woodcuts of Bewick there is no atmosphere and no chiaroscuro, though
they possess a freshness of execution which is charming, and his effects,
though cheaply obtained, are more captivating in their artlessness than the
heavier treatment of the majority of his successors. But the main character-
istic of the work during the fifty years from the time of Bewick to the birth
of the new school may be summed up in ' the line for the line's sake,' a total
want of chiaroscuro, or otherwise of values, and an attention to details at
the expense of the ensemble. Effects were cheaply obtained by the use of
the extreme of black and white, and the

coarseness of the cutting allowed but a re-

stricted scale of grays ranging between the

two extremes. Everything is bounded and
hard, without subtility or refinement, tints

are spotty, and values in textures are not un-

derstood. Toward the middle of the present

century a new art was born, and contempo-
rary landscape painters owe the best lessons

they have received to such rare spirits as

Corot, Rousseau, Dupr6, Diaz, Millet, and
others. The long-lost law of values was re-

discovered— ' rediscovered among the much-
forgotten portions in the archives of the art

of painting,' as Fromentin puts it. This was

the fountain head at which the young artists

of the society drew their inspiration. With
a new art new means of expression were

necessary in engraving, and if the new art

was more profound, deeper, and more subtle, the problems to solve in

engraving called for greater executive ability in the engraver. Looking
back upon the work of our predecessors from the standpoint reached at the

present day, we can see that its deficiency is a lack of executive ability. It

was not sufficient even for the needs of its day ; it was not an exponent of

the art of its generation, as engraving should be, but a confession of its

own inaptitude; At no previous time have originals been as well and as

faithfully rendered as during the last sixteen years, for the reason that the •

technique of our art had not reached its fullest development. The history

of the rise of all art is, in a measure, the history of its executive develop-

ment. In painting, we find that one more step in power of execution re-

sulted in the unfolding of Michael Angelo from his predecessor Luca Sig-

norelli, and of Raphael from Perugino, and so on to the beginning of Italian

F. HOPKINSON SMITH,

a speaker at the Congress.
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art. We can not ignore the material basis of art, if we would understand it

as a whole.

" The new school was a development and unfolding of the old. All our

progress is an unfolding like the vegetable bud : there is first an instinct,

then an opinion, then a knowledge, as the plant has root, bud, and fruit.

How well this was exemplified in our case ! We listened tremulously to the

suggestions of artists, feeling ourselves on uncertain ground, for we had

served an apprenticeship to other ways, yet we felt instinctively that it was

safe. We began by cutting finer. This was the first break with usage, but

we enlarged the scale of our tones thereby, though we did not fully reahze

this at the time, being only conscious that we interpreted the artist better in

so doing. We lacked the boldness and self-assertion in our work which was

the pride of our predecessors. Our opponents saw nothing in our hesitating

step but imbecility and weakness, and ridiculed our efforts. Still we followed

our instinct. We learned the art of grouping our textures and thereby

enhancing the quality of our work to a degree that had not hitherto been

practiced, and began to form opinions on these things, and to be able to give

a reason for certain effects, until now we are able to suggest color, a thing

not possible with the old, methods. Moreover, we are able, in our turn, to

criticise the methods of the old school, and to demonstrate its weakness.

"'Art,' says Sir Joshua Reynolds, 'in its perfection, is not ostentatious,

but lies hid, and works its effect, itself unseen.' This applies with equal force

to engraving. It is the triumph of the engraver when he makes you forget

him in the artist. Of what use and of what value are his lines if this be not

their vanishing point ? The doctrine of ' the line for the line's sake ' is not

that of the artist, but of the artisan. It is like pretending to be distinguished

by the garment, when in person we are undistinguished, a poor and vain

fashion of proving that one is somebody. It is evident that if the beauties

of the artist could be shown in the pages of our magazines without the inter-

vention of the engraver it would be better in every way, since it is not en-

graving, but art, that is to educate mankind. Who would not prefer a work

of art poorly engraved to the most beautifully engraved example which was

bad as art ? Engraving has value only when allied to high art ; it is but a

means to an end. If the engraving charms us in the ensemble, the engraver

has done his work well ; he has cut lines to some account. How can the

means be questioned when the end is above criticism ? The end justifies

the means. The greater includes the less. But, coming down to the lines

themselves, as to their fitness or unfitness in an engraved work, beauty does

not exist alone, but always in relation to other things. What might be a

beautiful line in the interpretation of a work by Raphael would be entirely

inappropriate, insipid, and therefore not beautiful if employed in a work, say,

by Frans Hals.

" It is the want of the recognition of this fact in the old school of en-

graving that condemns it. It fails to perceive that the means for the expres-
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sion of beauty are not invariable and fixed, but as free and as variable as

human nature itself. Sympathy with the multiple forms of expression is an
absolute requisite in the engraver. He must have no preconceived notions,

but must be as open and as receptive as a child. But along with this fallacy

of the old school, which prescribed certain set forms for doing everything,

was the totally different aims it held. This can be shown in a few words,
and to the uninitiated in our art will indicate at a glance the difference be-

tween the old school and the new. In Nature, says the old, we find a variety

of substances which can best be indicated in certain ways, as, for instance, a

rough line for a rough surface, delicate contours modeled by smooth and
flowing lines, distances by fine lines, foregrounds by bolder ones : hence they
held a perspective in the use of lines. The new school says : We are not en-

graving Nature at all, but the artist ; we are not endeavoring to imitate the
nature of stuffs, but to give the nature and stuff of the artist. This change
of principle naturally resulted in a richer and more varied technique than was
possible under the old system, because each artist, being a new individual;

demanded a new treatment, whereas with the old way of working, everything

was cast in the same general mold. That an engraver's technique should be
an inspiration of Nature, is well enough if he is engraving his own produc-
tions, expressing his own conceptions and views of things. Durer had one
way of engraving, and Mantegna so opposite a manner as to be a complete
contradiction of the former, and among the rare and precious examples of

early Italian engraving, such as Mocetto and Robetta, we have styles of

marked dissimilarity ; which goes to show that had engravers kept alive their

artistic sympathies, they would not have fallen into the error of allowing but

one way of doing things.

" Comparing the art of the present day with that of former times, or walk-

ing from a collection of modern pictures into a room of ancient works of

art, one must notice that more attention is given nowadays to technique.

There is not that unity of method belonging to them which gives to the old

-ones the same family air to quite distinct personalities. The old art does

not ripple on the surface, but lies deep and will stand more wear. You may
strip it of its outer garment, scrape it, and reduce it to tatters, or even en-

grave it badly, still its robustness and vitality remain unimpaired ; the thought

and personality remain, and we treasure the fragments and gather inspiration

from them. To-day more attention is paid to manipulation. To be a good

technician is the thing. It is the fashion, and the fashion leads the artists,

and not the artists the fashion. There are as many styles and formulas as

there are individuals as to drawing, color, and the expression of everything

else by the action of the hand. It is not enough to be ' modern,' one must

be ' very modern.' Artists are becoming more than ever jealous of their

touch ; it is their distinguishing feature. It was imperative that modern en-

graving should pay particular attention to surface qualities. How else could

it be shown that such and such an artist was ' very modern ' or merely ' mod-
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ern,' or that he had any individuaHty at all ? Not that I would infer in the

least that modern art at bottom is shallow or superficial ; rather it is sen-

sational

—

Musical,

Tremulous, impressional.

Alive to gentle influence

Of landscape and of sky,

And tender to the spirit touch

Of man's or maiden's eye

—

dealing with the relative, the accidental, and the real ; looking outward to

the facts of Nature rather than inward—the ultimate expression of the

picturesque. Take as an instance easily understood of how the modern en-

graver seeks to second his more brilliant relative in the way of doing things

:

In a subject of sunlight and shadow, the shadow is treated with cool tints

and quietly, while the sunlight is piled with bright, sharp touches that accen-

tuate its vividness in contrast to the quietness of the shadow. Now suppose

the engraver, going to work in the old way, seeks to show the material upon

which the sunlight fell
;
puts the picture at a distance and says it is stone, or

wood, or earth ; therefore either one of these materials it must be. How he

will cut the spirit out of it ! what a subversion of the aim and intelligence of

the artist ! Not so, however ; he recognizes the fact that he is about to cut

light and air. He cuts the shadow with fine, quiet lines, which from their

very nature produce a feeling of density and coolness in black and white.

And in the spirit of the artist, and following his lead, often his very touches,

and knowing the scientific value of the lines themselves, he introduces a

series of coarse ones in the sunlight which from their intrinsic nature sparkle

and scintillate in brilliant contrast to the finer ones of the shadow. The

quality of the color is thus enhanced by the juxtaposition of the treatment

of each. Art is not material, but spiritual ; and the engraver, like the artist,

is independent of the material substances of things. They seek to penetrate

deeper than the mere surface, and to portray the light and atmosphere.
" This law governing the nature of black and white when broken up into

lines (black lines and white interspaces)—a law the full nature and advantage

of which finds ultimate expression in the works of the new school—Mr.

Koehler calls attention to for the first time that I am aware of in his memoir

of Frederick Juengling. ' It is a fact,' he says, 'namely, that it is not at all

immaterial what is the quality and the direction of the line, and what the

form and the grouping of the dots, in so far as their effect upon the retina,

when seen in masses, is concerned. Two masses may have precisely the

same value—that is to say, if rotated upon a disk they may produce in the.

eye precisely the same shade of gray, and yet seen at rest they may be of

very different quality, according to the character and the direction of the

lines or dots, or lines and dots of which they are composed. It is the utili-

zation of this principle which makes it possible to suggest effects of color in
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engraving.' Of this law, though it may have found occasional exemplification

in early copper-plate engraving and etching, as Mr. Koehler shows, I fail to

find any conscious apprehension in the old school of wood engraving, if I

may judge of the best works of the masters of its time.

" I have said that the old school did not understand values in textures.

It would be impossible to suggest the effects of color in engraving without

some degree of comprehension and artistic application of the principle in-

volved in this law. No color exists by itself ; it is modified by the influence

of its neighboring color—the light of a candle will appear a dark spot against

the sun. The same law holds good when applied to texture. The quality

of a smooth treatment will be raoi^e or less enhanced according to the rela-

tionship it may bear to a rougher one, and vice versa. Add to this the differ-

ence in quality of color obtained by contrasting fine with coarse cutting or

otherwise of brilliant with opaque tints, and we arrive at considering a tone

in engraving under the double aspect of value as to color and texture, its

value of brightness or dullness being modified according to its textual treat-

ment. With the limited methods of the old school we have the elements of

this law floating vague and undefined, of occasional unconscious application

in part, but more often of unwitting violation. They held a perspective in

the use of lines which, without considering whether it is within the province

of the engraver to add to or improve the perspective of the artist, was the

principal quality that saved their work from monotony, and as they sought

to give the textures of things, this, when happily applied, was an additional

source of interest and completed the sum of its variety. But as the quality

of their textures was dependent upon the nature of the things depicted, they

could not group and contrast them with a view to the coloristic effect of the

whole. Neither was the perspective of their lines employed for coloristic

purposes, but, as might naturally be inferred, to give distance.

" No one that I am aware of has treated this matter with greater insight

and sympathy than Mr. Koehler, from whose memoir of JuengHng I quote

in conclusion :
' In the development of wood engraving in our own day the

spectacle is repeated which was enacted in the days of Rubens, but, as a

matter of course, in a much more refined form. It is quite conceivable that

the representatives of the old school of that time—that is to say, those en-

gravers who prided themselves upon the sweep and assurance of the line, and

who sought their highest aim in its development—should have accused their

contemporaries of the then new school that they sacrificed the dignity of

their art to secondary qualities ; that they valued external picturesque at-

tractiveness above the drawing, which alone expressed the intellect. Such

accusations were brought against JuengHng, and he often exclaimed angrily,

'Confound the line! What I seek is tone and color!' And those who

brought the accusation may be excused if, in view of the works of the ' new

school,' their feelings were aroused much more violently even than those of

the (hypothetical) antagonists of the new school of the seventeenth century.
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The works that this latter was asked to interpret were, although the products

of painting, still not so exclusively painting as the specifically most modern

productions. The Venetians, Rubens, Rembrandt, Velasquez, etc., were in-

deed painters in the modern sense of the word ; but in their case the tech-

nique was still the servant of the idea, which, in the first instance, finds its

expression in drawing. Reduce their works to this, their simplest expression,

and you will find that they still retain their individual character. But with

the mass of modern painters the idea has been reduced to a minimum ; in

the best productions its place has been taken by feeling and what the Ger-

mans call Stiminung, and the love of technique and color for their own
sake occupy so prominent a position that it would be exceedingly difficult to

tell the works of one master from those of another if the attempt were made

to reproduce them simply by drawing. None of the methods in use till

then answered for the new tasks. It needed more delicate gradations of

light ; it needed, above all else, a richer scale of color ; it needed, in a word,

quality, and to attain this, the line as such, ' the line for the line's sake,' had

at last to be completely sacrificed. It has been charged against the represent-

atives of the new school, and more especially against Juengling, that they

sacrificed the beauty of the line from ignorance or from caprice, and that

they carried minuteness in their work to an insane degree, merely to show

off their mechanical dexterity or, still worse, to hide their artistic incompe-

tency, more especially as draughtsmen. It has furthermore been maintained

that if such minuteness be desired, there is no longer any need for the en-

graver, but that in such case all reproductions may be abandoned to the

photomechanical half-tone processes. These objections can not be upheld.

The beautiful line which, if it means anything, must mean the graceful, deli-

cately curved line, the sweep of which is in itself agreeable, is beautiful

only where it fulfills a purpose. As soon as it ceases to answer the demands

made upon it it ceases also to be really beautiful. Above it stands the ex-

pressive line which adapts itself to all conditions and forgets itself in the

desire to answer its purpose. And whenever the engraver endeavors to lose

the line entirely, to allow it to be absorbed in the mass so that it shall only

make itself felt by its qualities, he does this for the sake of higher aims, not

at all for the sake of fineness. Those who seek their safety in the quality

last named may quietly drop wood engraving ; despite all fineness, however,

they will never reach what they are after, for the- texture in the photome-

chanical half-tone process is the same all over, and hence it lacks that indis-

pensable varying quality which the hand of the engraver, guided by refined

artistic perception, is capable of giving."

Photographic Art.—This Congress was widely representative, and the ad-

mission of photography into the Department of Art was regarded as a note-

worthy event. To give an idea of the nature and scope of this Congress the

following extracts are made from the introductory address of Judge Bradwell,

Chairman of the Committee of Organization :
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" Fifty-five persons, representing Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and the
islands of the sea, accepted invitations to prepare papers and deliver addresses
upon photography and the processes dependent thereon. The programme
presents a great variety of talent and subjects : Color Photography is repre-
sented by Fred E. Ives, its ablest exponent in America ; Isochromatic Pho-
tography, by G. Cramer, and Orthochromatic

Photography and its Practical Application,

by John Carbutt ; Photography in Natural

Colors, by the eminent artist Edward Bier-

stadt, of New York. The Present and Fu-
ture Possibilities of Photography has been
assigned to the enthusiastic W. I. Lincoln

Adams, of the Photographic Times, and to

Leon Vidal, an eminent artist of Paris and
professor at the National School of the

Decorative Arts. Winter Photography in

the Alps is aptly treated by Elizabeth Main.

Amateur Photography was appropriately se-

lected by Miss Catharine Weed Barnes (now
Ward), and Photographers' Efforts at

Union, as appropriately selected by H.
Snowden Ward, of London, England. Elec-

tric Lighting in the Studio has a skillful

exponent in Henry Vander Weyde, of Lon-

don, England. Portraiture is treated by

Shapoor N. Bhedwar, of Bombay, India, in

an exceedingly able and interesting manner. Posing and Illumination, by

E. M. Estabrooke, of Elizabeth, N. J., will well repay a careful examination.

The American Bibliography of Photography is to be treated by C. W. Can-

field, of New York. Photography applied to Scientific Research by Prof.

Romyn Hitchcock, of the Smithsonian Institution, will be a paper of lasting

value. The Finer Division of the Silver Haloids for Scientific Work, by

Thomas W. Smillie, of the Smithsonian Institution, will be of unusual interest

to the scientific photographer. The Hand Camera : Its Aims and Objects,

by Walter D. Welford, of London, England, will be instructive to all not

skilled in the use of this instrument. Film in Relation to Amateur Photog-

raphy, by Gustave D. Milburn, of Rochester, calls attention to a matter not

generally known in relation to films when rolled. The Camera as a Source

of Incorne outside the Studio will be treated by Mrs. Elizabeth Flint Wade,

of Buffalo. America's Share in the Development of Photography will lose

nothing at the hands of Julius F. Sachse, editor of the American Journal of

Photography. Carbon Printing has been assigned to W. A. Cooper, one

of Chicago's oldest and most expert process workers. Fine Line Screens

and their Use, by M. Wolfe, of Dayton, who was not the first to discover

JAMES B. BRADWELL,
Chairman of Committee

on Photographic Art Congress.
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their use, but was, we believe, the first in America to make them publicly an

article of merchandise. Photo-Mechanical Processes in England receives

the attention of W. T. Wilkinson, author of a work on Photo-Engraving.

The beautiful process of Photogravure has been selected by the artistic and

well-known Ernest Edwards, of New York, and Photo-Mechanical Printing

up to 1893, by Prof. Jacob Husnik, of Prague, Austria, author of four works

on mechanical printing. Support Reflection : Its Sources, its Effects, its

Remedies, is to be treated by I. T. Sandell, of Thornton Heath, England.

Tele-Photography will receive the attention of Edward Bausch, of Rochester,

The address of Thomas R. Dallmeyer, of London, whose name is known
wherever photographic lenses are used, is devoted to Tele-Photographic Sys-

tems of Moderate Amplification. Recent Improvements in Photographic

Lenses, by Prof. W. K. Burton, of the Imperial University of Tokio, Japan,

is on a subject of much interest. Photography as an Aid to Education will

be demonstrated by Prof. Charles F. Himes, of Dickinson College. The

Camera and the Pulpit will be the subject of a discpurse by the Rev. A. W.
Patton, of Joliet. M. A. Seed, maker of the dry plates that bear his name,

will speak of coarse-grained negatives, and tell how to prevent them. Dr.

EUerslie Wallace, of Philadelphia, has a very readable paper on Medical Pho-

tography in General. Photography in Surgery, I am pleased to say, will be

treated by a woman, Mrs. Dr. G. F. Sears, of Chicago. The Sensitiveness

of Photographic Plates is the subject selected by the cautious and accurate

Prof. G. W. Hough, of the Northwestern University. Andrew Pringle, of

London, is to tell of the Services of Photography to Medicine. Negatives for

Lantern Slides and Enlargements is the subject of F. A. Bridge, Hon. Sec-

retary of the Photographic Club, London. Marine Photography is assigned

to one of its ablest exponents, Henry G. Peabody, of Boston. Photog-

raphy for illustrating the Practice of Medicine and Surgery in a Great Hos-

pital, by Prof. O. G. Mason, of Bellevue Hospital, will interest not only

photographers, but all who are in the practice of medicine and surgery.

Photography as applied to Medicine, by Prof. Albert Londe, of Paris, is a

paper of great scientific value and interest. Photography as applied to Sur-

gery, by Prof. A. S. Murray, of Johns Hopkins Hospital, is a practical paper.

The beautiful landscapes of Colorado, taken in the pure air of the mountains,

will receive the attention of W. H. Jackson, of Denver. The paper of W.
Jerome Harrison, of London, contains valuable suggestions as to the desira-

bility of establishing an International Bureau to record and to exchange pho-

tographic negatives and prints. Photography without a Lens is illustrated

by Captain R. Colson, of Paris. Universal Standards in Photographic Ap-

paratus is to be advocated by Henry Sturmey, of London, and The

Latent Image has been selected by Miss Adelaide Skeel, of Newburg, as.

her theme."
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THE PHILOSOPHICAL CONGRESS.
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Philosophy, the Twofold Nature of Knowledge, Realism in Art and Literature, and
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Galton, Brother Azarias, Josiah Royce, Louis J. Block, and others.
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" The difference between the civilized and the barbarous world is the

difference between educated and uneducated man. Even the man of mere

money may see that all values are raised indefinitely by education. It is the

man civilized by education who appreciates things, and gives high prices for

paint and canvas, architecture, fine locations, comforts, everything. Property

is worth nothing to cattle, very little more to savages, and a great deal to

civilized men. Plato was poor, but Plato was worth more to Greece in hard

drachmas than a hundred Midases. And yet education can afford to forego

all claims to such financial value, and urge simply the men and women and

children that it produces as its chief success. One Aristotle is of more

value than a w^hole continent of ordinary men. The truth is, man himself

is the only wealth, and all other things have value only in relation to him.

What were the worlds worth if no man inhabited them ? All values rise

as man rises, and fall as he falls ; and the thought that discerns man's in-

finite value is the truest, tenderest, and richest thought of the world. Not
that all else is worthless—philosophy would instantly correct that partial

truth—but that all else has value only when this thought is at the heart

of things.

" To take a given principle—say, thought itself—to grasp it firmly, see it

clearly, and watch it blossom out into an infinitude of thoughts, thus reveal-

ing its own infinitude ; to see each and every one of these thoughts perpetu-

ally referring itself to, and holding its vital relation with, the universal

thought, thus revealing its own reality and truth ; and, furthermore, to dis-

tinguish, define, and clearly differentiate thought from thought without con-

fusion (thus respecting the principle of difference) ; and, finally, to set all

thoughts in right relation to each other and to the total thought in living

and eternal synthesis—this is philosophy. And this is the highest form of

intellectual education. And the function of philosophy is, in its peculiar,

high, and perfect method, to educate the educated and the educators, and,

through these, the world. It is educating and self-educating thought. In

this, philosophy but echoes the voice of all true religion, which finds the true

man to be not the natural man at all, but the spiritual man, and the perfect

and eternal idea of that man it declares to be the Divine Man."

At the morning session of the Philosophical Congress, Tuesday, August

22, the first speaker was William T. Harris, LL. D., United States Commis-

sioner of Education, whose subject was Kant's Third Antinomy and his Fal-

lacy regarding the First Cause. He said :

"There has descended to us from Plato and Aristotle an ontological

proof of the existence of God as the first cause. The proof consists in show-

ing the presuppositions of finite, dependent being. The presupposition is of

a whole or total, when something incomplete is given. The partial, incom-

plete, or imperfect is understood by Plato only in the sense of dependent

being, that which in its very nature implies the existence of something else

on which it depends.
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" Of course we can speak of a thing as imperfect or incomplete when we
regard it as lacking something which we arbitrarily associate with it as a pur-

pose or end. We can speak of a broken nail as an imperfect one, or call an

unbroken one a perfect one. But a perfect nail is not by any means a com-
plete or perfect being. It owes to outside causes its shape and its substance

;

it is thoroughly a dependent being. Whatever derives its being from an-

other is a dependent being, and presupposes the existence of that on which

it depends. All beings in space are limited in extent and have environments

upon which they depend or with which they stand in relation. All beings in

time—that is to say, all beings that undergo change—are similarly dependent

and have derived their being from antecedent being. Plato and Aristotle

reach this idea of dependence through the idea of motion. Motion, in its

various forms of locomotion, change, increase, diminution, and the like, is

motion through another. Motion in the form of life and mind is selt-motion,

according to Plato ; but, according to Aristotle, life and mind are unmoved
producers of movement.

" Dependent being presupposes independent being as its source and pro-

ducer. Deny the existence of an independent being and you deny the exist-

ence of all that depends on it. The existence of the dependent being is con-

tingent and may or may not be, but if it is, then the independent being on

which it depends must be.

" What differences in Nature are necessarily implied between dependent

and independent beings ? It is evident that the independent being contains

the explanation of the dependent being. It is its origin, shaper, and mover.

It causes it to begin, to change, and to cease. Fastening the attention of the

mind upon these two orders of being, the dependent and the independent,

two general characteristics become obvious as essential to describe them.

Everything that exists is either determined or made what it is by itself or by

some other being. It is clear that the characteristic of dependent being is

found in the fact that something else determines or makes it to be what it is.

That which determines itself is independent, because it possesses existence

derived only from itself.

"These two orders of being, the self-determined and the determined-

through-another, must both ^.cist if dependent being exists. Independent or

self-determined being must be both cause and effect, or causa sui—\\\& cause

of its own determinations. It must, too, have the power of modifying its

determinations. Its nature, then, must be that of a self as pure subject,

which is the general possibility of all determinations, and a self as object,

which realizes some or all of those determinations. These traits of character

are identified by Plato, Aristotle, and their competent disciples as the phases

of subject and object in conscious being. Independent being must have

the form of mind, or it must be conscious. The form of any total or

whole being, the form of all independent being, is that of intelligent per-

sonality.
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" All ultimate explanation is to be found in independent being ; hence,

in personal being. This great doctrine follows from the insight here de-

scribed. It is the doctrine of theism, the doctrine explicitly taught in the

religions of Judaism and Christianity. It is a doctrine that elevates and en-

nobles human life, because it makes man to be of the same nature as the

Absolute, though not completed in his act of self-determination. The Abso-

lute self-determined has made his object perfectly a subject-object—the finite

self-determined has not yet made his object perfectly self-active, but partially

passive. The explanation of man and of the several ranks of being below

him in nature is accessible on this line : there is a harmony between philoso-

phy and religion.

" But this ontological proof, after standing criticism for two thousand

years and getting translated into various forms of expression—such, for ex-

ample, as demonstrations of the existence of God by St. Anselm and Des-

cartes, and the doctrine of the Monad by Leibnitz^—was at last attacked by

Immanuel Kant in his Critique of Pure Reason from the standpoint of psy-

chology, and its validity was questioned in such a manner that modern phi-

losophy since Kant has furnished few thinkers who have attempted its defense

against the new criticism.

"It is plain that the old doctrine of independent, self-determined teing

as the presupposition of dependent or derivative being centers in the prin-

ciple of causality. This principle of causality has been so treated by Hume
that nothing remained of it except invariable sequence. This amounts to a

denial of causality altogether as ordinarily understood. For a cause should

be a being that by its own activity transfers its influence to another being,

thereby giving rise to new modifications in it. Cause signifies origination of

new determinations, and the root of it is self-determination. Thus Plato

could ask after the source of motion (The Laws, Book X), and assert that the

self-moved must be the cause of motion in everything that is moved by

something else than itself.

" Kant's chief inquiry is directed to the explanation of the certainty we
have in the use of the category of cause to give us knowledge of what tran-

scends experience. It is evident enough that experience can not furnish us

a knowledge of any universality in the facts of time or space and still less of

any necessity of existence as prevailing among such facts. It can only say

:

' So far as observed, this or that prevails.'

" Kant has done the cause of affirmative philosophy an incalculable service

in showing the method of discovering the a />riorz elements in knowledge.

But the use he made of his discoveries in rational psychology was to destroy

the very foundations of philosophy and discourage any and all attempts to

solve the great problems of human thought ; for he held, first, that the con-

siderable store of a priori knowledge which we have in possession is entirely

subjective in its character. We do not know things in themselves, but only

phenomena and our own mental forms. We know the forms of our know-
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ing to be the necessary forms for the existence of phenomena, because we
impose those forms on the data of sensation.

" Second, he held that our supposed transcendental knowledge by which
we reach the ideas of God, freedom, and immortality is all an illusion. It is,

in fact, only one side of a twofold argument—a conflict or antinomy of ideas
either side of which seems to be irrefutably established when regarded by
itself alone.

" For instance, the doctrine of causality seemed to contain the necessary
implication of an original source of movement. That which causes, origi-

nates. That which receives and transmits the causality is not a true cause,
but only an effect, or, at best, an instrument or agent of the cause. Hence
Plato and his school of thinkers could hold that a causality of mind or per-
sonality is involved as the ultimate presupposition of the least and most me-
chanical movement in the world.

" Kant shows in his third antinomy that the line of thought which ends
in discovering a free personality as the ultimate presupposition (the thesis),

although it proceeds by logically necessary steps and is not fallacious, yet it

stands side by side with another line of thought equally necessary and log-

ical and yet leading to the opposite conclusions (the antithesis). The valid-

ity of each argument and their mutual contradiction destroy both.
" The thesis states that Platonic insight which has been such a solid com-

fort to the race for the past twenty centuries. It says :
' Causality, according

to the laws of Nature, is not the only causality from which the phenomena
of the world can be deduced. There is besides a causality, that of freedom,

which is necessary to account for those phenomena.' Kant leads to this

insight by showing what is involved in the other theory. Every event pre-

supposes a previous condition from which, if existent, it must follow as a

necessary result. Now, if that state or condition had always been, this event

would also have always existed. Hence the causality of a cause that pro-

duces an event must be itself an event, or, in other words, it must be some-

thing that has just now come to be. Hence we are compelled to look

beyond it for another cause, and thus again forever. But, says Kant, ' There

would be no completeness of the series of causes ' at this rate. For he sees

that the cause which we reach in our search is never the originator of any

determination or effect. It is, in fact, only a transmitter. Hence it belongs

to the effect and not to the true cause. We are discovering only agents and

passive instruments, and therefore adding only to the effect in our search for

the cause. No one of this series of antecedent events can be the first cause
;

hence the whole series consists of effects that do not originate any new im-

pulse whatever. Let each one of them originate something and we could

soon come to the end of our series and explain the origination of the entire

event. But since no previous event originates anything, it is clear that the

entire series is empty of causality.

" This last result, however, Kant does not see ; he sees only that ' the
138
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causality of Nature can not be the only kind of causality,' and is willing to

admit that the series of events devoid of all origination of new determina-

tions, is one kind of causality. He concludes, therefore, that there is a second

species of causality—namely, ' an absolute spontaneity of causes that of itself

begins a series of phenomena that proceeds according to natural laws, hence

we must admit transcendental freedom, without which even in the course of

Nature the succession of phenomena would never be complete as to causes

'

—or, in other words, the series of phenomena in Nature would lack causality

if spontaneity or self-activity is denied.

" In his remarks on this demonstration Kant shows further that he does

not see quite fully this need of a spontaneity or pure self-activity in the true

cause, because he speaks more explicitly of all successive states and condi-

tions of events as ' resulting according to mere laws of Nature.' The idea of

a cause that could set things going and then leave them to go on of them-

selves belongs to an inconsistent dualism. But it implies that the spontane-

ous factor of causality is transmitted to the series of phenomena in Nature so

that the things created have become real and true causes and can originate

new distinctions. In that case, as already shown, the infinite regress of

causes would not be necessary to explain any given event.

" But the defect in Kant's conception of true cause will be apparent in

the proof of the antithesis, which reads as follows :
' There is no freedom, but

everything in the world takes place solely according to the laws of Nature.'

The proof of this antithesis is not so satisfactory ; or it points out merely the

fact that a first beginning of action—i. e., the spontaneity of a true cause

—

breaks the continuity of the natural law of cause and effect and ' is opposed

to the law of causality,' and therefore destructive of the unity of experience.

If we admit that there is freedom in the transcendental meaning of the term

as a particular species of causality producing occurrences in the world—that

is to say, a capacity to begin a new condition of things and a new series of

results that flow from it—it would follow that not only the new condition,

but even the determination of the spontaneity to the production of the series

—that is to say, the causality would have an absolute beginning such that

nothing precedes it to determine this action according to constant laws. But

every beginning of an action presupposes a preceding state of inaction in the

cause, and a dynamically first beginning of action presupposes a state or con-

dition that has no causal relation with the preceding state of the cause and in

nowise results from it. Transcendental freedom, therefore, is opposed to

the law of causality, and it is such a combination of successive states or con-

ditions of active causes that no unity of experience is possible with it, and

consequently it is not found in experience and hence is an empty fiction of

the mind.

" The alternative here is either fixed laws of Nature—everything prede-

termined necessarily—or transcendental freedom, which means, as he informs

us further on, lawlessness without the guidance of rules. But the thesis had
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not rested on the question of preference for law or lawlessness, but on a
deeper necessity underlying the principle of causality itself, namely, the ne-

cessity that an adequate (and not a confessedly incomplete) cause should be
posited as existing for each effect. If it shall be found that an adequate cause

is necessarily a personal cause, and hence one not under necessity but under
freedom, then we must accept the causality of freedom or else deny causality

altogether. This will appear, if we recall the thesis, which showed the fol-

lowing points :

" I. The series of phenomena in Nature do not originate new determina-

tions ; they are not true causes, but they merely transmit causality.

"2. Hence, unless the whole series receives causality from a 'transcen-

dental freedom ' or from a cause that originates new determinations, there is

only an effect and no cause.

" 3. But an effect without a cause is no effect. Herewith the entire series

falls asunder into independent members, and each member becomes a causa

sui. For if the change in each member of the series is not derived from a

true cause it is self-originated.

"4. Hence, too, the conformity in law which is admired in Nature

would vanish unless there exists a transcendental freedom.
" 5. Because the ' unity of experience ' is secured through the law of

causality, and according to it the mind always seeks an adequate cause.

But, according to Kant, it destroys experience to find an adequate cause

—

experience must always seek and never find, or else its unity will be de-

stroyed.

" 6. The thesis asserts that self-activity or self-determination is the basis

of all causality, and that without it causality or the origination of new deter-

minations can not be. The antithesis, on the other hand, sets up the law of

causality and proceeds to seek a cause for any event that is not self-origi-

nated. Thus it affirms the thesis in so far as it asks for an adequate cause.

The impulse that leads it to ask for a cause certainly demands an adequate

cause, since it is aroused only by the sight of dependence or incompleteness

in a phenomenon.
"

7. But a self-active or self-determined being is not a phenomenon ; it is

not a thing or an event, but a living being. Although it can manifest itself

in things and events, it is not either of them. It can organize matter into a

body and can perform deeds. It can have an internal life of consciousness

—perceiving internally feelings, ideas, and volitions—three forms of self-

activity. The form of the object of our external senses is thing and environ-

ment—everything is made what it is by its environment—no freedom in that

realm, but only necessity.

"8. Hence we see that experience has two phases, outer and inner, or

sense-perception and consciousness, and consequently two orders of objects

of experience. We perceive things in space as mechanical aggregates and

moved by external influences. We perceive internally feelings, ideas, and
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volitions, each one of these being a determination of a self-active subject

—

our own ego. The form of the external object of the senses is fate—outside

necessity ; the form of the internal object of sense is subject-object, or self-

determination.

" 9. But Kant's Antinomy assumes that there is but one phase of experi-

ence, namely, the outer or external, whose object takes the form of mechan-

ism. Since mechanism is devoid of self-activity, all changes and arrange-

ments have to be explained by outside causes, and hence Kant is correct in

affirming that experience in this field must find every event conditioned by

another event, ad infinitum. Moreover, such search for a mechanical cause

is and must be forever futile, because no mechanism can originate a new de-

termination in anything else. This is of course implied in Kant's statement

that the regressive series of causes, or rather links of transmittal, is infinite.

If any origination of new determinations were left in the members of the

series it need not be infinite.

" ID. But it is singular that Kant did not call attention to the appearance

of the second phase, that of internal observation, as a factor of actual experi-

ence. He must have admitted that this factor is constantly borrowed to in-

terpret the phenomena of the outward world. Within ourselves we are con-

scious of originating determinations in the acts of thinking and feeling, and

especially of willing. These determinations presuppose a state of previous

inaction in their cause—-that is to say, they are not mechanically caused by

previous events, but are originated by the self-activity of the ego. Now, as

far as mechanical causes go, we do not seek, nor does the unity of experience

ever prompt us to seek, for a thing or event that constrains an idea or voli-

tion. We rest contented when we have discovered a living being as the

cause, and at once transfer our inquiry from the realm of efficient causes to

that of final causes or motives. A motive exists only for a self-determined

being or living being. By a stretch of meaning we may regard action from

motives or teleological action as common to all living beings—conscious mo-

tives in man and some animals, unconscious in other animals except in the

dim form of desire, unconscious in plants, but guiding only as life principle

or instinct.

"II. We observe in the external world only forms of matter and motion

—

purely mechanical things and events. But to certain of these things we add,

by inference from analogy with our inward experience, the concept of life or

soul and call such things endowed with soul, organisms—say plants, animals,

men. These objects are acknowledged to be a part of our experience, but it

is clear that objects to which we attribute internal self-activity—namely, all

living beings—are partly perceived externally and partly known by inference

based on the analogy of our inward consciousness. We can never perceive

by external sense either a feeling, or a thought, or a volition : we can only in-

fer these by external signs interpreted by analogy.

"12. But here we come to the fact that overthrows Kant's antithesis.
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which rests for its validity on a question of fact : So soon as we trace a series

of mechanical causes back to a vital cause, whether of plant, animal, or man,
then the unity of our experience is completed

; we are satisfied and do not
seek further mechanical causes. We change our ground now and inquire into

motives or purposes and seek the ideal end and aim which the self-activity of

the living being seeks to attain.

"13. A motive is an ideal and not a real. It is the thought of a possible

determination opposed to some real determination. Even if we say that a

conscious being always is controlled by the strongest motive, we are as far as

possible from asserting external necessity, or what Kant calls the " natural

law of causality." For to be constrained by a motive is to be constrained not

by a real but by an ideal—not by a previous event but by a future event, a

mere possible event. This ideal or possibility arises in the conscious soul as a

product of abstraction and constructive imagination—it is created in place of

the remembered reality. In the unconscious soul it arises not by abstraction

but by the simplest form of self-seeking and self-reproduction, using its en-

vironment as means of self-reproduction.

" 14. Kant in this antinomy apparently observes only one kind of search

for causes in experience—that for mechanical causes—elsewhere as in the

Critiques of Judgment and the Practical Reason he notes with special atten-

tion the idea of teleological causes. But here he seems to assume that motives

and purposes, the causes which are precisely in accordance with transcen-

dental freedom, are identical with mechanical causes or agencies which are in

conflict with transcendental freedom. In this he is inconsistent and under-

mines the whole antinomy, for he in effect identifies transcendental free-

dom which moves to achieve purposes, motives, or final causes with passive

things and events caused by other things or events. According to this there

would be no collision, of course. But the alternative open to him or to us

is to admit transcendental freedom as a settled fact of experience—but not

of external experience pure and simple. It is an immediate fact of internal

experience and an inferred or mediated fact of external experience. We
know first the ego with the maximum of certainty ;

second, we know by in-

ference from analogy selfhood or self-determination in plants, animals, and

our fellow-men, interpreting their movements and changes by aid of our in-

ward experience.

" Better known in England and America than Kant's Antinomy is Sir

William Hamilton's Law of the Conditioned. It is enounced by him in the

form of an antinomy. We can know only the conditioned. Our attempt

to know the unconditioned leads us into two contradictory theses, both of

which seem necessary. Space is the example given. Space is not bounded,

because its bounds would require space to exist in and thus posit space be-

yond the bounds—thus continue or affirm space instead of negate or limit it.

On the other hand, try to realize, comprehend—or, better, imagine—space as

a whole, and we are completely baffled, inasmuch as we always find space
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beyond the frame of our mental picture, and our imagination finally ' sinks

exhausted ' in the attempt.

" Here we have a more easily solved antinomy than that of Kant, for

it is evident at first glance that the thesis to Hamilton's antinomy—namely,

the proposition that space is infinite—is proved, while the antithesis

—

namely, the proposition that space is finite—is not sustained. Space is in-

finite because all boundaries or limits would require space to exist in

and hence affirm instead of negate space.

Space is therefore only continued by its

environment, and thus is infinite. But im-

agination or mental representation can not

picture what is infinite ; the infinite always

escapes from its grasp. This is precisely

what happens in Hamilton's antithesis. If

he showed that the imagination cou/d grasp

the whole of space, it would then establish

the antithesis and there would be a real con-

tradiction. As it is, the failure of the imagi-

nation to grasp space as a whole is a nega-

tive proof of the thesis, which therefore is

left with two proofs and no refutation.

" The best proof of the truth is always

drawn from the attempted refutation. Ham-
ilton's thesis is presupposed as true even by

the argument in the antithesis—for we could

never affirm that the attempt to imagine

space would in all cases fail unless we knew that it (space) extended beyond

all possible limits and always is 'its own other or beyond.'

" So, too, Kant's thesis is in reality presupposed and thus indirectly proved

by the argument of the antithesis. The unity of experience demands the

search for causes of events. This happens because events are seen to be in-

complete and derivative, thus presupposing a complementary being that origi-

nates them. To find this complementary being that originates them is the

purpose of the further inquiry which prompts observation and leads to further

experience. Were the mind convinced at the start that it is impossible to

find the cause, it would not give further attention to the phenomenon. The

Brahman knows by his doctrine of the Absolute that the world is an illusion,

and hence he abstains from investigation and never discovers the relations of

facts and events to each other. The Christian European, being convinced

that the world is a revelation of divine Wisdom, seeks the traces of Personal

Reason in the concatenation of things and events. It asks for the relations

of natural things and forces to each other and inquires into personal motives

of the beings that possess transcendental freedom.

"We are prepared now to say that the main purpose of Kant—namely,

REV. J. MACBRIDE STERRETT,

a contributor to the Congress.
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to show a necessary contradiction in the mind in its thought of a first cause
—is not fulfilled, inasmuch as all causality has to do with the origination of
movements or changes, and hence with transcendental freedom. There are
not two kinds of search for causes, but only one. But Kant has done great
service in showing by this antinomy in the clearest manner that true causes
are all transcendental, and not to be met with in the realm of mechanically
related things and events. Freedom is not phenomenal but noumenal. His
failure to take account of the transcendental factors of our experience is

the source of his errors. These transcendental factors include first the self
or ego, and second the inferred selfhoods of organic beings, including plants,
animals, men, and the first cause, and to understand how Kant failed to
recognize them one must study the Paralogisms of Pure Reason in con-
nection with these antinomies. Internal experience, he thinks, does not
transcend the category of time and relates only to events. All mental facts
are events. This, too, was the doctrine of Hume. The self-identity of the
ego must be denied on this hypothesis. By its admission we are led to the
absurd conclusion of the antithesis to the third antinomy—namely, that in

experience we find no case of transcendental freedom, but only of mechan-
ical causation. Hence we must deny that we know our own identity and
that we know any such beings as plants, animals, and our fellow-men—we
know only mechanical combinations and relations, and must not suppose
that we know any spontaneity or transcendental freedom in connection with
such organisms, for the recognition of such spontaneity would destroy the

unity of our experience. We seek for causes, it is true, but we must be
careful not to find any real causes, because we should then cease to inquire

further in the line of experience, and that would be a great calamity. The
supposed calamity would consist in a change from the study of a mechanical

series for the study of motives, purposes, or final causes. In other words,

we should here change from the study of matter to the study of mind."

Dr. Harris's address was followed by one on Teleology in the Modern
Philosophy of Nature, by Prof. H. N. Gardner, of Smith College, North-

ampton, Mass. And next in order was a paper by Prof. W. Lutoslawski,

of the University of Kayan, Russia, on. The Difference between Knowledge
and Belief as to the Immortality of the Soul. From this paper the follow-

ing passages are taken :

" There is one thing in which almost all religions agree—the common hope

of the immortality of the soul. It should be better named the continuance of

the individual after the death of the body, because immortality is a negative

idea which does not include the indefinite continuation of existence. Death

is known to us only by the observation of bodies, and therefore the asser-

tion of the immortality of the soul is a truism. We see only bodies dying,

and so it is superfluous to assert that the soul is immortal. But usually by

immortality is meant more than the negation of death. The general accep-

tation of this word includes not only absence of death, but also continuation
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of full and conscious existence, and I shall use the word ' immortality ' in

this positive sense. Still, the positive sense of immortality varies according

to individual belief. Many believers consider themselves as accepting im-

mortality while supposing that after death they will be quite indifferent to

everything that interested them in the earthly life, and that they will be

changed in every respect to such a degree that the question arises. Why
should they then be held for the same persons that they now are ? Accord-

ing to the different representations of the state of the soul after death, the

word immortality has a very different meaning in different churches, though

all the religions of earth agree that man does not cease to exist when he

dies. Not only do religious persons agree in recognizing this truth, but also

most of the eminent philosophers, from Plato to Kant, accept it as an im-

portant part of their teaching.

" There is a strange contrast between the general religious and philo-

sophical acceptance of the immortality of the soul and the quite as general

practical contempt for the consequences of this belief. I dare say that the

large majority of religious people of all denominations in the world do not

have a perfect certainty of their existence after death. It seems strange at

first, and may be controverted by many clergymen, but it is a fact that re-

quires a psychological explanation and deserves the attention of all religious

people. It is interesting to find out by what kind of efforts could be pro-

duced more harmony between theoretical religious teaching and practical life.

" My argument as to the fact of general indifference or want of certainty

about the immortality of the soul is based upon the observation that among
all the divergencies of opinions between men, no difference can be greater

and more pronounced than the difference between a man who has an abso-

lute and undeniable knowledge that he can not cease to exist and a man
who either has no sure conviction about this matter or who openly denies

the existence of man after death. The first will look at life on earth as

only a very small part of existence, and will endure the toil of this life as a

training for a more perfect state. He will not be afraid to die, nor will he

think that death or physical misery is a great evil. He will do his duty

with a calm, fixed mind, and will find the true aim of life in the moral per-

fection of the individual, not in the material prosperity of the community.

The individual will seem to him more important than the city, the state, the

Church. All communities are to him only abstract ideas, while only the

living soul is an eternal reality. He may be taxed with egotism by his

countrymen, because he is without political ambition, indifferent to social

distinctions, a foe to all external show, to titles and honors—only inter-

ested in the moral perfection and progress of himself and his friends. He
looks to death as to a happy event, but he would not shorten his days, be-

cause he believes the duties and labors of this life make him better prepared

to enjoy the work of a future life.

" Quite another character is the man who denies the continuation of his
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existence after death. He finds in the earthly life the only scope for all his

actions. He endures here only to obtain and enjoy immediate results of his

labor. He dreads to think of death, because his thought of it as the greatest

evil deprives him of his activity and spoils his enjoyment of life. He may
love mankind, but if he works for mankind, he seeks above all to create

better material conditions of life, to perfect material existence, leaving moral
perfection to the individual conscience and believing that the only source of

crime is misery. He does his duty in the hope of some rew^ard. If he is of

a noble mind, he w^ill not strive for riches but for recognition, honors, glory.

He will not hesitate to expose the life of the individual for what he con-

siders the benefit of the community, because for him the individual has only

an apparent or ephemeral existence, while the true enduring entities are the

city, the state, and all social organizations. He identifies himself with these

complex bodies and lends them his soul. He desires the gratitude of his

countrymen, and cherishes the idea of living on in their memory.
" Of course I have taken the extreme types of two opposite tendencies.

But if we look at mankind at large, we find that at least on the Continent of

Europe the second type is far more frequent, and not only among the posi-

tivists, who frankly profess with Mrs. Ackermann :

" Eternite de rhomme, illusion, chimere,

Mensonge de I'amour et de I'orgueil humain,

II n'a point eu d'hier ce phantome eph(5mere

II lui faut un demain !

Ella se dissoudra, cette argile 16gere

Qu'ont ^mue un instant la joie et la douleur.

Les vents vout disperser cette noble poussiere

Qui fut jadis un coeur.

" I have also seen devout people attending church, abstaining from meat

on Friday, confessing monthly their sins, and affirming their belief in the

future life, who nevertheless act in every particular as if this life were the

only life they had to live. If we look at their constant craving for material

advantages without any regard for their training to another life, we must

admit that they do not beheve that every act of this fife has an eternal in-

fluence on the future life. I find only one explanation of this divergence

between the religious teaching and the practical life of the majority of man-

kind. I find it only in the psychological difference between a hope and a

certainty, between belief and knowledge. Every religion, so far as it is based

on revelation or the -testimony of witnesses, can not afford to give to the

masses more than a mere hope of immortality. I have often heard immor-

tality spoken of as a promise of God to mankind. Granting this, it is easy

to understand why this hope does not rule the actions of practical life. It is

because in practical life we have, almost at every step, a certain knowledge

of the immediate consequences of our actions. If this knowledge shows us

that a certain action leads immediately to a certain pleasure, then the mere
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hope or fear of a responsibility after death can not overcome this immediate

knowledge, and men act in conformity with their knowledge of the nearest

consequences, without caring about what may occur after death.

"The only way to bring more conformity between human life and reli-

gious teaching is to change this hope or weak belief into a strong conviction

based on exact knowledge. One of the greatest thinkers of modern ages,

Kant, denied the possibility of a perfectly scientific proof of the immortality

of the soul. But if I look at the development of philosophy after Kant, I

must affirm that such a scientific proof of man's permanent existence can be

given, and that the statement of this truth surpasses in certainty and evidence

the truths of all other sciences. It will not be exaggeration to say that we
have no better logical foundation for believing that to-morrow the sun will

rise than for affirming that millions of years hence we shall still remain the

same persons and be able to remember our limited experience of to-day. In

other words, the law of gravitation can not claim to be better pioved than

the law of infinite and permanent existence of every single human being.

"To give the full proof of it would require a long dialectical discussion,

but it is easy to show in a few words what seems to be the only right way of

obtaining a scientific proof of this most important truth. We must start

from the logical investigation into the conditions of obtaining truth. In the

theory of human knowledge we find the basis for a true metaphysics. It is

unthinkable that nothing exists, and if anything among the many existing

appearances has real existence, then this true being can not cease to exist,

because if it could decay it would not be true being. Now among all things

which seem to exist there is only one of which we know certainly that it

does exist. That one certainly existing thing, as Descartes stated, is our-

selves. The external material world can not be of a more certain existence

than ourselves, because, as physiological and psychological inquiry shows,

every external quality depends entirely upon our own conception. Our eye

is the source of colors, our ear the source of sounds ; and by closer investiga-

tion we find that the eye and the ear are also external to ourselves, and do

not form any essential part of our person. I can lose my eyes and my ears,

and almost every part of my body, and still remain always the same entire

person. Therefore I have a right to claim that I am a really existing being,

more than any part of the material world around me.
" The idealistic school of philosophy, while acknowledging this fact, still

asserted that there is something else which has more certain existence than

the human person—the universal ideas which enforce themselves upon all

minds in the same way. But even this view can not be accepted by a

psychologist. The ideas have no existence out of our own minds ; they are

only existing in our soul, and their existence only emphasizes our own

existence.

" If neither bodies nor universal ideas have an independent existence,

nothing is left to be a true being save persons like ourselves. Only such per-
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sons—and I mean by person only the soul, not the body—have the privilege
of knowing themselves that they do exist. Then, if spiritual existence is the
only true existence known to me, and I am the only thing that has indubi-
table existence, this existence can never cease, and must continue eternally,

if anything exists. But I can not imagine a time in which there is nothing,
and so I must continue to exist for all time and must have existed always in

some way.

" This reasoning, if filled out with the detailed arguments given by spe-
cial inquiry, is quite as sound and strong as any other reasoning in science.

Nay, it is the strongest argument in favor of the most certain truth. Only
by such philosophical reasoning we come to a true knowledge of immortality,
far above all hopes and beliefs. If I am right, the only way to secure more
harmony between human actions and the teaching of religions is to associate

religion with philosophy and to dare to prove, without any other authority than
reason, what is assumed to be believed on various historical authorities."

Prof. Lutoslawski's paper was followed by one on Faith as a Faculty of

the Mind, by Prof. Thomas Davidson, of Keene, N. Y. The morning ses-

sion closed with the reading of a paper by Sir Francis Galton. F. R. S.,

which bore the title Inquiries into Relations between Form of Hand and
Character. We give it here in full

:

" Physical measures of students have been collected and discussed in

many colleges of the United States, but serious attempts do not seem to have

been made to trace relations between those measures and mental characteris-

tics. Yet professors at colleges enjoy singularly good opportunities for con-

ducting these inquiries. They possess the measures, and it is part of their

profession to study the characters of their pupils, who pass many hours daily

during a considerable part of some years in succession under their own eyes

or under those of their colleagues. They have opportunities of gathering the

judgment passed on each student by the generality of his fellows, and of

revising their own opinion thereby. Greater facilities exist in large colleges

than anywhere else, for studying character and rightly estimating the disposi-

tions of individuals. Knowing these, and possessing the physical measures,

it seems a straightforward task to investigate such relations as may exist be-

tween them.
" The inquiry I am about to suggest as suitable to be made at colleges

does not, however, utilize any of the existing physical data, but requires new

ones. Nevertheless I think that it would on the whole serve better than

any other for a first attempt, as it ought to go a long way toward settling an

interesting question, upon which confident opinions have been freely ex-

pressed, but on which very little is certainly known—namely, the relation

between the form of the hand and various well-marked mental characteristics.

" For the purpose of this inquiry it is necessary to form collections of

hand prints of various sets of contrasted groups of students, one group in

each set consisting of those who are exceptionally remarkable for possessing
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a large amount of some specified mental characteristics, and the other group

consisting of those who are equally remarkable for the want of it. The first

step toward obtaining such collections is to select the right individuals ; the

second step is to print their hands in an appropriate manner. I will begin

by explaining how to do the latter.

" I do not recommend an attempt to take ordinary photographs of the

hand, because the trouble and expense of doing them well would be so oner-

ous as to prevent the desired inquiry from being conducted on an adequately

large scale. It seems far better at first to be contented with mere silhouettes,

which are easily made and will amply suffice for preliminary conclusions.

" There is no simpler photographic process than that of putting argento-

bromide paper under glass in a printing frame in a dark room ; of laying the

right hand flat upon the glass, and then turning on the flame from a gas jet

above during a few seconds. On developing the paper, a white image of the

hand will appear on a densely black ground. A scale of inches and of centi-

metres drawn on transparent paper should be pasted upon the glass of the

frame down one of its sides, and a strip of ground glass on which the register

number of the student is written should be laid across its top. After all the

prints have been made they can be mounted on a board in sets of sixteen—

four in row and four in column. Each set, if it be photographed to one

sixth of its natural size, will then fit into an ordinary octavo page, and be

very suitable for study and for publication.

" The same end would be achieved with much less waste of material and

almost equal simplicity by using a camera arranged to throw an image of

one sixth of the natural size on a portion of a ribbon of sensitized film or

paper. Should this method be employed, the axis of the camera would be

horizontal, and the hand would be pressed against a vertical pane of ground

glass, illuminated evenly from behind.

" The hands of those students only should be selected who are exception-

ally remarkable for any one of the dispositions or aptitudes under considera-

tion, whether in excess or in deficiency, meaning by "exceptional" a grade

that is reached by only five per cent of all the students. Thus a college of

two hundred students would yield ten cases, and no more, of exceptional

energy, and ten cases of the reverse. It would also yield ten cases of excep-

tional dexterity, whether in drawing or in any other more suitable test of

manual skill, and ten cases of exceptional clumsiness, and so forth. Of

course the same student may sometimes appear in more than one of the

categories.

" I purposely abstain from enumerating the qualities that seem to myself

most suitable for experiment, and from defining more closely the two that

have been mentioned, believing it better that such professors of different col-

leges as were disposed to combine in this inquiry should consult together and

fix upon such common course of action as might appear to them to be the

most feasible. If the total number of students in the co-operating colleges
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should amount to one thousand, the resulting fifty examples in each group
would be amply large enough to afford grounds for trustworthy conclusions.

" Every care should be taken to select the sample cases with the utmost
fairness. Those who have made such inquiries as these are painfully aware
of the many insidious ways in which bias is apt to creep in. Thus a precon-

ceived idea of a relation between delicacy of feature and artistic skill might
favor the selection of students who had delicate features, instead of relying

solely upon their artistic performances. Temptations to be diverted by alien

influences must be sedulously guarded against, because the object is not to

support a theory but to discover a truth."

At the third session of the Congress the first paper presented was by

Brother Azarias, of La Salle Institute, New York city, on The Synthetic

Principle of Philosophy. From it we take these passages :

" Philosophy results from the limited nature of man's intelligence. He
asks the why and the wherefore of things because he comprehends not.

He cavils not about the question that he understands in all its bearings. He
would be informed upon what he does not know. Man's first philosophic

act was that in which he recognized self-consciousness. Then all things stood

out before him asking for a solution. Then he found that he understood not

himself, nor the universe, nor the Creator with whose presence he felt pene-

trated. He endeavored to rid himself of his ignorance, and to solve the

enigmas; and he is still working at their solution. This is yet the problem

of philosophy. It would understand the mutual relation of all things. In

their essences it would discover these relations, and thence ascend to their

principles. It would understand society, the individual, God. In the indi-

vidual it would determine the laws of his thought, the nature of his existence,

his relative position in the universe, his origin, his destiny. In society it

would discover the laws of its organization, its rights, the source of its power,

its modifications as acted upon by external influences. In God it would

learn his attributes and perfections as revealed in the universe, his nature, his

relation with the cosmos. 'It would discover,' says De Gerando, 'in each

phenomenon the cause that produces it, in each law the end to which it

tends.' It is, as Cicero defines it, the science of the things, human and

divine, and of their causes.

" But it is alleged that philosophy has not shown itself worthy of this

high function ; that it is a synonym for Babel ; that it carries with it no

weight, for no two agree upon the same question. The fact that man is so

anxious to penetrate the symbol, to rend the veil of philosophy, shows that

beneath the symbol, behind the veil, there is something worth the knowing.

The individual may be deceived, but humanity is correct in its instincts
;
and

in all ages the choice spirits of humanity have devoted themselves to philo-

sophical pursuits. Individual minds may give different solutions of the

problem, but that invalidates not its existence. Philosophy is discussed by

means of reflex acts ; and man is averse to reflection. The natural tendency

139
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of his mind is for direct acts of thought ; but when he does reflect, his ideas

will be tinged by his education. A different train of reasoning satisfies each

mind. But when the solution is correct, the results will agree ; for truth is

one, and as many individuals as there are, so many ways are there for express-

ing the same idea.

" Philosophy is no Babel. It has its principles, and its method as deter-

mined by these principles. It is therefore a science ; and it is its province

to investigate the nature of all sciences. It establishes for each of them a

basis. It looks to the precision of terms, the legitimacy of reasoning, the

soundness of premises, the value of principles. It educates the mind into

the habit of looking beyond appearances, and of determining things by their

essences. In its present state there is mingled with it a great deal of specu-

lation as fruitless as it is unnecessary. But this must not be confounded

with true philosophy. The one may be easily distinguished from the other,

for philosophy is based upon the unerring instincts of humanity, the first

principles of pure reason, common sense, and the traditionary truths that be-

long to all nations and ages. In seeking this basis the philosopher must

beware of the absolute. He must consider things as they are. No object

is rightly understood when withdrawn from its connections. To isolate is to

misapprehend. Man is a creature of education. He commits intellectual

suicide when, forgetting the fact, he breaks loose from all traditions and

attempts to set up an absolute philosophy. Only the Absolute Being knows

absolute truth. Human reason can be relied on ; it is in its own sphere and

acting in its normal condition infallible ; but man has never been obliged to

stand alone on the platform it builds. He is supported by tradition and

revelation. Christianity has opened to him new fields of thought, and it has

not only proposed questions, it has solved problems of which antiquity could

have had but the vaguest notion. Religion is no hindrance to philosophical

discussion ; it is a great assistance. He who heeds not its well-defined marks

finds himself drifting about on a chartless sea of speculation, with no com-

pass of certainty to determine his bearing, no polar star of truth to steer his

course by, and death engulfs him, an intellectual and moral wreck :

" An infant crying in the night

—

An infant crying for the light

;

And with no language but a cry.

" The philosopher must set down theories at their true worth. A theory

is only a highly probable hypothesis. It may fully account for all the facts

known to-day, but to-morrow may bring with it a discovery that will shatter

it to pieces as being absolutely false. At most it is only a personal view of

certain phenomena. But it is not science, for science is objective. As soon

as a philosopher begins to trim facts to make them suit his hypothesis, he

finds it an obstacle rather than an aid to the knowing of the truth ; he then

prefers fancy to fact, and prefers to build up his knowledge upon ficti-
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tious notions. Ignorance is far preferable to such knowledge, for much has

to be unlearned, and divesting one's self of erroneous impressions is a slow

process. Indeed, there are few men of thought who can not say that one
half their lives is devoted to the unlearning of what they had acquired during

the other half. When a man is aware of his ignorance, he has removed the

greatest obstacle in the way of his arriving at the truth. Let him, then, not

cling too closely to an hypothesis. It is at best but a temporary scaffolding

made use of in building up the structure of knowledge, and ought to be

abandoned as soon as it is found to hamper thought. Philosophic schools

are the bane of philosophy. The man abandoned to them does not think
;

he remembers, repeats ; he becomes a routinist. He lacks the first quality of

a good philosopher, which is to love truth for truth's sake ; for he loves it

only as it tallies with the teachings of his school. He becomes partisan in his

views. His eyes are veiled to the real condition of things. His intellectual

vision is diseased. In his zeal to defend one opinion at the expense of the

other, he rushes to an opposite extreme and falls into an error equally great

with that he would avoid. Therefore the expression of Pascal's, ' to laugh at

philosophy is to philosophize truly,' when applied to philosophic schools,

loses its exaggeration and becomes one of the characteristics of a true philoso-

pher. Truth is simple, and when presented in its naked reality the mind

embraces it, holds to it, and makes it the fruitful source of a large offspring

of new ideas. And when the presentation of a subject lacks this character

of simplicity, when it abounds in ingenious thoughts and fine-spun argu-

ments, when it is enveloped in a cloud of words, the recipient may well doubt

its claim to veracity ; with caution ought he to examine it, and reduce what

is in it to the language of common sense. Truth asks not to be propped up

by partisan views, by distorted systems, by party abuse. It requires of human

intelligence but one thing—viz., to be presented as it is.

" Philosophy suffers because system mongers abuse one another ; and

thus thought remains undeveloped, the truth untold, and philosophy is

dragged from her eminence to degradation. Accusation is not refutation.

When passion cries out, reason ceases to speak. True, in developing philoso-

phy men cease not to be human. Therefore it is that the history of philoso-

phy contains so much that is unphilosophic mixed up with so many partial

truths. Philosophy appeals to the reason, not to the taste, the memory, or

the educational prejudices.

" Conclusions and convictions are not altogether based on a syllogism,

which, as Bacon remarks, ' gives assents, not things.' More subtle influences

are at work drawing for us our conclusions. Likings and dislikings, preju-

dices of education, and degrees of delicacy of organization are all effectual in

converging their forces upon a thought and determining its direction and char-

acter. Its roots seem entwined in every fold of the brain, every fiber of the

heart, and every nerve of the body. ' There is,' says Balmes, ' not only the

intercourse of mind with mind, but of heart with heart
;
besides the recipro-
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cal influence of ideas, there is also that of sentiments.' It behooves the

philosopher to be cautious in reasoning and to take into account all these

determining elements of thought.

" But reason is not alone in the exercise of its functions. All the other

faculties of the soul accompany it, and while some help, others impede the

progress of thought. Men strongly imaginative are easily led into error, for

their language abounds in figurative expressions, and it not infrequently hap-

pens that the figure is an inadequate representation of the thought. In the

heat of reasoning they forget this fact ; they become involved in their subject,

mistake the figure for the idea, and in the end they find themselves landed

upon conclusions that their premises never warranted. In philosophy the

meaning and import of terms must be thoroughly understood. It is only

the consummate philosopher that knows how to define well. For that rare

acuteness of rnind and complete mastery of language is required. Many,

perhaps all, the erroneous systems of the world might be traced to bad de-

fining. Spinoza builds up a colossal system of pantheism on the misappre-

hension of a term. But were the good and pious Monseigneur Bouvier

consistent with the fundamental ideas he lays down in his little work . on

philosophy—as when he includes being in the idea of genus—he would have

been an equally great pantheist. And so it is with the majority of good and

well-meaning writers on philosophical treatises. Their faith is one thing,

their philosophy another ; and both their faith and philosophy are in their

first principles or last results either contrary or contradictory. This an-

tagonism between forms of faith and philosophic systems has led men to

recoil from all philosophy and live either in despair of skepticism or in the

ardent exercise of mysticism.

" Let us glance at the underlying principles of some of our modern phi-

losophers. The history of philosophy may be divided into three periods

:

first, the period of religious revelation ; second, that of natural philosophy

;

and third, that of ideistic rationalism. All -three periods are good, and be-

come an evil only when one of the others attempts to monopolize the whole

of philosophy. It is well that we know ourselves—the faculties of our soul,

the desires of our heart, even the organism of our brain ; well also is it that

we reason according to secondary causes and consider the nature of things

;

and it is equally well that we reconcile reason with revelation.

" There is a period of religious revelation. This begins with the primi-

tive man. But as his descendants departed from the original source, they

retained only broken fragments of the first tradition in which the race was

educated. All the great truths relating to man's origin and destiny were

then present to him, and if he asked, ' Who is God to whom we shall offer

our sacrifices ?
' it was only to assert more positively the eternal existence of

the great Divinity. ' It is very remarkable,' says Kant, ' though naturally it

could not have been otherwise, that in the infancy of philosophy the study

,of the nature of God, and the hope as well as the constitution of a future
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world, formed the commencement rather than the conclusion, as we should
have It, of the speculative methods of the human mind.' Not alone in the
Mosaic account is the revelation to be found. It runs in silent and feeble
rills through the traditions of all nations

; it forms the undercurrent of their
sacred books

;
and, tinged though it be with individual feelings and adulter-

ated by the fictions of national fancy, it is still in its essence the same divine
knowledge that was revealed to Adam and preserved by Noah. In this
period men knew not what it was to doubt. To live and to believe was for
them one and the same act. All the great religious and philosophic truths—
the greatness and goodness of God, the spiritual nature of the soul, its im-
mortality, a future life—were as intimately present to these men as their own
existence. And as with the advance of ages they felt the growth of human
corruption, the one great problem with them was how to stay their down-
ward course and propitiate the Divinity.

Their humanity still seemed to vibrate un-
der the touch of the creative fiat with which
it had lately been launched into existence.

Hence their sacrifices. Hence that lingering

regret with which they looked back to the

golden period that had passed from them
forever. That man's first conception of the

Divinity was that of ' an awful Power ' ter-

rible in its might, vague in its outline, and
mysterious in its nature, is a mistaken notion

opposed by the primitive writings of all na-

tions. In Genesis we read that after God
had created all forms of life he 'blessed

them,' which is not the action of an angry

God, 'an awful power, terrible in its might.'

So too in the Rig-Veda it is written, ' Va-

runa is merciful even to him who has sinned.'

The conception of man acquiring the idea of

God through fear is based upon the mistaken

notion that the primitive condition of man was that of a savage, and that he

is but a development of some of the lower forms of life—a notion warranted

neither by history nor traditions of nations, by the nature of things, nor by

true science. The great primitive truths, preserved in the traditions of all

nations, have a common source. ' So then,' says Clement of Alexandria,

'the barbarian and the Greek philosophy has torn off a fragment of eternal

truth, not from the mythological of Dionysius, but from the theology of the

ever-living word.'

"There is the period of natural philosophy. As the stream of tradition

grew more adulterated with human thought, and the ages became more secu-

larized, the religious sentiment, becoming weaker, entered philosophy less as

JACOB G. SCHURMAN,
a speaker at the Congress.
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an element than formerly. Progress in the material arts gave rise to the ob-

servation of physical phenomena, and men sought rather to consider second-

ary causes than the great first and final cause. Thales makes water the prin-

ciple of all things. Anaximenes endeavors to account for the basis of matter

by considering the gaseous, solid, and liquid states as so many conditions of

air. Heraclitus makes fire the principle of existence. But it is already

found necessary to prove the existence and immortality of the soul. This

Pherecydes attempts. The philosophy based on physics necessarily gravitates

to materialism. And such was the case with the Ionic school until Anax-

agoras asserted the duality of matter and spirit. But whether the philosophers

of this period assert or deny the Divinity, they seek causes in the nature of

things and independent of him ; while those believing in him make him

external to the universe—a master artist with Plato, or with Anaxagoras, a

1/019 outside of His creation.

" And as in Greece so it is in other countries. In India, after the Mi-

mansa of Vyasa with its interpretations of the Vedas according to tradition,

we find the Sankhya of Kapila with its twofold principle of things, matter

and intelligence, and its various branches, some material, some spiritual, some

mystical, as one or other principle was exclusively considered. But among
the twenty-five principles of things laid down in the Sankhya philosophy, we
look in vain for a Divinity. Things are there considered to stand on their

own basis.

"There is the principle of ideistic rationalism. When God was left out-

side as an element, he soon became ignored. Philosophy ceased to be a

science of principles in their relation with things, ceased to be a serious ac-

counting for the cosmos, its origin and destiny, or of man, his position and

relations, and narrowed down with the ancients to a system of knowing.

Planted in their speculations upon their own existence, these men ceased to

be certain of their own explanations. They became skeptics. They assert

with Protagoras the relativity of all truth. With the Nyaya system of

India, they build up dialectics, and reduce all philosophy to the problem of

knowing.
" These three periods have had their cycles. With the introduction of

Christianity we find the first period again revive. Christian philosophers

sought to reconcile the pagan cosmogony and science with Christian teach-

ings. Hence the effort of Jerome, Basil, Clement of Alexandria, Augustine.

Then came the Scholastic period, when all science and religion were built up

on the natural basis of the Aristotelian philosophy. Finally, we are still

struggling through the Cartesian period, with its one problem of knowing.

The fruits of this last period are already making their appearance. The

skepticism of Hume is redolent of it ; so is the atheism of Mill ; so is the

materialism of Bain
; and the evolution of Spencer, which merges this prob-

lem of knowing into the unknowable, is racy of the soil. Philosophic prin-

ciples that lead the mind to these results must have somewhere a flaw. It
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were of advantage to examine those of the leading systems of this latter

period.

" Descartes began by secularizing philosophy. He then reduced it to a

method, .after which he sought a principle that would be its basis. He under-

took to doubt of many things which he believed with certainty. This was a

grave error. There was already contradiction in his mind, for how doubt

and be certain of the same thing at the same time ? But let us hear him
determine the fundamental principles of his philosophy :

' I afterward noticed

that while I wished to think everything false, it became necessary for me,

who so thought, to be something, and remarking that this truth, / think and
I therefore exist, was so firmly established that the most extravagant supposi-

tions of the skeptics could not shake it, I judged that I could without scruple

accept it as the first principle of the philosophy I sought.' Now, this prin-

ciple, while it is a necessary condition of all knowing, establishes the identity

of him who thinks, and nothing more. ' The I think,' Kant properly re-

marks, ' must accompany all my speculations.' But, admitting nothing else

than one's identity, it is impossible to rise beyond it. And as Descartes

began in illusion, it was only by illusion that he got further. But a philoso-

phy illusory in its beginning and illusory in its process must needs be illu-

sory in its results. It then becomes a romance. But life is too short and

too much hangs upon it to spend its most effectual part in unraveling the

threads of a romance. Not in Descartes is the principle of philosophy.

" Locke also reduced all philosophy to the operations of the understand-

ing. His fundamental principle he bases upon the origin of ideas. ' These

two,' I say, ' viz., external material things, as the objects of sensation, and the

operations of our own minds within, as the objects of reflection, are to me

the only originals from whence all our ideas take their beginnings.' The

whole of philosophy is within him only a question of knowing. Hence,

throughout his book he speaks not of time and space, of substance and

accident, of finiteness and infinity, but of their ideas. Upon such a basis it

were natural to ask. How know we that there are external objects correspond-

ing to the ideas we possess ? And this question brings us to the ideism of

Berkeley. And if we are not certain of the reality of external nature, what

grounds have we for believing in the reality of our ideas—our soul ? Then

we are simply subjects of impressions. This reasoning lands us at the skep-

ticism of Hume. Again, since reflection is based upon sensation, and gives

nothing that is not found in sensation, for all reflex acts assert the primitive

act, and neither more nor less, why is not sensation the sole origin of all our

knowledge ? Here is the sensism of Condillac :
' By their fruits you shall

know them.' The principle logically running into such extremes can not be

the true principle of philosophy. ' After all,' says Reid, ' the improvements

made by Malebranche, Locke, Berkeley, and Hume may still be called the

Cartesian system.' It is still the one problem of knowing. How is it with

Reid himself? Reid is in the same sense a Cartesian. While refuting
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Locke, often in a masterly manner, he himself runs in a parallel groove.

He has but a philosophy of the human mind and its intellectual powers.

It is still a philosophy of knowing. It is the principle of common sense.

Of the judgments that make up this principle he says :
' Such original and

natural judgments are therefore a part of that furniture which Nature hath

given to the human understanding. They are the inspirations of the

Almighty, no less than our notions of simple apprehensions. They serve

to direct us in the common affairs of life, when our reasoning faculties would

leave us in the dark. They are a part of our constitution, and all the dis-

coveries of our reason are grounded upon them. They make up what is

called the common sense of mankind, and what is manifestly contrary to any

of these first principles is what we call absurd. This principle has been rec-

ognized by F^nelon and Bufifier. But it is simply a motive of certitude, and

can not therefore be called a principle of philosophy, with its basis in the

nature of things. Kant undertook to revolutionize philosophy. His system

is that of judgment and reason, pure and practical. It is still the philosophy

of knowing. Now he thus sums up his philosophy and its use :
' The greatest

and perhaps the only advantage of all philosophy of pure reason is but of a

negative character, inasmuch as it is not an organon for the extension, but a

discipline for the determination of limits, and instead of discovering truth, it

simply guards against error.' It is well that we possess safeguards against

error and that we know the limits of thought, but the whole of philosophy

can not consist in this knowledge. Moreover, while in points of detail

Kant is often admirable in his reflections, it must be confessed that his

Critique of Pure Reason is the destruction of all reason ; for when it at-

tempts to show that the reasons for truth and error are equally convincing,

and that on the most vital questions, it breaks down the foundation of all

certainty. Balmes vindicated its existence and laid down its principles in a

masterly way. With an ardent love for truth and a burning zeal to defend

it, with a brilliant and well-trained philosophic genius, this man attacked all

the great problems of philosophy, and he spoke upon no subject that he did

not say something worth remembering. Surely with Balmes we ought to

find the basis of true philosophy. But whether he wished to fight the errors

of the age on their own grounds, or whether unconsciously he was influenced

by the philosophic atmosphere of his day, the fact is that he, too, bases all

philosophy upon the problem of knowing. ' The study of philosophy,' he

says, ' ought to begin with the examination of the question of certainty ; be-

fore raising the edifice, the foundation must be laid.' Balmes has done much

for philosophy. He has overthrown many of its idols ; he has thoroughly

explored some of the most interesting problems of intelligence ; he has

cleared the grounds of the weeds and briers of errors. He knew much

philosophic truth, but he evidently missed the principle of philosophy. He
admits that all truths have a unity of origin, and that there is ' in the order

of beings ' a truth the source of all others. That truth he calls God. But a
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few pages after that he truly asserts that from the idea of God no man can
infer either the reaUty or possibility of creation. Were the truths of the

finite order to flow from God, as a necessary consequence, pantheism were
good philosophy. To assert God is to assert that God is, or God is being,

which is that he is himself ; and as he is infinite and necessary, he is self-

sufficient, and nothing is necessary for himself but his own essence. Such
an ideal formula gives but God. It is a reactionary extreme against the

other error of Cartesianism which asserts only man's self.

" Gioberti, feeling the force of such reasoning, undertook to establish an

ideal formula that would include the proper relations of the finite with the

infinite. He begins by asserting that ' to-day in Europe there is no longer

any philosophy,' and that ' true philosophy no longer lives anywhere outside

of religion.' He consequently goes to religion for philosophy. That princi-

ple he rightly conceives to express the true relation of the finite with the infi-

nite. He finds that relation admirably expressed in the opening words of

the Scriptures :
' In the beginning God created heaven and earth.' He con-

siders the source of philosophical errors to lie in the natural. The latter

' expresses,' says Gioberti, ' in the order of facts what by the other is signified

in 'the order of ideas.' But man can not attain to the knowledge of the

supernatural by himself. The light of faith strengthens all his natural facul-

ties to apprehend the mysterious truths it presents for their acceptance. No
special faculty is given, but those already possessed are enabled by a super-

natural means to know the supernatural. Grace supposes Nature. And it

were confounding the one w^th the other to make grace an essential part of

man's nature. Had God so wished, man were complete without the super-

natural order, because, being finite, a finite happiness would have sufficed

him. But being raised to the plane of the supernatural, a capacity for the

enjoyment of the infinite has been given him. And it is this capacity that

Gioberti misapprehends as a distinct faculty, for he defines it to be the senti-

ment of intellective power inexplicable in the course of time, and before the

event of the second creative cycle, or the passing into the other life. And

the note of the superintelligible consists in our inaptitude to comprehend

it. We know this feeling, this yearning, not of one faculty, but of our whole

nature, after a good superior to any that finiteness can offer. It is the note

of our predestination to the supernatural. Let us recognize it for what it is.

The age is but too prone to ignore it altogether. The supernatural is ;
in its

vivifying rays we live, move, and are. Gioberti's principle was a step in the

right direction ; the great fault to be found with it is its inadequacy. And

now let us endeavor to find a principle embodied in a formula that will in-

clude both the natural and the supernatural orders.

" Truth is actuality. All generalization is based thereon. The general-

izations of reasoning, therefore, have their foundations in actuality. But the

primary element of all reasoning is the proposition. Its right use and appli-

cation is explained in logic. Logic, then, is based upon actuality. Its origin
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and life it receives from the divine Word. And as it is the same Word that

speaks in the misapprehension of the creative act. He therefore establishes

as the philosophical principle the ideal formula, Being creates existences.

It is a sublime philosophical truth ; and it were the adequate embodiment of

the whole truth were there no other than the natural order ; but there is also

the supernatural order, of which it is the province of philosophy to take cog-

nizance ; otherwise it would be supposing man to be what he is not. The
formula of Gioberti is adequate for the creation prior to the appearance of a

man upon the arena of existence. But since he is destined to a supernatural

end, and lives and moves in the atmosphere of grace, the philosophical for-

mula that will embody the real relations of things must contain another term

expressive of the supernatural. Gioberti felt the weakness of his position on

this point, and therefore for the apprehension of the supernatural gave man
a distinct faculty, which he called sovrintelligenza. Schlegel imagines a simi-

lar faculty which he calls ' the sense for divine things.' Gioberti identifies it

in substance with the noumenon of Kant, so far as regards the subjective na-

ture of its principle and the impenetrable reality of its object. He explains

its necessity by telling us that the superintelligible being, an object intrinsic-

ally different from other objects of knowing, ought to be referred to a spe-

cial faculty, which differs from the other powers, not only by the nature of

its aim, but also by the special manner in which it takes and possesses it.

This establishes the faculty of sovrintelligenza as a natural one. Now, if

man has a faculty adapted to know any truth, it is natural for him to know
it ; it is within the sphere of his intelligence to know it ; and the principles

of his nature are sufficient for its knowing. But the superintelligible is the

knowledge of the supercreation, and in the incarnation all logic has its founda-

tion in these acts. But synthetic logic is the basis of philosophy. Its funda-

mental principle stands upon these acts in its expression. The principle sought

must therefore express both acts, and can not possibly consist of one predicate,

for each act is distinct. Therefore the first principle of philosophy is : God
actualizes cosmos by the Word and completes its end in the Word. Here is

a formula embodying the natural and supernatural elements of philosophy

—

that which is of reason as well as that which is of revelation—in their proper

order and relation. Let us examine it piecemeal.
" Without God there is no philosophy, no science, no existence. He is

the principle and source of all things. In him we live, move, and are. And
men know it, ' because that which is known of God is manifest in them, for

God hath manifested it to them.'
" That which from all eternity was in the divine ideal of his essence as a

thing possible he made actual by his creative act. Everything outside of his

essence—and that is all Nature, animate and inanimate, spiritual and material,

the cosmos—he drew from nothing. ' I beseech thee, my son,' said the

mother of the Maccabees, ' look upon heaven and earth and all that is in

them, and consider that God made them out of nothing, and mankind also.'
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' For,' says St. Paul, ' the invisible things of him, from the creation of the
world, are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made ; his

eternal power also and divinity.'

" He drew all things from nothingness by means of his divine Word, for

he spoke and they were made, he commanded and they were created. This
word is his own nature, the second person of his triune divinity, and the
medium of his creative act.

" It has been seen that as an infinitely intelligent being God creates for

a purpose. That purpose must necessarily be himself. No other is worthy
of him. Therefore, to have a finite effort worthy of an infinite first and final

cause—to have cosmos worthy of its creator—God raised it above the limited

plane on which it stood, and gave it a significance that rendered it adequate
to its infinitude. As the first act was by the Word, it was proper that the

same Word should bring that act to its completion, which' was done by the

union of the W^ord with cosmos through man— ' and the Word was made
flesh.' Thus in this principle we have a formula into which God and his

creation—its origin and destiny, its alpha and omega—are all condensed. It

is the sum of all philosophy.

" In the term ' God' we have the subject of theodicy and natural theology.

In the term cosmos we have the idea that gives us the ideas of space and

time, with all their concomitant ideas of number, extension, mathematics,

natural history, and physics.

" In the term 'the Word ' is contained the title of creation, the basis of his-

tory, the ideal of literature and art. ' There is but one Word, and that Word
all things speak.' In the term ' completes its destiny in the Word,' we have

the whole supernatural order—a Church, its means of sanctification.

" In the term ' actualizes,' we have the idea of pure and supreme Cause

expressed, and the real relations of the Creator to his creature.

" When John the Evangelist, after gazing with love and reverence upon

the infinity of God's being, burst forth into the sublime words that are the

opening of his gospel, he not only gave us the relations of the Son to his eter-

nal Father, but in words of divine inspiration he summed up the whole of

philosophy. We have only sought to embody his idea in a philosophic

terminology. Traces of it are found everywhere. They exist in the marred

beauties of literature and in the broken harmonies of the universe. The

philosophy that would preserve Christianity must cling to the Word, and

it will find itself more enlightened than the atheistic speculations that would

reject the one or the other. All science begins and ends in mystery. The

atheist shuts out from the horizon of his knowledge the mysteries both of

Christianity and the Word, while the Christian philosopher takes them into

account and endeavors to explain them. In doing so he is more consistent.

That would be an inadequate theory of light that would refuse to explain the

phenomena of darkness."

Following Brother Azarias, Prof. Josiah Royce, of Harvard University,
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presented a paper on The Twofold Nature of Knowledge, which we give

herewith :

" If you wish to understand your relation to the world, first understand

the nature of your own thinking process ; such is the principle of all critical

philosophy, as it has existed in the world ever since the time of Socrates.

The present paper is an effort to contribute toward this general end of our

self-comprehension of the business and the processes of thinking. I shall

discuss certain aspects of the nature of knowledge, because of the light that

such a discussion may throw upon the discoverable constitution of the world

of truth.

" Human thinking is in every individual case an effort, made by an intel-

ligent being, to imitate in his own way the form and structure of the truth that

exists beyond this particular thinking. Consequently the business of know-

ing is essentially an imitative business. But human thinking is also an effort,

made by this same being, to give his own ideas a certain inner clearness, self-

consistency, assurance, self-possession—in a word, to give himself a genuine

self-consciousness. Hence the business of knowing is also essentially a re-

flective undertaking. But I imitate when I give myself over to a relatively

foreign authority, whose constitution or activity I submissively try to repro-

duce in myself. On the other hand, so it would very obviously seem, I

reflect when I retire into my own inner world, and there, with a certain

relative independence, endeavor not merely to re-embody what an external

authority suggests, but to construct for myself what shall, in the outcome,

seem good in my own eyes. But now all our rational thinking is somehow

an effort to accomplish both these ends at once. The question arises. How
are the two ends related ? How are these two equally necessary undertak-

ings of our thought to be harmonized ? On the answer to this question as to

the relation of the imitative and the reflective aspects of thought a great

deal depends as regards our philosophical definition of the world of truth. I

therefore need make no apology for asking the attention of this Congress to

a topic so ancient and yet so perennially fresh.

" The life of our consciousness, the mental life that you and I experience

from moment to moment, and so the whole world of the knowledge that you

and I possess of anything in heaven or earth, may be regarded, with respect

to the various individual moments of our inner lives, from three points of

view—namely, as the object of an immediate knowledge, as the object of a

reflective knowledge, and as the embodiment of what I shall call an imitative

knowledge.

" In the first place, your whole inner life, and mine too, is a mass of pres-

ent experience, which is whatever it happens to be, and so has what may be

called its immediate character. In this immediate character our mental life

consists of present sensations, memories, feelings—in a word, of content, of

Bewusstseinsinhalt, as several German writers have recently called it, or,

again, of what Hume defined as impressions and ideas. Our knowledge.
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then, in so far as it is merely a knowledge of the content of this moment,
may be called immediate knowledge. Your present pain or pleasure, the

peculiar and indescribable quality of any sensation—of the odor of a rose, or

of the tones of a violin, or of a private grief, or of a personal love of your
own—such experience, I say, is of this immediate character. And such
immediate knowledge enters, as we know, into all our most elaborate and
scientific knowledge. Without feeling, no insight ; without direct experi-

ence, no reflection or other thought ; without immediacy, no mediation.

There is something peculiar and individual, meanwhile, about this immediate
content of each moment, something unique, which can never be repeated.

The moment dies and its flavor is gone. This feeling you shall never feel

again, this immediate knowledge you shall never repeat. In the phrase of

Heraclitus : Into the same stream no one twice descends. And conscious-

ness, in so far as it is immediate, is this sort of Heraclitean flux. Each of

its moments must be appreciated alone by itself, and, so to speak, is not pub-

lic property. Nor can this feeling, as this feeling, ever be exhaustively de-

scribed. Our moments are isolated like our hearts. The heart knoweth its

own heaviness, and each moment its own incommunicable inner content of

sensations, emotions, interests. How does the shock of a Leyden jar feel ?

What is the taste of olives ? The moment of experience knows, and in cer-

tain respects it can never articulately tell this which it knows to any other

moment. Memory we say preserves the flavor of a moment for the future.

But each moment of memory is once more an individual moment—here and

not there in time—present as a memory of the past, but still a memory not

in so far as its content is past, but in so far as its own peculiar experience

once more is here in time, and, as it were, simply undertakes or pretends to

be a representation of the past. Representations of past events are them-

selves present events ; they are therefore not the past events represented.

And the past events themselves are dead when they are represented. And
so in its immediate character each moment of life, whether it is called a rep-

resentation or not, stands alone, and is, strictly speaking, never repeated.

Such is the world of immediate knowledge in so far as it is immediate. I

say now that all your mental life and mine, no matter what we do or think

—

high or low, wise or foolish—has always, in one aspect, this immediate

character.

"On the other hand, however, all immediate knowledge is essentially

incomplete knowledge, and it is so just because it is, as immediate, inexpress-

ible. Real and complete knowledge is never merely immediate, but is also

what may be called, technically, derived or mediated knowledge—knowledge,

namely, that can, so to speak, record itself, and can say for all time : This or

this truth is true, this or this insight from this point of view is always to be

stated thus and thus. Therefore, just in so far as each moment has a unique

and incommunicable character, this character in being the object of an imme-

diate knowledge is no object of a complete knowledge. Complete knowledge,
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such as one aims to get in the scientifically or philosophically interpreted

experience, involves indeed immediate knowledge as an organic part of itself

and depends upon actual experience obtained in moments, but is itself more

than such knowledge. There is nothing in heaven or earth, as Hegel pointed

out, whose complete knowledge does not involve a union of mediacy and of

immediateness.
" Such completer knowledge is itself of two kinds, to be expressed in our

second and third points of view. We obtain our articulate, our expressible

insight, only by living through the immediate experiences of our various mo-

ments ; but the articulate insights themselves take two shapes. They are,

namely, either reflective insights or imitative insights. To be sure, as we

shall see, the two sorts of knowledge are never sundered ; but they are dis-

tinguishable, and are often opposed to each other, and it is well for the first

to keep them asunder.

" In the next place, my knowledge is reflective in so far as at any moment

or in successive moments I say : This experience or this expression of my
experience means to me this or this. At one moment I feel a vague long-

ing, and at the next I happen to think of some object, and thereupon I say

to myself :
' Ah, that object was what my longing unconsciously aimed at,

that was what I wanted, only I did not know it.' At one moment I am
struggling to remember a certain musical theme, say the melody of the finale

of the Heroic Symphony. At the next I recall a theme and then say :

' Yes, that was what I all the time aimed at and meant, only I could not

remember it until now.' Or, once more, I have just had a thought, no mat-

ter whether true or false, and have stated it in a proposition. I have, for

example, uttered the words ' All men are mortal.' Now, as I did this, my im-

mediate experience was of the sounds of the words, and of various fleeting

images and feelings as I uttered these words. But meanwhile for my reflec-

tion all this mass of feelings has meant something to me. And that it has

meant something appears if I restate this meaning by immediate inference in

another shape and say :
' Ah, that means the same as saying that no immor-

tals are men.' If I clearly see the identity of meaning in the midst of the

fleeting content of these two moments, I have a reflective knowledge—

a

knowledge which transcends the immediate, and which is such that its object

is not a mere incommunicable mass of momentary experience, but a meaning

that can remain identical in the midst of widely changing expressions.

" When I reflect thus on my meaning, what I hold before me, then, is

the identity of this meaning through a series of actual or possible changes of

immediate experience. When we wonder whether a man knows what he

means, we ask him to restate his meaning in other language. If he can do

this with a clear insight into the unity of the meaning in the midst of the

changing and shifting of the immediate contents of his consciousness,

then and then only can even he himself be sure that he grasps his own
meaning.
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" Observe, the object of reflective knowledge has always also its imme-
diate aspect. No such thing exists as a wholly disembodied or unexpressed
meaning. And the embodiment of a meaning is, as such, the object of an
immediate experience. Observe, further, that, in so far as one reflects, the
important thing is not that two successive moments of his life have a more
or less similar content. The important thing is that he reflectively observes
them to have, not similar, but actually identical meanings. One who hears
the same melody many times repeated, and whose immediate experience
therefore consists of a series of repeatedly similar, but numerically wholly
different, contents, and who merely listens, or who even observes the mere
similarity of his experiences—such a hearer is not, in so far, reflecting on his
own meaning at all. But one who in mind tries to think of the forgotten
melody, and who, after vain struggles, at last finds it, says to himself, not

:

' This melody now found is as an experience similar to the one which I

sought
'

; he says :
' This is the

identical melody that I meant,

or that I was looking for.' Just

so that the repeatedly similar

experiences of melody should

themselves all be experiences

of the same melody, is again

something which we know only

by reflection upon what we
mean by the same. In succes-

sive moments of immediate ex-

perience there can only be sim-

ilarity, not samenesg, for the

moments are actually diverse.

Ten thousand shocks of a Leyden jar will not give you any notion of what

you will call the same shock. But for one who reflects on his meaning, the

word same, as applied to the jar as a permanent object, will have signifi-

cance ; for a permanent object, for me, is one that, at many moments, is

meant by me as a permanent object.

" If by reflection we thus know the identity of our meaning at various

moments of our experience, the question, of course, arises. How can we
know this identity when the contents of immediate experience are them-

selves always changing ? And it is an old idea in philosophy that this identity

of meaning is to be somehow explained by saying, as Kant said in the De-

duction of the Catagories, something of the following sort : I, the Self, know

myself as one, in the Unity of Apperception, through all my changing expe-

riences. My immediate knowledge flits in moments. My meaning remains

identical, because I, the thinking Subject, remain one, and because now,

thus remaining one, I am able to recognize the identity of my own conscious

acts in many successive moments. To reflect on the identity of my meaning
140
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in various thoughts is to observe myself as one in act in the midst of the

shifting floods of immediacy. This I do whenever I reflect. In reflecting

on my meaning, I therefore presuppose and assume, as it were, the discovery

of myself. It is then the Self, the Ego, the identical knower of meanings,

that forms the true object of reflective knowledge.
" But by this assertion the problem of reflective knowledge is only intro-

duced, not solved. No word has more manifold meanings than the word Self.

This ambiguity is familiar and necessary, and, for my part, I can not regret

what to my mind is simply a result of the nature of things. But this ambi-

guity of the word Self, and of the deliverances of Self-Consciousness, is, at all

events, problematic. If in reflective knowledge I know myself, who then

am I ?

" As is well known, I am, at all events, not merely an object of reflect-

ive consciousness for myself. Not alone as the knower of meanings, the

Self as Subject, do I exist in my own consciousness. I am also an object to

myself in numerous far less exalted ways. As so-called Empirical Ego, I exist

in all kinds of immediate and derived forms as an object. As an object of

merely immediate knowledge, a mere mass of organic sensations, I exist for

myself whenever I think of my own general state of personal well-bfeing and

of ill being. As Empirical Ego I include also, very often, this body as a part

of me. My life, my calling, my fortunes, my powers, yes, my children, or

even my country, I can regard as part of my Empirical Ego. And in such

senses I am for myself a vast mass of empirical objects and conditions which

form in a greater or less degree one whole. But the Self as thus determined,

the Self as object in the strict sense, or the Empirical Ego, is not the Self

whose exalted identity, as the knower of the identity of meanings amidst the

flux of experiences, reflective knowledge is to recognize. The question is.

Who is this true, this identical and knowing Self, and in what form is he

known to exist ?

" In answer it may be said, we know the true Self, this Subject-Object

of reflective consciousness, this Kantian Unity of Apperception, merely

through a direct observation of the actual connection which exists between

the various contents of our consciousness, when once these contents have

been presented in experiences. This connection, this unity of conscious-

ness, it will next be said is notoriously something quite indescribable, and in

itself it constitutes the most ultimate and obvious of facts to every being

that, once possessing it, has somehow been led to notice it. At any

moment the contents of my consciousness, whether they be a mere mass of

sensations or a chance collection of perceptions, or again a collection of in-

telligent ideas derived from social intercourse, are shifting and fleeting.

But nevertheless this shifting and fleeting mass of facts is observed by an

observer who is more than the mere series itself, for he knows the series, or

at least, at any instant, knows some portion of it.

" But here the problem of the nature of this knower of the unity of con-
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sciousness returns upon us in a new shape. The essential character of this

observer, this knowing subject, is expressed by a familiar passage in Hume
—viz., the very passage where Hume was most endeavoring to rid himself

of the idea of the unity of consciousness itself :
' For my part,' run the well-

known words of Hume, 'when I enter most intimately into what I call

myself, I always stumble on some particular perception or other—of heat

or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, pain or pleasure. I never catch my-
self at any time without a perception, and never can observe anything but
the perception. . . . The mind is a kind of theater, where several percep-

tions successively make their appearance, pass, repass, glide away, and
mingle in an infinite variety of postures and situations. There is properly

no simplicity in it at one time, nor identity in different, whatever natural

propension we have to imagine that simplicity and identity.'

"These words of Hume are meant to be a reduction of the Self to the

mere series of states that it knows, but it is indeed true that they are ex-

plicitly opposed in the very form of their statement to the assertion that

Hume supposed them to embody. ' When I enter most intimately into

what I call myself' says Hume. ' I enter,' then—that is, I observe, I watch,

I find, I know. But, adds Hume, what I know is always some content of

consciousness, some impression or idea. Yes, indeed ; but to say this is ex-

plicitly to say that, when I know this content as immediate, my knowing
itself is not the content known, but is just precisely the knowing thereof.

That I know, this truth is itself more than the content known. And so

Hume, in the very act of asserting that the known is, as such, merely con-

tent, and never other than content, mere ideas, and never a peculiar thing,

called a Self, and yet different from all other content even while it remains a

content—Hume, I say, in asserting this about the known, implies, yes, in

the words :
' When I enter ... I stumble on, I catch,' he explicitly asserts

that the knower is, and is more than the content known. I, as Subject of

knowledge, am indeed never the known content ; but that is the very proof

that the Self is not, and can not be reduced to, the series of states that it

knows. I am thus far indeed known only as knower, but that is precisely

what, by definition, I ought to be.

" I may observe here that Hume's phrases in this classical passage, in

their very denial of the finding of a thing called an identical Self as a part or

fact in the stream of immediate conscious states, are curiously near to • those

other and equally classic phrases whereby the early Hindu thinkers of the

Upanishads loved to express their magnificent struggle to grasp the concep-

tion of the true Self and of its unique and transcendent existence. ' The

Seer,' says Yajnavalkya, in the Brhadaranjakopanishad, 'the Seer no one

has seen, the Hearer no one has heard, the Thinker no one has thought, the

Knower no one has known.' So far we have, as you see, Hume, nur mit

ein Bischen anderen Worten. Hume consequently declares, however, what

his own words, in the very act of declaring it, have of necessity to contradict
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—viz., that there therefore is no Self different from the series of the seen,

heard, and felt states, the impressions and ideas. But Yijnavalkya goes on,

upon the basis of the very same observations, to say :
' The one who, dwell-

ing in the Self, is different from the Self, whom the Self knows not, who,

dwelling within, guides the Self, he is, as thy [true] Self, the immortal inner

guide. . . . There is no other Seer, no other Hearer, no other Thinker, no

other Knower. That is, as thy [true] Self, the immortal inner guide ; what-

ever is other than this must suffer.' Upon the basis, however, of a similar

argument, the same Yajnavalkya, in another section of the same Upanishad,

argues to his wife Maitreyi as to the transcendent unity of the Self. Mait-

reyi has asked her husband to explain immortality to her. He first replies

that the true Self is immortal, but that after death—that is, apart from the

merely empirical series of conscious states, of impressions and ideas—after

death, when the highest Self, for whose sake alone all is good that is good,

has returned to itself, and dwells apart in its absolute perfection, then there

can indeed be no consciousness whatever. The true Self is thus absolute

and deathless, but unconscious. Maitreyi expresses doubts as to this result.

It confuses her, she says. Yajnavalkya replies : 'This suffices, oh, dear one,

to make the thing clear. For if there be in existence a second [that is, an

object other than the subject], then one sees another, then one tastes another,

then one greets another, then one hears another, then one thinks another,

then one knows another. But when all has become to any one the Self,

wherewith and whom should he then see ? Wherewith and whom should

he then taste ? Wherewith and whom should he then greet ? Wherewith

and whom should he then hear ? Wherewith and whom should he then

think ? Wherewith and whom should he then know ? Wherewith should

he know Him, through whom he knows all this ? Wherewith should he, oh,

dear one, know the Knower ?

'

"The antinomy is here, in its way, perfect. Hume and Yajnavalkya

agree as to the fundamental facts of the situation. No one has seen the

Seer or known the Knower as part of the series of states of consciousness.

Hume enters into himself only to observe that he, Hume, precisely in so far

as he is the Subject, is not discoverable there in himself, as one of his own
inner states, at all. Yajnavalkya points out to Maitreyi and to his other

interlocutors, that in a similar fashion, since one necessarily sees or hears

another (i. e., an object) and not the Seer or Hearer, therefore one who is

conscious must be conscious only of empirical stuff, must suffer in this

bondage, as the Hindu likes to phrase it ; must have impressions, as Hume
would say. The independent and self-possessed Self can not thus suffer. The

form of the argument is in the two cases different ; the outcome is so far the

same. I as I, or, as the metaphysicians like to define me, I the pure Subject,

am thus never one of my own contents of consciousness. I have no imme-

diate knowledge or inner experience of myself as Subject, for the Self of

immediate knowledge or experience is nothing but a mass of organic sensa-
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tions. Nor have I such mediate or derived knowledge of myself as pure
Subject as I have of the objects of the physical world. The Self as physical
object is, on the contrary, merely the body, and the sum total of its deeds
and works, but never the true Self as Knower. Thus neither in the inner
nor in the outer world do I ever find an object that can properly be called

the identical Subject, the knower, the thinker, the seer, the hearer. So far,

as you see, Hume and Y^jnavalkya, the shrewdly merciless modern skeptic

and the dim and legendary mystic of the homilies of this Upanishad, are

actually at one. They both alike say. When I appeal to experience, when
with Hume I look for the ' original ' of the idea myself, or when, in the

mystical speech, I merely suffer from the facts of fleeting experience, I

never find the so-called identical Self at all. When in an empirical search

for my true Self I enter into myself, I discover, so to speak, that I am not

at home, not to be found there, as identical Subject, in the world of experi-

ence. I have, so I find, simply gone out of that world of experience alto-

gether before one can look for me there. Where, then, am I—the identical

Subject, the unity of apperception, the true Self, the one Knower of the

many fleeting facts ? I am not here in this tomb of experience where I look

for my true Self. They have taken my Lord away, and I know not where
they have laid him. This, for both Hume and Yajnavalkya, is the essence

of this situation. But here indeed the two part company. Henceforward

the two doctrines stand to each other as Thesis and Antithesis of a great

antinomy.
" Such is the situation of reflective knowledge thus far. It must pre-

suppose, yet can not find, the true Self, the identical subject for whom
meanings are one in the world of fleeting immediate facts. How shall we
deal with this antinomy ?

"It is the rule that one tends to clarify situations of this sort if one first,

for a while, turns one's attention away from a direct examination of the con-

flict, and considers, perhaps in a highly empirical and tentative way, the

mental processes whereby the conflict has arisen. One solves, to be sure, no

ultimate philosophical problems by a direct application of the methods of

empirical psychology. But one often, by means of such methods, clarifies to

one's own mind the situation, until it is ready for a philosophical solution.

" Let us, then, turn our attention for a little from the reflective problem

of how we are able, through the unity of self-consciousness, to recognize

the identity of our own meaning in the midst of the flood of fleeting imme-

diate experience. Let us consider the other aspect of our knowledge. Let

us examine the general relation between our thinking and the external ob-

jects that it thinks about.

"As a fact, my thought never has a meaning merely for the sake of

having one. What I mean when I think has always to do with my relations

to objects that exist outside of my thought. My thought is not only an

object of my own reflective insight ; it is also an effort to imitate the truth
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of things. When I say that all men are mortal, I not only have a meaning

which can be reflectively held as identical through a great variety of imme-

diate expressions, but I intend that this thought of mine should be an ex-

pression of a truth which would remain true even if I, this individual, did

not think of it. In this sense my thought is essentially imitative. Nor can

it ever become reflective unless it first tries to be imitative. As a fact, as I

shall show you in a moment, we come by the problem of reflection, by the

question, Who am I ? by a road which is essentially one of imitation. What
we primarily endeavor, as socially disposed beings, to do, is to make our own

thoughts agree with the manifested thoughts of our fellows, whose existence

we believe in before we even learn to recognize our own existence. Our

fellows, however, by sign, by word, and by all their efforts to educate us,

attract our attention to the external physical world. Trying to imitate our

fellows, we gradually get the idea of the objective world of universal truth,

which all observers must imitate in the same way. Gradually, furthermore,

we are led, through our very efforts to imitate, to the point where we begin

to reflect ; and thus it is that our problem of reflection itself arises. The

lesson is that, just as we learn only through imitation the very existence of

ourselves, so the solution of the problem of self-consciousness can only be

reached by defining the Self as the Being whose life consists in imitating

truth on the one hand, and on the other hand of being imitated as himself

the principle and the very essence of the world of truth. In other words,

the very essence of self-consciousness is such that no finite being can answer

the problem. Who am I ? except by saying :
' I am one who look for myself

in something other than what I now am.' While, on the other hand, nobody

can thus look for himself beyond himself without all the time asserting :
' I

am in truth united with an ideal Self whose whole life consists in surrender-

ing himself for the purpose of being imitated by finite selves, while his own
being is identical with that of the whole world of truth.'

"Turning to purely empirical considerations, belonging in the 'main to

the realm of psychology, it is at all events interesting to see how large a part

our character as men, who are essentially imitative animals, plays in the natu-

ral history of human knowledge. Aristotle, in his Poetics, explicitly recog-

nized the far-reaching importance of the imitative functions in the life of

man, and used them as furnishing the basis of his doctrine of art. Ever

since, psychologists have more or less fully recognized the prevalence of imi-

tation in human mental life. But, after all, how little seems to have been

done toward analyzing the psychological mechanism of the imitative func-

tions ! Of late the study of hypnotism has afresh called attention to phe-

nomena which belong in the region of the imitative functions, and which

involve a surprising revelation of the plasticity of the human individual under

certain curious conditions. Yet, as M. Tarde, the eminent French writer on

psychological and sociological topics, pointed out in consequence of a sugges-

tion of Taine's and early in the history of the hypnotic researches, hypnotism
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in a large measure but illustrates for us under relatively extraordinary condi-
tions the most familiar fact that lies at the basis of all social life—the fact
that the human subject is essentially a suggestible, a socially plastic, an imi-
tative being. It is the conditions of the hypnotic experiment that are ex-
traordinary

;
the suggestibility involved is in its principle a matter of daily ob-

servation. As M. Tarde remarked, what the hypnotic experimenter is to
the sleeping subject, that is society to the waking man. This observation of
M. Tarde has also influenced the recently published revised edition of a
monograph by Sgr. Scipio Sighele, the Italian criminologist, entitled La
Foule Criminelle, where the author, undertaking to explain in a measure the
phenomena of the, psychology of mobs, has used not only the facts of hyp-
notism but also those of the social imitations of all grades and classes, as fur-
nishing analogies for the phenomena discussed in his book. Meanwhile,
however, the psychological literature on imitation which Sgr. Sighele himself
has brought together serves to remind us only the more obviously of the pres-
ent inadequacy of our insight into the precise mechanism of this whole class
of human functions. The brief treatment of the topic in Prof. James's Psy-
chology, and the still more summary suggestions in Wundt's Vorlesungen
ueber Menschen und Thierseele, also show how large and attractive this com-
paratively unknown realm of human psychology is. The highly important
but still somewhat obscure theory of the relations of the ' Gesammtwille

'

and the individual will in Wundt's Ethik bears in a highly stimulating way
upon the same general topic. Quite recently Prof. Baldwin, our well-known
American psychologist, has begun extremely promising researches in the
psychology of imitation, and has published some important studies bearing
upon the origin and the development of the imitative functions.

" Meanwhile, in the midst of all our ignorance, what results from even
the most superficial study of the phenomena of our countless human social

groups, whether these be the mobs of Sgr. Sighele's monograph or the

organized nations of the world ; from the study, too, of such social products

as language, art, popular morality, religion, in their influence upon the minds
of individual men ; and from a consideration, in still another region, of the

phenomena of hypnotism and of suggestion generally—what does result, I

say, from all this, even in advance of better psychological comprehension of

the true mechanism of our imitative motor functions, is the principle that

positively all the natural life of our individual thinking about the universe

and about the things in it is, on one side, the product of a sort of social sug-

gestion, the embodiment of man's submissiveness to authority. Whatever

ought to be the case, the natural human being does not primarily get the

contents of his beliefs either from his own independent thinking or from

what he has a right to regard as his personal interpretation of his own experi-

ence. He gets his beliefs by the imitation of the authority of his fellows, in

so far as he finds the society of certain among them fascinating, the person-

alities of these his beloved guides impressive, their companionship indispen-
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sable, their approval satisfying, their institutions majestic, their faiths soul-

compelling. In one sense, to be sure, this dependence of the natural man
on authority for the contents of his beliefs is very generally recognized by

students of human nature. What psychologists, however, have failed suffi-

ciently to take into account, what too many philosophers have still more sig-

nally omitted to recognize, is the result that is thus indicated concerning the

fundamental presuppositions or assumptions of the natural intelligence. De-

spite this universal prevalence of social authority in one aspect of all our

early thinking, it is too customary for psychologists and philosophers to

regard man as if, after all, he first developed as a more or less self-conscious

being, and then secondarily came to regard others besidQ himself as being

also self-conscious persons. As a fact, however, while in the end the devel-

oped social consciousness, while my mature ideas of myself and my mature

ideas of other selves (of my fellows, or of my guides, or of my enemies)

—

while both of these groups of ideas, I say, are inseparable constituents of

rational life, so that the Ego can only be understood in relation to other Egos,

and the other Egos can only be known by me in relation to my idea of my-

self, it is still true that in the order of development, quoad nos, one of these

two classes of ideas, which are later so inseparable, is always one step in

advance of the other. And, oddly enough, everything in the psychology of

childhood and of the natural man indicates that it is not, as usually supposed,

my idea of myself that is in advance in my own development, but my idea of

other selves. Everything, I say, indicates that my idea of myself, as empir-

ical Ego, is, on the whole, a social product, due, strangely enough, to my
ideas of other people. Self-consciousness, as Hegel loved to point out, is, in

fact, always a mutual affair. Us ist ein Selbstbewusstsein fur ein Selbstbe-

wusstsein. The idea ' I ' is inseparable from the idea 'you.' I am, on the

whole and in every definite aspect of my self-consciousness, I, in so far as I

appeal to' my fellow to recognize me. For example, I believe, and in be-

lieving conceive myself as demanding the approval of good judges ; I esteem

myself, and in so doing conceive myself as esteemed by others. But now it

is further true, as Hegel did not rightly or sufficiently recognize that, in the

order of my natural development, the one member of this inseparable pair,

the ' I ' and the ' you,' the one member, I say, that is always one step in ad-

vance in the process of consciousness is the so-called second member—the

' you.' The anthropological side of the speculations of Fichte will never

become sound, from the psychological point of view, until they are some day

rewritten with ' Das Du ' instead of ' Das Ich ' as the principle of developing

human life. In the absolute order of Nature, das Ich is indeed in advance,

since were not man from the start implicitly self-conscious he would never

become explicitly such. But in the order of the phenomenology of con-

sciousness I in general learn to notice about myself that which my fellows

have taught me to notice. I learn who I am by first imitating what they are.

And so I really, if vaguely and dimly, believe in my fellows before I learn
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explicitly to believe in myself. In their will is my earnest peace, and in this

peace my own strength grows, until I later learn to strive by myself. Imi-

tation is the primary, originality the secondary, submission is the earlier,

rebellion the later, authority is the natural, reflective independence the de-

rived element in the social and in the cognitive life of man. If one dared to

,

translate into falsely abstract speech the inner life of the naively growing

childish or savage self, one would find it reasoning not ' Cogito, . ergo sum,'

but ' You are, you, my master, my warrior, comrade, chief, my fascinating

fellow, my mother, my nurse, my big brother
;
you think, I can learn to

think after you, and so, even as you are it must be that I am.' This, I say,

is the order of the natural evolution of self-consciousness roughly translated

into terms that are confessedly too abstract, but that do, I believe, embody

the spirit of the process. And it is this fact which, on the whole, justifies

Wundt's insistence, above referred to, upon the Gesammtwille as the primary

fact of the human practical consciousness—a fact to which the individual self-

will is secondary. The definite concept of the Ego has, in each one of us, a

social and imitative origin.

" The proof of this proposition is of the most manifold character. I have

here no time to dwell upon the empirical aspect of the matter at length.

But let me suggest a very simple analytical proof. Let me ask you to try

the experiment of seeking for a moment to abstract in thought from all the

knowledge whose content you have some time or other accepted, and first

accepted, from other people. You will at once observe that all the knowl-

edge embodied for you in the words, the structure, and all the essential tradi-

tions of your mother tongue and of every other language that you know,

will at once vanish. In other words, as pure and naked private Ego you will

be speechless. Language, as you first learned it, was never, for your con-

sciousness, your independent invention. Always, even where you were actu-

ally original in speech, you were trying at the outset to speak as other peo-

ple spoke. Well, now, nearly all our thinking, not only about the non-Ego,

but also about the Ego, is notoriously carried on in language. I believe that

there does unquestionably exist a wordless thought, although that too needs

as its support imitatively acquired symbolic acts of another sort
;
but word-

less thought aside, nearly all our thinking is done in language. Well, if so,

this, I say, surely applies also to our thoughts about ourselves. Are these

thoughts explicit, then they are very largely embodied in language which we

have learned from others, and have first been taught by others to apply to our-

selves. For example, ' I exist! Yes, indeed ; but how came I by this idea

of existence ? Should I have this idea, as such, in my consciousness if I had

not the word, or some equivalent symbol ? And when I first learned the

meaning of that symbol, I learned it by trying to imitate what I all the while

took to be the thought of another man. Had I not been imitative, I should

never have got the thought from him. He taught me to recognize what

existence is. Later I learned, and again probably through social suggestion,
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say by reading Descartes, to apply that idea to myself. The question, of

course, is not now of the certainty, but of the origin for me, of the thought
' I exist.' I insist : This thought I do indeed verify by my own inner reflec-

tion ; but it first took its origin for me in social intercourse with my fellows.

Had they never taught me that I exist, I should never have come to take

note of the now so obvious fact. Just so with the still more derived and

empirical ideas that make up my idea of myself as this particular person. '
I

am a man.' Yes, but what is a man ? Have I not learned what a man is by

observing my fellows, and by later accepting their traditions as to the nature,

office, dignity, rights, duties, capacities, place, and destiny of manhood.

These traditions I may indeed learn to revise ; but the revision comes later.

It has its time, and when its time comes, such revision may be for me of the

most absolute significance. But I am here speaking still of the origin, not

of the validity, of our self-knowledge. And I may say again : Abstract from

all the content that directly or indirectly you first learned from others, and

were thus first taught to apply to yourself, and you will abstract from all the

ideas concerning yourself that you can now express in language
; from all

ideas of dignity, of worth, of truth, of duty, as applied to your person
;
yes,

from all ideas of any explicit personal characteristic or possession of your

own. For all these ideas, as definite conscious insights, have come to you as

results of your social intercourse. Abstract from all these, however, and

there would remain, as the core of your idea of yourself, not the cogito, ergo

sum, not the proud sense, I am free, not even the empty identity, [ami,
but at most a barren and barbarous longing for something that you now
know to be self-consciousness, but that, in your isolation, you would know
only as an idiot now knows it. So, then, my conscious idea of myself is

derived, is secondary, for instance, to language, to which all my thinking is

so deeply indebted, and is thus, oddly enough, a product of social inter-

course. Who I am I have first learned from others before I can observe it

for myself.

" We blind ourselves too often to these considerations by reason of a very

artificial theory that is customary in popular and often in technical psycholo-

gies concerning the origin of our belief in the existence of our fellows.

Many imagine this belief to be due to a process of induction from a single

case—an induction whereby each man of us first, as it were, supposing him-

self to be alone in a still dead physical world, says to himself :
' I exist, hav-

ing this body, I exist, too, in a world of real physical things. Now, in my
external world there are bodies that move very much as mine does. There-

fore they—these other bodies—must also be alive and self-conscious as I am.'

" But whoever imagines this extremely artificial and fictitious mental

process to be the reasoning of an infant has surely failed to make proper use

of even the most superficial observation of the imitative function in its early

developments. The infant usually begins explicitly to imitate just before or

during the last quarter of the first year of its life. Long before this time.
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in

however, it has shown, as every observant mother knows, an interest in per-
sons wholly different from the interest that it shows in other things. This
interest is doubtless in part due to its deep experience of the importance of
the persons of its environment for its welfare. They feed it, and supply all
its other bodily comforts. By mere association it, of course, thus learns to
regard their faces and movements as peculiarly noteworthy objects. But
that, in addition to these results of mere association, there is a genuinely in-
stinctive disposition in the infant, the instinctive disposition of the being
destined to social life, the disposition to react to persons as it reacts to no
other objects—this I can not doubt. The child's interest in expressions of
face, its subtle unconscious responses to the moods and to the current general
nervous conditions of its nurse or mother, its delights and later its terrors
the contemplation of strange persons—these

things go far beyond what the mere associa-

tion of ideas can warrant or explain. In-

stinct begins the social life—instinct that

leads to responses of the keenest interest

in persons, in advance of a time when the

child can have any clear idea either of itself

or of anybody else, as a conscious Self, or as

a person at all.

" Then comes explicit imitation—an un-

questionably complex process—in which sev-

eral different instinctive factors are most

subtly interwoven with the effects of experi-

ence in a way which psychology, as I have

said, still but very ill comprehends. The
child is now not only fascinated with the

faces and movements of its elders. It tries

to do what these elders do. The very un-

certainty of its attempts shows how small an

idea it yet has of itself or of its own powers.

Its consciousness in this early stage must be of the vaguest. But it sure-

ly must feel somehow that here are most attractive objects whose doings

incite what we, the observers, call its own activities in such wise that the

incited activities are observed ere long, and with great delight, to agree

with the observed activities of the attractive objects themselves. But the

activities imitated are not only interesting. They are, in general, for the

beings who display them to the child, more or less intelligent activities.

They are such activities as pointing out things, holding things up to be

looked at ^or played with, using tools, pronouncing the names of things,

or putting things together or taking them apart in ways such as reveal

the qualities of the things themselves. As the infant slowly learns to

imitate, he therefore also learns much more than to imitate. The intelligent

J. CLARK MURRAY,
a contributor to the Congress.
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activities imitated become, in the very act of imitating them, more or less

intelligible to the child. Through his imitations he gets ideas of things—of

the nature, for instance, of his playthings, or of the tools that he tries to em-

ploy—ideas that alone he could never have got. Now I affirm that these

new ideas of things which he gets as he imitates—these intelligent and in-

telligible aspects which the activities imitated come to possess for him—that

all these, I say, are from the first, for the child, new ideas that he tends to

refer to the perceived organisms of the people whom he imitates, and little

or not at all to what we call himself. For these new ideas come to him as

embodying the meaning, the intelligible value, the purport, of the acts of

which he is taught to imitate. But these acts are the acts of the beings imi-

tated. The new ideas, therefore, tend from the outset to be thought of as

their ideas. And so the order of the growth of the child's knowledge that

there are minds here about him, behind these faces, is substantially this

:

Here in his world he perceives fascinating beings. It is not needful to sup-

pose that he perceives them explicitly as beings in what we call the external

world. The distinction between outer and inner is still, at best, only half

developed in his mind. But he at least perceives these beings as facts im-

posed upon him ; and he perceives, too, that they are fascinating. These

beings act, and the child at length finds his own body imitating the acts of

these beings, and takes delight in the knowledge of the agreement. But all

this is largely the result of instinct. So far there is no clear thought either

of Self or of other Selves. How could there be ? The child so far knows

not minds as such, but only what we now call objects. Even these he

knows not as they are later to be known—i. e., as explicitly external objects.

He perceives their interesting characters and their behavior. Among these

interesting objects is, of course, his own body, which pleases and pains him

so often. And now, as a fact, thej^ are also those fascinating other objects

whom we call persons. Well, the child's own body is perceived to imitate

these fascinating guides. The child learns to play, to show things, to point

at things, and later to speak of things and to use things as tools, and, as he

does so (here is the essential matter), the child gets an endless flux of new

and unexpectedly intelligible ideas about his world—ideas that are them-

selves the inseparable accompaniment and meaning of these very imitated

activities. All these ideas, I say, the child, by mere association, must relate

to the perceived beings whose intelligible activities he has been imitating

when he gets the ideas. This game is papa's game. I play it as child, and

so get new ideas that I at once associate with my father's face, voice, and

whole body. That tool is the gardener's shears, and when I get hold of the

shears I cut too, and so learn that clipping with the shears involves what I

now take to be essentially the gardener's idea. The being whose activity,

when I learn to imitate it, embodies for me such and such ideas is observed

by me to have these ideas. The association is irresistible. Where else do

the new ideas belong except to the perceived being who obviously suggests
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them. But a person, for the child, comes to mean just such a body of ideas
associated with the functions of one particular perceived organism. And it

is thus,. I affirm, through such imitation that a child learns what a person is.

" But thus it may well come to pass that the child long knows other
persons far better than he consciously recognizes himself. Yes, this is in
fact inevitable. A person, I insist, is a possessor of a body of definite ideas.
And the child, being almost wholly without definite initiative and steady in-
dependent purpose of his own, and long remaining in this state, gets nearly
all the activities which for him can embody intelligible plans, by means of
imitations. Left to himself, he is on the whole a chaos, that plans, accom-
plishes, and thinks nothing in particular. His steady plans are all imitative
plans, and he delights in them as such. Accordingly, his self-consciousness
is, in the main, a vicarious selfhood. He concerns himself as another. He
thinks and speaks in the characters of the beings whom he most loves to
imitate. For the idea won in the course of an imitative act is, for the con-
scious imitator, an idea that originally belongs to and dwells in the interest-

ing being imitated. The order of the child's reasoning about the minds of
other beings is thus the precise reverse of the order supposed by the arti-

ficial theory before mentioned. The father, the gardener, and later the hero
of a fairy tale, become real persons for the child, not because they move as

the child has already observed himself to move, but because the imitative

child finds himself disposed to act as they act, and in carrying out this dis-

position wins intelligible ideas which he at once refers to them, and which
he makes his own only by first 'regarding them as originally another's.

" Hence, I repeat, the child may, and in fact must, conceive far more
clearly of the reality of the mind of even a fictitious being in an interesting

fairy tale, or in an established game that he plays, than he does of his own
individual mind as such. For the latter, in so far as it is his own mind, is

for him relatively planless and contentless. Therefore, nearly every child, in

his moments of cheerful intellectual life, conceives himself as almost any one

—a coachman, a horse, a giant, a fairy, a king, a bird^—rather than as what

we regard as his literal Self ; and he knows himself chiefly in terms of such

imitated play personalities. Even his more prosaic moments are still full of

an affected selfhood, just at the very points when he most nearly approaches

self-consciousness. At one time he is ' mamma's boy,' and accordingly be-

haves sentimentally as such. Or again he becomes a ' big boy,' and struts

imitatively. Or he wants pity, and then deliberately poses as a ' tired boy,'

imitates weakness, is artificially babyish. When, however, he is wholly

naive, as when he suffers or is angry, then he simply drops all attempts at

self-consciousness, and is busy not with himself at all, but with the merely

immediate experience—i. e., his pain or his passion. Then to be sure we

observers talk of the narrow selfishness, the egoism of childhood ; but this

egoism is now far from implying self-consciousness.

" I have dwelt perhaps too long on the child's case. What I want is to
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illustrate the essentially vicarious character of the primitive self-conscious-

ness. Strange as the assertion seems, I am convinced that each one of us

believed in the existence of other minds before he became conscious of his

own mind as such. And for all our life I hold this to be true—namely, that

we do not get at the existence of the minds of our fellows by an induction

from our own individual case, nearly as much as we make use of precisely

the reverse line of reasoning. I do not often say to myself, when thinking

of my fellows :
' Yonder people behave as I do ;

hence they must be alive as

I am.' The normal social consciousness runs rather thus :
' When I imitate

these people, when I get under the influence of their suggestions, listen

receptively to their words, follow their gestures, conform to their customs,

accept their authority—well, then I constantly get new ideas, and these new

ideas are as such the revelations of yonder minds. But now, as this result

proves, I am capable of getting these ideas. Hence I am as much a real

person, as truly a thinker, as they are.' In this way it is that I explicitly

attain my self-consciousness.

" Our private self-consciousness, as a fact, needs this constant reassurance

of its power to share the common intelligence, in order to support its own

assurance of itself. When I utterly fail for a while to comprehend my
fellows, I begin to wonder whether, after all, I am not myself mad. Self-

confidence is always a dependent affair. We can only choose whether our

dependence shall be rational or capricious. Self-consciousness needs con-

stantly renewed draughts of that water of life, the imitated authority of

other minds. Your vainest man is the one who, despite his explicit inde-

pendence of the opinions of others, can least bear the shock of criticism from

his fellow. Your wisest man is the one whose self-consciousness is most de-

pendent upon his knowledge that the contents of his most original thinking

are but recombinations of material that he first got by an imitation of au-

thority.

" But, as a fact, the social order calls us in the end, not only to imitation,

but to self-possession. In time we do learn to reflect. The question then

returns again as to the nature of this our derived self-consciousness, and as

to what is its proper interpretation of the world whose very existence it has

first accepted largely as a matter of authority.

" If I have been right as to the origin of self-consciousness, then our own

private self-consciousness will be found energizing itself in forms which still

are in their whole structure, as in their origin, essentially imitative.

" In fact, then, as Hume says, and as Y^jnavalkya agrees in saying, I

never find myself as object in the inner life. The problem of reflection is,

however, How, then, can I find myself as the Subject, as the Knower ? The

answer is, for the first, this : Primarily I do not find myself as the Knower

at all. I find at the outset somebody else as the Knower, and am trying

imitatively to conform to this Knower's authority. My effort to think is

determined by the ought of the imitative instinct. I in the beginning ex-
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ist only as guided. The only person I know, and him but dimly, is my
guide.

" Later, in the history of consciousness, my imitative instinct generalizes

itself. The external world, the world of truth, comes to be conceived as

something more impersonal. As a fact, however, the categories of this ex-

ternal world of truth have themselves an essentially social origin and deter-

mination. The external world is the world that all the observers, or at least

all the truly wise guides, agree in conceiving thus or thus ; it is the world of

truth that is impersonal only because all the persons whom I have learned to

imitate describe it to me in the same way, while I myself, when I verify

their imitations by my own immediate experience, come, so far as I proceed

on this track, to the same imitative results as they. Meanwhile, there is no
definition of the external or impersonal truth higher than to say that it is

the truth as the highest, the normal, the standard person would imitate or

impart it ; so that all our inquiries into this truth are efforts on our part to

imitate such an ideal observer. So far, then, the work of my knowledge is

an effort to imitate, either my fascinating human social guides or a certain

ideal and unindividual Guide who is none the less a person, to my concep-

tion, because I identify him, the standard guide, with no one of my fallible

actual guides.

" Meanwhile, when I come more and more nearly to self-consciousness,

another aspect of the matter also appears. I am, in time, not only guided
;

I also gradually learn to guide, and once more by imitation. As father, as

teacher, as leader of my fellows, and, finally, as person of individual initiative

in general, I learn in my turn the office of imparting guidance, as well as

of being guided. Just so, too, I learn to guide my own inner life, to have

plans and opinions that my own inner life has to carry out by long and

patiently submissive imitative activities, just as my pupils and followers have

to do in the social world. But as guide, what self, what person do I best

know ? Answer : The selves or persons guided. ' Yes,' I say to myself,

' they meet my mind, they do my will, they imitate me. In them I see my-

self. In this way, however, my self-consciousness is still vicarious. My
inner thoughts that embody my meaning, my faithful followers who do my

will—these are the expression and the life of me, and apart from them, as

before (when I followed), apart from my guides, I find not yet myself as the

pure Subject. In brief, so far I know myself only in so far as my true self

is otherwhere than here in my present insight. I know the other selves

whom I follow or whom I lead, whom I imitate or who imitate me, whom I

want to live up to as my ideal, or who make my plans and my words their

ideal. These other Selves may be real outer persons or inner ideals or plans

or thoughts of my own, for our inner life is but an epitomized copy and

image of the social life, and within my private consciousness I have no cate-

gories other than those derived from my social intercourse.

" But this being so, can I ever, any more than Hume or than Yajnaval-

141
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kya, define who the true Self is ? I may best answer this question by a brief

concluding dialogue with any one of you—a dialogue in which. I ask you, for

yourselves, to follow me. Let me ask once more of any one of you, ' Who is

the Self ?
' The answer must be :

' The Self is the Knower, for whom and in

whom my thoughts have conscious unity and my meanings remain identical

amidst their changing embodiments.' ' But what are your thoughts ?' ' Ef-

forts to imitate first the thoughts of my fellows, and then, because these

thoughts are themselves but fleeting and fallible, efforts to imitate truth.'

' When have your thoughts, then, a meaning ?
'

' When they aim at or intend

the truth.' ' But what is the truth ?' ' That which an ideally knowing Self,

the observer whom all observers aim to imitate in their meaning, would see,

think, know.' 'What, then, once more, is your private Self?' 'I am
one who keep my thoughts in unity and retain in the midst of changing

embodiments my one meaning only in so far as I imitate some changeless

ideal knower of the truth as it is.' ' Do you, then, in so far as you seek

knowledge and really think, ever aim to know yourself solely as private Self,

as this person here in time and space, changing, ignorant, unideal?' 'No,

that knowledge is indeed impossible. I aim to know something, however lit-

tle, of the true knower and his mind. Whether I succeed or fail, whenever I

think of the truth, that is the object of all my thinking, just in so far as it

is a sincere striving for truth.' ' Very well, then, could any finite Self as such

ever completely know himself as a knower, as subject, while still remaining

ignorant of the actual truth of things beyond him ?
'

' Plainly not. I neither

do know, nor, if I am wise, try or desire to know myself merely as finite

knower. What I aim to know is myself as I ought to be, my true self, the

ideal knower.' ' So then all your finite self-knowledge is vicarious, is imita-

tive. You seek to know yourself as another than what you now ignorantly

are ?
'

' Yes, indeed, and this is true reflection, namely, reflective imitation.

There is no other for us in so far as we are finite seekers for truth.' ' But

now there is also the other aspect. Do you not often find yourself trying to

be a guide to your fellows ?' ' Yes.' ' And an ideal Self, if he existed, if he

were real, if he had knowledge, he would find himself, would he not, as the

guide of the seeking, of the imitating selves?' 'It seems so.' ' He too,

then, would he know himself as Yajnavalkya said, without consciousness, •be-

cause there would be for him no other than himself ?
'

' No, he would know
himself as the guide of these seeking, of these imitative, of these imperfect,

yes, of all these finite and fleeting selves.' ' And therein he would know,

would he not, the unity, the identity of his meaning in all these fleeting im-

perfect embodiments of his thought, in so far, namely, as he knew them as

imitations of himself ?
'

' Well then, finally, if so it appears, the solution of

Hume's problem for a true and complete self would be, that while possessing

all the content of truth in its fullness, he knew the imitative selves as the imi-

tators of himself, while they knew him as the ideal self whom they imitated

;

and thus solely in this communion of selves would the self-consciousness of
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the world of truth consist. And thus, if the problem of self-consciousness

has any solution whatever, such must be the actual constitution of the world

of Truth.'

" I conceive, then, that since the external world, the world of what we call

the impersonal truth, has to be conceived by us simply as the object of the

knowledge of a perfect knower, whom we strive to imitate whenever we
strive to know, the final metaphysic must take some such form as this : The
whole realm of truth in its immediate, in its experienced aspect, in its char-

acter as datum, must be present as the object of his own perfect insight to an

absolute, a timeless knower. This truth he, so to speak, first knows. Him-
self he knows, however, as the object imitated by the individuals of the

world of time who are his own finite and imperfect embodiments, and who
live in him as the momentary thoughts of any man who guides his own
thoughts by his own purposes live in their more fully self-possessed thinking

guide. We the finite beings, however, have our true selfhood only in him

the guide. Whenever we imitate any ideal, be it a physical truth, or a human
authority, or our own conscience, or our inner light, we are actually seeking,

whether we know it or not, to find ourselves in him. In the communion of

this infinite guide and of his finite followers the true self-consciousness of the

universe consists. He dwells in us and we in him whenever we seek for the

truth. His selfhood is the infinite self-sacrifice of living only to know and

to guide us. Our selfhood we find only in the imitation of his truth."

Among the other papers read at this session were one on the Reconcilia-

tion of Science and Philosophy, by Prof. John Dewey, of the University

of Michigan ; one on The Debt of the Moderns to Plato, by Thomas M.

Johnson, of Osceola, Mo. ; and one on The Ethics of Hegel, by Prof. J. M.

Sterrett, of Columbian University.

At the fourth session papers were presented on The Esthetic Conscious-

ness, by Prof. J. S. Kedney, of Faribault, Minn. ; The Principles of Tho-

mistic Philosophy, by Brother Chrysostom ;
Philosophy and Industrial Life,

by Prof. J. Clark Murray, LL. D., of McGill College, Montreal
; A New

Non-tentative and Economic Method of solving Equations, by President

J. W. Nicholson, of Louisiana University ;
and The Significance of the

Realistic Movement in Art and Literature, by Louis J. Block, Ph. D., of

Chicago. From the last-named we take the following passages :

"The old battle which has appeared in so many shapes is fought again

in our own time. Probably it has engaged the courage of the best men and

women in every time. Each age, it seems, must win the victory for itself.

Error has a thousand forms, and one has only been fairly disposed of when

another takes its place, more active than any of its predecessors. The nega-

tive we have always with us, and our life consists in its continuous negation.

When we have built for ourselves one pleasure house, in which we hope per-

manently to dwell, we find before long that it is altogether too narrow, and

we discover that we make limits for ourselves only to transcend them.
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"The old order changeth, yielding place to new,

And God fulfils himself in many ways,

Lest one good custom should corrupt the world.

" The conflict between the classicists and romanticists is over ; we can

see now that on the one side was a classicism that was not classic, and on

the other a romanticism that was not romantic. Meanwhile, true art pur-

sued the even tenor of its way, and produced works that serenely took their

places in the memory and the reverence of the race. It was learned that

art must be classic, inasmuch as it must have as its basis a unifying idea,

which gives meaning and dignity to its every part ; and it may be romantic,

inasmuch as all these parts are susceptible of a fullness of development that

makes them complete reflections of the unifying idea. It must be classic, in-

asmuch as it displays the objective thought of the world as the genuine me-

dium in which all life dwells, and it may be romantic in showing how the

objective thought is mirrored and reproduced in the variant subjectivity of

mankind.
" The battle to-day has assumed a different form, but it is much the same

that it formerly was. According to immemorial custom, the great works of

the past are brought in review, and they are irredeemably condemned.

They were good enough for the immature days that brought them forth
;

but for us they are no longer as full of significance as the more glowing suc-

cesses of to-day. Even Shakespeare trembles on his throne, and, if prevalent

modes of thought continue, he may soon be quite willing to resign into any

contemporary hands that are content to take them, the unsatisfactory and

extravagant plays to which he has so long and so obstinately laid claim. It

has been over and Qver again proved that Goethe knew nothing about the

right way to make a successful novel ; that in some of his tales he con-

structed mystifications which were not art, for art is always clear •; and that

in the second part of Faust he indulged in fancies and vagaries which might

be allowed a great poet in his old age, but which exhibit both the garrulity

and the insecurity of that time of life.

" The demand nowadays is for reality, the representation of life just as it

is, the reproduction in picture and prose of the things we see around us, the

color of them, the stains on them, the odors of them, the commonplace

speech of them. Poetry is still tolerated in a measure, but there are hints

of its approaching decease, and its artificiality, so called, is a strong argument

against it. The ordinary man, with his ordinary hopes and wants and de-

sires, requires portrayal, and is to receive it in the ordinary fashion. One

distinguished novelist of the day says he will put a perfect man or woman
into his pages when he finds one ; but until then he is content to depict such

mixtures as he knows and meets. The courage of the movement would be

very small if it did not go as far as it could, and hence not only is the ordi-

nary man to have his day of triumphant description, but the lowest stratum

must give up its secrets for the behoof and instruction of the race. We
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have the rowdy as he really is, the Magdalen in her various stages to her in-

evitable end, the noisomeness that constitutes a problem with which the

progress of life must deal, but whose full-length picture, for its own sake,

on the walls of art, suggest questions as to where it properly belongs and
what end does its making after this manner subserve ?

" The movement is toward reality, toward accumulation of infinite de-

tails, toward descent into the multiplicity of particularity. Everything is in

itself worthy of being a subject of art, literary or other, and often the main

question is only in regard to the execution of the picture. One writer, in-

deed, says there are favorite themes among the masters of so-called realism

which he would not touch with a forty-foot pole, but at the same time he

defends them, inveighs against the exclusiveness of those who would prefer

to see them relegated to their proper abiding places, and implies that litera-

ture need not be overnice about the facts which the providence of the

world is willing to have come into existence, and whose relative persistency

and marvelous fecundity give them a pre-eminence over others that are less

insistent and widespread.

" One naturally asks what is meant by this reality so pertinaciously thrust

into view, and so heralded as the all of existence and the aim of portrayal.

The ideal is, of course, the not real from this point of view ; it is the fan-

tastical which may give pleasure to children, although they too are to be de-

prived of their fairy tales and nursery rhymes, but making no appeal to ma-

turity, which listens to the solemn music of humanity and shows its higher

intellectual reach and strength by its satisfaction with the plain unembel-

lished fact. What, then, is reality ?

" Inasmuch as all ideal elements are to be strictly excluded from this

reality, inasmuch as to put into it thoughts derived from the artist's con-

sciousness is to give it a hue which is not its own but something foreign to

it, inasmuch as it is to be seen and described in itself alone and just as it is,

it is rather difficult to make out exactly what it is, unless it be the fleeting

succession of mere sense impressions, which we greet as an old friend, whom

we have met before with his claim to be the beginning and the end of all.

And this conclusion is strengthened by the prevalent type of criticism and

the character of the work that emanates from some of the toilers in the real-

istic field. The object is the thing we are after, the impression of the mo-

ment is the hard game we are trying to bag. The way in which we are af-

fected by what we hear and see is the purpose of the delineation. The real

thing is a procession of single sensations fleeting across the consciousness,

and if we are to be modern and true, we must not allow any fancies or no-

tions of our own to intervene between the object and its reproduction.

" The hopelessness of attempting to seize such abstractions as mere sen-

sations ought to be clear without much examination ;
the perceiver is in re-

lation to the sensation, and what he is makes a great difference in the latter

;

no two people see the same thing in the same way. What we get, there-
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fore, by the effort to hold and reproduce the sensation is not the reality at

all, but a series of empty vagaries which are hardly susceptible of transfer-

ence from one consciousness to another. The trivial, the childish, the

weakly sentimental, the fantastical, are the sole contest of art or poetry of

this kind, and the realist finds himself at last, by a curious process, left

stranded on the very shore which he has so vehemently sought to escape

;

he finds himself forced to a kind of work that is as far removed from reality

as it can be, which is purely and exclusively the product of his finite brain,

which has no objective validity, and no real significance for anybody.

"Or he may take the elastic substance of his sensation and stretch it over

the whole universe. In this process the differences in sensation are obliter-

ated, and we have one even, wide-spreading, colorless, and emotionless emo-

tion, in which all life is swallowed as the ripples disappear in the omnipres-

ence of the sea. We get a sensational pantheism, which has such great

attraction for certain phases of the poetical consciousness, and in which, as

in a dark night, all faces are alike and all character dissipated in a meaning-

less sameness. Or we may take even the step further and, removing the last

vestige of difference clinging to the fabric, find ourselves in the indescribable

presence of the great inane, the vast Unknowable, to whom hymns of praise

must indeed seem the very extravagance of self-contradiction. This is a

razor's edge on which no intelligence can balance itself very long, and the

inherent nugatoriness of the process forces effort on to something more valid

and concrete.

" The position of the impressionist in literature is thus strictly untenable.

He must perforce grow weary of the repetition of empty productions, and

he finds himself at last with only the form of his art to manipulate for all his

pains. The technical side of his labors asserts an extraordinary prominence,

and he may discover new complications of tones and novel combinations of

rhythm ; but the whole is empty, and becomes in the end a weariness and a

vexation. He may proceed to study the achievements of the past, and with

careful and painstaking art restore measures that have been to some extent

forgotten ; but, inasmuch as the spirit that made these measures is wholly

lacking, and his interest in them consists altogether in their formal structure,

the result is again a failure. He may tell stories in the manner of Chaucer,

or write plays in imitation of the Towneley mysteries, or assiduously bring

to light the exterior peculiarities of Euripides ; but he is still only the ' idle

singer of an empty day.'

" The insidious ideal, which, like Nature, when driven out with a fork,

persists in running back, finds somewhere a postern left uncared for, and

enters again with her transforming potency in full endeavor and strength.

Thought proceeds to put the world into shape and order. There is some-

thing like a systematic procedure in things ; affairs follow each other in a

natural way. and hang together in bringing forth results. Science discovers

manifold relations between phenomena, and essays to reduce them to unity.
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They are all manifestations of one force, which, while itself inapprehensible,
blossoms into constant exhibitions of itself. The mind of man is only one
of these exhibitions, closely connected with all the rest, and as destitute of
permanence as any of them. Heredity, environment, a host of external con-
ditions, make every man what he is, and to depict him truly we must give
all these conditions and show him in them as a bubble that seems to spring
from the surface of an infinite rush of waters, which, by an irresponsible,
more energetic gust, is thrust back into the sameness from which it emerged.

"The realist, in expressing this theme, has several alternatives before
him, and his choice will be in the main determined by his special mental
bent. It would be perhaps superfluous to remind him that, as his point of
view has thus been selected purely as an individual caprice
of his finite organization, it has not much right to claim
for itself the privilege of being ' real ' fn the sense of

objection
; it is again a specific turn of his own

mind in its limited aspect, an attitude toward
reality, which it is his pleasure to cultivate,

but which does not necessarily belong to

the race, and need not have great value

for them. He may give himself up to

beauty and culture as he understands them.
He may find the work-a-day aspect of the

world repellant, and fly to Africa or the

tropics to save him from contact with the

bitter necessities. Under warmer skies and
amid a luxury of forest and wilderness of

sea not native to him he can find much to de-

scribe, and satiate himself with reality. There' is

nothing in life worth believing in ; a cultivated

mind holds itself in supreme abeyance from the

settlement of any of the disputes that vex the souls of lesser men ; re-

ligion and morality are only mental attitudes, into which one may some-

times fall for the sake of the sensations that arise therefrom, but the enlight-

ened and clear-sighted are fully aware that a receptivity toward the outer,

complete and exquisite, is the one true course. The faith of the past is

impossible to us ; there is, in fact, nothing to beheve in, and, besides, to

believe puts bonds upon the spirit and shuts it up in a prison house which

itself has made. If it were possible to go back to the youth of the world,

when there were no disagreeable contractions to be met, when life and

Nature were in delightful accord, and the ugly ' ought ' had not dinned

its monotony in men's ears, one might recover the lost happiness. That

clearly can not be, but at least we can have the changing aspects of physical

beauty and the refinements of an artificial culture, which is real because we

feel it, and is the more perfect the less we think about it.

LOUIS J. BLOCK,

a speaker at the Congress.
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" The busy world is, however, but little influenced by these gentle per-

suasions ; it is rather inclined to look upon all this as morbid and demanding

the service of the expert in neurology more than the literary critic or the

pleased reader. It sees very well that this superb refinement of sensation

rests upon a solid foundation of growing labor somewhere, and that it can

not be, except as a frail and somewhat unimportant blossom in a garden

given up to hardier plants, and some of them needed for more humble and

useful purposes. It understands that such productions rest upon the weakest

of abstractions, and touch reality but with the tip of the little finger. A
monotony of pleasure is no pleasure at all, and eventuates in securing the

extreme of its own opposite, and Tennyson's heroine in his Palace of Art,

after an experience of these marvelous delights quite apart from any associa-

tions with the mean or vulgar, exclaims truly :

" I am on fire within !

There comes no murmur of reply,

What is it that will take away my sin,

And save me lest I die ?

" Also, the determination not to be other than fleetingly and capriciously

determined is itself a determination which must be held as fleetingly and

capriciously as any other, and by its own force and movement must lead to a

purpose deeper and larger than itself. Perhaps we can find that deeper and

larger purpose in some of the conclusions that science so freely and lavishly

holds out to us. That young giant has been wandering all over the earth

and digging deep into its bowels and recesses ; it has turned its huge tele-

scope eyes upon the skies, and has found there as in a primer made by

—

shall we say, God, or the Unknowable ?—it has found written everywhere

in unmistakable characters the same legend ; it has repeatedly and with

increasing cogency found the purport of Nature's hieroglyphs to be the

same everywhere—in stars and suns, in earth and air. The necessity of law,

mechanical necessity, the unalterable procession of phenomena, their fixed

and unchangeable order, are evident wherever you may choose to look and

ponder. Is the mind of man to escape from the inclusiveness of this final

and destroying judgment ? Not by any means. The experimentalists come

with their measurements and dissection of nerves and brains, dead or alive,

and the conclusion is pressed to the uttermost. The freedom of intelligence

is swept into the abyss, and the mechanical relation of the outer and inner,

the dependence of the subject on the object, is part of the all-embracing

theory. We have not been able to rest satisfied with the succession of culti-

vated delights in which we had hoped to remain permanently, and we may
try now the delineation of a world in which reigns inflexible law, in which

every event is strictly conditioned by all those preceding it, in which spon-

taneity or liberty is not to be found anywhere, and in which the mind of man

appears as an unimportant link in a series that in its endlessness will ulti-
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mately leave him behind, as it has already left vast and extraordinary produc-
tions in the past.

" I suppose we have the right to ask, What does it all mean ? Is it any-
thing more than a mere succession of dissolving views ? Is the union between
these vast representations something more than a wholly superficial and for-
mal one ? Is all that can be said about them, that one preceded the other in
time, and that in such a place such events took place ? The writer has sub-
dued himself into a sort of photographic machine, and on the sensitive pre-
pared plate of his consciousness picture after picture is reflected and rendered
with the accuracy of the sun. He has no explanation to offer, no opinions
to express, no ideas or ideals to intrude. And yet, as we demand a meaning
from the world itself, we can hardly be satisfied unless we find a "meaning
here. By and by, too, a message comes from the tremendous maze, a voice
seems to come from the heaving and intense activity, a tone rising into
greater and greater clearness and having something to say with more and
more distinctness.

" The message is not new. It was pronounced ages ago under very dif-

ferent conditions, beneath warmer skies, and with the same underlying mel-
ancholy. Against the indefinite multitude of phenomena not any one phe-
nomenon can boast of superior validity. One member of the series has as

much call to be as another, and, when its brief day is over, it vanishes perforce
and beyond recall. If consciousness be only one link in such a chain, if

mind be only one equal mutation of an endless host of mutations, each like

it, arising from a dark abyss of potencies where right and light are not and
unto which all return, the ridding ourselves of a number of delusions in which
we have been indulging becomes urgent and paramount. We may as well

face the truth first as last, and understand that the ascription of freedom to

any of our acts is a bit of childishness which it will be well for us to out-

grow. Antecedent conditions, physical and spiritual heredity, have done it

all, and recognize it sooner or later we must. In a recent poem life is repre-

sented as the hopeless wandering of blind men who have lost their way, and

are led by their sightless guide to the verge of the precipice, where the great

sea roars in the darkness of the coming night. The only thing worth know-
ing is the worthlessness of knowing, and the only thing worth feeling is the

pitiableness of all feeling. The significance of the portrayal is the demon-

stration of its own insignificance, and the value of being is to be found in

the recognition of its own valuelessness. The misfortunes and the crimes of

men are part of the inscrutable and inflexible totality, and their occurrence

at all is the mystery that is only rendered the more mysterious by any attempt

at explanation, that attempt itself being but the defeat which constantly ex-

presses itself in the recurrence of the misery it seeks to explain. Caught

in the vast web of things, wisdom must be to cease to struggle, to float with

the stream, to be at one with the environment, to be free from hope or fear,

and to submit to the inevitable.
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" Every act of daily life contradicts the fine theory ; every minute thing

must be done, and to do them implies a faith in a permanent somewhere and

somehow. We will look for that which clearly everybody should submit to

if life is to be at all possible ; it may signify vast sacrifices, much suffering,

persistent effort, to make the habit of obedience our daily garment, but so

much at least makes itself evident out of the roar and the confusion. There

is a tendency in the world which we can see running all through it like a

silver thread ; there is a course of conduct that seems to perpetuate itself,

and gradually has the sanction of the majority of mankind on its side. We
call it doing right, and if we have nothing else to which we can pin our faith,

we certainly have that. We can unite ourselves with that movement in the

world which demands heroic sacrifices, which enforces duties, which, as the

years roll on, becomes more and more the mistress and arbiter of history."

Two other sessions were held, at which papers were read on Ethical As-

pects of Pessimism, by Miss Louise Hannum, Ph.D., of Ithaca, N. Y.
;

Insufficiency of the So-called Cosmic Philosophy, by Prof. George H.

Howison, of the University of California ; Is there a Science of Psychology ?

by Prof. Paul Shorey, of Chicago University ; The lUuminati, by Mrs. Mary

H. Wilmarth, of Chicagd ; The Idea and Purpose of Plato's Republic, by

Prof. H. K. Jones, of Jacksonville, 111. ; The Duty of Philosophy, by Paul

Carus, Ph. D., of Chicago ; Common Sense, Science, and Philosophy, by Prof.

B. C. Burt, of the University of Michigan ; The Notion of Duty in Modern

Ethics, by President J. G. Schurman, of Cornell University ; and The Phi-

losophy of Education, by Prof. J. E. Bushnell, of Kee Mar College, Hagers-

town, Md.

Base of Obelisk, in front of the Colonnade.
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CHAPTER XL

THE CONGRESS ON EVOLUTION.

President Bonney's opening address—A letter from Prof. Huxley—A letter from Herbert

Spencer—Addresses by Sara A. Underwood, Rev. William J. Potter, Florence G.

Buckstaff, James A. Skilton, Prof. Haeckel, Dr. R. G. Eccles, Rev. Minot J. Savage,

Rev. H. M. Simmons, Rev. James T. Bixby, and others.

I
he

N opening the Congress on Evolution,

which was held in September, Presi-

dent Bonney made an address, in which

said :

" There are some present who will re-

member the tremendous sensation produced

by the publication of that remarkable book,

Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation.

The first edition was issued in October, 1844.

In seven months four editions had been de-

manded, in 1846 another was called for, in

1847 two more, in 185 1 two more, and in

1853 a revised edition, finely illustrated, which

was reprinted in i860. It was not till 1884

that the authorship of this remarkable book

by Dr. Robert Chambers was disclosed in

an introduction by Alexander Ireland to the

twelfth edition. While this book attracted

special attention from the fact that the hypothesis of spontaneous genera-

tion was set forth with extraordinary skill, its chief aim was to show, as

the writer did with very great ability, that creation by means of mighty laws

operating through the ages is infinitely more rational, and at the same time

411

HERBERT SPENCER,

a contributor to the Congress.
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more honorable to the Creator, than creation by the exercise of arbitrary-

power.
" It is a curious fact that this doctrine of spontaneous generation re-

ceived its practical quietus in 1887 at the hands of Prof. John Tyndall, who,

as President of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, in

his famous Belfast address in 1874, extolled the glories of the ultimate atom

in the following language, which has since been familiar to the scientific

world : 'Abandoning all disguises, the confession that I feel bound to make

before you is that I prolong the vision backward across the boundary of ex-

perimental evidence, and discern in that matter which we, in our ignorance

and notwithstanding our professed reverence for its Creator, have hitherto

covered with opprobrium the. promise and potency of every form and qual-

ity of life.' But like a true scientist, faithful to the truth, when he found

that without contact with life perfectly sterilized matter can produce no

life, he boldly proclaimed that important discovery—the power of evolution

is the power of indwelling activity.

" In 1872 Mr. B. G. Ferris, of Ithaca, N. Y., published A Theory of

the Origin of Sppcies, in which, after referring to Lamarck, to the Vestiges

of Creation, to Charles Darwin, and to others, he declared his new theory

that ' at each step in the creation of species a prior living organism was used

by the Creator as an ovum or matrix to produce a new species without the

aid of the ordinary paternity required in reproduction ; and that thus the

divine humanity of the Son of God was born in conformity with the law of

the creation of all living beings.' Thus the orthodox Christian may find in

the doctrine of evolution not only a scientific confirmation of his faith, but

also the key that unlocks the great mystery of creation from monad to man,

as the late Judge Arrington found in the First Principles of Herbert Spencer

a reconciliation of philosophy and religion that satisfied his exacting mind.

" I have mentioned these circumstances on this occasion because of the

wonderful changes that have occurred in recent years in the relations be-

tween science and religion, and because of the light they throw upon the

question how it happened that a Congress on Evolution is held in the De-

partment of Religion. The religious world has come to realize the grandeur

and beauty of creation and orderly development in obedience to law, and

the harmony of such creation and development with the doctrines of re-

ligion properly understood. When, therefore, it so happened that the ar-

rangements for the Congress on Evolution were delayed until there was

no place left for this Congress in the Department of Science and Philos-

ophy, and the committee in charge of the Congress applied for a special

assignment of time in order that the Congress might not fail, the General

Committee on Religious Congresses, of which Dr. John Henry Barrows is

chairman, more than willingly accepted the Congress on Evolution and

made a place for it in the Department of Religion. It was not an easy

matter to make such provision at that late date, but it was felt that there
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were special reasons why, if possible, the Congress on Evolution should be

welcomed and afforded an opportunity to present its work. We thought

that this liberal action of the Department of Religion toward the Depart-

ment of Science and Philosophy would tend to the mutual advantage of

both, indicating the coming unity between science and religion and show-

ing the marvelous advance of both scientific and religious thought, their ele-

vation and strength, not their weakness and decline.

" For a long time the evolutionist seemed to overlook the necessary con-

dition precedent of involution ; that, in the nature of things, nothing can be

evolved which has not been previously mvolved from the creative source, as in

the world of Nature nothing ascends toward the sun which was not originally

derived from its boundless stores of light, heat, and energy. The great and

splendid doctrine of evolution, which is the very crown of modern science,

is now seen to apply as well to human relations as to the processes of the

material creation. The true society and the true government ; wise laws,

just jurisprudence, and effective executive administration ; art, literature, and

invention—all must be the products of growth and development, each must

have its germ, its quickening, its flower, its fruitage, its place in the wonder-

ful succession of events.

" It is for the reasons thus briefly indicated that I now extend to you an

especially cordial and hearty welcome to your place in the World's Con-

gresses of 1893."

Thomas H. Huxley, the eminent English scientist, sent this letter in

answer to the invitation to attend the Congress :

" I was so unfortunate as to be attacked by influenza last spring ; and

while still very weak, I had to deliver the Romanes Lecture at Oxford.

The result of the effort was disastrous, and in July I was sent off to the En-

gadine, whence I returned only a few days since. Discussion is all to the

good everywhere, and I wish every success to your proposed Congress of

Evolutionists at Chicago ; but, even if it were not now too late, I can con-

tribute nothing. I am obliged to economize my time and strength, and

have quite as much in hand as I can hope to do for some time to come. It

is one of the conditions imposed upon the Romanes Lectures that there

shall be no introduction of religion or politics into the discourse. The dis-

cussion of such a topic as evolution and ethics under these circumstances in-

volved all the difficulties of an egg dance. And my unintentional omission

to dot many of my i's and cross many of my t's has led to the oddest misin-

terpretations of my meaning. Before long I hope to remedy this state of

things. In the meanwhile I am comforted by finding that both Mr. Mivart

and Mr. Spencer find I am teaching just their doctrines ! Indeed, Mr.

Spencer suggests that I copied the most I have to say out of his volume of

Ethics, just published— I suppose prophetically—as my lecture was printed

weeks before the said volume reached the public. Philosophers are curious

people !

"
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At the first session, September 27, a paper contributed by Herbert Spen-

cer, on Social Evolution and Social Duty, was read. We give it here

entire :

"At a Congress which has for its chief purpose to advance ethics and

politics by diffusing evolutionary ideas, it seems especially needful to dissi-

pate a current misconception respecting the relation in which we stand indi-

vidually toward the process of social evolution. Errors of a certain class

may be grouped as errors of the uncultured ; but there are errors of another

class which characterize the cultured, implying as they do a large amount of

knowledge with a good deal of thought, but yet with thought not commen-

surate with the knowledge. The errors I refer to are of this class.

"The conception of evolution at large, as it exists in those who are

aware that evolution includes much more than ' natural selection,' involves

the belief that from beginning to end it goes on irresistibly and uncon-

sciously. The concentration of nebulse into stars and the formation of solar

systems is determined entirely by certain properties of the matter previously

diffused. Planets which were once gaseous, then liquid, and finally covered

bv their crusts, gradually undergo geological transformation in virtue of me-

chanical and chemical processes. Similarly, too, when we pass to organic bodies,

plant and animal. Enabled to develop individually as they are by environing

forces, and enabled to develop as species by processes which continue to adapt

and readapt them to their changing environments, they are made to fit them-

selves to their respective lives, and along certain lines to reach higher lives

purely by the involved play of forces of which they are unconscious. The

conception of evolution at large, thus far correct, is by some extended to

that highest form of evolution exhibited in societies. It is supposed that

societies, too, passively evolve apart from any conscious agency, and the

inference is that, according to the evolutionary doctrine, it is needless for

individuals to have any care about progress, since progress will take care of

itself. Hence the assertion that ' evolution erected into the paramount law

of man's moral and social life becomes a paralyzing and immoral fatalism.'

" Here comes the error. Every one may see that throughout the lower

forms of evolution the process goes on only because the various units con-

cerned—molecules of matter in some cases and members of a species in an-

other—respectively manifest their natures. It would be absurd to expect

that inorganic evolution would continue if molecules ceased to attract or to

combine, and it would be absurd to suppose that organic evolution would

continue if the instincts and appetites of individuals of each species were

wholly or even partially suspended. No less absurd is it to expect that

social evolution will go on apart from the normal activities, bodily and men-

tal, of the component individuals—apart from their desires and sentiments

and those actions which they prompt. It is true that much social evolution

is achieved without any intention on the part of citizens to achieve it and

even without the consciousness that they are achieving it. ' The entire Indus-
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trial organization in all its marvelous complexity has arisen from the pursuit
by each person of his own interests, subject to certain restraints imposed by
the incorporated society

; and by this same spontaneous action have arisen

also the multitudinous appliances of industry, science, and art, from flint

knives up to automatic printing machines, from sledges up to locomotives—
a fact which might teach politicians that there are at work far more potent
social agencies than those which they control. But now observe that just as

these astonishing results of social evolution under one of its aspects could
never have arisen if men's egoistic activities had been absent ; so in the ab-

sence of their altruistic activities there could never have arisen, and can not
further arise, certain higher results of social evolution. Just as the egoistic

feelings are the needful factors in the one case, so the altruistic feelings are

the needful factors in the other ; and whoever supposes the theory of evolu-

tion to imply that advanced forms of social life will be reached even if the
sympathetic promptings of individuals cease to operate does not understand
what the theory is. «

"A simple analogy will make the matter clear. All admit that we have
certain desires which insure the maintenance of the race ; that the instincts

which prompt to the marital relation and afterward subserve the parental

relation make it certain that without any injunction or compulsion each

generation will produce the next. Now, suppose some one argued that

since, in the order of Nature, continuance of the species was thus provided

for, no one need do anything toward furthering the process by marrying.

What should we think of his logic ? What should we think of his expecta-

tion that the effect would be produced when the causes of it were suspended ?

Yet, absurd as he would be, he would not be more absurd than one who sup-

poses that the higher phases of social evolution would come without the

activity of those sympathetic feelings in men which are the factors of them,

or, rather, he would not be more absurd than one who supposed that this is

implied by the doctrine of evolution.

" The error results from failing to see that the citizen has to regard him-

self at once subjectively and objectively—subjectively as possessing sympa-

thetic sentiments (which are themselves the products of evolution), objec-

tively as one among many social units having like sentiments, by the com-

bined operation of which certain social effects are produced. He has to look

on himself individually as a being move;d by emotions which prompt philan-

thropic actions, while as a member of society he has to look on himself as

an agent through whom these emotions work out improvements in social

life. So far, then, is the theory of evolution from implying a ' paralyzing

and immoral fatalism,' it implies that for genesis of the highest social type

and production of the greatest general happiness altruistic activities are

essential as well as egoistic activities, and that a due share in them is obliga-

tory upon each citizen."

Edward P. Powell, of New York, presented a paper on The Constructive
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Power of Evolution, and the subject was discussed by James A. Skilton,

Mrs. Celia P. Woolley, and others. At the afternoon session Prof. Edward

D. Cope presented a paper on The Effects of Use and Disuse, Dr. Martin

L. Holbrook one on The Evolution of Striped Muscle Fiber, Prof. Edward

S. Morse one on The Present Status of Biological Science, Prof. E. S. Bas-

tin one on The Inheritance of Acquired Character, Dr. Edmund Montgom-

ery a review of Weismann's theory, and the Rev. John C. Kimball a discus-

sion of The Marvel of Heredity. The remainder of the session was devoted

to a presentation of The Heroes of Evolution by seven speakers. Edwin

Hayden paid a tribute to the work of Herbert Spencer, Dr. Duren J. H.

Ward to that of Charles Darwin, Prof. Thomas J. Burril to that of Asa

Gray, Hon. John A. Taylor to that of Edward L. Youmans, Miss Mary
Proctor to that of her father, Richard A. Proctor, and

Rev. William J. Potter to that of Ralph Waldo
Emerson. Mrs. Sara A. Underwood, of Illinois,

read an interesting essay on The Poets of Evo-

lution, of which we give here the greater part

:

" Darwin was by no means the first author of

the theory that bears his name. Like every

great discovery in the domain of thought and

science, it was in the air among thinkers long

before his painstaking efforts established and

formulated the development theory. La-

marck, Voltaire, Kant, Geoffroy St. Hilaire,

Goethe, and Dr. Erasmus Darwin, the

poet grandfather of Charles, were among

the precursors of the great scientist in a

belief in the evolution of man from the

lower animals, and further back we trace

the idea in the writings of Aristotle, in the

doctrines of Epicurus, get hints of it in the

Eleusinian mysteries, and find it fairly set

forth in the great poem of Lucretius, who

died a half century before the Christian era.

" Titus Lucretius Carus, best known as Lucretius, was born in the year

99 and died in the year 55 b. c. He was an earnest disciple of Epicurus,

and left an enduring monument to himself in his great poem, De Rerum
Natura, which is said to have been written for the purpose of converting

his friend the poet Memmius to the Epicurean philosophy. Though of

noble birth and a contemporary of Cicero and Caesar, with all the oppor-

tunities for the attainment of wealth and power which were then open

to a member of the Roman aristocracy, Lucretius led a life of contem-

plation and philosophic asceticism, preferring scholarly tranquillity and

study to all the glittering glories of a martial career, such as the tem-

MRS. SARA A. UNDERWOOD,
a speaker at the Congress.
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pestuous period of civil war in which he lived offered to more worldly am-

bitious men.
" The poem, which shows to later generations the fair and noble soul of

him who composed it, was written, as one of his translators says, ' as a pro-

test against the degrading influence of impure superstitions ; against the

sham and increasing degeneracy of society ; against the reckless, mad am-

bitions and ceaseless ferment of political life. In a period grossly material

in tasks and enjoyments, when great fortunes were rapidly made and were

ever bringing new luxuries in their train, it bids men take refuge and find

true happiness in higher .things—in pleasures of the soul rather than the

body.' And this is true, in spite of the fact that Lucretius believed and taught

that the soul of man is moral, and though he missed the divine spiritual

meaning of the law of Evolution, which later Emerson so fully caught and

emphasized in his teachings. It is in the fifth book of his review of Nature

that Lucretius brings out, as a logical conclusion derived from the study of

natural phenomena, the evolutionary processes through which all material

things progress, though the idea runs all through the great work. I can here

only quote a few characteristic passages :

" I treat of things abstruse—the deity

;

The vast and steady motions of the sky
;

The rise of things, how curious Nature joins

The various seed, and in one mass combines

The jarring principles ; what new supplies

Bring nourishment and strength ; how she unties

The Gordian knot and the poor compound dies

;

Of what she makes, to what she breaks the frame

Called seeds or principles, though either name

We use promiscuously, the thing's the same.

" That he believed in special creation of species is shown, however, in

what follows :

" Since constant Nature all things breeds

From matter fitly joined with proper, seeds.

Their various shapes, their different properties.

Is the plain cause why all from all can't rise.

Wherefore 'tis better to conclude there are

Many first common bodies everywhere.

Which joined, as letters words, do things compose.

Than that from nothing everything aro.se.

" He shows how imperceptibly changes are made in nature and man, and

how powerful the unseen forces of the universe may be, as follows :

" Know there are bodies which no eye can see,

But yet from their effects must grant to be.

For first the winds disturb the seas, and tear

The stoutest ships and chase clouds through the air.

The numerous odors, ioo, whose smells delight

And please the nose, are all too thin for sight.
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We view not heat, nor sharpest colds which wound
The tender nerves, nor can we see a sound.

Yet these are bodies, for they move the sense

And straight sweet pleasures, or quick pains commence.

Drops wear out stones ; and whilst we plow, the share

Grows less ; the streets by often treading wear

;

Besides none, not the sharpest eye e'er sees

What parts to make things grow by just degrees

Nature doth add, nor what she takes away
When age steals softly on and things decay.

" He traces the gradual development of the race from savagery to civiliza-

tion very clearly, thus

:

" First men content with the poor easy store

That sun and earth bestowed, they wish no more.

Soft acorns were their first and chiefest food.

And those red apples that adorn the wood.

When thirsty, then did purling stream invite

To satisfy their eager appetite.

Then strong and swift they did the beasts pursue;

Their arms were stones and clubs, and some they slew.

Then poisonous herbs when plucked by chance did kill

;

Now poisoning's grown an art improved by skill.

Then neighbors by degrees familiar grown

Made leagues and bonds and each secured his own.

And then by signs and broken words agreed

That they would keep, preserve, defend, and feed

Defenseless infants and the women, too.

As natural pity prompted them to do.

" In view of the tardiness which formulated science has shown in reach-

ing like conclusions in regard to the evolution of language, it seems wonder-

ful to find a thinker of the time of Lucretius making so accurate a guess as

this in regard to its evolution :

" Kind Nature power of framing sounds affords

To man, and then convenience taught us words,

As infants now, for want of words, devise

Expressive signs, they speak with hands and eyes
;

Their speaking hand the want of words supplies,

And then, since beasts and birds, though dumb, commence
As various voices, as their various sense

;

How easy was it, then, for men to frame.

And give each different thing a different name.

" He accounts for the knowledge of the use of fire in making food more

palatable thus :

" Now for the rise of fire : swift thunder thrown

From broken sulphurous cloud first brought it down,

Or the sun first taught them to prepare their meat.

Because they had observed his quickening heat.
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" Following this he indicates the causes which led to commercial activity
and the accumulation of wealth, the wars following, and the evolution there-
from of government and laws, by which peace could be maintained Then
he traces the rise of the religious sentiment in this wise :

" Why do all bow to somewhat as divine ?

Why every nation hath its proper shrine ?

Why all do temples build—why altars raise ?

And why all sacrifice on sacred days ?

How this diffused, this lasting fame was spread
Of powers above ? Whence came that awful dread ?

In heaven they placed their seat, their stately throne,
For there the sun, the stars, and various moon,
And day and night their constant courses run

;

And hail, and rain, and through a broken cloud
Swift lightning flies, and thunder roars aloud.
Beside, when winds grow high, when storms increase
And scatter warlike navies through the seas,

When men for battle armed must now engage
A stronger foe, and fight the waters' rage.

Doth not the trembling general prostrate fall

And beg a calm o' the gods, or prosperous gale ?

In vain—the storms drive on, rio offering saves.

All shipwrecked, drink cold death among the waves.
And hence we fancy unseen powers in things

Whose force and will such strange confusion brings.

Again, when earthquakes shake this mighty ball

And tottering cities fall, or seem to fall.

What, then, if men, defenseless men, despise

Their own weak selves, and look with anxious eyes

For present help and pity from the skies ?

What wonder if they think some powers control

And gods with mighty force do rule the whole!

" I have not time to quote further, but have offered sufficient to show
that the theory of evolution is very clearly foreshadowed by this great thinker,

who wrote before the time of Christ.

" Dr. Erasmus Darwin, grandfather of the great naturalist, was born in

1 73 1 and died in 1802, before the birth of his famous grandson. He stood

very high in his profession as a physician, but he was besides a naturalist, a

philosopher, and a poet of no mean ability. He was the author of the

Botanic Garden, a poetical treatise on botany, which he published in 1 793,

and which attained considerable popularity ; also The Temple of Nature, a

poem published in 1802, which embodies some of the leading ideas of the

evolution theory since demonstrated more clearly and fully through the life

work of Charles Darwin. It is to this poejn I wish to draw attention, though

he had written a prose work earlier, in which he presented his views in a

more scientific way. Haeckel says that at that time, though the question of

the descent of man was being discussed by German and French thinkers, in
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England almost the only naturalist to do so was Erasmus Darwin. In
1 795

he published, under the title of Zoonomia, or the Laws of Organic Life, a

scientific work in which he expresses views very similar to those of Goethe

and Lamarck, without, however, knowing anything about these two men.
' It is evident,' says Haeckel, ' that the theory of descent pervaded the intel-

lectual atmosphere. Erasmus Darwin lays great stress upon the transforma-

tion of animal and vegetable species by their own vital action and by their

becoming accustomed to changed conditions of existence,' etc.

" Of The Temple of Nature its author in the preface says :
' The poem

which is here offered to the public does not pretend to instruct by deep re-

searches of reasoning ; its aim is simply to amuse by bringing distinctly to

the imagination the beautiful and sublime images of the operations of Nature

in the order, as the author believes, in which the progressive course of time

presented them.' The poem opens thus :

" By firm, immutable, immortal laws.

Impressed on Nature by the Great First Cause,

Say, Muse! how rose from elemental strife

Organic forms and kindled into life ?

"The beginnings of worlds are pictured thus :

" Ere Time began, from flaming Chaos hurl'd,

Rose the bright spheres which form the circling world,

Earths from each sun with quick explosions burst,

And second planets issued from the first.

Then whilst the seat at their coeval birth

Surge over surge involved the shoreless earth.

Nursed by warm sunbeams in primeval caves.

Organic life began beneath the waves.

" After describing minutely the protoplasmic beginnings of life, he declares

his belief in spontaneous generation :

" Hence without parent by spontaneous birth

Rise the first specks of animated earth.

From Nature's womb the plant or insect swims,

And buds or breathes with microscopic limbs.

" Pages of descriptive verse, interlarded profusely by scientific notes, ex-

plain the varying processes of development toward man, which he sums up

in these words

:

" Organic life beneath the shoreless waves

Was born and nursed in Ocean's pearly caves:

First forms minutes, unseen by spheric glass.

Move on the mud or pierce the watery mass.

These, as successive generations bloom.

New powers acquire and larger limbs assume;

Whence countless groups of vegetation spring,

And breathing realms of fin, and feet, and wing.
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"The dawn of emotion and reason in man is sketched in this charming

way

:

" Next the long nerves unite their silver train,

And young sensation permeates the brain

;

Through each new sense the keen emotions dart,

Flush the young cheek and swell the throbbing heart.

From pain and pleasure quick volitions rise.

Lift the strong arm or point the inquiring eyes

;

With Reason's light bewildered man direct

And right and wrong with balance nice detect.

Last in thick swarms associations spring,

Thoughts join to thoughts, to motions motions cling;

Whence in long trains of catenation flow

Imagined joy and voluntary woe.

" So, through the long processes of ages, Dr. Darwin concludes that

—

" Imperious man, who rules the bestial crowd,

Of language, reason, and reflection proud.

With brow erect, who scorns this earthy sod,

And styles himself the image of his God,

Arose from rudiments of form and sense

An embryon point, or microscopic ens

!

" The growth of language is thus sketched :

" From the dumb gestures first the exchange began

Of viewless thought in bird and beast and man.

Thus the first language when we frowned or smiled

Rose from the cradle, Imitation's child
;

Next, to each thought associate sound accords

And forms the dulcet symphony of words;

The tongue, the lips articulate; the throat

With soft vibration" modulates the note,

Love, pity, war, the shout, the song, the prayer.

Form quick concussions of elastic air.

Hence the first accents bear in airy rings

The vocal symbols of ideal things.

" Dr. Darwin describes at considerable length the struggle for existence

among men and the lower forms of life. He begins thus :

" Herb, shrub, and tree, with strong emotions rise

For light and air, and battle in the skies

;

Whose roots, diverging with opposing toil.

Contend below for moisture and for soil

;

Round the tall elm the flattering ivies bend.

And strangle as they clasp their struggling friend.

Dense shadowy leaves on stems aspiring borne.

With blight and mildew thin the realms of corn.
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" His conclusions in regard to the creation of the world are at last opti-

mistically summed up in these words :

" High in golden characters record

The immense munificence of Nature's Lord

!

He gives and guides the sun's attractive force,

And steers the planets in their silver course.

With heat and light revives the golden day,

And breathes his spirit on organic clay.

With hand unseen directs the general cause

By firm, immutable, immortal laws.

" More widely known than Erasmus Darwin was his distinguished gontem-

porary Goethe, whose advanced views on evolution were, however, very much

the same. Goethe was not only a prophetic poet of evolution, but himself

contributed a most important link in the scientific demonstration of the truth

of that theory by his discovery of the intermaxillary bone of the human up-

per jaw, which attests the continuity of the organic development between

animals and man.
" Although unaware at that time of Darwin's later discoveries in regard

to the forces that worked toward variation in species, yet he held to the most

advanced theories of his time, and in the dispute which broke out in 1830 in

the French Academy between the two eminent naturalists Cuvier and Geof-

frey de St.-Hilaire on the question of mutability of species, in which Geof-

froy represented the theory of natural development and the monistic concep-

tion of Nature, Goethe, then in his eighty-first year, took the deepest interest,

siding with Geoffroy. How intense that interest was is shown by an anec-

dote related by one of his intimate friends under date of August 2, 1830. He
writes :

' The news of the outbreak of the revolution of July arrived in Wei-

mar to-day, and has caused general excitement. In the course of the after-

noon I went to Goethe. " Well
!

" he exclaimed as I entered, " what do you

think of this great event ? The volcano has burst forth, all is in flames, and

there are no more negotiations behind closed doors." "A dreadful affair!"

I answered ;

" but what else could be expected under the circumstances, and

with such a ministry, except that it end in the expulsion of the present royal

family?" "We do not seem to understand each other, my dear friend," re-

plied Goethe ;
" I am not speaking of these people at all ; I am interested in

something very different— I mean the dispute between Cuvier and Geoffroy

de St.-Hilaire, which has broken out in the Academy, and which is of such

great importance to science."
'

" In his Metamorphosis of Animals, written in 1819, occurs the following

passage after a description of the contrast between two different organic con-

structive forms which, opposed to each other, by their interaction determine
'

the form of the organism :

" All members develop themselves according to eternal laws.

And the rarest form mysteriously preserves the primitive type.
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Form, therefore, determines the animal's way of life,

And in turn the way of life powerfully acts upon all form.

Thus the orderly growth of form is seen to hold

Whilst yielding to change from externally acting causes.

" ' In the Metamorphosis of Plants, which appeared in 1 790,' says Haeckel,
' Goethe embodied the mature product of his botanical studies, which engaged

his serious attention during many years.' In this poem he deduces the whole

wealth of forms in the vegetable world from one single proto-plant, and

makes all its different organs come into being through manifold transforma-

tion and process of development on the part of one single fundamental organ

—the leaf. This poem is in point of fact the first attempt ever made to refer

the endless multiplicity of individual vegetable forms to one common origi-

nal type. Goethe sums up the lesson he wished to convey through this

metamorphosis in plant life in these words :

" Every plant unto thee proclaiming the laws everlasting;

Every floweret speaks louder and louder to thee;

But if thou here canst decipher the mystic words of the goddess,

Everywhere will they be seen e'en tho' the features are changed.

Creeping insects may linger, the eager butterfly hasten,

Plastic and forming, may man change e'en the figure decreed

!

" His poems in many places hint of his views on the theory of Nature's

law of development from the lower to the higher, but I have not time to

quote freely. In his lines to the Proteus Delphis he says :

" Through myriad forms of being wending.

To be a man in time thou'lt rise.

" Somewhat in the same trend of thought with Emerson's metaphor of

man mounting through spiral rings is this from Goethe's Boundaries of Hu-

manity :

" Small is the ring

Enclosing our life,

And whole generations

Link themselves firmly

On to Existence's

Chain never ending.

" And somewhat similar is this sentence :
' The wish of love which raises

one to the All, the present to the eternal, the fleeting to the everlasting—

that to fulfill is her godlike office.' And the manifest intention of the whole

poem of Faust is to portray evolution in character—a spiritual unfolding and

development through spiritual forces working in man's nature.

" It has been an error on the part of some of the admirers of that admi-

rable soul, Ralph Waldo Emerson, to claim for his wonderful poetic and

spiritual insight the discovery of the law of evolution anterior to the care-
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fully worked out discoveries of the patient scientist, Charles Darwin. No
one would more readily disclaim any such claim than Emerson himself had

he known of it. The law of evolution was not the discovery of either Emer-

son or Darwin, as I have already shown. It was guessed at and partially

known and understood many years before either of these grand souls were

born. Darwin's chief discovery was not the law of evolution from lower

forms of life and intelligence to higher, but the great part which the law of

' natural selection ' plays in that evolution. But Emerson's highly receptive

mind, always open and hospitable to the truth, was among the first to wel-

come and acknowledge a law which made harmonious the bond between the

physical and spiritual, and he was among the first to proclaim the relation

thus shown between the two. In Emerson's Wood Notes, contributed to

the Dial in 1839-40, we find the following :

" Sweet the genesis of things,

Of tendency through endless ages,

Of star dust and star pilgrimages.

Of rounded worlds of space and time,

Of the old flood's subsiding slime.

Of chemic matter, force, and form,

Of poles and powers, cold, wet, and warm

;

The rushing metamorphosis,

Dissolving all that fixture is.

Melts things that be to things that seem,

And solid Nature to a dream.

" And this :

" Onward and onward the eternal Pan,

Who layeth the world's incessant plan,

Halteth never in one shape,

But forever doth escape,

Like wave or flame, into new forms

Of germ and air, of plants and worms.

" And again :

" He is the essence that inquires,

He is the axis of the star.

He is the sparkle of the spar.

He is the heart of every creature,

He is the meaning of each feature,

And his mind is the sky.

Than all it holds more deep, more high.

"Then comes the acknowledgment of the universal law :

" For the world was built in order;

And the atoms march in tune.

Rhyme the pipe, and Time the warder,

The sun obeys them and the moon.

Orb and atom forth they prance

When they hear from far the rune.
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" Prefaced to his essay on Nature was the following formula of man's
being

:

" A subtle chain of countless rings

The next unto the farthest brings;

The eye reads omens where it goes,

And speaks all languages the rose

;

And, striving to be man, the worm
Mounts through all the spires of form.

"An acknowledgment of the oneness of man's spiritual with his physical

evolution is contained in this extract :
' The history of Nature from first to

last is incessant advance from less to more, from rude to finer organizations,

the globe of matter thus conspiring with the principle of undying hope in

man.'

"That the evolution theory conveyed to his loving soul the most optimis-

tic views of being as a whole we perceive from this :
' If one shall read the

future of the race hinted in the organic effort of Nature to mount and meli-

orate, and the corresponding impulse to the better in the human being, we
shall dare affirm that there is nothing he will not overcome and convert until

at last culture shall absorb the chaos and Gehenna. He will convert the

furies into muses, and the hells into benefits.' I would refer you also to his

poem on Wealth for a summary of evolutionary processes, too long here to

quote, beginning

:

" Who shall tell what did befall

Far away in time when once

Over the lifeless ball

Hung idle stars and suns ?

" In the Ode to Bacchus he says that while drinking 'wine that music is'

he hopes he
" Shall hear far Chaos talk with me,

Kings unborn shall walk with me,

And the poor grass shall plot and plan

What it will do when it is man.

" In various other of his poems and essays does Emerson voice his behef-

in evolution and the promise and potency of things, but the limit of this

paper forbids further quotation now.

"Tennyson early accepted the current but vaguely defined theories re-

garding man's development, though he did not often embody them in his

verse. Still, even previous to the publication of Darwin's first startling book

on the subject. The Origin of Species, which appeared in 1859, traces may

be found of his acceptance of the main ideas, as when in Locksley Hall, first

published in 1842, he declares :

" Yet I doubt not through the ages one increasing purpose runs.

And the thoughts of men are widened with the process of the suns.
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"And again, in The Two Voices, published at the same time, a hint of

evolution is held in the words :

" Or if through lower lives I came,

Though all experience past became

Consolidate in mind and frame.

" And also in this :

" Forerun thy peers, thy time, and let

Thy feet millenniums hence be set

In midst of knowledge dreamed not yet.

Thou hast not gained a real height,

Nor art thou nearer to the light,

Because the scale is infinite. •

" A happier note of the same trend is struck in In Memoriam, published

in 1850, still nine years previous to the great evolution agitation which set

the scientific and religious world in a ferment. In this he writes :

" They say

The solid earth whereon we tread

In tracts of fluent heat began.

And grew to seeming random forms,

The seeming prey of cycle storms,

Till at the last arose the man,

" Who throve and branched from clime to clime,

The herald of a higher race.

And of himself, in higher place,

If so he type this work of time

"Within himself, from more to more;

Or crowned with attributes of woe
Like glories, move their course and show

That life is not as idle ore,

"But iron dug from central gloom

And heated hot with burning fears.

And dipped in baths of hissing tears,

And battered with the shocks of doom,

" To shape and use, arise, and fly

The reeling faun, the sensual feast.

Move upward, working out the beast,

lAnd let the ape and tiger die.

" Those whose hearts and hopes had been uplifted by such thoughts as

these written by the poet laureate in earlier years, felt inclined to shrink

shiveringly as at a spirit of pessimism shown in his Locksley Hall—Sixty

Years After, in such words as these :

" Is there evil but on earth ? Or pain in every peopled sphere ?

Well, be grateful for the sounding watchword ' evolution ' here.
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" Evolution, ever climbing after some ideal good

—

And reversion, ever dragging evolution in the mud.

" But even in this poem a higher chord is struck in the following :

" Only that which made us, meant us to be mightier by and by.

Set the sphere of all the boundless heavens within the human eye.

" Set the shadow of himself, the Boundless, through the human soul.

Boundless inward in the atom—boundless outward in the whole.

"In 1 85 1, when the woman author whom we know best under the name
of George Eliot was assistant editor of the Westminster Review and an in-

mate of the home of Mr. Chapman, the editor-in-chief, she became ac-

quainted with Herbert Spencer, and through him with George Henry
Lewes. It was doubtless through these friendships and about this time that

she became interested in those scientific investigations in regard to the laws'

of man's development and being, the philosophical speculations concerning

which became afterward interwoven in all her writings. In 1852 she writes to

a friend in a private letter :
' Is it not cheering to think of the youthfulness

of this little planet, and the immensely greater youthfulness of our race upon

it ? To think that the higher moral tendencies of human nature are yet

only in their germ!' It was not until 1859 that Darwin's work on the

Genesis of Species came out. But when George Eliot read it she called it

' an epoch-making book.' In her prose writings is especially seen her strong

belief in evolution and all that it promises to humanity, but I confine myself

to extracts from her poems showing that faith. In A Minor Prophet oc-

cur these lines :

" I, too, rest in faith

That man's perfection is the crowning flower

Toward which the urgent sap in life's great tree

Is pressing—seen in puny blossoms now.

But in the world's great morrows to expand

With broadest petal and with deepest glow.

" A College Breakfast Party consists mainly of a discussion in regard to

evolutionary theories. One of the characters therein discusses thus

:

" Admit at least

A possible better in the seeds of earth.

Acknowledge debt to that laborious life,

Which sifting evermore the mingled seeds.

Testing the Possible with patient skill.

And daring ill in presence of a good

For futures to inherit.

" Do boards and dirty-handed millionaires

Govern the planetary system ? Sway

The pressure of the universe—decide

That man henceforth shall retrogress to ape,
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Emptied of every sympathetic thrill

The All has wrought up in him ?

" How, I pray,

Are odors made if not by gradual change

Of sense or substance ? Is your beautiful

A seedless, rootless flower, or has it grown

With human growth, which means the rising sun

Of human struggle, order, knowledge ? Sense

Trained to a fuller record, more exact

—

To truer guidance of each passionate force ?

Get me your roseate fiesh without the blood
;

Get fine aromas without structure, wrought

From simpler being into manifold
;

Then, and then only, flaunt your beautiful

As what can live apart from thought, creed, states.

Which mean life's structure.

" Say you object;

How came you by that lofty dissidence,

If not through changes in the social man,

Widening his consciousness from here and now
To larger wholes beyond the reach of sense

;

Controlling to a fuller harmony

The thrill of passion and the rule of fact;

And paling false ideals in the light

Of full-rayed sensibilities which blend

Truth and desire ? Taste, beauty, what are they

But the soul's choice toward perfect bias wrought

By finer balance of a fuller growth

—

Sense brought to subtlest metamorphosis

Through love, thought, joy—the general human store

Which grows from all life's functions? As the plant

Holds its corolla, purple, delicate.

Solely as outflash of that energy

Which moves transformingly in root and branch.

" Her poem. The Spanish Gipsy, like Daniel Deronda, was written solely

to show the influence of heredity in the evolution of character. Speaking

of the poem, she says :
' I saw it might be taken as a symbol of the part

which is played in the general human lot by hereditary conditions in the

largest sense, and of the fact that what we call duty is entirely made up of

such conditions.' From this poem I take this comprehensive summary of

the thought pervading the whole work :

" What ! shall the trick of nostrils and of lips

Descend through generations, and the soul

That moves within our frame like God in worlds

Imprint no record, leave no documents

Of her great history ? Shall men bequeath

The fancies of their palate to their sons,

And shall the shudder of restraining awe,
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The slow-wept tears of contrite memory,
Faith's prayerful labor, and the food divine
Of fasts ecstatic—shall these pass away
Like wind upon the waters, tracklessly ?

" Describing the wonderful genius of a musician in the Spanish Gipsy,
she says he played with rarest skill

—

" That Pablo half had caught
From an old, blind, and wandering Catalan,
The other half was rather heritage

From treasure stored by generations past

In winding chambers of receptive sense.

" I have not taken into consideration the manifold uses made by our
younger poets of the law of evolution in their work ; but have confined my-
self to those who, prior to its demonstrated truth through the painstaking
efforts of scientists like Darwin, Wallace, and Huxley, had caught a fore-

gleam of its possibilities and promise for man's temporal and spiritual

future."

In his address on Emerson, the Prophet of Evolution, Mr. Potter said

in part

:

" To the patient, toiling men of science appropriately belong the chief

honors of this occasion. They are the heroes in the world of study and
thought who have made this occasion possible. Without them there would
have been no foundation for any philosophy or doctrine of evolution, and
this Congress of Evolutionists would never have assembled. They have un-

earthed the facts on which the whole doctrinal edifice of evolution rests.

" But it is not always those who have a genius for unearthing the facts

of Nature who have also the mental qualities requisite for generahzing the

facts, and thus revealing their practical application in the realms of thought

and life. We have had one man in America who, though not a scientist,

stood side by side with the scientists in the glad acceptance of whatever new
discoveries in Nature's domain they could bring him, and who, though not

the author of any elaborate system of philosophy, was possessed of a pre-

eminent genius for seizing the salient points in both science and philosophy,

and revealing their practical bearing on the highest problems of religion,

ethics, and human civilization. So unique was this man's genius in this re-

spect, and now so well recognized, that I hardly need to name him. Yet

any roll-call of the heroes of evolution would be incomplete without the

name of Ralph Waldo Emerson. Nay, he was proclaiming and applying

the essential truths of the doctrine before science had demonstrated it. By

gift of swift intellectual generalization he foresaw the issues of tendencies in

scientific discovery and adopted them into his thought and speech, while the

scientific men were still bending to the task, with many years of the work

before them, for furnishing the proofs. And thus more than to any other

143
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man on either continent tiie world is indebted to Ralph Waldo Emerson for

preparing the way for the right acceptance of the evolution theory in its ap-

plication to the high domain of religion and morals, when science brought

demonstration of its truth.

" I like especially to couple together the names of Emerson and Darwin.

And there was a parallelism in their characters and careers which invites the

junction. The lives of these two remarkable men were nearly contempo-

raneous from the first decade of the century to the year 1882, when they

died within nearly the same week. Five

years later chosen biographers at the same

time gave to the world the story of their

lives, so that the reading world had the privir

lege of reviewing their great careers togeth-

er. In their intellectual temperaments, as in

their achievements, the two men were very

different—Darwin, from his early manhood
self-sacrificingly excluding other objects of

pursuit for the scientific study of Nature
;

Emerson, a poet, philosopher, seer, devoting

himself to problems of thought, to social

ethics and letters. Yet in their moral tem-

peraments and in the unfolding destiny of

their years there was between them a strik-

ing similarity. They were both reformers

—

the one in science, the other in religion.

They were both subjected to popular odium

and abuse because of the fear in ecclesiastical

circles that the views which they published

would undermine the ancient theological beliefs of Christendom. They both

had the same high moral poise, serene and unmoved amid abuse and misrep-

resentation, and letting it pass without reply. They both attracted admira-

tion by the gentleness of their manners, the transparent moral purity of their

characters, and by their single-eyed devotion to truth for truth's sake and

calm confidence that ultimately truth would prevail. And when they died

they had for the most part conquered theological malice, outlived evil repute,

won the moral homage of mankind, and went to their graves honored for

the splendor of their achievements and beloved for their rare nobility of

character. One might speak reservedly of these men as two in a group of

the most remarkable men of the nineteenth century. But I am strongly

disposed to believe that the judgment of posterity will set these two men
apart more decisively, and will affirm that Emerson and Darwin did more

than any other two men of this century to shape the thought of the future.

" Of Emerson's relation to the doctrine of evolution, we may say, first

and in general, that two fundamental postulates of the doctrine—the ulti-

EDWARD D. COPE,

a contributor to the Congress.
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mate unity of natural forces and the progressive ascent of organisms and life

in Nature—are the two underlying principles conspicuously evident in his

philosophy and in all forms of his literary work. So constantly do these
two basic truths appear in his writings, either by specific statement or by im-
plication, that any quotations to confirm this point are needless. Suffice it

to refer to his exclamation in the essay on Fate :
' Let us build altars to

the blessed unity which holds Nature and souls in perfect solution and com-
pels every atom to serve an universal end

'
; and to the following sentence in

the essay on Culture :
' If one shall read the future of the race hinted in the

organic effort of Nature to mount and meliorate, and the corresponding im-

pulse to the better in the human being, we shall dare affirm that there is

nothing he will not overcome and convert, until at last culture shall absorb

the chaos and Gehenna.'

" But of the specially distinguishing features of the evolution doctrine

Emerson made more specific statements than this—made them years before

any scientific man had authoritatively declared the doctrine on the ground of

observation and experiment. And these statements were so amazingly like

the subsequent conclusions of professional scientists that he may fairly be

called the anticipator of this great scientific discovery. He certainly made
positive declaration of the essential phases of the doctrine earlier than any

other public teacher, whether scientist or philosopher, whose name has been

prominently connected with it. Darwin published his Origin of Species in

1859 and the Descent of Man in 1871. Wallace, at about the same time

with Darwin, had been arriving independently at the same conclusions.

Huxley, Mivart, Haeckel, and others were soon afterward in the field labor-

ing to substantiate the theor}^ Spencer issued the Prospectus of his philo-

sophical system in i860. But many years previously Emerson had prefixed

to his first publication, the little book entitled Nature, those poetical lines as

a motto which repeated quotations has now made so familiar

:

" A subtle chain of countless rings

The next unto the farthest brings

;

The eye reads omens where it goes,

And speaks all languages the rose

;

And, striving to be man, the worm
Mounts through all the spires of form.

"Nature was first published in 1836. The first edition, however, did not

have this motto, but instead a sentence from Plotinus. The edition of 1849,

the date of my own, has the new motto. This was ten years before The

Origin of Species appeared and twenty-two years before its sequel came

—

The Descent of Man. A similar idea found expression in the poem Bacchus,

in his first volume of poems, printed in 1 846.

" And the poor grass shall plot and plan

What it will do when it is man.
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" The Vestiges of Creation, a book now known to have been the work of

Robert Chambers, but which was published anonymously in 1844, had set

forth a view of creative processes, under the name of the Development

Theory, similar to that of evolution. It has been customary to refer Emer-

son's early statements of the doctrine of evolution to the influence of this

work. A coloring of phraseology may have had there its source. But Mr.

Cabot's Memoir of Emerson brings to light an earlier extract from one of

his first course of lectures in Boston, which announced essentially the same

doctrine. Of one of these lectures the subject was The Relation of Man to

the Globe, and in it he said :
' The most surprising, I may say the most sub-

lime, fact is that man is no upstart in the creation, but has been prophesied

in Nature for a thousand ages before he appeared ; that from times incalcula-

bly remote there has been a progressive preparation for him, an effort to

produce him, the meaner creatures containing the elements of his structure

and pointing at it from every side. His limbs are only a more exquisite

organization—say, rather, the finish—of the rudimental forms that have

been already sweeping the sea and creep'ing in the mud ; the brother of his

hand is even now cleaving the Arctic Sea in the fin of the whale, and in-

numerable ages since was pawing the marsh in the flipper of the saurian.'

This was spoken on a public platform in December, 1833.

" Lamarck, in France, in the earlier part of the century, had given hints

and suggestions of this progressive development theory of creation. But

these suggestions, as the surmises of others before him in the same direction,

were more speculative than scientific. They were fruitful germs, however,

for coming investigators and thinkers. They lodged in Emerson's mind as

they did in Darwin's, and they furnished, probably, the seed corn which, grow-

ing and fructifying in these very different intellects, produced in both, in

their different ways, the distinct and matured conception of the gradual cre-

ation of the world and of all its forms of life through patient processes of

evolution. What Darwin arrived at only by long and laborious research,

minutely verifying his conclusions at every step by scientific observation and

experiment, Emerson, having got his scientific hints and taken a broad sur-

vey of Nature in its great sweeping movements, appeared to reach by a keen

and sympathetic insight. And this theory of the universe and its forces was

henceforth one of the impregnable articles of his intellectual faith. Adopted

at the outset of his distinguished and epoch-making career as a public teacher,

and before he has published a single book, the doctrine underlies, penetrates,

and interprets all his speech and writing.

" But let me call your attention to certain of the more striking utterances

of this belief to be found in some of the earlier of Emerson's essays. In an

address given at Waterville College, Maine, in the summer of 1841, he pro-

nounced this passage :
' We can poijnt nowhere to anything final ; but tend-

ency appears on all hands—planet, system, constellation, total Nature is

growing like a field of maize in July ; is becoming somewhat else ; is in rapid
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metamorphosis. The embryo does not more strive to be man than yonder

burr of light we call nebula tends to be a ring, a comet, a globe, and parent

of new stars.' This was said in 1841. In the essay on Nature, one of the

second series of essays (first published in 1844), the same thought is enlarged

and also further specialized in a paragraph on Efficient Nature, of which he

said :
' It publishes itself in creatures, reaching from particles and spicula,

through transformation on transformation, to the highest symmetries, arriv-

ing at consummate results without a shock or a leap. A little heat—that is,

a little motion [here a striking anticipation of Prof. Tyndall's famed book

Heat a Mode of Motion can but be noted]—is all that differences the bald,

dazzling white and deadly cold poles of the earth from the prolific cli-

mates. All changes pass without violence by reason of the two cardinal

conditions of boundless space and boundless time. Geology has initiated us

into the secularity of Nature, and taught us to disuse our dame-school meas-

ures and exchange our Mosaic and Ptolemaic schemes for her large style.

We knew nothing rightly for want of perspective. Now we learn what

patient periods must round themselves before the rock is formed, then be-

fore the rock is broken, and the first lichen race has disintegrated the thin-

nest external plate into soil, and opened the door for the remote Flora, Fauna,

Ceres, and Pomona to come in. How far off yet is the trilobite ! how far

the quadruped ! how inconceivably remote is man ! All duly arrive, and

then race after race of men. It is a long way from granite to the oyster

;

farther yet to Plato and the preaching of the immortality of the soul. Yet

all must come as surely as the first atom has two sides.'

" One more extract, taken from a later lecture, the noble one on The

Sovereignty of Ethics, shows how readily and clearly Emerson perceived

the ascent of the evolutionary process from the fierce struggles of Nature

with survival of the strongest or most cunning to the domain of ethics and

humane sentiment, where finally right and goodness prevail :
' It is in the

stomach of plants that development begins, and ends in the circles of the

universe. 'Tis a long scale from the gorilla to the gentleman—from the

gorilla to Plato, Newton, Shakespeare—to the sanctities of religion, the re-

finements of legislation, the summits of science, art, and poetry. The begin-

nings are slow and infirm, but it is an always accelerated march. The geologic

world is chronicled by the growing ripeness of the strata from lower to

higher, as it becomes the abode of more highly organized plants and animals.

The civil history of men might be traced by the successive meliorations as

marked in higher moral generalizations ; virtue meaning physical courage,

then chastity and temperance, then justice and love. In the preadamite.

Nature bred valor only ; by and by she gets on to man and adds tenderness,

and thus raises virtue piecemeal. When we trace from the beginning, feroc-

ity has uses ; only so are the conditions of the then world met, and these

monsters are the scavengers, executioners, diggers, pioneers, and fertilizers,

destroying what is more destructive than they, and making better life possi-
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ble. We see the steady aim of benefit in view from the first. Melioration

is the law. The evils we suffer will at last end themselves through the inces-

sant opposition of Nature to everything hurtful. These [the ills and crimes

of earth] make the gloomy warp of ages. Humanity sits at the dread loom

and throws the shuttle and fills it with joyful rainbows until the sable ground

is flowered all over with a woof of human industry and wisdom, virtuous ex-

amples, symbols of useful and generous arts, with beauty and pure love,

courage, and the victories of the just and wise over malice and wrong.'

" This last quotation will remind us that it was Emerson's habit not only

to trace by processes of evolution the transformation of fierce forces into

humane sentiments, but also to clothe the naked truth of the scientist in the

garb of poetry. Whether he was writing prose or verse, the poetic genius

dominated him, and the dry facts of science blossomed under his pen into

ideal forms of beauty. Many of his poems, such as Wood Notes, The Song

of Nature, Wealth, May Day, like his prose, might furnish abundant illustra-

tions of the scientific doctrine of evolution. He has transmuted the gener-

alizations of science into poetry, and may be called by pre-eminence the poet

of modern science.

" It hardly needs to be said in the presence of those who have acquaint-

ances with Emerson's philosophy and intellectual temperament that the

doctrine of evolution with him has no shadow of mere materialism about it.

In his interpretation of the doctrine, since thfc thinking principle, or mind,

appears in the human being as product of the long-creative process, so there

is involved all through and back to the very beginning the mental or spirit-

ual element. Nature and mind, to Emerson, are never separated. Nature

is the efflux of spiritual power, the outward world a precipitation of thought,

and the inward mental life of man is in vital organic relation and correspond-

ence with Nature and all its innermost powers. These principles of his

philosophy may not be found in books of science, yet they may be necessary

inferences from scientific facts. They are inferences which he did not hesi-

tate to draw and did not doubt. It was a cardinal point in his view of the

universe that matter and mind are unified, and neither is to be sacrificed to

the other. We may say, in truth, that his philosophy was grounded in Na-

ture, and that all the sciences were drawn upon to furnish him facts and

illustrations. But under his touch the facts of Nature grow and flower into

spiritual laws and necessities ; into worlds of intelligent consciousness and

moral purpose, where it is seen that 'the ought, that duty, is one thing

with science, with beauty, and with joy.' Prof. Tyndall has written this

judgment of Emerson :
' In him we have a poet and a profoundly religious

man, who is really and entirely undaunted by the discoveries of science—past,

present, and prospective. In his, case Poetry, with the joy of a bacchanal,

takes her graver brother Science by the hand and cheers him with immortal

laughter. By Emerson scientific conceptions are continually transmuted into

the finer forms and warmer lines of an ideal world.' Thus does science itself.
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in the person of one of its most distinguished representatives, greet with
grateful homage its philosopher, poet, and prophet."

The morning session of the 28th was devoted to the subject of Psychol-
ogy as related to Evolution, with addresses by Benjamin F. Underwood, of
Illinois, on The Relativity of Knowledge

; Dr. Herman Gasser, of Wiscon-
sin, on The Relations of Feelings ; Prof. Almon G. Merwin, of New York,
on Evolutionary Psychology as related to Education ; Dr. John E. Purdoni
of Dublin, Ireland, on Constructive Forms of Intuition

; and Harvey c!
Alford, of South Dakota, on Evolution Psychology in its Relation to Es-
thetics.

The afternoon session was given to the subject of Sociology, the Science
of Society. The papers presented were The Evolution of the Social Body,
by the Rev. A. N. Somers, of Indiana ; Evolution as applied to Disease in

the Progress of Social Development, by Dr. Bayard Holmes, of Illinois

;

The Evolution of the Modern Family, by Mrs. Florence Griswold Buckstaff,
of Wisconsin

; The Beastliness of Modern Civilization—Evolution the only
Remedy, by Gail Hamilton (Mary Abby Dodge), of Massachusetts; and
Evolution and the Fair, by John H. Copeland, of Texas. We quote here
the greater part of Mrs. Buckstaff's paper :

" I do not purpose to enter into the controversy as to the primitive

form of the human family. It is enough to observe that the birds and
the animals most nearly related to man have an admirable family rela-

tion. ' The male gorilla spends the night crouching at the foot of a tree,

against which he places his back, and thus protects the female and her young,
who are in the nest above, from the nocturnal attacks of leopards.' It is

possible that the family group was found among the earliest men, and that

even monogamy was common, together with various forms of group mar-

riage, in which a group of men belong to a group of women, or a group of

women to one man, or a group of men to one woman. Various attempts

have been made to define the exact stages of evolution through which the

family passed, Lewis H. Morgan having suggested fifteen normal stages. But

it is a bold thing to assume that the entire human family has passed through

the same experiences, and to map out all the vicissitudes of a universal insti-

tution in prehistoric times. This much we can say with certainty : The
primitive family was held together primarily by the love and care of offspring.

With some exceptions, the physical power of the man was the ruling force,

and the wife and children were his property, his slaves, to be beaten, wounded,

sold, even killed and eaten. The family was the unit, the individual was

nothing.

" The speculations about the primitive family are full of instruction ; but

in treating of the evolution of the modern family it will be well to confine

ourselves to historic times and to European civilization, and to begin, leaving

out of consideration the claim that a matriarchal family preceded it, with the
*

patriarchal family of Greece and Rome. We are very familiar with this
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family, whose distinguishing feature is the power of the father. His was

absolute control over every member of his family, over his children after their

marriage, and even before their existence began ; for the father determined

whether the newborn infant should live or not, and he had the right to ter-

minate the life thus granted at any time. Obedience was the cordial virtue

of both wife and child. The husband's powers extended even beyond his

lifetime, for he could designate a guardian, and even a second husband for his

wife. Fidelity and chastity were, of course, the rule, when a husband was

allowed to kill his wife for adultery ; but fidelity and chastity were not re-

quired of men. Women were treated with the greatest respect. Men gave

way to them on the streets. The rules of decorum were so strict that a sen-

ator was expelled from the senate for having kissed his wife in the presence

of his grown daughter. The aim of marriage was the bringing of children

into the world, and the first divorce recorded in Rome was that of a man of

rank, who ' sacrificed his love for his wife to the sanctity of his oath, because

he had sworn in the formula of marriage that he took her to wife in order

to have children.' A wife could avoid becoming subject to her husband only

by remaining subject to her father or guardian. Ancient law considered a

woman as subordinate to her blood relations. Modern law has considered

her subordinate to her husband. The change began, says M^ine, far back in

ancient Rome. A time came under the empire when a woman was subor-

dinate to no one. She had control of her own person and of her own prop-

erty. Maine says that at the time of Gains, 150 a. d., 'the jurisconsults had

evidently assumed the equality of the sexes as a principle of their code of

equity.'

" The power of the father grew less also in relation to his children. In the

late imperial period ' the unqualified right of domestic chastisement has be-

come a right of bringing domestic offenses under the cognizance of the civil

magistrate ; the privilege of dictating marriage has declined into a condi-

tional veto ; the liberty of selling has been virtually abolished.' Thus a great

change had been made in the legal idea of a family. Instead of a body of

inferiors dependent on the will of the head, a family was more nearly an

alliance of two contracting equals, whose children were also recognized as hav-

ing individual rights of no mean extent. But the society which developed

so much freedom was, alas ! by this time, for many reasons, so corrupt and

licentious that dissolution came ; and the reaction under Christianity was to

the no less pernicious doctrines of celibacy and the sinfulness of marriage.

" The barbarian Teutonic family which prevailed among the conquerors

of the Roman Empire had probably been a patriarchal family of the same

type as the early Roman. Wives and children were considered as property,

and were bought and sold. But at the time of the earliest recorded laws

_
which belong to the period from the fifth to the ninth centuries, woman had

attained a position, not equal by any means to that of the Roman woman,
but still a position of individuality, in which her right to a share of the family
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property was clearly allowed. The German woman had her Gerade, which
was a peculiar species of property, consisting of her clothing, jewels, bed-

ding, certain domestic utensils, and in some cases of the sheep and fowls

which she tended. This was absolutely within her control, and at her death

it passed to her daughter. In the Ripuarian law the wife was entitled to one
third the joint acquisitions, and in Westphalia, if she bore children, she was
an equal partner in the family property, a right which has endured to this

day. Yet the authority of the husband was paramount. A man who had
been beaten by his wife had the additional mortification of seeing his neigh-

bors gather and unroof his house, saying, ' Who could not protect himself

from his wife is not worthy to have shelter from wind and storm.' Children

were of age in some districts at ten years old. Among the West Goths the

father was obliged to give part of their inheritance to his sons and daughters

on their reaching the age of twenty years. The Anglo-Saxon woman was

also in ownership the equal partner of her husband, and many documents

exist in which a husband and wife devise their property jointly. The widow
who had had children was entitled absolutely to half of the property, and

had the control of the persons, though not of the property, of her chil-

dren. Thus in Teutonic as well as in Roman civilization we see the gradual

evolution of the independent individual and the decay of the power of hus-

band and father. But a great change took place under the feudal system.

The power of the feudal lord demanded subservience not only from the

widows and children of his vassals, but from the women and children of his

own family. In order to build up and preserve noble families, the conserva-

tion of estates in the hands of one person was necessary. The share of the

widow was restricted in England to the dower of one third which prevailed

in Normandy. The doctrine of the wife's utter incapacity came into being.

English common law took shape, by which the identity of a wife was merged

in that of her husband. She could not own property, nor accordingly make

a will, nor be the guardian of her children ; in short, she was placed under

so many disabilities that she was practically in the same position as the wife

in early Rome under the strictest patriarchal rule. These disabilities are still

a part of the English common law, and are in force wherever the common

law has not been expressly changed by statute. Down to the present cen-

tury it was allowable for a husband to beat a wife ' with a stick no bigger

than his thumb,' and her right even to independent thought was not ac-

knowledged.
" The influence of the Christian Church in this reversal of the evolution

of the family is as hard to determine as it must always be hard to state the

effect of the action of an immensely large number of differing minds, such as

were found among the Church authorities, upon an immensely differing num-

ber of conditions. There is no doubt that the teaching of the Church that

woman is a sinful creature by whom man's fall from grace occurred, therefore

an inferior intercourse with whom is degrading, had an exceedingly perni-
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cious effect upon private morality and upon the position of women. The
canon law, however, preserved so much of the traditions of the Roman law

that under it women were protected in certain property rights, and the right

of making a will was especially a privilege obtained for them in some coun-

tries by the Church. Hearn remarks with justice that the influence of the

body of dignitaries who constituted the Church organization is to be distin-

guished from the influence of the Christian spirit. The democratic tenden-

cies inherent in the teachings of Jesus have tended toward the recognition of

individual conscience, and it is in this indirect way, if at all, in my opinion,

that Christianity has improved the condition of women.
" All the victories of free thought have been victories for the higher ideal

of the family ; all the victories of altruism, by which the stronger individual

learned to subdue his passions and prejudices in favor of the weaker, have

tended to give women and children the opportunities of growth they needed
;

all the victories of the idea of equality have been victories for that more

rational conception of the family which gives to humanity the benefit of the

best and freest development in mothers as well as in fathers of the race.

" Thackeray makes Henry Esmond say :
' There's not a writer of my time

of any note, with the exception of poor Dick Steele, that does not speak of

a woman as of a slave, and use her as such. Mr. Pope, Mr. Congreve, Mr.

Addison, Mr. Gay, every one of them, sing in this key, and louder and fouler

than all in abuse is Dr. Swift, who spoke of them, as he treated them, worst

of all.' Dr. Johnson ' thought portrait painting an improper employment for

a woman. Public practice of any art, and staring in men's faces, is very in-

delicate in a female.' Rousseau said :
' To please, to be useful to us, to make

us love and esteem them, to educate us when young and take care of us

when grown up, to advise, to console us, to render our lives easy and agree-

able—these are the duties of women at all times, and what they should be

taught in their infancy.'

" Mary Wollstonecraft dissected these ideas of her time regarding women
with a keen and vigorous blade. She considers women, to use her own
words, ' in the grand light of human creatures, who, in common with men,

are placed on this earth to unfold their faculties.' She anticipates Ibsen when
she says, ' Women's first duty is to themselves as rational creatures.'

" The new idea of marriage as an alliance of contracting equals has had its

most favorable conditions in America. An aristocratic class in any com-

munity tends to preserve archaic family forms. In Rome the strict form of

marriage under manus was only found among patrician families, the plebeian

marriage having had from the first the free form which afterward prevailed

among all classes. The worst perversions of the family that exist in modern

monogamic civilization are to be found among the nobility and royalty of

the Old World. Morganatic marriages are still contracted by royal person-

ages, and primogeniture holds its ground. But in the United States no

ancient institutions blocked the evolution of the family. Jefferson continu-
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ally insisted that children who have attained maturity possess the right to
their own bodies and the fruits of their own exertions. It did not occur to
Jefferson, apparently, that women who have attained maturity possess the
right to their own bodies and the fruits of their own exertions

; but the prin-
ciple of human rights, having been accepted, gradually received application.
Not until 1839 did the legal movement begin by which wives were allowed
in many States, though not yet in all States of our Union, to be the owners of
property and to control their own property. Since that date many legisla-

tures have modified the severe provisions of the common law, with the effect,

saysSchouler, of bringing woman 'nearer to the plane of manhood, and ad-

vancing her condition from obedient wife to something like coequal mar-
riage partner.' It is of course true that there are still very many provisions
in our laws which are based upon the old doctrine of the coverture of women,
but in a paper of this kind it is sufficiently accurate to treat as the mod-
ern family that idea of the family toward which historical development
has tended, and which is already found in actual life, if not fully in any
system of laws. We find commonly among the educated classes, not only
in the United States but in Europe, families in which the old patriarchal

system has fully and finally vanished ; households based on equality and
mutual consideration,

" Whose inmates every one

On tranquil faces bear the light

Of duties beautifully done
;

And humbly, though they have few peers.

Keep their own laws, which seem to be

The fair sum of six thousand years'

Traditions of civility.

" This idea of obedience as the chief virtue even of children is giving

way. Wise parents substitute advice for commands at as early an age as

the child's judgment can be trusted, and self-reliance and conscientiousness

are more valued in children than meekness and submission. Even the

legal idea of a child's rights has become a radically different idea from that

of the patriarchal family. Neither father nor mother in the United States

has any rights that can be allowed to militate seriously against the welfare

of the child.

" Obedience is also looked upon by the law as a duty of wives. Even the

code of California, whicli is one of the most liberal in its treatment of women,

giving them control of their separate property and an equal interest in,

though no control of, the joint or communal property, nevertheless, ex-

pressly says that the husband is the head of the family. But public senti-

ment is in advance of law on this point. Many clergymen, even in the most

orthodox denominations, now omit the word ' obey ' in the marriage service.

In financial matters perhaps least progress has been made, for even in our

best society are many women who are allowed no spending money except
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for purposes expressly approved by their husbands. But the custom of giv-

ing ' allowances ' not only to wives, but to' children who have reached years

of discretion, is gradually spreading, and will result, within its limits, in culti-

vating good judgment, economy, and contentment in the family. In the

twentieth century we may see a law prescribing the minimum ratio of these

allowances, or we may see a universal custom of marriage contracts.

" A second great advance has been made in family ethics. The first ad-

vance was the substitution of self-reliance for obedience as the cardinal virtue

of women and children. The second is the requirement of chastity from men
as well as from women. Chastity was probably not a virtue at all in primitive

times. It was first required by jealous man of his wife, and later of his bride.

Adultery in men has been condoned to such an extent that until within the

last decade (if, indeed, it is not so still) an English wife could not obtain a

divorce for adultery unless it was coupled with some other grave cause, while

adultery was an all-sufficient cause in the woman. Thus monogamy was

more apparent than real. In the United States husband and wife are on the

same legal footing, but public sentiment is even yet more severe upon the err-

ing wife. The next step in evolution is the requirement of chastity from un-

married men as strictly as from unmarried women. Mr. Hardy's Tess of

the D'Urbervilles presents the present injustice of society most vigorously.

None of us can hold up our heads in speaking of the modern family while

girls are lured and trapped and enslaved for immoral purposes even in

Chicago, or in the pineries, or in the Chinese quarters of the Pacific cities.

The development of the family is sadly slow so long as society and mothers

permit the pure young woman to marry the impure young man, while casting

into outer darkness his victim or the partner of his crime.

"The evolution of the family began in the animal world ; and as man
emerges from the beast the forms of family life grow less brutal, more altru-

istic. There have always been marriages of affection, but in the course of

evolution they have become more usual, and in time they will supersede mar-

riages of convenience, the survivals of marriage by purchase. Monogamy
among civilized nations has replaced the lower forms of marriage, and West-

ermarck says :
' We may without hesitation assert that. if mankind advance in

the same direction as hitherto, if, especially, altruism increases, and the feel-

ing of love becomes more refined, and more exclusively directed to one, the

laws of monogamy can never be changed, but must be followed much more
strictly than they are now.' The absolute power of the husband and father

has given place to a more nearly equal status of all members. We are very

far, as yet, from embodying in our laws and customs all the corollaries from

the principles of equality and individuality which have developed through

'six thousand years' traditions of civility.' But as life in the sightless sea

shape was first dimly aware of moving waters and of shifting light, and as life

through countless forms has gradually gained ' the vision of the glory of the

world,' so the human conscience, responding at first only to motives of self-
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preservation and self-gratification, is coming to respond to the delicatest

promptings of justice and mercy and love. The modern family, in its high-

est aspects, is an association of helpful, sympathetic friends. Its permanence
is assured by the depth of its mutual tenderness. The further evolution can

only be in the direction of past growth, away from injustice and tyranny on
the one side, and meek or cunning submission on the other, toward inde-

pendence on all sides, and on all sides sympathy and succor."

The evening session was assigned discussions of Economics as related to

Evolution. The papers presented included one on The Evolutionary Basis

of Social Economics, by Prof. George Gunton, of New York ; one on The
Relation of Evolution to Political Economy, by Charles S. Ashley, of

Ohio ; one on The Future Civilization, by James A. Skilton, of New York
;

and one on The Economic Theory of Evolution in Ethics, by Alfred W.
Smith, of Connecticut. There was also a symposium of brief papers on

these two questions: i. Does the doctrine of evolution, in its sociological

aspects, in your opinion, offer wise suggestion for the solution of the grave

social and economic problems of our time ? 2. What, in your judgment,

in accordance with such suggestion, should be the next step taken, in our

own country, looking toward the solution of these problems ? The partici-

pants in the symposium were : Prof. John Fiske, of Massachusetts ; Prof.

William Graham, of Belfast, Ireland ; Dr. Edmund Montgomery, of Texas
;

Rev. Orello Cone, D. D., of Ohio ; R. W. Shufeldt, "of Washington, D. C.
;

Judge A. N. Waterman, of Chicago ; Rev. Myron Adams, of New York
;

Dr. Lester F. Ward, of Washington, D. C. ; Starr Hoyt Nichols, of New
York ; F. M. Holland, of Massachusetts ; Benjamin B. Kingsbury, of Ohio

;

T. B. Wakeman, of New York ; Robert Mathews, of New York ; Dr.

L. R. Klemm, of Washington, D. C. ; Alfred Russell Wallace, of England
;

and Bayard Holmes, of Illinois. We give most of Mr. Skilton's paper :

" Plain, simple, direct, and brief as is Mr. Spencer's paper [printed in

full on page 414 ante], evolutionists will at once realize that it is sufficiently

comprehensive to set forth the central and controlling principle of the gos-

pel of evolution, and that, like an earlier declaration, it contains and fulfills

all the law and the prophets on the subject of the evolution and the salva-

tion of mankind and society. As such it needs no addition, comment, com-

mendation, or explanation. It creates, however, an opportunity if not a

necessity of explanation and justification of this Congress of Evolutionists

and its motive, called at so late a day, and after the more strictly scientific

and philosophical students of and believers in evolution had allowed the op-

portunity to pass in disuse, if not in neglect ; and also an opportunity of

explaining and fitting to it the American, if not the world-wide, situation to

which it here and now applies. It might be truly urged that in the papers

presented to the Parliament and Congresses of Religion by the representa-

tives of all the religions and races in attendance, no name of thinker and

philosopher has been mentioned more frequently than that of Mr. Spencer,
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and no great word more frequently than the word evolution, and it might

be added that evolutionists should be therewith content.

" While this may be a source of gratification and encouragement to evo-

lutionists, it furnishes no ground of excuse for their absence or silence on

this greatest occasion of this age, and in some respects of any age, especially if

it be true, as many of them believe, and as now seems assured by the extraor-

dinary scenes and doings of these current days of which we are witnesses,

that all the coming ages are, in a reasonable sense, to belong to them and be

dominated by their philosophy. However it may be in other departments

of evolutionary thought, it is to be remembered that in the field of socio-

logical, ethical, and religious evolution its work

can hardly be said to have properly begun. This,

then, is peculiarly the time, not for putting off,

but for putting on the harness or the armor and

planning for new work or new battles, as the

circumstances may require.

"As for Mr. Spencer himself, his ap-

preciation of the importance of this occasion

is shown, first, in the careful consideration

and long pondering of his topic and in his

extended correspondence relating thereto,

but as certainly in the careful attention he

has given to little details, extending even

to the handwriting of the paper itself.

" Like the earlier Gospel, this gospel

finds its opportunity for promulgation in the

era of peace between two sociological hur-

ricanes, or rather in the vortex of a social

cyclone that includes the whole of what is

known as Western civilization, that brief and

precious moment occupied by wise and ex-

perienced mariners in getting the ship into

condition to meet the storm that is soon to come from an opposite

direction. For ages past—first in Asia, later in Europe—all organized

societies and states have been maintained and permitted to survive only

because and when iron-handed law has been strong enough to maintain

existing institutions and to press the freer and less controllable spirits

westward in search of freedom in the wilderness of new lands, coun-

tries, and continents. But just now this westward march of empire and

freedom during the ages comes to an abrupt end. The Cherokee strip

marks the spot where, after ages of continuous advance, this movement,

during the current month, has dashed itself in pieces. Having no farther

westward or wilderness outlet, the free and heretofore uncontrollable spirits

of our time and future time must seemingly turn back upon and possibly

JAMES A. SKILTON,

a speaker at the Congress.
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rend the civilization these spirits have created. Not simply in distant parts of

our country, but lying and otherwise grouping themselves on the Lake Front

in sight from the windows of this building, and at times disputing with its

priests on the steps of this temple of art and religion, are to be seen those who
represent such a class, which, let us not fail to remember, has not yet exhausted

itself in what it has done in the streets of this great city. However it may
seem to others, to intelligent evolutionists the slave problem of thirty years

ago will seem mere childish amusement compared with this problem.
" Following mechanical and other laws, the subsequent movement should

be reactionary and eastward, but must be entirely different in method, mo-
tive, and, let us hope, in many of its results. Singularly and unexpectedly,

but not accidentally—for with evolutionists, more completely than with

others, is the belief that there is a power ' that shapes our ends, rough hew
them how we will '—at the same moment the Columbian Exposition, with its

Parliament and Congresses of Religion, is being held and conducted in such

fashion that we suddenly discover that we are in the midst of a great reli-

gious revolution, we have again presented, by the leading thinker and phi-

losopher of the age, in a new form, yet with extreme simplicity that synthet-

ically embodies the wisdom, knowledge, and philosophy of the ages, the

complete solution of the problem of mankind and society and of our espe-

cial, immediate, American form of that problem.

" It has been said that when a thinker is let loose upon the world then

all things are at irisk. It might be added that when the thinker is accepted

as the teacher, then all things are made safe and taken out of risk. Never

in the history of the world had thinker and teacher better or more timely

opportunity, or the world greater need for him than now. The Columbian

Exposition of 1893 celebrates both the beginning and the end of the Colum-

bian epoch. It also, but not intentionally, celebrates the end of the epoch

of characteristic modern Western civilization and the beginning of a new

epoch, in which the race is again to be tested as to its capacity to advance

toward those higher possibilities from which it has always heretofore re-

coiled after more or less enduring effort. Whether in search of gold or

wealth of other kinds, or of freedom, the movement from Asia into Europe

and from Europe to America, has had in it a certain egoistic taint, fre-

quently of the murderous, always of the predatory type, like a blood disease

penetrating its entire system, none the less that in our time the robbery has

consisted in first depriving the original owners, the Indians, of their land, and

then permanently robbing the land of its fertility and capacity for support-

ing population, thereby literally cutting the ground from under its own feet

and uncovering the abyss beneath. Out of this condition rises the Nemesis

which is henceforth to confront us, the direct product and consequence of

the egoistic crimes and vices with which modern civilization is everywhere

tainted. Long since we were warned of what was to come, especially in the

celebrated letter of Macaulay to Randall, but we have gone serenely or stu-
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pidly on, paying no heed as the day of our trial and judgment approached.

There are laws of physics as well as of biology that govern this world, and

behind them a Power that if they are disobeyed will not stop to ask the

reason why, but proceed to judgment and execution. This is the Power

with which we have soon to reckon.

" Well within the time and knowledge of many of us has this great and

typical American city been founded, grown, and reached the beginning of the

end in this celebration of its characteristic epoch, whose termination is even

now written all over its walls and pavements, showing that the characteristic

Chicago is to pass away as surely as are the structures that illustrate its

methods, its energy, and its power in Jackson Park. It is always when glori-

fication is at its height that the words Mene Tekel appear upon the wall. In

the Crystal Palace, Hyde Park, London, in the year 185 1, were exhibited

American machines the object of which was to make Chicago wheat, then

unmarketable, acceptable on the sample tables of Mark Lane. It was one

of my duties to have charge of those machines, and it has been my fortune

to live long enough to witness the growth of this great city and the develop-

ment of its trade of exporting wheat and other agricultural products, and

also to witness the beginning of the end of the characteristic system of which

it is the product, in the wild and eager occupation of what is substantially

the last of the public domain. I saw and studied with interest the Chicago

of 1855 and 1857, and, seeing that of 1893, I can testify that it has gone an

appreciable distance on that change of grade and far enough to reach the

beginning of its 'steep place.' Men of the next generation, business men,

and even railroad men who have been made millionaires thereby, will come

to know that the impoverishment of soils by the exportation of wheat and

other crops was little less than a crime, because, as a food fit to supply brain

substance to the evolved man of the coming civilization, wheat and the other

transportable products, in proportion to their transportability, excel all others

and have no substitutes ; and to know that the permanent separation of these

elements from the soil together with the commercial system of which it is a

part, is a supreme and controlling violation of the cosmic law of progress, and

threatens the life of the State and its civilization, as well as the survival of

coming generations.

" It may well be, then, that the Congress of Evolutionists will justify

itself if it merely raises the question. Who is or who is to be the Columbus

of the new epoch, and show men the way of obedience to the whole cosmic

law, whereby alone our race and its civilization can be saved ? To evolu-

tionists there is but one name to mention in answer, and that name requires

no mention, for there is but one candidate, he who has discovered the unity

of the universe and taught us how to make that discovery plain to others.

Other men, some of them high in the councils of evolutionary science and

sociology, have shown their lack of faith in the cosmic process and their dis-

trust of cosmopoietic energy. Mr. Spencer shows his faith and his courage
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by founding his system thereon, and declaring that that process and that en-

ergy may be so controlled and directed by intelligent human agency, one of

their products, as to assure the upward progress of the race, and with it that

of all the associated life and activities of the entire world. The principle

of such control and direction to which he calls our attention, ignoring or not-

withstanding the seeming paradox, is the modification of dominant egoistic

action by an intelligent altruistic action. His message is : A too eager ego-

ism destroys ; an intelligent altruism saves. This message comes to us at the

moment when, the supply of new lands having been exhausted, we are driven

back upon the old but new and unexplored continent of cosmic supply to be

found in the lands already occupied for ages by the intelligent management
and improvement of what we have heretofore recklessly sought to exhaust

and destroy, according to the cosmic plan established from the beginning of

things. Hereafter, if we are to find the solution of our problem, we must

completely change the method of treating the whole of Nature, but particu-

larly land, so as to conform to evolutionary cosmic law and its processes, rec-

ognizing that the further evolution and survival of man and society are indis-

solubly bound up therewith.

" A generation long since passed away demanded a sign, and it was re-

fused. The present generation demands some panacea, some patent machine

or institution of one kind or another, whereby mankind may be at once

saved and rescued from the ills and miseries of life. They can not be had.

Evolution .offers nothing of this kind. Persistent obedience to the cosmic

law, and that not for a day or a generation, but for ages, is the only but suffi-

cient remedy that evolution holds out to us.

" According to our accepted doctrines, early society grew out of status,

later society out of contract. Contract society having now, according to the

evidences cited, reached the end of its tether, must either find a stronger soil

in which to grow or must inevitably retrograde. It is useless, if not criminal,

longer to conceal the fact from ourselves and from the mass of mankind that,

like the society of family or status before it, characteristic contract society

has not simply failed, but in many parts utterly broken down, and now car-

ries destruction in its bosom. That vast aggregate of evils over which re-

formers, patriots, and statesmen mourn and wear themselves out in Sisyphean

labors, is due simply to the defects of contract society in its present form,

and these defects are themselves due to the defects of the intellectual and

moral natures of men, and these in turn to the defects of the teachers of

men, primarily and most of all to those of the preachers of the religions of

the world. For, as was never in the history of the world more evident than

now, men can not be reconciled and brought into harmonious life with their

fellow-men and with Nature until they are reconciled and brought into acoord

with the Divine Power that has made both men and Nature. And here we

are brought face to face with what, employing modern terms, I may call cos-

mic status, as fitly characterizing the new society, at the head of which we
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must place the Divine Fatherhood, with its code of beneficent cosmic law.

Cosmic status must of course accept Nature fully, freely, and frankly, and,

thus accepting, it will be found not far indeed from the very kingdom of

heaven. And whatever society it may be that does not accept Nature, it

can at best be only at an immaterial remove from the kingdom of darkness.

For this is indeed the great world- and mankind-wrecking infidelity and the

all crimes and villainies, that man can distrust and refuse to follow and obey

sum of Nature and Nature's God.
" Here, too, candor is the only wisdom. Between contract society and

the society of cosmic status a deep and wide gulf seems to be fixed which no

bridge has ever spanned ; nor can it be said that any living engineer will ever

build that bridge and see men cross over by it. But it can be honestly said

that whoever does build it must use the material and the principles provided

to his hand by the philosophy of evolution.

" We need not mourn, however, as do those without hope. If it be the

fault of religion and the teachers of religion that the world is still in so back-

ward a condition, what may we not hope from the new epoch opened by the

Parliament of Religions just closed, which, for the first time in the history

of the world, has brought together, and at times almost united, the rehgious

teachers of all races and all faiths on the very spot of ground occupied by

this building

—

a. temple of God, man, and Nature that it is to be hoped will

hereafter be recognized as having played a part of greater usefulness than

any other the world has ever seen.

" Probably the controlling defect of contract society is to. be found in the

excessive exercise of freedom regardless of the question whether the transac-

tion concerning which the contract is made is in a,ccord with cosmic law.

This it is that gives to the strong and egoistic man his opportunity to over-

throw the weaker and altruistic man, and thereby in the very article of suc-

cess to bring both himself and his victim to injury or ruin by reason of un-

righteousness and want of conformity to cosmic principle.

" As far back as the earliest promise and potency of life there must have

been the promise and potency of a system of conduct of life. In other

words, everywhere a moral law has existed in companionship with physical

law—and that a dominant companionship according to its nature. Supreme-

ly such is its relation to physical and all chemical and biological law as found

active in land. If you rob land, you also by the same act rob the man whose

function it is to work the land, through the effect of diminished return for

labor and diminished opportunity for his own intellectual and moral develop-

ment and that of his family. Under contract law you may bring action for

waste, but not where waste is produced by public policy, by a system of com-

merce, or by that ingenious species of combined jugglery and thimblerig

now euphemistically known as ' the laws of trade. In such cases the law of

cosmic status would step in and forbid the transaction, defining the limits of

freedom of contract. Perhaps some one whispers the word ' paternaHsm.'
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But the situation with which I am at the moment dealing is an artificial en-
vironment that leaves the victim powerless to say nay, to alter the environ-
ment, or to control the contract except by a choice of evils. When how-
ever, the system is such as to enrich the land from year to year, then the land
worker may hope, first, for independence and control of his contract and then
for growth, development, and progress, for himself and for his family and also
for the state.

" The line of cause and effect is too long to trace, but the city dweller
suffers or benefits with the land worker, for, as the land grows poor the
farmer or his children seek the city, adding to those who wallow in its mire •

and as the land grows richer the city dweller finds his way to the farm with
his family, spreading abroad among his new neighbors
the refinements acquired in the city, without undue
competition. Improving land makes improving men,
compels increased intelligence, and is the only way
of progress. And here we have the solution of
no end of city and country problems.

" To some Mr. Spencer's paper may seem
colorless in itself, to others as being merely
the golden rule extended over several pages,

and that, they may say, we have had some hun-
dreds of years with but little or no result. To
the attention of such it is necessary to bring

the accompanying implications. Mr. Spencer
has written a system of philosophy contained

in many volumes. He could not repeat it

here, but we should imply it ; and in so doing,

we shall find, if I am not mistaken, further

correspondencies with certain notable differences.

The Sermon on the Mount begins with a few

comprehensive beatitudes. The philosophy, in

its development of industrial as compared with

militant society, contains or directly implies beatitudes enough to fill

a volume. In the one the fulfillment of the law and the prophets is

proposed ; in the other, that of the entire range of cosmic law as well. In

the one is embodied a brief but all-embracing prayer for the coming of the

kingdom of the Father and the provision of the daily bread ; in the other

is embodied the work and sacrifices of more than forty years to bring in the

same kingdom and other similar benefits, although Mr. Spencer calls it cosmic

law, or cosmic process, etc. Passing over many other similar corresponden-

cies, it may be noted that the Sermon on the Mount solves the problem of

food and clothes, sometimes known as the Malthusian theory of population,

seventeen hundred years, more or less, before Mr. Malthus was born, and in

a single verse, by the suggestion that if men would seek and obey the king-

THOMAS H. HUXLEY,
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dom of God and its righteousness they would find these necessaries provided,

since it was originally understood that they would be needed. Mr. Spencer

says : Obey the cosmic law, and the problem will solve itself. And it should

be noted here that the consideration of this problem seems to have engaged

both Spencer and Darwin at the beginning of their careers, if it has not prac-

tically controlled those careers. In the earlier Gospel much is said of the co-

operating sonship of man to God the Father. In the later it is made clear,

in the brief paper here offered, that only by the altruistic co-operation of man

can the cosmic process be continued and brought to perfection. Whether

the earlier of these solutions of the human problem was supernatural or in-

tuitional in its origin or came in some other way I do not care to consider
;

but as to the later solution it should be noted that it is the result of the em-

ployment of the scientific method, and can therefore be made use of in ways

to satisfy, convince, and guide all men whose minds are of normal type.

The earlier proposed gospel solution of the problem of man and society has

had a prodigious effect upon both, although it had apparently fallen short of

expectation. Being so similar in purposes, why can not the two systems be

combined ? That is the crucial question fit for this time and place.

" Perhaps the most important correspondence between the two systems

remains for mention, in a common difficulty of understanding and accept-

ance, one which is common, in fact, to all rehgions—the intellectual diffi-

culty. The moment the race began to abandon the god of stone or wood

this difficulty began, and it still continues to bar its way. The Greek reached

his solution with characteristic directness by setting up an altar to the Un-

known God. When Paul saw such an altar at Athens he pointed out the

imperfect nature of the solution in words of evolutionary meaning and force,

and urged the acceptance of the metagnostic or metanoetic God, following

strictly the language and principles of his Master.

"The agnostic idea is negative, and no mere negation can serve as a

foundation for an enduring religion, or furnish the salt that can save future

society. That foundation must consist of something that has in it the virile

force of a world-embracing affirmation. For this I wait in listening attitude,

using meantime the best makeshift I can muster.

" Employing status and contract society as patterns, largely by contrast

and reversal, we may discern something of the character of the future civili-

zation based on cosmic status. Institutions will become organs, the product

and subject of growth. Constitutional and other law will be modified ac-

cordingly. Education will again aim to produce seers and prophets, and

prophets will have high honor in their own country. Wise men will be the

statesmen, and the state, not being acephalic, will be governed, not by its

feet, but by its head. Commerce will cease to be predatory. The Church

and the state will again become one, the fatherhood of God and the brother-

hood of men being a single, undivided fact constituting the new status. The
* isms ' will disappear. Justice will rule in accordance with divine and cosmic
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law. Health, morals, character, peace, temperance, true charity, religion,

and the true woman will prevail. Animal and vegetable life will be brought
fully within the codes of justice, together with all men. The tropics will

give to other zones the results of their productive power in exchange for

civilization. Men, nations, trade, and civilization will face north and south
instead of east and west, and march as they face. Destructive competition

will disappear and mutual benefit reappear. Nations will no longer hunger
for each other's territory, and individual men will no longer gaze with selfish

eye upon the neighbor's field, cattle, and possessions. And, finally, the Maker
and Sustainer of the Universe shall rule his universe, and man shall occupy
rightful place as his faithful prime minister and helper."

The session of the 29th was devoted to the general subject of Philosophy

as affected by Evolution. The most notable paper was that contributed by

Prof. Ernst Haeckel, of Jena, Germany, on The Monistic Philosophy as the

Bond between Religion and Science. This paper was translated and con-

densed by John Fretwell, who read it to the Congress. We give here his

version :

" The monistic philosophy belongs to a group which has been called mech-

anistic or pantheistic. Great as was the difference between the systems of

Empedocles and Lucretius, Spinoza, Giordano Bruno, Lamarck and David

Strauss, they agree in their fundamental idea of the cosmic unity of force and

matter, or we may also say of God and the universe. The greatest of Ger-

man thinkers and poets, Goethe, has given the same idea expression in his

Faust and his wonderful poem Gott und Welt. Let us briefly trace the his-

toric evolution of man's knowledge of Nature from the very earliest time.

First we have the purely animal stage of the prehistoric man, who lived in

the Tertiary age and was mentally very little in advance of his immediate pro-

genitor, the anthropoid ape. Of the next stage, the lowest type of savages

now in existence may possibly give us some idea. Then, step by step, they

ascend through the barbarous and half-civilized races, to the civilized nations

of to-day. Only two out of the twelve great ethnic divisions of modern

humanity—the Mediterranean and the Mongolian—have made what we call

national history. This history began only six thousand years ago—a very

short time compared with the millions of years which the organized life of

the globe required to reach its present stage of development. Among the

earliest members of the human race there is no trace of causality or reasoning

which may not also be found among the higher mammals and insects. In

dogs and horses we see hereditary associations of ideas developed by their

intercourse with man. Even training has become instinct with them, an irref-

utable answer to those who, like Weissman and Galton, deny the hereditary

transmission of acquired attributes. In the more highly developed verte-

brates, the birds and mammals, we see the first traces of friendship, fidelity,

love of their neighbors, and even conscience, consciousness, and the sense of

duty, and they show to their masters the same obedience, the same desire for
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protection, that savages show to their gods. But neither in savage nor in

animal do we find that higher stage of consciousness which strives to under-

stand the world about them and forms the beginning of all philosophy. In

the early stages of primitive religion or philosophy man is very far removed

from the monistic conception. He is always inclined to regard personal be-

ings, gods like unto men, as the active factors in the incomprehensible phe-

nomena of the world about him. As his knowledge increases, his indefinite

consciousness of a personal god is developed into that of the great architect

of the universe.

"The last of the great natural philosophers who constructed their theory

of the cosmos on this hypothesis, though it was proved to be false more than

two thousand years ago, was the great Swiss-American Louis Agassiz, who
died in 1873. His remarkable Essay on Classification, published in 1857,

proved to our satisfaction, if not to his own, all the absurdity of the anthro-

pomorphic theory. All these ancient ideas and the philosophic systems

founded on them (like those of Plato and the Church fathers) are antimonis-

tic. Most of them are dualistic, since they regard God and the universe,

force and matter, soul and body, as two perfectly separate substances. The
three purest forms of monotheism—ascribed to Moses, Jesus, and Moham-
med—are dualistic, and in some corruptions of these, as in the heathen re-

ligions, we find an outspoken pluralism to the good God (Osiris, Ormuzd,

Vishnu), an evil one is opposed (Typhon, Ahriman, Siva).

" The fundamental thought in all these dualistic or pluralist religions is

anthropomorphic. It is generally connected with the anthropocentric idea,

making man the center of this world and the chief end of creation, and the

geocentric, making this world, the abode of man, the center of the whole uni-

verse. The geocentric idea of the Hebrew Scriptures received its deathblow

from Copernicus, in 1543, as our new Copernicus, Darwin, killed the anthro-

pocentric idea in 1859. Every new stage of progress in human conscious-

ness moves us farther from traditional dualism, and nearer to the monistic

philosophy. More and more our reason is compelled to acknowledge that

God is not separate from the universe, but that he is the moving soul of the

cosmos. All the wonderful phenomena of organic and inorganic nature are

only varying combinations of one and the same original matter, varying prod-

ucts of one and the same original force, and even the human soul is but a

small part of the all-embracing cosmic soul, as the human body is but an indi-

vidual part of the great organic world of matter.

" Robert Mayer and Helmholtz demonstrated the persistence of energy ;

Lavoisier demonstrated the persistence of matter ; and we monists bring

these two laws, physical and chemical, under one philosophic conception, the

persistence of substance. An essential element in our purely monistic phi-

losophy, the existence of ' ensouled atoms ,' was taught by Empedocles two

thousand years ago. The atomic theory of modern chemistry was first taught

by Democritus
; and we can not understand the alterations of organic or in-
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organic nature if we regard these atoms as dead matter. They must be liv-

ing beings, endowed with the power of attraction and repulsion.

" But if, on the one hand, we are obliged to regard all phenomena, without
exception, as the product of the mechanics of atoms, we must, on the other,

agree that we are unable to form a satisfactory idea of what those atoms are

and in what relation they stand to the cosmic ether that fills all space. The
chemists have long ago succeeded in reducing all matter to about seventy

elements, and have made it appear probable that all these are but varying

combinations of one original element. But what that original element is, we
can not with certainty say. We believe that no space is altogether vacant,

but that the atoms of ponderable matter are everywhere separated by the

homogeneous cosmic ether, whose vibrations cause all the phenomena of light,

heat, magnetism, and electricity.

" In 1888 Heinrich Hertz explained to us the nature of electric energy.

His beautiful experiments confirmed the idea of the Englishman Faraday,

that light and heat, electricity and magnetism, are all closely related func-

tions of a single group of forces, and depend upon transversal vibrations of

ether. The existence of this ether is no longer a mere hypothesis ; it can

be proved by electric and optical experiments. We have measured the

length of electric waves and of light waves, and some investigators even as-

sert that they can weigh the ether which has hitherto been declared to be

without weight. This progress in our knowledge of ether is an enormous

gain for the monistic philosophy, and even a reasonable form of religion can

utilize the theory as an article of faith, regarding the moving cosmic ether as

the creative divinity of the inert matter.

" Now other questions arise, In what relation does this ether stand to

the inert matter, that we have chemically analyzed and regard as made up

of atoms ? Hitherto our chemists have discovered about seventy indecom-

posable elements. But after Mendelejeff and Lothar Meyer had discovered,

in 1869, periodic law of these elements, Gustavus Wendt attempted to show

that they were all combinations or stages of evolution of about seven funda-

mental elements, and these seven again only evolutionary products of one

single element, to which the Englishman Crookes, in his Genesis of the Ele-

ments, had already given the, name of protyle. Perhaps we may soon see

the proof of this, and alchemists may then be able to produce gold or silver.

Now comes the question. In what relation does this protyle stand to the cos-

mic ether ? All sorts of hypotheses have been suggested in answer to this

fundamental question. We can not prove them any more than we can prove

Schlesinger's Theory of the Function of Cosmic Space. For a long time to

come, if not forever, we must be content to acknowledge our ignorance on

this matter. But it is something quite different if we turn our attention to

the great progress which has been made in the last three decades in our cer-

tain knowledge of the evolution of our world.

"A hundred years ago Goethe published his first prophetic ideas of the
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Theory of Evolution. At the beginning of our century Lamarck gave it

scientific form in his doctrine of inheritance and adaptation. But he left

one missing link to complete the chain of reasoning, and that v^as supplied

by Charles Darwin in 1859, in his Theory of Selection. In 1830 Darwin's

countryman, Lyell, had proved that the whole inorganic body of the world

has gone through a course of evolution bound by eternal, unchangeable law.

Darwin has proved the same of all organic life. We know now that the un-

countable forms of plants and animals which in millions of years have lived

on our planet are all branches of one genealogical tree ; we know that the

human race itself is but the youngest, the highest, and the most perfect twig

on the branch of the vertebrate animals. A long chain of natural evolution-

ary processes, without a single missing link, leads the thoughtful mind

through eons from chaos to the cosmic order of to-day. First of all there is

nothing in all cosmic space but the vibrating elastic ether. Certain points

of condensation form the first atoms of matter. These combine, forming

our seventy chemical elements. According to the nebular hypothesis of
'

Kant and Laplace, these form nebulas out of which the rotating worlds of

the stellar space separate themselves. One of these is our sun. Its centrif^

ugal activity hurls into space the planets of which our little globe is one.

After its glowing sphere has partially cooled, the first drop of fluid water is

condensed upon its hardened crust ; and now we have the first condition of

organic life. Atoms of carbon begin their creative work, uniting themselves

with other elements to form combinations of expansible plasma. A bit of

this plasma swells beyond the power of cohesion. It breaks, and with this

first moneron begins organic life and its peculiar function, heredity. In the

homogeneous moneron, a firm nucleus separates itself from the softer outer

mass of plasma, and we have the first organic cell. Such protists or unicellu-

lar organisms have been for a long time the only inhabitants of our planet.

Gradually they formed new combinations, from which arose the lowest his-

tones, multicellular plants and animals.

" Led by the sure hand of the great empirical archives of creation—palae-

ontology, comparative anatomy, and ontogeny—we now follow the gene-

alogy of our race from the oldest Metazoa, the simplest multicellular ani-

mals, step by step to man himself. Among the roots of the long pedigree

of the Metazoa are the gastreads and sponges. Then come the lowest

worms, and from the helminths or lower worms are developed four main

branchiae—the moUusks, radiates, articulates, and vertebrates. Only the last

agree in all essential features with man. First come the lower aquatic ver-

tebrates ; then, in the Carboniferous age, the lung-breathing amphibia. In

the Permian period come the first amniotes, the oldest reptiles, and from

them, in the Triassic age, spring two branches, birds on the one side and

mammals on the other. Comparative anatomy shows us that of all the mam-
mals man is more closely related to the ape than to any other. The ana-

tomic differences between man and the anthropoids—gorilla, chimpanzee,
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orang-outang—are smaller than between them and the lower apes. The
philogenetic value of this statement, proved by Huxley, is self-evident.

" The question of questions, the position of man in the scale of being,

is now scientifically answered :
' Man is descended from a race of apelike

mammals.' Spite of Agassiz, Hamann, and Virchow, this answer has pene-

trated and fructified all the modern literature of biology, zoology, botany,

morphology, physiology, anthropology, and even psychology, the science of

the human soul. If our human body has thus been, step by step, developed

through a long chain of descent from the anthropoid apes, it is precisely the

same with the human soul as a function of the brain. What we call the

soul is only the sum of our volition, causation, sensation, of those physio-

logical functions—in fact, whose elementary organs are the microscopic

ganglionic cells of the human brain. That these were developed from the

brain forms of lower organisms we are taught by comparative anatomy and

ontogeny ; that the soul, as the sum of their functions, was developed step

by step with the brain itself, we know from comparative psychology, which

also teaches us that a lower form of soul activity is observed even in the

infusoria. I have devoted many years to studying the life of these unicellu-

lar protists, and am convinced that they possess a cell soul whose sensations,

conceptions, and volitions differ from ours only in degree and not in kind.

There is even a hereditary cell soul in the egg, out of which man, like every

other animal, is developed. The real students of psychology will not in

future waste their time in idle speculation about an immaterial soul which,

like a pianist, plays the tune of life on a mortal piano, the human body, and

returns at its death to the world of spirits, but will study first of all the or-

gans of the soul and then their psychic functions. For scientific psychology

is but a part of physiology, and, like that, must begin its studies with the

soul functions of the cells. How important these are Max Verworn has

shown us in his beautiful psycho-physiological studies of the protists, espe-

cially the rhizopods and the infusoria. In these unicellular beings, as in the

lowest Metazoa, the invertebrate sponges and polyps, and in plants, there

are no special differentiated organs of the soul. Every cell takes part in the

soul activity of the whole. But in the higher animals there is a division of

labor. The senses become the tools of sensation, the muscles of movement

and volition, the ganglia the central organs of regulation and transmission,

and as these latter become more highly developed, their functions reach that

degree of consciousness which characterizes the existence of the soul.

"It is a peculiar irony of fate that in 1872, when David Frederick

Strauss was demonstrating our power of investigating the soul by physio-

logical methods, the celebrated Du Bois-Reymond, of Berlin, maintained

the very opposite theory as the best proof of the existence of an immortal

soul. If we could only understand what force and matter are we could also

understand how their fundamental substance can feel, desire, think. The

idea of immortality is capable of many definitions. The monist does not
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deny immortality. On the contrary, for him the whole universe is immortal.

But to believe in our personal immortality is absolutely incompatible with

the proved results of modern science. That people still hold this belief is

due partly to the physical law of inertia, partly to the idea that men have

some special interest in a continuance of the individual life after death, and

may find there some recompense for the disappointment of their hopes in

this world. There is no belief in immortality in Buddhism or early Juda-

ism, nor in the monistic philosophy of classic Greece, which flourished so

wonderfully five hundred years before Christ. Plato and Jesus first devel-

oped the idea. Sixty years ago the belief was excusable. The ganglionic

cells, the finer structure of the brain, and the cell soul of the protists were

then almost, if not quite, unknown. That has now changed altogether.

The most important agents in this change are the discoveries of the past two
decades in regard to reproduction. We know that this consists in the union

of two cells, the female egg and the male sperm. The moment in which

the nuclei of these two sexual cells become one is the exact moment of the

new birth, and the fructified egg cell has in it already the promise and the

potency of all the physical and psychical attributes that the newborn indi-

vidual inherits from its parents. We can no more conceive of the existence

of the soul in this individual as independent of its organ, the brain, than we
can conceive of a voluntary movement of the arm as independent of mus-

cular contraction, or the circulation of the blood without the contraction of

the heart muscles.

" Our strictly physiological conception of this question, like our whole

monistic theory of the relation between force and matter, mind and body, is

often called materialistic. Such words are used thoughtlessly and without

exact meaning. I now come to the all-important question of the belief in

God, for I hold the formation of a clear, philosophical conception of God to

be supremely important. I will therefore make here my confession of faith,

and I believe that it is shared by nine tenths of all the living scientific inves-

tigators. Our first business is to exclude from our faith all those religious

conceptions which are irreconcilably opposed to the well-authenticated facts

of natural science. Such are all mythologies, all miracles, all supernatural

revelations. This is just as true of the Christian and Mosaic legends as of

those of Mohammed and the Indian mythologies. There remains for us,

after this, as the invaluable kernel of true religion, its purified system of

ethics. The best of the ethical systems are those of Jesus and Buddha.

They have much in common. A great part of the Christian religion has

come direct from Buddhistic sources, as another part from Mosaic, and an-

other from Platonic faiths. The ethical system of Jesus is the purest, but

many of its noblest teachings were taught and practiced thousands of years

before Christ. It is so with that which Jesus taught as the highest virtue,

'Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.' Darwin has shown that its first

prehistoric source may be found in the social instincts of animals. Dogs,
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horses, elephants, ants, bees, could not live in ordered communities without
some observance of this commandment, and the necessities of such social
life are for m^en the most important lever of intellectual and moral progress.

" Doubtless our present civilization owes much to the spread and im-
provement of Christian ethics, but we must not forget that a great part of
our modern ethics has been developed independently of Christianity, espe-
cially by the study of Greek and Roman literature. Another mighty ethical
factor in this, our century of natural science, has been the great progress of
the very highest intellectual culture which we owe to our improved concep-
tions of Nature and to the monistic philosophy founded thereon. This has
been clearly proved by Herbert .Spencer and B. von Carneri. There is no
antagonism between the ethics of evolution and those of Jesus. But it

is quite otherwise with the Christian mythology and the old-fashioned con-
ception of an anthropomorphic 'personal God.' The belief both in God
and devil, or amphitheism, is far more consistent with a reasonable explana-
tion of the universe than pure monotheism. This amphitheism explains the
evil of the world as the work of the evil principle. A really good and per-
fect God would never produce so imperfect a world as ours. Our monistic
philosophy recognizes the spirit of God in all things. It can never look
upon God as a personal being. He is everywhere. As Giordano Bruno
said, ' there is one spirit in all things, and nothing is so small as not to be
ensouled by some part of the divine substance.' Every atom, then, is en-
souled, and God is for us the infinite sum of all the powers of Nature, of all

atomic energies, and all the vibrations of ether.

" The most perfect of all those pantheistic systems which have developed
the monistic idea of God is that of Spinoza. Goethe regarded it with the

highest admiration. Other great men whose natural religion was panthe-

istic have been two of the greatest poets, Shakespeare and Lessing ; two of

the greatest German princes, Frederick H of Hohenstaufen and Frederick

n of Hohenzollern ; two of the greatest philosophers, Laplace and Darwin
—and the ideas of these great men have received an unexpected empirical

confirmation in the scientific discoveries of the past three decades. Monistic

investigation as the recognition of truth, monistic ethics as education for

goodness, monistic aesthetics as the culture of the beautiful—those are the

chief phases of our monistic philosophy. Through their harmonious and

connected development we shall attain that unity between religion and sci-

ence which is now painfully missed by so many. The true, the beautiful,

and the good are the three majestic deities before whom we bow the knee.

In their natural union we recognize the pure conception of God. To this

trinity the twentieth century will build its altars."

" Following the reading of Prof. Haeckel's paper. Dr. Robert G. Eccles, of

New York, presented one on the Evolution of Cosmic Matter, which follows :

" From the so-called atoms of modern chemistry seems to emanate the

directing energy of every cosmic process. They make possible those higher
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groupings of matter wherein we find the manifestations of the law. of evolu-

tion. It is therefore of great interest to know whether or not they too are

subject to that law. Are atoms evolved, or did the Creator make and stamp

them with the power to evolve worlds, while they themselves were not

evolved ? The importance of this question must be evident to every student

of physics who has used as a text-book Prof. J. Clerk Maxwell's work on the

Theory of Heat. In the closing chapter of this work occur the following

words :
' In the case of the molecules each individual is permanent ; there is

no generation or destruction, and no variation, or rather no difference, be-

tween the individuals of each species. Hence the kind of speculation with

which we have become so familiar under the name of theories of evolution is

quite inapplicable to the case of molecules.' The great physicist certainly

does not mince matters here. There is no uncertainty regarding what these

words mean. They were written at a time when evolution theories in chem-

istry were under a cloud. The work of Stas on atomic weights had dis-

counted the speculation of Prout, and shown that those elements having high

atomic weights did not bear a simple relation to that of hydrogen, as for

years had been believed. Every effort at decomposing the elements had sig-

nally failed, and the belief, though quite unwarranted, had gained ground

that 'the molecules of the same substance are all exactly alike.' They were

even compared to bullets out of a common mold, and pronounced to be

manufactured articles. Not long ago this writer was told by a Baptist min-

ister that for twenty years these words of Prof. Maxwell's had stood unchal-

lenged, and that, however much comfort we might take from the limited

variability displayed by plants and animals, chemistry certainly could offer no

succor to the evolution heresy. It was useless to tell this gentleman that all

chemists who had any thoughts on the subject tacitly favored evolution, for

the simple reason that every positive fact of the science stood as a silent moni-

tor pointing that way. Every objection urged against the doctrine within the

domain of chemistry is of a purely negative character. We are still grossly

ignorant on many important points, and on this ignorance hangs the sole

evidence of every anti-evolution argument.
" When Prof. Maxwell wrote the words I have quoted, the assumption

that the molecules of the same substance are all exactly alike had been made
quite gratuitously. As no one had ever gained any evidence for or against

this claim, it stood unchallenged. It was known that the general average

among the millions of molecules dealt with in every operation maintained a

decided sameness. Should we weigh or measure a million human beings at a

time, we would be likely to find them average alike. But let us pick out a

million of the smallest, and then a million of the largest, weighing each

separately, and the two results will diverge very materially. When Prof.

Maxwell wrote his book on the Theory of Heat he did not foresee the possi-

bilities of chemical fractionation and spectroscopy. Had he done so, the last

chapter of that volume never would have been written. The wonderful ex-
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periments of Prof. Crookes on radiant matter have completely negatived the
assumption on which Prof. Maxwell's reasoning was based. Molecules of
substances that all chemical methods pronounce elemental have been sifted
into groups varying sHghtly from one another. By excessive fractionation
of the rare metal yttrium, he has sorted it into six groups, giving unlike
phosphorescent spectra. Work of the same kind on the few others of these
rare metals enables him to assert that he believes they can be sifted into not
fewer than sixty groups. The task of so separating them is slow and tedious.
He says that to go over all the elements in this manner will require the com-
bined labors of several generations of chemists. If the results prove any-
thing like as fruitful among the more common elements, their numbers will

be multiplied enormously. What, then, has become of the assumption that
the molecules of the same substance are all exactly alike ? It is literally

buried out of sight. Just as men vary in size within certain limits, while
averaging alike in multitudes, so the molecules of the same substances seem
to vary in a corresponding manner, thereby giving ample opportunity for the
very speculations that Prof. Maxwell pronounced inadmissible. When the
Theory of Heat was first published the periodic law had been worked out
by Newland, Mendelejeff, and Meyer ; and this should have been sufficient

to stay the author's hand.

"To see the entire Hst of known elements presented in one perfect sys-

tem, like a musical octave, certainly indicated some sort of physical connec-

tion wonderfully Hke that called for by evolution. The atomic weights of

all the elements are seen by this law to be the cause of the properties of

these elements, as the weight of a piano string or the prongs of a tuning

fork govern the note that shall be given forth when they are struck. If a

spiral line is drawn round a cylinder and marks placed at eight separate in-

tervals for each revolution, and each of these marks is made to represent an

element in the order and relationship of its atomic weight, all the marks

that coincide in a straight line down the cylinder will represent elements

with kindred properties. Each mark will be just an octave away from the

other, and the repetition will be like the repetition of a series of musical

octaves. By aid of this law, Mendelejeff described two unknown missing

elements that have since been discovered, and by its aid other elements of

doubtful atomic weight have been properly placed in the system. Useful as

this law has already proved itself to be, and acceptable as it is to all chemists,

whether evolutionists or anti-evolutionists, the presence among the elements

of bodies having closely related atomic weights which could not be perfectly

assimilated with the law has always been a source of trouble. And now

come the experiments of Crookes, already referred to, which at first . glance

seem to be wholly irreconcilable with it. With yttrium, beryllium, didym-

ium, erbium, holmium, and others expanding themselves into scores of rare

elements, and all existing within close range of each other, what becomes of

these periods ? We must either fly to the doctrine of evolution for an ex-

145
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planation or give up further scientific investigation in that direction. The
question resolves itself simply into evolution or nothing. Our so-called ele-

ments are harmonic groups of related bodies having very nearly the same

molecular weights and properties, or else there is no meaning to the periodic

law. The periods belong to groups rather than to individuals. Each group

is a survival of those fitted for the conditions of that place, the fitness not

being a sharply defined or rigid one, but varying within certain limits.

" In confirmation of this come the facts first pointed out by Prof. F. W.
Clarke and later by Prof. Lockyer in his letter to Prof. Dumas. A com-

parison of the spectra of nebulae, fixed stars, suns, and planets shows a gradual

increase in the number of elements with the cooling of these bodies. The

nebulae show an excess of hydrogen with the absence of all elements having

heavy atomic weights. The cooler a body is, the greater the proportion of

heavy elements found in it. This harmonizes exactly with the conditions

demanded by evolution, and is utterly meaningless if this conception is ruled

out as an explanation. Still another fact that harmonizes with and gives

emphasis to this is the relative abundance of the generality of elements com-

pared with their atomic weights. The thirteen most abundant elements

known are the thirteen lightest, and the very heavy ones are usually very rare.

The lightest of all is the most abundant in the nebulae and very hot stars.

This is the exact arrangement of distribution according to time that evolved

elements would be expected to assume. If we next turn to distribution in

space, a similarly favorable correspondence confronts us. The nearer alike

bodies are in their properties, the more akin we would expect them to be if

evolved from each other. Conversely, the more unlike the less the kinship.

Those that are close of kin would have had the least opportunity of being

widely separated by changes in space. When bodies become so much un-

like that they are electrically opposites, affinity will tend to bring them to-

gether. It is therefore not surprising, from a chemical standpoint, to find

chlorine and sodium associated. But why should nickel and cobalt link

their destinies so often within a common region ? If they are evolved from

each other, as their likeness of properties would indicate, there can be noth-

ing mysterious in the association. They simply never have been parted since

they were formed. If, however, there is no kinship between them, such

association is wholly unreasonable and not what should be expected. Es-

pecially is this the case with such rare metals as yttrium, beryllium, and

cerium, the platinum group, or that of rubidium and caesium. So far as we
know, the earth contains but a little of each. How came this little to a

common region, leaving the rest of the earth without a supply ? Why
should. chlorine, bromine, and iodine associate themselves together? And
why zinc and cadmium ? If evolution is true, these associations are all such

as we would naturally expect. If special creation is true, then the Creator

must have deliberately planned to deceive his creatures by these remarkable

associations that mean evolution if they mean anything."
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The remainder of the forenoon session was occupied with the reading of

papers—The Law of Evolution in the Spiritual Realm, by William E. Cole-

man, of California ; The Knowable and the Unknowable, by Sylvan Drey,

of Maryland ; Philosophy and the Doctrine of Evolution, by Raymond S.

Perrin, of New York ; and Evolution Optimistic, by J. W. Alfred Cluett, of

New York.

The afternoon session was devoted to the subject of Ethics : The Morals

of Evolution, and the first paper presented was by the Rev. Minot J. Savage,

of Boston, on Ethical Sanctions under Evolution, which we give entire

:

"
' What a nice time we might have, papa, if it wasn't for God and the

policemen,' said a small boy, after talking over with his father the question

as to what would be done to him if he followed his own will and did certain

things toward which he felt inclined. He saw no reason why he should not

do as he pleased and so be supremely happy, provided

certain outside and arbitrary powers would only let ^^'^'t^

him alone. The small boy's state of mind has

been the common one of the world. Right

and wrong have been regarded as arbitrarily

determined by somebody's will, and it has

seemed as though the things one particularly

desired to do have been just the ones that

were forbidden. It is quite natural that this

should have been so, and it is quite as natural

that now, with our new and growing knowl-

edge of the universe, this state of mind should

pass away.
" Amid the earliest conditions of human so-

ciety with which we are acquainted there was no

conception of any natural order, and so no thought

of natural and necessary results as following certain

courses of action. The little world with which they

were superficially acquainted was a scene of caprice,

measure of power was the personal will. That this supposed will was that

of an invisible being only served to clothe it with mystery and expand it to

limitless proportions. The god was only an unseen despot. If in some way

the courses of conduct enjoined were supposed to accrue to the advantage of

the tribe still no natural connection, as of cause and effect, was discerned ;

it was only the arbitrary will of the god, and the penalty attached to an

infringement of the tribal customs was whatever the god in his anger might

choose to inflict. Storm, lightning, disease, pestilence, even death itself,

were not looked upon as natural happenings. The world was the play-

ground or battlefield of invisible powers, and black magic or white was the

method of dealing with them for either evil or good. Such a thing as

ethics then in the modern sense of the word, could hardly be said to exist

REV. MINOT J. SAVAGE,
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" But by and by, as the natural and necessary result of experience, the

distinction between ethics and religion begins to appear. There was by no

means any clear separation. Still, certain rites and ceremonies had been

handed down by tradition as things that the gods demanded in the way of

service. And at the same time there was a growing sense of the necessity of

certain courses of conduct in relation to others, in order that social life might

go on. For example, if people were to live together, one man might not

kill another. If they were to do business with each other, at least a certain

degree of fairness and honesty must be maintained. If they were to keep

up any amicable relations, they must be able to trust each other and reach

some rough approximation to the truth. If any sort of family life was to

exist, certain sexual relations must be established and maintained. It only

needed that men should learn to think of other men as other selves, as equally

capable of joy and sorrow, as having equal rights to all objects of human de-

sire, and a conscience would be born of that imaginative sympathy which is

able to put one's self in another's place.

" So gradually men began to think of human duties as something separa-

ble from religious duties, or the service demanded in behalf of the gods.

But still, for many ages, there was no conception of what we should mean

to-day by natural ethics with natural sanctions. If a man were flagrantly

wicked, it was supposed that the gods would wreak their vengeance on him.

Also, in course of time, a code of human laws grows up for the defense of the

social order. But if a man were only able to escape both God and the police-

man, he was spoken of as not being punished at all. In such a case the only

thing left was ' the something after death,' a belief in which grew up as a

method of adjudicating the unrequited wrongs of this world.

" But here still, it will be seen, the old idea of arbitrariness prevailed no

less than it had before. The evils that were not punished here, either by

God's judgment or by the civil law, became the sins of which a divine record

was kept, and for which the penalty of eternal suffering was reserved in a

future life. But this eternal punishment was purely arbitrary. God, if he

chose (and for a wholly arbitrary reason, a reason that stood in no sort of

natural or necessary relation to the wrong), could forgive, even at the last

moment of life, and take the wrongdoer to his endless felicity above. In the

meantime the victim of the wrong, unforgiven, might be suffering the eter-

nal torments of hell.

" It is plain, then, that so far ethical ideas and sanctions had not cleared

themselves of the not only arbitrary but hideously unjust conceptions of

primitive and barbaric man. Not only this but one other thing needs to be

noted. Until quite recent times, and by most Churchmen even now, it has

been claimed that right and wrong are matters of divine revelation ;
that

only through such revelation,do we know what duties we owe to each other.

It is also claimed that, for the performance of such duties, there is no ade-

quate sanction outside the penalties threatened by such revelation. The
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Catholic tells you that the Church is the only ethical guide. The Protestant
declares that outside the Bible man can not discover his duties to man or find

any adequate reason for their performance. This is the.ordinary doctrine of
theologians

;
and the common Church member fears the critic as one who is

undermining the very foundations of the social order. So superficial still is

the ordinary thinker—if he may be called a thinker at all ; so conventional is

the ordinary Churchman !

" But a clearer and better thought is coming, and is beginning to show
itself among the brighter and braver minds of the Church itself. So pro-

nounced and strong in this direction are the utterances of our leading Roman
Catholic writer that they are worthy of special attention as the starting point

of a new era in the thought of the Church. William S. Lilly is among the

most brilliant of living essayists. In an article published within the past two
years he set forth with great clearness and force the natural independence of

ethics. He declared that ethical ideas did not depend upon the Bible, and
that the Bible was neither the teacher nor the foundation of ethics. He
went so far as to say that, if not only the Old, but even the whole of the

New Testament, were to be blotted out, hot a single ethical principle would
be touched or weakened. He held that the laws of ethics were inherent in

the very nature of things. Still, Mr. Lilly is not yet ready to go to the ex-

tent of declaring that he who is only moral is safer in the universe. The
Bible and the Church are necessary as supernaturally revealing to man some-

thing infinitely more important than ethics, and something on which man's

eternal destiny still hangs. Important as conduct is for the regulation of

this world, I suppose he would still claim that something else is necessary to

reconciliation with God and salvation in another life. Yet it is much to

have a Catholic Churchman and a clear thinker take so long a step in the

direction of human progress.

" We are ready now to consider ethics as wholly natural, and as com-

pletely separated from any conventional form of religion. We shall see at

the end that true religion and true ethics are one and inseparable. But for

the present let us leave all reference to religion out of account. Morahty,

then, is born of the attempt on the part of men to live together, and its laws

and sanctions are discovered through experience. Men have found out what

is good and what is evil by trying it, as naturally as they have found out the

diiference between bread and poison. No revelation ever has revealed any

higher standard of ethics than had already been discerned by the clearer

thinkers as the result of human experience. The Golden Rule was discov-

ered in other lands than Judea. It did not drop down from the skies, but

was a product of the earth. Botanists tell us that at similar elevations all

over the earth similar flora will be found—similar, but not identical. Like

conditions naturally produce like results. So on similar levels of human

civilization similar ethical ideals will be found. Like human experiences

produce like, though not identical, results. If the supernaturalist undertakes
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to deny this, he will involve himself in some curious contradictions. If good

produces good results, and evil evil results, then these good and evil results

may be naturally and rationally taken account of. If good does not produce

good results and evil produce evil results, then—so far as this world is con-

cerned—there is no difference between good and evil, and it makes no differ-

ence what a man's course of conduct may be.

" Let us now look for a little at the ethics of natural evolution, and see

their independence of all save the nature of things, both as to standard and

sanction. There is only one standard, there is only one sanction, and both

are eternally necessary in the very constitution of the universe. This one

and only standard is life ;
and the one and only sanction is death. A few

practical illustrations will show how certainly and inevitably this is true. A
circle is a circle by virtue of the fact that each point of its circumference is

equally distant from a point within called its center. If this law of a circle's

life be broken, as a circle it straightway ceases to exist—it is dead. The hu-

man body, though so much more complex, has its limiting conditions as defi-

nite as the inclosing line of a circle. These conditions are the laws of its

existence as a body. So long as these limiting conditions are perfectly ob-

served, perfect physical life is the result. Any departure from these we call

disease ; and disease, through how many soever generations, leads inevitably

to death, the finished penalty of broken law. A similar thing is true of any

one faculty or power, which may either partially or completely die while the

rest continue to live. We speak of a man as intellectually, or morally, or

spiritually dead, while the body is still completely or partially alive. This

only means that the natural, inevitable conditions of these different kinds of

life have not been complied with, the laws have not been obeyed. So when

we come to deal with corporate forms of existence, like the life of a com-

mercial company, an institution, a city, or a nation, the same principle holds

good. Each has its limiting conditions, which are the laws of its life. Its

chief good is continuous and fullness of life. Its evil is whatever threatens

to destroy these. And this good and this evil are natural and necessary,

springing out of the very conditions of its existence.

" Let us note the application of this principle to what are called njoral

good and evil in the history of the world. The one chief good of man is

life, considered both as continuance and as content. Continued life and full

life, ' more life and fuller,' as Tennyson sings, is the great object of human

desire ; for on this hangs everything else. To say that man desires happi-

ness, is only to say substantially the same thing in another way ; for happi-

ness is the natural accompaniment of a full and satisfied life. If you make

out a complete list of all that the civilized world agrees to call good, you will

find it to consist of such thoughts, such words, such deeds, as contribute to

life both in its length and fullness, the life of the individual and the life of

the race. And what it agrees to call evil will be found to be such thoughts,

words, and deeds as take away from life, cither in its length or fullness, and
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tend to the death either of the individual or of society. And these tenden-

cies toward either helping or hurting are inherent in the nature of things

;

they are so independently of any Bible or any religion. Any word or com-
mand of any god on the subject would not change these tendencies by one
hair's breadth unless it could change the constitution of things. No for-

giveness of any god can remit the natural and necessary sanctions of good or

evil thought or action. The basis of ethics is as natural and as inherent as

the force of gravitation. So, while the universe stands, the laws of right

and wrong are secure. No man ever did or ever can escape the results of his

own actions. Right is life, and wrong is death, in this world and in all worlds,

now and for ever more.

"The instinct of the first men in regarding ethics and religion as one and

inseparable was correct. Their error was in regarding either of them as ex-

ternal and arbitrary. They made the natural mistake of positioning their

gods outside of the world, and of thinking of the divine government as arbi-

trarily imposed on mankind. So there arose an inevitable conflict between

the claims of human society and the supposed claims of the gods. And as

eternity is more important than time, so religion naturally superseded any

rights of man. But the theistic evolutionist sees his God, not outside the

universe, but in and through it. Its forces are the divine activities. So it

follows of necessity that his religion can not be any traditional and irrational

rites and ceremonies wholly divorced from all natural conditions of the world's

life and well-being. T6 find the laws of the world's life and happiness is to

find the laws of God. To obey these laws of God is to live out the truly

religious life. To find and obey these laws is also and equally to realize the

present good of the world. Ethics and religion, then, are essentially one

and inseparable. Or, to put it in another way, ethics is the human side of

religion, and religion is the divine side of ethics. The evolutionist finds in

the great law of the universe, which is the glory of the modern world, a rec-

onciliation of the age-long conflict between the claims of morals and of reli-

gion, and discovers that what is salvation for this world is salvation in all

worlds and in all time."

Mr. Savage's paper was followed by one on The Intellectual Relations

of Morality, by C. Staniland Wake ; one on Herbert Spencer as a Teacher

of Ethics, by Rev. Jenkin Llpyd Jones, of Illinois ;
one entitled Prof. Hux-

ley's Surrender, by Dr, Lewis G. Janes, of New York
;
and one on The

Evolution of Morality, by the Rev. H. M. Simmons, of Minneapolis. We
give here the larger part of the last-named paper

:

"In speaking of morality we ought first to define it. It means, of

course, fidelity to duty. But duty to what ? Chiefly to our fellow-beings.

For though morality includes the idea of duty to one's self and to an ideal

right it is mainly social, referring to our obligations to each other and to

the community, and may perhaps be best defined as the government of self

for the good of society. This is the morality of which I shall try to trace
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the growth. But where shall we begin ? Evidently we must go behind the

historic nations to savages ; for though a savage tribe may be as cruel as the

Inquisition toward all outsiders, it often cultivates the kindliest feelings

among its own members, and even the dreadful Dyaks were among them-

selves^ according to Reclus, remarkably moral. Even behind savages we

must go to trace the origin of morality ; for what else is it when animals

help each other, as in the cases told by Darwin of the blind crows fed by

their companions, and the blind pelican kept fat by food brought by his

benevolent bird brethren ? Here seems to be something of the same hu-

manity that builds hospitals. And lower still, among mere insects, we see

something quite like morality. The ant, for instance, is a most faithful

member of her society, and if she has no conscience

she does her duty a great deal better than many

men who claim to have one. Entomologists say

that an ant city, though sometimes counting its

inhabitants by hundred thousands, is all har-

mony and peace within ; that sometimes two

such cities as populous as Minneapolis and

St. Paul remain within a few rods of each

other without the slightest quarrel. And
with what examplary virtues doth the lit-

tle busy bee improve each shining hour,

and, both as worker and soldier, she seems

to be inspired with something hke a sense

of duty and with a spirit of self-sacrifice

for her community, which is not always

found in civilized society. A distinguished

writer on bees alludes to their ' moral char-

acter,' and they do seem to have something

like one.

" Even in life too low to show moral char-

acter we may still trace the fundamental prin-

ciple of morality, which is the subordination of each individual to the

service of the whole. This principle may be traced down the animal scale

to the very sponge, which is a sort of social organization with all the in-

dividuals united for each other's health. It may be traced still lower to the

vegetable world, where each plant is another such organization of cells for

mutual service. It may be traced even back of plants to the very planets

associated in the solar system as in a harmonious sisterhood, circling around

their common mother, the sun. That mysterious force of gravity by which

distant worlds attract and move each other like human hearts, with a sort of

sympathy, seems to have almost a moral quality ; and when we see how this

force holds the heavens in harmony and shows in the spiral wreaths of many
a nebula how it is gathering cosmic matter in closer association, it seems as

REV. HENRY M. SIMMONS,
a speaker at the Congress.
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if this fundamental principle of ethics pervades the universe, and that a

thorough study of morality ought to go back of the globes and begin with

the very gas of which they are made.
" This instinct tends, of course, to strengthen ; for the animals best en-

dowed with it are best able to survive and propagate their qualities. The

'

straggler from the flock is slain, but the more social members protect each

other, and gain such power by union that a swarm of gnats can put a buffalo

to flight, and a troop of ants can kill almost any animal. In many ways
animals are helped by union—as in the case of pelicans combining to corner

fish, and beetles joining to lift the load too heavy for one. Indeed, animal

associations for co-operation of various kinds ai'e now known to be so com-
mon and helpful that they are thought by many to have even a larger place

in evolution than that struggle for existence of which we have heard so

much, and Prof. Kessel thinks that the leading principle in the progress of

the higher animals has been not ' mutual struggle ' but this mutual support.

With this habit peace takes the place of strife, and the instinct of self-sacri-

fice for the community is encouraged until it becomes in the bees and ants

something like a conscience.

" But this insect conscience is very low, and seems to be without the ele-

ment of sympathy which true morality must have. The beehive is nothing

but a business corporation, based on mere prudential and economic princi-

ples, and so deficient in even the sense of justice that bees coolly kill off

their brethren in autumn to save the cost of keeping them through the win-

ter. The same hard utilitarianism is seen also in the ants and in most ani-

mal associations. We shall have to follow our principle into a higher phase

to reach that sympathy that is so essential. This phase is the one which it

assumes in the family. The family itself is very ancient in both the animal

and the vegetable world, but its higher moral qualities were slow in growing.

In the vegetable world it never got very far, although it is seen in every

flower. Even in the animal world the family long remained in an undevel-

oped state. Among the lower animals conjugal love does not last long, and

among so advanced creatures as spiders there are species where the bride

slays her husband as soon as the nuptials are over. Nor is the mother's love

for her own offspring highly developed among the lower orders.

" But natural selection tends to destroy habits fatal to the species, and to

increase care for the young. Among birds and mammals the domestic vir-

tues become highly developed. The parents, however cruel to outsiders, still

between themselves keep most of the Commandments and show a high de-

gree of sympathy. We see many instances where the mother's affection for

the young has a humane and almost religious quality. She may not love her

neighbor as herself, but she does love her offspring as herself, and so, to that

extent though but a crow, seems to have begun to be a Christian. Her love

is indeed very limited, and limited not only in its breadth but in its dura-

tion so that it is apt to last only during the infancy of her offspnng, after
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which she cares no more for them than for others. But within these limits

her love seems much like ours, and in that mere bird's nest the Decalogue

has begun to be declared, the Golden Rule to be revealed, and the highest

morality of sympathy and self-sacrifice has started.

" Having started, it naturally increases, since the families having most of

it are best protected and perpetuated. With this strengthening of the par-

ental tie comes also its prolongation. For with the increasing complexity

of structure and faculties, the period required for their growth is necessarily

lengthened, and the parent's care with it. The chicken is quite competent

when a day old, and quite independent before a week is over ; but the child

can not so much as roll over at the end of a month, and at the end of fifty

is still dependent. Hence the parental kindness and affection, which among

the lower animals last but a few weeks, must in the human race last as many

years, and so grow into a confirmed habit continuing through life. Sym-

pathy becomes something permanent, and it is still further strengthened by

permanence, and is broadened, too, by the same process. For this prolonga-

tion of the domestic tie keeps together parents and children and children's

children, and extends the family into a widening circle of kinsmen. Hence

comes one of those little tribes or clans, such as prove to have been the

original form of society all over the world.

" Thus we reach a higher stage in our study. That principle of associa-

tion which prevails from atoms up to animals, has at length unfolded

its ethical meaning and borne fruit in moral virtues. The advance has

been immense, but we need not assume in our study any supernatural

change. Why suppose sympathy could come only by religious revelation,

when it is found in a bird's nest ? Why think peace and good order impos-

sible among the heathen, when they are found in every ant-hill ? Why
think it impossible that a savage should be found faithful and tell the truth,

when a still greater faithfulness is found in every element of which he is

made, and truth is told by every ray of light from farthest space ? Why
suppose revelation is needed to make a man keep negative rules like the

Ten Commandments ? Morality may be miraculous, but, if so, then every-

thing else is. Moral virtues are established in Nature and developed by its

laws, and it is not at all strange that a savage tribe should show as many of

them as the travelers tell. Honesty, justice, kindness come by necessity,

for the tribe can not hold together without them. They are strengthened

still further by natural selection, since the tribe having most of them is the

strongest. They are further strengthened by the public sentiment of the

tribe, which commends qualities so helpful to it. Hence belief in these vir-

tues increases in the tribe until it comes to be a conscience, the common
perception of those principles for the common good which must control the

individual impulses.

" But we must not expect the savage tribe to have a conscience like ours,

or to be always faithful to the one they do have. The same process that has
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been strengthening the common moral sentiment has been also strengthen-

ing their individual impulses and passions in opposition to this sentiment.

The very causes that unite the members of the tribe in mutual helpfulness

and kindness make them all the more fierce against their enemies, so that

the same men who are full of gentle virtues toward each other within the

circle are very fiends toward outsiders. Those Dyaks whom Reclus de-

scribes as ' otherwise the most moral people in the whole of Indonesia,' yet

make a sacred duty of killing their enemies, so that the gentle maiden looks

with no favor on her lover until he can bring a skull to adorn their bridal

chamber, and she must have another to give good omen to the birth of her

babe. And the Caribs, who are described as a modest, courteous race, and

strictly honest among themselves, were yet most cruel to their enemies, tor-

tured them fiendishly, and gave us the word cannibal. Where such customs

prevail life can have no sacred value, infanticide is quite common among
savages, and often a tribe leaves its aged or infirm members to die, and

sometimes even kills them off as the bees do their brothers, and seem to do

it quite conscientiously. Notwithstanding that the virtues rise to such

heights in many tribes, the general morality of savages remains very low.

But its tendency is to improve, as we saw. Family affection grows, and

marriage assumes importance. However such a tribe may rob and defraud

its neighbors, it has to cultivate honesty among its members in order to

hold them together. However much it may deceive and lie to its neigh-

bors, it has to cultivate true speaking in its members, for it could not thrive

unless they trusted each other. Thus morality tends to grow of itself in

every tribe.

" And along with its improvement within came its extension without.

For that principle of association continued to work, uniting hostile tribes

into harmonious groups, these again in larger, and so establishing an historic

nation. Such a union not only substituted peace for tribal strife within

each nation, but gave the virtues a firmer character by making them not a

mere personal duty which a man owed to his brother or neighbor, but a

deeper one of principle which he owed to an unknown fellow-citizen far

away. Morality began to acquire a force of general rules, and four centuries

before Christ the Golden Rule had come to be expressed in one or another

form, from Athens to the end of Asia, as where Plato makes the representa-

tive of Athens sum up duties by saying, ' May I, being of sound mind, do

to others as I would that they should do to me ?

'

" In most cases this morality was indeed still confined to the national

limits, and even Plato and Aristotle, with all their praise of justice, felt little

of it 'toward barbarians. But that principle of association still worked,

gathering nations themselves into new combinations with still greater en-

largement of morality. The Chinese Empire may be considered such a com-

bination and perhaps its very size helped to bring the more charitable spirit

seen in its sages. Out of great India came Buddhism, proclaiming a still
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more humane brotherhood, opposing caste and all intolerance, and preach-

ing benevolence not only to the oppressed but even to animals. In the

West the larger association came through the Roman Empire, uniting in

commercial and political bonds all the nations, from the British Isles to the

banks of the Euphrates. Under that union morality began to show a cos-

mopolitan spirit. Stoicism broadened, and in the century before Christ be-

gan to teach the universal brotherhood of mankind. During the next three

centuries Roman stoics, in the words of Lecky, ' taught in the most impas-

sioned language the fraternity of all men,' and ' developed this doctrine in a

series of detailed precepts which, for the range, depth, and beauty of their

charity, have never been surpassed.' So far had morality advanced under

heathen leaders, and the peace that had come to prevail so extensively

seemed to confirm Lucan's prophecy that the warfare of the woild would

end and all nations learn to love.

" But though political union had thus come to the Western nations, other

divisions remained, and morality could not be protected by a universal peace

which covered that system of slavery and such social inequalities as had

arisen. Slaves had increased until in the first century of our era, Gibbon

estimates, those of the Roman Empire numbered sixty million. Property

had become so unequal that millions were on the point of starving, while

senators had such suppers ; and the masses had but a tunic to wear in winter,

while Lollia Paulina put on that dress crusted with pearls and emeralds and

costing $150,000, Pliny says, and that not her best dress either, he adds.

Many of the stoics saw these wrongs and opposed them, but stoicism was

powerless to cure them with all its noble principles, and even by reason of

the loftiness of those principles. For stoicism was a system for strong and

heroic souls, and had too little of that sympathy for suffering which was

needed to save the masses and protect morality.

" But now a stream of more humane sentiment, which had been rising

also in the little nation of Israel, was to be turned into that Roman Empire

and to lead to the establishment of Christianity. The history of that little

Jewish nation is itself so good an illustration of the moral evolution we have

been tracing that we ought to notice it. It began, according to the Bible,

with one of those primitive families which we saw—Jacob and his twelve

children. Morality was already there, seen in many a beautiful feature, but

still narrow and imperfect and easily upset by selfish impulses. Not even

the family virtues were yet established. This Jacob had robbed his own
twin brother of his birthright, and deceived his father on his deathbed, and

his mother had conspired with him to do this wrong to her dying husband

and her own son. Jacob's children were a little better, but hated their best

brother and 'conspired against him to slay him.' With further growth and

development families became more moral and united in tribes ; but the

tribes still quarreled with each other, and that of Benjamin had its cities

burned and its people nearly all slain by the other tribes. With a further
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union of the tribes into a nation, such conflicts passed away and morality
advanced to a broader justice

; the principles of the Decalogue were pro-
claimed, as among other ancient people. Still this morality was only na-

tional, and however well the Israelites may have kept that Decalogue among
themselves, they believed in breaking it in their dealings with other nations,

stealing territory and killing its occupants when they could ; so that the
Bible says the sacred Joshua burned city after city, ' smote all the land ' of

Canaan and ' utterly destroyed all that breathed,' and that even the pious

Samuel ordered the slaughter of those Amalekites—women, children, and
all. Of course we are not obliged to believe that it was so bad as this, and
it is always gratifying to notice how these same burned cities and killed

peoples are wont to reappear in the Bible right afterward, with the houses

unharmed and the inhabitants come to life again. But this enlargement of

the stories shows all the more that the men who thus exaggerated them
thought it was quite commendable for the Israelites to kill others, and to

keep the Decalogue only among themselves. Even among themselves mo-
rality was stijl far from perfect. So late and revered a king as David is repre-

sented as not only having many wives of his own, but coveting the wife of

another, stealing her, and getting her husband slain, and so breaking four of

the Commandments at once. The still later Solomon is said to have kept

a thousand wives and other women. Probably these, like the wars, are

greatly exaggerated ; but not the less does it show the moral sentiment of

the people who could tell such things and still consider David their most

sacred psalmist and Solomon their wisest man, worthy to make the longest

prayer in the Bible.

" But the moral evolution went on, and three centuries after David there

was a morality vastly higher. A new sense of justice had come ; the writings

of the prophets ring with denunciations of oppression. Rich men were re-

buked, wrongs of all kinds condemned, and pity for the needy was preached

in the most powerful and pathetic language. Justice and mercy were repre-

sented as the very substance of religion, and in comparison with them the

old sacrifices and fasts were sometimes treated with a touch of ridicule by

these prophets. These humane sentiments remained and grew among the

better Israelites, as we see in the sayings of the later rabbis and of Jesus.

Jesus made humanity and love his first principles, and lived for the poor.

Lazarus he sends to heaven for no merit that is mentioned, except that he is

a beggar and full of sores. Dives he sends to hell for no fault that is told,

except that he is rich and fared sumptuously every day ;
for the rich man, he

says, can no more go into the kingdom of God than a camel through a

needle's eye. So far did Jesus carry his sympathy for the poor and despised
;

and when his religion became the established one of the Roman Empire it

seemed as if morahty was at last to blossom into a humanity that would em-

brace the Western nations and brotherhood. And probably it would have

done so had the Church remained true to its first teachings. But it began to
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neglect them and to make religion again a thing of creeds and ceremonies, and

hence there was soon an arrest of moral growth, and even a relapse of moral-

ity almost into a savage stage. The Christian empire centered at Constanti-

nople, though undisturbed by barbarians, became so corrupt that of that vast

realm for the next thousand years Lecky says :
' The universal verdict of

history is that it constitutes, without a single exception, the most thoroughly

base and despicable form which civilization has yet assumed.' The Western

Empire, centered at Rome, was somewhat better, but still so bad that he

says few persons except priests and monks would not have preferred to live

in the best days of the Athenian or Roman republics. So did the disputes

of theologians and ignorance of barbarians, and bigotry of both, arrest the

moral evolution which had risen to such heights in the thoughts of the

better heathen and in the feelings of Hebrew prophets and Christian apostles.

" But after many centuries of this arrest came the Renaissance, returning

to that pagan literature and thought and to the natural humanity that had

inspired pagans and apostles alike. Hence the moral evolution again went

on, and it has continued with more or less interruption ; an enlarged thought

and broader sentiment in the Church have greatly aided it. Secular science

has been destroying the narrow belief that had persecuted and slain so many
millions, and even agnosticism has been showing how absurd it is for people

to burn each other for theological beliefs about which neither side knows

anything. Even this despised doctrine of evolution has been teaching, better

than any historic religion ever did, that broad human kinship which is the

foundation of the largest morality and loftiest religion ; so that even our

great Parliament of Religions has only been partially confessing those

principles of human unity which evolutionists have been preaching for thirty

years.

" Not that the moral evolution has yet reached perfection. War has not

ended ; even within the territory which the Roman Empire kept in compara-

tive peace. Christian nations sometimes fight each other with fury and with

an extent of slaughter that makes the battles of barbarians and beasts appear

humane. But war is becoming so costly that it bids fair to kill itself ; and

if nations keep on thus spending millions to improve guns and destroy ships,

then millions more to improve ships to resist the guns, and so on, the time

wilj come when they will have to stop the fighting or have no revenue left

for food. People are also more and more learning the barbarism of war, and

will some time see that for the Dyaks to destroy a few savages does not be-

gin to be so bad as for Christian cannon to slay half a million civilized men.

"Wrongs of property, too, still need to be remedied. We are far from

the society which Jesus preached. Lazarus has not yet reached his heaven ;

Dives is no longer sent to hell, but is sometimes welcomed to the church

with extra politeness and shown into the best pew to hear the preacher en-

large that needle's eye until the camel can get through. But the tendency

of the times, outside the Church and in all churches, is toward the cure of
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these inequalities and the establishment of justice on earth. There is little

danger that the movement will end in any Bellamistic society which consoli-

dates its members like the creatures in a sponge and destroys their freedom
;

for evolution works not only toward love but toward liberty. But the mo-
rality that combines liberty and love is on the way, and I doubt not the time
is coming when sympathy will unite freed nations and freed classes and
freed men in one harmonious system, as gravity does the stars.

" So potent and all-pervading is this principle of association we have
traced, joining atoms in worlds and worlds in systems, elements in com-
pounds and compounds in cells, cells in individuals and individuals in society,

societies in humanity and souls in sympathy. Much we hear of Kant's say-

ing about the two things that filled him with reverent wonder—the stars

above and the moral love within. But the two wonders are one, and all the

more wonderful because one, bringing a higher reverence for the power that

fills infinity with divine order. The moral law within is the higher music of

the same law that shines in the stars and shaped the stars. This divine law

works onward until it brings souls that outshine the stars and joins them in

love which feels that it can outlast the stars. This law brings love ; it is

love, and was love to begin with, and both morality and religion ought to be

glad to learn it."

The session was closed with an address on Morality on a Scientific Basis,

by the Rev. James T. Bixby, of New York.
" To the reader who is acquainted with the most prominent modern works

on ethics—such as those of Spencer, Stephen, Janet, and Gizycki—it is evi-

dent that the theory of morals is undergoing a process of radical reconstruc-

tion. Take up any of these works, or even note the attitude of popular

writers and speakers in dealing with any question of right and wrong, and it

is plain that we have come to a momentous crisis in the conception and treat-

ment of morals. The old foundations of duty are gravely suspected, and the

rising generation are very much at sea as to what are the proper principles

by which they should govern their conduct. The chief agent in this unset-

tling of ethics, it needs hardly to be said, is that same great theory that has

already so disturbed or reconstructed most other branches of modern knowl-

edge the theory of evolution. That is a force that in every department to-

day we must at least reckon with. And more than this : I am ready to ad-

mit that if the great laws of morality are to retain their hold upon modern

men, they must be put, like all other laws, on a scientific basis
;
and if we

put them on a scientific basis, we can not fail to consider the bearing upon

them of the principles of evolution.

" To what extent, then, does evolution demand that we reconstruct our

old conceptions of duty ? In the face of this grave question we find two

popular tendencies, two very different answers presented by two diverse but

equally earnest schools of thought. One school, because of the revolutionary

truths of evolution which they heartily embrace, find no moral quality except
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in the results of our acts, and make the principles of morality variable quali-

ties conditioned upon environment ; they admit no end and test of morals

except happiness, and consider duty and right as substantially useful illusions,

or echoes of ancestral alarms and pressures. The other school, holding up

their hands in horror at these results, would, in the sacred name of duty,

erect at the boundary line of ethics a sign, inscribed with solemn interdict to

the advancing flood of evolution :
' Hitherto shalt thou come and no further,

and here shall thy proud waves be stayed.' Which of these courses ought

modern thought to adopt ?

" I believe that neither would be wise or even feasible. If evolution has

no seat of authority to grant to morals, then it is evident that there is a fatal

defect somewhere in that theory, and it will fail to maintain permanently its

hold over the heart of humanity. On the other hand, I

am not so simple as to think that I, or any other critic

of the present day, can play the part of Canute to this

steadily rising tide of the evolution philosophy.

Nor do I wish to, for I believe in it as the most

probably true theory of the world's origin

;

and I have no doubt that it is a law ruling

and applicable in the field of morals as much
as in botany or zoology. We need, there-

fore, to adopt a more excellent way ; and

that is, to study independently the law of

evolution and what it requires in the realm

of morals. Let us employ that principle,

not in a fashion partial, inappropriate, and

inconsistent with itself ; let us use it logically

and thoroughly ; and then, I believe, we shall

find in evolution a solid basis for morals, an hon-

orable origin for conscience, a wholesome and

elevated standard of right, and a noble and in-

spiring end for our moral efforts.

" Candid scrutiny of the nature of happiness (which is the ultimate end

and test of right and wrong presented by the Spencerian ethics) shows it to

be low in its grade, shifty, dangerous, and unavailable as an immediate guide

for conduct, and inconsistent with the law of evolution itself. But is this

the only or the most appropriate end to which evolution points ? Let us

turn and look at the law of evolution itself and see what it has to suggest as

the aim and end of our being.

" What is its most conspicuous feature ? Is it not its constant upward
tendency ? The universe has been steadily progressing from the inanimate

to the animate
; from the sentient to the rational ; from the impersonal to

the personal. This constant ascent of life is regarded by Darwin as a result

of the selection by Nature of the higher form, better adapted to succeed in

REV. JAMES T. BIXBY,

a speaker at the Congress.
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the struggle of life. By Spencer, it is explained as an effect of the natural
adaptation of the vital forces to an improved environment. But on either
theory we have to suppose an original expansive power in the vital forces,

ready, like an elastic gas, to rush in and improve every opportunity for larger
life. This, indeed, is the very characteristic of life, that, wherever it is

healthy, it possesses a superabundant fecundity, and is ever overflowing and
begetting new life. The more it assimilates and acquires, the more it pro-
duces and multiplies. There is always, therefore, in living things a pressure
toward larger and higher existence. Below the stage of humanity the more
noticeable thing is the increasing perfection of the physical organism. But
even in the animal kingdom every higher organized species shows an increase

in the rational element, progressive penetration and saturation of flesh by
spirit, molding the organism more perfectly to higher ends ; and when, in

man, the flexible hands and the erect attitude are reached and the climax of

the bodily evolution seems to be attained, then the material and bodily prog-

ress gives place to an inward one. Thought and love, as they unfold so mar-
velously, carry man up to the heights of the spiritual life. And as the vital

evolution thus reaches its climax in this splendid efflorescence of the spiritual

activities, these higher qualities of the soul are recognized as superior to all

that has preceded. As far as mere happiness goes, there may not be much
gained, as we progress from the mollusk to the man. But in amplitude and
intensity of consciousness, whether it be of pain or pleasure, in the elevation

of the personal life, with its deeper emotions and clearer thought, the gain

has been immense. The more we study the long story of evolution, the

more we see that the thing which it has had at heart is to bring forth con-

sciousness ; to bring it forth in greatest fullness and harmonious development.

All our thirst for possessions, our lower ambitions for place, power, success,

are but the temporary scaffoldings, the unconscious and providential servants

of this higher end. The more we better our outward life, the more clearly

we see that it is of no value unless we better our inward life and improve

ourselves. The man's ideal of how he may make the best of himself, and all

his efforts to do so, may be at first very crude. But they keep him moving

upward, and unless he strives after this fulfillment of all that becomes a man,

he feels himself in woeful debt to that creative source which has endowed

him with his higher faculties. Unless he improves and utilizes his nature to

its highest possibilities, the spectacle of his wasted life is a spectacle of in-

consistency and inequity that violates the unities of the universe, arousing

the spectator to condemnation and the perpetrator to remorse.

"Any moral and rational being is therefore bound to aim at the develop-

ment of his spiritual personality, his true being, to the fullest, noblest, and

highest life possible. But is this self-perfection the ultimate end of human

duty? If so, is it not a very selfish aim? It would be if sought alone.

But its fundamental condition is that it can not be successfully gained alone.

A second great lesson of the law of evolution, equally important in its bear-
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ing on the principles of morals, is the solidarity of life. Through the great

laws of descent and inheritance all the generations of life are bound together

in a continuous vital chain. In the light of modern science humanity is one

vast organism, and each individual is a cell in the social tissue into which he

was born. As the habits, efforts, and even ideals of the youth live in the

man, so the thoughts and deeds, the faithfulness or negligence, of our ances-

tors live in the spiritual life of to-day ; and ours shall live in the victories or

disappointments of posterity. We have no more right than we have a possi-

bility of living to ourselves alone or for the present, independent of the past

and future. We are bound in our moral decisions to weigh our actions and

motives with regard to their influence on the elevation or depression of the

human race as a whole. The supreme and ultimate end of moral action,

therefore, is the evolution of the completest and highest soul life of human-

ity ; not that of one individual cell or personal nerve of the body politic, but

the great all-connected organism of our social life, lifting it to higher life,

not merely in outward comfort and efficiency, but much more in the realms

of higher spiritual perfection, in heart and head and conscience. Those mo-

tives are morally good which thus tend to elevate humanity ; those bad, which

impede or degrade this spiritual development of our race. This is not a

standard (as Mr. Spencer has admitted that of happiness to be) which must

be set aside practically throughout a large part of conduct, but it is one that

can everywhere be safely and advantageously applied.

" It is evident that all things are not equally conducive to this develop-

ment of the higher life of humanity. Those which are antagonistic should

be suppressed ; those which contribute little should be restrained or subordi-

nated. Whenever there comes a conflict (as is usual in cases of moral deci-

sion or perplexity) there the law of morality is to sacrifice the lower to the

higher. The right is not so much a fixed formula as the constant choice of

the higher alternative, most promotive of humanity's spiritual progress, over

the lower alternative, which impedes it. . And it is evident how, without any

change of its principle of decision, morality may yet, at different levels of

civilization, dictate quite different outward acts, because of their different

relation and bearing on the ultimate end (ever the same) of the elevation of

our race and the perfection of our spiritual being. That variation in out-

ward conduct and specific acts which moral codes show in different social

conditions is, from this point of view, not a reproach to morality, but the

wise diversity of the moral consciousness, ever constant in its purpose and

principle, in best realizing its ideal. And, moreover, when we adopt this

nobler standard of the right, the fact that an act involves with it some pain

does not make it thereby in a certain measure wrong, as Mr. Spencer holds

;

but pain itself is recognized as one of the chief and most valuable educational

forces in developing the spiritual consciousness of our race.

" Again, let us look for ourselves and see what evolution and science have

to tell us about the origin of duty and disinterestedness. In point of fact,
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were the primitive instincts of man wliolly egoistic ? Was his normal state

that of a free fight, each against all ? Is it only by political and ecclesias-

tical coercions, by social and industrial pressures, and the magic chemistry of

heredity, that these experiences of selfish utility have been transformed into

our moral instincts and intuitions ? This is not the teaching of science. It

is an error, due not to tracing man's genealogy back too far, but not far

enough. Spencer and Lubbock and their school go back to the imbruted

savage of Africa or Australia, and say :
' Thus selfish and bloodthirsty and

thoroughly immoral was the state of primitive man.' But this is inverting

the real sequence of cause and effect. It is not civilization that produces

the moral nature, but the moral nature that generates civilization ; and it is

precisely because such tribes have been deficient in average moral quality

that they have failed to march upward on the path of civilization with the

rest of mankind, and have switched off instead into these blind alleys of deg-

radation. Natural history shows us that peaceful and well-ordered society does

not have to wait for the later man, nor even the first man, before it could

come into existence. It existed ages before man, and in ranks of life far

below the scale of humanity. Among the bees, the ants, the beavers, the

hundreds of different animal species that live together in communities, peace-

ful society exists in forms so highly developed as to excite the astonishment

of all who have studied them. No animal, indeed, exists alone as a solitary

individual. From the lowest to the highest the social environment is the

condition of the renewal of existence and successful continuance of life.

" And as peaceful and well-organized society did not begin with man, so

neither altruism nor the moral instincts had their beginning with him. It

may be, as is said, that no creature, however high in the scale, is absolutely

unselfish. But I may retort, with equal truth, no creature, however low, is

absolutely selfish. For, even to perpetuate the species, there must come into

play sexual and parental instincts whose outreach is far greater and higher

than self. The solitary species whose members prey on one another are, as

a rule, the species whose members are small, which are dying out. The ani-

mal species that are large and numerous are those that are gregarious, and

wherever they are gregarious, there they are found (as with the migratory

birds, the bands of seal, buffalo, prairie dogs, and monkeys, the communities

of beetles, ants, and wasps), giving aid to one another—an aid that is a most

essential element of their success in the struggle of existence. Natural sci-

ence thus shows that it is not individual self-seeking, but social co-operation,

that is the more effective factor in evolution.

"And moreover, this social Hfe is itself conditioned upon the instinctive

altruism the rudimentary moral sense of the species. All naturalists who

have studied gregarious groups have noticed among them not merely in-

stincts of mutual helpfulness, but a sense of personal rights and the duty of

iust dealing with their fellow-members in the group, as instincts more or

ess developed. In the villages of the prairie dogs and beavers each has its
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,ovvn resting place, which the others respect. So with the sparrows and crows

on returning from their migrations ; and if a lazy sparrow tries to appro-

priate the nest that a comrade is building, the whole flock will interfere to

punish him.

" Even in the animal kingdom, then, the moral sense, in a rudimentary

form, exists. It is what keeps all social groups from falling to pieces, and

promotes their upward evolution. And when we reach the human sphere,

what else characterizes it than the greater restriction of the selfish impulses

by the growing sense of justice and sympathy in the community } What
else makes tribes the fittest to survive than the soundness and strength of

their moral nature—the courage, temperance, virtue, and loyalty of its mem-

bers ? These are, in fact, inherent conditions of social welfare ; while their

opposites—licentiousness, drunkenness, cowardice, indolence, lack of patriot-

ism—are inherent discords and violations of our normal social relations.

" It is evident, then, that our intuitions of justice and benevolence are

far older than those political restraints, awe of ancestral ghosts, or calcula-

tions of utility, in which Mr. Spencer would find their beginning. Our

moral intuitions are rather the uprisings into consciousness and into activity

of the stable laws of social and progressive life ; they are the natural mani-

festation of that expansive tendency, that constant overflow of life beyond

the bounds of self, the commingling of its being and efforts with that of its

fellows, which characterizes life itself wherever it is healthily active. The

richest life always shows itself that which most tends to lavish itself and share

its own with others. The impulses of disinterestedness, the outgoings of

sympathy and largess, are therefore nothing artificial, nothing late and adven-

titious, but as native to human existence as it is for the mother of a new-

born child to give her milk to the babe.

" That the moral nature of man has grown up from very crude begin-

nings I do not deny ; but I contend that it has not been manufactured out

of purely sensational or unmoral elements. It has grown from a genuinely

moral germ, and has become a clear vision of genuinely moral laws and re-

lations. If no creative fiat can be believed to have created something out

of nothing, when the world began, still less is evolution able to perform such

a contradiction. The moral fruits that humanity produces require a moral

germ at the start ; this is required even on the theory of evolution itself

;

for if the moral sense has been developed by natural selection, preserving

and unfolding the good, then the good must have been already there, at

least in embryo, to be thus chosen and ripened.

"There is no tribe of savages so degraded as not to exhibit such rudi-

mentary moral traits. The most careful examination in this field that has

been made is undoubtedly that of C. Staniland Wake, in his Evolution of

Morality, and he finds everywhere, even in the most barbarous tribes, a sense

of right. This manifests itself not only as a sense of the right to his own
life which the savage feels—a right shown by the indignant passion with
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which he defends it—but also as a feeling of right to the game he has caught,

the weapons he has made, the skins in which he clothes himself, and the cave

or lair in which he sleeps. This sense of right to a man's own life and the

fruit of his personal efforts no doubt goes back to the very beginning of

man's career as man ; for even in his Darwinian cousins, the apes, and in

animals far lower in the scale, it already exists. Witness the bird's sense of

lawful claim to its nest, the beast's to its den, the dog's to its bone.
" But is not all this, it may be asked, a form of selfishness ? And can we

explain the transition from this claim for one's own to that respect for others

rights which constitutes justice and morality (in any proper sense) by any

other forces than by such hereditary fears and political and ecclesiastical re-

straints as Mr. Spencer has suggested ? On the contrary, this primitive in-

dignation, which so often far transcends the bounds of prudence or policy,

moves already on a higher plane than that of selfish interest, and ,it expands

to impersonal amplitude by a much quicker and simpler method than by

that soft solder of alarms and experienced utilities to which Mr. Spencer

resorts ; for, as plainly as we can not have two adjacent hills without a valley

between them, so the logical corollary of my own right is, first, a correspond-

ing duty in myself to maintain that right, and second, a corresponding

duty in my neighbor to respect it ; and as reason develops to form general

notions of man as man, of right as right, the sense of right belonging to

one's self would be extended to one's family, tribe, and nation. Whatever

encroachment was regarded as a wrong when directed against one's self

would, by mental generalization, be also looked on as a wrong when directed

against a fellow-tribesman ; and next, as reason developed, it would be seen

that, to be consistent, we should respect these rights even against ourselves
;

and in obedience to the duty we owe to others, we should restrain our own

desires when they injure our neighbor. If those we are dealing with are

men like ourselves, and we are members of one social order with them, then

the claims we make upon them for the security of our own rights become

the measure of our own obligations in similar circumstances. This is the

self-evident equation demanded by the impartial reason ;
and therefore, as

reason develops and the sensibility with its selfish tendencies loses its earlier

predominance over human nature, man looks at both conduct and character

from an impersonal standpoint ; reciprocity, that Golden Rule of morals,

becomes an intuitive law of social intercourse ;
and morality enlarges its

sway beyond all personal and tribal limitations till it recognizes all mankind

as one family, each possessed of equal rights, and bound together in univer-

sal relations.

" And now we may consider that critical question in ethics, What sanc-

tion or binding power over man has duty ? What is the source of the au-

thority of righteousness? or has it, indeed, any real authority? In the

Spencerian system of ethics the sense of duty possesses only an illusive inde-

pendence. It is an echo of our ancestors' varied dreads and the social re-
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straints by which humanity has been tied down till these restraints have

become a second nature. We follow duty because it is, on the whole, more

conducive to happiness, special and general. Such is Mr. Spencer's teach-

ing. But such sanctions are mere ropes of sand. We need more binding

ties, a more authoritative command, if the sense of duty is not to vanish

from the earth as fast as such views spread abroad, and vanish, too, without

waiting for that perfectly evolved man who, Mr. Spencer tells us, will no

longer need it. Can evolution or science supply such a basis and authority ?

I believe it does. We need only to look at that great law, the solidarity of

the universe, the vital unity of life, in view of which Mr. Spencer has called

his system of thought the Synthetic Philosophy. Life on earth forms a con-

tinuous whole. Humanity is one great vital organism, where the interests

of the individual and the community are inseparable. Egoistic pleasure is

an illusion.' I can reap no pleasure separate from that of others. Our so-

cial relations form therefore an intermeshed network, a vibrant vital tissue.

These intimate relations are realities, and out of them naturally arise all those

common rights and duties which must be recognized in order that the social

organism may work normally and healthily. The moral law is seated in the

very structure of the universe, for it is the natural concord which manifests

the unity of being, and is as indispensable to social existence as the force

of gravitation to the continuance of the planetary system. The moral

necessity that man feels is but the full-blown blossom in our spiritual con-

sciousness of this sacred unity and natural bond—a bond one and the same

in essence with that which swings the planets in punctual rhythm round the

sun and bends the mother's head in love and helpfulness over the cradle of

her child.

" This idea of the right is undecomposable and unique. It pronounces

not what is or may be, but what must be ; and if cold facts oppose it, it re-

torts :
' So much the worse for the facts. If life is spared me, I will change

those facts, and if I die in the effort my martyr blood shall found a new

social order where that which ought to be shall be.' Its worth and authority

are superior even to individual or social happiness. Before the tribunal of

righteousness the iniquity on which a comfortable majority fattens is none

the less an iniquity. To a true man—yes, even to the man who theoretically

resolves duty into a mere evolution of the laws of comfort, as Prof. Huxley

does—^truth and right have a higher claim than any considerations of general

welfare. For was it not this eminent scientist and professed utilitarian him-

self who said :
' Suppose theology established the existence of an evil deity

(and some theologians, even Christian ones, have come very near this), is the

religious affection to be transferred from the ethical idea to any such omnipo-

tent demon ? I trow not. Better a thousand times that the human race

should perish under his thunderbolts than that it should say " Evil, be thou

my good." ' These are the instinctive sentiments of every heart that has

discerned the sanctity of the moral ideal, and they plainly exhibit its supe-
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rior authority to all calculation of the surplus of pleasure. The sovereignty
of duty is a sovereignty as eternal and inherent as it is unbought.

" The crudeness of man's early moral perceptions and the long process of

development through which they have been molded must be admitted. But
must we say, therefore, that their testimony is untrustworthy and their sov-

ereignty an illusion ? One might as well say that the grape is not to be
reckoned sweet or the rose beautiful because they began their life as bitter,

unsightly buds. One might as well say that the vision of our eyes is not
trustworthy because these organs were developed from inferior and imper-

fect ones, and the first rudiment of an eye that appeared was hardly worthy
to be called an eye at all. There is a skepticism that doubts all knowledge
because it accepts no objective realities. But it has been the precise work of

modern science to vindicate the objective reality of things, and with it the

trustworthiness of our faculties. It is because the air and its undulations

exist and act upon us that they call the special organs of hearing into exist-

ence and mold them into harmony with the laws of acoustics. It is because

there are actual physical relations between extended things that there have

been developed in us the intuitive mathematic and geometric laws of space

and matter, whose relations and properties they express.

" So it is because there are actual moral forces pressing upon and mold-

ing man, certain objective moral relations in the midst of which he is set,

that his moral vision has perceived and affirmed these laws. The moral

forces and conditions precede and mold society and awake the latent ethical

sense, just as the magnetic forces group in symmetric forms the iron filings

scattered on a paper held over a magnet. As we recognize our union for

good or ill with our fellows, and that reason and honor both require us in

.self-consistency to give to others whatever rights we claim from them, jus-

tice and love become our sovereign laws. Man finds himself a part of ' a

moral universe in which he has grown up—an inseparable part of a great or-

ganic web, by whose vital forces his moral nature has been molded.

"The power that manifests itself in the universe about us (and equally

the power that rules within us) is a power that makes for righteousness.

Vice and injustice ever go to pieces and to annihilation before it. The

social life and the sympathetic forces gain steadily upon the isolated and the

selfish life, so that the union of man with man and of humanity with all the

rest of creation steadily increases. The ideals of beauty, truth, and virtue

draw us upward and onward toward the goal of an ever-enlarging perfection.

" The infinite world organism is the body and manifestation of God, and the

laws of that whole, then, are the eternal laws of God. Under the reiterated

impressions of that world life in which we are environed and with the clari-

fied vision of truth that is given where the impartial mind begins to look out

on the world, the inherent principles of the universal reason reflect themselves

in the mirror of the human reason. As the plastic tablets of the human

heart vitally react to the constantly repeated imprints of the righteous cos-
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mic life, the great eternal laws of that divine essence emerge at length in

human consciousness as moral instincts and intuitions. Our higher aspira-

tions have such spontaneous authority because they are revelations of our

deepest needs and most essential nature—the prophetic voice of that destiny

of which we are still, for the most part, unconscious. Morality is the victory

of the divine life in us, ' the inward sovereign spirit of the universe that

has ever moved onward from chaos to cosmos, from lifelessness to life, from

the outer to the inner.' Whenever we do a right action we unite our-

selves with that great tide which sweeps through eternity, through which

every star keeps its orbit, every cell has its appointed place and honor, and

the ' most ancient heavens are fresh and strong.' Through this universal

unity all parts of the world and all its varied events, every obedient member

of its great whole, are bound together in an orderly, interdependent divine

life. This is what furnishes the scientific foundation of ethics ; and it is the

instinctive feeHng of this vital and eternal solidarity of our life with the

universal life which gives our sense of obligation its transcendent sacredness.

"A candid examination of evolution and the constitution of Nature and

society does not overthrow duty, but restores to her her scepter and lawful

sovereignty over human life. The true aim of human life is nothing less

than the closest possible approximation we can reach in such a moral and

intellectual perfection as is exhibited in the being from whom we emanate.

" Evolution from the lower to the higher, from the carnal to the spiritual,

is not merely the path of man's past pilgrimage, but the destiny to which the

future calls him, for it is the path that brings his spirit into closest resem-

blance and most intimate union with the divine essence itself. It is to this,

nothing lower than this, that both morality and religion summon man. It

is to this that the Divine Spirit itself—not merely by these high yearnings

after perfection which distinguish the chosen of our race, but alike by that

common instinct for the betterment of our life, which is the condition of all

material progress—it is, I say, to this resemblance to the divine and intimate

union with him that that Holy Spirit itself summons us. For this instinct

for the perfection of our life, whether in its material or in its spiritual form,

is the abiding witness in man of that infinite spirit which is ever educing

higher from lower and better from worse in infinite progression."

The final session of this Congress was held in the evening of the 29th,

and was devoted to the subject of Religion as affected by the Doctrine of

Evolution. The papers presented were : The Relation of Evolutionary

Thought to the Belief in Immortality, by Dr. Charles T. Stockwell, of Mas-

sachusetts
;
The Evolution of the Old Testament Religion, by Rabbi Emil

G. Hirsch, of Illinois
; The Evolution of Apostolic Christianity, by the Rev.

Howard MacQueary, of Michigan ; Christianity in the Evolution of Reli-

gious Thought, by the Rev. Frank N. Riale, of Iowa ; The Future of Re-

ligious Evolution, by Edward P. Powell, of New York ; and The Higher

Evolution, by Celestia Root Lang, of Ohio.
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CHAPTER XII.

PRESIDENT BONNEy's CLOSING ADDRESS.

October 28, President Bonney

a close the World's Congresses

ATURDAY,
brought to

0$ 1893, with a farewell address and procla-

mation of fraternity, which we give here in full :

"The World's Congresses of 1893 were organ-

ized to establish fraternal relations among
the leaders of mankind, to review the prog-

ress already achieved, to state the living prob-

lems now awaiting solution, and to suggest

the means of future advancement. To pro-

mote these high ends, the World's Congress

Auxiliary provided for the presentation of the

intellectual and moral progress of mankind, in

connection with the World's Columbian Ex-

position, in a series of World's Congresses

under the auspices of the Auxihary, with the

assistance of leaders in the various departments

of human achievement.

" The work of organization began in October,

1889, was completed, and the first Congress of

the series opened May 15, 1893. The last Con-

gress embraced in the great scheme has been held during the present week,

and we have now assembled to exchange our congratulations on the mag-

nificent results of the World's Congress work ;
to express our gratitude

for the past, our hopes for the future, and our thanks to all whose aid

has contributed to the success which we celebrate on this occasion.
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" That these Congresses have been successful far beyond anticipation,

that they have transformed into enduring realities the hopes of those who
organized and conducted them, and that they will exercise a benign and

potent influence on the welfare of mankind through the coming centuries,

has been so often, so emphatically, and so eloquently declared by eminent

representatives of different countries and peoples, that these statements may

be accepted as established facts.

" That the material exhibit of the World's Columbian Exposition in

Jackson Park is the most complete and magnificent ever presented to human

viev7, is generally agreed, but a multitude of eminent witnesses have de-

clared, after attendance on both, that the Intellectual and Moral Exposition

of the Progress of Mankind presented in the World's Congresses of 1893 is

greater and more imposing still. Thus the work of the World's Congress

Auxiliary of the World's Columbian Exposition takes its enduring place in

human history, an imperishable part of the progress of mankind.
" Although the press reports of the proceedings have in many cases been

marvels of modern journalism, the general success of the Congresses has

been much greater than has generally been understood. For the Congresses

have been so many, and the sessions so numerous, that even that wonder of

the age, the great daily newspaper, could not fully present the work of the

Congresses without the suppression of other important news. It is with

gratitude for the admirable service rendered that this explanation is made.
" As a general rule, what have been termed ' the minor Congresses ' have

been declared by those who conducted them, or otherwise participated in

them, to have been the most important of the kind ever held, in the char-

acter, variety, and number of the subjects presented and the eminence and

representative character of the speakers and writers. The very high quality

of the papers read has been a subject of daily comment.
" Considering all the circumstances, it may be said that the programmes

prepared have been executed with remarkable fidelity. A few of those

whose names were announced have failed to appear or send their papers, but

many others have come and more than filled the vacant places. Being hu-

man, the proceedings have, of course, not been perfect, but the wonder is

that the imperfections have been so few and small, and the merits so con-

spicuous and so great.

" The genuineness of the attendance and participation deserves special

mention. The World's Congress Auxiliary has had no funds for compensa-

tion, expenses, or entertainment of participants in the Congresses. In a

few cases the Committees of Organization have raised funds for such pur-

poses by private subscription, but, for the most part, the writers and speakers

have come at their own expense, and without any pecuniary reward or as-

sistance, to take part in the. great Intellectual and Moral Exposition of 1893.

" No sign has ever been displayed on the walls of the Memorial Art

Palace to draw the passing crowds. Those who have come to the Con-
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grasses have found the place of holding them without any such aid. The
aggregate attendance has been very large. While some of the Congresses

have drawn audiences limited only by the size of the halls of meeting, others,

perhaps equally important, have been attended by a comparatively small

number of eminent representatives of the interests involved. But whether

a double audience has filled both of the great audience rooms of Columbus
and Washington to overflowing, or a small company has occupied one of the

halls on the upper floor of the Memorial Art Palace, the high character of

the proceedings has been maintained.

"Another feature of the Congresses deserves special mention. It is their

self-governing quality. There has been little need for the enforcement of

rules and regulations. Few speakers have given occasion for a call to order.

The spirit of order, decorum, dignity, and peace has been sovereign dur-

ing the sessions of these Congresses. This ruling spirit has so promptly

rebuked any attempt to overstep the limits of propriety as to leave little

occasion for presiding officers to exercise their authority ; little occasion

to guard seats reserved for delegates, or to insist upon tickets or badges of

admission.
" The machinery of organization and the general regulations adopted for

the government of the Congresses have proved remarkably satisfactory.

The exclusion of controversy, attack, and resolutions of judgment has se-

cured a freedom, ease, and equality otherwise unattainable ; and has exalted

the dignity of the proceedings by making the writers and speakers feel that

their utterances were addressed to the deliberate judgment of the world, in-

stead of the impulse that might control the assembly for an hour.

" The local Committees of Organization, the Committees of Co-operation

on the part of participating organizations, the Advisory Councils of the vari-

ous Congresses, selected from the different countries, and the General Hon-

orary Members of the World's Congress Auxiliary, constitute a practical

working machinery, which could hardly be improved, if other World's Con-

gresses were to be arranged and conducted.

" The wisdom of the general plan of arrangements has been abundantly

demonstrated. Without a definite organization in well-defined and strictly

regulated departments, general divisions, and sections, no such success as we

now celebrate would have been possible.

" If the so-called Secularists or Freethinkers were denied admission to the

Religious Congresses, it was not from any personal ill-will, but because they

had no religious faith to affirm and no religious achievements to set forth.

If the Mormon Church was not admitted to the Parliament of Religions, it

was not because of any discrimination against its religious faith, but for the

reason that its disclaimer of a practice forbidden by the laws of the country

had not become sufficiently established to warrant such admission. In both

these cases, and in some others of a less conspicuous character, the action of

the World's Congress Auxiliary was in conformity with the highest rules of

147
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charity and justice. No attack was made on any excluded interest or organ-

ization.

" The extraordinary merit of the proceedings of the whole series of Con-

gresses renews our confidence that the Government of the United States,

which sent our publications and communications throughout the world, and

gave the World's Congress Auxiliary an exalted position as the duly author-

ized agency to organize and conduct the World's Congresses of 1893, will

furnish the means to publish the entire proceedings in an encyclopaedic form,

and send the same to the colleges, the universities, and the leading libraries of

the countries which have participated in the World's Columbian Exposition,

as the most appropriate, enduring, and valuable testimonial of the apprecia-

tion by the American people of the co-operation and aid of the other peoples

of the world in the great events of this quadro-centennial year. To that end,

let all who have been interested in the Congresses exert their influence in

favor of such a publication and distribution.

" In one of the earlier publications of the World's Congress Auxiliary, it

was declared to be our purpose to bring all the departments of human prog-

ress into harmonious relations with each other ; to crown the whole glorious

work by the formation and adoption of better and more comprehensive plans

than have hitherto been made to promote the progress, prosperity, unity,

peace, and happiness of the world ; and to secure the effectual prosecution of

such plans by the organization of a series of world-wide fraternities, through

whose efforts and influence the moral and intellectual forces of mankind may

be made dominant throughout the world.

"This declaration I now repeat, and in conformity with it proclaim the

permanent establishment of The World's Congress Fraternity as the Univer-

sal Brotherhood of Learning and Virtue.

"The original membership of this fraternity will consist of the officers

and members, the Committees of Organization, the Committees of Co-

operation, the Advisory Councils, and the General Honorary Members of

the World's Congress Auxiliary, and the participants in the proceedings of

the several Congresses. The members of these several classes, in any coun-

try or city, or other appropriate locality, may organize and conduct local cen-

ters for the continuation, in any convenient form, of the World's Congress

work, and may communicate with the corresponding classes in other coun-

tries or localities, and unite with them in furtherance of the ends in view, as

occasion may from time to time require. In case of any future World's Con-

gress, or International Congress, the organizations indicated may offer and

give any appropriate and desired co-operation and aid, in conformity with the

general principles and rules which have governed the Congresses of 1893.

Additional committees and councils may be appointed, and further proceed-

ings taken, if need therefor shall hereafter arise. The present organization

will be continued for fraternal and historic purposes and for such further

active work as can not otherwise be better accomplished.
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" The time now at my command will not permit me even to name the

many committees of organization by which the various Congresses were
arranged. It is, however, both my duty and my pleasure to say of them that

the fidelity, the patience and the zeal, the ability, the discrimination and the

executive skill with which the chairmen and members of the more than two
hundred committees of organization have conducted the correspondence,

made the arrangements, and formed the programmes for more than two hun-

dred Congresses which have been held in the twenty departments of the

Auxiliary, constitute one of the marvels of the World's Congress work. The
discipline and subordination which have attended the execution of the great

and complicated scheme would do honor to the best organized department

of any government. So efficiently and so silently have these committees

done their work that the great public they have served needs to be reminded

of their part in the splendid results achieved. A publication which will pre-

sent the full membership of these and the other committees of the World's

Congress Auxiliary is in contemplation.

" These words of praise are intended, quite explicitly, to apply to the

Woman's Branch of the World's Congress AuxiHary. Many predictions

were made at the outset that this branch would prove an unmanageable part

of the organization. But these predictions have not been verified. More

than sixty committees of women have taken part in the work. A part of

one of those committees, acting under a misapprehension, resigned, but the

action of the various committees, as a whole and in detail, has been most

creditable. For conformity to the plan of the work, for subordination to

executive authority, for economy of time, and for the wise and efficient

arrangement of the programmes intrusted to their charge, the officers and

committees of the Woman's Branch of the World's Congress Auxiliary are

entitled to the highest credit. It would be easy to specify cases in which

these qualities were conspicuously displayed.

" The magnificent array of eminent thinkers and leaders who have con-

tributed papers or addresses for the Congresses deserve whatever honors our

own and other countries can bestow, for they have made the world their

debtor. Those papers and addresses constitute such an encyclopaedia of the

best thoughts of all countries on the living questions of the age as can not

elsewhere be found.
" The first attempt to bring all the departments of human progress mto

harmonious relations in a series of international congresses has triumphed.

The World's Congress idea is established among the peoples of the earth.

Every participating organization and interest has been exalted by its asso-

ciation with the others. ' Not things, but men ! Not matter, but mind !

'

will henceforth rank among the commanding watchwords of mankind.

" The Parliament of Religions has emancipated the world from bigotry,

and henceforth civil and religious liberty will have a larger and easier sway.

" Labor has found in religion and social science its strongest allies, and
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will henceforth advance to victory along the lines of law and order and

peace.

" Woman's progress will secure for her in the larger family of the school,

the Church, and the state a position perfectly corresponding to that which

she rightfully holds in the smaller school and church and state of the family.

" Moral and social reform has adopted the methods of science, and

charities will henceforth be administered for the prevention as well as for

the rehef of social evils.

" Commerce, finance, production, transportation, and distribution have

learned that the gilded piracy of destructive competition must be abandoned

for the beneficent policy of co-operation, to secure the best results to all

concerned.

" Science and philosophy have learned the lesson of fraternity and hu-

man service ; and education, thoroughly humanized and exalted, offers its

priceless treasures to ' all sorts and conditions of men,' while the world ap-

plauds the new crusade against the evils of ignorance.

" Let this suffice. The progress made in the World's Congresses of 1893

will not be lost. The movement of which they are a part holds the whole

world in its embrace, and will not cease till it shall have accomplished the

mandate of God to unite all the peoples of the earth in ' the bonds of peace

and in righteousness of life.' It is because we have served his plans that

success has crowned our efforts.

" The last session of the World's Congress season is now to close. As
we say ' Good-by '—that tenderest form of invocation, ' God be with you

'

—let us recall with grateful hearts a few of the golden expressions in which

judgment upon our work has been pronounced by judges competent to pass

upon its merits :
' The World's Congresses of 1893 have advanced the

thought of the world fifty years.' ' The proceedings of these Congresses

mark a new era in literature by their wealth of thought and felicity of ex-

pression, gathered from all parts of the world.' ' These Congresses will ex-

ercise a powerful influence on mankind for centuries to come.' ' The Par-

liament of Religions is the most wonderful event since the time of Christ'

' A hundred years hence everybody will remember that there was a great

Religious Congress of all peoples, held in Chicago in 1893.' 'The results

of these Congresses seem likely to be too vast and far-reaqhing to be easily

specified.' ' These Congresses are the most notable and valuable events of

the time. They embody the best intelligence of the age upon all human
interests.' These expressions are but fair examples of those which we have

heard from day to day, and in many forms during the sessions of the World's

Congresses. Rarely, indeed, does such swift fulfillment wait on prophecy

as we have witnessed ; rarely, indeed, do those engaged in a new and great

undertaking find such appreciation and encouragement as it has been our

felicity to receive. But, above all, let us rejoice that our success has been

achieved in a practical and earnest endeavor to help our fellow-men, and
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that in all our labors fidelity to duty has been our guiding star. Four years

have passed since we entered upon our undertaking—four wonderful years,

whose great events make them seem like four centuries, and now the hour

of parting has arrived.

" With warmest thanks to all who have taken part in the work we cele-

brate, and who, representing all the continents and most of the countries of

the earth, now constitute the World's Congress Fraternity and the van-

guard of human progress, especially to those who journeyed from distant

lands to share our labors, and some of whom we rejoice again to meet in

these closing ceremonies, and with an abiding faith that henceforth the

armies of learning, virtue, industry, and peace will march triumphantly for-

ward till the hosts of ignorance, vice, idleness, and strife shall everywhere be

conquered and dispersed, and law, liberty, and justice reign supreme, I now
declare the close of the World's Congresses of 1893."

A gondolier.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE EDUCATIONAL AND MORAL VALUE OF THE EXPOSITION.

What individuals learned from it, and what nations learned—How it may affect home
life, educational methods, public morals, and universal brotherhood.

By Selim Hobart Peabody.

N attempting to estimate the influences, mate-

rial or spiritual, of this great enterprise, we
must first consider the motives and purposes

of its inception. Its character, like that of a

living organism, was inherent in its germ. The
beginning of an oak is an acorn. During the

later centuries the people of lands widely

remote have frequently assembled in large

numbers, and for friendly purposes, but with

results as widely divergent as were the inspi-

rations that attracted them. Many of these

gatherings have been essentially commercial.

To some central point, as Lower Novgorod, in

central Russia, merchants brought from distant

lands the wares they expected to exchange for

other objects of utility or luxury, stimulated by

the hope of gain. The question in the mind of

the toiling traveler, outward bound, was, " Can I sell my burden at the

Fair
? "—homeward bound, "Can I sell my burden at my home?"—at all

times, "What profit shall I gain ?" As every impulse radiant from a thought
has an educative force, be it never so small, such gatherings may not be
denied any educative value, but that value is only incidental and casual. It
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holds no important or recognized place. Such a World's Fair is only a

wide world's market. The world's great expositions, held within the past

half century, have differed essentially from such fairs in their inception,

development, and personality of attendance, and therefore in their results.

In them the commercial element, though never eliminated, has purposely

been made subordinate. The manufacturer came not so much to sell as to

learn the exact place of his wares in the swelling wave of competition—who
could offer the best, and why. The buyer came not so much to buy as to

learn what was most worthy of his investment. Individuals, communities,

nations, met in friendly though earnest competition, each homing to win the

insignia of highest merit for quality of product or merit of design. Let the

honor rest upon the most worthy. The motto of ruder days remains good :

" Let him get who has the power ; let him keep who can," but the signifi-

cance is changed. For the gross supremacy of brute and material force is

substituted the subtler, more ethereal, but even more masterful supremacy of

divinely born intelligence.

The exposition has assumed a new aspect. The articles exposed become

the best of their kind. Even the farmer, by Ayr or Tweed or by the Illi-

nois, thinks far differently of the bullock he sends to the monthly fair to sell

for what it will bring than of the head of his herd which he exposes at the

annual display to exemplify his skill as a breeder of superior animals. By a

natural process of selection, only the best is offered for competition. The

exhibits come from wider and remoter regions. As the fittest survivors of

many well-contested conflicts, they meet for final judgment before the court

of last resort.

Mounting thus from one altitude to the next, we reach the elevated pla-

teau where we find that a world's exposition has a function far higher than

the discrimination of sweepstakes. The individual has become only a sig-

nificant fragment occupying a place in a larger mosaic. The exposition

stands at the meeting of, the world's highways, where gather the nations of

the earth, burdened each with the evidences of its newest and noblest achieve-

ments. It is an epitome of the world's progress, a history and a prophecy.

The latest discoveries, the newest inventions, the triumphs in art, in science,

in education, in the solution of social and even of religious problems, are

here arrayed. Here stand the most effective dynamo, the swiftest locomo-

tive, the telescope piercing the remotest heavens, the most productive print-

ing press, the most destructive artillery ;
machines that spin, weave, set type,

thrash grain, mine coal, drill rock, fashion railway bars
;
the artist's dream on

canvas or in marble, in clustering column or aspiring dome, in woven fabric

or in decorated vase ; the flower's effulgence and the fruit's alluring blush
;

all products of the soil, the mine, the sea ;
whatever testifies to the industry,

the skill, the creative and almost divine power of human thought when

stimulated to its most earnest endeavors. Thus at each latest exposition

doth Mother Earth make a new inventory of her acquisitions. Thus does
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she erect at each station in her march toward the stars a monument inscribed

with the records of her victories.

There is a fascination in the enumeration of such items. In a way, they

are properly accepted as indices of the progress they are supposed to record.

They are like the mountain summits towering above the masses that stand

as their foundations. They are like the flashing waves that run along the

sands before the surges of the advancing tide. They mark the day and the

man to be recorded on the historic page. On such a day Galileo was the

first to see the moons of Jupiter. On such a day Newton formulated the

law of gravitatipn. On such a day Stephenson steamed away on the Rocket,

Morse signaled " What hath God wrought ? " Ericsson's Monitor fought her

first battle, Bessemer cast his first ingot. They are the standard bearers who
precede the embattled host, but the host constantly aligns itself upon the

guidons as they are newly advanced. This upheaval of the mountain mass,

this silent swelling of the tide, this surging push of the line of battle that

will not be denied—each is significant of a vastly greater and more pervasive

force.

It may be true that no essential change has been made in the steam en-

gine that Watt devised more than a century ago, but the engines of the

Majestic or the locomotive whose miles keep tally with the minutes have

absorbed in their designs the fittest of a thousand improving devices. The
daily paper that comes to us for a cent, the ring of the telephone and the

click of the typewriter, the phosphor of the match and the oil of the rock,

the rail of steel that insures safer and swifter transit beneath the throbbing

steam or the viewless vibrations of the electric wave—^^these show how con-

stantly the discovery of yesterday becomes the necessity of to-day, best serv-

ing the wants of a waiting world after it has received the improving analysis

of an unnumbered host, whose labors for the most part will be unhonored

and unsung.

In this presentation of the purposes of a great exposition, the subject

has been viewed generically, without reference to specific examples. To
none are these propositions more applicable than to the Columbian Exposi-

tion of 1893, an example as eminently typical as it was fully developed.

The student devoted to any department of research found here his most

coveted opportunity for investigation. The chart of the world's progress

was spread before him. In certain instances, as in the Department of Trans-

portation exhibits, there was an epitome, not merely of a condition of ad-

vanced superiority, but of all the successive periods passed through, from

that of the Appian Way to that of the bridge over the Forth ; from the

experimental Rocket to the Pullman train and the Empress-Queen loco-

motive, with all the multitudinous appliances of present railway practice.

Such objective instruction was never before so completely organized.

The world's progress was illustrated in yet another fashion. It has been

said that the starlight of a cloudless sky consists of radiant beams that repre-
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sent numberless historic ages. The light from one star occupies three years
in its flight before it enters our eyes ; that from another has been journeying
three thousand years

; each ray has been coming for a time determined by
the remoteness of the celestial body where its vibrations began. Hence, if
one of these rays should be conceived to bring a message from its distant
star, that message would be determined by something that occurred at that
star when the light set forth on its journey, perhaps ages ago, and the accu-
mulation of these records would be the gathering of chapters of ancient his-
tory. At no former exposition were the earth's folk so numerously repre-
sented. Each quarter of the globe furnished its contingent. Aboriginal
tribes came from the arctic zone and from the southern ocean ; from the
heart of Africa and from the North American forests. The Aryan, the
Mongolian, the Semitic, the Malaysian, met and mingled, until the Pente-
costal miracle was repeated. From all these exhibits, each typical in its

way, might have been arranged the gamut of civilization ; the Dahoman,
Sitting Bull, and the Quackuls ; the Eskimo, the Laplander, the tiny
Javanese, the Bedouin, the Brahman and the Parsee of India, Persians,
Cingalese, Siamese, Chinese, Japanese ; Turk, Bulgarian, Greek, Pole, all

peoples from Central and Southern America
; all peoples of Europe and of

the United States. While the Exposition thus set forth the peculiarities of
every land arid every clime, it also illustrated every phase of human progress,

from days before those of the Pharoahs and Confucius to the moment when
the President of the United States, by a touch of his finger, released all the

sprites that were awaiting his signal of emancipation.

Thus, by suggestion rather than by exhaustive analysis, do we discover

the first phase of the educative value of the great Exposition. It was an

epitome of all that was extant in the world as the outcome and the evidence

of its advancement in every department of human effort ; it was a con-

densed history of the successive epochs through which the human race has

pursued its long and toilsome march toward the realization of its nobler des-

tinies. To this may be referred all that is implied in the phrase "acquisition

of knowledge"—the boundless opportunity for laborious examination, note-

book in hand, amid a bewildering infinity of exhibits, over which no human
being ever won the mastery. Education is not instruction so much as it is

inspiration. This doctrine is often stated, commonly accepted, and yet,

apparently is but feebly appreciated. Educative values, educational results,

are to be estimated not by facilities for imparting knowledge, but by the

power of kindling in the soul its latent energies and of developing rightly

balanced character. Knowledge is power, not per se, but as the stimulus of

thought, or as the material on which the thinking mind may work. Prome-

theus bringing fire from heaven typified the true educator.

In numerous instances the history of the great expositions records their

power to startle nations from a fancied security into new and vigorous action.

The surprises of the exposition of 1851 are not yet forgotten. It was there
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made evident that in certain particulars the people of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland did not maintain the supremacy which they had

long fancied was their own, and a commission of Parliament was directed to

report upon the facts and their causes. In due time important educational

reforms were instituted, and the agitation found a responsive echo in the

United States, to which may be attributed the foundation of so many great

technological and industrial schools in our country.

The art exhibits at the Centennial Exposition of 1876 were a revelation

to the masses of the American people, and from them flowed an inspiration

that founded art schools and ingrafted art instruction upon many of our

school systems, followed by a genuine revival of plastic, pictorial, and decora-

tive art that beautifies and enriches all our life, public and private. To simi-

lar sources of inspiration, found also in the great expositions, may be traced

the new renaissance, which now holds so strong a place in all enlightened

nations.

In the face of well-remembered maxims that forbid premature reckon-

ings it may be hazardous to predict any specific educational movement such

as has been cited. But in certain aspects the Exposition was peculiar, and

by its peculiarities its capacity for instruction and inspiration was augmented.

Its scheme of organization was broadened and was carefully differentiated.

As it was evident that no departing visitor could ever boast that he had com-

passed the whole, it was imperative that none should have occasion to lament

that nothing therein concerned or interested him. Proper classification aided

the student in finding what he sought, and that in such collocation as to

make its lessons most impressive. Of the eleven exposition departments,

five had not before been separately organized in a great exposition. These

were the departments of Fisheries, Mines, Transportation, Electricity, and

Ethnology. In each case, to the new department and to that from which it

had been withdrawn, isolation lent an added dignity, a more elaborate admin-

istration, greater richness of detail, a completer presentation, and a much
more impressive educative value. If by this arrangement exhibits were

sometimes duplicated, it was only that relationships might be more clearly

discerned, and that the ensemble of a department be more perfectly estab-

lished. This movement was a step toward a more complete and therefore

more desirable method of organization, which would arrange an exposition

by subjects rather than by States or nations ; which would collect in one

group whatever the world has to offer in any special field of science, discov-

ery, or invention. For a congeries of many displays it would substitute one

grand and thoroughly organized exposition.

Another departure in exposition methods here first taken was the estab-

lishment of a department to which were admitted only such objects as had

been produced by the thought or effort of women. In fact, this was a dis-

tinct and parallel exposition, comprising in its subdivisions most, if not all,

of the same departments, similarly differentiated, the distinguishing feature
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being not the nature of the articles but their sources of production. To this

criterion of separation exceptions were taken by some women, who preferred
to place their exhibits with others of the same class in the general display,

courting comparison upon merit only. As an object lesson on a grand scale

this exhibit achieved a great success, and it will probably have much weight
in the solution of some of the social problems emphasized in the new
departure.

The lessons that most impressed the millions who visited the wonders of

the Exposition, which they accepted with greatest unanimity, and which
they will most gladly recall as memory reproduces the events and the scenes

of their pilgrimage, were those taught by the achievements of the landscape

gardener and the architect. Entering upon a spacious area of virgin marsh,

occupied only with alternate ridges of sand and lanes of water, vocal with the

boom of the bittern, or rustling with the soft whirr of the mousing owl, these

artists had absolutely tabula rasa for their work. There were no buildings to

be removed, no trees to be preserved, no elevations to be leveled, no rocks

to impede their progress. Did they wish for a lagoon, a steam dredge en-

tering from the lake and floating in the channel made by itself readily trans-

ferred the sand from beneath to the adjacent shore, where the almost fluid

material presently assumed the qualities of an unyielding foundation. Upon
such foundations, with the swiftness of an exhalation, and with a simulated

solidity that appeared to emulate the endurance of the Parthenon, they

reared -a city whose magnificent grandeur was the delight of all nations. At-

tuned to a perfect harmony, the different edifices were but the varied tones

of one sympathetic chord. There was the deep diapason of the building for

Manufactures and the Liberal Arts ; the vox humana and the celeste of Agri-

culture and Machinery ; the falsetto of Transportation ; while the aspiring

dome of the Administration Building, like the commanding resonance of a

mighty clarion, dominated and subdued all into one grand accordant strain,

whose reverberations still ring within the memories of man.

Designed under the influence of a common motive, the buildings pre-

sented that, motive as interpreted by vigorous minds, acting independently

under no restraints but those imposed by a style mutually accepted, a style

already made glorious by the genius of two millenniums. The resulting group

was such as might have been designed by the architects of the age of Pericles,

builded of Pentelic marble, adorned by Phidias, and decorated by Apelles.

To the visitor who, from the arch of the Water Gate, saw the Court of

Honor under the light of the morning sun, or from the porches of the Ad-

ministration Building when the steeds of the quadriga were gilded by his

setting rays, or from any coign of vantage beneath the soft effulgence of the

midnight moon, came a vision of artistic fitness, perfect, enduring, uplifting.

And at the twilight hour, when the lengthening shadows were penciling the

lagoons, when by sudden and successive impulses electric rays flashed along

the water's edge, along uplifted architrave and gable, and climbed the ribs of
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the great dome, crowning it with a coronet of glory ; when other lights burst

into brilliance rivaling the sunshine ; when great searching beams, like spec-

tral flails, thrashed the air, or poured upon groups of statuary a pure, cold

whiteness like that of driven snow ; and then when from the caverns of the

earth sprang streams of gleaming color, or the heavens throbbed with the

coruscations of jewels that blazed forth like meteors—then the eager and

delighted throngs awoke to a full appreciation of the wondrous things that

science has revealed from the arcana of Nature, and has added to the joys as

well as to the utilities of life.

Nor were such lessons to be learned only in the Court of Honor. By a

turn of the flashing oar the gondola glided from a scene of artistic beauty,

that was nevertheless wholly artificial, to another where Nature seemed

to work in her own free profusion. No
longer within the restraint of marble walls,

the waves washed grassy slopes and sedgy

banks, where tangled thickets grew and

wild flowers bloomed and water fowl con-

cealed their nests. The Wooded Island

was equally a creation of art.

The millions who wandered through

the thoroughfares of Jackson Park, who
skimmed the lagoons in the electric boats

and threaded the mazes of the Rose Gar-

den, and consciously or unconsciously ab-

sorbed the beauty and the art revealed by

decorated walls and towers and domes,

must have carried to their homes impulses

whose beneficial results can hardly be esti-

mated. Everywhere will thought be given

to the adornment of homes, whether pala-

tial or humble, by planting here or there a

noble tree, or sowing the seed of a trailing

vine that may weave its decorative strands

over a shady porch or unsightly wall, or redeeming some neglected nook
with the beauty and perfume of violets or arbutus. We shall learn how
Nature and art, each the supplement of the other, may unite in the em-

bellishment of an urban park or even of an unfrequented wayside. Thus
everywhere will home and its environs become more homelike and more
lovely.

The Exposition will revive among the people of our country, if not of

the whole world, a clearer appreciation of the subtle and satisfying value of

classic architecture and of its perfect adaptation to buildings erected for

large public uses, where ample space may furnish the perspective necessary to

an intelligent understanding of its harmonies.

JAMES C. PEASLEY,

Member of the Directory.
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In certain instances the immense concourses of humanity, gathered for a
single purpose and inspired by similar feelings, lifted the observer into touch
with the infinite, and produced an impression as lasting as it was profound
Two mstances suggest themselves. The day of dedication gathered the
largest audience ever assembled under one roof. It mattered not that the
ostensible purpose of the occasion was absolutely defeated by the vastness of
the multitude. The immense hall was filled with a resonant murmur which
resembled the soughing of the foliage in a boundless forest or the rhythmic
laughter of unnumbered waves, and yet overpowered the reverberating hoof
beats of a troop of cavalry riding through the adjacent aisles. The impres-
sive ceremonies were duly observed ; but the oracles were dumb, no voice
rang through the arched roof. The audience only saw the prayer of the
right reverend ecclesiastic, saw impassioned bursts of oratory and lofty strains
of poetry

;
they heard but faintly strains of far-off music, swelling and reced-

ing
;
yet no one of that great assemblage will ever forget the sense of exulta-

tion that he was permitted a share in the grandeur of that unique and most
impressive ceremony.

On the anniversary of an unprecedented calamity, rehabilitated Chicago
showed that she remembered her destruction only as the day from which to
reckon her grandest achievements, and on that day she passed more than
three fourths of a million people through the portals of the Exposition.
The avenues, the plazas, the buildings, every acre of the great inclosure, were
filled with an ever-moving throng, which was thoroughly responsive to the

inspiration of the occasion and the environment. There was no symbol of

control, for no control was needed. There was no instance of excess, or in-

toxication, or disorder. There was no soldiery, and no police other than the

uniformed servants of the Exposition, who were guides rather than guards.

This vast multitude—intelligent, interested, happy—was itself an Exposition

of the progress and the social status of an educated and free people, moving
amid such scenes of beauty and such treasuries of information.

The exhibits in the great buildings in Jackson Park illustrated in their

several departments a portion of the noblest thoughts of men, but only after

they had been clothed in material forms. But there is a universe of thought,

feeling, aspiration, inspiration, which accepts no such avenue of expression.

It can not be mounted, labeled, catalogued, or inclosed in glass. It touches

the inmost fountains of life, reason, imagination, sensibility, will. It deals

with the humanities, education, the organic Hfe of nations, and religion. It

lies deepest among the springs of human development, which it leads nearest

to the summit of divine perfection. Each human soul, from the cradle to the

grave, lives and moves within two distinct and separate realms. Between

them only subtle influences pass, we know not how. Much there is in either

that can have no counterpart in the other. No great exposition could pre-

sent fully the exponents of the higher forms of human progress, if it made

no provision for the intellectual and spiritual phase, and this phase, hke every
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Other, will submit only to methods of presentation proper to itself. The
spiritual can be only spiritually discerned. To this end an organization was

provided bearing the modest title The World's Congress Auxiliary. Its

significant motto was, '* Not things, but men ; not matter, but mind." From
the opening of the Exposition until the close thereof the Auxiliary main-

tained many series of assemblages, often concurrent, each a practical exposi-

tion of advanced thought in some definite and important field. The spirit of

high endeavor that pervaded these spiritual exhibits emulated the elevated

standards that ruled the material collections ; they were intended to show the

furthest progress made in each specific field of research. These Congresses

were attended by men of eminence, attracted from all parts of the world, and

national lines of differentiation were most wisely erased.

As the dome of the Administration Building was the culmination of the

architectural creations of the Exposition, so was the Parliament of Religions

pre-eminent among the Congresses convened by the Auxiliary. For the

first time, representatives of all. the great creeds exchanged cordial greet-

ings and discussed in friendly spirit, from the same platform, the cardinal

doctrines of their respective beliefs. It did not follow that many, or any,

went away convinced of material error ; but all, as they departed, bore away

to their homes, some of them antipodal, a larger respect for each other's

honesty and integrity, a surer bond of sympathy in their common desire to

banish evil passions from the human soul, and an abiding faith in the brother-

hood of man, the offspring of the ever-living God.

And as with these, so, in some measure, with all the millions who
found illumination at the World's Columbian Exposition. Each of the de-

parting pilgrims bore with him some jewel, discovered during his explora-

tion of the great buildings or acquired while listening at the sessions of the

Auxiliary. More than all, he was filled with a livelier appreciation of the

nationalities with which he had mingled, a higher respect for those dwelling

in other cHmes, a kinder affection for all as sons of the same divine Father,

a recognition that in a certain large sense he had been promoted to citizen-

ship of the world. Who shall estimate the influences, near or remote, of

these lessons in smoothing the asperities that arise between nations, in de-

veloping the hope of universal peace, founded in brotherly affection, and the

substitution of reasonable concession for the arbitrament of war ? Who
shall estimate the stimulus which the Exposition has contributed to dis-

covery, invention, the progress of science, wherever men search in the

arcana of Nature for the laws that govern the material elements in the

universe ? Who shall estimate the inspiration which, imbibed at these

fountains, shall burst forth as springs of living water at unexpected points

all round the world, diffusing truth, right thinking, and a nobler and diviner

life among all the children of men ? Only in the infinite hereafter may the

educational and moral values of the World's Columbian Exposition be ade-

quately computed.
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55. The World's Parliament of Religions, Chicago, 1893 ; by Rev. John

Henry Barrows, D. D., Chairman of the General Committee on Religious

Congresses ; Parliament Publishing Co., Chicago, 1893 ; 2 vols., 8vo, pp. 1600.

(Part IV, comprising the last 220 pages of Vol. II, contains a brief account

of the separate Congresses of some of the leading religious denominations.)

56. The World's Columbian Catholic Congress, 1893 ; J. S. Hyland &
Co., Chicago, 1893; large 8vo, pp. 202. Published in connection with a

history of the Catholic Educational Exhibit, etc., and an epitome of Catholic

Church Progress in the United States; total pp. 713.

57. Judaism at the World's Parliament of Religions, 1893 ; comprising

the papers on Judaism read at the Parliament, at the Jewish Denominational

Congress, and at the Jewish Presentation. Published by the Union of

American Hebrew Congregations. Robert Clarke Co., Cincinnati, 1894;

8vo, pp. 418.

58. The Jewish Women's Congress, held at Chicago, September 4-7,

1893. The Jewish Publication Society of America, Philadelphia, 1894 ; 8vo,

pp. 268.

59. The Columbian Congress of the Universalist Church. Papers and

addresses at the Congress. Universalist Publishing House, Boston and Chi-

cago, 1894; i2mo, pp. 361.

60. The Congress of the Evangelical Assocation ; a complete edition of

the papers presented, September 19-21, 1893. Edited by Rev. G. C. Knobel,

M. A., D. D., Secretary of the Committee of Organization, etc. Published

by Thomas & Mattill, Cleveland, 1894; large i2mo, pp. 333.

61. Friends' Congress (Liberal), 1893. Friends' Presentation in the Par-

liament of Religions, and proceedings in their Denominational Congress

;

ninth month, 19-23. Printed by W. B. Conkey & Co., Chicago ; 8vo, pp. 147.

62. Friends' Congress (Orthodox), 1893. Proceedings printed in the

Christian Worker, Vol. XXIII, Nos. 39, 40, 41. Publishing Association of

Friends, Central Union Block, Chicago, 1893 ; estimated 8vo, pp. 50.
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63. The New Jerusalem in the World's Religious Congresses of 1893.

Edited by Rev. L. P. Mercer ; Western New Church Union, Chicago, 1894

;

small 8vo, pp. 454.

64. The Woman's Branch of the New Jerusalem Church Congress of

1893. Round Table Talks. Western New Church Union, Chicago, 1895 ;

i2mo, pp. 290.

65. Review of the World's Religious Congresses of the World's Colum-
bian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. By Rev. L. P. Mercer, Member General

Committee of Organization. Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago, 1893 ; i2mo,

PP- 334-

66. The Methodist Church Congress of 1893. Proceedings printed in

the Northwestern Christian Advocate, October 4, 1893, Chicago ; estimated

8vo, pp. 168.

67. The Evangelical Alliance Congress of 1893. Christianity Practically

Applied. Discussions of the International Christian Conference, held in

Chicago, October 8-14, 1893 ; edited by Rev. Josiah Strong, D. D., General

Secretary, etc. The Baker & Taylor Co., 5 E. i6th Street, New York; 2

vols., Svo, pp. 1026.

68. The World's Congress of Religions. Edited by Prof. C. M. Stevens,

Ph. D., with an Introductional Review by Rev. H. W. Thomas, D. D.
;

Laird & Lee, Chicago, 1894; i2mo, pp. 363.

69. The World's Congress of Religions ; with an Introduction by Rev.

Minot G. Savage. Arena Publishing Co., Boston, 1893 ;
i2mo, pp. 428.

70. A Chorus of Faith, as Heard in the Parliament of Religions, with an

Introduction by Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, D. D. Unity Publishing Co.,

Chicago, 1893 ; i2mo, pp. 333.

71. The World's Congress of Missions, 1893; Missions at Home and

Abroad. Papers and Addresses compiled by Rev. E. M. Wherry, D. D.,

Corresponding Secretary. Partial publication. American Tract Society,

10 E. 23d Street, New York, 1895 ;
i2mo, pp. 486.

72. The Woman's Missionary Congress of 1893. Woman in Missions.

Papers and Addresses presented at the Woman's Congress on Missions, Oc-

tober, 1893 ;
compiled by Rev. E. M. Wherry, D. D. Partial publication.

American Tract Society, 10 E. 23d Street, New York, 1894; i2mo, pp. 229.

y^ The Young Men's Christian Association Congress of 1893. Pro-

ceedings printed in the Young Men's Era, Vol. XIX, 11 76, 1226, 1233,

Chicago, 1893 ;
quarto, pp. 15 ;

estimated 8vo, pp. 30.

74 The Free Religious Association Congress, 1893. Proceedmgs prmt-

ed with those of the Twenty-sixth Annual Meeting of the Free Religious

Association of America, auxiliary to the World's Parliament of Religions.

Published by the Free Religious Association, Boston, 1893 ;
8vo, pp. 102.

75 The Theosophical Congress, held by the Theosophical Society at the

Parliament of Religions, American Section Headquarters T. S., 144 Madi-

son Avenue, New York, 1893 ;
8vo, pp. 105.
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76. The Christian Science Congress of 1893. Report printed in the

Christian Science Journal of November, 1893. Christian Science Publish-

ing Co., 62 Boylston Street, Boston ; 8vo, pp. 34.

77. The World's Congress of Religions ; Addresses and Papers delivered

before the Parliament, and an Abstract of the Denominational Congresses

;

edited by J. W. Hanson, D. D. ; W. B. Conkey & Co., Chicago, 1894;

large 8vo, pp. 11 96.

78. Neely's History of the Parliament of Religions and Religious Con-

gresses at the World's Columbian Exposition. Edited by Prof. Walter R.

Houghton.' F. T. Neely, Chicago, 1893 ; large 8vo, pp. looi.

79. The Congress of Religions at Chicago in 1893 ; by G. Bonet-Maury,

Professor of the Faculty of Protestant Theology of Paris; 79 Boulevard

Saint-Germain, Paris, 1895 ; with 14 portraits; i2mo, pp. 346.

80. The Catholic Congress and the World's Religious Congresses at Chi-

cago in 1893; by Michel Zmigrodzki, Krakow, Austria; PoHsh ; 8vo, pp. 86.

81. The Reunion of Christendom; a paper for the Parliament of Re-

ligions, by Philip Schaflf, D. D., LL. D. ; Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York, 1893; 8vo, pp. 45.

82. An Exposition of Confucianism
;
prepared for the Parliament of

Religions by Pung Kwang Yu, Secretary to the Imperial Chinese Legation

at Washington, and Delegate to the World's Congress Auxiliary
;
printed

by David Oliphant, Chicago, 1893 ; 8vo, pp. 50.

83. Outlines of the Doctrines of the Nichiren Sect, by Nissatsu Aral

;

with the life of Nichiren, founder of the Sect. Printed for the Nichiren

Sect, Tokyo, Japan, 1893 ;
8vo, pp. 18.

84. Unity and Ethics and Harmony in Religion ; based on the Old and

New Testaments and the Koran, by Christophore Jibara, Archimandrite of

the Apostolic and Patriarchal Throne of the Orthodox Church in Syria, etc.

Translated from the Arabic by Anthon F. Habdad, B. A., President College

of Beirut ; together with a letter addressed to the World's Congress of Re-

ligions. Acton Publishing Co., New York, 1893 ; 8vo, pp. 57.

85. The Divine Wisdom of the Indian Rishis ; or the Essence of the

Hidden Vedic Truths and Yoga Philosophy. Originally written for the

World's Religious Parliament by Swami Shivgan Chand
; Oriental Press,

Lahore, India, 1894; 8vo, pp. 96.

86. The Dawn of a New Religious Era, by Paul Carus, Ph. D. ; The
Forum, November 18, 1893; The Monist, April 18, 1894; 8vo, pp. 20.

—

The same number of the Monist also contains an article on The Parliament

of Religions, by Gen. M. M. Trumbull
; pp. 22.

87. Proposal of Two Parliaments of Religion in 1900, by Bishop John
P. Newman, of the Methodist Episcopal Church. The Independent, New
York, January 18, 1894.—The same paper contains Words of Congratulation

to the Parliament of Religions by Purushottam Balkushua Joshi, of Bom-
bay ; 8vo, pp. 6.
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88. The Parliament of Religions, by Rev. F. A. Noble, D. D. The Ad-
vance, Chicago, January 17, 1895 ; 8vo, pp. 3.

89. The Friendship of the Faiths, by Louis- James Block, inscribed to
the International Congress of Religions. Chicago, Charles H. Kerr & Co.,
1893 ; i2mo, pp. 16.

90. Missions as seen at the Parliament of Religions, by H. R. Bender,
D. D. Methodist Review, November-December, 1895, New York and Cin-
cinnati

; 8vo, pp. 6.

91. An Essay on Religion for the Parliament of Religions : Thoughts Re-
garding a Classification of Information contained in the Religious Books of
the World, by Ishar Parshad. Mitra Press, Lahore, India, 1893 ; 8vo, pp. 20.

92. The Parliament of Religions, a Retrospective Survey, by George
Dana Boardman, D. D., LL. D. Philadelphia, National Baptist print, 1893

;

8vo, pp. 20.

93. The White City and the Parliament of Religions ; two sermons by
Rev. M. J. Savage. Boston, George H. Ellis, 1893; 8vo, pp. 32.

94. Science a Religious Revelation ; by Dr. Paul Carus. An address

delivered on September 19. 1893, before the World's Congress of Religions.

Chicago, The Open Court Publishing Co., 1893 '• i2mo, pp. 21.

95. Congress of the Reformed Church in the United States
;
papers

edited by the Rev. Ambrose Schmidt, 216 Shady iVvenue, Pittsburg, Pa.
;

printed in the Reformed Quarterly Review.

Science and Philosophy.

96. The World's Congress on Astronomy and Astro-Physics, 1893 ;

Twenty-one papers published in Astronomy and Astro-Physics, for October,

November, and December, 1893 ; and January, February, and March, 1894.

Carleton College, Northfield, Minn. ; Wesley & Co., 28 Essex Street, Strand,

London ; large 8vo, pp. 97.

97. Memoirs of the International Congress of Anthropology, 1893. Ed-

ited by C. Staniland Wake. Schulte Publishing Co., Chicago, 1894; 8vo,

PP- 375-

98. The World's Congress on Chemistry, 1893; Proceedings printed in

the Journal of the American Chemical Society, commencing in No. 6 of

Vol. XV and extending into Vol. XVI. Edited by Edward Hart, J. H.

Long, and Edgar F. Smith. Chemical Publishing Co., Easton, Pa.
; 8vo,

pp. 420.

99. The International Meteorological Congress. Published by authority

of the Secretary of Agriculture, Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C,

1894-95 ; Parts I, II, and III ; 8vo, pp. 572.

100. Proceedings of the International Electrical Congress, Chicago, Au-

gust 21-25, 1893. Published by the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers, 12 West 31st Street, New York, 1894; 8vo, pp. 489.
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loi. The World's Psychical Science Congress, 1893. Forty papers printed

in Religio-Philosophical Journal, Chicago, August 26, 1893, to October 13,

1804; estimated 8vo, pp. 540.

102. Our Need of Philosophy ; an Appeal to the American People, by Dr.

Paul Carus. An address delivered on August 24, 1893, before the World's

Congress on Philosophy, at Chicago, 111. Chicago, The Open Court Pub-

lishing Co., 1893 ; i2mo, pp. 14.

103. Mathematical papers read at the International Mathematical Con-

gress, held in connection with the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago,

1893 ; edited by the Committee of the Congress, E. Hastings Moore, Oskar

Bolza, Heinrich Maschke, Henry S. White. New York, The Macmillan

Co., for the American Mathematical Society, 1896 ; 8vo, pp. 411.

Sunday Rest.

104. The Sunday Problem ; its Present Aspects, Physiological, Indus-

trial, Social, Political, and Religious. Papers presented at the International

Congress on Sunday Rest, Chicago, September 28-30, 1893. James H.

Earl, 178 Washington Street, Boston, 1894; i2mo, pp. 338.

Temperance.

105. The World's Temperance Congresses of 1893. Edited by J. N.

Stearns. National Temperance Publishing House, 58 Reade Street, New
York, 1893 ; two vols, 8vo, pp.1029.

106. The World's Woman's Christian Temperance Union Congress, Oc-

tober, 1893. The Temple, Chicago, 1894; 8vo, pp. 302.

107. The World's Vegetarian Congress of 1893. Edited by Charles W.
Forward. Printed in the Hygienic Review for October, 1893. Memorial

Hall, Farrington Street, London, E. C. ; large 8vo, pp. 222.

Woman's Progress.

108. The World's Congress of Representative Women. Edited by May
Wright Sewall, Chairman Committee of Organization. Rand, McNally &
Co., Chicago, 1894; 2 vols., pp. 958.

General Publications.

{Relating to the Congresses in General^

109. Report of Marquis Louis de Chasseloup-Laubat, Civil Engineer,

Special Commissioner to the World's Congresses of 1893, etc., under the

direction of M. Camille Krantz, Commissioner General of the French Re-

public to the World's Columbian Exposition ; to the Minister of Com-
merce and Industry, etc. Paris, National Chambers, 1894 ;

4to, pp. 400.
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iio. Report of the British Royal Commission on the Chicago Exhibi-
tion of 1893, by Sir Richard E. Webster, G. C. M. G., Q. C, M. P., Chair-
man, and Sir Henry Trueman Wood, M. A., Secretary. Including a brief
account of the World's Congresses in general, and of the Electrical Congress
in particular, with a list of the British representatives in the Congresses.
Printed in the Journal of the Society of Arts for May, 1894, London ; large
8vo, double column, pp. 65.

111. Review of the Congresses held under the World's Congress Aux-
iliary of the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893, by Michel
Zmigrodzki, Krakow, Austria, 1895 ; Polish; 8vo, pp. 105.

112. The World's Congress Auxiliary and the Congresses held under its

auspices. The Book of the Fair ; Bancroft Co., Chicago ; Chap. V, Part II,

pp. 69-77 ; Chap. VI, Part III, pp. 97, 98 ; Chap. XXVI, Part XXIV, pp.'

921-955 ; total folio, pp. 43-8VO, pp. 172.

113. Kirkland's Story of Chicago; The World's Congresses of 1893.
Dibble Publishing Company, Vol. II, pp. 65-84.

114. The Story of the Congress on Africa, by Frederic Perry Noble,
Secretary of the Congress; Our Day, October 18, 1893. Boston, Mass.,

8vo, pp. 39.

Articles in Periodicals.

115. Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia for 1892 and 1893; a general de-

scription of the Exposition, and a brief account of the Congresses held in

each department, with a separate article on the Parliament of Religions.

1 1 6. The World's Congress Auxiliary and the World's Congresses of

1893 ; The Dial, Chicago, December, 1892, July, August, September, and

November, 1893.

117. The Cosmopolitan Magazine, New York, for September, 1893; 95
pages given to descriptions of the Exposition by various authors, with many
illustrations.

1 1 8. The Congress of Religions in Chicago, by Prince Serge Wolkon-

sky. The European Messenger, St. Petersburg, Russia, March, 1895; 8vo,

pp. 25.

119. The Real Significance of the World's Parliament of Religions, by

Prof. F. Max MuUer ; The Arena, December, 1894; 8vo, pp. 14.

120. Results of the Parliament of Religions, by Rev. John Henry Bar-

rows, D. D., Chairman of the Parliament; The Forum, September, 1894;

large 8vo, pp. 14.

121. The Parliament of Religions in America, by Emilio Castelar, for-

merly President of the Spanish Republic. The Independent, New York,

May 31, 1894; 8vo, pp. 3.

122. The Parliament of Religions, by Rev. George Dana Boardman,

D. D., LL. D. ; The Independent, New York, December 27, 1894; January

10, 1895 ; 8vo, pp. 10.
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123. The Congress of Religions, by George Washburn, D. D., President

of Robert College, Constantinople, Turkey ; The Independent, New York,

January 24, 1895 ; 8vo, pp. 2.

124. The Parliament of Religions, by Rev. Henry H. Jessup, D. D., of

Beirut, Syria ; The Outcome of the Parliament of Religions, by Prof. George

E. Post, of Beirut, Syria ; Christianity in the Parliament of Religions, by

Rev. James S. Dennis. The Evangelist, New York, February 7, 1895 ;

8vo, pp. 5.

125. The World's Religious Congresses of 1893, by Rev. Simeon Gilbert,

D. D., and Prof. F. Max Miiller ; Review of the Churches, November, 1893,

New York ; 8vo, pp. 9.

126. The Genesis of the Religious Congresses of 1893, by the President

of the World's Congress Auxiliary. New Church Review, January, 1894;

New Church Union, Boston ; 8vo, pp. 28.

127. The World's Parliament of Religions, by the President of the

World's Congresses of 1893 ; and the World's Religious Parliament Exten-

sion, by Paul Carus, Ph. D. ; The Monist, April, 1895. Open Court Publish-

ing Company, Chicago ; 8vo, pp. 33.

128. The World's Congresses of 1893 ; Review of Reviews, New York,

April and October, 1892 ; April and July, 1893 ; and March, 1894.

Among the Congresses whose proceedings are still unpublished are those

on the Public Press, Medico-Climatology, Medical Jurisprudence, Social Pu-

rity, Humane Societies, Insurance, Authors, Ceramic Art, Decorative Art,

Painting and Sculpture, Civil Service Reform, City Government, Patents

and Trade-Marks, Suffrage, Proportional Representation, Geology, Zoology,

Evolution, Social and Economic Science, Profit Sharing, Weights and Meas-

ures, Single Tax, Labor, Farm Culture, Good Roads, Farm Life and Mental

Culture, General Education, College and University Students, Manual and

Art Education, Kindergarten Education, Representative Youth, University

Extension, Education of the Blind, Chautauqua Education, College Frater-

nities, Social Settlements, Higher Education, Colored Educators. These

Educational Congresses were all of the first series ; the proceedings of the

second series are all fully published in the volume hereinbefore noted. The
proceedings of many of the Religious Congresses are still unpublished.

The preliminary publications of the World's Congress Auxiliary, consist-

ing of Announcements by the President and Preliminary Addresses by the

Committees of Organization, make a volume of 1388 octavo pages ; and the

World's Congress Programmes, prepared and printed for the several Con-

gresses, make a volume of 1002 octavo pages. Most of these Preliminary

Publications and Programmes are out of print.
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Abbott, A. A., appointment of, ii, 208.

Abbott, Lyman, port., iv, 244.

Aberdeen, Countess of, applied for space, i, 214 ;
port.,

iv, 6g.

Abrasives, iii, 171.

Ackerman, William K., elected Auditor, i, 22
;
port., i,

334 ; his resignation and report, ii, 495.

Act of Congress authorizing the Fair, i, 15.

Actor, Chinese, illus., ii, 329.

Adams, Chas. K., port., iv, 177.

Adams cradle, the, ii, 462.

Adams, George E., chairman, iv, l6i.

Adams, Milward, i, 262.

Addams, Jane, port., iv., 218 ; chairman, 219.

Adler, Cyrus, sent to Egypt, i, no.

Adler, Dankmar, port., ii, 205.

Administration Building, from the northeast, illus ,
i, i

;

Jan. 8, 1892, 48 ; site of, illus., 93 ; inscriptions on,

171 ; scene in front of, on Opening Day, illus., 346 ;

view of, from bridge, illus., 498 ; at night, illus., ii,

I
;
group on, illus., ii, 314.

Admission fees, i, 106.

Admissions and Collections, Bureau of, i, 326.

Advertisement, early steamboat, iii, 243.

Advertising, cost of, ii, 31.

Agriculture Building, statues for, illus., i, 66 ;
February

3, 1892, illus., 142 ; southwest comer of, March 17,

1892, illus., 152 ; April 23, 1892, illus., 181 ; illus., ii,

32 ;
gallery in, illus., 41

I
main entrance, illus., 35 ;

panel in, illus., 39 ; view of interior, illus., 40 ;
group

on, 514.

Agriculture, Department of, ii, 32 ;
exhibits, illus., 111, 1

etseq.
;
persons in charge of, 40-46 ;

literature, 50 ;

women's exhibits, 452 ;
Department of, 503.

Agricultural implements, exhibits of, illus., iii, 49 I
lab-

oratory, illus., 51.

Air compressors, ii, 195.

Air, group, illus., ii, 516.

Alarman, Richard, ii, 43°-

Alaskan Village, model of, illus ,
ii, 347-

509

Alaskans, group, illus., i, 479.

Aldis, Owen F., port., i, 36.

Algerian, an, illus., ii, 329.

Algerian and Tunisian Villages, illus., ii, 334, 337.

Algerian Village, the, ii, 340 ; iii, 438.

Alkalies, iii, 259.

Allen & Co., exhibit, illus., iii, 55.

Allen, G. W., port., i, 303.

AUerton, S.W., port., i, 312.

Alliance Israelite Universelle, the, ii, 272.

AUis engine, illus., ii, igo.

Allison, James, made Chief of Department of Manu-

factures, ii, 225.

Allison, James, port., ii, 223.

Altgeld, Governor, speech by, i, 492.

Aluminium, iii, i8o.

Alvord, J. W., engineer, i, 148, 175.

Amateur athletic day, i, 444.

America, naming of, i, 2.

American Watch Company, pavilion, illus., iii, 293.

Amusements, i, 478 et seq.

Ancient Order of Foresters' Day, i, 426.

Ancient Order of United Workmen's Day, i, 462.

Ancient religions, games, and folklore, ii, 329.

Ancient sculpture, casts of, illus., ii, 330.

Andrews, Alex. B., port., ii, 462.

Andrews & Co., pavilion, illus., iii, 266.

Angel of Death and the Sculptor, illus., iii, 411.

Angell, James B., President, iv, 169 ;
port., 205.

Angling, pavilion, ii, 134 ; tournaments, 141.

Angora goat skins, illus., iii, 318.

Animal products, iii, 60.

Animal trainer, illus., iii, 445.

Ansonia Electric Company, pavilions of, illus., iii, 374.

Anthropological Building, decision upon, i, 166 ; ii,

318 ; illus., 314 ; view in, illus., iii, 418 ;
annex, ii,

316 ; laboratory, illus., ii, 349.

Antimony, iii, 184.

Appleton & Co., exhibit, illus., iii, 353.

Appleton, Nathan, ii, 374.
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Applications, statistics of, i, 219.

Appointments in Construction Department, i, 150.

Approacli by water, illus., i, 493.

Arab encampment, ii, 335.

Arboriculture, iii, 144.

Archaeology, instruction in, ii, 319.

Arch joint, illus., i, 154.

Arch of the Peristyle, seen from the Lake, illus., i,

494.

Arches of Manufactures Building, raising, illus, i, 73.

Architects, selected, i, 44 ; meeting of, i, 136 ; list of,

172.

Architecture, house, iii, 357.

Ardeshir & Byramji, exhibit, illus., iii, 285.

Arizaga, Senor M. N., port., ii, 373.

Arkansas Building, ii, 433 ; view with Governor and

staff, 434 ; exterior, illus., iv, 123.

Armenian Church, the, iv, 298.

Armory of Battery D, illus., i, 21.

Army medical service, iii, 497.

Arnett, B. \V., port., iv, 291.

Arnold, C. D., port., iii, 354.

Arnold, Edwin, quoted, iv, 285.

Art Building, the, i, 156.

Art Congresses, iv, 338.

Art exhibits, iii, 396 et seq.

Art, function of, in the kindergarten, iv, i86.

Articles written, statistics of, ii, 13.

Artificial flowers, iii, 467.

Art Institute, illus., iv, i.

Artists, American, advisory committees of, ii, 391 et seq.

Artists and their work, i, 177.

Art metal work, iii, 279 ; women's exhibit, 455.

Arts of Peace, The, tympanum, illus., i, i.

Asbestos, iii, 174.

Ashley, Mrs. Susan R., port., i, 22 1.

Asphaltum, iii, 167.

Assay laboratory, ii, 173.

Assembly Hall, Woman's Building, illus., iii, 451.

Assignments, statistics of, i, 219.

As you Like it, played in the Sylvan Dell, illus., 432.

Attendance, statistics of, i, 474 ; largest, 483 ; in Octo-

ber, 485 ; total paid, ii, 505.

Atterbury, W. W., chaiiinan, iv, 325 ;
port., 326.

Atwood, Charles B , made Designer in Chief, i, 146
;

port., 157.

Australian hut, illus., ii, 329.

Austria Day, i, 427.

Austrian pavilion, illus., ii, 228.

Austrian Village, ii, 342.

Avery, Rachel F., made Secretary of Committee on Or-
ganization, iv, 16 ; illus., i8.

Awards, Woman's Committee on, i, 221 ; ii, 503.
Axe, Gladstone's, iii, 94.

Ayer, Edward E., presented collection, ii, 501.

Azarias, Brother, paper, iv, 373

Bacteria, iii, 340.

Badges, illus, i, 222.

Baker & Co., their building, illus., iii, 35.

Baker, Asher C, appointed Superintendent of Marine
Exhibit, ii, 208, 364.

re-elected President,

Baker, Ethel, chairman, iv, 219.

Baker, Lieut., ii, 364.

Baker, William T., port, i, 84

100 ; resignation, 105.

Baking powders, iii, 16.

Baldwin & Pennington, ii, 458.

Baldwin, Charles H., appointed, i, 92.

Balincourt, Comte de, i, 492.

Ballard, C. W., quoted, iv, 84.

Balloon ascension, illus., i, 459.

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, right of way, i, 96.

Baltimore Decorative Art Society, exhibits, illus., iii,

465.

Baltimore public schools, exhibit, illus., ii, 254.

Band stands, i, 167 ; illus., 468.

Banking houses, letters to, ii, 11.

Banking, State and Territorial, iv, 158.

Barker, Helen M., port., i, 224.

Barrett, J. P., port., ii, 284 ; Chief of Department of

Electricity, ii, 286.

Barrington, C. V., made Assistant Auditor, i, 150
;
port.,

ii> 497-

Barrows, John H., chairman, port., iv, 221 ; address,

332.

Barrows, Walter M., chairman, iv, 317.

Bartlett, Caroline J., address, iv, 54.

Bassett, Lieut. F. S., chairman, iv, 175 ;
port., 176.

Bates, Mary D., ii, 435.

Battle ship Illinois, building of, August 15, 1891, illus.,

i, 122 ; October 23, 1891, illus., 124.

Bauer, Theodore, port., ii, 387.

Bazaar of all Nations, i, 74

Beach, E. C, address by, iv, 327.

Beach, W. H., i, 150.

Beans, iii, 23 ; Wisconsin exhibit of, illus , 24.

Beauty, Congress of, iii, 444.

Beckwith, Carroll, port., iii, 400.

Bedouin, a, illus., i, 508.

Bee exhibit, iii, ig.

Beet-sugar exhibit, illus., ii, 469 ;
plant, illus., iii, 19.

Begonias, iii, 140.

Belfield, H. H., chairman, iv, 208.

Belgian pavilion, illus., ii, 230.

Belgian section, view in, illus., 317.

Bell Telephone Company, ii, 294.

Bellamy, Mrs. Frederick P., work on library, i, 250.

Bellstedt & Ballenberg's Band, i, 472.

Belts, iii, 204.

Beman, Solon S., architect, i, 429 ;
port., ii, 157.

Benson, Archbishop, letter from, iv, 225.

Bentley, Joseph, paper by, iv, 106.

Berger, M., his collection, i, 217.

Bertolette, D. N., ii, 364.

Besant, Walter, chairman, address by, iv, 162
;
port.,

163.

Bessey, Martha, designer of badge, i, 222.

Bible Society's Exhibit, the American, illus., ii, 277 ;

work of, iv, 324.

Bibliography, iv, 497.

Bicycles, iii, 236 ; exhibit, iii, 248.

Bidlake, John, Superintendent of Isolated Exhibits, ii,

316, 317.
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Billings, C. K. G., port., iii, 388.

Bird's-eye view, ii, 13.

Birkhoff, George, Jr., port., iii, 47.

Bitter, Karl, port., ii, 104.

Bixby, A. R., presided, ii, 122.

Bixby, James T., address, iv, 471 ;
port., 472.

Blackmar, F. W., address by, iv, 173.

Blackmar, Paul, Superintendent of Collections, port., i,

83. 333-

Blaine, Secretary James G., ii, 373.

Blanchard, George R., port., iv, 132.

Blashfield, Edwin H., port., iii, 415.

Blatchford, Mrs. E. W., chairman, iv, 185.

Bliss, E. M., address by, iv, 317.

Block, Louis J., paper, iv, 403 ;
port., 407.

Blowers, iii, 208.

Board of Reference and Control, i, 30.

Boarding house for workmen, illus., i, 38.

Boardman, George D., port., iv, 334 ; address by, 335.

Boas, Franz, ii, 317 ;
quoted, 344.

Boats, iii, 237.

Bock, Richard W., port., iii, 515.

Bocking & Co. exhibit, illus., iii, 181.

Bodtker, Sarah, designer, i, 221.

Bohemia Day, i, 426.

Bohemian garnet store, group at, illus., iii, 433.

Boiler House, ii, ig6.

Boiler room in annex of Machinery Hall, illus., ii, 192.

Boilers used, ii, 191.

Bolivar, statue of, illus., 1, 419.

Bonds, sale of, i, 65 ; taken by railroad compan ies, 7 ?.

Bonfield, John, port., i, 372.

Bonney, Charles C, President of World's Congress

Auxiliary, i, 88
;
port., iv, i ; made President of the

Congress, 3 ; addresses by, 8, 82, 103, 118, 180, 339,

411, 481.

Bookbinding apparatus, iii, 224.

Books, iii, 348 et seq.

Booth, Maud B., address by, iv, 62
;
port, 63.

Booth, William, letter, iv, 230.

Bomer, William, port., iii, 147.

Bourne, E. G., address by, iv, 171.

Bovril, exhibit of, iii, 26.

Boyington & Co., ii, 444.

Brackett, Fred, i, 123.

Bradwell, J. B., chairman, iv, 338 ;
address, 354 ;

port.,

3';5-

Bradwell, Myra, port , iv, 27.

Brahmo-Somaj, iv, 251.

Brainard, Harriet C, chairman, iv, 193.

Brand's Cincinnati Band, i, 472.

Brandy, iii, 116.

Brazil, ii, 411 ; educational exhibit, 272.

Brazil Day, i, 439.

Brazilian Building, illus., i, 440 ;
section, illus., iii, 206.

Bread, biscuit, etc., iii, 14.

Bridge in Department of Liberal Arts, illus., ii, 248.

Brigge, Warren R., ii, 441.

Bristol, Frank M., port., iv, 276.

British educational exhibit, ii, 271.

British Empire Day, i, 427-

British Guiana's exhibit, illus , iii, 9.

Bronzes, iii,' 281 ; Russian, illus., 283.

Brooklyn Day, i, 413.

Broom brigade, illus., i, 257.

Brooms, iii, 23.

Brown, A. Page, ii, 435.

Browne, Francis F., services, iv, 169 ;
port., 178.

Brush Electric Company, ii, 294.

Bruwaert, Edmond, port., i, 130.

Bryan, E. C, appointed, ii, 116.

Bryan, Thos. B., elected Vice-President, i, 22
;
port., i,

25, 127
;
goes to Rome, ii, 392 ; deputy commis-

sioner, ii, 418.

Buchanan, Wm. I., port., ii, 32; appointed Chief of

Department of Agriculture, 33 ; takes charge of live

stock, 59 ; takes charge of Department of Forestry,

ii, 78.

Buckeye engine, illus., iii, 199.

Buckstaff, Florence G., address, iv, 435.

Buddhism, iv, 273.

Budget Committee, created, i, 46, 55.

Budget of August, 1892, i, 67 ; of January, 1893, 68.

Budgets, i, 398.

Buffalo Hunt, illus., iii, 408.

Buildings, i, 33 ;
plan for securing designs, 43 ; ap-

proaching completion, illus., i, 315, 340.

Burial, Haida modes of, ii, 352.

Burke, Mrs. William E., address by, iv, 6g.

Burleigh, Mrs. Edwin C, port., i, 200.

Burls, etc., from Minnesota, illus., iii, 102.

Burnham & Root, appointed, i, 38.

Burnham, Daniel H., appointed Chief of Construction,

i, 43. 135 ; elected Director of Works, 105 ;
port.,

134 ; speech, 275 ; resignation, ii, 491 ; report, 493 ;

chairman, iv, 338.

Burt, B. C, paper, iv, 410.

Buiying ground, Peruvian, illus., iii, 420.

Bush, L. L., collector, ii, 344.

Bushnell, J. E., paper, iv, 410.

Business colleges exhibit, ii, 262.

Butchers' Day, i, 431.

Butler, Edward B., port., i, 326.

Butler, John M., i, 123.

Butler, Nathaniel, Jr., chairman, iv, 212.

Butler, William A., address by, iv, 328.

Butter, exhibit of, ii, 50.

Butter, tests of, iii, 29.

Butterworth, Benjamin, elected Secretary, i, 22, 87 ;

port., 29 ; appointed Solicitor-General, 88.

Cabell, Mrs. W. D., address by, iv, 24.

Cabinet woods, iii, 99, 103, 105.

Cable, George W., chairman, address by, iv, 166
;
port.,

iv, 167.

Cables, i, 181 ; steel, illus., iii, 179, 314.

Cacti, illus., iii, 149, 454.

Cadets, camped, i, 379 ;
drill, illus

, 430 ; iv, 81.

Cairo, street, ii, 335, 34° ; iii, 439 I
ii'us., 440.

Caledonia Day, i, 423.

California Building, ii, 435 ; interior view, 437, 439 ;

exterior, iv, 136.

California Day, i, 440.

California Pioneer Day, i, 424.
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California Room in Woman's Building, illus., i, 227, 245.

Cameron, H. C, address by, iv, 197.

Camp Herbert, illus., iii, $12.

Camp, Isaac N., port., iii, 63.

Campbell, Alexander, appointed Commissioner, i, 123.

Canada, educational exhibit, ii, 271, 412 ; forestry

products, illus, iii, 104; mining section, illus., l6i
;

building, iv, 52.

Candelabrum, illus., iii, 482.

Canfield, President, address by, iv, 197.

Cannas, illus., iii, 138.

Canned goods, iii, 25.

Canoes, iii, 253.

Cape Colony's exhibit, illus., iii, 13.

Capons, stuffed, illus., iii, 65.

Captive balloon, illus., iii, 434.

Caravels, Santa Maria, illus., i, 6 ; in South Inlet, illus.,

485, 404 ; building of, ii, 378 ; route to Chicago, 380.

Carbonic Acid Company, illus., iii, 198.

Carhart, President, of Board of Electrical Awards, ii, 3 1 2.

Caricatures, i, 160.

Carlisle, William K., appointed, i, 92.

Carnot, Mme., interest of, i, 215.

Carpenter & Wilson, ii, 479.

Carpets, iii, 301.

Carriage-Makers' Day, i, 451.

Carriage section, exhibits, illus., iii, 236.

Carse, Matilda, her plan, i, 220
;
port., iii, 487.

Carus, Paul, paper, iv, 410.

Carved panels by women, iii, 470.

Casino, Music Hall and Peristyle, illus., i, 464 ; iv, 96.

Castle Guard, illus., iii, 437.

Catalogue, official, ii, ig ; advertisements in, 23.

Catalogue seller, illus., 1, 477.

Catherwood, Mary H., address by, iv, 168.

Catholic Education Day, i, 434.

Catholic Total Abstinence Union, iv, 115.

Cattle, iii, 66.

Cauldon chinaware, illus., iii, 271.

Cayvan, Georgia, address by, iv, 39.

Cedar manufactures, iii, 93.

Ceiling decoration, a, illus., ii, 243.

Ceiling, New York Building, illus., ii, 472.

Celadon Terra Cotta Company, pavilion, illus., iii, 267.

Cellulose, iii, 266.

Cement, iii, 175.

Census Office display, iii, 502.

Central American sculpture, illus., ii, 327.

Ceramics, iii, 273 ; Chinese, display, illus., 280 ; women's

exhibits, 455.

Ceremonies, Committee on, i, 104.

Ceylon Building, illus., ii, 410
; 413.

Chadwick, George W., i, 271.

Chalmers, William J., port., i, 397.

Chamberlin, T. C, chairman, iv, 357.

Chant, Laura C, port., iv, 72.

Chanute, Octave, visited Paris, i, 15.

Chapin, Augusta J., chairman, iv, 222.

Chappell, Charles H., port,, ii, 211.

Charging station, illus., i, 380.

Charitable work, ii, 272 ; iii, 338.

Charities and Correction, Bureau of, ii, 249.

Check, facsimile of, illus., i, 476.

Cheese, mammoth, illus., iii, 29.

Chemical National Bank, failed, i, 387 ;
syndicate to

pay depositors, 388.

Chemical products, iii. 259 ; display of, illus., 261.

Cherry, M. O., secured Yukon collection, ii, 329.

Chicago architects, appointed, i, 140.

Chicago Day, i, 453 ; illus., 454.

Chicago, heart city of the continent, i, 3 ; its advan-

tages for a world's fair, 10 ; statistics of, 12.

Chick, E. E., ii, 329.

Chickering & Sons, pavilion, illus., iii, 363.

Child, S. S., ii, 422.

Children's Building, the, i, 167 ; 251 ; illus., 252.

Chime tower, illus., i, 472.

Chinese Theater and Joss House, ii, 338 ; illus., 354.

Chmese Village, iii, 441.

Choruses, 1, 469.

Christian, Princess, conference with, i, 214.

Christianity, iv, 259 ; and evolution, 311.

Chrysostom, Brother, paper by, iv, 403.

Cider, iii, 127.

Cincinnati Room, Woman's Building, illus., i, 230.

Cingalese, group of, illus., iii, 448.

Citrus fruits, iii, 121.

City bonds, issuance of, i, 54.

Clark, Francis E., port., iv, 307.

Clark, John M., port., ii, 499.

Clay-working machinery, ii, 184.

Cleary, J. M., address by, iv, 115.

Cleveland, Grover, address and port., i, 350.

Cliff dwellers, iii, 449.

Cliff dwellings, reproduction, illus., ii, 336.

Clock machinery, iii, 227.

Clock tower, illus., ii, 232.

Closing the Exposition, i, 485.

Clothing and costumes, iii, 301 et seq. ; women's exhib-

its, iii, 458.

Clowry, Robert C, port., iii, 368.

Cloyes, Frederick O., chief of draughting force, i, 147 ;

port., ii, 493.

Coal, iii, 164 ; column, illus., iii, 154 ;
shaft, illus., iii,

165 ; smokeless, illus., iii, 166.

Coal, Grain, and Lumber Dealers' Day, i, 461.

Coalport China Company, display, illus., iii, 274.

Coast survey, iii, 494.

Cobb, Henry I., port., ii, 124.

Codman, H. S., in charge of landscape work, i, 147 ;

tablet, illus., 149 ;
port., ii, 518.

Coffee party, illus., iii, 33.

Coffin, L. S., address by, iv, 327.

Coffin, William A., chapter by, and port., ii, 515.

Coins, souvenir, withheld, i, 69 ; sale of, 70.

Coke, iii, 164.

Cold Storage Building, i, 167 ; fire at, 401.

Cole, Timothy, port., iv, 344, address, 435.

Collections, i, 83.

College Fraternity Day, i, 422.

Colleges, Agricultural, iii, 51.

Collins, J. W., port., ii, 115 ; appointed Chief of Fish-

eries Department, 116.

Colombia, ii, 414.
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Colombia Day, i, 421,

Colonial exhibit by women, iii, 471.
Color switches, illus., ii, 298.

Colorado Building, ii, 440 ; illus., iv, 152.

Colorado Day, i, 443.

Colorado, horticultural exhibits from, illus., iii, 120

;

school exhibit, illus., iii, 343.

Colored People's Day, i, 430.

Colored women, progress of, iv, 76.

Columbia Building, illus., i, 420.

Columbia, statue of, from Agriculture Building, illus.,

i, 510.

Columbian, Daily, illus., i, 349 ; ii, 29.

Columbian Fountain, i, 170 ; illus., iii, 521.

Columbian Guards, i, 369 ; a member of, illus., 370

;

illus., 371.

Columbian half dollars, coinage of, i, 63.

Columbian March, rendered, i, 267.

Columbian Ode, text of, i, 271.

Columbia's Emblem, poem, iv, ig.

Columbus, character of, i, 2 ; statues, ills., 5, 23 ; port.,

296 ; relics of, 371, 428 ; autographs of, ii, 375 ; flag-

ship, anchor of, 423.

Columbus Day, public-school celebration, i, 252, 462.

Columbus Quadriga, the, illus., ii, 524.

Colvin, William H., port., ii, 501.

Colvocoresses, George P., ii, 377.

Commerce and Finance, Congress on, iv, 118.

Commercial Travelers' Day, i, 422.

Commissary Building, the, illus., i, 108.

Commissioners, list of, i, 19.

Commissions sent abroad, i, 59, 113, 127 ; ii, 11.

Committee of Conference, i, 30.

Committee on Ceremonies, i, 104.

Committees, appointment of, i, 90.

Committees of the Board of Directors for i8go, i, 23 ;

for 1892, 100.

Compact, the, i, 28.

Compressors, iii, 207.

Compton, A. H., charge in Forestry Building, ii, 79.

Concas, Capt., commanding caravels, ii, 380.

Concession, i, 71 ; two systems of, 72 ; limitations, 74 ;

lists of, 77, 81 ; revenue from, 335 ; secured financial

success, ii, 505.

Concessionnaire's booths, illus., i, 71, 76.

Condiments, iii, 143.

Confucianism, iv, 232.

Congress, Auxiliary, cost of, iv, 5 ; departments, 6 ; sta-

tistics, 6, 7, 14 ; outline of its organization and work,

iv, I et seq.

Congress, United States, the question of the Fair dis-

cussed before, i, 11.

Congresses in Woman's Building, i, 223.

Congressional committees, i, 61.

Connecticut Building, ii, 441 ; illus., iv, 152

Connecticut Day, i, 457.

Connecticut Room in Woman's Building, illus., i, 233,

247-

•

Conservatories, iii, 145.

Constitution of Illinois, amended, i, 52.

Construction, i, 134 ; last months of, 307.

Contracts, i, 86.

149

Convent of La Rabida, illus., ii, 361 ; a comer of the
interior court, illus., 362, 372.

Cook, Joel, ii, 15.

Cook, Joseph, address by, and port., iv, 322.
Cooke, Susan Gale, port., i, ig6 ; elected Secretary, 207.
Cookery, sanitary, iii, 335.
Cooking apparatus, iii, 311 et seq.

Coonley (Ward), Mrs. L. A., port., iv, 76.

Cooper, Mrs. A. J., address by, iv, 77.
Cooper, Sarah B., address by, iv, 22.

Cope, Edward D., port., iv, 430.
Cope, T. E., paper by, iv, 342.

Copper, iii, 181.

Copyright, iv, 161.

Corkscrews, iii, 228.

Corliss, George, superintendent, ii, 396.
Coronas in the Manufactures Building, illus., i, 184.
Coroyantz, Archague, port., iii, 433.
Corporation, formation of, i, 21.

Corson,Juliet, ii, 275.

Corylon, John, his loan, iii, 248.

Costa Rica Building, illus , i, 448 ; interior view, ii, 417.
Costa Rica Day, i, 445.

Cotton, iii, 41 ; exhibit from Mississippi, illus., iii, 40 ;

fabrics, illus., iii, 296.

Cotton, Gilbert P., ii, 364.

Coues, Elliott, chairman, iv, 357.

Council of Administration, i, 50, 102.

Coupon, a souvenir, illus., i, 453.

Court of Honor, indicated, i, 42 ; discussion of the,

141 ; northwest across, illus., 496 ; looking east, illus.,

352 ;
at night, illus., 4S2 ; looking west, illus., 486

;

looking northeast, illus., 496 ; from the northeast,

illus., ii, 515 ; the west end, illus., iii, 521.

Couzins, Phoebe W., elected Secretary, i, 197.

Cowie, Isaac, his collection, ii, 329.

Cox, Kenyon, port., iii, 406.

Crane, traveling, illus , iii, ig4, 335.

Crawford, J. M., ii, 38g.

Crawford, Mark L., port., iii, 152.

Crfeche, the Fitch, i, 253 ; in the Children's Building,

illus., i, 254.

Cregier, De Witt C, port., i, 7 ; appoints committee,

etc., 9.

Criticism and literature, iv, 164.

Croffut, William A., port, and poem, i, 345.

Croft, W. P., ii, 364.

Crosby Paper Company, exhibit, illus., iii, 262.

Crunden, F. M., chairman, iv, 177.

Culin, Stewart, ii, 317, 329.

Cummins, Joseph, appointed, i, 92.

Cunard Steamship Company, exhibit, illus., iii, 247.

CunlifTe-Owen, Sir P., ii, 12.

Curtice Brothers & Co., exhibit, illus., iii, 128.

Curtin, Roland G., port., iv, g8.

Curtis, Wm. E., in charge of commissioners in Latin-

American countries, i, 11 1 ; envoy to Spain, 340 ; ii,

317 ;
port., 358 ; his plans, 359.

Customhouse transactions, ii, 497.

Cutlery, iii, 317 et seq.

Cutter & Poetz, ii, 443.

Cuylei", Theodore L., port, and address, iv, 109.
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Dahomey Village, ii, 337 ; iii, 443.

Dahomeyan girls, illus., ii, 341 ; mother and child, illus.,

342.

Dairy Building, the, i, 165 ; illus., ii, 32.

Dairy, Test Committee, ii, 50 ; exhibits, 51 ;
illus., iii.,

68
;
products, 27 ; appliances, 32.

Dairymen, meeting of, ii, 46.

Dalles & Hedges, ii, 482.

Damascus house, ii, 335.

Dancer, Kurdish, illus., i, 505 ; in Egyptian theater,

illus., ii, 329.

Danish pavilion, the, illus., ii, 235.

Dartmouth College Day, i, 426.

Dato Sri Amar D'Raja, iii, 38.

Davidson, George, port., i, 458.

Davidson, Thomas, paper by, iv, 371.

Davis, Commander, i, 392.

Davis, George R., conducted campaign in Washing-

ton, i, 13 ; elected Director General, 26 ; addresses,

267, 347 ;
port., iii, frontispiece. «

Davis, N. S., remarks by, iv, 326.

Davis, Seymour, ii, 453, 481.

Day nursery, i, 253.

Deaconess movement, the, iv, 56.

Deaf, schools for the, i, 254.

Deans, James, ii, 344 ;
quoted, 345.

Debt, i, 399.

Decorative and applied arts, paper on, iv, 338.

Dedication Day, entering the grounds, illus., i, 269 ;

scene in Manufactures Building, illus., 287.

Dedication of the buildings, i, 258 ;
programme, 260

;

form of invitation, illus., 262.

Deere & Co., exhibit of, illus., iii, 59.

Delaware Building, ii, 442 ; illus., iv, 168.

Delaware Day, i, 428.

De Lome, Seiior Dupuy, port., i, 485 ;
presents cara-

vels, ii, 380.

Deluz, Mr., address by, iv, 329.

Denmark Day, i, 408.

Denominational Congresses, iv, 331.

Dental irregularity, iv, 89.

Dentistry, Congress on, iv, 81 et seq ; sections of, 87 ;

chemistry, 88.

De Moss family, concerts, i, 471.

Departments, list of, i, 31.

Depew, Chauncey M., port, and oration, i, 295 ; ad-

dress, 459.

Derrick, raising a, illus., i, 45.

Design of the Exposition, seven parts, i, 161.

Dewey, John, paper by, iv, 403.

Dewey, Melvil, chairman, iv, 177 ; address, I98.

De Witt Clinton and train, the, illus., ii, 200.

De Wolff, Dr. Oscar, appointed, i, 38.

Dexter, Seymour, port., iv, 148.

De Young, Michael H., port., ii, 432.

Dialect Society, iv, 175.

Diamond industry, Ki, 163.

Diamond Rocks, illus , ii, 143.

Dick Company, pavilion, illus., iii, 264.

Dickens and Little Nell, illus., iii, 410.

Dickens, F. W., i, 342.

Dickinson, D. S., Superintendent, ii, 208.

Dickinson, John T., port., ii, 482.

Dickinson, Mary Lowe, port., iv, 56.

Diplomatic corps, appearance of, i, 264.

Director General, election of a, i, 25 ; his duties de-

fined, 30 ; banquet to, 490.

Directors, election of Board of, i, 22 ; organization, 33

;

changes in the committees, 74 ;
new members elected,

89.

Distillery, old-time, ii, 44.

Dividend paid on Exposition stock, ii, 501.

Diving apparatus, iii, 195.

Diving Company, iii, 445.

Dixon, Arthur, port., i, 405.

Dogs, show of, ii, 62 ; iii, 83.

Dome platforms, construction of, illus., iii, 136.

Dominion Cotton Mills Company, exhibit, illus., iii, 302.

Dominion Day, i, 415.

Donaldson, H. H., ii, 317, 331.

Donegal Castle, illus., iii, 435.

Doolittle, Judge, chairman, iv, 328.

Dorr, R. E. A., made assistant in Department of Pub-

licity, ii, 3.

Dorset ewe, a, illus., ii, 75.

Dorsey, G. A., ii, 317, 323.

Douglas, Mrs. Frank, ii, 433.

Douglass, Fred., Commissioner, ii, 423 ; address by, iv,

79-

Doulton & Co., ceramics, illus., iii, 272.

Doulton, Heniy, presents group, ii, 421.

Drama, woman and the, discussion of, iv, 30 et seq.

Dredge, James, i, 114 ; his services, 117
;
port., ii, lo.

Dredging, June, 1891, illus., i, 86.

Dress collection, historical, illus., iii, 484.

Dress, ethics of, iv, 64.

Dried fruits, iii, 125.

Druramond, Henry, address and port, iv, 311.

Duct, the, i, 182.

Dudley, Thomas, port., iv, 260.

Duncombe, Mrs. John F., her gift, ii, 452.

Dunham, M. W., ii, 48.

Dunlap, Mrs. George L., port., i, 251.

Dupuy de Lome, presentation, i, 492.

Dyche, Lewis L., exhibit, ills., ii, 454, 456.

Dynamo section, illus., iii, 203.

Dynamos, Westinghouse, iii, 196, igg.

Eagle, Mrs. James P., in charge ofWoman's Congresses,

i, 223 ;
port., i, 249

East Indian bazaar, iii, 441.

East Indian palace, illus., iii, 446.

Ebers, Georg, port., iv, 170.

Eccles, Robert G., address, iv, 455.

Eclectic Physicians and Surgeons, Congress of, iv, 96.

Edison, Thomas A., tower in honor of, ii, 295.

Edmonds, Howard O., port., i, lOO.

Educational and moral value of the Exposition, iv, 488.

Education, Division of, ii, 249 ;
general and higher, iv,

192.

Educational Congresses, iv, 179 ;
exhibits, active, ii,

255 ; collective, 259 ; comparison of, 265 ; iii, 343.

Educational section, illus., iii, 333.

Edwards, William H., ii, 373.
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Eells, Myron, ii, 344.

Egg, the Columbus, iii, 371.

Egyptian schools exhibit, ii, 272 ; temple, iii, 439.
Eisteddfod, i, 437.

Eitel, E. J., letter from, iv, 225.

Eldis, Robert E., ii, 420.

Electric Appliance Company, exhibit, illus., iii, 380.

Electric fountains, ii, 297.

Electric key, illus., i, 352.

Electric-launch ticket office, illus., i, 82.

Electric lights, pillar of, illus., iii, 386.

Electric lighting, contract for, i, 185.

Electrical and Mechanical Service, i, 181.

Electrical carriage, iii, 236.

Electrical convention, ii, 286.

Electrical decorations, ii, 296.

Electrical Department, difficulties arising from patents,

ii, 290.

Electrical exhibits, a group of, illus., iii, 381.

Electrical Forging Company, exhibit of the, illus., iii,

368.

Electricity Building, March 25, 1892, illus., i, 60 ; look-

ing east from, October 26, 1891, illus., in ; north end

of, illus., 155 ; from the northeast and looking north-

west, 2 illus., ii, 284 ; main entrance, illus., 287 ; from

roof of Manufactures Building, illus., 289 ; interior,

illus., 291 ; foundations, 292 ; north half, illus., 300
;

center, illus., 304 ; south half, illus., 309 ; a portion

of west side, illus., 312 ; northwest from, illus., iv, 319.

Electricity, Department of, ii, 284.

Electricity, heating by, iii, 386 ; in surgery, 392.

Electrotyping, iii, 387.

Elevators, iii, 236.

Elgar, Francis, ii, 210.

Elgin Band, i, 472.

Elk, in the Court of Honor, illus., ii, 519.

Ellis, John M., i, 123.

Ellsworth, James W., port., i, 19.

Ellsworth, Mrs. S. P., ii, 434.

Embroideries, iii, 304 ; women's exhibits, 461.

Emergency boat and crew, illus., i, 480.

Emmet, Miss Lydia F., port., i, 239.

Engelhard, G. P., port, ii, 504.

Engineering, exhibit, ii, 278 ; iii, 242 et seq.

Engine, traction, illus., iii, 209.

Engines, iii, 197 et seq.

Engles, Edmund A., Assistant Chief ofArt Department,

ii, 384.

Engraving, wood, iv, 345.

Entering the grounds, Dedication Day, illus., i, 269.

Erie Canal, illus., iii, 238.

Escort of officers, illus., i, 276.

Eskimos, group of, illus., ii, 115 ; and hut, illus., 329.

Eskimo village, ii, 334 ; iii, 449.

Estimates of expenditure, i, 56.

Ethnological exhibit, iii, 417.

Ethnology, Department of, ii, 315 ;
instructions in, 319 ;

section of gallery, illus., 345.

Eulalia Day, i, 409.

Eulalia, Princess, port., i, 392 ; and escort on Midway

Plaisance, illus., 409.

European press, attitude of, ii, 2.

Evans, L. M., superintendent, ii, 79.

Evolution and Christianity, iv, 311.

Excursion train. Railway Day, illus., i, 406.

Executive Department of the Directory, i, 84 ; organi-

zation of, 87.

Exhibit buildings, group of, illus., iii, 76.

Exhibits, warehouses for receipt of, illus., i, 25 ; the

first received, 130 ; movement of, 317 ; unloading,

illus., 318 ;
proportion that remained in the country,

ii. 497-

Expenditure, estimates of, i, 56.

Experiment stations, ii, 51.

Express company's houses, i, 167.

Fabrics, iii, 295 et seq.

Facsimiles of medal and diplomas, i, 234.

Fair as a work of art, the, ii, 515.

Fairchild Bros., booth of, illus., iii, 341.

Fallows, Samuel, port., chairman, iv, 179.

Fans, women's exhibits, iii, 466.

Far-away Moses, port., i, 506.

Farmers' Alliance, the, ii, 53.

Farmer's Boy, the, illus., ii, 72. "

Farming tools, iii, 54.

Farms and farm buildings, iii, 50.

Farrelly, J. H., ii, 373.

Farwell, John V., Jr., port., iii, 258.

Fat stock, iii, 86.

Fearn, Richard L., chairman, iv, 219.

Feam, Walker, port., ii, 506.

Felted goods, iii, 298.

Fences, inclosing the Grounds, i, 169 ; ii, 44.

Ferris Wheel, the, i, 77 ; ii, 340 ; illus., iii, 447 ; de-

scribed, 448.

Fertilizers, value of, iii, 10, 60.

Festival Hall, illus., i, 47, 166, 467.

Fibers, iii, 41.

Fictile materials, iii, 172.

Field, Marshall, endows the Columbian Museum, ii,

500.

Fielding, Brig.-Gen., remarks by, iv, 230.

Filter Company, exhibit, illus., iii, 335.

Filters, germ-proof, iii, 337.

Finance and Ways and Means, i, 51.

Fine-art exhibit in Woman's Building, illus., i, 235.

Fine-art works, statistics of, ii, 404, 407.

Fine Arts Building, 2 illus., ii, 382 ; statuary on, 383 ;

a comer of, illus., 385 ; interior view, 386 ; a detail,

illus., 389 ; sculpture in the west court, illus., 395;

paintings in, illus., 400, 403, 405 ;
the architectural

court, illus., 408.

Fine Arts, Department of, ii, 382
;
promotion in Europe,

387 ;
assignment of space, 397.

Fine-arts exhibit, iii, 396.

Finlayson, William, port., i, 459.

Fire Department, i, 374.

Fire engine, illus., i, 379-

Fire-extinguishing apparatus, iii, 210.

Fire, on January 8, 1894, ii, 499-

Fire patrol, Turkish, illus., iii, 450-

Fire-service houses, i, 166.

First three months, i, 386.
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Fish and Fisheries, Department of, ii, 115 ; women's

exhibits, iii, 453.

Fish Commission, exhibit, illus., iii, 42
;
506.

Fish hatcheries, illus., iii, 510.

Fish, Stuyvesant, port., i, 355.

Fisheries Building, illus., ii, 115 ; a capital on the, illus.,

i, 325 ; main entrance, illus., ii, 118 ; detail of deco-

ration, illus., 121 ; interior view, 123 ; rear court,

illus., 127 ;
Canadian section, illus., 130.

Fisheries, Conference on, ii, 122 ;
list of countries that

exhibited, 131 ; list of States that exhibited, 133 ;

papers read, 141.

Fishermen's Day, i, 448.

Fiske, David, address oy, iv, 197.

Fjielde, Jacob, ii, 465.

Flax, iii, 44 ; seed, 63.

Fletcher, Alice C, ii, 317 ; made Assistant in Eth-

nology, 324.

Fletcher, James, ii, 373.

Floriculture, Bureau of, ii, 94. ; iii, 128,

Florida Building, ii, 442 ; entrance, illus., ii, 443 ; ex-

terior, illus., iv, 168.

Florida section, part of, illus., iii, 130.

Flour, exhibits, iii, 14 ; samples, illus , 64.

Flouring mill, old-time, illus., iii, 15.

Folklore Congress, iv, 175 ; bibliography, 176.

Foods, machinery for, iii, 233.

Foreign buildings, the, ii, 410.

Foreign exhibits, a group of, illus., iii, 316.

Foreign ministers invited to Chicago, i, 112.

Forest botany, iii, 92.

Foresters' Day, i, 426.

Forestry Building, illus., ii, 76 ; interior, 2 illus., 79,

81 ; an aisle in, illus., iii, 87.

Forestry, Department of, ii, 76 ; exhibit, iii, 87 ; ex-

hibit of New York State, illus., 96 ; exhibit of North

Carolina, illus., 100 ; exhibits from Siam, illus., 107.

Forging, electric, iii, 387.

Fort Dearborn and the battle on the Lake Shore,

i. 39-

Fort Wayne Electric Company, display, illus., iii, 370.

Foster, Charles F., port., i, 181.

Foster, Charles H., i, 192.

Foster, R. N., chairman, iv, 357 ; address, 358.

Foundations, test, i, 32 ; described, 158.

Fountain, Columbian, illuminated by search light, illus.,

i, 474; illus., ii, 522.

Fountains, electric, construction of, illus., i, 171, 173.

Four Races, group, illus., ii, 36.

Four Seasons, the, illus., i, 484.

Fox, A. 0., supplies clover, ii, 49.

France, ii, 416.

France's Day, i, 420.

Franklin, statue of, illus., ii, 292.

Eraser & Chalmers, exhibit, illus., iii, 188.

Fraternities, Congress, iv, 219.

Free Religious Association, Congress, iv, 330.

French Building, north end, illus., ii, 418.

French Colonies, building for, illus., ii, 45, 47.
French, Daniel C, port., ii, 398.

French Engineers' Day, i, 442.

French exhibit in Liberal Arts Building, ii, 270.

French Government Building, north end, illus., iii, 431 ;

illus., iv, 23.
^

French newspapers, clippings from, ii, 16,

French pavilion, illus., ii, 238.

French section in Manufactures Building, illus., iii, 291.

French, W. M. R., port., iv, 338.

Friends of Handiwork, ii, 429.

Fritzgardner, Dr., ii, 367.

Frost, Charles S., ii, 457.

Fruits, canned, iii, 126 ; from California, illus., 126.

Fuller, Levi K., his loan exhibit, ii, 282.

Fuller, Melville W., i, 264.

Functions, Department of, i, 478.

Furniture, iii, 268.

Furs, iii, 303.

Gage, Lyman J., port., i, 21 ; elected President of

Board of Directors, 22, 49 ; his argument on question

of cost, 58 ; speech by, 492 ; chairman, address by,

iv, 121.

Galbraith & Fuller, ii, 467.

Gallardo, Seilor C. R., port., ii, 367.

Gallaudet, Thomas H., statue, illus., ii, 283.

Gallery of Honor, i, 226.

Galpin, Kate T., paper by, iv, 23.

Galton, Francis, port., iv, 357 ;
paper by, 371.

Gamewell Company, exhibit, illus., iii, 391.

Garden, the Old-fashioned, illus., iii, 134.

Gardner, H. N., address, iv, 367.

Garrett, Miss, school for the deaf, i, 254.

Gas manufacture, iii, 229.

Gates and fences, ii, 44.

Gates, W. C, ii, 30.

Gearing, iii, 204 et seq.

Gelert, Johannes, port., ii, 402.

Gems and precious stones, iii, 162 ; exhibited by Tif-

fany & Co., illus., iii, 163.

General Electric Company, ii, 294.

Geological survey exhibit, iii, 501.

Geraldine, Dion, 1, 149.

German Building, illus., i, 412 ; interior, illus., ii, 24 ;

room in, illus., iii, 430.

German exhibits, entrance, illus., ii, 246 ; educational,

260, 269 ; electrical, 295.

German section, views in, iii, 309, 376.

German Village, entrance, illus., ii, 318, 338, 340 ; iii,

437-

Germany, ii, 419.

Germany's Day, i, 411.

Gestefeld, Ursula W., address by, iv, 55.

Gibbons, Cardinal, port., iv, 227.

GifTord, Charles A., ii, 471.

Gilbert, Simeon, port., iv, 297.

Gilbert, W. H., Chairman of Dairy Association, ii, 46.

Gilder, Richard Watson, address by, iv, 161.

Oilman, Daniel C, chairman, address by, iv, 194 ;
port.,

195.

Gilraore's Band, i, 472.

Gilroy, Mayor Thomas F., i, 459.

Ginty, Mrs. Flora B., port., i, 209.

Gladden, Washington, port., iv, 281.

Gladstone's axe, iii, 94.
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Glass, manufactures of, iii, 283 et seq. ; Works, Libbey,

446.

Glassware, Bohemian, illus., iii, 287 ; Vienna, illus.,

298 ;
Venetian, 447 ; women's exhibits, 456.

Globe, showing length of tracks, iii, 240.

Gloukhovskoy, P
,
port., iii, 85.

Gloucester, Mass., exhibit, illus., ii, 133.

Glue, iii, 60.

Goats, iii, 82.

Gold and silver ware, iii, 288 et seq.

Golden Circle, i, 4.

Golden door, the, ii, 201 ; illus., 202.

Goldschmidt, Julius, ii, 390.

Gondolas, on the North Pond, illus , i, loi, 384.

Gondolier, a, illus., iv, 487.

Good Roads, League for, ii, 45 ; iii, 50.

Good Templars, iv, 116.

Goode, G. Brown, port., iii, 489.

Goodrich, Casper F , ii, 402,

Gordon, J. Riley, ii, 482.

Gottlieb, Abram, appointed Consulting Landscape Ar-

chitect, I, 38; resigned, 145..

Government Building, January 29, 1892, illus., i, ijg.

Governors, appearance of, i, 264.

Goward, Giistavus, i, 109.

Gracey, J. T., address by, iv, 319.

Grading for the Art Building, illus., i, 98.

Graham, Charles, ii, 14.

Graham, E. R., port., i, 140 ; his offices, 145 ; ii, 492.

Grain exhibit, illus., iii, 3.

Grand Army Day, i, 440.

Grand Basin, July 14, 1891, illus., i, 102
; June 29, 1892,

illus., log ; looking southwest across, illus., 511.

Grand Canal, railroad bridge over, i, 89.

Grand stand in Manufactures Building, illus., i, 278.

Grant, Frederick D., ii, 373, 390.

Grapes, iii, no.

Graves, Mrs. D. W., chairman, iv, 338.

Gray, Elisha, chairman, iv, 357.

Great Britain, ii, 420.

Green, Samuel S., iv, 177.

Greenhouses, model; illus., ii, 114.

Griffis, William E., address by, iv, 321.

Grinding machinery, iii, 229 ; substances, 171.

Grinlinton, J. J., appointed Special Commissioner, ii,

414 ;
port., 415.

Grobler, E. R., port., iii, 45.

Grocer's Day, i, 431.

Grosvenor, C. H., i, 123.

Grounds, i, 33 ; colored map of, 512.

Grounds and Buildings, Committee on, i, 39.

Group on the Peristyle, fragment of, illus., iii, 108.

Grover, O. D., chairman, iv, 338.

Guatemala, ii, 421.

Guatemala Building, the, illus., i, 416.

Guatemala Day^i, 417.

Guerette, Edouard, port., iii, 300.

Guide, official, ii, 17.

Guns, heavy, iii, 328 et seq. ; the largest, illus., 329.

Gunther's Sons' fur exhibit, illus., iii, 304.

Guzman, Dr. G. E., port., ii, 366.

Gymnasium in Children's Building, illus., i, 255.

Gymnastic apparatus, iii, 335 ; illus., 367.

Gypsum, iii, 175.

Haeckel, Ernst, paper by, iv, 449 ;
port., 481.

Hagenback's Zoological Arena, ii, 340 ; iii, 444.
Hailmann, William N., address by, iv, 187.

Hale, Edward E., port., iv, 255.

Hale, W. G., address by, iv, 174, 198.

Hall, G. Stanley, address by, iv, 191
;
port., 192.

Hall, Marjorie, work in nursery, i, 253.

Hallowell, Sara T., Assistant Chief of Department of

Fine Arts, ii, 384.

Handy, Moses P., port., ii, i ; appointed Chief of the

Department of Publicity and Promotion, 2.

Hannum, Louise, paper by, iv, 410.

Hansteen, W., ii, 427.

Hardman, Peck & Co., pavilion, illus., iii, 364.

Harlow, Charles H., ii, 364.

Harper & Brothers, exhibit, illus., iii, 351.

Harper, William R., port., iv, 197.

Harrell, Mrs. S. S., managed literary exhibit, ii, 450.

Harrington, M. W., chairman, iv, 357.

Harris, G. B., port., iii, 244.

Harris, William T., discussed plans for Educational

Department, ii, 253; chairman, iv, 180
;
port., 183;

address, 358, _

Harrison, Benjamin, port , i, 286.

Harrison, Carter H., port., i, 343, 459 ; assassination of,

462, 487.

Harrison, Mrs. Russell, port., i, 211.

Hart, Alice M., address by, iv, 73.

Haskins, C. H., address by, iv, 172.

Hassler, Emil, port., ii, 378.

Hayden, Miss Sophia, port., i, 203.

Hayes, Ellen, address by, iv, 65.

Hayes, Laura, wins third prize, i, 203.

Hayes, Rutherford B., i, 264.

Haynie, J. H., ii, 12.

Hayti Building, illus., ii, 358, 422.

Hayti's Day, i, 426.

Head, Franklin H., port., iii, 333.

Healtheries, the, ii, 272.

Healy, J. F., ii, 374.

Henrotin, Charles, port., i, 126 ; paper by, iv, 139.

Henrotin, Ellen M., made chairman, iv, 160, 328
;
port.,

13-

Henrotin, Fernand, i, 38.

Henry, W. W., address by, iv, 172.

Henshall, J. A., made assistant, ii, 116.

Herald, Chicago, dinner to Commissioners, i, 118.

Herbs, iii, 25.

Herod & Andre, ii, 456.

Heywood, J. C, ii, 373 ; work on Vatican exhibit, ii,

377-

Hide and Seek, group, illus., ii, 445.

Hides, exhibit, illus., iii, 320.

Higgins, Milton O., port., iii, 23.

Higginson, Thomas W., port., iv, 271.

Higher Education, Congress on, iv, 193.

Higinbotham, Harlow D., promotes Exposition inter-

ests, ii, 370 ;
port., 371.

Higinbotham, Harlow N., port., i, frontispiece ; elect-
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ed President of Directory, 105 ;
goes to Europe, 127 ;

address by, 275 ;
presentation speecli, 280 ; breakfast

given by, 356 ; offers resolutions, 488 ;
goes to Rome,

ii, 392 ; critical comments by, 502.

Hill, Charles, address by, iv, 330.

Hill, James G., architect, ii, 415.

Hillis, N. D., address by, iv, 324.

Hinds, H. H., made Marshal of the Show Ring, ii, 67.

Hinduism, iv, 302.

Hindus, illus., i, 510.

Historians, Congress of, iv, 169.

Historical exhibits, illus., iii, 394.

Hitchcock, Romyn, sent to China, i, 109.

Hoff, William B., work in Great Britain, ii, 210.

Hoffaker, K., architect, ii, 419.

Hoisting engine, a, illus., i, 195.

Holabird, William, port., ii, 57.

Holcomb, William H., i, 94 ; made Master of Trans-

portation, 97 ;
resignation, ii, 499.

Holland section, view in, iii, 407.

Homoeopathic Physicians and Surgeons, Congress of,

iv, 92 et seq.

Honey and wax, iii, 20.

H6-o-den builders from Japan, illus , ii, 423, 424.

Hops, exhibits of, iii, 36.

Homsby, J. A., secretary, visits Europe, ii, 286.

Horology, iii, 292 et seq.

Horsburgh, E. L. S., address by, iv, 217.

Horses, display of, iii, 71 ; an American saddle, illus., 82.

Horticultural exhibits, on the Wooded Island, illus., ii,

109 ; chapter on, iii, 109 ; of Missouri, illus., 113 ; of

Canada, illus., 124.

Horticultural Garden, illus., iv, 357.

Horticulture Building, January 26, 1892, illus., i, 132
;

heating of, i, 167 ; illus., ii, 91; east front, illus., 94 ;

dome, illus., 96 ; main entrance, illus., 99 ; statuary

on, illus., 102 ; statue in, 107.

Horticulture, Department of, ii, 91 ; number of exhib-

itors, 105 ; women's exhibits, iii, 452.

Hospital, temporary, February 5, 1892, illus., i, 134 ;

Homoeopathic, 165 ; exhibits, ii, 272.

Hothouses, iii, 145.

Hough, G. W., chairman, iv, 357.

Howard, Gen. O. O., address by, iv, 328.

Howe, Frank M., port., ii, 307.

Howe, George B., ii, 470.

Howe, Julia Ward, port., iv, 60.

Howe, Lois, receives prize, i, 203.

Howison, G. H., paper by, iv, 410.

Hunt, George, ii, 344.

Hunt, Jarvis, ii, 483.

Hunt, Richard M., chosen chairman, i, 136 ; port., ii, 407.

Hunter's cabin, i, 168.

Hunter's camp, ii, 88.

Huntington, L. D., acted as chairman, ii, 124

Huntington, William R., port., iv, 330.

Hutchinson, Charles L., port., iii, 396 ; chairman, iv,

338.

Huxley, Thomas H., letter, iv, 413 ;
port., 447,

Hydraulic apparatus, iii, 195.

Hygeia Building, i, 167.

Hygiene and Sanitation, Bureau of, ii, 249.

Ibrahim Hakky Bey, port., ii, 430 ; made Commissioner

General, 431.

Ice machines, iii, 195.

Ice Railway, ii, 340.

Idaho Building, ii, 443 ; and Kansas, illus., iv, 236.

Illinois Building, view south from, ii, 8 ; interior view,

432 ; main entrance, illus., 444 ; educational exhibit,

illus., 446 ;
pond in, illus., 448 ; the woman's exhibit,

illus
, 449 ; exterior view, illus , iv, 187.

Illinois Central Railroad, changes, i, 94.

Illinois Day, i, 429.

Illinois Pharmacy Building, i, 167.

Illinois Press Association Day, i, 412.

Inception, the, i, 7.

Independence Day, i, 417.

India, ii, 423.

India Building, illus., iv, 159.

Indiana Building, ii, 449 ; and Iowa, illus., iv, 225.

Indiana Day, i, 451.

Indian Association, the Woman's National, iv, 69.

Indian Industrial and Training School, pupils of the,

illus., ii, 279.

Indian Office exhibit, iii, 503.

Infantile exhibits, ii, 262.

Inland seas, development around, i, 2.

Innes's Band, i, 472.

Inquiry Rooms, iv, 332.

Inscriptions on the Peristyle, illus., i, 164.

Insects, injurious, illus., iii, 53, 98.

Insurance, i, 319.

Interior Department, exhibit, iii, 503.

Intramural car houses, i, 167.

Intramural Railway, i, 380.

Inventions, new era of, i, 2.

Invitation to Dedication ceremonies, illus., i, 262.

Iowa Building, ii, 451; view in, 452; and Indiana,

illus., iv, 225.

Iowa Day, i, 449.

Iowa State Band, i, 472.

Ireland, home industries in, iv, 73.

Ireland, John, made chairman, and port., iv, 102 ; ad-

dresses by, 104, 330.

Irish Day, i, 451.

Irish Villages, ii, 340, 341 ; entrance, illus., 356 ; iii,

435 ; cottage in, illus., 449.

Ironware exhibit, illus., iii, 192.

Irrigation, potency of, iii, 7.

Isolated exhibits, iii, 433.

Italian Day, i, 457.

Italian pavilion, illus., ii, 240.

Ives, Halsey C, i, 127 ;
port., ii, 382 ; appointed Chief

of Department of Fine Arts, 383 ;
journey to Europe,

385 et seq.

Xvavj, iii, 287.

Izaak Walton Day, i, 424.

Izaak Walton House, ii, 116.

Jack, a premium, illus., iii, 80.

Jackson Park, views in, i, 10, 17 ; Olmsted and Cod-

man's report on, 35 ; site accepted, 38.

Jackson, Sheldon, secured collection, ii, 329.

Jacobi, Mary Putnam, address by, iv, 42.
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Jacobson, Fillip, ii, 344.

James, Miss M. S. R., chairman, iv, 178.

Jamieson, Egbert, port., iii, 337.

Japan Building, illus., iv, 52.

Japan, educational exhibit, ii, 271, 424 ; horticultural

exhibit, illus., iii, 117.

Japanese Bazaar, ii, 341 ; iii, 441 ;
garden, illus., 146

;

room in Woman's Building, illus., 472 ; section, part

of, illus., iii, 414.

Jastrow, Joseph, ii, 317 ; organized Section of Psychol-

ogy, 330-

Javanese musician, a, illus., ii, 329.

Javanese Village, the, ii, 337 ; gate, illus., 339, 341 ; iii,

441 ; interior view, 443.

Javanese women, illus., i, 502.

Jaycox, E. E., Traffic Manager, i, 97.

Jefferey, Edward T., visits Paris, i, 15 ;
port., 31 ;

Chairman of Board of Directors, 48 ; suggests De-

partment of Transportation, ii, 204.

Jenney, Wm. Le B., port., ii, 97.

Jersey cattle, herd of, illus., iii, 72.

Jesup collection of woods, ii, 86.

Johnson, Dr. H. A., appointed, i, 38.

Johnson, S. M., paper by, iv, 403.

Johore bungalow, ii, 337 ; village, 341.

Jones, H. K
,
paper by, iv, 410.

Jordan, David S., address by, iv, 200.

Josselyu & Taylor, ii, 451.

Jury of Selection for Fine Arts Department, ii, 403.

Justice, Department of, iii, 503.

Kansas Building, ii, 452 ; and Idaho, illus., iv, 236.

Kansas Day, i, 445.

Kasson, W. M., Chief of Public Comfort Bureau, ii,

506 ; died, 507.

Keane, John J.,
port., iv, 250.

Kedney, J. S., paper by, iv., 403.

Keeley Day, i, 445.

Keith, Dora W., port., i, 250.

Keith, E. G., port., i, 69.

Kellogg, Martin, address by, iv, 196.

Kellogg, Mrs., ii, 275.

Kelly, Florence, address by, iv, 327.

Kemeys, Mr. and Mrs., at work, illus., i, 50.

Kentucky Building, ii, 455 ; and Louisiana, illus., iv,

263.

Kentucky Room, i, 247.

Kerfoot, William D., port., i, 304.

Ketcham, William P., port., iii, 109.

Keyes, RoUin A., port., i, 357.

Kindergarten, i, 253 ; Michigan exhibit, illus., ii, 281
;

Congress on, iv, 185.

King's Daughters and Sons, Congress of, iv, 330.

Kirk, Milton W., port., i, 403.

Kirkman, Marshall M., port., iii, 87.

Kitchen garden, i, 253.

Knapp, Martin A., port., iv, 156.

Knights of Honor Day, i, 45°-

Knights of Pythias Day, i, 424-

Knives, manufactured, iii, 229.

Knowles, Mrs. J. H., paper by, iv, 328.

Knowles-Loom Works, exhibit, illus., iii, 219.

Kohler, K., port., iv, 302.

Kohlsaat, H. H., port., i, 307.

KoUock, Florence E., address by, iv, 50.

Krants, Camille, Commissioner General, ii, 418.

Kraus, Robert, port., ii, 188.

Krupp gun exhibit, iii, 328 ; Building, illus., 328, 332 ;

exhibits, illus., 331.

Kunz, George F., ii, 330.

Kurtz, C. M., Assistant Chief of Department of Fine

Arts, ii, 384.

Labor unions, trouble with, i, 153.

Laces, iii, 304, 305 ; women's exhibits, iii, 459.

Lady Managers, Board of, i, ig6 et seq ; list of, 197

;

executive committee, 207.

Lafayette Room, the, illus., iii, 428.

Lagoon, the, July 18, i8gi, illus., i, 33 ; west of Manu-

factures Building, illus., ii, 4 ; north from colonnade,

521 ; southeast across, illus., iv, 337.

Lake Front, buildings near completion, illus., i, 340.

Lake Shore, view on, iv, 160.

Lamp-post, combination, illus., i, 186.

Lamps, electric, ii, 305, 306 ; iii, 310.

Lapland Village, iii, 444.

La Rabida, Convent, ii, 372 ; value of exhibits, 381.

Largest building in the world, ii, 223.

Larke, J. S., port., ii, 414.

La Rue, H. M., Superintendent, ii, 95.

Last three months, i, 474.

Latin-American Bureau, ii, 358.

Launch, service, i, 382 ; steam, 384 ; electrjc, illus., 492.

Laundry machinery, iii, 228.

Lawrence, Edward F., Chairman of Committee on

Ceremonies, i, 259 ;
port., 260

Lawrence, Mary B., statue by, i, 5, 390.

Lawson, Albert G., port., iv, 116.

Lawson, Victor F., port., iii, 359.

Lead, iii, 187.

Leather and Shoe Building, i, 166 ; ii, 197.

Leather and Shoe Trade Association, ii, 237 ; exhibit,

iii, 320.

Leather carving, women's exhibits, iii, 457.

Leather products, Brazil's, illus., iii, 326.

Leathers, tanned, illus., iii, 327.

Leblanc-Barbedienne, exhibit, illus., iii, 282.

Lectures on forestry, ii, 88.

Lefens, Thies J., port., ii, 76.

LefBer, Arthur, Commissioner, ii, 430.

Leighton, Fred., ii, 393.

Lemly, Henry R., ii, 364.

Lemis, Manuel, ii, 422.

Leublin, Chas., chairman, iv, 219.

Libbey Glass Works, illus., ii, 198 ; exhibit, 342.

Liberal Arts Department, ii, 248
;
plea for a separate

building, 250 ; exhibit, iii, 333.

Liberia Day, i, 423.

Liberty Bell, the Columbian, i, 418 ; the old, illus., 439 ;

group at the new, illus., 445.

Librarians, Congress of, iv., 177.

Libraries, in the Woman's Building, illus., i, 248 ;
of

anthropology, planned, ii, 331, 333 ; model, illus., iii,

502. *
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Liesegang's Chicago Band, i, 472.

Life at the works, i, 159.

Lifeboats, illus., iii, 234.

Life-saving station, illus., iii, 493 ; service, 404.

Lighthouse Board, display, iii, 493.

Lincoln, Robert T., ii, 373.

Lindsay, William, port., i, 114.

Linen, finest piece, iii, 298.

Liquors, distilled, iii, 46 ; malt, 48.

Literature, Congress on, iv, 160.

Little, W. McCarthy, i, 123, 404.

Live-Stock pavilion, i, 165 ; ii, 53 ; illus , 60 ; depart-

ment, ii, 57 ; bams, illus., ii, 57. 58 ; interior, illus.,

63 ;
premiums, 73 ; exhibit, iii, 60, 65 ; vifomen's ex-

hibits, 453.

Lloyd-Jones, Jenkin, chairman, iv, 231.

Loan Collections of Art Works, ii, 400.

Locke, Josephine C, chairman, port., iv, 208.

Locks, iii, 316.

Locomotive, Lord of the Isles, iii, 251 ; illus., 252 ; old

style, 253.

Logan, Mrs. John A., port., iii, 451.

Log cabin, illus., ii, 85 ; interior, illus., 87.

Log counter, illus., ii, 89.

Loggia, Forestry Building, illus., ii, 78.

Logging camp, illus., i, 461 ; iii, 97.

Logging railway, ii, 88.

Logging tools, illus., ii, 91.

Logging train, illus., ii, S3 ; iii, 97.

Long, J. H., chairman, iv, 357.

Lonsdale, Thomas P., ii, 479.

Lothrop Company, exhibit of, illus., iii, 348.

Louis, Minnie D., port., iv, 48.

Louisiana Building, ii, 456 ; and Kentucky, illus., iv,

263.

Louisiana Day, i, 425.

Love, Maria, work in nursery, i, 253.

Low, D. W., ii, 139.

Low, Seth, address, i, 459 ; chairman, iv, 208
;
port., 216.

Lowney pavilion, i, 167.

Lumber Dealers' Day, i, 461,

Lutoslawski, W., paper by, iv, 367.

Lyon & Healy, concerts given by, i, 471.

Lyon, Samuel B., address by, iv, 326.

Macaroni, iii, 16.

McArthur Brothers' camp, illus., i, 84.

McClaughry, Robert W., i, 261.

McClernand, E. J., ii, 242.

McCormick Company, exhibit of, illus., iii, 57.

McCormick, Cyrus H., port., iii, 1.

McCormick, R. S., appointed, i, 113.

McCosh, James, port., iv, i8g ; chairman, 192.

McDowell, William 0., i, 418.

Macfarland, H. J., chairman, ii, 237.

McHarg, William S., services and port., i, 193.

Machine shop, illus., ii, 193. *

Machinery Building, illus., in March , 1892, i, 313 ; in

July, 307 ; in August, 323 ; ii, 177 ; eastern fa9ade,

illus., l8o ; interior view, 187 ; lithograph of, 13 ;

pediment, illus., 177 ; part of north side, illus , 183 ;

northeast corner, illus., 185 ; statistics, 187-199.

Machinery Department, ii, 177.

Machinery exhibit, iii, i()Het seq. ; Canada's, illus., 215
;

women's, 453.

Machinery Hall Day, i, 430.

Machova, Karla, address by, iv, 72.

McKim, Charles F., illus., ii, 38.

McLaughlin, James W., ii, 476.

MacMonnies, Frederick, port., ii, 523.

MacMonnies, Mary F., port., i, 206.

McNally, Andrew, port., ii, 495.

Maine Building, ii, 457 ; illus., iv, 220.

Maine Day, i, 407.

Malays, ii, 337.

Mammals from Maine, illus., iii, 422.

Manhattan Day, i, 458 ; balloon ascension, illus., 459 ;

entrance to New York Building, illus., 460.

Manual-Art Education, Congress on, iv, 185.

Manual Education, Congresses on, iv, 208.

Manual training, ii, 267.

Manufactures Building, west side after a gale, illus., i,

162 ; August II, 1892, illus., 176 ; scene on Dedica-

tion Day, illus., 287 ; view south from roof, illus., 359 ;

Lagoon west of, illus., ii, 4 ; looking southeast, illus.,

223 ; from the southwest, illus., 223 ; south entrance,

illus., 226 ; architecturally considered, 243 ; an inte-

rior view, 248 ; view northwest, illus., iv, 8 ; view from

roof, illus., 15 ; western entrance, illus., 118; north-

east from, illus., 402.

Manufactures, Department of, ii, 223 ;
plan of installa-

tion, 232 ; statistics, 227, 229, 230, 234, 239 ; exhibit,

iii, 258 ; women's exhibits, 454.

Manuscripts, women's, iii, 470.

Map of the Exposition Grounds, colored, at end of vol. i.

Marcellus, Mrs. A. M., ii, 436.

Marine Cafe, illus , ii, 140.

Marine engine, illus., iii, 201.

Marine exhibits, iii, 237.

Marine hospital, model, illus., iii, 495 ; service, 495.

Marine Transportation Day, i, 461.

Marlowe, Julia, port, and address, iv, 41.

Marshall, James W., statue, illus., i, 424.

Martindale, Elijah B., port., ii, 510.

Mary Washington Day, i, 460.

Maryland Building, ii, 458 ; and Minnesota, illus., iv.,

278.

Maryland Day, i, 443.

Mason & Hamlin, display, illus., iii, 366.

Mason, F. H., ii, 373.

Massachusetts Building, ii, 459 ; illus., iv, 294.

Massachusetts Day, i, 412.

Massey, George V., port., i, 102
; 397.

Mathieu, Marianne, paintings loaned by, ii, 437.

Maurelian, Brother, ii, 269.

Maurity, J. A. Cordosil, port., ii, 412.

Maury & Dodd, ii, 455.

Maynard, George W., port , iii, 513.

Mead, William R., port., ii, 43.

Mears, Nellie, ii, 490.

Measuring instruments, iii, 232.

Meats, preserved, iii, 25.

Mechanical aids, in business, iii, 358.

Mechanical Department, i, 190.
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Mechanical Engineer's Day, i, 423.
Mechanical service, i, 181.

Medal presented to architects, illus., i, 277.
Medical Bureau, i, 377.
Medical Temperance Association, iv, 116.
Medicine and Surgery, Congress of, iv, 81.

Medill, Joseph, port., i, 338.

Melchers, Gari, port., ii, 521.

Mendenhall, Thomas C, article by and port., iii, 512.
Meneely Bell Company, chimes, i, 472.

,

Merchant Tailors' Building, iUus, i, 429 ; exhibit, ii

239.

Merchant Tailors' Day, i, 428.
Merck & Co.'s Building, i, 167 ; ilhis, iii, 339.
Meredith, Virginia C , port., i, 225.

Merriam & Co., exhibit, illus., iii, 355.
Mesdag, Mr , ii, 389.

Metallurgy, iii, 177 et seq.

Metals, rare, iii, 154.

Metal-working tools, iii, 2ir et seq.

Meteorites, iii, 154.

Meters, iii, 307.

Methodist Episcopal Church, exhibit, illus., 275.
Mettemich, Princess, promises aid, i, 217.
Metz, C. L., in charge of expeditions, ii, 326.
Mexican Band, illus., i, 452.

Mexican cart, old, illus., ii, 222.

Mexican Government Military Band, i, 472.
Mexican women, work of, illus., iii, 46S.

Mexico, band sent, i, 266 ; educational exhibit, ii, 272.
Mexico Day, i, 451.

Meyer, Emil, port., iii, 307.

Michigan Building, ii, 463 ; view in, 464 ; illus., iv, 330.
Michigan Day, i, 444.

Michigan logging camp, ii, 87.

Michigan Military Academy, cadets, illus., i, 414.
Michigan section of Mining Building, illus., ii, 160.

Midway Plaisance, working on, illus., i, 51 ; Princess

Eulalia and escort on, illus., 409 ; near eastern end,

illus., 503 ; a gala day, illus., 509 ; described, ii, 335 ;

iii. 433 ; illus., iv, 84 ; looking east, illus., 411.

Miles, Nelson A., duties, i, 260
; port., 265.

Military review, illus., i, 263.

Milk in cans, iii, 25.

Miller, William, address by, iv, 319.

Millers' Day, i, 414.

Millet, Frank D., at work with assistants, illus., i, 146
;

given chairge of all coloring, 147 ; port., 406 ; ap-

pointed Director of Decorations, etc., 478 ; Super-

intendent of Architectural Exhibits, ii, 396.

Millett, L. J., chairman, iv, 338.

Milling, gold and silver, iii, 186.

Milward & Clarke, ii, 451.

Minas Tcheraz, address, iv, 298.

Mineral waters, iii, 45, 176.

Minerals, iii, 153 ; amount produced every second, 155 ;

illus., 156 ; of Idaho, 173 ; machines for working, 233.

Mines and Mining, Department of. Building, ilJus., ii,

142 ; chapter on, 143 et seq. ; east entrance, illus., 147 ;

north end, illus., 150 ; interior view, 153 ; view from

gallery, 154; Michigan section, illus., 161 ; Minnesota

section, 163 ; Russian display, illus., 167 ; Canadian
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section, 170 ; New York display, illus., 173 ; main
aisle, illus., iii, 152 ; north end, illus., 183.

Mining, pamphlet, ii, 149 ; promotion, 148 ; tunnel,
164

;
apparatus, iii, i88

; exhibit, 152 ; literature.

193-

Ministers, women as, iv, 50 et seq.

Minnesota Building, ii, 465 ; and Maryland, illus., iv,

278.

Minnesota Day, i, 458.

Minor, Katharine L., port., i, 215.
Mint Bureau, the, iii, 494.
Missions, Congress of, iv, 317.

Missouri Building, ii, 466 ; illus., iv, 363.
Missouri Day, i, 431.

Mitchell, Joseph S., address and port., iv, 93.
Mixed fabrics, iii, 301.

Model farm, illus., ii, 486.

Model kitchen, illus., iii, 477.
Model tenement house, ii, 275.

Modern Language Association, iv, 175.

Modjeska, Helena, address, iv, 31
;
port., 32.

Mohammedanism, iv, 259.

Monastery of La Rabida, i, 166.

Moncrieff, D. Scott, services, ii, 331.

Monroe, Harriet, poem and port., i, 271.

Montana Building, ii, 467 ; and Nebraska, illus., iv, 352.
Montheirs, M., Secretary of French Commission, ii,

418.

Moorehead, W. K., assistant in field work, ii, 326.
Moorish Palace, ii, 342.

Mora, J. B., ii, 415, 422.

Morgenstern, Lina, paper by, iv, 71.

Morison, Mrs. O., ii, 344.

Morris, Clara, address and port., iv, 37.

Morton, Levi P., representing the President, i, 261
;

address, 284 ;
port., 288.

Motors, iii, 195.

Motte and Du Bysson, ii, 417.

Mold, making a, illus., i, 159.

Mounds, exploration of, ii, 320 ; models, illus., 325.
Movable sidewalk, i, 170 ; illus., iii, 211.

Mulcahey, F. J., port., ii, 507.

Miiller, Max, port., iv, 266.

Municipal government, women in, iv, 68.

Munson, Miss, loaned furniture, ii, 442.

Murguiondo, Senor de, port., ii, 374.

Murphy, E. W., port., i, 374.

Murphy, R. J. , Secretary, ii, 3.

Murphy Varnish Company, ii, 84.

Murray, J. Clark, port., iv, 397 ; paper by, 403.

Music, i, 464 ; Bureau of, ii, 248 ; iii, 362.

Music Hall, illus., i, 464 ; dedicated, 466.

Musical entertainments, expenses, i, 473.

Musical instruments, ii, 279 ; iii, '^to et seq.

Musical societies, list of, i, 470.

Nathan, Adolph, port., ii, 496.

National Flower Emblem Booth, i, 240.

National Guard Convention, i, 259.

National Museum, iii, 505.

National Union Day, i, 423.

Navajo songs, iv, 177.
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Naval models, iii, 248.

Naval Observatory, exhibit, illus., iii, 489, 500.

Naval officers, list of, i, 357.

Naval parade, i, 353.

Naval warfare, iii, 238.

Navy Department, display, iii, 498.

Nebraska Building, ii, 468 ; and Montana, illus., iv, 352.

Nebraska Day, i, 408.

Needlework from Sweden, illus , iii, 470.

Nelson, Robert, port., iii, 320.

Nero, Angelo del, port., iii, 404.

Netherlands Day, i, 433.

Netherlands exhibit, illus., ii, 245.

Neurology, section of, ii, 331.

Newcombe & Co., exhibit, illus., 361.

New Hampshire Building, ii, 469 ; and North Dakota,

illus., iv, 372.

New Hampshire Day, i, 413.

New Jersey Building, ii, 471 ; illus., iv, 382.

New Mexico Day, i, 446.

New Mexico exhibit, illus., ii, 481.

New South Wales, educational exhibit, ii, 27 1, 425 ;

building, illus., 426.

New York Central Railroad Building, illus., ii, 215.

New York city, public school exhibit, illus., ii, 256.

New York Day, i, 434.

New York State Building, ii, 472 ; illus., iv, 393 ; for-

estry exhibit, illus., 96.

News-letter, the first, ii, 7.

Newspaper clippings, ii, 8.

Nightingale, A. F., chairman, iv, 191.

Nicholson, J. W., paper by, iv, 403.

Nickel, exhibit of Canadian, illus., ii, 176 ; iii, 184.

Nobuakira Yamataka, ii, 425.

Non-Partisan National Woman's Christian Temper-

ance Union, iv, 115.

Nordenfalk, Baroness, fans sent by, ii, 430.

North Carolina Day, i, 427.

North Carolina, forestry exhibit of, illus., iii, 100.

North Dakota T3uilding, ii, 475 ; and New Hampshire,

illus., iv, 372.

North Dakota Day, i, 456.

North Pond, gondola on, illus., i, loi ; view across, iv,

221.

Northern Trust Company, office of, illus., i, 386 ; branch

office, illus., 388.

Northwestern Terra-Cotta Company, exhibit, illus., iii,

269.

Norway Building, illus., ii, 21, 427.

Norway Day, i, 407.

Norwegian section, illus., ii, 136 ; illus., iii, 258.

Nursery exhibit of Paillet, illus., iii, 144.

Nursery, view in, illus., iii, 109.

Nuttall, Zelia, ii, 317 ; made assistant, ii, 324.

Nymph, statue, illus., ii, 450.

Obelisk, base of, illus., iv, 410.

Ober, Frederick A., ii, 317, 364.

Oberholtzer, Sara L. V., address, iv, 25.

Occupations of women, iv, 71.

O'Connor, Joseph, poem and port., i, 435.

Odd Fellows Day, i, 450.

Odell, John J. P., port., i, 78.

Officers of United States army and navy detailed for

service abroad, i, no.
Officers on platform. Opening Day, illus., i, 348.

Offices, temporary, February 5, 1892, illus., i, 134.

Ohio Building, ii, 475 ; and Rhode Island, illus., iv,

423.

Ohio Day, and illus., i, 445.

Oils, iii, 63.

Oil-well appliances, illus., iii, 19O.

Old Vienna, ii, 342.

Oliveira, Jose Simeao de, port., ii, 410.

Olives, iii, 123.

Olmsted, Frederick L., port., i, 24 ; appointed Con-

sulting Engineer, 38 ; to superintend landscape work,

147-

Opening Day, in fiont of Administration Building,

illus., i, 346, 348.

Opening of the Exposition, i, 340.

Orange tower, the, illus., iii, 122.

Orders, papers on, iv, 80.

Ordnance, heavy, illus., iii. 330 ; exhibit, illus., iii, 497.

Ores, iii, 153.

Organization of the company, i, 21.

Organization Room, 1,243.

Orloff trotter, an, illus., iii, 74.

Ottoman Empire Day, i, 433.

Owens, John E., i, 377.

Owens, J. G., ii, 317; work in Honduras and Guate-

mala, 331.

Paine, John K., port., i, 267.

Paint mill, iii, 229.

Paints, iii, 176 ; and dyes, iii, 263.

Palitschek, Anton von, port., 1,491.

Palmer, Alex., ii, 374.

Palmer, Potter, elected Vice-President, i, 22
;
port., 27.

Palmer, Mrs. Potter, elected President of Board of

Lady Managers, i, 197 ; conferences abroad, 213 ;

address by, 277 ;
port., iv, frontispiece.

Palmer, Thomas W., speeches by, i, 282, 487, 492 ;

port., ii, frontispiece.

Pamphlet, descriptive, ii, 9.

Panoramas of the Tyrolese Alps, ii, 215 ; Bernese Alps,

340 ; volcano of Kilauea, 342.

Pansy exhibit, illus., ii, 113.

Paper cutters, illus., iii, 225.

Paper mill, iii, 218.

Parades, of war vessels, illus., i, 7 ; transportation, illus.,

441.

Park, settlement for damage, ii, 494.

Park Shelter, the, ii, 451.

Parliament of Religions, iv, 231.

Parsees, the, iv, 286.

Parsons, Charles, address by, iv, 125.

Parsons, Ellen C, address, iv, 325.

Partello, D. J., ii, 282.

Passes, photographic, i, 330 ; to the press, ii, 26. ,

Patent medicines, ii, 276.

Patent Office display, iii, 500.

Patriotic Order of Sons of America Day, i, 449.

Patriotic Sunday, i, 415.
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Payne, H. C, ii, 364.

Payne, W. M'., chairman, iv, 173.

Peabody, Selim H., appointed Chief of Liberal Arts

Department, and port., ii, 24S ; chapter by, iv, 488.

Peace bell, the, iii, 450.

Peanuts, iii, 23.

Peas, iii, 23.

Peasley, J. C, port , iv, 494.

Peck, Ferdinand W., port., i, 51 ; elected Vice-Presi-

dent, 105.

Pediment on the Agricultural Building, illus., iv, 338.

Penn, Davidson B., port., ii, 459.

Pennsylvania Building, ii, 476 ; illus., iv, 436 ; Govern-

or's Room, illus., ii, 478.

Pennsylvania Day, i, 439.

Pennsylvania Railroad Building, illus., ii, 212 ; interior

view, 213.

Peristyle, adopted, i, 142 ; sketch for. 162 ; inscriptions

on, illus., 164; in January, 1893, illus., 320 ; looking

southeast, illus., 364 ; showing Music Hall and

Casino, illus., 464 ; arch seen from the Lake, illus

,

494 ; from the Agriculture Building, illus., 510

;

statuary on, illus., ii, 525.

Perkins, Belle H., port., iii, 479.

Perrenoud, James, port., iii, 31.

Persian Palace, the, ii, 342.

Pet stock, iii, 85

Pharmaceutical preparations, iii, 341.

Phelps, E. M., port., i, 386, 388.

Phelps, William Walter, i, 119.

Philologists, Congress of, iv, 173.

Philosophical Congress, iv, 357.

Phosphates, illus., iii, 177.

Photographic Art, iv, 354.

Photographic Building, the, i, 167 ; illus., ii, 258.

Photographic-pass system, ii, 504.

Photographs, display of, ii, 277.

Photomechanical processes, iii, 226.

Pianos, choice of, dispute over, i, 466 ; exhibits with-

drawn, ii, 280.

Pickett, M. B., Secretary of Works, i, 149 ;
port., 150.

Pierce, Richard H., port., i, 190 ; made Electrical En-

gineer, 192.

Pigeons, homing, ii, 71 ; exhibit of, iii, 85.

Pike, E. S., port., i, 324-

Pipers, Scottish, illus , i, 473.

Pitcher & Manda, exhibit by, illus., iii, 132.

Plans and specifications adopted, i, 43.

Piatt, Harvey P., port., ii, 476.

Plenty, group, illus., i, 169.

Plumbing work, iii, 319 et seq.

Pneumatic apparatus, iii, 195.

Poets' Day, i, 432.

Poets of Evolution, essay, iv, 416.

Polish Day, i, 452.

Polish women in literature, iv, 28.

Polishing substances, iii, 171.

Polysius, machinery shown by, illus., iii, 232.

Pomology, iii, II7-

Ponies, iii, 79.

Poole, William F., port., made chairinan, iv, 160.

Pope, letter from the, i, 128.

Poppy Room, ii, 436, 438.

Porcelain, English, iv, 342.

Porter, Horace, address, i, 459.

Porter, Washington, port., iii, 65.

Post-Exposition comments, ii, 491.

Post, George B., port., ii, 226.

Post office, working, illus., iii, 499 ; described, 500.

Poster, early steamboat advertisement, iii, 243.

Pottery, and porcelain, iii, 274 et seq,
;

prehistoric,

illus., 417.

Poultry show, the, iii, 83.

Powell, Edward P., paper, iv, 415 ; on Emerson, 429.

Power house, illus., i, 382 ; interior, illus., 383.

Power plant in Mines Building, ii, 164.

Prang Educational Company, display, illus., iii, 346.

Pratt, Bela L
, port., iii, 519.

Pratt, Wm., assistant in Division of Education, ii, 249.

Precious ores exhibited by California, illus., iii, 160.

Press, fairness of the, i, 393 ; use of the, ii, 25.

Preston, Chas. A., port., ii, 376 ; Commissioner, 423.

Pretyman, Wm., made Director of Color, i, 146.

Price, Mrs. Charles, port., i, 212.

Price, Mrs. Hugh, address, iv, 60.

Princess Christian, interview with, i, 214.

Princeton College exhibit, illus., ii, 263.

Printing apparatus, iii, 222 et seq.

Privileges, i, 71.

Proclamation by the President, i, 88.

Protection, chapter on, i, 368.

Proctor, A. P., port., iii, 517.

Proctor, Edna D., poem and port., iv, 20.

Promotion, i, 109 ; foreign, ii, 11,

Propagating houses, i, 167.

Prunier, C, address by, iv, 437.

Psychological Laboratory, illus., ii, 352.

Psychology, section of, ii, 330 ; Congresses on, iv, 191.

Public-Comfort Building, i, 167 ; illus., ii, 491 ; Bureau

of, 506.

Publicity and Promotion, Department of, ii, i.

Publicity, Division of, ii, 3.

Publishers' exhibit, ii, 278.

Puck Building, illus., ii, 251.

Pullman, Band, i, 472 ; town of, illus., iii, 241.

Pump House, i, 165 ; illus., 187.

Pumps, ii, 194 ; iii, 206 et seq.

Putnam, Fred. W., port., ii, 315 ; made Chief of De-

partment of Ethnology, 316.

Pyramids, model of, illus., iii, 254.

Quarrying, iii, 187.

Queen & Co., display of, illus., iii, 372.

Quelch, J. J.,
port., iii. 11.

Railroad bridge over the Grand Canal, June 30, 1891,

illus., i, 89.

Railroad on Lake Front, construction of, illus., 258.

Railway Day, excursion train, illus., i, 406 ; 446.

Railway exhibits, iii, 239 et seq. ; from France, illus.,

iii, 246.

Railway, Intramural, i, 380.

Railway Perron, the, i, 167.

Ravn, Christian, port., ii, 428.
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Raymond, President Bradford H. P., address, iv, 207.

Receipts, i, 476.

Reed, E. A., port., iv, 174.

Reed, Mrs. William, cliairman of committee, i, 240.

Refrigerator car, illus., 28.

Refrigerators, iii, 313.

Reid, Robert, port., iii, 522.

Reid, Whitelaw, Commissioners received by, i, 117.

Reinhart, Charles S., port., iii, 401.

Religions, Parliament of, iv, 221 ; delegates to, illus.,

247.

Religious organizations, exhibits, iii, 360.

Religious Press, Congress of, iv, 331.

Renwick, Arthur, port., ii, 427.

Representative Women, Congress of, iv, 15 ; organiza-

tion, 16 ; statistics, iv, 22.

Republic, statue. of the, illus., i, 310, 367.

Renter Telegram Company, ii, 12.

Revell, Alexander H., port., i, 298.

Reynolds, James B., chairman, iv, 219.

Rhode Island Building, ii, 479 ; and Ohio, illus., iv,

423-

Rhode Island Coast, illus., iii, 396.

Rhode Island Day, i, 452.

Rhodes, Bradford, address, iv, 125 ;
port., 126.

Ribeiro, J. M. Do Otteiro, port, iii, 118.

Rice, Edmund, port., i, 368 ; organizes the Guard, 369

;

ii, 442.

Richards, David, ii, 444.

Richards, EUeh H., her exhibit, i, 242 ; systems of

cooking, ii, 275.

Richardson, Wm. D., in charge of staff work, i, 149 ;

port., ii, 513.

Richmond, Mary E., address, iv, 58.

Richter, Max, speech, i, 492 ; port., ii, 421.

Rickoff, A. J., chairman, iv, 209.

Rideout, Alice, artistic work, i, 204.

Riley, Mrs. E. W., manager of restaurant, i, 241

Ripley, E. P., chairman of committee, ii, 204 ;
port.,

iii, 234.

Rivers, control of, i, 4.

Road carriage, iii, 236.

Road machine, iii, 230.

Road making, illus., i, 169.

Road vehicles, iii, 247.

Roads, described, i, 169.

Robinson, Charles M., chapter by and port., i, 493.

Robinson, Jane B., address, iv, 56.

Robinson, Lewis W., port., ii, 177, 180.

Roche, M., interview with, i, 2i6
;
port., ii, 66.

Rockwood, E. W., address, iv, 88.

Rodgers, Alexander, ii, 364.

Rogers, H. W., chaiiman, iv, 193 ; port., iv, 200.

Rogers, J. G., designed dormitory, i, 221.

Rohl-Smith, Carl, port., ii, 393.

Rolling-chair station, illus., i, 80 ; men, illus., ii, 247.

Rollins, Alice W., address, iv, 28.

Roman Catholic Church exhibit, ii, 258, 269.

Roof Restaurant on California Building, ii, 436.

Roofing exhibit, Bangor Slate Company, illus., iii, 170.

Root crops, iii, 22.

Root, Frederick W., seiTices, iv, 177.

Root, John W., port., i, 33 ; draws the first plan, 42 ;

memorial tablet, 148.

Rorer, Mrs. Sarah, lectures, i, 241.

Roseman, N. S., Superintendent of Charities and Cor-

rections, ii, 249.

Ross, George W., port., iv, 114.

Rothschild, A. M., port., iii, 194.

Royal Porcelain Company exhibit, illus., iii, 277.

Royal Templars, iv, 115.

Royce, Josiah, address, iv, 383 ;
port., 387.

Rubber goods, iii, 306.

Rugs shown by Marshall Field & Co., illus , iii, 460.

Rules governing rates of entrance, etc., i, 106.

Russian Day, i, 423.

Russian navy models, iii, 256.

Russian section in Machinery Hall, illus., iii, 231 ; in

Art Palace, illus , 398, 403 ; in Manufactures Build-

ing, illus., 260.

Russia's educational display, illus., ii, 270, 271.

Ryan, Rosine, port., i, 228 ; services, ii, 249.

Ryerson, Martin A., port., i, 305.

Safes, iii, 315.

Safford, Mary J., address by, iv, 54.

Safford, Lieut. W. E., Superintendent of Catalogue, ii,

21, 317. 364-

Sailor on the Viking ship, illus., ii, 329.

St. Clair, James W., port., i, 106.

St. Gaudens, Augustus, port., i, 390.

St. Nicholas Trade School, Paris, exhibit, illus., ii, 260.

St. Peter, model of, ii, 342.

Salisbury, Margaret B., port., i, 218.

Salon in the Woman's Building, illus., i, 243.

Salts, iii, 176.

Samoan Village, ii, 343.

Samuels, John M., port., ii, 91.

Sandier, Alexander, made Director of Arrangements of

Exhibits, i, 147.

Santa Maria, the caravel, illus., i, 6.

Sargent, Frederick, made engineer, i, 184, 192.

Sauces, iii, 38.

Saul, George W., port., iii, 255.

Saunders, R. L., port., ii, 511.

Saunders, William, ii, 157.

Savage, Minot J., address and port., iv, 459.

Saville, M. H., ii, 329.

Sawmill, the, i, 165.

Sawmill Building, ii, 197.

Saws, iii, 317.

Sawyer, Amory W., Secretary of Council, i, 105 ;
port.,

107.

Sawyer, Frank E., ii, 364.

Sayce, Archibald H., port., iv, 172.

Scale house, the, i, 168.

Scales, iii, 307.

Schaflf, Philip, port , iv, 239.

Scheider, George, port., ii, 15.

Schepel, Annetta, paper by, iv, 187.

Schnars-Alquist, Hugo, ii, 389.

School exhibits in Liberal Arts Gallery, illus., iii, 344,

Schouler, James, address, iv, 170.

Schurman, Jacob G., port., iv, 377 ;
paper by, 410.
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Schwab, Charles H., port,, i, 104.

Science and the Fair, iii, 512.

Science, women in, iv, 42 et seq.

Scientific apparatus, iii, 354.

Scientific exhibits by women, iii, 471.
Scotland Day, i, 424.

Scott, James W., port., ii, 14.

Screws, iii, 316.

Scribner's Sons' exhibit, illus., iii, 349,
Scriven, George P., Commissioner, ii, 317, 364.
Sculptors at work, illus., i, 50, 53, 91.

Seal, Lady Managers', i, 221.

Seal, William P., ii, 128.

Search lights, illus., i, 483 ; ii, 296; iii, 3S4.

Sectarian exhibits, ii, 275.

Seeberger, Anthony F., port., i, 14 ; elected Treasurer,
22 ; resignation, ii, 502.

Seeds, exhibited, illus., iii, 142 ; vegetable and flower,

144-

Seiichi Tegima, Commissioner, port., ii, 425.

Semolino, iii, 17.

Serrano, Senor Miguel, port., ii, 364.

Service Building, the, illus., i, 368 ; court of, illus.,

376.

Sevres exhibit, illus., iii, 275.

Sewage cleansing worlcs, i, 165 ; illus., 192 and i 94.

Sewall, Frank, port., iv, 315.

Sewall, Mrs. May W., port., iv, 15 ; made chairman of

committee, 16 ; address, 20.

Sewell, Amanda B., port., i, 237.

Sewing machines, iii, 219, 303.

Shafting, iii, 204 et seq.

Shankland, E. C, made Chief Engineer, i, 145 ;
port

,

177.

Shattuck, Mrs. L. B., secretary of committee, i, 252.

Shaw, Mrs. Quincy, her gift, i, 253,

Sheep, iii, 79.

Sheldon, Miss E. B., artistic work, i, 247.

Shells and mammals. New York exhibit, illus., iii, 424.
*

Shepard, Frances W., port., i, 246.

Shepard, L. D., port., iv, 81 ; address by, 82.

Sherman, John, i, 264.

Shintoism, iv, 256.

Shipbuilding, iii, 237.

Shirlaw, Walter, port., iii, 412.

Shoe and Leather Building, illus., i, 443 : iii, 324.

Shoe and Leather Day, i, 443.

Shoe machinery, iii, 323.

Shojiro Goto, Count, ii, 425.

Shorey, Paul, addresses by, iv, 202.

Short talks by distinguished women, i, 224.

Shrague, J. W., Secretary, i, 114.

Shufeldt, M. A., Commissioner, i, 112.

Sidewalk, movable, i, 385 ; illus., iii, 211.

Signal boxes, police telegraph, ilJus., i, 373 ; fire, illus.,

375-

Signal bridge and tower, illus., ii, 207.

Signal service, iii, 495

Signs, ii, 216.

Silk, iii, 43 ; manufactures, 294 ; fabrics, women's ex-

hibits, 457.

Silos, two circular, ii, 48.

Silsbee, J. L., ii, 475, 489.
Silva, Carlos M., port., ii, 416.

Silver Day, i, 442.

Simmons, H. M., address, iv, 463 ;
port., 464.

Simpson, Thomas, ii, 374.

Sisters of the People, iv, 60.

Site for Fair, the question of, i, 33 ; selected, 38.

Sitting Bull's cabin, iii, 44.

Sixty-second Street entrance, illus., i, 326.

Skidegate, described, ii, 345 ; model, illus , ii, 347.
Skiff, F. J. v., port., ii, 143; Chief of Department of

Mines, 145 ; chosen Director of the Museum, 501.

Skillings, Warren P., ii, 487.

Skilton, J. A., secretary, iv, 357 ; address, 441 ;
port.,

442.

Sliding railway, iii, 448.

Slocum, J. C, made Mechanical Engineer, i, 191.

Sloyd, school of, i, 253 ; in Children's Building, illus.,

256.

Smith & Son, of Detroit, designs, ii, 463.

Smith, Charles E., ii, 389.

Smith, E. W. P., ii, 364.

Smith, F. Hopkinson, port., iv, 349.

Smith, Franklin W., ii, 374.

Smith, H. B., Machine Co., illus., iii, 221.

Smith, H. I., ii, 329.

Smith, Mrs. E. C, Poppy Room planned by, ii, 436.

Smith, W. A., port., ii, 200 ; appointed Chief of Trans-

portation Exhibit, 207.

Smithsonian Institution, iii, 505.

Snow, trouble with, i, 313.

Snowden, A. L., ii, 373 ; visits Duke of Veragua, ii,

375-

Soaps, candles, etc., iii, 62.

Social Settlements, Congress of, iv, 219.

Somerset, Lady Henry, port., iv, lii.

Sousa's Marine Band, i, 472.

Soustchevsky, Commissioner, speech, i, 492.

South Basin, illus., i, 499.

South Canal, illus., iv, 481.

South Colonnade, i, 165 ; ii, 67 ; a portion of, illus., 69.

South Dakota Building, ii, 479; and Utah, illus., iv, 453.

South Dakota Day, i, 419.

South Sea Isknders, illus., i, 504 ; ii, 329.

South Sea Village, the, ii, 338.

Southern part of the grounds, illus., ii, 76.

Souvenir coins, withheld, i, 69 ; delivered to Lady

Managers, 225.

Souza Aguias, F. de, architect of Brazil Building, ii, 411.

Spain, Queen Regent of, invited, i, 341 ; ii, 427.

Spalding, John L., president of commission of Catholic

school exhibit, ii, 269 : port., iv, 213.

Spanish Building, th», illus., ii, 1%.

Special Days, chapter on, i, 406.

Spectacle, the Fair as a, i, 493.

Spelling-Reform Association, iv, 175.

Spencer, Herbert, port., iv, 411
;
paper, 414.

Spices, iii, 36.

Spofford, Ainsworth R., paper by, iv, 170.

Sporting weapons, iii, 308.

Springer, William M., proposes to include women in

management of Fair, i, 196.
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SprouU, Prof., address by, iv, 197.

Staff, detail, illus., i, 166 ;
application, illus., 168.

Stallion, Russian, illus., iii, 78.

Standard Electric Company, exhibit, illus., iii, 378.

Standard Oil Company, exhibit, iii, 167 ; illus., 168.

Standish, Miles, his watch, ii, 462-

Stanton Theodore, illus., ii, 12.

Starches, iii, 17.

Starkweather, Amey M., port., i, 240.

State Avenue, view on, illus., iv, 488.

State Boards, list of, i, 209.

State Buildings, chapter on, ii, 432-

State Commissioners' Day, i, 450.

State, Departmeht of, exhibit, iii, 492.

State exhibits, by women, iii, 472 et seq.

State pavilions in Mining Building, illus., iii, 185.

Stationary Engineers' Day, i, 440.

Stationery, displays of, illus., iii, 265.

Statuary, disposal of, ii, 492 ; on Peristyle, illus., 525.

Statues for the Agriculture Building, illus , i, 66 ;
of

the Republic, head of, illus., 310; of Justice, silver,

ii, 175 ; iii, 159 ; of Thompson, Ericsson, and Ful-

ton, ii, 201.

Steam engines, appliances for, iii, 230.

Steamer, section of, illus., iii, 234.

Steam hammer, iii, 238 ;
model, illus., 257.

Steamship lines, iii, 248.

Steele, Samuel V., ii, 30.

Steinert, M., collection of instruments, ii, 282.

Stenographers' Day, i, 422.

Stensland, Paul O., port., iii, 328.

Stephenson, Sarah H., port., iv, 88.

Stereotyping Building, ii, 197.

Sterrett, J. M., port., iv, 366 ;
paper by, 403.

Stevens, B. F., ii, 373.

Stieringer, Luther, work on illumination, i, 170.

Stock barns, the, i, 165.

Stock, efforts to increase subscription to, i, 52.

Stockholders, annual meeting, i, 100.

Stockton, Joseph, i, 261.

Stollwerck Brothers' pavilion, iii, 21.

Stone Age, the, illus., iii, 405.

Stone, artificial, iii, 174.

Stone, George F., port., iv, 141.

Stone, Henry B., elected chairman, port., i, 49.

Stone work, iii, 2/9.

Stones, building, iii, 168.

Storm protection for workmen, illus., i, 137.

Stoves and heaters, exhibits, illus., iii, 311.

Street in Cairo, i, 76 ; entrance, illus., ii, 321, 335.

Strikes, i, 153, 321.

Strong, Josiah, iv, 232 ;
port., 232.

Stuart, James, address, iv, 212.

Students, Congress of, iv, 2ig.

Studio, sculptors, illus., i, 179.

Stumm Brothers, exhibit, illus., iii, 181.

Stunted tree, Japanese, illus., iii, 135.

Sturgis, Mary D., ii, 500.

Subway, portion of the electric, illus., i, 144, 183.

Sugar, sirups, confectionery, iii, 17.

Sullivan, L. H., chosen secretary, i, 136
;
port., ii, 209.

Sunday closing, i, 359.

Sunday rest, iv, 325.

Sunny, Bernard E., port., i, 380.

Surgical apparatus, iii, 341.

Swan, James G., ii, 344.

Sweden, ii, 428 ; Day, illus., i, 421.

Swedish Building, interior views, ii, 27, 429 ;
exterior,

iv, 35-

Swift & Co., exhibit, illus., iii, 322.

Swift, George B., speech, i, 492.

Swimming contest, illus , i, 447.

Swine, iii, 82.

Sydney, N. S. W., school exhibit, illus., ii, 267.

Sylvan Dell, play in, i, 432.

Symonds, Frederick M., port., i, 401.

Symposium on the Financial Situation, iv, 158.

Syracuse Chilled Plow Company, exhibit, illus., iii, 61.

Tablets, bronze, illus., i, T48, 149.

Taft, Lorado, in charge of decoration, ii, 93; port.,

Ill ; chairman, iv, 338.

Talbot, Marion, address, iv, 27.

Tanks, for purifying drinking water, illus., i, 180; in

California Building, illus., iii, 115.

Tapestry, iii, 305.

Taxidermy, specimens, illus., iii, 457.

Tea, coffee, spices, etc., iii, 33.

Tea house, Japanese, illus., i, 501. .

Tegima, S., port., ii, 425.

Telegraphy, iii, 389 et seq.

Telephone station, illus., i, 378.

Telescope, the Yerkes, ii, 276 ; iii, 355 ; illus., 357.

Temperance Congresses, the, iv, I02 ; woman's, 116.

Temperance women in, iv, 62.

Terminal Station, illus., i, 42 ; iv, 102.

Terminal Yard, i, 97.

Territorial Building, ii, 480 ; exhibit of New Mexico,

illus., 481 ; illus., iv, 123.

Testing machines, iii, 232.

Texas Building, ii, 481 ; and Vermont, illus., iv, 462.

Texas Day, i, 446.

Textile machinery, iii, 217.

Thimble display, illus., iii, 227.

Thomas, Theodore, provides music, i, 160, 265 ; directs

concert, 393 ; made Director, port., 464.

Thompson, Harry, hanging pictures, ii, 406.

Thompson, Consul, made molds, ii, 328.

Thomson, J. and G., models, illus., iii, 249.

Thorpe, John , Superintendent of Floriculture, ii, 94.

Throne chair of Mexico, illus., iii, 462.

Ticket, admission, limited, illus., i, 331 ; souvenir,

illus , i, 329 ; for Chicago Day, illus., i, 332.

Ticket office of electric launches, illus., i, 82.

Tiffany & Co., execute seal, i, 222 ; collection of gems,

ii, 501
;
gold and silver ware display, illus , iii, 289.

Timber, methods for showing, iii, 90.

Tisdel, Willard P., ii, 364.

Tobacco crop, iii, 38.

Tobin, Mrs Benedette B., ii, 481.

Toledo, Manuel V., General Commissioner, iii, 431.

Tomalin, H. E., ii, 413.

Tomlins, W. L., i, 265 ; Choral Director, 393 ; foreign

commissions, 464 ;
port

, 470.
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Toomy, Alice T., address, iv, sg.
Toys, iii, 306.

Traction engines, ii, 43.

Traill, H. D., paper by, iv, 165.

Trained Nurses, group, illus., ii, 273.
Trainmen's Day, i, 458.

Trains, model, illus., iii, 252.

Transfer table, electric, illus., i, 58 ; ii, 218.
Transportation Building, north end, Dec. 31, 1S91,

illus., i, 128
; illus., ii, 200 ; a window in, illus, 203

;

interior views, 217 ; iii, 250.

Transportation Committee, ii, 204.

Transportation Day, i, 440.

Transportation, Department of, ii, 200; statistics, 2ir,
212, 217, 220-222.

Transportation exhibit, chapter on, iii, 234 ; women's
exhibits, 454.

Transportation, intramural, i, 380.

Transportation, the question of, i, 92.
Trautman, Mrs. Ralph, i, 231.

Traveler in Manufactures Building, illus., i, 116.
Traveler's Protective Association Day, i, 410.
Traveling cranes, ii, 195.

Traveling equipments, iii, 305.

Traveling sidewalk, illus., iii, 211.

Treasury Department exhibit, iii, 492.
Tree, section Of big, illus., iii, 504.

Triebel, F. E., Superintendent of Sculpture, ii, 396.
Tucker, Horace, port., i, 328.

Turk, a, illus., ii, 332.

Turkey, ii, 430.

Turkish baths, iii, 336.

Turkish chair, ilfus., i, 507.

Turkish Commissioners, office, illus., i, 434.
Turkish comer, iii, 439.

Turkish Government Building, illus., i, 433.

Turkish Village, ii, 335, 343.

Turner Bund, the, i, 253 ; its day, 422.

Turner, F. J., address, iv, 171.

Turner, R. W., ii, 373.

Twist Drill Company, illus., iii, 213.

Tympanums, 4 ills., first page of each volume.

Typewriters, iii, 264.

Typothetse of America Day, i, 448.

Ulrich, Superintendent, work of, i, 170.

Underwood, Sara A., port, and essay, iv, 416.

Ungaro, Marquis Enrico, port., iii, 18.

Union News Company's Building, i, 168.

United Cities Day, i, 462.

United States Government Buildings, i, 168 ; exhibit,

iii, 489 ; illus., iv, 66.

United States Life-Saving Service, illus., iii, 506.

United States War Department exhibit, illus., iii, 491.

University Extension, Congress on, iv, 212.

Uiiiguay, educational exhiiiit, ii, 272.

Utah Building, ii, 482 ; and South Dakota, illus., iv, 453.

Utah Day, i, 440.

Valves, iii, 210.

Van Brunt, Henry, port., ii, 295.

Vandusen & Tift Company, chime of bells, i, 472.
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Van Houten & Zoon Building, iii, 37.
Van Meter & Pcrmau, ii, 479.
Vases, illus., iii, 278.

Vatican, articles in the, ii, 375.
Vehicle Division, ii, 208.

Vegetables, canned, illus., iii, 151.
Venezuela, ii, 431.

Venezuela Building, illus., ii, 369.
Venezuela Day, i, 419.

Venice, Murano Glassworks exhibit, ii, 343.
Ventilation, iii, 338.

Veragua, Duke of, port., i, 340 ; arrival at New York,
342 ;

lent documents, ii, 428.
Vermont Building, ii, 483 ; illus., iv, 462 ; Day, i, 445.
Veteran Fireman's Day, i, 456.

Veterans' Day, i, 442.

Victoria House, illus., ii, 420 ; interior, illus., iii, 426.
Vienna, Old, iii, 437 ; entrance, illus., iii, 438 ; interior

view, iii, 442.

Vignaud, Hemy, ii, 373.

Viking ship, illus., i, 3, 404.

Vim, Vigor, and Victory, ii, 234.

Vincent, Harry, port., iii, 70.

Vine, products of the, iii, 109.

Virginia Building, ii, 484 ; illus., iv, 468.
Virginia Day, i, 424.

Viticultural exhibit, ii, no.
Volk, Ernest, work in archaeology, ii, 324.

Wacker, Charles H., port., i, 290.

Wagner, Maud M., i, 418.

Wake, C. Staniland, ii, 317.

Wakely, Charles, address, iv, 113.

Walker, Edwin, conducls campaign at Washington, i,

13 ; made Chairman of Board of Directors, 22
; made

Solicitor-General, 91, 359; port., 359; his article on
litigation, 365.

Walker, Francis A., port., iv, i86.

Wall papers, iii, 266.

Waller, R. A., port., iii, 417.

Walsh, J. R., port., ii, 491.

Walton, Izaak, his day, i, 424.

Walworth, Ellen H., address, iv, 170.

Wanamaker, John, address, iv, 328.

War Department exhibit, iii, 495.

War, material of, iii, 307.

War vessels, parade, illus., i, 7.

Ward, Lieut.-Col. C. J., port., ii, 380.

Warehouses for exhibits, illus., i, 25, 166.

Warner, Charles D., address, iv, 161, 164 ; port., 165.

Washburn, George, address, iv, 318.

Washburne, Hempstead, port., i, 258, 261
; address, 270.

Washington Building, ii, 486 ; illus., iv, 496.

Watch machinery, iii, 227.

Water, group, illus,, ii, 520.

Water Sliding Railway, i, 170.

Water Supply Department organized, i, 192.

Waters, William, ii, 490.

Watterson, Henry, oration, i, 288
; port., 293.

Ways and Means, i, 51.

Weather Bureau, iii, 505 ; building, illus., 508.

Weaving, women's exhibits, iii, 458.
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Webster, Sir R., port., i, log.

Welding, electric, iii, 388.

Well-drilling machineiy, ii, 164.

Welles, Roger, Jr., ii, 317, 364.

Welling, John C, port., ii, 210.

Welsh Churches, Congress of, iv, 330.

Wendell, H. T. E , ii, 440.

Wennerberg, M. Gunnar, ii, 389.

Wermuth, Adolph, port., i, 120.

Werner, Anton von, ii, 389.

Werner, O. L., port., ii, 391.

West Virginia Building, ii, 488 ; illus., iv, 477.

"West Virginia Day, i, 428.

West Virginia's mining pavilion, illus., iii, 158.

Western Electric Company, ii, 294.

Western New York Day, i, 428.

Westinghouse Co., ii, 294 ; exhibit, illus., iii, 383.

Weston, Dr. T., Supervisor of Foreign Reports, ii, 3.

Whaleback steamer, illus., iv, 179.

Whaling ship Progress, illus., ii, 142.

Wheel chairs, illus., single, i, 358, 384 ; double, 463.

Wheeler, Candace, port., i, 245 ;
paper, iv, 338.

Wheeler, Charles C, port., i, 474.

Wheeler, G. H., port., iii, 216.

Wheelman's Night, i, 425.

White, Horace, port., iv, 118 ; address, 140.

White Horse Inn, illus., ii, 54.

White, Stanford, port., ii, 49.

White Star Line Building, illus., ii, 219.

Whitehouse Remsen, ii, 392.

Whitney, J. M., address, iv, 89.

Whitney, William C, ii, 465.

Widener, Peter A. B., Chairman, i, 259 ;
port,, 300.

Wiggin, Kate D., greetings, iv, 187.

Wigwams, Indian, illus., ii, 142.

Wilder, Alexander, address, iv, 96.

Wilkes, Charles M., port., i, i8g.

Wilkins, Mrs. Beriah, port., i, 247.

Willard, Frances E., chairman, iv, 102
;
port., 106.

Williams, Fannie B., address, iv, 76.

Williamson, Mary A., in charge of exhibit, ii, 450.

Willoughby, C. C, ii, 317.

Willmarth, Mrs. H. M., chairman, iv, 180: paper, 410.

Wilson, C. L., ii, 310.

Wilson, G. H., Secretary, i, 464 ; ii, 248.

Wind Engine and Pump Company, ii, 218.

Windmill exhibits, ii, 44 ; illus., 52 ; iii, 58.

Wines, exhibits of, iii, iii.

Wing Frame adapted to pillar, illus., ii, 265.

Winston, Frederick S., port., iv, 488.

Wire goods, iii, 313.

Wire nails, iii, 228.

Wisconsin Building, view in, ii, 489 ; and West Vir-

ginia, illus., iv, 477 ; statue, illus., ii, 490.

Wisconsin Day, i, 438.

Wise, Isaac M,, port., iv, 286.

Woman as an investor, iv, 139.

Woman's Building, interior, illus., i, 118 ;
from roof of

Manufactures Building, illus., 196 ; from the east,

illus., 198
;
prizes offered, 201 ; main entrance, 'illus.,

201 ; loggia, illus., 208 ; interior, illus., 213 ; Presi-

dent's office, illus., 216 ; a corner in, illus., 220 ; made

an exhibit building, 232 ; interior described, 238 ; list

of decorators, 239 ; library, illus., 248 ; view, south-

east, iv, 202.

Woman's Dormitory Association, i, 220.

Woman's Memorial Building, i, 256.

Women, articles patented by, illus., iii, 474.

Women as judges on Committee of Awards, i, 233.

Women, exhibits by, ii, 278 ; iii, 451.

Women, organization among, iv, 58.

Women's Christian Associations, Congress of, iv, 331.

Women's library, iii, 467.

Women's organizations represented, i, 243.

Women's work, ii, 249 ; statistics, iii, 469.

Wood carving, iii, 456.

Wood manufactures, iii, 92 ; from Michigan, illus., 98.

Wood, Sir Henry T., i, 114 ;
port., ii, 12.

Wood-working tools and machinery, iii, 220 et seq.

Woodberry, George E., Secretary, iv, iCg.

Woodbridge, Alice L., address, iv, 327.

Wooded Island, view of, i, 251 ;
promenade on, illus.,

482 ;
Horticultural exhibit, illus., ii, 109.

Woods, characteristics, illus., iii, 89 ; ornamental, Min-

nesota, illus., 102
; Mexico, illus , 105 ;

pulp, iii, 106.

Woods, S. A., Machine Company, illus., iii, 223.

Woodward, C. M., address, iv, 209.

Woolen products, iii, 299.

Wools, iii, 42.

Workingraan's model home, iii, 336.

Workmen, storm protection for, illus., i, 134.

World, the New York, World's Fair edition, ii, 15.

World's Columbian Commission authorized, i, 15.

World's Columbian Exposition, name adopted, i, 22.

World's Congress Auxiliary of the World's Columbian

Exposition, i, 48, 88 ; and entire fourth volume.

World's Exposition of 1892, corporation formed, i, 9.

World's fairs, list of all that have been held, i, 7.

Worthington Pump House, illus , ii, 196, 197.

Woven goods, iii, 298.

Wrought-iron work, iii, 314 et seq.

Yandell, Enid, port., i, 205.

Yerkes, Charles T., port., i, 282.

Voshihiko Yambe, ii, 425.

Young, Otto, services, i, 15 ;
port., 55 ; chairman, 74.

Young, T. H., Sup. of Railway exhibit, ii, 208.

Youth, Congress of Representative, iv, 191.

Yucatan ruins, reproduction, illus., ii, 315.

Zachille, Richard, his collection, ii, 339.

Zeublin, Charles, chairman, iv, 219.

Zinc, iii, 184.

Zorn, Anders L., ii, 389.

Zoroastrianism, iv, 286.

THE END.
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